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PREFACE 

THIS volume completes the Monograph of the ‘ Mosquitoes of the Ethiopian 
Region,’ publication of which was commenced by the Trustees of the British Museum 

(Natural History) in 1936 ; though its appearance has been somewhat delayed, this 

has been rather an advantage than otherwise. That it should be published in wartime 

needs no apology, for though the subject is treated from the standpoint of pure 

taxonomy, its importance in medicine is obvious. Incidentally, as evidenced by 

the list of collaborators printed on pages 4633466, it is a testimony, though perhaps 
only a small one, of the benefits that can derive from free international co-operation 

in those fields of human endeavour where mankind’s real advancement is to be 
sought. 

Comparison of the three volumes in the present series with those of Theobald’s 

earlier ‘ Monograph of the Culicidae ’ will show many differences in systematic treat- 

ment and in the taxonomic opinions of the authors, but even the vastly greater 

material which was at the disposal of Dr. Edwards has by no means been sufficient 

to enable him to reach completely satisfying conclusions in all cases of doubt. It is 

evident that much further collecting is needed before the African fauna can be 

catalogued upon a basis that is secure both as to specific limits and generic concep- 

tions, in spite of the fact that far greater progress has been made in the study 
of this group of insects than in any other during the last forty years. The 
information provided in these volumes, however, should enable anyone interested 
in the subject to identify all but a few of the African mosquitoes with certainty. 

Of the illustrations to this volume the majority are original, those of male ter- 
minalia being drawn by the author, and the remainder by Mr. A. J. E. Terzi and Miss 

M. Mackay. The four coloured plates are by Mr. Terzi, and are commendable not 
only as good examples of the artist’s work, but as demonstrating that mosquitoes 

may be things of beauty if seldom of joy. The originals of Plates I and IV 

were prepared at the instance and expense of the Board of Overseas Trade for 
exhibition in the British Pavilion in the Wembley Exhibition of 1924 ; Plates II 

and III were made specially for this work. Figures 5, IO, II, 15, 19, 22, 23, 2.5, 
26, 53 and 125 are reproduced from Theobald’s ‘ Monograph of the Culicidae of the 
World. ’ The remaining figures have been borrowed, and the Trustees are grateful 
to the Editors of the following publications for the loan of blocks or (in a few cases) 

the permission, granted or assumed, to copy published figures : BuLletin of Entomo- 

logical Research, Figs. 2, 3, 12, 17, 18, 29, 36, 45, 65, 68, 75, 93, 97, 99, 105, 108, IIO, 

112, 116, Ir9--21, 124, 127, 129, 131, 133, 136, 137, 146, 147, 151, 15% 154, 15% 
161, 162, 165-9, 172-4, 178-80, 183 ; Annals of Tropical Medicine and Parasitology, 

Figs. 39,59a and b, 159, 1921; Transactions of the Royal Society of Tropical Medicine 

and Hygiene, Figs. 41, 42, 46 ; Fauna of British India, Figs. 4, 7, pb ; Revue Zoo- 
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logiqahe Africaine, Figs. 63a, 87 ; Publications of the South African Institute of ,Medical 

Research, Fig. 134 ; Monthly Bulletin of the Bureau of Health, Manila, Fig. 1.28 ; 
Publications of the Egyptian University, Faculty of Medicine, Fig. 181 ; Bulletin of 

the American Musezzm of Natuml History, Fig. 184. 

In addition to completing the original plan by presenting an account of the adult 
and pupal taxonomy of Culicine mosquitoes and a chapter on the Zoogeography of 

Ethiopian mosquitoes, this volume includes a short supplement bringing the matter 

of the first two volumes up to date. 
N. D. RILEY, 

Keeper, Department of Entomology. 

To the great regret of all who knew him Dr. Edwards died on 

November Ijth, 1940, as this volume was about to go to press. In one of 
his last letters, written from Letchworth Hospital on November Ist, there 

occurs the following passage :- 
“ Naturally at such times as these one ponders again the old problems 

of the meaning and purpose of life. And the answer that presents itself 

seems to be the old one, that the true end of man is to glorify God : what 

more can one say ? ‘ Glorify God ! ’ How much can be implied by those 

two words ! ’ God ’ : the Unity behind all the diversity of things ; but at 

the same time the Trinity of Love, Truth, Beauty. ’ Glorify ’ : this seems 

to imply intensity of feeling, activity, harmony, joyful life, radiancy. So, 
to ‘ glorify God ’ is so to live ‘ in tune with the Infinite ’ that we ‘ feel within 

ourselves the throb of the Universal Life,’ and by our lives demonstrate that 
love, truth and beauty are at the heart of all ; to embody love in service, 

truth in sincerity, and beauty in worship, and all with joy and thanksgiving. 
Could we but live always in this way, suffering could be transmuted and even 

death prove but a sunrise.” 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE rapid increase in recent years of our knowledge of the Culicine mosquitoes 

of the Ethiopian Region is well exemplified by the fact that whereas about 180 

species are recognized in my list of 1927~ the present volume contains descriptions 

of about 290 species, besides some 40 named subspecies and varieties. This large 

increase is in part due to the rectification of errors through which forms which are 
now considered distinct species had been lumped together, but still more to the 

disco,-cry of numerous forms which until recentl>- were entirely unknown. 

In the preparation of this book all the available material has been closely studied 
and ex-er3’ species has been redescribed. I1s a result of the scrutiny several additional 

means ha\-e been discovered of distinguishing betn’een species and genera, and use 
has been made in the keys of some of the new characters (such as presence or absence 

of acro5tichal bristles ; distribution of scales on pleurae and first abdominal segment : 
presence or absence of scales on paratergite, and the shape of this part). These 

keys should be found workable by anyone who is prepared to pay close attention to 

them, but it is not claimed that they are infallible, nor can it be pretended that the 

identification of Culicine mosquitoes can ever be made an easy matter. 

_\fter the description of each species I have included a paragraph headed ” Distri- 

bution.” In this I have mentioned localities where the species has been found, 
with collectors’ names, but the lists are not intended to be and are often far from 

being complete ; they mainly refer to material in the British Museum or to other 
specimens whose identity I have recentl!- checked. I have, however, endeavoured 

to include reference to all the species recorded from each of the countries of the 
13ritish Empire in Africa. 

SPECIES AND VARIETIES. 

In the figures cited above, the word “ about ” is inserted advisedly, because the 

mosquitoes form no exception to the rule that the more intensively a group of animals 

is studied the more dificult it becomes to arrange in exact and satisfactory categories 

the \Tarious types of variation which are found to occur within the group. Increase 
of knowledge, especially of the earl]- stages of insects, often reveals an unsuspected 

complexity. _1dult insects which are closely similar in external appearances ma) 

pro\-e on d’ issection to have quite dissimilar genitalia in the male or in both sexes, 

while others which differ obviously in colouring may have identical genitalia. Again 

it may be found that adults which are distinguishable only with difficulty if at all 
are strikingly different in one or more of their early stages and perhaps also in their 

habits. Examples of this latter phenomenon which have recently become familiar 

to research workers in Diptera are the “ pupal species ” of Sim~Ziz~m, in which 

I 
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genus several different and non-inter-grading types of pupae inhabiting the same 
stream may produce adults which are indistinguishable (even in the smallest details 
of genitalia) ; or the forms of ,4noplzeZes maculipennis which are distinguishable 
mainly by features of the eggs; or those gall-midges which are only known to differ 
by their obligatory association with different plants. In all such types of variation 
it is evident that the question “ \;l’hat is a species ? ” may be answered in different 
ways, but whatever answer be given it is clear that the situation cannot be understood 
until all stages of the species have been studied, hence it was thought desirable to 
include in this monograph an account of pupal morphology. 

Among African Culicine mosquitoes some only of the problems indicated above 
have arisen. There are numerous cases of forms which differ to a greater or less 
extent in male genitalia, but in little else ; such cases as now shown occur not only 
among dull-coloured species such as Czilex, but also among those with striking and ’ 
specialized ornamentation, such as Eretmapodites or the argenteopzmctatzcs group of 
.4 Edes. Cases (apart from those of continuous variation) in which the ornamentation 
is obviously different but the male genitalia nearly identical are less frequent, but 
examples may be cited in AZdes marshalli, cape&s and kapretwae, -4. ae,g$ti and 
mascarensis or C&ex pipiens and scotti. L%s examples of forms which appear well 
distinguished in the larval stage but less clearly so in the adult may be mentioned 
Culex vansosnereni and toroensis, or Ficalbia hispida, lam&is and perplexens ; other 
similar cases have been noted by Barraud among Indian Culicines. No examples of 
“ pupal species ” have yet been noted among Culicines, apart from the species of 
FicaLbia just noted, which are also well distinguished as larvae, but Miss El-ans 
described distinct forms of pupae occurring in ,4nopheZes obscztrus. 

It may be that some of the forms here treated as distinct species or subspecies 
are natural hybrids between allied species, but it is hardly possible at present to 
form any conjectures on this question. That hybrids between Culicine mosquitoes 
may occur in nature seems not unlikely in view of the recent work of Toumanoff 
(1937), who successfully mated two such different insects as Aides aegypti and albopictus 

and obtained fertile hybrids even to the third and fourth generation. Toumanoff’s 
results however are in striking contrast with those of various workers on Anopheles 

maculipennis, who have shown that even the races of this species are to a greater ’ 
or less extent mutually sterile. 

In allotting a status to the forms examined I have thought it best to regard as 
distinct species forms which differ sharply (even if slightly) in any one of their stages 
and whose distribution is to a large extent coterminous, as for example Eretwzapodites 
chrysogastev, semisim@icipes and grahami ; if intermediates occur or if two forms 
which differ only slightly occupy different or but slightly overlapping territories 
(as with some E’retnzapodites) I have treated them as varieties or subspecies. It 
has been the prevalent custom among Dipterists to use the term “ variety ” in a 
rather vague and comprehensive sense to indicate any rank below that of species, 
but it seems desirable to make use of the term “ subspecies ” for geographically 
representative and slightly differing forms, leaving “ variety ” to indicate cases of 
bridged ITariation in one area or of colour variation induced by local differences in 
environment. One reason for making this distinction is that the code of zoological 
nomenclature lays down the principle that subspecific names ha\-e the same status 
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as those of species and are subject to the priority rule, but makes no reference 

to names of lower categories, which therefore, it has been argued, have no status 
in nomenclature. Frequently, of course, the data at present available are 

insufficient to determine whether a given form should correctly be regarded as 
a species, subspecies or \-ariety, and it may well be that changes in the status 
allotted to some of the forms described in this book will have to he made at a 

later date when more information is a\-ailable. 

rlFRIC;ZS CULICINE MOSQUITOES ASD DISEASE. 

Of the nearly three hundred species of African Culicines the large majority are 

innocuous to man ; most of them suck human blood only occasionally, if at all, and 

many are either so rare as to be of no account, or so rural and retiring in habits that 
they cannot be regarded as pests. Perhaps not more than half a dozen are to be 

regarded as constituting a serious menace on account of their disease-carrying 
capacities consequent upon a preference for human blood as food, these including 

I Aides aegypti, TaeniovhyncIzlrs africanus and unifomis, and Culex fatigans ; another 

score or so of species, chiefly of the genera ,4gdes, Euetuzapodites and Czllex, have also 

to be reckoned with as troublesome pest s and potential disease-carriers in some 
districts. In this connection the studies of Dal-is and Philip (1931) and Kerr (1933) 
on food-preferences of h’igerian mosquitoes are of special interest. 

The present state of knowledge with regard to the transmission of diseases of 
man and domestic animals by mosquitoes in tropical and South Africa may be 
summarized as follows : 

YELLOW FEVER.-Before 1928 A4gdes ae,qztpfi (Stegomyia fasciata) was thought 

to be the sole transmitting agent of the yellow fe\-er Airus. Since that date the work 

of Bauer (1928) and Philip (19~9-31) in Nigeria has demonstrated that selleral other 

,4frican mosquitoes are capable of transmitting the disease from monkey to monkey 

in the laboratory by biting, these including- 

,4gdes (Stegomyia) simpsoni. 

>J ,> africanus. 

,I ,> lztteocephalus. 

,: J> /iftatus. 

.-l Zdes (-4 edimorphs) stokesi. 
Eretmapodites clzrysogastev. 

Taeniorlz~w7zzts (Mansonioides) africanus. 

Philip also found th at the disease could be conveyed to a healthy 

into it infected and crushed mosquitoes of the following species : 
monkey injecting 

.-I gdes (AZdivzovph us) iwitans. AZdes (Balzksinella) punctocostalis. 

,, ,, nigricephalus. Culex tlzalassius. 

Of these _AZt7’des irvitam and nigricephalus, as well as C. thalassilts, are troublesome 

biters and could probably be added to the former list ; and it would seem that most 
of the common biting mosquitoes of 1j7est Africa are to be regarded as potentially 

dangerous. The inclusion of Taeniorlzy~zclms ajicanzrs in the list of experimental 
yellow-fever transmitters is disquieting, as this species is almost as ubiquitous as 

A&les aegypti, and even more bloodthirsty ; moveover, as pointed out by Philip, 
it feeds more than once and is present in houses at all seasons, 
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Kerr (1932) obtained laboratory transmission of yellow fearer by the bites of 
C&x fJ~alassizcs, and also showed by the injection method that the virus could 
remain lethal in the body of TneniorJzyncJzzcs zrniforuzis for at least 15 days. However, 
he considered C. thalassizbs an inefficient transmitter, and found that T. uniformis 
did not transmit the disease by biting. This last finding to some extent discounts 
Philip’s results with T. africanus, as it is hardly to be expected that two species 

so similar in habits as well as in structure would show much difference in regard to 
disease transmission ; it may be that neither of them need be taken into such serious 

consideration, as possible natural transmitters of the disease, as must some of the 
A&h. The same may be said about C&x fatigans, which Davis (1932) experimented 
with in Brazil, using a Iirulent Aifrican strain of yellow fever. Dal-is was able to 

infect healthy monkeys by the bites of C. fatignm, but concluded that many of the 

mosquitoes were able to rid themselx-es of the \-irus, and that probably onlp a small 
number of them developed gland-infection. 

Tt is probable that in Africa, as in South _America, “ jungle yellow fever ” mag 

be transmitted in nature by mosquitoes other than ,-IL;nes ne,qJlpti, but it has not yet 

been possible to establish this because, as noted by, Findla~, in the endemic 
yellow-Eel-er area of ,Africa no rural area has J-et been found from which neg@fi is 

absent. The whole subject of J-ellow-fever transmission, the distribution of the 

fe\.-er and its vectors, and the dangers of the spread of the disease through transport 
of the \-ectors by aircraft, has been r-e\-iewecl by JVhitfield (1939). 

DEXGIUZ.-NO transmission experiments on dengue in -Africa ha\-e been recorded, 

though the disease has been recorded from Mauritius and from Senegal and elsewhere 
on the Continent. The preSUnld \-ector is .4C’ies ne,n?f@. Galliard (1931) states 

that at Port Gentil this mosquito produces cases of dengue throughout the year. 
FIL~IRI;ISIS (human) .-The work of Taylor (1930)) Connal (1931) and Hicks 

(19x2) indicates that _4nopIzeZes gautbiae and fuuesfzls are the main carriers of Film& 

bancvofti in Africa, and that though various culicines may become infected with the 

worms, the development of the latter is usually arrested and they do not reach the 

proboscis of the mosquito. Connal and Hicks both found this to be the case with 

,4&Ies aegvpti, as also did Barbeau (1930) in Mauritius, and Connal reached the same 
conclusion regarding TaeniorJz~vzchz~s africanus. 

Experiments with Culex fatignns ha\-e been contradictor>- ; Barbeau obtained 

mature infections whereas Connal’s results were entirely negatil-e. Taylor observed 

one case of complete development in ,4&les ocltmceus. 

RIFT VALLEY FEVER.-This is a virus disease affecting sheep in East ,ifrica ; it 

may also be pathogenic to man. Daubney and Hudson (1933) in transmission 

experiments found that the virus can be con\-eyed to mice and lambs by injection 
of infected extract of Tneniorl~pchzts ueYsicoloY, f~rscopeltttntzls or 11~icvonntaztlntlts. 

HLVE-TONGUE.-_l virus disease of sheep in South Africa, which was found b) 

Xieschultz, Bedford and Du Toit (1934) to be transmissible by _4&?es (Badsiutella) 

lineafopennis. 
Ho~xsE-SICE;W3s.-L~nother virus disease, affectin g horses oxyer a large part of 

,Africa. Nieschultz, Bedford and Du Toit (1934, 1935) consider that mosquitoes are 

probably in\-olved in its transmission, but experiments with various species of .4gdes 

gave mainly negative results. 
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In the section op Zoogeography at the end of this book I have included a brief 

summary of our present knowledge of the distribution of mosquitoes in ,\frica, and 
the sources of this knowledge. I hope that the many field-workers who have provided 

the materials on which this book is based will accept this all too brief mention 
as indication of rn)- grateful appreciation of each contribution, large or small. I 

cannot select names from this long list, except to say that to no one am I more 

deeply indebted than to my collaborator, Xr. (;. H. E. Hopkins, without whose 

constant interest this work would perhaps ne\yer have been completed-or even 

begun. I must also express my appreciation of the ready co-operation accorded 

at all times b>- m!- assistant, Nr. I<. L. Coe, and by the staffs of the Imperial Institute 

of EntomologJT, the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, and the Liver- 

pool School of Tropical Nedicine, as well as b>- Dr. H. Schouteden of the Congo 

Museum, and b\- Mon. E. S&guy of the Paris Museum. 



I. TAXONOMY OF CULICINE ADULTS. 

CHARACTERS USED IN CLASSIFIC4TION. 

HEAD. 

Eyes.-The eyes are always approximately similar in the two sexes, hut exhibit 
variations in size which are sometimes useful as subsidiary characters in distinguish- 

ing species or genera. In most C&x the eyes are large and more or less in contact 

for some distance above the insertion of the antennae ; in most .4t;rles they are some- 

what smaller and are usually separated above the antennae by a fvo~zt which varies 
in width according to the species. In all mosquitoes the surface of the eye is bare. 

Cly@bs.-This is of distinctive shape in the genera YlJe~arlzinz~s and Harpagomyia, 

otherwise it is of no value in classification except that in a few species it bears scales ; 
clypeal hairs are not present in any ,4frican mosquitoes. 

Proboscis.-This also is of distinctive structure in the genera Jfegavhinz~s and 

Havpagomyia, but otherwise it has been little used in classification, except that in 
the males of some Ficalbia it is markedly swollen at its tip ; in most species of the 

Atides group it is rather longer and more slender than in Czblex. Generic and specific 
differences in the mouth-parts (other than the maxillary palpi) ha\-e not been investi- 

gated. 
Pal@.-On account of the l-erg’ different development of these organs in the two 

sexes and the great differences which may occur between nearly related species, these 

organs are not now used for generic classification, but are useful for defining subgenera 
and species. They exhibit much more diversity in the male than in the female sex, 

though in the latter their length relatively to that of the proboscis is of some taxo- 
nomic value. In the descriptions here given the male palpi are regarded as com- 

posed of a long segment or shaft, a second or penultimate segment and a terminal 

segment ; the rudimentary basal segment is neglected, as is the incomplete division 
of the shaft into two segments. 

Antefz+zae.-In the males of -4frican mosquitoes the antennae are usually plumose, 

but in Havpagowtyia they are like those of the female ; in Ortlzopodonzyia and Ficalbia 

they are rather longer than in the other genera. In the females the relative length of 

the first two segments of the flagellum is often of use in identification, as is (in the 

genus Czrlex) the number of long hairs in the whorl at the base of each segment. In 
both sexes the presence or absence of scales on the basal segments is important. The 

enlarged basal segment (morphologically the second antenna1 segment, the first being 
vestigial) is here spoken of as the torzbs ; it has also been called the scape or pedicel, 

but the term “scape” should be reserved for the true first segment. The remaining 

segments comprise the jagellzwz. 

T’estiture.-The integument of the head behind the eyes and on the front between 
the eyes is always completely clothed with scales, which may be erect or decuntbent 

(i.e. lying more or less flat against the surface of the head). Erect scales are narrow 
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at the base and gradually widened to the tip, which is forked or toothed. Decumbent 
scales are of two kinds--narrow, curved and pointed, or broad, flat, with square or 
occasionally rounded ends ; intermediates between these two types are not often 

seen. The sides and under surface of the head are always clothed with broad decum- 

bent scales only, but the zfevtex or upper part of the head may exhibit scaling of one of 
three different types : (I) erect scales confined to a few near occiput, other scales all 
broad and closely applied to the head ; (2) erect scales numerous over a larger area 
and mixed with decumbent narrow scales, but broad flat scales numerous and forming 

a continuous band round the eye-margins ; (3) whole vertex clothed with a mixture 
of erect scales and narrow decumbent scales, except close to eye-margins, where all 

the scales are narrow and decumbent. Every gradation may be seen between these 
types of scaling, not infrequently within the limits of a single genus or subgenus, 
though the arrangement is constant for each species or group of species. 

In addition to the scales the upper surface of the head bears a row of orbital 

bristles close behind the eye-margins ; the upper one or two pairs of these are some- 
times distinguished as the vertical bristles, and the lower or true orbitals may be absent. 

THORAX. 

So part of the body is of more importance in classification than the thorax, one 

reason for this being that the structure is uninfluenced by sex, and the ornamentation 
only- very slightly so. &in appreciation of the structure of the thorax and the limits 

of its different sclerites is therefore essential for determination ; it should be made 

clear by the accompanying figures and the following explanatory notes : 
Protlzovax.-A4s in all Diptera this is much reduced, but is composed of four main 

parts : anterior pronotal lobes (a@), posterior pronotal lobes @@z), propleura, and 
prosternum. The anterior pronotal lobes (sometimes called simply pronotal lobes) 

are the prominences lying one on each side of the front of the thorax and protecting 
the head ; they vary somewhat in size but are always separated above. The pas- 

teviov pvonotal lobes (also sometimes referred to as pro-epimera) form that part of the 

side wall of the thorax lying between the anterior pronotal lobes and the anterior 

spiracle, a very small spiracular aYea being separated off from the main portion by a 

strong ridge. The presence of spiracular bristles on this small area distinguishes the 

genera Tlaeobaldia and Cranotaenia. The bristles and scales on the anterior and 

posterior pronotal lobes are of taxonomic importance, especially the scales, which 

may be present or absent, broad or narrow, and often differ in shape from those of 

the mesonotum. The term propleura is here used for the small portion lying imme- 
diately above the front coxa, with a projecting tongue extending round the front of 

the base of the cosa, and connected with the anterior pronotal lobes by a band ; 
the lower part of the propleura bears setae which vary in number according to 

genus, species and sex (Uranotaenia having the minimum of one propleural seta), 

but the upper part is always bare. The propleura is sometimes called the “ proepi- 

sternum,” but as there is no clear division into episternum and epimeron the longer 

term seems unnecessary. The prosternum is the part between the two front coxae 

which has not hitherto been studied comparatively. It is usually entirely bare, but 

sometimes bears scales on its upper part, while in Dunnizts and Evetmapodites it is 
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uniformly and densely scaly ; in a few species of C&x it bears a number of bristly 
hairs. 

Mesotlzorax : dorsal.-Almost the whole of the upper surface of the thorax is 

formed by the nzesonotum, which is divided into the scutum, scutellum, postnotum 
and paratergites. By far the greatest area is occupied by the .scz~tum, this name being 

here used for the combined praescutum and scutum, these parts in the Culicidae not 
being divided by any recognizable suture. Just in front of the middle and immediately 

above the spiracle the lateral margin of the scutum is slightly prominent, forming 
the scutal angle ; in the middle posteriorly is a small area referred to as the have 
space on account of the absence of vestiture upon it. The scutellum is trilobed in 

all genera except Megarlzinus. The postnotztm (also called post-scutellum, meso- 

phragma, or, incorrectly, metanotum) is the part behind the scutellum. The pnvn- 
tergite is a small area on each side a little in front of the wing-root and cut off from 

the scutum by a strong furrow ; it varies in size and shape in different genera. 
The scutum bears a vestiture of bristles and scales. The bristles are not uniformly 

distributed, but occur mainly in a szcpra-alar patch above and in front of the wing- 
root and in two or three longitudinal lines or stripes ; those along the median line 

are the acrosticlzal bristles, those along the other two lines the dorso-central bristles ; 
the acrostichal bristles are nearly always noticeably shorter and weaker than the 

dorso-centrals and are not infrequently entirely absent; in any case they occur 

mainly on the anterior half of the scutum ; the dorso-central bristles also may be 

absent from the front part of the scutum and present only for a short distance in 
front of the scutellum, or even (Megarhinus) absent altogether. Scales are usually 

distributed uniformly and rather densely over the surface of the scutum except on 
the bare space, but in a few cases they are sparse or absent on certain areas, and not 
infrequently bare lines adjoin the lines of dorso-central bristles. The scutellum bears 
marginal bristles on each of its three lobes, and usually scales on its dorsal surface, 

the shape and density of these scales being important for classification, especially in 

the genus AZdes. The paratergites are usually bare, but in _4Cdes are clothed with 

scales,, which may be broad or narrow, these scales usually resembling those of the 

pronotal lobes rather than those of the scutum. The postnotum is bare except in 
some species of Eretmapodifes, where it bears a few small bristles. 

3fesotJzorax : lateraZ.--Xpart from the posterior pronotal lobes (defined above), 
most of the side of the thorax is occupied by the mesothoracic pleurae, comprising 

the following portions : Post-spiraczrlar area, the area immediately behind the anterior 
spiracle ; it is largely membranous, the sclerotized portion being the anterior pat-t of 

the anepisternite. Sub-spivacular area, the membranous area below the anterior 

spiracle and adjacent to the posterior postnotal lobes and propleura. Stemoplelwa, 

a large sclerotized area of the lower half of the pleurae between the front and middle 

coxae. Pre-alar area, a narrow upward extension of the sternopleura reaching to 

just in front of the base of the wing and separated from the anterior anepisternite 

(post-spiracular area) by a membranous cleft ; its upper portion is strongly convex 

and forms the @e-alar knob. Mese+nevon, a rectangular area of the posterior part 

of the pleurae, marked off by well-defined sutures from the surrounding areas ; it is 
also known as the pteropleura or pteropleurite-names which are more frequently 

used for the corresponding part in some other families of Diptera. :lfero92, a small 
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triangular piece immediately behind and above the base of the middle coxa and 

below the mesepimeron ; in all mosquitoes it is bare and in the African ones has no 

t axonomic significance z 

FI G. I.-Parts of the thorax in <I Culicine mosquito (C&x fiqri+.s Grp.). a. Dorsal. b. Lateral. 
13ristles indicated by their scars. .\c. A1crostichal bristles. .ws. Anterior pronotal lobes. 
B. Bare pre-scutellnr space. IX. Dorso-central bristles. 11. Haltere. 1~2. Lntrral lobe of first 
tergite. 11. JIeron. x1E. Jlesepimeron. JIhl. Metameron. vs. 11eta110tu111. P. Paratergite. 
I’.\. l’re-alar area and knob. PK. Postnotulll. PP. Propleura. PPS. Posterior pronotal arca. 
ps. Post-spiracular area. s. Scutuln (including praescutum). 5.q. Scutal angle. SC. Scutelluni. 
ss. Sub-spiracular area. ST. Sternopleura. ST-. Supra-alar arca and bristles. T-I. First abdo- 
minal tergite. m-. Base of wing. 

FIG. z.-Pleural chaetotnsy of Culicinc mosquitoes (after Uarrnud, 1933). a. Genus 7‘lzeohaldin. 

1). Genus _-l e&s. n@., anterior pronotal; Z.wt.e., lower niesepiuteral; p.n., pre-alar ; JJ.~., pro- 
pleural ; fi@., posterior pronotal ; psfi., post-spiracular ; sp., spiracular ; sf.p., stcrnopleural. 

The hairs or bristles on the sides of the mesothorax are as follows : Post-sfkmtlar, 
a small group in the middle of the post-spiracular area, found only in the genera 

Aifdes and Eretvzapodites and in the subgenus Mansonioides. Sternopleural, a more 

or less vertical row towards the posterior edge of the sternopleura, sometimes con- 

tinued forwards along the boundary between this and the pre-alar area. Pre-alar, 

a group on the pre-alar knob. Upper mese+neral or subalar, a group in the upper 
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corner of the mesepimeron immediately below the wing-root ; these and the pre- 

alar hairs are almost always present and therefore of little or no taxonomic interest. 

Lower mesepimeral, a small group (or frequently a single hair) below the middle or 

towards the lower edge of the mesepimeron ; very useful in distinguishing many 

species of ,4Edes and Culex. 

The scales of the pleurae are even more valuable for purposes of specific differen- 
tiation than the bristles, a fact which I have not sufficiently appreciated until recently. 

The scales are usually all of one type, broad and flat, though in some Aides narrow 
scales may be present in certain areas. In some genera (notably Megarhinus) the 

pleurae are very much more extensively scaly than in others (e.R. Czblex, some species 

of which are almost completely devoid of pleural scales). The presence or absence 

of scales on the post-spiracular, subspiracular or pre-alar areas may provide means 

of distinguishing between closely related species. 

Metathorax.-The metathorax, as in other Diptera, is very much reduced. Its 
dorsal portion (metanotum) forms a narrow and very inconspicuous strip between 

the postnotum (which was mistakenly thought by Theobald and some other writers 
to be the true metanotum) and the first abdominal tergite. The pleura of the meta- 

thorax is better developed than the notum, forming a rather narrow area (divided 
into two by a Trertical suture) behind the mesepimeron and above the hind coxa ; it 
is of little or no taxonomic significance. The small piece lying immediately above 

the hind coxa I have here called the metameron ; it has been referred to by some 

writers as the meteusternum, and is the only part of the metapleura on which obvious 

scales may occur (as in AZdes caspizls). 

LEGS. 

Orientation of slbvfaces.-For descriptive purposes the legs are imagined to be all 

fully extended outwards at right angles to the body ; the surfaces of femora, tibiae 

and tarsi which would in such an imaginary position face forwards are designated 

anteriov, those which would face backwards are designated posterior, the upper and 

lower surfaces being termed dorsal and ventral respectively. This convention avoids 

the use of the ambiguous terms “ inner ” and “ outer.” 

Coxae.-The hairs or bristles on the coxae vary to some extent in different genera, 

but have not been used in classification. In Uvanotaenia each hind coxa has a 

single bristly hair at its tip in front, curving in front of the trochanter ; most other 
genera have several hairs in this position. 

Felnora.-Small differences may occur in the shape of the femora in different 
genera ; for example in Uranotaenia the middle femora are more noticeably swollen 

towards the base than is usual in other mosquitoes. The presence of a scale-tuft 

at the tip of the middle femur characterizes the genus Agdomyia. Specific differences 

are commonly found in the colour of the scales ; even when the legs as a whole 

show no definite pattern the proportion and arrangement of light and dark scales 

on the hind femur is often of great assistance in distinguishing between nearly 
related species. 

Tibiae.-The comb-like row of microscopic bristles on the inner side of the tip 

of the hind tibia is better developed in At?‘des than in most other genera, and the 
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tibia1 bristles are fewer, longer, and stronger in most species of Ficalbia than in 

most other mosquitoes, but otherwise no features of generic importance are found in 

the tibiae. Specific differences in the colour of the scales are common, especiall>- 

in the size of the pale spot at the tip of the hind tibia. 

Tnvsi.-The relative lengths of certain segments provide criteria for distinguishing 

some genera. Thus in Orthopodomnyia the fourth segment of the front tarsus is 
unusually- short, I-cry much shorter than the fifth ; in ClLZex the first segment of 

the hind tarsus is usually of about the same length as the hind tibia, whereas in 

L4&2es and most other genera it is distinctly shorter. Some of the most important 
generic distinctions are to be found in the tarsal claws and pulx-illi. In nearly all 

species of .i?des and also Evehapodites, but in no species of any other African genus 
of mosquitoes, the claws of the four anterior legs of the female each bear a sharp 

tooth on the under side near the middle ; in many species of ,lifdes the claws of the 

hind legs are similarly toothed. In the male these characters are complicated bg 

the secondar)- sexual moditications of the claws, one claw on each of the four anterior 

legs being nearly always enlarged ; the large claw usually bears one tooth but may 

ha\-e two (as in Theobal~in) ; the small claw is usually- toothed in Aides, simple in 

other genera. The males of the genus CTmnotne~zin are peculiar in that all the claws 

are simple, and those of the front legs both small. Between the claws a median 

hairy elzpo~izt~lz is always present ; it varies somewhat in length relatively to the 

claws but is rarel>- conspicuous. Below the base of the claws and on each side of 

the empodium are the pltlritilli, a pair of pubescent pads found in all species of Czllex 

and diagnostic of this genus. They should not be confused with the median empo- 

dium, nor with the fine hairs which are sometimes to be seen on the enlarged bases 
of the claws ; the\- are more readily seen in the female Czblex than in the male owing 

to the modification of the claws in the latter sex. Secondary male characters in the 

legs (apart from the modification of the claws as just mentioned) are of rare occurrence 

among mosquitoes, but interesting cases of such structures occur in the genera 

Hodgesin, L-vnnotnenia and Eretmapodites. The presence or absence and width and 

position when present of pale riags on the tarsi is important; when present these 
rings may be situated on the basal (proximal) or on the apicnZ (distal) ends of the 

segments, or in some cases (chiefly in CuZex) they may extend across both sides of 
the articulations. 
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Venation.-The wing-lyenation of Culicidae is of very uniform type throughout the 

family ; but does provide some minor features of value for distinguishing genera and 
in some cases species. The nomenclature adopted here is that used by Barraud 
and other workers on mosquitoes, the a-eins being referred to by numbers. The 
alternative symbols and names of the veins on the Comstock-Seedham system 

used by many workers are as follows : 

Subcosta . SC. 

2 

2.1 

2.2 

3 

4.1 
4.2 
5 
5.1 
5.2 
6 

3-4 
4-5 

{ 

Ii . 
- RI. 

JRs . 
* lR2+3 
. Rz. 

- R3. 
. R4+.j 
. 31 . 
. MI+2 
. 313 
. cu 
. GUI 

. cu2 

. All 

. r-m 

. Ill-cu 

Subcosta. 

Radius (basal portion). 
First branch of radius. 
Radial sector. 
Stem of R2 and R3 (stem of upper fork). 
Second branch of radius 1 Radial fork (upper 
Third 
Fourth ,y ,: 

I fork-cell). 

Media. 
Branch of media IMedian fork (lower 

Cub&s. 
>> I fork-cell). 

Branch of cubitus 
\ Cubital fork. 

Xnal’Lyein. 
7, J 

Radio-median cross-vein. 
Meclio-cubital cross-vein (posterior cross-\-ein). 

I.-\\-inR-characters of Culicine mosquitoes (after Barraud, I(jj_J). a. \7enation of Lg,*cnus 
H~d~~~s~n ; notation as in test. st., stern-vein. b. Sase of \ving of genus Hod&n, showing 
l),ircs ,ilula (a.) and squalna (s.). c. Forked wing-scales (genus Hodgrsin). d. Ease of wing 
of genus 7 hdmlrlia (undtmidc) shokvin ,q fring:cd nlula (cz.) and sylrnwzn (s.), and hairs at 11x3~ of 
s~~l~costal \4n (SC.). 

The short thickened basal portion of the radius is known as the stem-min, or 

sometimes as the remz&iz~nz. 
The most fundamental venational difference between the genera is in the nature 

of the connection between veins 3 and ;c. In hfegarhiws vein 3 appears to be 
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prolonged a considerable distance towards the base of the wing, where it ends free, 
and to be connected with both z and 4 by short cross-veins, but from a comparison 
with other Diptera it is clear that this is not the true condition ; the apparent cross- 
vein 2-3 must be morphologically the base of 3, and cross-vein 3-4 must be regarded 
as having a ;ight-angled bend, the upper (horizontal) portion continuing vein 3 and 
extending as a spur beyond the bend. This is more or less the condition in Anophelini, 
but in all Culicine genera cross-vein 3-4 is a normal simple cross-vein placed close 
to base of 3. Venational differences among Culicini are chiefly to be found in the 
length of vein 6 and of the subcosta, in the relative positions of the bases of the 
forks of z and 4 and the length of the fork of 2 relative to its stem, and in the distance 

FIG. j.--Portion of win: ot (irmt~~tni:;~ia tcll)oa5.J,Jnli;za!is, s’lowin g \-cry finr dot-like microtrichia. 
(;iftvr Theol~;~lrl, 1010.) 

apart of the two cross-veins. The three genera Harpagomyia, Hodgesia and Urano- 
taenia are collectively distinguished from other genera by having vein 6 relatively 
short ; a line joining the tip of this vein with the base of 2 and the base of the fork 
of 5 would be at right angles to the main axis of the wing in these genera but would 
run very obliquely in the others. The genera Megarhinus and Uranotaenia and the 
subgenus Mimom4via of Ficalbia have the fork of 2 markedly shorter than its stem 
(the stem of the fork being the second section of vein 2, between the origin of 3 and 
the fork, i.e. R2+3 in the Comstock-Seedham nomenclature). 

AhZa and sqtcama.--Neat- the base of the wing are two indentations of the posterior 
margin separating two small areas known as the alula and squama. The squama is 
the part nearest the thorax, and is covered by the alula when the wing is folded but 
may be seen clearly when the wing is extended. In most Culicine genera the squama 
bears a fringe of hairs on its margin ; the absence of this fringe distinguishes the 
genera ~Megarhinzts, Harpagomyia, Hodgesia and Umnotaenia. There is some 
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variation in regard to the fringe of scales on the margin of the alula, but this is less 
definite. 

Scales.-The scales on the wing-veins are of two main types, some (usually short 

and broad) lying close along the veins, others (usually long and narrow) extending 
at a high angle from the vein. These two types have been called by Christophers 
squame scales and @WW scales, and I have often referred to the latter as outstanding 

scales. Squame scales occur normally along the whole length of the zbppev surface 

of all veins except z .I and 2.2, plume scales on the @per surface of z .I and 2. z and 

the tinder surface of 3, 4.1 and 4.2, and also (but less numerous) on 4, j and 6. In 
Megarhinus and in the subgenus Mimoupia of Ficalbia plume scales are few or 

absent, the under surfaces of most veins being bare. In A4t?dom~via, in the subgenus 
Mansonioides of Taeniorhynchus, and in a few species of other genera, both squame 
scales and plume scales are \rery broad and approximately similar in size. Hod<gesia 
is peculiar in having the plume scales emarginate at the tips. 

Microtriclzia.-The surface of the wing between the veins is covered with micro- 

scopic setae or micvotrichia. These are similar in all mosquito genera except U:‘va~to- 
taenia, where they are very minute and not visible at a lower magnification than IOO. 

_lBDOMEN. 

In all Culicine mosquitoes the abdomen is completely clothed with broad flat 

scales, except sometimes on the first and last segments. The first tergite shows 

differences in scaling between the different genera or subgenera. On each side of this 

tergite is a small projectin g lobe or wing separated from the main portion by a 

longitudinal furrow ; this lobe may be either bare (as in Clrlex and Taeniorlzynchzrs) 

or scaly (as in ,WeganTzinz~s and nearly all Agdes) ; it may be scalJ- even when the main 

portion of the tergite is largely bare of scales (as in _4llofheobaZdia), or the reverse 

may be the case (as in most Umnotaenia). The colour-pattern formed by the abdo- 

minal scales is of considerable importance in specific determination, although 
individual variation is frequent. In males and in unfed females the tevgites 

(dorsal plates of the abdominal segments) are usually bent or curved round the sides 
and beneath the abdomen, tending to hide the smaller sternites (ventral plates), so 

that the sides of the tergites might be mistaken for the sternites, and care must be 
exercised in noting the pattern of the latter. 

In all male mosquitoes the tip of the abdomen rotates through ISO’ shortly after 

emergence from the pupa, so that structures which were originally dorsal become 

ventral and vice zleY.sa ; this torsion affects the eighth (pre-genital) as well as the 

ninth (genital) and tenth (anal) segments. In the explanatory account wllich follows 

and in the specific descriptions the words tevgal and sternal are therefore used to 
describe position, and indicate structures which were originally dorsal and ventral 

respectively, the tergites being actually ventral and the sternites dorsal in mature 

specimens. The terminology adopted here is the same as that used by me in recent 

papers and is essentially that of Christophers and Karraud (1923). 
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Though the eighth segment is not usually reckoned as part of the hypopygium, 

it may conveniently be considered in connection with it. The eighth tevgite (some- 
times wrongly referred to as the eighth sternite) often exhibits peculiarities of shape 

or vestiture. Sormally it is a rectangular piece without any special development of 
hairs or bristles. In many Czllex (especially the subgenus Xeoclclex) it has a deep 
median indentation of the posterior margin, and in Eretmapodites this is carried so 

far that the tergite is completely divided into two parts. In both these groups, and 
in others, the sides often bear numerous hairs and bristles which serve to shield the 

hypopygium. In some Tlzeobaldia spines are de\-eloped on a median projection of 

the tergite. The true eighth sternite rarely shows any special features. 

5G. 6, o’.- Parts of the male termindia in Culicinc mosquitoes (n-c, Thcolmldicc .frrzssri Edn-. ; d-f, 
I;rcnl61rr pllf 1IbOSfi Theo.). a. Terlllinalla (one cosite relllovrd), trrgal \-iew. I). Ditto, sternal 
view. (1. Inner aspect of corite. c, e. Aecl~~1gus. f. Side vie\\- of all bnsal parts (i.e. ter- 
Iliinalia n-ith cosite omitted). \. Meiuhrnne connectmg pnraprocts at anus. .\s. .Ytticulated . . 
spine of St\-lc (here terminal). IS\. l3,asal apdeme (basal plate) of actlcagus. 13L. 15asnl lobe 
(basal plaque) of coxitr. c. Cositc. I). ‘Tenth tergites (dors<ll plates of proctigcr). I.. Lateral 
portion of paraproct. I-P, I, lteral plattl of phallowlnc. P. Par,lmcrc. PH. I’hnllosom~. 
I’r. l’arapi-act (here with i-4 spine; on crown). s. Sinth >tci-nltr. sr. Style. r. Sinth 
tergite. 

The tevwzi~zalia proper (also called Jz_v~oPvgiz~m, or, loosely, genitalia) comprise the 
following parts : (I) tergite and sternite of the ninth segment ; (2) forceps, paired 

appendages of the ninth segment, each comprising a large basal segment (cosite) and 
a smaller second segment (style) ; (3) anal segment ; (4) aedeagus or true external 

genital organs. These parts will be considered in the order named. 

XintJz tev@e.-This provides important specific characters, but is not much used 

for generic diagnosis. It is usually in the form of a narrow strip constricted in the 

middle and thus divided into two lobes which bear hairs or bristles (as in most ,4I;des 

and C zclex) . In its more primitive form (as in Afegarlzinus and some Uvanotaenia) it 

-is a somewhat rectangular hairy plate. 
AVinth ster$zite.-This shows few features of interest and is therefore not usually 

mentioned in descriptions. It is exceptionally large in Cztlex PevJidioszts. 

Coxites (also called side-Pieces, basal segment of forceps) .-These exhibit great 
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diversity of form, especially as regards the various lobes and processes which may be 

developed on their inner faces. Normally the coxites are the largest parts of the 

hypopygium and each is in the shape of a stumpy human thigh ; they are just in 

connection with one another sternally, and in the groin are connected with the anal 
segment and with the aedeagus. In the most primitive form the only modification 

of the coxite is a small bristly basal lobe on the area between the ventral root and the 

mid-sternal connection of the cosites ; this is the structure found in the genera 

Megavhinzls, Harpagomyia, Hodgesin, Uranotaenia, TJzeobaldia, Ovthopodonzyia, 

Ficalbia and ,4 Cdouzyia. Sometimes this basal lobe is separated from the rest of the 

inner face of the coxite by a membranous area, and in such cases it has sometimes 

been referred to as a basal plaque. In the genus Culex the lobe itself is intimately 

connected with the coxite, but comes to occupy a more distal position owing to the 
development of a large membranous area at its base, associated with an increase 

in size of the anal segment and aedeagus ; in this case the lobe is known as the 

subapical lobe, and is complicated by a tendency to division into two parts and a 

high degree of specialization in its bristles. In some genera part or the whole of 

this basal lobe has more the form of a subsidiary- appendage, which has been called 

the clnspette. This term has chiefly been used for the structure found in a section of 

the complex genus 14&Zes, where the claspettes form a characteristic pair of appendages 
arising from the base of each cosite on the sternal side ; somewhat similar structures 

are found in the genus Tae~~ior~~~~~lclzz~s. In some _4t%es there may- be basal and apical 

lobes of the coxite in addition to the claspette, but the greatest complexity is reached 
in the genus Evetnzapodites, where the coxite may bear three or four lobes or processes 

and various tufts of modified scales or bristles. 
Style (also called clasper, distal segment of forceps).-This is normally a simple 

structure articulated with the tip of the coxite like the blade of a pocket-knife, and 

provided with a terminal spine and a few minute hairs. In some subgenera of _4i’des 

(dt;diuzo~$hus, Ilunnius) the style is subject to great modifications in shape and its 
spine is more or less removed from the tip. In Eretmapodites it usually bears scales 

and long hairs. In the subgenus Banksivzella it is inserted subterminally instead of 
terminally on the coxite. In Cltlex it usually has a characteristic falcate shape and 

bears only two fine hairs in addition to the terminal spine, which is widened towards 
the tip instead of being pointed. In A2domyia the terminal spine is modified into 
a peculiar comb-like structure. 

_4naZ segnaest (also called pvoctiger, tenth abdominal segment) .-This consists 

typically of a pair of dorsal plates or tenth tergites, and a pair of ventro-lateral plates, 
tenth sternites orpamaj5vocts. The paraprocts are of great assistance in defining genera 

- and their relationships. Their most primitive form is perhaps that found in Cztlex, 

where they are provided with a tuft of hairs or spines at the tip, perhaps representing 
vestigial anal cerci. In Al,regarJzinz~s, Theobaldia and some other genera the para- 

procts have only a few strong teeth at the tip, and in _4ifdes they are simple, without 

teeth. In Gvanotaenia and ,4tl’domyia there are no very definite chitinizations of the 
proctiger, these genera resembling 14 nopheles in this respect. 

Aedeagus.-As used in descriptive terminology of mosquitoes, this term includes 
collectia-ely all the structures surrounding the opening of the male genital duct. The 
parts of the aedeagus may be distinguished from the segmental parts of the 
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hypopygium (tergite, sternite, forceps, proctiger) by the fact that there are never any 

articulated hairs on their surfaces. In all Culicine mosquitoes it is possible to recog- 
nize as parts of the aedeagus a pair of movable struct&es, the paramws, between 

which lies a central body, the plzallosome (also called nzesoso+tie). The parameres are 
of little use in classification, but the phallosome is of the greatest importance. It 
may be in the form of a simple tube or scoop (as in Lllzhdus and Oclzlerotatzcs), but 

more common137 it is dilyided into a pair of lateral plates connected by one or two 

bridges. These Zateval plates of the $dzaZZosonze (designated by the abbreviation lp) 

often bear various teeth or processes, the form of which is constant for any given 

species ; the greatest complexity is attained in the genus C&ex (see p. 243). 

FEX~LE TERMISALIA (OVIPOSITOR OR HYPOPYGILX). 

The terminal abdominal segments of the female have been very little studied in 
-1frican mosquitoes, but it is known that they often exhibit well-marked generic 
and subgeneric distinctions, and in some cases (e.~. Taeniovlz_vnchus africamts and 
z~tzifowzis) even nearly allied species differ considerably, so that it is probable that 

they could be used more than they ha\Te been for purposes of classification. The 
following brief account of their structure is based chiefly on the papers of Ma&e 

and Ingram (1922), Christophers (1923), Gerry (193~) and Gjullin (1937) and on the 

examination of about thirty representative species ; further notes are given in the 
diagnosis of each genus. 

The hypopygium of the female mosquito differs from that of the male in several 
important respects : (I) It is never inverted, all the parts therefore retaining their 
primitil-e orientation ; (2) the ninth segment is much reduced in size and bears no 

appendages ; and (3) the anal segment bears conspicuous paired cerci. AAs in the 
male the eighth segment is more or less modified and can be considered in conjunction 

with the true hypopygium (genital and anal segments). ,k in the male, also, a 
distinction may be made between the segmental structures, which bear setae, and 

the chitinizations surrounding the genital openings, which are devoid of true setae 

(though they may bear setiform or spiniform processes). The genital segment is 

more or less retracted within the preceding one ; it comprises the ninth tergite (dorsal) 

and the insula and atrium (ventral). The anal segment is usually visible externally ; 
its chitinizations are the tenth tergite, cerci and subgenital plate. The only internal 
organs which have been used in classification are the chitinized spermathecae. 

Eighth segmel-tt.-This segment as a whole may be much narrower than the pre- 
ceding segments and more or less retractile (as in _-iCdes), or of about the same diameter 
(though shorter) and not or scarcely retractile (as in most other mosquitoes). 11’hen 

retractile it bears no scales, but scales are present on the normally exposed portions. 
Eighth ter@te.-This is usually more or less rectangular and broader than long ; 

in Azdes (Fiutlaya) it is more pointed, but it shows no special modifications except 

in TaehorJzyncJzus (Mamonioides), in which subgenus it bears a remarkable row of 

teeth (Fig. 31, p. rol). 
EiglztJz stew&e (often called by students of other families of Diptera the subgetizital 

plate).-This is usually larger than the tergite and in the position of rest acts as a 

2 
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shield for the atrium and spermathecae. Its surface is usually evenly convex, but 
it mav be folded in the middle so that the eighth segment is more or less latera ” 

l 

.lly 

FIG 6, I?.-I’clnale terminalia. of Culicine mosquitoes, all to same scale. a, I>. Allr~nrlLi?tzls b/,mi- 
pnlplr. c. I’hcoDcclrtln f PascYI. Cl. Th zort~mrmlnta. . 0 e. Cvrnitotarttin $v~llirlocc~~hnla. f. IT. 
shtl1~lrttzi.s. u Hnrpnqotnvza fapyuhnrsotti. h. Ficalbin lrccustvzs. i. I;. nzitno?tz3,info~tt2is. j. 
c)ilhl,p,tllottl~j;.)1 ntrbot,tcoll&. k, 1. .1e&s (Jlucidus) mucidz~s. 
11, 0. .4 e&s ‘( Stegotn~flin) ncqJlpti. 

111. .1edcs (Fidaya) pulchvitho~a.z-. 
p. E,rtttmpodttrs setnisitnplicipcs. q. I<. quilzqzl~vlttntlLs. r. 

(‘ulek m~lrchcti. 3, Ii, II, q from above ; i, 1x1 from side ; rest from beneath. External tnem- 
branes lightly, roof of atrium more heavil\- stippled. I/Ills. Eighth sternitc; i., insula ; s., 
sigma . , c., cowl ; p., post-grnital plate ; VIIIt., eighth tcrgite ; t., ninth tergite ; cc., cerci; sp., 
spcrtnathecae ; a., atria1 plates. 

compressed. Often its posterior margin is nearly straight, but in some genera and 
species it is more or less deeply indented in the middle. 



CH.ARACTERS USED I?; CL~~S5IFIC_~TlOS ici 

Siuth tevgite.-Usually a narrow strip of chitin bearing a few setae ; it may be 

bilobed, as is the corresponding part in the male : in Evetmapodites it appears as a 

pair of small and quite separate transverse plates, while in Aidowzyirr. it is absent ; 
in A-l&ies it is large, shield-shaped and often longer than broad. 

Imda.--A small free chitinous plate in the mid-ventral line, separated by mem- 
brane from the eighth sternite and usually folded inwards, so that it lies above the 

eighth sternite. It is not always distinguishable ; when present it usually bears a 

few setae (varying in number in different species), though in some subgenera of 

Akz’es (Stegonzyia, il~~imov~hz~s) it is quite bare ; it probably represents the true 

ninth sternite.* Tonnoir has called the corresponding structure in Psychodidae the 

I‘ internal sensory organ of the subgenital plate.” 

Tetzth tev&te.-In Anopheles this is said to be represented by a pair of small plates, 
one at the base of each cercus ; I have not observ-ed such plates in any African 

Culicines. 

Cevci.-The pair of conspicuous flaps or plates at the tip of the abdomen, usually 
visible in the dry specimen. They vary greatly in size and shape in different genera 

and species, being usually more elongate in .42(les than in other genera. In nearly- 

all Culicines they are flattened (not cylindrical as in IinoplteZes). Only very rarely- 

do they bear scales (Stegovzyia, Eretwzapodites). 
Postge+zital plate.-A single chitinous plate lyin g beneath the cerci, forming the 

ventral wall of the anal segment and projecting be>-ond it (hence called by Macfie and 

Ingram the ” ventral processes of the tenth segment.” It usually comprises two 

portions, which as suggested by Gerry probabl>- represent the tenth and eleventh 

sternites of Panovpa ; the proximal part (tenth sternite) may be wholly membranous 

(as in Clllex) or membranous at the sides (as in most .-lLYes) and is almost always 

bare ; the distal part (eleventh sternite or post-genital plate proper) varies greatly- 

in size and shape and in all Culicines bears rather numerous setae (in contrast with 
,-i?zop/~eZes, in which it bears only a pair of terminal setae). 

_-1f~izl~z.-This term was introduced by Christophers to designate the chamber 

which includes the openings of the oviduct, spermathecae and caecus (mucus gland). 
The opening of the atrium is surrounded by a chitinous rim (always devoid of setae), 

the two halves of which can be folded together to close the opening like the metal 

framework of a clasp purse. The anterior lip of this structure is known as the sig~zn, 

the posterior one the cowl.” The sigma, when present--it is often weak and indefinite 

-is closely associated with the insula ; the cowl adjoins the post-genital plate, and 

in certain genera (il&Les, Orthopodowzyia) it is actually fused with the anterior margin 

* Christophers seems to use the term “ con-1 ” in a somewhat more extended sense than that in 
which it is here employed, including in it the adjoining membr;Lne and the basal part of the post-genital 
plate ; I prefer to restrict the term to the sclerotked posterior rim of the atrium. JIacfie and Ingram 
speak of the signia and cowl together as the ninth sternite ; Gerry and Gjullin call the cowl the ninth 
stermte. I believe this is incorrect, and that the msula is the true ninth sternite. The designation 
of the ~0x1 as the ninth sternite would be logical if it were the case, as often stated, that the genital 
opening of female Diptera lies between the eighth and ninth sternitcs ; this, however, is probably not 
so, the real position being the same as in the male sex, between the nmth and tenth sternites. This is 
very obviously true in Pnnwpn (which is now generally accepted as representing the ancestors of the 
Diptera ,md embed>-ing many of their characteristics), and the deduction seems clearly indicated that in 
Culicidae and other Nematocera the ninth sternite has atrophied and its function has been taken over 
br the eighth. The insula is in the position occupied by the ninth sternite in Pnno~pn, and is the onl\ 
ventral structure between the eighth sternite and the post-genital plate which bears articulated setae ; 
I therefore conclude that it must be the vestigial ninth sternite. 
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of this plate. The sides of the cowl, where it joins the insula, are sometimes much 

expanded (as in A&Z’es). In the roof of the atrium there are sometimes to be seen a 

pair of atrial plates extending towards the middle line from the angle of sigma and 
cowl ; there may also be a median plate connecting the atria1 plates and surrounding 

the spermathecal opening. 

Spevmathecae.-These vary in size, shape and number in different genera and 

species. Normally there are three, one slightly larger than the other two and all 

subspherical. In Uranotaenia and Aifdomyia as well as in some Ficalbia and a few 
,4Zdes there is but a single large spermatheca, while in Hodgesia and :Ifansokoides 

one of the three may be rudimentary ; in CuZex they are oboval. 

TECHNIQUE. 

For the adequate study of adult mosquitoes two things are essential : well- 

preserved specimens in undamaged condition, and a good binocular microscope. 

So many of the diagnostic features used in classification are provided by the 
vestiture that it is necessary for specimens used for determination to be as perfect 

as possible. The hairs and scales, especially of the thorax, are very easily rubbed off, 
and therefore bred specimens are apt to be in better condition than those captured 
with a net or otherwise. On the other hand, bred specimens, if killed and preserved 
too soon after emergence, will shrivel badly. They should therefore be kept alive 

for a day or two, in a dark place to prevent them flying about, and then mounted 
immediately after killing with chloroform or other killing agent. 

If specimens are transfixed only the finest steel pins should be used ; a pin such 

as Tayler’s no. 20 is much too thick for this purpose, and should only be used if the 
specimen can be stuck on the point from beneath. It is usually preferable, however, 

to gum specimens on to card points rather than to pin them ; only just sufficient gum 
should be used to hold the specimen firmly, and it should be fixed either by the under 

surfaces of the coxae or by one side of the thorax, so that in any case the dorsum and 
one side of the thorax are undamaged and well exposed to view. \7%ether pinned 

or gummed, the specimens need “staging ” for readiness of handling and labelling 

For examination I use a binocular microscope with 32 mm. objective and eye- 

piece no. 4 or 5, giving a magnification of So-IOO, which is sufficient for observing 
bristles, scales and most other structures. Lower magnifications than this do not 

usually reveal sufficient detail ; greater enlargement, or the use of a monocular 

microscope, is usually unnecessary except for studying or drawing small details of 
genitalia. The pulvilli of Culex are easily seen owing to their whiteness when the 
dry specimen is examined against a dark background under the binocular, whereas 
they are much more difficult to make out in mounted specimens even at a considerably 

higher magnification. Similarly, the thoracic chaetotaxy is much more readily 

studied in the former manner. 

YREP~~R_~TION 0F GENITALIA. 

In the preparation of permanent mounts of genitalia I use the following method : 
(I) Snip off tip of abdomen with a pair of fine scissors. (2) Place in a small quantity 
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of strong potash in a tube. (3) Place tube in a water-bath and bring water to the 

boil. (4) Turn out into a watch-glass and transfer to another watch-glass with 
glacial acetic acid ; leave for 5 minutes (or more). (5) Transfer to clove oil. (6) 

Dissect so far as necessary in the oil and transfer the parts to a very small drop of 
thin balsam on a small piece of celluloid ; arrange the parts carefully so as to give 
the desired view. (7) 1Vhen dry add more balsam to embed the specimen completely, 
and if desired (though this is not essential) cover with a small piece of cover-slip. 
(S) The mount can now be stuck on the pin beneath the specimen from which it 
was remol-ed. 

For dissection I use the finest obtainable needles (no. 12, or if possible no. 16), 

or tine stainless steel pins stuck into match stalks. After dissection the parts, how- 
ever small, can easily be transferred by first dipping the point of the needle into the 

drop of balsam and then touching the specimens with it in the oil. The best size 
for the celluloid “ slide ” is about 12 x 3.5 mm., and the coverslip (if used) may be 
about 2-2.5 mm. square. It is essential that the balsam used in mounting should 
be thin, otherwise hairs will be pulled off in the process of manipulation. The amount 
of dissection needed will naturally vary with the nature of the specimen ; in the case 

of .-1t;nes genitalia it is sufficient merely to part the hypopygium from the attached 
’ segments and mount it whole; for CzbZex it is desirable to pull off the two coxites and 

mount them in side view, and also to separate the aedeagus from the anal segment, 
an operation which requires a steady hand and careful manipulation under the high 
power of the binocular. 

-4 still simpler method of mounting which I have used for the genitalia of some 

other small Diptera and which would probably ser\-e equally well for mosquitoes is 
the following : (I) Place the tip of the abdomen for a few minutes in a watch-glass 
containing a mixture of cold potash and alcohol. (2) Remove to a dish of weak 
spirit, leave for a few minutks and dissect so far as desired. (3) Mount in a drop of 
De Faure’s gum chloral on a celluloid slip as before. In this case a cover-slip is 
necessary, but the refractive index of the gum renders staining superfluous. 

STAINING. 

The more transparent structures in mosquito genitalia, such as the leaf-like 

appendages of the coxite-lobe in the genus Czllex, are much more readily seen if they 
are well stained with carbol-fuchsin. The method of preparation is that described 
above for ordinary unstained balsam mounts ; no additional operations are necessary, 
the only differences being that a drop or two of strong carbol-fuchsin solution is 

added to the watch-glass of acetic acid, and the specimens are allowed to remain in 
this for 12 hours or more instead of for a few minutes only. The effect of the stain 

varies according to its strength ; il; specimens are left for a short time (some minutes) 

in l-cry strong stain the sclerotized parts tend to stain more deeply than the delicate 

parts and membranes, whereas if they are left a long time (hours or days) in weak 

stain the reverse effect is obtained, and this latter is usually preferable for mosquito 
genitalia. 

It will often be found that when the fuchsin is added to the acetic acid a precipitate 
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is formed and then the stain will not act satisfactorily. The precipitate may be 
redissolved at once by adding a small drop of caustic potash and stirring. 

PH_~RYSGEAL ARMATURES. 

I have used the same method for preparing pharyngeal armatures of CzlZe~ as 
that described above for male hy-popygia. Dr. A. M. Evans recommended boiling 

in carbol-fuchsin, but this seems to me both unnecessary and undesirable, as it 
renders the specimen so brittle that it is almost impossible to dissect it without 
causing too much damage. These minute structures must of course be studied under 
the high power of a monocular microscope. 

CLASSIFICATION AAND NOMENCLATI-WE. 

The question as to how far classifications of insects should be based upon larval 

or pupal characters has been much debated, and divergent opinions have been 

expressed as to the relative value to be accorded to features of the adult and early 
stages where these appear to indicate conflicting systematic arrangements. Some 
workers, for example, Keilin and Thienemann, are inclined to regard larval characters 
as more indicative of relationship, and I have myself argued that all stages of an 

insect’s life history must be taken into account in formulating a natural system. 

Study of the Culicidae, however, has convinced me that in cases of apparent conflict 
precedence must be given to adult characters. The point is well illustrated in the 
genus Culex. C. tigripes and C. mouclzeti have larvae so strikingly different from 

normal CzLZex that in a system based on larvae they would have to be placed in quite 

different genera ; the larval peculiarities are in part adaptations to a special mode 

of life, but this cannot be said of all of them. The pupa of C. nzoucheti is also peculiar, 
but on the other hand the adults of both these species are ordinary Culex, and it has 

proved impossible to discover any definite features by which they can be separated 

generically. 
The classification and arrangement of genera adopted here is practically that of 

my Genera Insectorum catalogue and of Hopkins’s volume, but two slight changes 

have been made in arrangement because they appear to give a more natural sequence : 
the genus A&dowzyia is placed before instead of after the Theobaldia-TaeniorJ~wz- 

cJms group of genera because the rudimentary anal segment of the male separates 

it sharply from these genera and associates it with Uranotaenia ; and the subgenus 
Skusea is placed at the end of the genus A2des instead of next to 0cJzZevotatzr.s and 
Finlaya because the male terminalia are very distinct and the phallosome is not 

really of the Oclzlerotatus type as I at one time thought. One change from the 
nomenclature of the Geneva Insectorzm is made in deference to the opinion of the 

nomenclature committee of the Royal Entomological Society : the generic name 

Taeniorhynclzus is rev-i\-ed in place of Mansonia. 



DESCRIPTIOKS OF (;EYER,4 _A\sI> SPECIES. 

All blood-sucking mosquitoes other than ,4nophelines belong to the tribe Culicini, 

but the term “ Culicine Mosquitoes” is commonly used to include also the non- 
biting species of the tribe Megarhinini, and an account of the African species of this 

tribe is therefore included here. 

Tribe MEGARHININI. 

This tribe includes the single genus Jle~~nrlzi~zzts, the essential features dis- 
tinguishing it from the tribe Culicini being the following : 

Clypeus (Fig. 7, b) broader than long, with the front margin slightly trilobed. 

Proboscis (fig. 7 d, e,) stout and rigid in the basal half, slender and more flexible in 

the distal half, mandibles and maxillae in both sexes not extending beyond the stout 
basal half, the whole organ usually hook-like ; labella rather long and narrow. 

Scutellum (Fig. 7, c) evenly rounded, not trilobed, with a continuous row of bristles, 

those in the middle shorter. Wings (Fig. 7, a) with upper fork extremely short, its 
stem several times longer than the cell ; cross \-eins as in i4nophelini, 3-4 having a 
right-angled bend : a slight emargination of the hind margin opposite vein 5.2, 

and a V shaped thickening of the membrane in cubital fork between 5.1 and 5.2. 

Other features of the genus are indicated in the diagnosis below. 

Genus MEGARHINUS Robineau-Des\-oidy. 

The species of this genus are easily to be known from other mosquitoes b!- their 
large size and hooked proboscis, as well as by many other structural features as 

described below. 
Head densely clothed with broad, flat scales ; no narrow scales present, and only 

a few erect scales on nape. Eyes touching abo\-e antennae. Two pairs of vertical 
bristles present, lower orbitals absent (in -African species ; some Xmerican species 

possess them). Antennae in both sexes with a tuft of scales (larger in 3 than in 9) 
on first segment of flagellum, this segment longer than the following one ; in 3 the 

flagellum (except for the two terminal segments) is unusually stout and rigid, and 

not much more than half as long as proboscis. Palpi in 3 as long as proboscis or 

longer, slender, upturned, the two terminal segments together as long as the shaft 

or longer, with few or no hairs ; in 2 of African species about a quarter as long 

as proboscis. 
Thorax.--nppt large, densely clothed with broad scales, with a row of bristles 

extending forwards and downwards. Suture between scutum and ppn obsolete. 

Scutum only moderately arched, densely clothed with scales, most of which are 

broad and round-tipped, those towards the margins having their upper surfaces 

convex (a peculiarity of this genus) ; dorso-central and acrostichal bristles entirely 

absent. Paratergite (Fig. 7, g, 9) unusually large and always completely bare. 

Post-spiracular and sub-spiracular areas unusually small (smaller than in any 
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Culicine genus), the former uniformly chitinized. Scutellum with dense flat metallic 

scales. Pleurae heavily clothed with flat scales except on the meron and the post- 

spiracular and sub-spiracular areas, which are bare in all African species (M. Izae~~or- 
rlzoidnlis and some of the ,\merican species have the post-spiracular area scaly), 

FIG. 7.--Tribal characters of Megarhinini (Iiwinly after hrraud, 19 3;). a. \\hg-venation. I). 

Clypeus. c. Scute11u111. d. Body of T in side \.iew, showing hooked proboscis, pleural structure 

mcl scaling, etc. e. Head of 8. f. Scale-tuft on antennae of 6, g. Scleritcs of thoracic 

pleurae, showing large paratergite, snmll post-spiracular area, and rrlati\-c positions of lncron 

and lJ&e of hind (‘oxa (contrast Fig. I, 1,). 

and on small parts of the sternopleurae and mesepimeron. ppn densely scaly but 
without bristles, though numerous spiracular bristles are present. So post-spiracular 
bristles ; sternopleurals rather few and weak. Base of meron level with base of 
hind cosa. 



Legs normal ; claws of 9 all simple ; pulvilli absent. 
IT-iqys with several peculiarities of venation as noted in diagnosis of tribe ; veins 

of anterior half scaly but all scales short and broad ; lveins of posterior half largely 
bare. Squama devoid of fringe. 

_-lbdomm in both sexes usually with long projecting hair-like scales on lateral 
margins of last few tergites. First tergite densely scaly, scales projecting over 
lateral edges. 

5 Terltli~znZin.-Coxite simple ; style long and slender, with long terminal spine ; 
anal segment with well-developed paraprocts which ha\-e not more than two or 

three terminal teetll. 

Z Temirznlin (M. breilipnlpis, fig. 6 ?, a).-Eighth tergite larger than sternite (an 
unusual feature), both simple, with posterior margin nearly straight. Kintli tergite 

ribbon-like, with few setae. Cerci broad, flat, almost horizontal. Insula rather 
large, wit11 numerous short hairs. Post-genital plate somewhat tapering, almost 

uniforml!- clothed with short hairs, e\-en on its basal part, not quite connected with 
cowl. Lateral portions of cowl much expanded, but no atria1 plates. Spermathecae 

three, subspherical and equal. 

H;Inrrs.-Both sexes of Me,nnrhiltzls are flower-feeders only-, and fly by day 

with a characteristic loud humming. Most of the species are purely sylvan, but 

Al. bnxipnl@2 and cowadti breed freely in water-butts and similar places near habita- 

tions and are often found indoors. Eggs are laid singly-, usually on the surface of 

water, perhaps sometimes while the insect is in flight (Green, 190 j). 

The A\frican species of this genus fall into two well-defined groups, each including 
three or four closely related species. The numerous characters distinguishing these 

groups are as follows : 

(;rc>up _A (bveili&aZpis group) : Integument of thorax entirely black. Scales on 

pplt mostly dark blue or purplish like those towards margin of scutum. All scales 

of pleurae and comae white. Sternopleura with rather numerous scattered white 

hairs, none of them strong. Lateral lobes of tergite I densely clothed with white 

scales ; lateral margins of other tergites also rather broadly white scaled. Lateral 

tufts of tergite 7 black. Femora white scaled beneath. Hind tibia all dark, blue 

or purple. Hind tarsus with one distinct white ring, at base of second segment. 
11Yngs with the horizontal part of 3-4 about twice as long as the \-ertical part. Hal- 

teres with dark knob. Terminalia : Coxite with the setae of inner surface not 
unusually- strong ; style pale, its terminal spine of moderate length, about one- 

eighth as long as the style itself. 

Group I?B (lzftescens group) : Integument of scutum mainly- blackish, but that 

of pleurae and pp?z mainly or entirely yellow. Scales of PPJZ and also of front coxae 

golden, contrasting with the dark greenish scales of scutum. Scales on pleurae 

largely white, but golden-brown on lower part of sternopleura and on pre-alar 

knob. Sternopleura with or without one or two strong dark setae and some 

scattered weaker hairs. Lateral lobes of tergite I with few or no scales ; scales on 

lateral margins of other tergites golden or purplish. Lateral tufts of tergites 6-8 all 

red or orange. Femora golden scaled beneath. Hind tibia with a patch of whitish 

scales on outer side at distal third. Hind tarsus with a white ring at base of third 
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segment and indications of a second narrow white ring at some distance from base 
of first, but second segment all dark. \Vings with the horizontal part of 3-3 several 

times as long as the vertical part. Halteres with yellow knob. e Terminalia : Coxite 
with very long and stout setae on its inner serface ; style dark, its terminal spine 

set at right angles and very long, almost one-third as long as the style itself. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

KEY TO ETHTOPIXS SPECIES OF RIEGARHTNUS. 

Lateral tufts of seventh abdominal tergite black . . . . . . 2. 
These tufts orange or red . . . . . . . . . . 6. 
Tufts of eighth tergite orange . . . . . . . . . 3. 
Tufts of eighth tergite black . . . . . . . Pz’al?.sm Edw. 
ilbdomen largely blue or green-scaled above ; hind tarsi in 3 without long hairs 4. 
Abdomen purple scaled abol-e except on tergite I ; hind tarsi in 2 with long 

hairs on first segment . 
Sixth tergite with lateral hairs mainly or all -white’ (3 9)’ ; . . 

. 5. 
supra-alar bristles of 

$2 golden ; second front tarsal segment of 9 almost all white . Dvezlipcrlpis Theo. 
Sixth tergite with black lateral hair-tuft on almost its distal half ; supra-alar 

bristles black (8 9) ; second front tarsal segment of 9 at most half white, 
sometimes all dark . . . . . . . ssp. cowadti Griinb. 

Sixth tergite with lateral hairs almost all white . . . . bavbipes Edw 
Sixth tergite with many black lateral hairs distally . . ph.\fophagzts Theo. 
Lateral tufts of segments 6-S orange . . . . . . Zutescem Theo. 
These tufts red . . . . . . . . . . . 7. 
Red caudal tufts larger ; 3 palpi with penultimate segment bristly above and 

hairy beneath ; abdomen purple . . . . . er?~tlzrlw2ls sp. n. 
Red caudal tufts smaller ; 3 p al i lvith few bristles and no hairs . p . . 8. 
Tergites 1-3 green scaled ; mid comae with white scales at base vivid&ask Edw. 
At most tergite I green ; mid coxal scales all golden . . . aenews Evans 

Megarhinus brevipalpis Theobald. 

T~-PI:S.--BI.L'Z'ipl6lPis, 2 in b.lI., I>urbnn ; ~~znrshrdli, 6 in B.M., Salkbury. 

Id large species of predominantly blue colour, with sternopleural scales all white ; 
lateral hair-tufts of seventh abdominal segment black, of eighth orange ; segment 2 

of hind tarsi with a white basal ring, 3-5 all dark. Differs from its near allies in 

ha\-ing the long lateral hairs of the sixth abdominal tergite either all white, or (rarely) 

with a few black ones at the apical corners ; fifth sternite with the white area inter- 

rupted in middle ; some or all of the bristles on scutellum and above wing-base 

usually golden, at least in ? ; front tarsi of 9 with the first segment at most narrowly 
white at base, second white all round except at tip, third dark ; mid tarsi of ‘2 with 

rather broad and usually complete white rings at bases of first two segments. 
2. Head of varying metallic tints ; palpi and proboscis blue ; tori with some 

white scales. Thorax with metallic green scales dorsally, sides of scutum, npn and 

P@t blue-scaled, sometimes a few white scales on lower part of posterior pronotal 

lobes. Abdomen with the first tergite green above, white at sides ; following tergites 

either blue shading to a-iolet on last few tergites, or (in some specimens) green shading 
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to blue, sometimes the last few tergites with a reddish gloss * tergites f 1-3 and 5-7 
with white lateral basal patches, usually rather larger on 5 and absent on 4. Stern ites 
4 and 7 nearly all blue, 5 and 6 each with a pair of white triangular marks. Legs 
blue ; fore and mid tarsi marked as noted in diagnosis ; hind tarsi with some white 

scales at base of first segment and a broad white ring at base of second segment. 
3, Similar to $> but with the white markings of fore and mid tarsi much less 

extensive ; no scales on tori ; palpi all dark beneath, shaft with small patches of 
white scales, especially towards base ; all abdominal tergites (including 4th) with 
basal lateral white patches. First flagellar segment of antennae with dark blue 
scales on outer side. No specially long hairs on first hind tarsal segment. Tevmi~zalia 
of the usual form. 

Wing-length 6-8.5 mm. 
Dist&rtion.-The typical form of this species seems to be confined to east and 

south ,ifrica. The following records may be confirmed :-KE?;Y_~ : Mombasa (de 

Boev). ~ASZIBAR (Aders). NVASALXND : Zomba (GreJf), Mt. Mlanje (,Yeave) . T-$X- 
GAXYII<_~ : Dar-es-Salaam (Po?nero31). s. RHODESIA : Lava Valley (Hnrger). S. 

1C~0~I31.4 : Salisbury (A!lnrslza/l). '?Y'ATAL : Durban (Clzubb). BELGIAN CONGO : 
Elisabeth\.-ille and Sankisia, Katanga (Congo -11~s.). 

Variation.-One female from Mombasa is peculiar in having a pale sheen over the 

dark parts of the abdomen and legs. _A damaged female from Port St. John, Pondo- 
land (K. E. Twnev) has the whole of the second and most of the third segments of 

the middle tarsi white, but has the golden thoracic bristles of the type. 

ssp. conradti Griinberg. 

Differs from typical ,\I. breuipaZ$is as follows : Long lateral hairs of sixth abdo- 

minal tergite mainly black, the black hairs extending to about middle of tergite, 
white hairs sometimes absent ; fifth sternite with a large white patch which is unin- 

terrupted in middle ; all the bristles on scutellum and above wing-base black in both 

sexes ; front and middle tarsi of ? with the white scales reduced to narrow rings 

which are often incomplete and may be absent, the ring on the second front tarsal 
segment occup\Ting at most the basal half and usually less. 

DistribzAofz.-This is the western representative of M. breuipalpis and is wide11 

distributed from Sierra Leone to the Congo and Uganda. Specimens are in or have 

been examined at the British Museum from the following localities : GaJlBI.1 (Liver- 

pool S. T. M.). SIERR.~ LEONE : Moyamba (St. G. Gmgf, 1. A. G. Fide) ; Freetown 

(,lrbzbckle, Fraser, S??zitlz, E. s. T4’ales). GOLD COAST : Obuasi (Graham), Nsawam 

(Ingram). XIGERL~ : Zungeru (G. C. TV. King). FRENCH IV. AFRIC.~ : L. Asebbe, 

Fernan-Vaz. BELGMS CONGO : Stanleyville and Bas Lomami (Sclzzeletz), Coquil- 

hatville (ilIasse~) ; Tschoumbiri (Afrs. Billington) ; Lulanga River (Rev. TT’. n. 

_d rnzstrong) ; Leopoldville and Tsumbiri (Liverpool S. T. M.) ; Matadi (Wanson). 
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UGANDA : Entebbe (Nodges) ; Lira (HojGzs). SUDAK : Sources Yubo, 5.20 N., 

27.20 E. (‘4. R. Hunt). 
V’ariation.-In addition to the individual variation noted in the diagnosis, the 

purple gloss of the abdomen may be more extensive, sometimes (especially in the 

male) leaving only the second and third or only the second tergite blue. One 
unusually small female in the British Museum from Nigeria has only a very few dark 

scales on the tori, and the fourth abdominal tergite has a white lateral patch like those 
of the other tergites. The three names bestowed by the German authors appear to 

refer to individuals of the same species varying slightly in the amount of white on 
the tarsi and of orange hair on the eighth abdominal segment. 

Megarhinus phytophagus Thcobald. 

Differs from A!. brevipalpis in the purple instead of blue tint of the abdomen in 

both sexes, and in the hairy base of the hind tarsi of the male ; also in some other 
details, as noted below. 

Q. Tori with a very few pale scales. Numerous white scales on lower part of 

PPn. Scutellar and supra-alar bristles all black. Abdomen with dorsal scales of 

tergites 2-7 all purple, without blue tinge even on 2 ; tergite 4 with a white lateral 

patch similar to the others, j with the white patch scarcely larger than the others, 
6 with long lateral black hairs apically ; sternite 5 with the white area only narrowly 
interrupted in middle. Front tarsi with segment I wholly dark, z wholly white, 3 
white except at tip. Mid tarsi in type p with some white scales on base of segment I, 

2 and 3 wholly white, 4 also white at base. 

3. Fifth abdominal sternite largely white scaled and sixth tergite with many 
long black hairs at sides apically as in 9. Front tarsi all dark. Hind tarsi with 

rather numerous long black hairs on sides and under surface of segment I at base ; 
e with a narrow and incomplete white ring. 

DistribzLtion.-_(;oLD COAST : Obuasi, type 9 (Graltam). SIERR;\ LEONE : Free- 

town, I $, 2 !$? (Blacklock and Evans). 
Variation.-The Sierra Leone specimens are smaller than the type, and the 

females have less white on the tarsi ; both have the fourth segment of the middle 
tarsi entirely dark ; in one the third segment is dark at the tip and in the other it is 

mainly dark. 

Megarhinus barbipes Ecl\vard~;. 

l‘oxovhy~tchites bnvbipes Edwards, Bull. Ent. Kes. 4, p. 

TYPE.-d in B.AI., Mpanga Forest, Toro, Uganda. 

17 (1913). 

c2. Unknown. 

2. Resembles the Sierra Leone 3 of ,W. plzytoplzagus, but abdominal scales darker, 

more bronzy-purplish ; tergite 6 with the long lateral hairs almost all white ; sternite 
5 with a small pair of white areas, 6 with a larger pair ; hind tarsi (Fig. 8) with the 

hairs on segment I longer and denser. 
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~iStribZttiO?Z.-Uc,i~D.~ : Mpanga Forest, Toro (Senzle) ; known only from the 

type. Perhaps a local form of M. plzytopJzagzts. 

Megarhinus evansae l2dward.s. 

Resembles M. bveuipalpis, but differs from that and allied species in having the 

long lateral hairs of tergite S black like those of tergite 7 ; lateral hairs on about the 

distal half of tergite 6 also black. Scutum with a broad border of brilliant blue 

scales, only the central portion being green-scaled. Tergites 4 and 5 with small 

white lateral spots, similar to those of z and 3 ; sternite j with the white area broadly 

interrupted in middle. Front tarsi almost completely dark in both sexes Wing- 

length 4-j-5 mm. 

2. Tori with a very few dark scales. Xiddle and hind tarsi with white rings at 

bases of first two segments, chiefly noticeable on under side. 

3. Colouring as in 2. First segment of hind tarsi with some curved hairs at sides 
and beneath, but these not nearly so numerous as in M. plzytophagus. 

I)istribzltion.-SIERR_~ LEONE : Freetown (Evmzs, ~~iggk.swortJz). Known Only 

from one male and one female. 

Megarhinus lutescens Tl~coba1c-l. 

,A medium-sized species of predominantly golden colour, with sternopleural scales 

white in middle, golden-brown above and below ; lateral hair-tufts of abdominal 

segments 6-S all golden ; segment 3 of hind tarsi with a white basal ring, 2, 4 and j 

all dark. 
3. Head with metallic greenish scales, blue round eye-margins. Tori without 

scales ; first flagellar segment with a rather large tuft of dark scales. Palpi with 

shaft and penultimate segment golden beneath, only tip of latter dark, and with some 
golden scales above, terminal segment all dark ; penultimate segment with at most 

half a dozen very short bristles. 
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Thorax with scutal scales mostly rather dull greyish-brown, not distinctly metallic ; 
a@ with purplish scales, p@z with golden scales. Integument of scutum mainly 

blackish, but shoulders and whole of pleurae orange. No bristles or hairs on sterno- 

pleura, and only a very short hair on lower part of mesepimeron. 

_-1 bdomx coppery-golden above, pale golden beneath, without distinct markings. 

except sometimes a small purple triangle on sternite 7 ; golden lateral tufts of tergites 
6 and 7 rather small, occupying only about half the length of each tergite. 

Legs with coxae largely golden-scaled, some white scales at base of mid and hind 

coxae ; femora largely golden-scaled towards base, tibiae and tarsi purple shading to 

blue ; hind tibia with only a very’ few post-median white scales ; fore and mid tarsi 

almost all dark, second segment of mid tarsi not paler beneath ; hind tarsi with a 

complete white ring occupying two-thirds of the third segment and with an ill- 

defined white ring near base of first segment. Terminalin : Style scarcely widened 

in middle ; tergite with straight margin and about IO setae in each lateral group. 
!2. The single damaged specimen available resembles the 3 (tarsi missing). 

lTYiq-Zength j-6 mm. 

Distribution.-S. RHODESIA : Salisbury (Marshall). NYASAL_UD : Port Herald 
(Old) ; Mlanje (&Yeave) ; Maiwale (Lamborn). TANGXNYIKX : Kilossa (LozleriLge). 

I/raria~ion.-Tlle Nyasaland and Tanganyika specimens differ from the type in 

having a strong purple gloss o\Ter most of the dorsal surface of the abdomen. 

Megarhinus erythrurus sp. 11. 

Resembles rW. Zzbtescens, with which it agrees in the group characters noted above 

(p 25), but differs strikingly in its large, red caudal tufts, as well as in male palpi 
and terminalia and in other respects. 

1. Head extensively blue in front, more golden or pale purplish behind ; scales 
all broad as usual. Tori devoid of scales. Thorax . Scutal scales with a more evident 

greenish tint than in Zzttescens, those on and in front of scutellum metallic, a small 

patch immediately above wing-root rather bright blue. Almost the lower half of 

sternopleura and the whole pre-alar area clothed with golden scales with a purple 

gloss. Sternopleura with one strong seta near middle and sometimes one or two 

weaker ones ; mesepimeron similarly provided. Abdomen with tergite I green or 

purple, z-8 purple or violet above, more or less extensively golden on lateral margin 
towards base. Lateral tufts bright red in colour, larger than in Ztrtescens, that on 

tergite 7 occupying almost the whole length of tergite (in perfect specimens). 
Sternite 7 with well-marked purple triangle, venter otherwise golden as in Zutescens. 
Legs : Middle and hind coxae with patches of silvery-white scales at base, otherwise 

golden scaled. Middle tarsi with segment I whitish beneath at base, 2 white beneath 

for the whole of its length; 3-5 dark. Hind tarsi with the white ring on segment 

3 incomplete posteriorly, and even on under surface occupying scarcely more than 
half the segment. Hind tibia with the pale post-median area more obvious than in 

lutescens. 
s_ Colouring of body and legs as in 9. Sternopleural hairs more numerous than 
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in I, se\-era1 in upper half. Palpi largely yellow beneath as in Zutescens, but differing 
conspicuously in the vestiture of the penultimate segment, which has about 15 short 

stiff bristles above and a row of about 15 longer hairs below. Red abdominal tufts 
longer than in $2. Terminalia differing from those of Zzctescens in that the middle 

third of the style is about twice as wide as the two ends> and the tergite is rather 

deeply emarginate in the middle with about 20 hairs in each lateral group. 
ITyi2tg-length 5. j-7-j mm. 

z)istrihzftiolz.-NIGEKI*~ : Ibadan (Kz~~mz, Lamboya, Cauchi). 

These specimens had been determined as *\I. Izepzezts, but I now provisionally 

treat them as distinct, pending more information as to the identity of ELrans’s 

species. 

Megarhinus viridibasis ~1). II. 

Intermediate between ,\I. lzrtescens and M. evythvzrvzrs, but more closely allied to 

the former. 
1. Scutal scales sub-metallic greenish, as in -11 ev~~fhv~~~s. Pleural scales 

more extensively white than in the other two forms ; onlv a small patch of golden 
scales on lower part of sternopleura, and much of pre-al& area (except the knob) 

clothed with white scales. One sternopleural and one lower mesepimeral bristle in 

type (missin g in second 3). -Abdomen with first three tergites clothed with metallic 

green scales, a slight admixture of purple scales on the third, rest purple. Caudal 
tufts red, that of tergite 7 occupying about two-thirds its length. Middle and hind 

comae with white scales at base. Mid tarsi with a small area of white scales at base 
of first segment beneath, but second and following segments all dark. Hind tarsi 

with white ring of third segment complete, occupying nearly two-thirds its length. 
3. Resembles $ in colouring of body and legs (thorax much denuded). Caudal 

tufts red, larger than in $? but not so large as in 3 of JI. erytlzrzm~s. Palpi and 
terminalia as in lutescem. 

nistvib2rtiolz.-UGX~r~_~ : Kampala, I L, and Soroti, I C (Hopkim). NIcEnIa : 
Afikpo, I 2 (Mnclnzze). 

_~lthough the male is damaged I think it must belong to the same species as the 
females : it is clearly quite different from the male of evythrzlvus, but it is quite possible 

that both :ividibnsis and ameus should be regarded as subspecies of Zutescens ; the 

available material is too scanty for any conclusion to be formed on the point. 

Megarhinus aeneus EI~~IW;. 

1-cry similar to 31. ev~&z~z~s and zGdibnsis, ancl possibly- a form of one of them, 

but differs in having the scales of mid comae all golden and the red caudal tufts very 

small and inconspicuous (this condition perhaps partly due to rubbing). 

Z. Head as in other species of the genus ; there are no narrow scales as mistakenly 
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stated in the original description, all the scales being equally broad. Palpi and base 

of proboscis in type with metallic green reflections (not evident in the second speci- 

men). Thorax as in ev$lzvziv~s. _-lbdomen purple above, first tergite green in type 

(not in second specimen). Legs much as in related species. Xid tarsi in type with 

white scales on second segment which extend all round on the proximal third and to 

three-fourths of the length of the segment ventrally ; in the second 2 the second 
mid-tarsal segment is only indefinitely pale beneath on the basal half. Third hind 

tarsal segment in type “ with a broad basal creamy-white band ” (it is now lost) ; in 

second ? with a white mark on basal half almost confined to anterior surface. TT’i+zg- 

length : 5 mm. 
3 unknown. 
Distribzction.-SIERRx LEONE : Freetown (Evans). 

Evans remarks that the second female differs from the type not only in the 

amount of white on the legs, but also in pupal chaetotaxy, and that until more 
material is available “ it is impossible to say whether this represents a distinct 

species.” In the absence of a male from Freetown it is also impossible to say at 

present whether A1li nefze?cs is conspecific with either of the Nigerian forms. 

Tribe CULICINI. 

In this tribe are included all the genera of African mosquitoes apart from 

.4nopheles and Megavhinzts. The chief distinctions in the adult stage from the 

Megarhinini are as follows : 
Clypeus longer than broad, its front margin not trilobed. Proboscis of uniform 

thickness or somewhat swollen at tip, not hooked ; labella not elongate. Scutellum 

trilobed, each lobe with a group of marginal bristles, those on the median lobe as 

long as those on the lateral lobes or longer. Wings with upper fork seldom shorter 
than its stem ; cross-vein 3-4 not bent ; no emargination of hind margin opposite 

vein 5.2, and no V-shaped thickening of membrane in cubital fork (the thickening is 

traceable in some genera, especially Cranotnenia, but it runs parallel with the hind 

margin). 
The distinctions between the genera are small and somewhat obscure, but if 

care be exercised the following key should enable the genus of any _\frican Culicine 

mosquito to be determined without great difficulty. The characters used are those 

which have been proved to define the genera most sharply. 

KEY TO GENERA OF ,1FRICAN CULICIKI. 

Vein 6 ending about opposite level of base of fork of 5 ; squama bare . , 
Vein 6 ending well beyond level of base of fork of 5 ; squama fringed . 

Wing membrane without obvious microtrichia ; fork of z shorter than its 
stem . . . . . . . . . UYanotae?ziw L.--l. (p. 

Wing-membrane with distinct microtrichia ; fork of 2 longer than its stem . 
Proboscis hairy, with enlarged tip ; clypeus narrow ; wing-scales normal 

Harpugowzyiu de Meij. (p. 
Proboscis and clypeus normal ; wing scales emarginate at tips 

Hodgesia (Theo.) (p, 

2. 

4. 

4+- 

3. 

33). - 

37). 
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Xl1 segments of 9 antenna and last two of 3 antenna short and thick ; very 
scaly insects with tuft on middle femur . . . _-l~dotn~~ia N.-L. (p. 04). 

AAntennae normal, slender ; middle femur without scale-tuft . . . 5 . 
Post-spiracular bristles present . . . . . . . . . 6. 
Post-spiracular bristles absent ; claws of 9 all simple ; abdomen of ? blunt- 

tipped . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 
Claws of anterior legs of 0 toothed (with rare exceptions) ; abdomen of $2 usually 

pointed, seventh segment large . . . . . . . . 7. 
Claws of $? all simple ; abdomen of ? blunt-tipped, seventh segment reduced ; 

wing-scales all very broad . Taeuiorh_vmhlu subg. AWalzsoGoides Theo. (p. IOL) 
Abdomen rarely with metallic silvery markings; if so the thorax is not yellow ; 

paratergite narrow and usually with scales . . . Jbdes Mg. (p. 106) 
Abdomen with metallic silvery markings ; thorax partly or largely yellowish ; 

paratergite broad and bare . . . . . Evetmupodites Theo. (p. 2.24). 
Spiracular bristles present . . . . . Theobaldia N.-L. (p. 6’7). 
Spiracular bristles absent . . . . . . . . . 9. 

First segment of front tarsi longer than remaining four together, fourth very 
short in both sexes . . . . . . Orthopodovzyia Theo. (p. 7 I). 

First segment of front tarsi not longer than remaining four together, fourth 
not shortened in ? . . . . . . . . . . IO. 

Pulvilli present ; palpi of 3 usually slender and upturned . . CI~P.Y I,. (11. 242). 

Pul\Glli absent ; palpi of 6 not upturned . . . . . . r1. 
Wings scantily scaled ; fork of vein L shorter than its stem 

I-icalbia subg. ~2I~~zo~r~~~~~c Theo. (p. 75). 
Ic’ings heavily scaled ; fork of vein 2 longer than its stem . . . . IL. 
Small species, not yellow ; palpi of $ hairless and shorter than proboscis 

Ficalbia Theo. (part) (p. ~3). 
Larger species, often yellow ; palpi of 2 hairy and longer than proboscis 

Taemovhymhl~s subg. Coqlzillettidia Dyar (p. go). 

quitoes by the form of the proboscis and the remarkable feeding habits of the adults 
of both sexes. The colouring of the body-black with silvery markings on the 

abdomen-is similar to that of Ho~~esin. 

Head (Fig. 9) clothed only with broad flat scales with rounded ends, some of them 
forming a sil\-ery spot on the vertex. Eyes contiguous or narrowly separated, 

notched at middle of occipital margin; a pair of strong Llertical bristles separated 

by a wide space from the smaller orbital bristles. Clypeus ratller narrow and some- 

what pointed. Palpi alike in the two sexes, scarcely longer than clypeus, without 

distinct joints. Antennae alike in the two sexes, flagellar segments all about equal in 

length. Proboscis shorter than abdomen, with a flexible joint at about two-thirds 

of its length, beyond which it is swollen and more rigid ; whole proboscis hairy, 
with a row of long upwardly-directed hairs along each side and four long curled 

hairs inserted near base of labella. Mandibles and maxillae absent in both sexes. 

I’lzornx with a@ separated, but not widely so, with a row of bristles on front 

3 
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edge and flat silvery scales behind. Dorso-central bristles present but not numerous. 
Scutellum with flat silvery scales. Paratergite rather large, as in Megarhinus, bare. 
Only one propleural bristle ; 1-2 posterior pronotal ; 1-3 spiracular ; 6-10 upper 
mesepimeral, but no sternopleural, pre-alar, or lower mesepimeral. Postnotum 
bare. Scales of pleurae silvery, covering a large area. 

Legs normal, all tibiae of about equal length, or the hind pair slightly shorter. 

FIG. 9 .-Head of Harpagomyia taeniarostris Theo., from above and from side. 

FIG. IO.- Wing of Harpagomyia trichorostris Theo. (After Theobald, 1910.) 

No secondary sexual modifications in d, except that 
slightly unequal. No pulvilli. Hind coxa with a 
front. 

the claws of the fron t legs are 
single shortish hair at tip in 

Wirtgs (Fig. IO) with distinct microtrichia on membrane. Fork of vein 2 as long 

as its stem or longer ; 6 ending opposite or only a little beyond level of fork of 5 ; / 
outstanding scales of veins slender, not notched at tip. 

Abdomen black with silvery spots. Lateral lobes of first tergite clothed with 

silvery scales. 
d. TerminaZia.--Co&e at least twice as long as broad ; bearing scales on its dorsal 
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surface and with an ill-defined basal lobe bearing several simple spines ; style simple, 
curved, with a short, thick, terminal spine ; paraprocts simple, pointed, bare, and 
without teeth at the tip ; phallosome divided or entire. 

$2. TerminaZia (farquharsoni. Fig. 6 9, g). Eighth segment not retractile ; tergite 

with its posterior marginal hairs longer than in most other genera ; sternite un- 
modified. Ninth tergite forming two large lobes joined by a narrow bar, and with 
lateral extensions. Insula unusually large, its setae fine, in two lateral groups. 
Cerci short and broad, blunt, nearly horizontal. Post-genital plate projecting 

somewhat beyond cerci, sides nearly parallel, proximal portion feebly chitinized, 
nearly bare, not reaching cowl. Atria1 plates present. Sigma fused with insula. 

Spermathecae three, spherical, one large, the others somewhat smaller. 

Habits.-The flies haunt tree-trunks where ants of the genus Cremastogaster 
are found, and obtain their food from the ants ; the proboscis of the mosquito is 

evidently highly specialized for this purpose, and they probably do not feed in any 

other way. The following account was written by Farquharson (1918) on the 

feeding habits of H. farguharsoni, and would probably apply equally well to the 
other African species, as it agrees rather closely with observations made in Java, 
Ceylon and elsewhere in the East : 

“ Harpagomyia hovers an inch or less above the line of ants (at times resting on 

the stem and dodging out of the way when necessary), till it sees what is presumably 

a likely ant. If the ant is running downwards the mosquito drops down (in flight) 

also, keeping a little in front of the ant-as near as possible without touching it. 

The ant tries to evade it, but the mosquito as a rule declines to be put off, and the 

ant at last stops. The mosquito quickly settles and the usual rapid exchange 

begins, the mosquito thrusting out its proboscis-which when not in action is carried 

bent under the body much like the rostrum of a Reduviid bug-so that the swollen 
end is practically within the ant’s jaws. I have seen the ant’s palpi (not the antennae) 

vibrating on it. The swollen portion of the proboscis is undoubtedly capable of 
independent movement. . , . The ant may stop and give an alms to the beggar, 

passing on a moment or two later just as if it had met a friend, and the mosquito 

flies up and down again till another obliging ant is met.” 
While feeding the mosquito vibrates its wings and holds its hind legs high SO 

that the tarsi curve forward over the head. Feeding takes place by day. 

Mating and egg-laying have not been observed, though Jacobson has described 

how males of H. sj&ndens will hover round a seated female ; the non-plumose 

antennae of the male suggest that mating swarms are not formed in the air as in 
most other mosquitoes. 

KEY TO ETHIOPIAN SPECIES OF HARPAGOMYIA. 

I. Scutum with silvery median line. ........ 2. 
Scutum without such line .......... 3. 

2. Clypeus and palpi yellow ....... taeniavostris Theo. 
Clypeus and palpi blackish ...... trichovostris Theo. 

3. Head with silvery spot in front ...... farquharsoni Edw. 

Head all dark above . . , . , . , . . fraseri Edw. 



Harpagomyia taeniarostris ‘I‘ll~~~hald. 

Hnrl)ngor~t~*in tn~rtinvost~ic Theobald, Sovae Culicldae, p. -34 (191 I) ; Edwards, Trans. Ent. Sot. 
l,ondon, p. ~09 (IOZZ). 

Distinguished especially by having the clypeus, palpi and slender part of proboscis 
pale yellow, only the clypeus being occasionally darkened at the base ; head with a 

large patch of silvery scales in front, which is not produced forwards between the 

eyes ; scutum with a double median row of round, flat, silver37 scales extending 

from front margin to well behind middle ; scales of ppn pale golden ; fairly large 

apical lateral silvery spots on abdominal tergites 5 and 6. 

$9. General colour black, with sil\rery markings. Scutal scales mostly narrow 

and blackish ; broad flat silvery scales on a@, scutellum (except the small lateral 

lobes) and most of pleurae, including subspiracular area, sternopleura, much of 

pre-alar area and all but lower part of mesepimeron. Abdomen black, with silver37 

lateral apical spots on all tergites except 3, which is entirely black, spots on 2 and 4 

somewhat larger than the others. Legs dark. Terntinalia : Coxite rather short, 

blackish, about twice as long as broad, with about 5 spines on basal lobe, z spines 

and about 4 stiff bristly hairs on inner face towards apes ; lobes of tergite small 

and rounded, with a terminal row of about 8 bristly hairs ; phallosome di\rided into 

two hook-like structures. 
Wing-length about 2.5 mm. 

Distribz~tion.-Uca~D~ : Kampala (Fraser) ; Fort Portal (Shillito, Ed-zlav&), 

TANGAKYIKA : Dar-es-Salaam (Pomeroy). ZCLULAXD (Ingyanz). NIGERIA : Kagerko 
(Tador) ; Lagos (PIGZip). BELGIAK COXGO : 
et iibenge (Heward). 

Stanleyville (Schetx) ; entre Tisala 

SUD_m : Meridi (R&Ledge). 

Harpagomyia trichorostris ‘I’l~cobald. 

Hn~@~onz~in t~lcl~o~ostrz.~ Theobald, AIon. Cul. 5, p. 547 (1910) ; Ed\vards, Trans. Eut. SOC. 

I,ondon, p. jo0 (1922). 

TYPES.-_60 in B.)I., Obuasi, Xshanti. 

Differs from H. taeniarostris in hrtving the clypeus, palpi and proboscis entirelJ7 
blackish ; the patch of sill-ery scales on front of head produced forwards a short , 
distance between eyes, otherwise silvery markings quite as in H. taexiavostvis. 

$. Terkzalin.-Coxite yellowish and about three times as long as broad, basal 
lobe with about IO spines ; lobes of tergite thumb-like, with two strong spines at 

tip and one additional hair ; phallosome undivided, rather strongly chitinized. 

I)istviDzltiouz.-_(;oLu COAST : Obuasi (Graham). SIERKX LEOSE : Freetown 

(Exam). ,4lso recorded by Schouteden from Belgian Congo (Collart), but this rna3’ 

possibly refer to H. taeniarostris. 

Harpagomyia farquharsoni Ed\\-a rds. 

Harpagomyuz favquhavsorzi Edwards, Trans. Ent. SW. London, p. joo (1923). 

COTYPES.-_G~~T 111 13.hI. and Oxford, Ibadan. 

Resembles H. taeniarostris and H. triclzorostvis in most respects, but differs 
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strikingly in lacking the double median line of sil\-ery scales on the scutum, at most 
a small spot of such scales being present on the front margin ; clypeus, palpi and 

proboscis blackish ; scales of ppn silvery rather than golden ; silvery lateral spots 

on abdominal tergites 5 and 6 \rery small or absent. 
5. Tevvninnlin.-ICesembIe those of H. taevziavostvis, except in structure of 

phallosome, which is quite different. 

Harpagomyia fraseri Edwards 

Hnvpngom~~in frnwrz Edwards, Trans. Ent. Sot. London, p. -1_qq [ 1922). 

TYPE.-_S 111 13.;11., Entel)be. 

Differs from the other three species in having all the scales on the top of the head 

black, no silvery area in front. Palpi, proboscis and clypeus dark ; scutum with 

narrow dark scales only, no median silvery line ; lateral silvery spots of abdominal 

tergites ,j and 6 fairly large. 

3. Tevminalia.-Coxites dark, over twice as long as broad, basal lobe with four 

or five spines and a few hairs ; lobes of tergite elongate, with five spines, of which 

the apical two are stronger ; phallosome not divided, not very strongly chitinized. 

nistvibzttion.-C~xs~_~ : Mpumu Forest (Fvclse~). 

HODGESIA Thcobald. 

Trop. Ned., p. 17 (IOW). 

Theobald (U gar&). 

Very small black mosquitoes with silvery markings, superficially resembling 

Harpagomyin, but with normal, unmodified proboscis ; the form of the wing-scales is 

unique among mosquitoes. 
Head with all scales broad and flat, a patch of silvery scales in front as in Har- 

pagomyia. Eyes narrowly separated. Orbital bristles few in number, but no con- 

spicuous gap between the upper pair and the rest. Clypeus broader than in Har- 

pagontvin. _ Proboscis of uniform thickness throughout or slightly swollen at tip in 8, 

about as long as abdomen, without long hairs ; mandibles and maxillae well 
developed in 9. Palpi very short in both sexes. ,%ntennae alike in the two 
sexes, not plumose, all flagellar segments subequal in length. 

Thorax.-a@ widely separated, with 3-4 bristles and usually with flat silver3 

scales. Dorso-central bristles fairly long, but not very numerous ; no acrostichals. 

Scutellum with broad dark (not silvery) scales). Paratergites narrower than in 
Hnrpagowa_vin, bare. ppn usually with two strong bristles, but devoid of scales. 
A single propleural bristle ; O-I sternopleural, 2 small upper and I strong lower 
mesepimeral ; no spiracular, post-spiracular or pre-alar. Pleural scale-patches not 
large, chiefly on sternopleura. 

Legs remarkable for the secondary sexual modifications of the tips of the tarsi in 
three of the four African species (Fig. 12). Claws simple ; no pulvilli. Hind coxa 

with one inconspicuous hair at tip in front. 
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Wings (Fig. 4, a, b ; Fig. II) with distinct microtrichia on membrane ; squama 
bare. Venation as in Harpagomyia ; fork of vein z as long as its stem, 6 ending 
about opposite base of fork of 5. Outstanding scales of veins on outer part of wing 
long and narrow, but notched at tip ; scales on upper surface of veins 3, 4 and 5 
small and practically in single rows. 

Abdomen black with silvery spots ; it is noteworthy that as in Harpagomyia 

FIG. 

FIG. I I.-Wing of Hodgesia cyptopus Theo. (After Theobald, 1910.) 

rz.-Tarsal characters of Hodgesia spp. a-c. Last three segments of front, middle and hind tarsi 
d. Fifth segment of front tarsus more enlarged. a. sanguinea. b. cyptopus. c, d. psectropus. 

these spots are usually absent from tergite 3. Lateral lobes of first tergite bare. 
Only one sclerotized spermatheca in $2. 

6. Terminalia small, more or less hidden. Coxite short, without lobes ; style 
simple, without distinct spine ; paraprocts strong, ending in five or six strong teeth 
in vertical palmate arrangement ; phallosome simple. 

9. TerminaZia.-Eighth segment not retractile, tergite short and broad. Ninth 
tergite forming a narrow band. Insula narrow, with several evenly scattered setae. 
Cerci very short and broad, oblique. Post-genital plate nearly semi-circular, widely 
separated from cowl by membrane. Atria1 plates present. Spermathecae three, 
nearly spherical, one of them apparently variable in size (in two specimens examined 
it is minute, in the third not much smaller than the other pair). 
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Habits.-Little is known regarding the habits of species of Hodgesia. H. sanguinea 
was stated by Dr. Aubrey Hodges, its original discoverer, to suck the blood of man, 

but this does not seem to have been confirmed. 
The four African species are extremely similar in ornamentation, differing chiefly 

in peculiarities of the 

and in Australia show 

pleurae. 

KEYS 

male tarsi. Other species occurring in the Oriental 
rather greater differences, for example in the scaling 

TO ETHIOPIAN SPECIES OF HODGESIA. 

region 

of the 

Third abdominal tergite practically all black 
salzguinea Theo. ; @e&opus Edw. ; nigeriae Edw. 

Third abdominal tergite with lateral pale spot . . . . cyptopus Theo. 

8. 
Tip of front tarsus modified (fig. 12, c) . . . . . psectropus Edw. 

Tip of mid tarsus modified (Fig. 12, b) . . . . . ~yptopus Theo. 
Tip of hind tarsus modified (Fig. 12, a) . . . . sanguinea Theo. 
No tarsi specially modified . . . . . . . nigeriae Edw. 

Hodgesia sanguinea Theobald. 

Hodgesia sanguitzac Theobald, Journ. Trop. Nled. 7, p. 17 (rgol). 

Hodgesia sunguinis (Theobald) Edwards (emend.), Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 35 (1912). 

Hodgesia sangui~zea (Theobald) Edwards (emend.), Bull Ent. Res. 21, p. zgg (1930). 

TYPE.+ in B.M., Entebbe. 

A very small black species, with a silvery-white spot on top of head in front, 

this spot being usually longer than broad ; silvery-white scales on a+ ; two patches 

of silvery scales on sternopleura, the upper larger, extending over lower pre-alar 
area, separated from lower spot by an area of black scales ; mesepimeron without 

scales ; silvery-white lateral apical spots on abdominal tergites I, 2, 4, 5, and 6 (3 

and 7 being usually entirely black, with sometimes a few white scales on 3). Sternites 

1-6 pale yellowish (usually invisible in pinned specimens), 7 black. Hind femora 

black all round on distal fifth and with a dark dorsal line reaching almost to the base. 
$. Front tarsi simple, with two small and equal claws, similar to those of the 9 ; 

last two segments subequal in length ; empodium barely distinguishable. Middle 

tarsi slender, last two segments without specially long scales, fourth markedly shorter 

than fifth ; claws small and equal. Hind tarsi with the first segment slightly shorter 

than tibia, second and third equal in length, fourth scarcely longer than fifth, com- 

pressed and enlarged, with longer scales dorsally and ventrally, these scales densely 

packed and not roughened ; fifth segment with rather long suberect scales dorsally ; 
claws minute as usual (Fig. 12, a). 

9. Resembles $ in colouring, differing in having all the tarsi simple without 

special peculiarities. 

Wing length 2-2.5 mm, . 
Distribzltion.-UGANDA : Entebbe (Hodges, Fraser) ; Namanve and Kampala 

(Hopkins) ; Kalungi (Edwards). Records from other countries are based on females 

only and probably refer to other species. 
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Hodgesia psectropus I-d\varcl~. 

Closely resembles H. sangztinm, but with strikingly different modifications of 
the tarsi of the 6, IVhite spot on front of head perhaps broader than in H. sanguinea, 

but markings of thorax, abdomen and hind femora as in that species. 
3. Front tarsi with the fourth and fifth segments cubequal in length : apparently 

only one claw present, which is almost as long as the last tarsal segment ; empodium 
remarkably enlarged and very hairy-a unique feature among mosquitoes (Fig. 12, 

c, d). Middle tarsi thicker than in the other species, last two segments more or less 
bent ; fourth \rery short (scarcely as long as broad), but without unusual scales ; 
fifth about twice as long as fourth, but still short, with two short and equal claws. 
Hind tarsi slender, simple ; fourth segment nearly twice as long as fifth. 

-/ 
Y. Resembles the 3 in colouring, and apparently indistinguishable from H. 

sanglcinea. 

~)istvibzltio~z.--~~~~_~I~~~ CoNGo : Stanleyville (Sclzz~etx) ; Kinshasa (IIuren) . 
Females from Coquilhatville (I’nle Massey) are probably this species. 

Hodgesia nigeriae Iicl~varcl~. 

Closely resembles H. sawguinea and H. psectvopus, but without special modihca- 
tions of the tarsi. White spot in front of head rather longer than broad. 

3. Front tarsi simple, with two small and equal claws, empodium very small. 
Middle tarsi slender, fourth segment shorter than fifth, without long scales, fourth 
and fifth (in the specimens available) bent at right angles with third. Hind tarsi 
slender to the tip, without long scales on last two segments ; first segment slightly 
longer than tibia, fourth quite twice as long as fifth. 

4’. Xpparently indistinguishable from H. sanguinea. 
I)iStribZLtiO~.-~;ICEriIii : Lagos (Philip, W’iggZesworth) ; Badagry (If’. S. c.). 

,A female from Sierra Leone (Freetown, Fraser) is perhaps this species. 

Hodgesia cyptopus Theobald. 

Hodgesin cufit@ous Theobald, 11011. Cul. 5, p. 545 (1910). 

Hodgestn cy~to~z~s (Theobald) Edwards (emend.), I3ull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 3.5 (1912) and 21, p. 299 

(193o). 

TYPIC-~ in B.AI., Obuasi. 

Differs from the other three species in markings, as follows : Lateral pale spots 
of abdomen with a slight yellowish tint and less sharply separated, tending to form 
an interrupted stripe, the pale spot on the third tergite as large as the others. Hind 

femora much more extensively pale yellowish, being dark all round only at the 
extreme tip and with a dark dorsal line extending only a short distance back from 
tip. \Vhite spot on vertex slightly broader than long. 

3, Front tarsi not specially modified, but fourth segment markedly shorter 



than fifth and with rather longer scales ; claims rather larger than in H. saupimx, 
but equal ; empodium small. Middle tarsi slender, the fifth segment about twice 

as long as the fourth and bent at right angles to it ; fourth with a tuft of \Tery’ long 
projecting pale yellowish scales ; a few similar scales at tip of third (Fig. 12, b). 

Hind tarsi simple, slender, first segment considerabl>- longer than tibia, second longer 

than third, fourth quite twice as long as fifth. 
-1 -. Resembles 3 in colouring, but mid tarsi without scale-tuft. 
Wing-lengtlb 2-2.5 mm. 
z)istrib2ltion.-(;o~~, COAST : Obuasi (Grnl~nz) ; Kumasi (Tf’ntt). R~%LC;I_AS 

CONGO : Stanleyville (.Sclt~etz). C-(;ASDA : Kasala (Fvnser) ; Entebbe (Hopkitis). 

Only a single specimen has been collected in each locality, and except for the type 

from Entebbe these specimens are females. 

Small or very small mosquitoes with short or I-ery short fork to vein 2. Distin- 

guished from all other mosquitoes by the apparent absence (when examined under a 
binocular microscope) of microtrichia on the wing membrane. 

Head clothed mainly with broad flat scales ; no narrow decumbent scales, but a 

number of erect scales usually present, these sometimes numerous and the area 

occupied by them extending well forwards. Eyes touching above antennae and 

below proboscis. Orbital bristles not numerous, but the row not conspicuously- 

interrupted. Proboscis variable in length, often somewhat swollen at tip, especially 

in $. Palpi in both sexes very short, not more than one-sixth as long as proboscis. 

_\ntennae of 3 more or less plumose, of T rather long, non-plumose, first flagellar 
segment not much longer than second, and without scales, 

Thorax.--a@ widely separated, usually with three or four bristles only ; two 
above, divergent from one another, and one or two below, directed upwards. Scutum 

much arched ; dorso-central bristles long, strong and numerous. Scutellum in all 

_$frican species with broad dark brown scales. Paratergite long and narrow, always 

bare, though sometimes overlapped by scales on supra-alar area of scutum. Usually 
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only one propleural bristle ; I-Z posterior pronotal ; I-Z spiracular ; o post-spira- 

cular ; 2 pre-alar ; several upper sternopleural (sometimes numerous) ; 2-4 upper 

mesepimeral ; I lower mesepimeral, unusually long and strong. Pleurae not very 

extensively scaled, usually only in one or two patches or stripes. Pre-alar area 

FIG. 14.-Terminalia of Uvanotaeuia spp. ; whole organ in tergal view, with phallosonle shown 
separately. a. balfouvi. 11. bilineata. c. chovleyi. d. mashonnensis. e. rtigromaczclata. f. 
micromelas. g. shillitonis. 11. henrardi. 

separated from sternopleura by a distinct furrow or suture (more obvious than in 
any other Culicine genus). 

Legs slender, middle femora rather strongly swollen towards base. Tibiae and 
tarsi in some species with peculiar secondary sexual modifications in $, very different 

in character according to the species. Fourth front tarsal segment markedly longer 
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than fifth in both sexes. Front claws in both sexes simple, short and equal in length 

(except in the Palaearctic U. unguiculata) ; though one may be broader than the 
other ; middle claws in $ very unequal, one long and curved, the other very short, 

both simple ; hind claws short and simple. Hind coxa with a single long, curved, 

bristly hair in front at tip. 

Wings (Figs. 13, Ig) with the microtrichia of membrane very fine and dense, 

appearing as fine dots under Q-in. objective, but under the ordinary magnifications 
of a binocular microscope the membrane appears quite clear. Vein scales usually 

all broad ; few long scales, none of which are emarginate at their tips ; on upper 

surface veins 3, 4, 5 and 6 have only single rows of very small scales. Fork of vein 

z always shorter than its stem, sometimes very much shorter. Vein 6 ending below 

or just before level of base of fork of 5 or base of 2, its tip strongly curved downwards. 

Squama devoid of fringe. 

Abdomen blunt in 9, without metallic markings. First tergite uniformly scaly 

above, but its lateral lobes with few small scales or none. Only one sclerotized 

spermatheca in $2. 
$ TerminaZia (Fig. 14) small. Tergite with or without hairs according to the 

species. Anal segment more or less completely membranous, without definite 
paraprocts (a feature in which this genus differs from all other Culicini except 

Agdomyia). Coxite short, with small (sometimes indefinite) basal lobe bearing a 

few stout bristles. Style variable in length and thickness according to the species, 

usually with numerous minute hairs and with a small simple terminal spine. Phallo- 

some strongly sclerotized, divided into two lateral plates connected by a single 

bridge, each plate with two to five strong teeth which are reflexed or point outwards. 

9 TerminaZia (Fig. 6 $2, e, f).-Eighth sternitemoreor less emarginate. Ninth tergite 
narrow, ribbon-like. Cerci short and broad. Insula moderate, free (coeruZeoce$haZa, 
micromelas) or fused with sigma (shizlitonis). Post-genital plate broad, extending 
almost to cowl but not fused with it, posterior marginal setae long, Atria1 plates 

present. Spermatheca single, large. 
Habits.-Little is known of the habits of adult members of this genus. None of 

the African species has been observed to suck human blood, though Davis and 

Philip report having found chicken-blood in the gut of U. annuzata. The eggs are 

said to be formed into rafts, the individual eggs placed vertically as in CuZex. 

When cataloguing the Culicidae in 1932 I divided the species of Uranotaenia into 
two groups (Uranotaenia and Pseudojkalbia), according to the presence or absence 

of a supra-alar stripe of broad flat scales. This arrangement was not very natural, 
especially as it did not take sufficient account of the considerable diversity in the 

second group. In the light of our present knowledge the African species of Urano- 
taenia may be placed in four groups defined as follows :- 

A. Scutal scales mostly narrow, but a supra-alar stripe of broad scales ; a@ 

scaly ; wings usually with some white scales in lines. Terminalia (where known) 

with tergite bare, its lateral corners produced into pointed processes or rounded 

knobs ; style short and rather stout ; Zp with strong spines : 
U. pallidocephala, philonuxia, coeruleocephala, alboabdominalis, aZba, mayeri, 

bilineata and vars , caliginosa, balfouri. 

B. Scutal scales all narrow (except montana) but a$vz scaly ; wing-scales dark. 
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Terminalia (where known) with tergite bare, neither middle nor corners produced ; 
style short but less stout than in group ,A ; lp with very small hooks : 

U. chovleyi, neireti, hopkinsi: montnnn, nnnulata, candidipes. 

C. Scutal scales all narrow. npn devoid of scales. Terminalia with tergite 

bare, more or less produced in middle, but not at corners ; style long and slender ; 
Zp with small spines : 

U. ovnata, nigvipes, pandnni, ztepeuthes, fuscn, mashonnensis, nigromaculntn. 

D. Scutal scales all broad ; npn and pleurae also with broad scales. Terminalia 

with tergite hairy, without processes : 
U. shillitonis, henrnrdi. 
I do not consider that any of these groups are worthy of rank as subgenera, all 

species exhibiting all the important generic characters in the adult stage. 

KEY TO ETHIOPIXK SPECIES OF UR_~WOTXEN~~. 

Scutal scales mostly or all narrow ; acrostichal bristles distinct . . . -. 3 
Scutal scales all broad and flat ; no acrostichal bristles . . . . 28. 
-4 distinct stripe or patch of flat white or blue scales on margin of scutum in 

front of wing-base ; wings white scaled at base (except in alba) . . 3. 
So such distinct area of flat scales ; wing-scales usually all dark . . . 14. 
Sternopleura with a large patch of scales in middle, extending up to the upper- 

most bristles . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 
Sternopleura with a small patch or band of scales in middle, bare above and 

below. . . . . . . . . . . . . 7. 
Ak blue median stripe posteriorly on scutum ; legs of 3 curiously modified 

pallidocephala Theo. (p. 45). 
No such marking ; legs of 8 normal . . . . . . . . 5. 
Sternopleura with anterior row of bristles, its scales pale brownish 

coert&ocephala Theo. (p. 47). 
Sternopleura without anterior bristles, its scales silvery-white . . . 6. 
Pi-e-alar flat scales white, in a rather large patch . philo~luxia Philip (p. 47). 
Pre-alar flat scales bluish, in a rather narrow stripe . caZigi$zosa Philip (p. 5.2). 
Abdomen with median apical white marks on two or more tergites . . 8. 
--ibdomen without median apical white marks on any tergites . . . II. 
Tergites 2-7 all apically banded ; tori with scales unontann Ingr. & de M. (p. 54). 
Tergites 5-7 without apical bands, tori bare . . . . . . 
Tergites 1-4 either all white or with white apical bands . . . . 
Tergites 2 and 4 only with apical bands . . . . alba Theo. (p. 
Tergites 6 and 7 with basal pale bands ; femora not lined with white 

alboabdowinalis Theo. (p 
Tergites 6 and 7 with apical lateral white spots ; posterior femora lined with 

white . . . . . . . . . wzajfevi Edw. (p 
\‘ein I white-scaled to middle of wing or nearly ; hind tarsi white-tipped . 
L-ein I dark-scaled, except on the basal (stem-vein) section . balfoz4ri Theo (p 
-Abdominal tergites with basal pale bands bilineata var. connali Edw. 

9. 
10. 

49). 

48). 

50). 
12. 

52). 

and var. obsoleta Edw. (p. 51). 
Abdomen unbanded . . . . . . . . . . 13. 
Hind tibia white at tip ; hind tarsi distinctly pale-ringed bilimata Theo. (p. 50). 
Hind tibia not distinctly white at tip ; hind tarsi only faintly ringed 

var. fraseri Edw. (p. 51). 
appz dark, with a dense covering of white or bluish scales . . . . 15. 
apn either yellow, or bare, scales if present yellowish . . . . . ‘7. 



1.5. 

16. 

I” 1. 

18. 

rcj. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

‘3. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

Hind tarsi all dark . . . . . . . . clzovle_l~t Ed\%-. (p. 53). 
Hind tarsi white-tipped, or with fourth segment white . . . . 16. 
pp?z blackish below ; larger species . . . . . lWiVeti Ed\V. (13. j3). 

ppn not so ; smaller species . . . . . . hopkinsi Edw. (p. 54). 

Thorax chocolate-brown above, lower half of pleurae abruptly pale yellow ; 
hind tarsi white tipped ; abdominal tergites apically banded . . . 18. 

Thorax otherwise ; hind tarsi all dark ; tergites not apically banded . . 20. 

Head scales mostly dark ; hind tarsi pale at tip only . . cnjzdidiprs Ed\<-. (11. _jO). 
Head scales yellowish ; hind tarsi with two pale rings and pale tip . . 10 . 
Hind tibia practically all dark . . . . . . an~zztlatn Theo. (p. 55). ._ 
Hind tibia rather broadly Tvhite at tip . . \-ar. @icotaelliatu Theo. (p. j0). 

Thorax mainly or all yellow, contrasting with the black legs ; abdomen more 
or less banded (bands basal) . . . . . . . . 21. 

Thorax more or less dark above ; abdomen unbanded . . . . 2-j. 

Scutum with brown markings on posterior half . . . . . . 11. 
Scutum without such markings . . . . . . . . 23. 

Head scales black . . . . . . . . OVlZalU, Theo. (13. j6). 

Head scales yellowish . . . . . ov>lda SS~. PF?Z~SUYZ~IL Ed\\--. (1’. 58). 

Scutal scales mostly yellow ; tergites z-7 xvith narroxv pale basal bands 
~zig~~pes Theo. (p. 50). 

Scutal scales mostly black ; tergites L and 3 (or only 2) unhanded . . q. 
Postnotum mostly or all brown . . . . . pa?lduni Theo. (1’. 59). 
I’ostnotum entirely pale yellow like rest of thorax . . lzepellthes Theo. (p. 59) 
X black spot on scutal integument above iving-base . . . . . 26. 

Ko such marking . . . . . . . . jusca Theo. (p. 61). 

Pleurae pale . . . . . . . . . . . . 27. 
Pleurae mainly dark . . . . . . micvonzelas Edlv. (p. 61). 

Scutum darkened . . . . . . . ?lzashonaemis Theo. (p. 59). 

Scutum not or scarcely darker than pleurae . 1lLgvollzacuZatu nom. n. (p. 60). 
aptz with pale scales ; pleurae largely dark . . . slzzllitonis Theo. (p. 6~). 
aplz with dark scales ; pleurae all pale . . . . lzmravdi Edw. (p. 63). 

Uranotaenia pallidocephala Thcobald. 

Differs from all other African species in the remarkable modifications of the legs 
of the 3 (Fig. 15)~ and also (in both sexes) in the possession of a median line of flat 

bluish or whitish scales on the posterior part of the scutum and extending across the 

middle of the median lobe of the scutellum. 
C;. Head mainly clothed with bright blue scales, rather variable in tint ; a small 

area of dark scales on nape. Proboscis dark, very slightly swollen at tip. Thorax 

with the integument rather dark brownish, middle of pleurae lighter and upper and 
lower parts of pleurae darker. Scales on a@ blue. A short supra-alar line of 

bluish-white scales and a rather longer line of more definitely bluish scales in middle 

of posterior third of scutum and extending across mid lobe of scutellum, the scales 

on sides of mid lobe of scutellum blackish as usual. Pleurae with a large patch of 
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flat bluish-white or white scales in middle, bordered below by a larger and above 
by a much smaller patch of dark brown scales. Sternopleural bristles numerous, 
dark, forming an almost uninterrupted row on posterior margin (none on anterior 
margin). Abdomen dark above, pale beneath, without markings. Legs uniformly 
dark, except undersides of femora. Front tibia with a rather thick and short curved 
spine at tip. Tibiae and tarsi normal, first segment of front and middle tarsi much 
longer than second. Wings with dark scales, except for a few white scales at extreme 
bases of veins 4 and 5 and on stem vein. 

FIG. 15 .-Secondary sexual characters in J of Uranotaenia pallidocephaln Theo. (after Theobald, 
1910). a. Base of front tarsus. b. Tip of middle tarsus. c. Base of hind tibia. 

$. Coloration and scale characters as in 9. Front tarsi with the first segment 
remarkably short, only about a quarter as long as tibia, thickened distally ; second 
segment twice as long as first, rather sinuous. Middle tarsi with the first segment 
much shorter than second, but otherwise unmodified ; fourth with a remarkable 
projection beneath, the projection ending in a curved claw-like bristle. Hind tibia 
on its under surface with three or four longish fine curved hairs close to base ; a long 
bristle towards outer side and a tuft of matted and curved bristly hairs towards 
inner side at one-fourth of its length ; a long fine straight bristle and some shorter 
fine hairs just before middle. Hind tarsi unmodified, first segment nearly as long 
as tibia. 

Termhalia. -Tergite bare, its corners produced into sharp curved points. Style 
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rather short and broad, slightly enlarged on inner side before tip, which forms a 
small hook. Basal lobe only slightly indicated, with two moderately stout bristles. 
Two recurved and sharply pointed hooks ; lateral hooks on Zp in addition to the 
terminal hook. 

Wing-Length about 3.5 mm. 

Distribution.--SUDAN : Bor to Mongalla, Upper White Nile (King). GABOON : 
Port Gentil (G&&d). UGANDA : Kampala (Fraser, Hopkiuts) ; Entebbe (Hopkins). 

BELGIAN CONGO : Stanleyville (Schwetx) ; Leopoldville (Duren). Records from 

Nigeria require confirmation. 

Uraenotaenia philonuxia Philip. 

Uranotaenia fihzlonuxia Philip, 

TYPES.--+? in B.M., Lagos. 

Bull. Ent. Res. 22, p. 188 (1931). 

Differs from all other African species in having the flat bluish-white scales in 
front of the wing base in the form of a large patch instead of a narrow line, Pleurae 

with a large area of bluish-white scales in middle, dark scales below. Legs of 3 
unmodified. 

9. Head clothed with bluish-white scales, not obviously darker in middle. 

Proboscis dark, slightly swollen at tip. First segment of antenna1 flagellum over 

half as long again as second. Thorax with integument rather dark brownish, some- 

what lighter on lower part of pleurae. Dorsal scales all dark. Supra-alar area of 

white or bluish-white scales extending upwards much more than usual and so forming 

a large patch. Sternopleura almost completely covered with flat scales, a large 

area of white or bluish-white ones in middle, lower third and a small area in upper 
corner clothed with dark scales. Sternopleural bristles numerous and dark, forming 

a continuous row on posterior and upper margins, but the row not extending along 

the anterior margins. Abdomen uniformly dark brown above, lighter below ; no 

markings. Legs dark. Front tibia with a curved spine at the tip, rather longer and 

more slender than the corresponding spine in U. paZZidoceph.aZa. Wings mainly 

dark, but with white scales extending for some distance along base of vein 5 ; stem- 
vein white scaled ; other veins dark to base. 

$. Ornamentation similar to 9. No special modifications of legs ; front tibia1 

spine similar to that of 9. TerminaZia much as in U. paZZidocephaZa, but processes 

of tergite shorter. 
Wing-length 2.5 mm. 
Distribzttion.-NIGERIA : Ebute Metta, near Lagos (Philip). 

Uranotaenia coeruleocephala Theobald. 

Uranotaefzia coeruleocephala Theobald, Mon. Cul. 2, p. 256 (1901) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 3, 
P. 41 (1912) ; Philip, Bull. Ent. Res. 22, p. 189 (1931). 

TYPE.---? in B.M., Bonny. 

Differs from all other African species in having a continuous row of dark bristly 

hairs along the anterior as well as the upper and posterior margins of the sterno- 

pleura (Fig. 16). Supra-alar flat white scales forming a line (not a patch). Sterno- 

pleura with a large patch of light brownish (not white) scales, 
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‘2. Much resembles II. p/lilotzlbxia apart from the three characters mentioned in 

abo\-e diagnosis. Front tibia with a curved spine at tip beneath as in U. plzilonuxia. 

3. Kesembles 2 in ornamentation. Legs without any special peculiarities. 
TevtTzinalin much as in U. nlboabdominalis. 

l)isfvibzltion.-~c’Ic;ERIa : Bonny (,4nnett) ; Lagos district (P&lip). BELGIXK 

fhSG0 : Stanley\Tille (Sclt~etz ; Liverpool S.T.M.). The specimen recorded by 

Theobald from Rahr-el-(ihazal was perhaps wrongly determined. 

Uranotaenia alboabdominalis Theobald. 

C’rnncIttcrilrcc rLlbonhtlorr~2lznlIv ‘rllcYhalcl, Mon. Cul. j, p. .joS ( I~)IO) ; E;tlw,~~tls, 13~11. Ent. Res. 3, 
p. -I_” (1012) ; Philip, 1~~11. Ent. Iics. 22, p. IS!, (IqjI). 

TYIJIA-_S+ irl IS..\I., Uppc‘r \\Ti7itc X11c. 

Readily distinguished from other iL\frican species by the largely white-scaled 

dorsum of the abdomen, and by- the marking of the wings, the whitish cross-veins 

being unusual. 
2. Head largely pale blue or whitish aho\-e, with a black patch of variable size 

on nape. Thovnx with integument uniformly dark brown dorsally, pleurae usually- 

lighter, but darkened above and below the narrow band of white scales which crosses 
the middle of the sternopleura. Line of flat bluish-white scales running forwards 
from abole wing-base to beyond middle of thorax, diverging from scutal margin in 

front. Lower sternopleural hairs rather few and pale. ‘4 bdowzen with white apical 
bands on tergites 1-4, not reaching lateral margins of tergites, but often (as in the 

types) covering almost the whole of the dorsal surface, the band on tergite 3 some- 

times smaller ; j entirely dark ; 6 and 7 normally with broad whitish basal bands ; 
tergite 8 and all sternites largely pale. Legs dark except for under sides of femora ; 
normally no obvious knee spots. Front tibia without a distinct spine at tip. Wings 
with the membrane often slightly tinted with brown except around cross-veins, 

where it is quite clear : cross-steins themselves whitish by reflected light. Scales 
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mostly brown, very dark on and towards costa in middle of wing, usually also darker 

on basal half of 3 and on j . I. White scales present on stem vein and for a short 
stretch at base of vein I, also on vein 5 almost as far as the fork and at base of costa 

on its lower edge. 
4 3. Resembles i - in ornamentation. No special modifications of legs. 

Teifl)zinalia.-Coxite with few scales ; basal lobe with about 4 bristles. Tergite 
bare, with short, rounded lateral lobes. Style short and rather broad, slightly 
enlarged before tip on inner side. I$ broad, blackened, with one strongly recurved 

slender sharp-pointed lateral spine and a smaller apical one. 

T~7i~zg-lengtF, z-2.5 mm. 

DistribzAon.-SLXMX : Bor and Azzan, Upper White Nile (K&g). GOLD COAST : 
Sunyani (Ingranz). UGANDA : Kampala (Fraser) ; Entebbe (Hopkins). BELGIAN 

Corc;o : Stanleyville (.Schz&x) ; Kinshasa (Dzbren) ; Bumba (Bequaert). 
T-aviation.-& noted above, the black area on the nape is variable in size ; it is 

small in the type male, absent in the type female, but fairly large in most of the 
specimens from Uganda. The white basal bands on abdominal tergites 6 and 7 

are also I-ariable, and in the female from Bumba are absent. Most of the specimens 
from Stanleyville belong to a distinct variety in which the thorax is very dark, almost 

the whole pleurae being as dark as the mesonotum, and the hind femora and tibiae 

have distinct pale spots at the tips ; in all these specimens the head is entirely blue, 

without the dark spot. 

Uranotaenia alba ‘I’hcobaltl. 

I -rfcllntnrJzin maslLorLfLcrzsis v<tr. nlba ‘rh~~obald, :\Ion. Cul. 2, p. 262 (1901). 

I ~rcu~otncrzin n&z Theobald, Mon. Cul. 3, p. 303 (IC)O;/ ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. lies. 3, p. 40 (1912) ; 

Philip, Bull. Ent. Res. 12, p. 139 (1931). 

TYPI .-_S in 13.X., Sali<bitr)-. 

Differs from I/‘. alboabdo~nzinalis in the dark-scaled wings and reduced pale 

markings of the abdomen. (The specific name is a misnomer.) 

jz. Head extensively dark-scaled in middle, blue at sides. Thorax as in r/‘. 

alboabdotninalis ; integument in type lighter, lower half of mesepimeron entirely 

pale. ,-l bdomen mainly dark abo\Te ; tergites z and 4 with small apical creamy 

bands : 6 and 7 without pale scales basally, but with small apical lateral whitish 

triangles. Legs dark, only undersides of femora pale ; front tibiae without distinct 

apical spine. Wings without obvious brown tint on membrane ; cross-veins whitish 

by reflected light. Vein-scales almost all dark, even on base of vein I ; some white 

scales may be present on stem vein and extreme base of 5. 
Tevminalia as in U. alboabdominalis. 

2. Similar, but abdomen almost all dark, pale bands of tergites 2 and 4 repre- 

sented by only a few white scales. 
TVing-length z-j-3 mm. 

Distribzrtion.-S. KHODESIA : Salisbury (Marshall) ; Shamva (Leeson) ; Bindura 

(Hnwovth‘i. KENYA : Nairobi (Van Someren) . TRANSVAAL : Northern district 

(Ingmnz and De Meillon). UGXI\;DA : Kasakiro (Gibbins). 
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Uranotaenia mayeri Edwards. 

Uranotaertia mnycvi Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 40 (1912) ; Philip, 13~11. Ent. RCS. 22, p. 189 
(1931). 

‘rYPE .-9 in B.M., Oshogbo. 

Differs from U. alboabdovzinalis especially in its striped posterior femora and 

general darker colour. 

9. Head nearly all black above, with only a narrow margin of blue scales round 

eyes. Antennae (including tori) and proboscis dark. Thorax with the integument 

uniformly dark brown, including pleurae. Lines of bluish-white flat scales in front 

of wing-base and accross middle of pleurae, both narrower than in U. alboabdominalis. 
Abdomen largely dark above ; tergites 1-3 with apical whitish bands, 5-7 each with 

apical lateral whitish triangles. Sternites all pale. Legs mainly dark ; undersides 
of femora pale ; mid femora also with a narrow white line on anterior surface from 
base nearly to tip ; hind femora with a white line on antero-dorsal surface from base 

to tip ; hind tarsi with narrow and indistinct pale rings at the joints. Wings with 
white scales at extreme base of vein I and for some distance at base of j, scales 
otherwise dark ; cross-veins not noticeably pale by reflected light. 

$ unknown. 

Distribzttion.--NIGERI, : Oshogbo (T. F. G. Mayer). GOLD 

Comal). SIERRA LEONE : Njala (Havgreaues) ; Pujehun (Davey). 

Uranotaenia bilineata ‘Threobald. 

COAST : 

Ent. Res. 

Accra 

3. 1’. 33 

Distinguished by having narrow lines of bluish-white scales on scutum and pleurae, 

vein I largely white scaled, and no apically-situated pale scales on the abdominal 
tergites ; hind tarsi usually ringed. 

FIG. IT.-Head and thorax of CJrn;totncnits biliucatn var. coumdi Edw. 

0. Head mainly dark, with a fairly broad pale blue margin to eyes and some long 

projecting pale blue scales in front. Proboscis dark ; tori largely light brown, 

without scales as usual. First flagellar segment of antenna as usual about half as 

long again as second. Thorax (Fig. 17) with integument moderately light brown, 

somewhat darkened on each side of the pleural line. Line of blue scales in front of 

wing-base running rather obliquely and leaving a bare area on side of scutum. The 

blue scales on a@ form almost a continuous line with those of the sides of the head 



and across the middle of the sternopleura, and this line is continued across the 
mesepimeron by a paler band in the integument which is more or less covered with 

grey pollinosity (though it does not bear scales). Lower sternopleural bristles few. 
_-lh~onze~t uniformI>- dark brown on tergites, pale on sternites. Legs largely dark ; 
front and middle tarsi lighter but not distinctly ringed : hind femora and tibiae with 

creamy knee-spot_, 5 hind tibia narrowly pale at base ; hind tarsi with rather broad 
creamy-white rings on joints between segments I, s and 3, segments 4 and 5 entirely 
creamy-white. T17i~z~~s mainly dark scaled ; a few white scales at base of SC., I 
white scaled from base almost to middle of wing, but no white scales on j even at 

base. 
3. Ornamentation as in Y. I,egs normal. Terminalia (Fig. I._+: b) : Tergite 

bare, its lateral lobes broadly rounded ; style rather short and broad, slightly 

enlarged on inner side just before tip ; basal lobe indefinite, with 3-j bristles ; I$ 
with two rather slender recur\-ed teeth. Cosite with \-ery few scales. 

ll’i@xgt/~ about 2.5 mm. 
Disfriblrtiolt.-(;oLr:, Co;\sT : Obuasi (Gvalznllt). tT(;_4sI>_4 : Mpumu (Fvasev). 

Var. fraseri Id:\-arclk. 

(1012). 

Differs from the typical form in the markings of the hind legs ; tibia only narrowly 

and indistinctly pale at base and tip, tarsus with only narrow and indistinct pale 

rings on first three segments (though the last two are entirely pale, as in the type). 
White scales not extending quite so far along \-ein I. Abdomen all dark above. 

Distvibzrtio?t.-Cc.4~~~4 : Mpumu (Frnsev). Suu.4~ : Meridi (King). ??.4ThL : 
Umfolozi, Zululand (I~z,qrtl~lz and De Meillo~z). S. RHODESIA : Salisbury (Leeson). 

Var. connali Ed\?-ards. 

Differs from the typical form in having distinct creamy median basal spots on 

each of abdominal tergites r-7. Hind legs marked as in the type. Terminalia 

practically as in the type. 
DistvibzA~s.-GOLD CoA4sT : Accra (Co~z~tnl) ; Bjere, Volta River (Iqgmm). 

S. K~0~)~sr.l : Sham\-a (Leesoft). BELGLG Cosc,o : Matadi (Wnsso~z). 

Var. obsoleta Cl\\-arch. 

Differs from the typical form as follows : -Abdominal tergites 4-7 with creamy 

basal bands. Hind tibiae and tarsi with the pale markings only very faintly indicated, 

scarcely lighter than the ground-colour. Terminalia practically as in the type. 

Distribz&n .-UGASDX : ltiasakiro (Gibbixs). 
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Uranotaenia balfouri Theobald. 

r<ept. \Vellcome Lab. p. sz (rgoj) ; Edwards, 13~11. Ent. 
Mactie, l3oll. Ent . Res. 3, p. 00 (1017) : Philip, J3ull. Ent. 

Res . 272, p. 190 (1931). 

TYPI:.-_3 in 13.M., Pibor, Sudan. 

_A small dark species with blue markings on head and thorax and at most with 

lateral pale spots on abdominal tergites ; legs unbanded ; no white scales on vein I. 

’ - . Head black in middle, blue at sides, the relative proportions of the two colours 

rather lrariable ; all the scales flat and close-lying, none (or rarely a very few) of the 

erect forked type present. Proboscis and antennae dark ; tori without scales as ’ 
usual. TJzovax dark brown, pleurae for the most part as dark as dorsum, but lower 

part of mesepimeron and meron paler ; no darker area above wing-base. A rather 

short supra-alar line of flat bluish scales running close to margin of scutum ; a rather 
large patcll (not a line) of flat bluish scales in middle of sternopleura. ,4hl_lo~~etz dark 

brown above, tergites r-6 with small apical lateral whitish spots. Legs dark, except 

for undersides of femora. Wings mainly dark scaled ; white scales present only 

on stem T-ein and for a short distance at base of 5 ; cross-veins dark by reflected light. 
2, Resembles 1 in ornamentation. A rather peculiar secondary sexual 

character is the presence of some fine pale curved hairs on the under side of the hind 
tibia in the middle, the number of these hairs rather variable. Temi~zalia (Fig. 

13, a) : Tergite bare, its lateral corners forming pointed finger-like processes. 

Cosite with few scales ; basal lobe represented by a strong low ridge with 3-q 
bristles. Style short, outer margin a little widened before tip but inner margin 

straight. I$ narrow, with two small dark terminal teeth and one pale lateral 

recurred tooth. 
Wing-le~zgth 2 mm. 
nisfri(‘,~ttiovt.-Gx~~~~ (Dutton). SIERRA LEOKE : Freetown (ExM). LIBERIA : 

data not noted. GOLD COAST : Bole, Sunyani and Xccra (Iqm~). NIGERIA : 
Yaba (Gralznnz, Plzilip) . UGANDA : Kampala (Hancock) ; Jinga (Hopkim) ; Entebbe 

(Hopkins) . SUDAS : Pibor (BaZfouY) ; White Nile (King). BELGIAN CONGO : 
Stanleyville (ScJzmetz). I(E?;Y,I : Kisumu (Gnmlza~). TAXGAFXIKA : Dar-es-Salaam 

(McKemie) . 

T-mintion-Two males, from Kampala, Uganda (Hopkim) and Kumari, Gold 
Coast (Watt), may represent a distinct variety or species ; they have no pale scales 

on the abdominal tergites and no curved ventral hairs on the hind tibia. 

Uranotaenia caliginosa Philip. 

13~11. Ent. Res. 71, 13. 100 (1931). 

Distinguished from all other Ethiopian species by the moderately large patch of 

silvery-white scales on sternopleura and the blackish patch in integument of scutum 
above the supra-alar scales. 

;‘. Head mainly black, bluish-white scales confined to small patches at the sides 
and a narrow eye-border. Thorax with integument mainly dark brown, but with 

a distinct blackish patch above each wing-root, the lower part of this black area 
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covered bi7 the supra-alar stripe of bluish-white scales. Sternopleura bare on the 
lower half, clothed with metallic silverv-white scales on the upper half, these scales 

extending to the uppermost bristles (but not on to the pre-alar area). Lower part 
of mesepimeron grel-ish-pollinose. 
Legs blackish. I 

A bdonzen uniformly blackish above and below. 

TViqs dark scaled, but all veins with a few white scales at extreme 
base, these scales extending furthest along \-ein 5. 

3. Resembles $ in ornamentation. So special features in legs ; no fine hairs 
on under side of hind tibia. 

L~L&&x.--S~GERI_~ : Lagos district (PJziZi$). BELGI.~ COSGO : Tlambi, 
Lomami River, near St anleyl-ille (SC~Z~LY&). 

Uranotaenia neireti IX::l\\-ards. 

Distinguished by ha\-ing bluish flat scales on head, npn and pleurae, but none on 
scutum in front of wing-base. i4bdomen dark ; hind tarsi white-tipped ; wing- 
scales all dark. 

j’. Head mostly black-scaled ; a spot of blue scales on \-ertex and another on 
each side. Thornx with narrow brown scales on scutum ; integument dark brown, 
pleurae rather lighter, but darkened on each side of the patch of blue scales in middle ; 
lower half of PPPZ blackish. _-l bdowzen dark brown above, lighter beneath, without 

markings. Lqs mainly dark brown ; hind tarsi with distal half of third segment 

and whole of fourth whitish, fifth also with the scales white but the integument 

dark. Xo special modifications of tibiae or tarsi. TT-ings with all the scales dark, 

even at base. C:pper fork more than half as long ag its stem. 
‘2. Resembles 4 in ornamentation (in the type y the blue scales of head and 

thorax are replaced by greyish, but this is probably through fading). 
Wing-1engtJz about 3 mm. 

Distribution.--ili;iuxG_~sc_~n (I’euttvil/on). Specimens from Uganda have been 

referred with doubt to this species, but are now treated as a distinct species, U. 

chovle_vi. 

Uranotaenia chorleyi I-:tlwarti~. 

Very similar to CT. neireti, differing as follows : Head with a broad and continuous 

band of blue scales in front. Pleurae almost uniformly pale, with only slight 

darkening abo\-e and below the spot of blue scales. Posterior pronotal lobes not in 

the least darkened on the lower half. Hind tarsi entirely dark. 

Terminnlin (Fig. 1-4, c).-Eighth tergite with hairs only towards posterior margin 

and ninth segment broad as in most of the preceding species. Ninth tergite bare, 

not produced at corners. Coxite with few scales, pointed basal lobe not much 

darkened and bearing the usual bristles. Style short but not stout, gradual13 
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tapering and slightly curved. lf, rather broad, blackened, lateral teeth not evident, 

terminal teeth small. 

Wing-length about 2.7 mm. 
Distribution.-UG,4Nu,;1 : Kasala Forest (Fraser). BELGI_~S Cosco : Stanley- 

ville (Sclzwetz ; z damaged qg in Liverpool S.T.M.) ; Costermansville (Sc/lze*efz ; 
I damaged 9) ; Kisantu (Le Wolf) ; Kabare, Kivu (Sclzzelefz). 

Uranotaenia hopkinsi Ed~~at-(is. 

Uram~tnrr~irr Izo~kimi Edward;, I3ull. Lnt. Rcs. J;, p. 561 (IC);~). 

‘rYPE.--3 in li.ll., Kampala. 

A small dark species with white-tipped hind tarsi, otherwise without special 

ornamentation. 

, 

9. He& mostly black above, with a narrow margin of bluish-white scales to 

eyes, hardly distinguishable in some specimens. Proboscis, palpi and clypeus dark ; 
tori yellowish, bare. Tlzornx uniformly brown above, scutal scales darker than 

integument and narrow ; a very few flat white scales on margin of scutum immediately 

in front of wing-base, not forming a definite line. Pleurae mainly7 yellowish, upper 

part slightly darkened ; a patch of whitish scales in middle of sternopleura ; n@z 
dark, with numerous flat silvery-white scales. _1 bdomen uniformly dark brown 

above, whitish beneath. Legs dark brown ; under sides of femora pale as usual ; 
no knee-spots ; fore and mid tarsi paler at tips, but indefinitely ; hind tarsi definitely 

white at tip from before middle of third segment. Wings uniformly dark scaled 

even on stem vein ; upper fork-cell short as usual ; outstanding scales narrow. 
2 unknown. 

Wing-length barely 2 mm. 
Distvihzctio?z.-~G_~?;D.I : Kampala (Hopkipzs) ; Syansimbi Crater Lake (Gihbi9ts). 

Uranotaenia montana Ingram and De Alcillon. 

Ingram and 

Zululand. 

I>(~ Meillon, S. -1fr. Inst. JIed. Kel;. 32, p. So ( 1927). 

AA rather large dark species with banded abdomen and legs ; no blue tinge on the 
white scales of head and thorax ; scales on tori ; flat white scales in front of wing- 

base. 
Q. Head clothed mainly with black flat scales with numerous black upright 

scales ; a rather narrow border of white scales round eyes, those in middle in front 

not specially long. Antennae dark ; tori with a patch of white scales on inner side, 

first flagellar segment with a few dark scales at base ; second and third flagellar 

segments markedly shorter than first or fourth (a rather unusual feature). Proboscis 

dark. Thovnx with integument mostly dark brown, including nearly whole of 

pleurae ; a paler band crosses lower half of mesepimeron, leaving the lower edge of 

this sclerite rather narrowly dark brown. Sternopleura with a patch (rather than a 
line) of white scales in middle. Line of white flat scales in front of wing-base rather 

broad and running close to margin of scutum ; no pale scales on front margin of 

thorax. ,4bdonten more tapering than usual, in appearance suggesting a small 
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.i ides. Tergites mainly dark brown, 2-7 each with apical creamy bands which do 
not extend quite to the sides ; sternites 1-5 pale, 6 and 7 dark at base. Legs mainly 
dark ; all femora and fore and mid tibiae with small creamy-white spots at tip ; hind 

tibiae broadly whitish at tip ; hind tarsi with whitish rings across joints I-Z and 
2-3 ; all tarsi with segments 4 and 5 entirely whitish. Wings dark-scaled ; white 
scales present only on extreme bases of veins I and 5. 

3. Ornamentation as in $. Legs normal. Terminalia : tergite narrow, bare, its 
corners not produced ; coxite with few scales, basal lobe indefinite, with two rather 
long straight bristles ; style rather short and broad, slightly enlarged on inner side 

before tip, with tip narrow and slightly hooked, terminal spine moderate ; lp blackened, 
rather large but the two teeth minute. 

T47ing-lengtJz 3 mm. 

I)istribzztion.-ZnLrL_~~~ (Ingram). 

Uranotaenia annulata Theobald. 

Distinguished from all except the allied I;. cnndidipes by the colouring of the 

thorax, the dark chocolate-brown dorsum contrasting strongly with the pale yellow 
lower half of the pleurae. 14 line of pale but narrow scales in front of wing-base ; 
abdomen and legs banded. 

1. Head with the scales nearly all pale yellowish, mostly flat but with a few erect 

and forked ; sometimes a few dark brownish flat scales tending to form a narrow 

median stripe. Proboscis and antennae dark ; tori without scales ; first three flagellar 

segments somewhat shorter than the following ones. Thorax dark chocolate-brown 
on dorsum, and also on upper part of pleurae : integument of lower half of pleurae, 

including lower half of $$n and also whole of aen, pale yellow, the two colours separated 
in practically a straight line. ,4 rather broad but indefinite line of pale scales extends 

forwards on scutum from above wing-base, these scales all narrow, though a few 
nearest the wing-base are somewhat broader than the rest. ,4 rather large patch of 

pale creamy-yellow scales on middle of sternopleura, immediately below the dark 
upper portion ; similar pale yellow flat scales on a@. Lower sternopleural hairs 

few and pale. -4 bdonzen mainly dark brown above, each tergite (except sometimes the 

first and seventh) with a conspicuous creamy apical band, not quite reaching sides ; 
sternites pale scaled. Leg.s mainly dark ; under sides of femora pale as usual ; hind 

tibia onl>- narrowly- pale at tip, at most to an extent equal in length to its apical 
diameter ; hind tarsi with segments 1-3 rather narrowly whitish at tip (on segment 3 

the pale area occupying barely one-fifth of the length of the segment) and with a 
few \vhitish scales at base ; all tarsi with segments 3 and 5 entirely creamy-white. 

jVi+zgs dark scaled, except on stem-vein, which bears creamy-white scales on its 
lower margin. 

4 

3. 

t arsi . 

Resembles 9 in ornamentation. Legs normal ; no special features of tibia or 

TernzinaZia much as in U. montana, but style rather longer and basal lobe with 

only one long bristle, the second 

1 l’ing-length, about 2.5 mm. 

one shorter. 
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Distribution.-NIGERI,4 : Bonny (Ann&) ; Lagos (Connal, Philip). SIERRA4 
LEONE : Pepel (Gordon and Davy). GAMBIA : Rathurst (1nnes). 

Variation.-In many specimens from Sierra Leone the pale rings on the first two 
segments of the hind tarsi are very narrow and sometimes indistinct ; some of these 

specimens also show a much greater extent of dark scaling on the head than usual. 

That this is mere individual variation is shown by the fact that examples of the 

typical form were taken at the same time and place. In a specimen from Gambia 

(the only one examined from that country) the first two hind tarsal segments are 
entirely dark, the head-scales largely dark, and the pale abdominal bands distinct 

only on tergites 1 and 5. 

liar. apicotaeniata Theobald. 

UY~?ZO~~C?~~U LZ$~CO~~C~Z&LJ Theobald, 11011. Cul. 5, p. 520 ( I~IO). 

T~PEs.-_~? in B.M., Obuasi. 

Differs from typical U. annulata as follows : Hind tibia more broadly whitish at 

tip, the white area about twice as long as tibia1 diameter ; hind tarsi with each of the 

first three segments rather more broadly white at tip, these and the third segment 
also narrowly white at base ; third segment as in the typical form with not more than 

the distal fourth white. 

D&ibzttion.-GoLD COAST : Obuasi and Sekondi (Graham) ; Sunyani (Ingram) ; 
Koforidua (Storey) ; Takoradi (Pomeroy). SUDAX : Meridi and R. Kobwa (King) ; 
Li Rangu (R&ledge). FERNANDO PO (Gil Collado). 

Uranotaenia candidipes Edn-ards. 

CJr~~zotne~tin IL~VI~OUS Theobald, Entom. 45, p. 93 (IgIn) !IZCC U. nivipes Theobald, 190j]. 

CTranotaenin candidipes Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. _cz (1912) ; Ingram and de Neillou, S. .ifr. 
Inst. Med. Res . 23, P. 165 (1929) ; Philip, Bull. Ent. Res. 13, p. 192. 

TYPE.-$! in I,ivcrpool, Onderstepoort. 

Differs from U. annulata as follows : _A large area of dark brownish scales on 

vertex, yellow scales confined to sides of head and nape. Hind tarsi with first two 

segments all dark ; third segment with about the distal two-thirds whitish, basal 
third dark ; tip of hind tibia rather broadly whitish. All other characters as in U. 

annulata ; apical bands of abdominal tergites equally distinct. 
Terminalin much as in U. annulata. 

Distribution.-TRANsv~*~L : Onderstepoort (Goz~glz) ; Mokeetsi and Potgietersrust 

(Ingram and de Meillon). S. RHODESL~ : Shamva and Sinoia (Leeson). RELGIaN 

CONGO : Costermansville (Sclzwetz). 

Uranotaenia ornata Theobald. 

L;ranotnenia ortcatzts Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 521 (x910) ; I~cl~v_;~~ds, 13~11. Ent. R~s. ;, I-,. $3 
(1912) ; Philip, Bull. Ent. Res. 22, p. 191 (1931). 

TYPE.-3 in lZ.lM., Obuasi. 

Distinguished by the yellowish thorax with the posterior half of the mesonotum 
mostly dark brown ; abdominal tergites with incomplete basal pale bands ; head and 
legs blackish. 
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3. Hend clothed entirely with blackish scales, no white scales even at sides ; 
upright scales few in number. Proboscis, palpi and antennae (including tori) blackish; 

first flagellar segment not much larger than second. Thorax (Fig. 18) with the 
integument mainly pale yellowish ; a large roundish brown area occupying posterior 

half of scutum, outer edges of this area darker, abo\-e wing-base almost black, three 

longitudinal paler areas usually distinguishable within the brown area in front of 

scutellum. Postnotum mainly blackish, yellow at sides and usually with more or less 

evident indications of a yellowish median line. Scales on the pale anterior part of 

scutum pale yellowish, those on the brown posterior part blackish, both light and dark 

scales narrow ; no scales on the blackish area in front of wing base, none on pleurae, 

and none on pronotal lobes. Sternopleural hairs few in number. Normally four 

bristles on mid lobe of scutellum. -3 bdometh blackish above, tergites with lateral 
basal yellowish triangles, most distinct on tergites 4-6, on which they form narrow 

bands more or less interrupted in middle. Sternites largely pale. Legs mainly black 
scaled, only middle femora more or less pale beneath ; trochanters yellow ; front 
comae with black scales in front. Tl’iutgs with dark scales only ; I-enation normal. 

3. Ornamentation as in G. Legs normal. Ternzinalia : Eighth tergite more 

hairy than in any of the preceding species, and with four stronger bristles near its 

middle. Sinth segment much narrower than the combined width of the two coxites, 

whereas in most of the preceding species it has almost the same breadth. Ninth 

tergite small, rounded in middle, not produced at corners, with a pair of minute hairs 

near middle (perhaps inconstant). Coxite larger and more swollen than in many 
species, but not much longer than broad ; basal lobe small but rather prominent and 

blackened, bearing j-7 long, slightly curved bristles, the longest of which reach tip 
of coxite. Style very long and slender, but somewhat thicker on about the basal 

half, slightly sinuous, with about IO short hairs at tip ; terminal spine stout and 

blunt. Z$J small, with about four 1.ery small apical teeth ; parameres broader than 

in any of the preceding species. 
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Wing-le@h 2 mm. 

Distribution.--GOLD COAST : Obuasi (Gralzam). SIERRA LEONE : Freetown 
(Bacot, Ezmzs). NIGERIA : Lagos (Conpzal, Phili+). S. RHODESIA : Shamva (Leeson). 
BELGIAN COSGO : Eala (Hertrnrd). 

Var. musarum Ed\varclh. 

\‘a-. 

1:ort 
I’FOC. R. Ent. SOC. IS, j, p. jl (1~36). 

Closely resembles CT. ornata, differing as follows : Size larger. Flat scales of head 
nearly all yellowish, only a few darker ones in middle. Lower sternopleural bristles 
apparently rather more numerous (about 6-8 instead of about 4-6). Tori rather 
light brownish. l4bdomen with narrow but complete basal whitish bands on tergites 
3-7 or 4-Y. Terminalia : Much as in typical I/‘. ornata, hut in the single specimen 

mounted the style is definitely less slender and straighter. 
Wing-Length 3 mm. 

distribution.--~C’c_~~~~~ : >lpumu (Fraser) ; &lasindi (Hopkiqzs) ; Fort Portal 
(Slzillito) . 

Uranotaenia nigripes ‘U~cohcllc!. 

TYPE.-_S in 13. II., Freetown. 

Distinguished from most other species without flat scales on scutum by the yellow 

thorax, contrasting strongly with the black head, abdomen and legs. Most abdominal 

tergites with basal pale bands. 
9. Head entirely black scaled ; most scales flat and close-lying, but a fair number 

erect and forked. Proboscis, palpi and antennae black ; first flagellar segment 

hardly longer than second. Thorax with the integument entirely yellow, except for 

the postnotum, which is dark brown with a yellowish median line. Scales on scutum 

all narrow and mostly yellow, but blackish scales occur in two rather broad stripes 

extending for some distance in front of scutellum along the lines of bristles. Scutel- 

lum rather densely clothed with flat scales which are mostly dark brown, but in some 

specimens with some paler scales intermixed. No scales on pronotal lobes or pleurae. 

Bristles black ; sternopleural bristles few in number ; normally four bristles on mid 

lobe of scutellum as usual. Abdomen mainly blackish above, tergites 2-7 with narrow 

pale yellowish basal bands, not easily distinguishable in shrunken specimens and 

sometimes absent on tergites z and 3 ; sternites brownish. Legs black, even on 
undersides of femora, only coxae and trochanters yellow; front coxae with brownish 

scales in front. Wings entirely dark-scaled, even on stem-vein ; outstanding scales 

moderately broad. Upper fork-cell quite long for a member of this genus. 

3. Resembles ? in ornamentation. No peculiarities of legs. Terminalin much 

as in U. ornata, but eighth tergite without stronger bristles in middle. 



IT/-iq-Zeqtlz about 2.5 mm. 

Distrib?Ltiolz.-SIERRA LEONE : Freetown (Sulith, Tf’ood, E~lans, ~f7igghwo?‘th, 
Chvistophevs, Hicks). RELGIAK CONGO : Lubutu-\Valikali (Sclzwetz). FERNANDO 
Po (Gil Cozlnno). 

Uranotaenia pandani ‘l’ll~baltl. 

Closely resembles c’. nigvipes, of which it is possibly only a local form, differing 

chiefI>- as follows : Scales of scutum mostly black (in some specimens they are all 
black, others show a variable amount of yellow scaling towards front of scutum) ; 
scutellum apparentl>- with fewer scales, and the mid lobe usually with three bristles ; 
abdominal tergites 2 and 3 unbanded, 4-6 more or less distinctly banded. Post- 
notum rather variable in colour, sometimes all brown (darker or lighter), sometimes 

with median J-ellowish stripe as in typical c’. Ggvipes. 
Terlrziztllin much as in c’. pt@iPes, but one of the bristles of basal lobe markedly 

longer, stronger and straighter than the rest. 

niSfrib2rfio~Z.-SEYCHELLES IS. : hh& (.yCOtt). 

Uranotaenia nepenthes ‘I’heobal(l. 

Trans. Linn. Sot. I,ondon, 1 j, p. 92 (1913). 

Closely- resembles l-. @qvipes and c’. pn~tdn9zi ; perhaps only a colour form of 

the latter, hut differs from both in having the postnotum entirely pale yellowish like 
remainder of thorax integument. Scutal scales in the type mainly black, in other 

specimens extensively >-ellow (almost all yellowish in the Tamatave specimen). 
Scutellum with fen- scales ; mid lobe with two or four bristles, lateral lobes with three. 

Distinct J-ellon-ish basal bands on abdominal tergites 3-6 (none on 2). 
I)iStrib2ltio~Z.-SEYCHELLES Is. : Silhouette, I 3 ; Mah&, I 8 (Scott). &DA%- 

GASC.W : Tamatave, East Coast, I 2 (Lamborn) ; _Inivorane, 2 q? reared from 

lx\-ae found in a covi~tte indoors (Se@,n). 
The Mall4 specimen was mentioned by Theobald as a variety of pandafti ; it is 

howe\-er quite similar to the type of ?zepentlzes. If the larvae which have been attri- 

buted to t’. nepetzthes are correctly associated the species is evidently entirely distinct 
from I’. jziqvipes and more nearly related to the Oriental U. xanthomelana Edw. 

Uranotaenia mashonaensis Theobaltl. 

I-~nuotac~u~tr. r~msho~zno~sis Theobald, Mon. Cul. 2, p. 259 (1901) ; Edwards, 13~11. Ent. Res. 3, 
p. 12 (IOIZ) ; Ingram and de Jleillon, S. Xfr. Inst. Med. Res. 22, p. 70 (rc)r~) ; Philip, Rull. 
Ent. Kes. 22, p. 101 (1931). 

Distinguished by the presence of a black spot in the thoracic integument above 

wing-root, remainder of scutum brown, pleurae yellowish ; no other ornamentation. 
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$2. Head clothed mostly with flat blackish scales ; flat creamy scales at sides and 

in a rim round eyes ; erect scales fairly numerous, variable in colour, yellowish to 

black. Tori light brownish, base as usual ; flagellum and proboscis dark. TJzorax 

with the pleural integument wholly pale yellowish, including a+ and PJ!VZ ; scutum 

darker than pleurae, and with a roundish black supra-alar spot bearing black bristles 
but devoid of scales ; a few narrow whitish scales on margin of scutum in front of the 

black spot, remaining scutal scales dark brown. An inconspicuous patch of pale 

yellowish scales in middle of pleurae, but none on pronotal lobes or mesepimeron. 

Sternopleura with a continuous row of bristly hairs, the lower ones pale. Normall! 

four bristles on mid lobe of scutullum. ,-I bdonzen dark brown above, not much lighter 

below, without markings. Legs brownish (darker or lighter), only under sides of 

femora pale. Wings with the upper fork cell less short than in most other ,Ifrican 
species ; scales all dark. 

5. Kesembles $2 in ornamentation ; no special characters on legs. 
Tevmi+taZia (Fig. 14, d).-Differing from that of all other _Ifrican LTvnnotneLn in 

having the median portion of the ninth tergite produced into a finger-like process ; 
eighth tergite normal, with a posterior row of short hairs, all of them weak. Coxite 

not much swollen, basal lobe short, bearing two stout bristles and a few short hairs, 

the longer bristle not reaching tip of coxite. Style long and slender, terminal spine 
minute or absent. 19 with small teeth. 

Wing-ZengtJz about z-5-3 mm. 

Distribution.-S. KHODESI.~ : Salisbury (MavsJznZl). ZULULXKD and S. TK;IXS- 

VAIL (Inpam and de Meillon). KELGI;\N CoxGo : Elisabethl-ille (Si’clzutetz) ; Ituri 

(Collart) . TXNGANYIIL~ : Dar-es-Salaam (Ponzeroy). KENYA : Nairobi (cau SO- 

meren) . cCAND.1 : Arua (Hopkins) ; Kuwenzori foothills (Edwards). sLTD;i?; : 

IVhite Nile (King). 

Uranotaenia nigromaculata 110111. II. 

Closely resembles U . ??zasllo~tae&s, except that the scutum is ver>- little darker 

than the pleurae, and consequently the black spot aho\-e the wing base is more 
apparent. No other external differences disco\-ered. \17ing, Fig. 19. 

3. TevntinaZia (Fig. 13, e) very different from those of ntasJzonaensis. Eighth ter- 

gite with rather more numerous hairs than usual, two or three of those towards each 

side of the posterior now noticeably longer and stronger than the rest. Xinth tergite 

with median area broadly rounded, without finger-like process but with a broadly 
thickened margin. Cosite small but more swollen at base than in ~msJ~om~~zsis; 

basal lobe elongate-conical, reaching much beyond middle of coxite, with two strong 
bristles, the longer of which reaches far beyond end of cosite. Style very slender in 

middle, somewhat thickened at base and tip, terminal spine minute. Pliallosome as 

in mnsl~o~~aensis. 

I)istvibzlfio?t.-(;oLu COASr : Obuasi (GvaJza~~z) ; _%ccra (Cosznal) ; Hjere (I~gvnr~t). 
??IGEICI_~ : Lagos (Sieger) . BELGIAN CONGO : Stanleyville (Moz~het, ScJmetz) ; 
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Chutes Franqois-Joseph, Kwango R. (Sch~etz ; 9 only). UGAND_~ : Kampala 

(Fraser) ; Masindi (Hoj&ins) . 
I have hitherto confused this species with U. mashonaensis. My relegation of 

Theobald’s U. bimaculata to synonymy proves to have&been an error, but the name is 

preoccupied by U. bimaculata Leicester, a quite distinct Oriental species. 

FIG. lg.----\\‘ing of lwrnnotacnin aigroazucdntn Edw. (After Theobald, 1910.) 

Uranotaenia micromelas Edn-ards. 

~~rfzizotne~ziu micromelcs Edwards [printer’s 

TYPES.-&? in B.M., San Thou+. 

error], .1nn. .\Ing. Sat. Hist. (IO) 14, p. 326 (1934). 

Closely allied to U. mashonaensis, from which it differs chiefly in the much darker 

thorax, the greater part of the pleurae as well as the mesonotum being rather dark 

brown, only the pleural sutures, meron, and lower part of sternopleura yellowish ; 
black area above wing-root rather smaller, less conspicuous owing to the darker 
mesonotum. 

Tervlzinalia (Fig. 14, f) : Tergite bare, median area prominent but rounded. Style 
long and slender, almost straight, not sharply pointed. Basal lobe not prominent, 
pointed, with one long and strong bristle reaching end of coxite, and a second shorter 
one. Eighth tergite with a row of equal hairs on posterior margin. 

Distribz&on.-San Thorn6 (Tams). 

Uranotaenia fusca Theobald. 

L~vawotae~zia fmx Theobald, Mon. Cul. 4, p. 56+ (19o7) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 42 (1912); 

Philip, Bull. Ent. Res. 22, p. 192 (1931). 
I;icnlbin inormztn Theobald, Entom. 41, p. 108 (1908), and Mon. Cul. 5, p. 541 (19ro). 
I-mnofncniu inornntn Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 17, p. 126 (1926) ; Philip, Bull. Ent. Res. 12, 

P. 191 (1931). 

TYPES.-fmca, 9 in B.M., Mt. Aureol, Sierra Leone; inorrzntu, $! in B.JI., Transvaal (6 types 
both lost). 

A small dark species devoid of special ornamentation, except that the pleurae are 

more or less uniformly pale. 
2. Head clothed with flat dark brownish scales and numerous erect blackish 

scales ; a narrow grey border to eyes. Proboscis dark. Tori light brownish ; first 

flagellar segment very little longer than second. Thorax uniformly rather dark 
brown above (integument, scales, and bristles) ; no broad scales on scutum ; no 

darker patch above wing-root. Pleurae more or less uniformly pale brownish-yellow 

including pronotal lobes ; in some specimens (chiefly those from East and South Africa). 
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the mesepimeron and upper half of sternopleura are somewhat darkened ; sterno- 
pleura with a small patch of scales in middle, of same colour as integument and 
therefore very inconspicuous ; no scales on pronotal lobes. Mesonotal bristles 

particularly strong and numerous, the double row of acrostichals xyery distinct. 
Abdomen uniformly dark brown abo\-e ; lighter beneath, but not conspicuously so. 
Legsdark brown, under sides of femora indefinitely lighter. TT’in~~s with dark brown 

scales only ; fork of z rather long for this genus. 

3. Resembles T. Ko modifications of legs. Tev~~zi~lin : Eighth tergite with 

fairly numerous hairs on distal third, not confined to posterior row, but none stronger 

than the rest. Ninth tergite bare, median portion broadly rounded. Cosite with 

few scales ; basal lobe darkened, with about 5 long, straight bristles : q-6 bristly 
hairs on inner face of coxite beyond lobe. Style rather long, straight, slightly 
thicker at base but not at tip ; hairs at tip longer than in some species, terminal spine 

rather stout. lp small, formed of three equal, slightly recurred teeth. 

Wing-length 2’2-3 mm. 

Distribzltion.-SIEKR~~ LEONE : IIt. _lureol (.5&h) ; Freetown (Hicks). (iOLD 

COAST : Rpong (In~vn~). KELG1.m COSGO : Stanleylille and Il:lisabethville 

(ScJawetz) ; Leopoldville (11zlreft). Sr-u_~zj : Kobara River (Ki~tg). UGASUA : 
Entebbe (Gowdey) ; Jinja (Hopkins). I<i~r\;l-_i : Nairobi (I-njt Sollzevelz) ; Kakamega 

(MacDonald). S. RHODESIA : Shamva (Leeson). TRANSVAAL (.Sir~zpson) . 
.Syno?-tyfpzy.-In 19~6 I expressed doubt as to the identity of C-. fzlsca and I’. 

inornata, but am now satisfied on the point. Theobald’s mention of blue scales on 

the pleurae of G. fzfscn must either have been due to an error of obser\-ation, or else 

one of his two original females (now lost) belonged to a different species. For a time 

I thought I could distinguish a western form (fz~scn) with pale pleurae and an eastern 

form (inomata) with dark pleurae, but the difference is indetinite and the terminalia 
of the two forms are identical. 

Uranotaenia shillitonis Ed\\-ards;. 

ICf5. 1 i, p. jh1 (1032). 

A rather large dark species, without special ornament, but differing from all otlicr 

LTyaaotaenia (except I-. hewnrdi) in several respects, notably in haling all the meso- 

notal scales broad and flat, and in the absence of acrostichal hairs. 
0. Head clothed with dark brown flat scales abo\-e, with whitish scales on the 

orbits, either as a continuous border or separate patclies on sides and vertex : erect 
scales absent except for a row close to neck. Yroboscis, palpi and antennae dark. 
palpi rather longer than usual in Cvanotaeka and with fewer hairs. First segment 
of antenna1 flagellum scarcely as long as second. Thorax with mesonotal integument 
rather light brownish with a blackish patch aho\-e wing-root ; colour of integument 

obscured by the dense coating of flat greyish-brown scales which lea\-e only a small 

area in front of scutellum bare; scales over black integumental area darker brown, 

some whitish scales on margin of scutum in front of the dark area and also on the 
vertical front margin of scutum. Dorsocentral bristles strong and numerous as 
usual, but acrostichal bristles absent except a very few posteriorly-. (iround-colour 



of pleural integument light yellowish, but posterior pronotal lobes dark brown, and 

dark brown areas on sternopleura (above and below, leaving middle part pale) and 

on lower part of mesepimera. npn clothed with flat white scales ; small patches of 
flat whitish scales in middle of sternopleura and below middle of mesepimera (this 

latter group of scales absent in most or all other Umnotnenin). Two or three posterior 

pronotal bristles instead of the usual one, and these set further back from the margin ; 
one spiracular bristle as usual. _lbdomen dark brown above, pale beneath, without 

markings. No hairs, or only a few very short marginal hairs not easily discernible, 

on any of the abdominal tergites except the first (another feature in which this species 

differs from most or all other Uranotaenia). I_q.s dark brown, unbanded ; under 

sides of femora pale ; coxae and trochanters pale J-ellowish ; front coxae apparent13 

without scales. TVi~~s with dark brown scales only : all scales broad, including the 
outstanding scales on under surface of wing. Venation normal for the genus, except 
that the fork cells are longer than usual, upper fork more than half (sometimes more 

than three-quarters) as long as its stem. 

2. Resembles C in colour and scaling. Legs normal ; claws as usual in the genus, 

front pair small, equal and simple, mid pair \-cry unequal and simple. 14bdominal 

hairs \.-ery few and short. Tevnzinnlin (Fig. 14, g) : Eighth tergite normal, with a 

posterior marginal row of short and equal hairs. Ninth tergite broad, without lateral 
or median processes, but with about 20 hairs (thus differing from all other -4frican 

Uranotnenin except henvnvdi). Coxite broad, with more numerous scales than usual, 

chiefly on sternal side. Basal lobe prominent, darkened, with 4-5 bristles, one 

stronger than the rest. Style of moderate length, its distal fourth narrowed to a 

sharp point. Phallosome of the usual type of the genus, terminal tooth on a longish 
stalk, two lateral teeth large. 

Wing-length 3-3.2 mm. 
niStvibZltiOn.-uGhNu_~ : Nyakasura, Fort Portal (Shillito, Hopkins) ; Muko and 

Mt. Sabinio, Kigezi (Edwards, Gibbins) ; southern Kuwenzori (II. K. Buxton) ; 
Kampala (Hopkim). SUDAN : Katerunga, 21. vi. 1911 (Kigzg). 

Uranotaenia henrardi Ecllvards. 

her~vczvdi Edwards, Rev. Zool. 

Congo Muse~im, Leopoldville. 

,411ied to I-. shillitonis Edwards, which it resembles in having all the scutal scales 

broad, but differs in the pale pleurae, dark scales on npn, and presence of acrostichal 

bristles. 
2. Unknown. 
S. Head as in slzillitonis, erect scales confined to a few on nape, flat scales mainly 

dark but a pale border to eyes. Thorax with integument of scutum brownish, with a 

large black spot above wing-root ; scales all broad, but not quite so broad as in 
shillitonis, also more pointed and less dense ; black scales cover most of the black 
spot, some white ones towards lateral margin in front of this. Pleurae with integu- 
ment wholly pale yellowish, including pronotal lobes ; dark brown scales on a&, 

and a small patch of yellowish scales on sternopleura, but none on mesepimeron. 
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Acrostichal bristles present and biserial as usual, but short. ,4 bdovzen, legs and pings 

as in slzillitonis. 
Teminalia (Fig. 14, h) very much as in shillitonis, but tergite with only about 12 

short hairs, and with a pair of small triangular tooth-like projections on posterior 

margin. 

Wing-length about 2.5 mm. 

L)istribz4tion.-BELGIAN CONGO : Leopoldville (Hetivnm), I 3. UGASDA : Kalinzu 

Forest (T. H. E. ~Jackson), I -J. 

. . 
AEDOMYIA Theob~ld. 

.Jedeomyia Theobnld, Mon. Cul. 3, p. 218 (1901). 

Ai;donzyia Edwuds (emendation), Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 2-c (1912). 

Le~iothatcmn Enderlein, Wien. Ent. Zeit. 40, p. 25 (1923). 

(I~E~T~TYPES.--.-~~~L'OI~~~~N, .~Cdrs squavzipewcis L-X. (S. rinxrica) ; LcPiofhauma, I>,. furjuvea End 
(Africa). 

Apart from the very distinctive ornamentation, species of this genus may easily 

be distinguished from all other mosquitoes by the form of the antennae in both sexes 
(Fig. 20). 

Head.-Eyes separated by a scaly front. Vertex with fan-shaped erect scales 

and broad decumbent scales in front. A continuous row of orbital bristles. Pro- 

boscis somewhat shorter than abdomen, not swollen at tip in either sex. Palpi in 
both sexes about a quarter as long as proboscis. Antennae in 3 somewhat shorter 

than proboscis, strongly plumose, but last two segments \-ery little longer than 
the others and distinctly thickened. Antennae of 0 noticeably shorter than pro- 
boscis ; all flagellar segments short and thick, the first somewhat longer and thicker 

than the rest ; hairs few and not very long. 

TJzorax very scaly, all the scales, both above and on the sides, being broad and 

flat, but rather loosely applied. Prosternum scaly (an unusual condition), but the 
narrow paratergite bare. npn rather small, widely separated and bristly. Several 
propleural bristles ; several strong posterior pronotal ; no spiracular or post-spira- 

cular ; numerous pre-alar and upper mesepimeral. Scutellum trilobed as usual, but 
median lobe with few bristles. 

Legs moderately stout ; middle and hind femora in both sexes with tufts of sub- ’ 
erect scales apically. Fourth tarsal segment of front and middle legs in both sexes 
markedly shorter than fifth ; first hind tarsal segment about as long as tibia. Claws 

of front and middle legs of 3 slightly unequal, the larger with one long median tooth, 
the smaller simple ; all claws of 9 equal and simple. No pulvilli. 

IYifzgs rather short and broad, very densely scaly, scales on upper surface as long 
as those below and all broad. Forks both long ; vein 6 reaching well beyond base 
of fork of 5. Squama fringed. 

Abdomen with the first segment mainly clothed with scales, including lateral 

lobes. 8 Terminalia small. Coxite Tip blunt in 9, eighth segment not retractile. 
short, without distinct lobe. Style short, simple, with a comb-like terminal appen- 

dage replacing the ordinary spine (a unique feature of this genus). &Anal segment 
largely membranous (as in liranotaenia), but with a narrow chitinized strip on each 



side ; ninth tergite reduced to a narrow band of membrane ; phallosome simple, 
rounded, without teeth or lateral plates. 

2. Ter~~zimlia (similar in both African species;) .--Eighth segment rather large, 
not retractile ; tergite almost as large as sternite, latter with only two long setae on 

posterior margin (an unusual feature). Ninth tergite absent (a point in which 
,-l t%!onz_via differs from all other African mosquitoes). Insula well sclerotized, trans- 

A-erse, with two groups of setae. Cerci very short and broad, horizontal. Post- 

genital plate broader than long, nearly rectangular, fused on to the very narrow cowl. 

No atria1 plates. Spermatheca single, large, of peculiar shape, with a large funnel- 

like projection at base of duct. 

AGdomyia africana Xc\-cu-Lemairp. (Pl. 3, fig, 12.) 

_A small, heayilv scaly mosquito with speckled and banded wings and legs ; easily 

distinguished by the generic characters. Differs from the allied A. _fuYfztYen in the 

presence of a large area of yellow scales covering most of the scutum, in the uniformly 
appressed scales of the hind tibiae and tarsi, and in various other details. 

7. Hend clothed with loosely applied flat scales and suherect broad fan-shaped 

scales, white in middle, mostly black at sides. Clypeus and tori brownish, with 

small flat white scales ; first flagellar segment with a tuft of dark scales. Proboscis 

black with three white rings, one close to base, one in middle and one at tip (before 

labella), basal ring sometimes ill-defined, apical one often very narrow, occasionally 

absent (as in the type). Palpi about one-fifth as long as proboscis, black, with some 

5 
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white scales in middle and at tip. Thovnx with all the scales rather broad and flat, 

round-tipped. Scutum mainly- covered by a large patch of bright yellow scales ; 
some white scales on borders of this area, black scales at sides ; a pair of tufts of sub- 
erect black scales some distance in front of scutellum ; pre-scutellar area largely 
bare. Scutellar scales mostly white, some black ones at bnse of median lobe and on 

the small lateral lobes. \Zhite scales on npn ; black scales covTering @n ; patches 

of white scales on pleurae. A-IOno?~ten mainly dark abov-e, more or less sprinkled with 

white scales at sides and beneath. Legs with numerous small white spots and narrow 
rings on femora and tibiae. Hind tarsi with two small white spots on first segment ; 
a white ring embracing tip of first segment and base of second ; another embracing 
tip of second segment and basal half of third ; fourth segment white except tip, 
fifth all white. All scales of hind tibiae and tarsi appressed. Kings mostly dark 
but with scattered yellow scales ; a patch of yellow scales at base ; a small spot of 

white scales on costa and nrst x-ein near base ; a narrow band of white scales beyond 
middle extending from costa to base of upper fork ; small groups of white scales at 
bases of forks of veins _c and 5 and at tip of 5.1 ; a white area in fringe opposite the 

last-mentioned spot. 
3. Resembles $? in ornamentation and in length of palpi. Penultimate segment 

of antenna not longer than terminal segment and without scales. Terminalin as 

figured ; style somewhat tapering to tip. 
Il’iwg-lengtlz 2.5 mm. 

L)istribzbo~~.-GOLD COAST : Role (Inpam) ; ,%ccra (*Wnc$e) ; ,4ddah (Bmy- 
brook) ; Takoradi (Po~~eroy). KIGERIX : Lagos (Gmhn~~s, Con&) ; Lokoja (C. F. 

Watson) ; Venue 13. (Dnlsiel, lI’~~p~les~ort/z). (;XBOOx : Fernan Vaz (Gallinrd). 
SUDAN : Bor (Ki?zg). CG~WDA : Dufile (iYevezt-Lemaive) ; Entebbe (Hancock) ; 
Jinja (Gibbins). NYASALAND : Fort Johnson (Lamborn). BELGLG COYGO : Kakolo, 

Ituri (Collnrt) ; Leopoldville (Dlbren) ; Coquilhatt-ille (Hezzmrd). 

AGdomyia furfurea Endcrlein. 

dcdoazyinfit~fzrren Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 20, p. 325 (1929). 

TYPE.-_S in Berlin, Camerun. 

Differs from ,4. nfvicana as follows : Head with the erect scales black and yellow, 

few or no white ones in middle. Proboscis lacking the sub-basal white ring, but the 
median and apical rings rather broader. Mesonotum with a rather narrow stripe 

of yellow scales on anterior half, remainder mottled with black and white scales ; 
pre-scutellar area almost entirely covered with scales ; the two tufts of black scales 

more conspicuous. Scutellum with a small tuft of black scales at apex of median 

lobe. Hind tibia with the scales on the underside towards the base suberect. Hind 
tarsi with the black scales of the upper surface suberect, more especially those of 

segments z and 3. 1Vhite rings of hind tarsi narrower, the fourth segment more than 

half black. Wings with few or no yellow scales at base ; white markings similar 

to those of A. africana, but an additional white spot is present beyond middle of third 

vein. 
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3. Resembles ‘;. *4ntenna with penultimate segment slightly longer than ter- 

minal, and bearing a small tuft of white scales at its base above (a most peculiar 

feature, especially as none of the other flagellar segments except the first bear scales). 
Terntinalia almost as in ,+I. africana ; style perhaps somewhat stouter and less 

tapering, and stiff bristles on basal lobe rather more numerous and coarser. 

Wing-length 3.5 mm. 
I)istrib~tio~z.-C~~~EK~~NS : Mao Godi (Riggeubach). BELGIAN CONGO : Kisantu 

(Le Wzty) ; Elisabethville (iWiss A. CkFackie) ; Matadi (IIllren). UGAX~A : Kampala 

(Ho@&). ~ASG_WYIKA : Dar-es-Salaam (AIJ~cHnmy). 

THEOBALDIA Neveu-Lemaire. 

K. SOC. HlOl. jl, p. I;;1 (1()02). 

Sclxank (Europe). 

The two -African species of this genus are large mosquitoes, each wit11 very dis- 
tinctive features but very dissimilar from one another. They are placed in different 

subgenera, but in common with other species of Tlzeobnldia may be distinguished from 
other Culicine mosquitoes by having several posterior pronotal and also several 

spiracular bristles, but no post-spiraculars. They also have the following features 
in common : 

Head with a mixture of narrow decumbent and erect scales on the whole of the 

vertex. Eyes almost touching. Orbital bristles numerous. -4ntennae of 3 plumose, 

but markedly shorter than proboscis. 
Thorax.-Anterior pronotal lobes widely separate, with irregularly arranged 

bristles and scales. Scutum with long dorso-central and short acrostichal bristles. 
Scutellum with narrow scales. Several lower mesepimeral bristles in addition to 

posterior pronotal and spiracular, these last pale in colour. Paratergite bare. 

Legs not \-ery slender. Fourth tarsal segment not shortened in 9. Both claws 

of anterior legs usually toothed in $; all claws simple in $2. No pulvilli. 

Wi~z~s with distinct microtrichia as usual. Outstanding scales narrow. Vein 2 
with fork longer than its stem ; 6 ending well beyond base of fork of 5. Squama with 

long dense fringe. 

-4bdomen blunt in ‘3, eighth segment not retractile. First tergite only partiall) 

scaled. 
3. Tevl~ti~znlia.-Coxite rather long, with small basal lobe. Style simple, long 

and slender with terminal spine. Paraprocts with a few terminal teeth. 
3. TevntilzaZia.-Nintll tergite band-like ; cerci rather short and broad ; post- 

genital plate separate from cowl, with a few stronger setae on distal margin ; insula 
free ; atria1 plates present ; spermathecae three, large and equal. 

Subgenus ALLOTHEOBALDIA Brolemann. 

.1 llotheobddia 13roleruanu, Ann. Sot. Ent. France, 88, p. 90 (1919). 

GENOTYPE (and only known species).-T. lo~zgiareolata (Macquart). 

Palpi of $ two-thirds to three-quarters as long as proboscis, somewhat hairy, last 

segment swollen. TerminaZia of S with long processes to tergite and with very large 
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phallosome. TeminaZia of 9 (Fig. 6 9, d) : Eighth sternite of unusual shape, with large 

rectangular median excavation, on each side of which is a tuft of hairs ; ninth tergite 
rather broad but narrowed in middle ; insula conspicuous, quite separate from the 

unusually large and strong sigma ; cowl with a median process projecting anteriorly. 
In both sexes paratergite long and very narrow ; pleurae very scaly, a stripe of 

broad scales extends along upper margin of post-spiracular area immediately below 
paratergite ; first abdominal tergite largely without scales above, but its small 

lateral lobes scaly ; subcostal vein of wings with a patch of hairs beneath at base. 

Theobaldia (Allotheobaldia) longiareolata face quart. 

Cdzx lougiwahztus hlaccluart, Dipt. Esot. I, I, p. 34 (1938). 
C&X s@zthi$mZpi.s Rondani, Bull. Sot. Ent. Ital. 1, p. 31 (1872). 
Thcobnldio Zo~z~iareolntn (Macqmrt) Edwards, lSul1. Ent. Res. 12, p. 287 (1021) ; ILuraud, lnd. 

J. Med. Res. 13, p. 139 (1~124) ; Martini, Plieg. Pal. Reg. Cnl. p . 211 (I()_;()) ; Ihrrnud, lz~i~ina 

h-it. Ind. Dipt. 5, p. Sfi (JO 34). 
T~P~:s.-Zr,lzgin~rolntlls, 3 in Paris Mus. Y, Canary Is. ; spnthipdpis, 39 in Florence PIUS., Ital\-. 

~3 large mosquito which could hardly be confused with any other in the -African 

fauna ; distinguished at once from almost all other Culicines by having the costa 

entirely pale scaled on its anterior edge from base of wing to tip. Mesonotum with 

rather well-defined lines of whitish scales on a light brown ground. Femora and 

tibiae spotted and lined with white in a manner somewhat reminiscent of Czrlex 
tigripes. 

cl. Head dark scaled in middle, with an orbital rim of white scales and a tendency 
to a double white line in middle. Proboscis all dark. Palpi about a quarter to 

nearly a third as long as proboscis, mostly dark but with many scattered white scales. 

Tori with some white scales ; first two segments of flagellum also with numerous 

white scales. Thorax rather light brown. Mesonotum clothed mainly with narrow 

pale brownish scales, and with rather broader whitish scales forming a more or less 

definite pattern, as follows : ,-2 median line from front margin to just in front of 

scutellum, where it forks ; a lateral line on anterior half of scutum, bending inwards 

at angle and then continued back to scutellum. Pleurae with rather dense whitish 

scales ; posterior pronotal lobes with broad yellowish scales above, white ones below. 
About 5-6 spiracular and about _c lower mesepimeral bristles. ,1hdotTzen : Tergites 

with rather narrow basal white bands, otherwise covered with yellowish and dark 
brown scales in varying proportions (see note on variation) ; sternites pale-scaled. 

Legs (Fig. 21) : Femora mottled with white or pale yellowish scales and with a more or 

less complete but not sharply defined pre-apical white ring. Tibiae largely black- 

scaled, but with numerous white scales forming a row of elongate spots on the anterior 

surface, these spots on hind tibia, and sometimes also on middle tibia, more or less 
confluent to form an irregular white stripe. Tarsi with narrow white rings at bases 

of first three segments ; first segment also streaked with white on anterior surface. 

Win,ns (Fig. ZI) with slight indications of small dark spots owing to aggregations of 

scales by cross-veins and at bases of forks. Costa clothed throughout its extent with 

whitish scales on its anterior surface, dark scales on 
long, but longer in some specimens than in others. 

its posterior surface. Fork-cells 
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3. Resembles $2. Antennae markedly shorter than proboscis. Palpi about four- 

fifths aslong asproboscis,withwhite rings at basesof segments, last segment thickened. 
Terminalia very distinctive. 

Wing-length 5-7 mm. 

Distrihz4tion.-Sr;D.~~ : Dongola prov. (King, Foot~tev) ; Darner (King) ; Erkowit 
(K&g) ; Khartoum (Bnlf0~) ; Nedani (IT’. p. L. C.). BRITISH SOX~LIL~~NU : Burao 

(Drake-Bvockwzan). ,%BYSSISI_4 : Hala Halem (Z?nflaeZe). NxT_4L : Estcourt (Jlnr- 
shall) ; \Veenen (Thomasset). ORXKGE RWEK COLOXI’ : Kroonstad (Eckersley). 
CAPE PROT-INCE : Loredale (Macvicar) ; Deelfontein (Hoggett) ; Ceres, Katberg, 

Mossel Bay and Somerset East (R. E. Tzlvnev) ; (Grahamstown and Cape Peninsula 

(Ba~nzrd) ; Drooze Ri\-er between Calvinia and \\‘illiston (K. H. Bnrtznvd). S.-W. 

AFRICAN : Okahanja (Kvieg) ; Aus (Turner) ; \\‘indhoek (Jodan). TRUSVAAL : 
Onderstepoort, Pretoria, Johannesburg, etc. (Bedford). 

Outside tropical Africa the species is widely distributed in the Mediterranean 

region from the ,kzores, Canary Is. and Madeira, through Spain to Macedonia, Persia . 
and Korth-iVest India, and through Morocco and the whole of the northern Sahara 
to Egypt and Palestine. 

T’nriafion.-The chief variation is in the markings of the abdomen, of which there 
are two main types : (I) Tergites almost entirely covered with yellowish scales apart 
from the white basal bands, only occasionally with a small number of darker scales. 

This is the usual type throughout the Mediterranean region, and the specimens I 

have examined from the Sudan and Somaliland are of this type. (2) Tergites very 
extensively dark-scaled ; in the darkest specimens all dark brown except for the white 

basal band, but more usually with a median stripe of yellowish scales, which varies 

in width and distinctness, and in the lightest specimens spreads out to form a narrow 
yellowish band on the hind border of each tergite. ,411 the very numerous specimens 

examined from the countries of the South African Union belong to this form. 
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So far as our present evidence goes the distribution of T. Zongiareolata in Africa is 
discontinuous, and at first sight it would seem possible that this discontinuity has 

resulted in the separation of two distinct forms as noted above. However Barraud 

has described both these forms, with intermediates, as occurring in North-West India. 

Subgenus THEOMYIA Edwards. 

Theontyin Edwards, Uull. Ent. Res. 21, p. 30; (1930). 

GENOTYPE (and only known species).--Y*. fraslrri (Edwards). 

Palpi of 6 slender, bare, scarcely half as long as proboscis. TenninnLia of 3 with 

tergite simple, phallosome of normal size. In both sexes paratergite broader than 

in other Theobaldia ; pleurae less scaly, no post-spiracular scales ; no scales on lateral 
lobes of first abdominal tergite ; suhcostal vein of wings without hairs beneath at 
base. 

Tewzinalia of 9 (Fig. 6?, c) : Eighth sternite normal, very little emarginate ; ninth 

tergite a uniformly narrow ribbon ; insula small ; no definite sigma ; cowl without 

median process, but atria1 plates connected with a large median thickening of roof of 
atrium. 

Theobaldia (Theomyia) fraseri Edwards. 

LcptOsOmatOlnyinJvase~i Edwards, 13~111. Ent. Res. 5, p. 74 (rgr~), a11d 11, p. 286 (Ig?I). 

~hObddi~ (T~~eom.vin) fraseri Edwards, l3ull. Ent. Res. 21, p. 303 (1930). 
‘l’YPE.--$. in 13.X, Kasala, T_?ganda. 

A rather large dark species without striking ornamentation, but readily distin- 
guished by the pleural chaetotaxy and (in the male sex) by the rather short and slender 

palpi. Costa entirely dark ; wings quite unspotted ; tarsi narrowly ringed at base 
of first segment only. 

Q. Head cloth d tl e wi I narrow whitish decumbent scales and numerous erect light 

brownish scales which are longer and narrower than usual. Proboscis dark, tip some- 

times golden yellow, rather long and tapering ; palpi dark, about one-fourth as long 
as proboscis or rather longer. Antennae with longer hairs than usual in this sex, 
appearing sub-plumose ; tips of all flagellar segments except the last few with a 

secondary whorl of short hairs at tip. Tlzorax with integument dark, scutellum and 
postnotum yellowish. Scales of scutum and scutellum all narrow ; pale Yellowish 
scales form a pattern of rather broad and indefinite lines, arranged much as in T. 
~on&aYeo~ata-a median line forking just in front of scutellum, a lateral line curving 

inwards at angle of scutum and continued back to scutellum, and a patch in front 
of wing-base ; intervening scales dark brownish. Anterior pronotal lobes with narrow 

Pale yellowish scales in front, broad silvery-white scales behind ; posterior pronotal 
lobes with broad silvery-white scales only. Rather small patches of flat silvery- 

white scales on sternopleura and in middle of mesepimera. Spiracular bristles rather 

numerous and pale; several posterior pronotal bristles, also pale. Abd~~n .* Dorsal 

scales blackish, with a rather pronounced bluish lustre ; tergites with small lateral 

white spots extending from the base for some distance along side margins ; sternites 
mainly dark. Legs mainly blackish, with a blue or purplish lustre ; front and middk 
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femora all dark in front, tibiae pale beneath and behind ; middle tarsi with first 
segment more or less pale above ; hind femora with the basal half whitish (except for 

a narrow dark ring at extreme base), apical half dark ; hind tibia dark, with a narrow 
creamy ring at base, this ring widened on under side ; hind tarsi dark, with a creamy 

ring at base of first segment and often a few pale scales at base of second segment. 

Wings dark-scaled, rather narrow, fork cells long. 

3. Ornamentation as in 1. Antennae much more plumose, but only about two- 

thirds as long as proboscis. Palpi scarcely more than half as long as proboscis, 

slender, dark, with a few hairs at tip. Terminalia (Fig. 6, a-c) of the usual type of 
the genus-coxite tubular, somewhat tapering to tip, with an appressed basal lobe 
bearing several bristles ; style long, slender, with short terminal spine ; paraprocts 

with two or three strong teeth at tip. 
TVing-length 5-6.5 mm. 

~iStf’ib24tiCW .--cGAND,\ : Kasala Forest, Chagwe (Fraser). SIGERIX : Ibadan 

(Gold&g, I)lliZi$). SIERRA LEOXE : Daru (Mztr$h_t). BELGIAX Cosc;o : Leopold- 
ville (Henrard) ; Pawa, Uele (Radna) ; 114atadi (Waazson). S. KHODESIA : Chirinda 
Forest (Marshall). 

I-ariation.-The single (damaged) specimen from Chirinda Forest differs from the 

West African specimens examined in having the proboscis golden scaled except at 
the base, and the front and middle tarsi largely pale. 

ORTHOPODOMYIA Thcobald. 

Medium-sized mosquitoes, usually with distinctive ornamentation ; diagnosed 

by the fourth tarsal segment of the anterior legs being very short in the female as 
well as in the male, otherwise with most of the characters of ?‘neniovlzz%chzrs or 
Ficalbia. 

Head with numerous erect scales ; decumbent scales of I-ertes narrow. Eyes 

very narrowly separated. Orbital bristles numerous. Antennae in both sexes about 

as long as proboscis, in 3 distinctly plumose. Palpi in 3 about as long as proboscis, 

in 2 also rather long (one-third proboscis or rather more). First flagellar segment in 

2 not lengthened. 

Thorax.-+ widely separated, with numerous bristles. Scutum with numerous 

strong dorso-central and acrostichal bristles, the latter Lrariable in length according 
to the species. Several posterior pronotal bristle_, c but no spiraculars and no post- 

spiraculars. Paratergite rather narrow and always bare. 
Legs long ; front and middle tarsi with the first segment a little longer than the 

remaining four together (in most other mosquitoes it is shorter), and the fourth 

segment very short, much shorter than the fifth in both sexes (not only in the male, 
as in other mosquitoes). Claws of 9 all simple. Pulvilli absent. 

T/l’i?zgs with distinct microtrichia as usual. Scales on upper surfaces of veins 

usually broad and symmetrical. Forks very long. Vein 6 ending far beyond base 

of fork of 5. Squama with long dense fringe. 
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_-Ibdoflten with scaling of first tergite variable according to the species ; tip blunt 
in C, eighth segment not retractile. 

j. Tevl~zi~zaZia.-Coxite rather long, with small basal lobe. Style simple, long and 

slender, with terminal spine. Paraprocts with se,Teral terminal teeth. Phallosome 
simple. 

T. Tevmivtnlin (nvbovicollis, Fig. 6 f, j).-Eighth segment not retractile, tergite 
and sternite unmodified, their posterior margins straight. Sinth tergite forming a 
band of nearly el-en width, passing down sides of segment. Insuls rather large, but 
weakl)- sclero tized and bare. Cerci large, stout, blunt, obliquely set. Post-genital 
plate much shorter than cerci, deeply emarginate, with long terminal setae ; proximal 
portion well sclerotized, bare, fused on to cowl as in A&&X. Sigma and atria1 plates 
weak. Spermathecae three, spherical, one larger than the other two. 

Ovtho~odomy’n is a genus of few species, but widely distributed in Europe, Asia 
and -America. It has not been found on the ,African mainland, but a single species 
occurs in Mauritius ; this is quite distinct from all those at present known from the 
Oriental region, though evidently related to them. There appear to be no records 
of blood-sucking by anv species of this genus. 

Orthopodomyia arboricollis d’l’mmcrcz de Cllarrno>-. 

'JYYPI S.--d9 iu Liverpool School of Tropical \Icdiciuc, Mauritius. 

;1 medium-sized mosquito Lvith much superficial resemblance to the species of 
AIInlzsomh, subgenus _Ifn~zsorzi&es, but readily distinguished by the long hind tarsi, 
which ha\-e broad white rings over the joints between the first three segments. 
Differs from similar Indian species of ~rt~zopodo~tz,;vin in markings of legs and wings. 

_ _. Head.--Vertex with pale decumbent narrow scales and dense black and white 
erect scales, those in front narrow, those behind more fan-shaped. Proboscis speckled 
with pale scales and with a narrow Jvllite ring well beyond middle. Palpi almost 
half as long as proboscis, with narrow white rings near base and middle. .4ntennae 
with small flat white scales on torus and first flagellar segment only. 

Tlzovn.7c.-;Clesonotum clothed with narrow scales of several colours forming an 
indefinite pattern ; a broad whitish stripe in middle anteriorly, broadly bordered 
with yellow, sides more brownisl~, posterior ldf with three roundish patches of 
black scales. Pleurae wit11 large patches of flat yellow and white scales loosely 
applied. AAcrostichal bristles almost as long as dorso-centrals. Abdomen mainly 
dark, tergites with narrow and incomplete basal whitish bands. Lateral lobe of 
first tergite bare (it is scaly in the oriental 0. nnoplzeloides). Legs : Femora and 
tibiae mainly dark but estensil-ely mottled with white and yellow scales, these pale 
scales however not tending to form spots as in the Indian species ; on the middle and 
hind femora pale scales are absent from a narrow black subapical ring ; hind tibia 
with a narrow black sub-basal ring. Tarsi black without scattered pale scales even 
on first segment of hind tarsi ; front tarsi with a narrow pale ring at base of first 
segment only ; mid tarsi with a few pale scales at articulations between first three 
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segments ; hind tarsi with first segment narrowly white at base, a broad white ring 

embracing equally the tip of first and base of second segment, and rather narrower 

white rings embracing extreme tips of second and third and (more extensively) bases of 
third and fourth ; fifth hind tarsal segment black (white in two allied Indian species). 

Wings densely clothed with broad asymmetrical scales on upper surface, and also on 
under surface of vein z ; scales on under surface of \-eins 3, 4 and 5.1 longer and 
narrower. Scales mostly dark, but many scattered white ones present, some of 

these forming irregular spots especially in the region round the cross-veins ; four 
yellowish spots on costa, the first close to base and extending on to base of vein 1 ; 

second before middle, also extending rather broadly on to \-ein I (this marking absent _ 
in the allied Indian species) ; third just beyond middle, usually very small and 
confined to Costa ; fourth just before tip, small but extending on to vein 2.1. 

3. Ornamentation similar to 9, but pale ring of proboscis situated nearer middle 
and abdominal bands more distinct. Palpi slender, equal in length to proboscis ; 

last two segments very short, with a few pale hairs. -Antennae with groups of Lrery 

long, curly, white scales on each of first five or six flagellar segments (similar scales 
’ occur in the Oriental 0. anopheloides, but not in 0. j7flnvi~ostn or 0. ~avithorn?c). 

TViPzg-length 3.5-4.5 mm. 

l)iStvibZftion.-M-~vRITItrs only (s’iv Ronald Ross ; ,\f. Ii. ,I~acGregor). 

FICALBIA Thec~bal~l. 

-is now defined this genus is not an easy one to recognize, most of the features 

common to the three subgenera being of a negative character-absence of spiracular 

and post-spiracular bristles and of pulvilli, and of anv unusual features in the tarsi. 

The swollen tip of the proboscis is noticeable in the males but not in the females. 

Head.-Eyes touching or narrowly separated. Scaling various. Orbital 

bristles in a continuous row, but the upper pair longer. Proboscis of moderate length, 

considerably (often greatly) swollen at and towards the tip in 5, slightly SO in 9, 

Palpi of 3 variable ; of q not more than one-third as long as proboscis, usually less. 

&Antennae rather long, fully as long as proboscis in both sexes (thus resembling 
Ov~~~o~odo~~z~~in) ; in 5 rather stouter and more rigid than usual, strongly plumose, 
with the last two segments elongate, in 0 frequently with the first flagellar segment 
elongate. 

T~IoYo.Y.-~~I~ well separated and bristly. Dorso-central bristles usually strong, 
but may be absent. Paratergite narrow (except in I;. splendens) and always bare. 
%-era1 strong posterior pronotal and propleural bristles ; no spiracular or post- 

spiracular, and usually no lower mesepimeral. 

Legs in most species with the tibia1 bristles unusually long and strong. First 
hind tarsal segment shorter than tibia. Fourth segment of all tarsi of Q as long as 
fifth or longer. Claws of $2 all simple ;. those of fore and mid legs of 3 each with one 
tooth. X0 pulvilli. 

Tl-i?zgs with the scales much alike in shape, usually broad. Vein 6 reaching 
beyond base of fork of 5. No hairs on veins at base of wing either above or below. 
Squama with long and complete fringe. 
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.-1bdomvz with the first tergite only partially scaly, its small lateral lobes bare. 

S. Terminalia (Fig. 6, d-f).-Of simple type in all three subgenera, resembling 
those of Megarlzims or Ovtlzopodon~yia. Coxite rather long, with small bristly basal 

lobe. Style long, tapering, with short terminal spine. Paraprocts strong, with a few 
terminal teeth. Phallosome not studied in detail ; in F. plztznosa (Fig. 6, e) it is 

divided into a pair of plates which are finely divided on their distal margins, some- 

what as in the subgenus Cog~~illettidia. 
9. Tevwhzalia (Fig. 6 !2, h, i).-Eighth segment not retractile, broad; sternite not 

much emarginate. Sinth tergite narrow, ribbon-like, more or less bilobed. Insma 
minute, with few hairs. Cerci broad and short, not curved. Post-genital plate 

usually projecting somewhat beyond cerci and more or less deeply emarginate, its 

proxiI;nal portion chitinized but bare and separate from cowl. No obvious atria1 plates. 

Spermathecae either three in number, one large and the other two rather smaller 

(Lacztstris, jauopicta, plzmosa), or a single large spermatheca may be present 

(splendens, vGmomyiafomis, mediolineata, unifonnis). 
Habits.--Most species of this genus are found in rather open swamps. They 

seldom occur in large numbers and have not been found biting. Oviposition has 

only been observed in one species (see under subgenus Ficalbia below). 
The three subgenera differ not only in the form of the male palpi and in the 

venation and scaling of the wings, as pret-iously- described, but also in chaetotasy as 

noted in the diagnoses below. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

3. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

‘3. 

IO. 

KEY TO ETHIOPL\S SPECIES OF FTC%LRL1. 

IVings scantily scaled ; upper fork cell shorter than its stem (Alficpzut?~~tin) 3 . -. 
Wings heavily scaled ; upper fork cell as long as its stem or longer . . 10. 
Head with broad scales only ; tarsi dark . . . . . . . 3. 
Head with an area of narrow scales in middle ; hind tarsi white-tipped . 8. 
Scutal scales green, pleural scales silvery . . . . spleudem Theo. (1). 7:). 
Not so . . . . . . . . . . . . . _t. 
Hind tarsi dark to extreme base . . . . . . . . 5. 
Hind tarsi with a few white scales or a narrow whitish ring at extreme base of 

first segment . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 
LIbdominal tergite 2 with lateral pale spots only (3-7 banded or unhanded) 

Izispidn Theo. (p. 77). 
*%bdominal tergites z-7 with median and lateral basal pale spots 

Enmstvis Edw. (p. 79). 

Head-scales and scutum blackish ; abdomen unbanded pevp1exe~z.s Edw. (p. 79). 

Head-scales and scutum paler ; abdomen banded . . . . . 7. 
Head rather dark ; hind femur all dark in front . . . _fk~~~dta Edw. (P. 80). 
Head yellowish ; hind femur mainly yellowish . . . pu2Zida Edw. (p. 80). 
Hind tarsi with only the fifth segment all whitish . jkwopictn Edw. (p. 80). 

Hind tarsi with fourth and fifth segments all whitish . . . . . 
Small species ; scutum mottled and with long dorso-central bristles 

n2iwzomyiafOYWLiS Sewst . (p 
Lx-g-e species ; scutum uniformly dark and without dorsocentral bristles 

~Z~rnosn Theo. (p 

‘_ 
Upper fork-cell much longer than its stem (about three times) ; legs and wings 

with pale markings . . . (,!?torleptiowayia) medioliuzeata Theo. (p 
Cpper fork-cell only a little longer than its stem ; wings and legs dark 

(Ficn2bia) . . . . . . . . . . . . 

9. 

SI). 

83). 

84). 

II. 



II. 

12. 

Scutum largely bare of scales . . . . . wi,fo~mi~ Theo. (p. 86). 
Scutum with scales uniformly distributed . . . . . . . 12. 
Scutum uniformly dark . . . . . . . uigvn Theo. (p. 88). 
Front margin of scutum broadlv $ellow . . civcumtestacea Theo. (p. 88). 

Subgenus MIMOMYIA ‘Theobald. 

JIirtto~n~Jln Theol~alcl, Mon. Cd. j, p. 30+ (19Oj). 

Bo)'cin Sewstead, Ann. Trop. ~1~1. I, p. 33 (I Feb., I(Jo~). 

I~udkx& Theobald, Non. Cul. 1, p. 103 (IS March, 1907). 
-~~e~act~kn Theobald, Mon. Cd. _c, p . 2S2 (IS Alarch, 1go7). 

Hist,idi??tjgi~~ The~l):~ld, 11011. Cd. 5, p. 245 (1010). 

Palpi of 3 (Fig. 22) as long as proboscis or slightly longer, distinctly two-segmented, 

the shaft slender almost to the tip, second segment forming a short stout club, 
continuing the direction of the shaft, and provided with several spiny hairs but 

without definite hair-tufts. Proboscis of j moderately swollen at tip, of $! scarcely 
so. Antenna of C, with first flagellar segment usually considerably longer than 
second, but variable according to the species. Scutal bristles variable as noted 

below ; supra-alar bristles numerous, those curving downwards immediately above 

paratergite not very long. Pi-e-alar and upper mesepimeral hairs fairly numerous. 

Wings (Fig. 23) with fork of 2 shorter than its stem in both sexes ; veinsnearly bare 

except towards tip of wing, where they carry a few broad but small scales (wing 

more densely scaled in the Oriental F. Iz_ybrida Leic.). 
On characters of scaling and chaetotaxy the African species fall into four distinct 

groups, corresponding with the definitions of Jli~o~zyia, Hispidipfzyia, Boycia and 

LFfegaczdex. If ilI‘i~?zon~yia were readmitted to full generic rank, as distinct from 
Etorleptionzyia and Ficalbia, these four groups might well be regarded as subgenera. 

Groz~p A (L%Ii++zonzyia) .-Eyes touching at a point. Erect scales of \-ertex confined 

to a small area on nape, otherwise scales all broad and flat. Dorso-central bristles 
present but not very long. Acrostichal bristles present, short, in two irregular rows. 
Silvery scales cover most of upper half of sternopleura, extending over pre-alar area 

and a large part of post-spiracular area. Upper sternopleural bristles confined to the 
\ posterior row, none on the ridge below pre-alar area. Paratergite much broader than 

in the other species. This includes only Z;. splendem. 
Group B (Hispidi~?zyia).-_Eyes touching for a considerable distance. Head scales 

as in Group ,4. Dorso-central bristles few in number but strong, in one row. Acre- 
stichal bristles absent. No scales on pre-alar or post-spiracular areas. Sterno- 

pleural bristles in a continuous row, which extends along the posterior margin and 

turns forwards along the ridge below pre-alar area. Paratergite narrow. Hind 
femur with few bristles at tip. This group includes I;. lispida, lac?tstvis, pe$exe?zs, 
femorata and pallida. 

The Oriental F. chafnberlaini Ludl. (genotype of Ltldlowia) resembles the species 

of Group B in most respects, but has no dorso-central bristles, and the eyes are 
narrowly separated. 

Gro@ c (Boycia).-Eyes touching. l;ertex with a large area of erect scales 
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mixed with narrow decumbent scales, extending forwards to eye-margins in middle. 

Dorso-central bristles present, quite numerous and strong. Pleural scales and 

bristles as in Group B Paratergite narrow. *Hind femur with only 2-3 curved 
bristles at tip above. F. mimomyiuformis (genotype of Boy&) has no acrostichal , 

FIG. zz -Head of d, Ficnl6in (3limomyin) hispida Theo. (_4fter Theobald, 1910.) 

P 
I 

FIc.. zj.---\Ving of d, FicnlDin (.llimonayia) hispida Theo. (_4fter Theobald, 1910.) 

bristles, but in F.Jlavopicta a single sparse row of such bristles is present, these almost 
as strong as the dorso-centrals. 

Group D (MegacuZex).-Eyes touching for a considerable distance. Vertex as 

in Group C. Dorso-central bristles absent, except for a few immediately in front of 

scutellum ; no acrostichals. Pleural scales and bristles and paratergite as in Groups 
B and C. Hind femur with 6 or more short curved bristles at tip above ; tibia1 



bristles not so long as in the other species, none 
tibia1 diameter. This includes only F. plzlmosa. 
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more than abou t twice as long as 

Ficalbia (Mimomyiaj splendens Theobald. 

_\fi?JtOVt?,iCZ S~kJZdfJ1.S 7~ht?Obdd, >fOn. cd. 3, p. 30-c (190.3) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. .;j 
(1912) ; Ingram and JIacfie, Bull. Ent. Res. S, pp. 89, 152 (1917). 

Ficdbim. (A\~iJJzoJJr~Nin) S~~CJZ&J?A Edxmls, (kn. Ins. Cuhcidnt, p. III, and pl. I, tiig. I j (1c)jl). 

TYPE.--$ in B.N., Entebbe. 

-4 small mosquito with very distinctive colouring, the green scales of the meso- 

notum distinguishing it at once from any other African Culicine. 

Q. Head clothed with flat golden-yellow scales, sometimes with a green or purple 

gloss ; no narrow decumbent scales, and only a few upright forked scales on nape, 

these also yellow in colour. Proboscis mainly yellowish, the swollen tip black at 

sides. Palpi yellowish with black tips, about a quarter as long as proboscis. An- 
tennae with tori yellowish, rather hairy on inner side as in other species of this sub- 

genus ; first flagellar segment slightly thickened and only about half as long again 

as second. Thovnx with the integument entirely shining black, including pronotal 

lobes and scutellum. Scutal scales all narrow, rather bright green in colour, scarcely 

metallic. Pleurae with a large area of flat silvery scales in middle ; no scales on 

np9z or Isp12 ; only two posterior pronotal bristles. 1-l bdo~n mainly dark above, 

scales with a greenish gloss ; tergite I and basal half of a yellowish ; 3-7 with small 

basal lateral yellowish spot : l-enter pale. Legs largely yellow ; front femora almost 

entirely so ; middle and hind femora broadly purplish at tips on anterior surface ; 
front tibiae purplish in front ; hind tibiae broadly dark at tip ; tarsi dark, first three 
segments with narrow and indistinct pale rings at base. Bristles of hind tibiae not 

more than about twice as long as tibia1 diameter. Tl’i+zgs with yellowish scales at 
base, otherwise dark-scaled. Halteres entirely yellow. 

3. Resembles 2 in colouring. Palpi slightly longer than proboscis, the club-like 

second segment with a few short bristly spines but almost devoid of hairs. 

Wing-lengtlz about 2.5 mm. 

I>iStribZffio~Z.-Cc~~~D_~ : Entebbe (LOW) ; Jinja (Gibbins). GOLD COAST : Bole 

(Ingram) ; -Accra and Oblogo (Xncfie). NIGEKIX : Lagos (Graham, Connal). NYASA- 

LAi%D : Fort Johnston (Ln~zbovn). SVDXS : Bahr-el- Jebel. I3ELGIAS COSGO : 
Leopold\-ille (D~rex) ; Kilwa (Schetz) ; Kasenyi, L. AUbert (Sclzz&z). 

Ficalbia (Mimomyiaj hispida Theobald. 

A mosquito of medium size, without striking ornamentation except that the dark 

brown scutum contrasts rather noticeably with the pale yellowish pleurae and the 
yellow-scaled head. Hind tarsi all dark, even to extreme base ; front femora all 
dark on anterior surface, 
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q. Head clothed almost entirely with flat and close-lying pale yellowish scales ; 
no narrow decumhent scales even in middle ; erect forked scales confined to a small 

patch on nape. Proboscis dark above, with a yellow line beneath from base to tip. 
Palpi dark, about one-quarter as long as proboscis. Antennae with tori light 

brownish, darker in inner side, where there is a patch of short hair ; first flagellar 

segment \Tery long, approximately three times as long as second. Tlzovax with the 
integument yellowish on sides, brown on most of scutum, which appears much darker 

owing to its uniform covering of dark brown narrow scales and dark bristles, pale 

narrow scales being present only on sides in front of wing-base and on scutellum. 
Dorsocentral bristles fairly numerous and of moderate length. a@ yellowish and 

without scales ; ppn also yellowish, with some dark scales above, some or all of the 

4-7 bristles on their posterior margin yellowish. Pleurae entirely yellow, without 
anJT trace of a dark spot on anepisternite ; bristles all yellowish ; a small inconspicuous 

patch of yellow scales in middle. No lower mesepimeral hairs. Postnotum mainly 
yellowish, usually with a narrow and ill-defined median darker stripe. Abdomm 

dark above, with a rather strong purple gloss ; tergites 2-7 with lateral basal triangular 
yellowish patches which are usuallgv scarcely visible dorsally, no median basal pale 

spots ; tergite I almost completely clothed with dark scales ; tergite 8 yellow- 
scaled ; sternites all yellowish. Legs mainly dark brown, with a purple gloss ; femora 

largely yellowish beneath, hind femora largely pale anteriorly, the pale colour extend- 

ing to tip below, but with a dark dorsal line extending to base ; no pale knee-spots ; 
middle tibiae pale on posterior surface, otherwise tibiae entirely dark ; no pale scales 
on tarsi except that the tips are ITerg indistinctly lighter, Long scattered pale 
bristles on tibiae ; most noticeable on hind pair, where they are three or four times 
as long as the tibia1 diameter. Wings with the scanty scaling all dark. Halteres 
with dark knob. 

3. Resembles 9 in colouring, but proboscis more extensively yellow ; shaft of 

palpi mainly yellow, the club dark and with dark hairs and bristles ; lateral basal 

pale spots of abdominal tergites larger, tending to spread dorsally towards middle 
line, Antennae with conspicuous yellowish plumes. Terminalia : Tergite broader 

than long, with a group of 3-j hairs at each hinder corner. 
Wing-leqth 3-3.5 mm, 

DISTKIRUTIOS.-SUDAS : Ror and Gebel Ahmed (King) ; Thar Jath (&&ledge). 
CCAXDA : Kampala (Hopkins). GOLD COAST : Bole (Ingram). NIGERIA : Lagos 

(Connal). BELGIAX CONGO : Stanleyville (Sclzwetz) ; Leopoldville (11ztren). TRANS- 
v_ur, : Tomango (Ingram and de Meillon). 

Var. palustris Thcobald. 

Xegaculen $dustris Theobald, So\-ae Culicitlac I, p. 13 (191 I). 

IT. (AI.) lzisfiidn var. fdust~is Edn-artis, Bull. Ent. Res. 26, p. 131 (1935). 

TYms.-~~ in JS.JI., Kampala. 

Differs from the typical form as follows : Postnotum almost wholly dark brown. 
Pleurae with a more or less distinct cloud on the anepisternite, behind the spiracle. 

Scutal integument and scales still darker. Abdominal tergites mostly with lateral 
pale spots only, but 5-7 usually with the spots larger, extending along the whole of 
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the sides and also meeting in middle at base. Hind femora rather more extensively 

dark anteriorly. 
L)istvihl4tiort.-Uc_~~D_~ : Kampala (I;mzev, Hancock, Hopkins) ; Entebbe 

(Ho$kim) ; Fort Portal (Gibbi+zs). S. I<HODESI_A : Umtali (C?~tlzbertso~). SUDAN : 
Meridi (Ru ttledge) . 

TTar. sunyaniensis Edwards. 

Differs from the typical form as follows : Postnotum entirely dark, and ane- 

pisternite with a dark spot, as in var. palzlstvis. ,%bdominal tergites 3-7 in both 

sexes all with complete basal yellowish bands (tergite 2 with lateral spots only ; no 

pale scales in middle at base). Hind femur as in the type form. 

I)istvihzftiolz.-_(;oLD CO_lsT : Sunyani (I’?zgvnllz). 

Ficalbia (Mimomyiaj lacustris l+:cl\\.arcic. 

Closely allied to I;. (-14.) lzispidn, differing as follows : Scutal integument and 

scales almost entirely black or very dark brown, darker than the darkest specimens of 

I;. Izispil1n ; pyh mainly blackish, and all their bristles black (though in contrast the 

pleurae are yellow, without any dark cloud on the anepisternite, and the postnotum 

is light brownisll). I\bdominal tergites z-7 with small median as well as lateral basal 

pale spots (often \-isible only on tergite 2 in slightly shrunken specimens). First 

segment of flagellum of female antenna rather shorter than in F. Izispida, not more 
than 2.5 times as long as second. sinth tergite of male terminalia longer than broad, 

with 3-5 bristly hairs along each side. 

nistl~iblltiols.-lr’GXsU=1 : Entebbe and Jinja (Hopkins) ; Olumat (Hancock). 

KELGLIS COSGO : StanleyX?lle (.~chets). CH.W TERII.: Fort Lamy (Gnlliavd).’ 

sm_is : Thar Jath (Rzlttledge), 

Ficalbia (Mimomyia) perplexens Ed\\-artlq. 

131111. Ent. Res. 2.3, p. 561 (IO;~). 

Closely resembles F. (M.) lzispidn Theo., differing as follows : Head with the 

flat scales blackish in colour instead of yellow. First flagellar segment of $2 antennae 

somewhat shorter, about 2.5 times as long as second. Thorax : Scutal integument 

and scales blackish, strongly contrasting with the uniformly pale yellow pronotal 

lobes and pleurae. (Postnotum darkened in middle, as in typical form of I;. Izispida.) 

,-lbdome?z : Tergite I with only a small patch of dark scales in middle ; tergite 8 dark- 

scaled like remainder of dorsum (colouring of abdomen otherwise as in typical form 

of I;. Itispida). Legs : Front femora much more extensively yellow, including basal 
half of anterior surface. Hind femora also more extensively yellow, the dark dorsal 



line very narrow. First segment of hind tarsi with a few whitish scales at extreme 

base. 

Ficalhia (Mimomyia) pallida Ed\vards. 

Much resembles I;. (JI.) lztispi~~, and like it having a yellow-scaled head, but 

differs as follows : Size rather smaller (wing-length barely 3 mm.). Hend : First 

flagellar segment of 0 antennae shorter, barely twice as long as second, Proboscis 

dark all round at tip, the pale ventral line ending at about three-fourths of its length. 

Thorax . Scutum much paler, both integument and scales light brown, little darker 
than pleurae, though somewhat darker in middle than at sides. Postnotum wholly 

pale yellowish. Abdomm with narrow but complete yellow basal bands on each of 
tergites 2-7 (tergite 8 yellow-scaled as in F. Itispida). Legs with the femora rather 

more extensively yellowish, the front femora yellowish at base on anterior surface 

(though not quite to such an extent as in I;. $er$exe+zs), and hind femora with 
anterior surface mainly yellowish. First hind tarsal segment with a narrow yellow 

ring at base, 
DistribzLtio’n.-NY_~s_~L_~sD : Fort Johnston (Lambovn). GOLD COAST : Bole 

(Iqvavz). NIGERIA : Lagos (Co~tznl). BELGIAN CONGO : Kwango River (SrAzletz) ; 
Matadi (Wansort). 

Ficalbia (Mimomyia) femorata I-:d\\.ards. I 

Very similar to I;. (31.) $nlli(ln, which it resembles in its general pale colour, 

possession of a very narrow pale ring at base of first hind tarsal segment, and conspi- 
cuously banded abdomen, differing as follows : Head with the flat scales rather dark 
brownish, but \Tarying in tint according to angle of t-iew ; first flagellar segment over 

twice as long as second. Thorax with a diffuse patch of blackish scales on front of 
mesonotum (scales and integument of scutum otherwise light brownish). Legs: X11 

femora (instead of only the middle pair) with anterior surface almost entirely black- 
scaled, and even the posterior surface somewhat darkened (thus differing conspicuously 

from all other ,African species of the subgenus). Middle tibiae not distinctly pale 

posteriorly. 
Distribution.-UG_~sDx : Kibanga, 3. ix. 1910 (I;msev). 

Ficalbia (Mimomyia) flavopicta Edv-ark 

as 

Edwards, 13-w. li. Erit. Sot. H, 5, p. 51 (1936). 

Very distinct from all other ,African species by the markings of tarsi and abdomen, 

described below ; in regard to tarsal markings it resembles several Oriental species, 
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but these latter all have a flat-scaled vertex and different abdominal markings. The 

colouring of the head and thorax is suggestive of some species of Aides (Banksi~~eZZa). 

2. Head with a large area of narrow yellow scales on \Tertex, the erect scales on 

this area also pale yellow. Proboscis entirely dark. Palpi fully one-third as long as 

proboscis, dark, with a few white scales at tip. Tori dark, with the usual small dark 

brown scales and hairs. First flagellar segment three times as long as second. 

Thorax with the integument almost wholly dark brown. Scales of scutum largely 
dark brown but with an irregular mottling of yellow and a rather broad yellow 

border, the breadth of this border being increased by rather dense yellow scales on 
upper part of p@z. Dorsocentral and acrostichal bristles numerous and long. 

Mesepimeron with a few minute and inconspicuous hairs towards posterior margin 

below. Abdomen dark brown, without obvious purple gloss ; tergites 2-7 with 

rather broad A-shaped yellow bands which reach the base of each segment in the 

middle but not at the sides, and are not quite in contact with the small yellowish 

lateral basal spots. Legs mainly dark, but tips of tibiae yellowish, and first four 

segments of all tarsi with narrow white basal rings, these rings most distinct on hind 

tarsi and just extending over tips of preceding segments ; fifth hind tarsal segment 
all white. Tt’i~gs mainly dark, but first vein with pale creamy-yellow scales on 

its basal third, a further feature suggesti\-e of the subgenus Ba+zksineZZa. 
2. Resembles ?. Palpi of the normal form for the subgenus, dark, with narrow 

whitish rings in middle of shaft and at base of terminal segment. 

Wing-length 4 mm. 

Ficalbia (Mimomyia) mimomyiaformis Newstead. 

Ent. 1~~s. 8, p. 8q (1917). 

TE’PES.--~~Z~~YBO~IZZ,Z(IJOY~IZ~S, dZ,? in Liverpool, Boma, Congo ; s~~dczmmis, 8 lost, Bnhr cl Jebel. 

A small mosquito which might be mistaken for a Umnotaenia or for a small 

CuZex ; distinguished from other members of the genus Ficalbia except the much 

larger F. plzz?zosa by the patch of narrow scales in the middle of the head, mottled 

mesonotum, conspicuously white-banded abdomen, and white-tipped tarsi. 
$2. He& with an area of narrow whitish scales in middle above extending from 

nape to vertex ; mixed with these narrow scales are rather numerous erect pale 
yellowish scales which also extend forwards almost to vertex ; on each side of this 
area of narrow and erect scales is an area of flat creamy-white scales, and on each side 

of this again, towards eye-margins, a patch of flat dark brownish scales. Proboscis 
blackish, below as well as above, very slightly swollen at tip. Palpi dark, with a few 
white scales at tip, about a quarter as long as proboscis. Tori light brownish, hairy 
on inner side as in other members of the subgenus. First flagellar segment usually 
about twice as long as second, or rather more. TJzovnx with brownish integument, 
lighter on parts of pleurae but with a darker stripe extending across middle of 

sternopleura and lolver part of mesepimeron. Scutal scales narrow, largely pale 
brown but with about six patches of dark brown scales, giving the thorax a mottled 
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appearance ; narrow dark brown scales on &5n ; two rather small patches of creamy- 

white scales on sternopleura, none on mesepimeron. Dorso-central bristles rather 

numerous and strong ; no acrostichals. Several short pale hairs on lower part of 
mesepimeron posteriorly. Abdomen blackish-brown above, without any purple 

gloss : tergites 2-7 each with conspicuous white basal bands of moderate and even 

breadth, these not quite continuous with squarish lateral basal white spots. Sternites 

largely pale, narrowly dark on posterior margins. Legs largely blackish, under and 

posterior surfaces of femora whitish ; tips of femora and tibiae with small creamy- 
white spots ; all tarsi with the joints between segments I-Z and 2-3 dark ; hind tarsi 

with distal fifth or fourth of third segment white (chiefly on upper surface ; usually 

dark to tip below), whole of fourth and fifth white. Wings rather more heavily 

scaled than in species of the hispida group ; scales dark except for a fairly long 

stretch on base of vein R, where they are creamy-white. Halteres with black knob. 

3. Resembles 9. Palpi mainly dark, with a narrow pale ring in middle ; the 
club-shaped second segment with a few pale bristly hairs. Antenna1 plume pale 

brownish. 
Win@en@h about 2.5-3 mm, 

nistribz~tio~z.-NIGERIA : Lagos (Conna~j ; Serri (Simpson) ; Sapele (I/t/‘&$X- 

worth) ; Gadau (Taylor). BELGIXN CONGO : Boma (Nemstead) ; Stanleyville 

(Schwetz). UGANDA : Kampala (Hopkins). SUDAN : Bahr el Jebel (King) ; Thar 

Jath (Ruttledge). TANGANYXA : Dar-es-Salaam (Pomeroy). KESYA : Kilifi (Mac- 

Donald). ZANZIBAR : Pemba I. (McCarthy). S. RHODESIA : Shamva (Leeson). 

NYASALASD : Fort Johnston (Lamborn). TRX~\;SI~.~AL : Tzaneen (de iWeillon). 

CHAD TERK. : Fort Lamy (Galliard). 
Dr. ,A. _M. Evans carefully re-examined Newstead’s types, with the result that 

it appears certain that one at least of them belongs to the form described above as 
typical rather than to the variety pincerna. The name minzomyiaformis may there- 

fore be applied to this form 

Var. pincerna Graham. 

Jlegnculcx ~incerna Graham, Ann. Msg. Xc’at. Hist. (8), 5, p. 267 (1010). 
I,udlowia piwcrmz Edwards, Bull. Ent. Kes. 2, p. 215 (191 I). 

TYPES.--&’ in B.M., @OS, Sigeria. 

Differs from the typical form as follows : First flagellar segment’ of $? usually only 
about 1.5 times as long as second (but sometimes longer, up to nearly 2.5 times as 

long). All tarsi with narrow creamy rings on the joints between segments 1-2 and 
2-3 (these rings sometimes faint) ; third segment of hind tarsi with about the distal 
third white (both above and below). 

form discoverable. 

No other constant differences from the typical 

Distrib?Jction.-?jIGERrA : Lagos (Graham, Connal). GOLD COAST : Bole (Ingram) ; 
Takoradi (Ponzeroy). UGANDA : Lira and Kampala (Hopkins). KENYA : Kilifi 

(MacDonald). 
Although this variety has been taken together with the typical form at Lagos 

and Kampala, the material in the British Museum appears to indicate that var. 

pincerna predominates in the former locality, typical mimomyiaformis in the latter. 
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Ficalbia (Mimomyia) plumosa Theobald. 

Culex @umosws Theobald, Mon. Cul. I, p. 373 (IU)OI). 
Culcx nlbitarsis Theobald, Mon. Cul. 2, p. 25 ( IOOI). 
dlegacz~le.~ albitnrsis Theobald, Mon. Cul. 4, p. 283 (1907). 
I,udlowzn plumma Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 2, p. 245 (1911). 
Mimo~nyia plunzosa Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 37 (IOIZ), and 8, p. 3.32 (I~JZO). 
T~PEs.--~~zI~~z~sILs, 6 in B.M., SJisbury ; nlDitarsis, cJ 111 B.M., Bonny. 

A large mosquito which is unlikely to be confused with any other African species. 

Hind tarsi white-tipped as in F. mimomyiafon~zis, and many other details of orna- 

mentation similar to that species, but size much larger, scutal scales uniformly dark 

brown, and dorsocentral bristles absent. 
9. Head clothed above with narrow decumbent pale scales and erect dark brown 

scales ; areas of flat pale scales at sides much less extensive than in F. mimomyia- 

formis, no patch of flat dark scales adjoining eyes. Proboscis pale beneath except 
at tip. Palpi narrowly white-tipped, nearly a third as long as proboscis. Tori 

with numerous short hairs and very small dark scales on inner side as usual ; first 
flagellar segment nearly three times as long as second. Thorax with integument 

brownish above, pleurae lighter without dark markings. Scutal scales narrow, dense, 

and uniformly dark brown ; no dorsocentral bristles except for a group immediately 
in front of scutellum, and no acrostichals. Lower mesepimeral hairs present as in 

F. mimomyiaformis. A hdomen blackish above ; tergites 2-7 marked with white 

basal bands which do not quite reach the sides and tend to be constricted in middle, 
also with squarish, lateral white spots which are not basal but placed near the middle 

of the side of each segment. Sternites yellowish. Legs mainly dark ; small pale 

knee-spots present ; first two segments of all tarsi with narrow white rings at base, 

third dark at base ; fifth segment of fore and mid tarsi creamy ; distal half of third 
and whole of fourth and fifth segment of hind tarsi white. Wings very scantily 
scaled (much more so than in F. mimomyiaformis), all scales dark. Halteres with 

dark knobs. 

3. Kesembles 9. Palpi with yellowish rings before middle and at tip of shaft ; 
distal club-like segment with rather numerous long dark hairs on one side, no white 

scales at tip. Antenna1 plumes pale yellowish-brown. Terminalia (Fig. 6, d-f) of 
the normal structure for the genus, without noteworthy features. 

Wing-length 4.5-6 mm. 
L)istrib~tiOn.-NIGERIA : Bonny (Annett) ; Gadau (Taylor). GOLD COAST : Bole 

and Sunyani (Ingram). RELGIAK CONGO : Coquilhatville (YaZe Massey) ; Stanley- 

ville (Schwetz) ; Boma (&yen). UGANDA : Jinja, Soroti, Kabale and Arua (HofAns). 

S. RHODESIA : Salisbury (Marshall). SUD.~N : Meridi (R&edge). 

Subgenus ETORLEPTIOMYIA Theobald. 

Ikwleptt~~myia Theobald, First Rept. Wellcome 

GE?JOTYPE.--I<. mediolzncnta Theobald. 

Lab., p. 71 (1904). 

Palpi of $ from two-thirds to five-sixths as long as proboscis, very slightly hairy 

and with the small terminal segment little if at all swollen. Proboscis of 6 very much 

swollen on distal third, of 9 very slightly so. Antennae of ? with first flagellar 

segment of about the same length as second and following segments. Eyes separated 
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by a narrow scaly front. Dorso-central and acrostichal bristles both present ; supra- 

alars moderately long ; several pre-alar and upper mesepimeral bristly hairs. One 

of the bristles in lower sternopleural row strong and black. \Vhole insect more 

scaly than in the other subgenera. Scales of vertex mixed. Scales of a@, pjm and 

scutellum all or mostly broad and flat. Wings with all the veins densely covered 

with large broad scales, some of them heart-shaped (whence the generic name). Fork 

of vein 2 as long as its stem or longer. 

Ficalbia (Etorleptiomyia) mediolineata Thcobald. 

Etorleptiomyia mediolincatn Theobald, First Kept. \Vellcorne Lab. p. 71 (1004). 
Etovleptiomyia mediopunctntn Theobald (lapsus), Gen. Ins. Culicidae, p. -1-4 (I()o~), md Mon. Cul. 4, 

p. jo6 (1907). 

dwisacheleomyia quadrimaculatn Sewstcad, Ann. Trop. Med. I, p. ~2 (1907). 
Xamohoi&s ? mediolineata Edwards, 13~11. Ent. Kes. .;, p. a4 (1912). 

F;icnlbia mcdioli?zenta Rlacfie md Ingram, Uull. Bnt. lies. 13, p. qz; (1923). 

TYPES.-medioliueata, 9 in 13.X, Pibor, Sudan ; quadrimacztlata, ,3 in Liverpool, Bowl. 

A small mosquito with very distinctive ornamentation, the narrow pale median 

dorsal line on the dark abdomen distinguishing it readily from any other African 

Culicine. Wings and legs with light markings. 

y. Head clothed largely with narrow decumbent and broader erect scales above, 
both types of scales yellowish ; narrow yellowish scales on orbits and large patches 

of flat yellowish scales almost meeting at vertex. Proboscis sprinkled with pale 

scales above, largely pale beneath except at tip. Palpi narrowly white-tipped, 

nearly a quarter as long as proboscis. Tori clothed with flat pale scales but without 

hairs ; first flagellar segment not much longer than second. Tlzovax with light 

brownish integument ; postnotum with two dark brown stripes. Scutal scales 

narrow, largely yellowish m colour, blackish on sides at front and also mottled with 
black on posterior half. *4 small blackish spot surrounding the base of the black 

sternopleural bristle. Post-spiracular area partly scaly. Coxae each with two small 
spots of black scales, yellow-scaled in middle. A bdowzen dark brown above with a 

narrow median dorsal line of pale yellowish scales, this line sometimes very narrowly 
interrupted on posterior margins of tergitcs ; sternites almost entirely pale ; tergites 

also with small basal lateral triangular yellowish patches, not visible dorsally. Legs ~ 
Front femora and tibia mainly yellow, with some scattered dark scales and a dark 

dorsal area beyond middle ; middle femora mainly dark, with two yellow spots in 

front ; hind femora mainly dark in front, pale behind ; middle tibia mottled ; hind 
tibia mainly blackish ; all tarsi purplish-black, with narrow yellow rings at base of 
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first segment and at tips of each of the first three segments ; first segment also with 
indications of a pale ring in middle, ,Wi~gs (Fig. 24) with all scales very broad ; costa 

entirely dark, but a variable number of whitish scales present on most of the other 
veins, usually tendin g to form small spots : stem of upper fork-cell nearly always 

white-scaled (including base of fork) and a short white spot usually present in middle 
of sixth vein. 

$. Resembles 13. Proboscis much more swollen at tip and tending to show a 

yellow ring beyond middle. ,Antennal plumes dark brownish. 

Wing-lengtlz about 2.5 mm. 

Distrib2rtiolz.-NI~E~1_~ : Lagos (Gmltnnz, PlziZi$). GOLD COAST : Accra (lngvnm, 

Mncfie). UG_WD_~ : Kampala (Hopkins). SUDX : Pihor (SaZf0u~) ; Thar Jath 

(RzrttIe,ige) NY~GALAND : Fort Jo?lnston (Ln~$ovn). ZANZIBAR (,4rlevs). TRSXS- 

VAXL (Siqkm). BELGIAN CONGO : Leopoldville (HeszvnIfd) ; Boma (Dtctto~ n& 

To&i). CH.~D TERTI. : Fort Lzmg- (Gnllinvll). 

Subgcr~s FICALRIA Theobald. 

Palpi of 3 (Fig. zj) from one-sixth (in F. wzinintn) to nearly two-thirds (in the 

African species) of the length of proboscis, slender and almost hairless ; in T quite 
short. Proboscis of $ much swollen on nearly the distal half, of 7 only slightly 
swollen at tip. -%ntenna of $? with first flagellar segment considerably longer than 
second. Vertex with flat scales. Dorso-central bristles numerous and very long ; 
acrostichal bristles also present but short, in a double row. Supra-alar bristles 

fewer than usual ; one immediately above the narrow paratergite is very long, and 

(except when displaced in pinned specimens) curates down across upper part of mes- 
epimeron. Eo pre-alar hairs, and at most 3 (usually I or 2) very short and fine upper 
mesepimerals. Scales of scutum unusually scanty, in both genotypes present only 

along narrow stripes adjacent to the dorso-central and acrostichal bristles. Pleurae 

with few or no scales. IViTzgs (Fig. 26) with all the scales broad or rather broad and 
more numerous than in subgenus _‘Mimo~n_yin but not so dense as in EtorZefitiol%Jfin. 
Fork of vein 2 at least as long as its stem, usually longer. Ml the species are very 

small, and might easily be mistaken for Cvanotaenin. 
I have hitherto treated Ficnlbia and I~~zgramia as two distinct subgenera, but a 

re-examination of the adults of the two genotypes shows that they are closely similar 

in almost every respect, including the scaling and chaetotaxy of the thorax ; the larvae 

of both are now known, and are also closely similar. The resemblance is indeed 

greater in several respects between F. uciformis (malfeyti) and F. mivtivnn than it is 
between F. zcnifomis and the other African species. _ F. uniformis is peculiar in 

having a minute curved spine at the tip of the front tibia on the underside, and F. 
wzinima in having the palpi of the male as short as those of the female, but I would 

nolv regard these features as of specific value only. 
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Iyengar (1935) has described the oviposition and figured the eggs of Indian F. 
minima. The eggs are laid in irregular clusters (not closely packed masses as in 

Mansonioides) on leaves of P&a, either along the edge of a leaf, or at the water-level 

on the upper surface of a leaf that is partly submerged. The egg is broadly rounded 
at the micropyle end which forms a circular cap on dehiscence, this cap remaining 

attached to the shell on one side. 

FIG . zj.-Head of S, Ficalbla (Ficalbia) civcumtestacea Theo. (After Theobald, rgro.) 

Ficalbia (Ficalbia) uniformis Theobald I 

Mimomyia uniformis Theobald, First Rept. Wellcome Lab., p. 80 (rgoq), and IMon. Cul. 4, p. jflr 
(1907). 

Ilzgrumia wniformis Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 45 (1912). 
Ficalbia (Ingramia) uniformis Edwards, Gen. Ins. Culicidae, p. 113 (1932). 

TYPE.-? in B.M., Lado, Sudan. 

A small dark species without special ornamentation, but rather well distinguished . 
from almost all other African Culicines by the unusual scantiness of the mesonotal 

scales. 
9. Head clothed with flat pale yellowish-brown scales ; some erect forked scales 

on nape. Proboscis, palpi and antennae dark. Palpi about one-sixth as long as 

proboscis. First flagellar segment in the typical form almost or quite three times 

as long as second. Thorax with the mesonotal integument shining brown (usually 

dark but sometimes lighter), in fully mature specimens with a strong bluish-metallic 

reflection. Dorso-central bristles very numerous and strong ; a double row of 

shorter acrostichal bristles present ; rows of small narrow dark brown scales asso- 

ciated with these bristles, and a small patch of similar scales above wing-root, but 
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scutum otherwise bare. Pleurae pale yellowish, sometimes darkened anteriorly 

below the spiracle ; no scales. Abdomen brown above, tergites 2-7 with lateral 
basal triangular spots which tend to spread out dorsally and may form complete 

bands ; venter pale. Legs dark, unmarked except that the lower and posterior 

surfaces of the femora are yellowish. Wings dark-scaled ; in the typical form the 

outstanding scales (i.e. chiefly those on the underside of the wing) not very broad, 

FIG. z6.-Wing of 2, Ficnlbin (Firalbin) c~.~cu~rttcsfnc~~ Theo. (After Theobald, 1910.) 

ligulate, or slightly clubbed. Stem of upper fork-cell in the typical form only slightly 

shorter than the upper branch of the fork. 
6. Resembles $2, but proboscis greatly swollen at tip and often largely yellowish. 

Palpi slender, dark, about two-thirds as long as proboscis. Antenna1 plumes dark. 

Wing-length 2-2.5 mm. 

Distribution.-Specimens of the typical form as described above are in the British 

Museum from the following localities :-SUDA~Y’ : Lado (Balfo~) UGANDA : Kampala 

(Ho$&ins). BELGIAN CONGO : Elisabethville (Schetz). NYASALAND : Fort John- 

ston (Lamborn). NIGERIA : Gadau (Taylor). 
F. uniformis has also been recorded from S. RHODESIA : Salisbury (Leeson). 

\‘ar. malfeyti Newstead. 

Mimomyia malfeyti Xewstead, Ann. Trop. Med. I, p. ~9 (1907) ; Theobnld, Non. Cul. 5, p. 537 

(1910). 
Ingrami malfeyti Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 44 (1912). 

Ficalbia malfeyti Wigglesworth, Bull. Ent. Res. 20, p. 67 (1929). 
Ficalbia (Ingramia) uniformis var. malfeyti Edwards, Gen. Ins. Culicidae, p. 113 (1932). 

TYPES.-+‘? in Liyerpool,. Boma, Congo. 

Differs from the typical form as follows : First flagellar segment of female antenna 

less elongate, about twice as long as second (slightly more or less). Outstanding 

wing-scales (on undersides of veins, and on anterior edge of basal part of media) 
markedly broader, ovate. Upper fork-cell usually somewhat longer, its anterior 

branch quite one-third as long again as stem (but rather variable). These characters 

are not always clearly marked. 
Distribution.-Specimens which seem definitely to belong to var. malfeyti rather 

than the typical uniformis have been examined from the following places : GOLD 

COAST : Bole (Ingram). NIGERIA : Lagos (Connal) ; Sapele (Wigglesworth). BELGIAN 

CONGO : Boma (D&ton and Todd) ; Stanleyville (Schwetz). UGANDA : Kampala 

and Jinja (Hopkins) ; the specimens from Kampala were not taken at the same time 

as those of the typical form. SUDAN : Thar Jath and Shambe (l&z&ledge). 
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A4 small blxk spz:ies without special ornamentation, cllieflJ7 noteworth}- for the 

extraordinary length of the first flagellar segment of the female antenna. 

G. Hea clothed with flat blackish scales ; very few or no erect scales on nape. 
Palpi and proboscis dark ; palpi \rery short, scarcely one-eighth as long as proboscis. 

Tori light brown, almost bare. First flagellar segment fi\re or six times as long as 
second. TIzo~‘nx dark brown above, sIightl>~ shinin g, but without any bluish-metallic 

reflections. Dorso-central and acrostichal bristles as in F. wzifornzis~ hut whole 

surface rather spxrsely covered with dark brown scales. Pleurae lighter than meso- 

notum, but not conspicuously so ; a patch of light brown scales in middle. ~-2hdo~wz 

blackish abo\Te, brown below, unmarked. Le<qs dark brown, except undersides of 

femora. Wiqs dark, scales all rather broad. 

3. Scales of head lighter ; erect forked scales on nape more numerous than in 
-. Palpi about three-quarters a5 long as proboscis. ,Antennal plumes dark. 

IVitzcq-ZeqylI~ about 2 mm. 
~)istviDZttiOlz.-NIG~RI~~ : Old Calabar (Siq3son) ; Degema (Collett) ; 1~6’0s 

(PMip). BELGIAN CONGO : Kinshasa (Dzcvew) ; n’ouvelle ,-In\-ers (II&!092 n?zd Todd). 

uG.1XD.A . Entebbe (Hodges) ; Kampala (F~nsev) ; Kasuku (Nn~cock). 

Ficalbia (Ficalbia) circumtestacea Thcobald. 

Resembles F. ?zz@ti in most respects, including the extremely long first flagellar 
segment of the female antenna, differing chiefly as follows : Mesonotal integument 

not entirely dark, but with a conspicuous yellow I‘ collar ” occupying the anterior 

fifth. I4bdominal tergites with large basal lateral pale triangles. 
nistvibzction.-Suu.~~ : Bar, Upper White Nile (Kiq) ; Thar Jath and Shambe 

(Rz,rttZelfge). SIERRA LEONE : Pujehun (Dnve~~). 

* The \r,llidlty of this n,11n? ~~1 the ldentit\- of t 1~ ~2 lJ,typE have bz:n subjects of much dispute. 
These questions were referred to thrl So:wnclnture Commltt~e of the Royal Entomological Society of 
London and the Secret~q- of thr IntErnltional CornVnis<lon on Zoological Xom:n:lature in 19~5 ; they 
expressed ;I unanimous opinion in fa\-our of the use of the name ‘I’ae~ziorh~*wA~s rather than Mansonia 
for this genus. The pojitlon will be stated fulls in n forthcominfi publication on ‘ The Generic Names of 
the British 1)iptcra Nrmatoccra.’ 



Although this is one of the best-defined genera of mosquitoes in the larval stage, 

no sharp-cut features have yet been discovered in the adult stage which will separate 
all the species from all other genera of Culicini. The species may usually be dis- 
tinguished from CztZex by the shorter first hind tarsal segment and absence of pulvilli ; 
from AZdes by the absence of teeth on the claws ; and from FicnIbin by the shorter 
antennae of the males. The following characters are common to all the four sub- 
genera (two of which are purely American). 

Head.-Eyes touching, usually for a considerable distance. Orbital bristles in a ccn- 

tinuous row. VTertex with numerous narrow erect scales, decumbent scales all narrow. 

Proboscis of moderate length, not swollen at tip in either sex. Palpi of d as 

long as proboscis or longer, of Q not more than one-quarter as long as proboscis 
,intennae of 2 somewhat shorter than proboscis, plumose, with the last two segments 
elongate. *Antennae of 7 about as long as proboscis, all flagellar segments about 

equal in length. 
Thorax.-apn well separated and bristly. Dorso-central and acrosticllal bristles 

present. Paratergite narrow and bare. Several strong posterior pronotal and 
numerous propleural bristles : pre-alar and upper mesepimeral hairs numerous ; no 

spu-aculars ; usually several bristles about middle of mesepimeron. 

Legs with the tibia1 bristles not unusually long. First hind tarsal segment shorter 

than tibia. Fourth segment on all tarsi of y as long as fifth or longer. Claws all 

simple in Q ; on fore and mid legs of 3 the larger claw usually with two teeth (one 
near base and one near middle), the smaller claw simple. So pulvilli. 

Wings with the scales on upper surface mostly as long as those on the under 
surface (broad in some species, narrower in others). Vein 6 ending well beyond base 

of fork of 5 ; forks of 2 and 4 rather long. Squama with complete fringe. So hairs 

on veins at base of wing, above or below. 
.-IlxIo~~ze~z with first tergite hairy, some scales in middle but none at sides. 

3. TeyGnnlicr.-Coxite with strong basal lobe or arm bearing one or two spines 

at its tip ; style with short terminal spine. 

3. Temtinalia very different in the two subgenera (see below), but in both the 

ninth tergite is strap-like, insula with numerous hairs, and cerci set nearly verticall!- 

and slightlv concal’e above. 

KEY TO ETHIOPIAN Sl’ECIES OF TXE:I’;TOIIHX’SU’CHUS. 

LTing-scales narrow . tarsi without white rings (Cog~tillet~idiw) . . . 
M7ing-scales -\-ery broad ; tarsi with white rings (,11a~so~zioides) . 

1 
. . 15. 

Dark species ; tarsi and wing-scales uniforml>- dark . . pzetalliczls Theo. (p. 91). 
Lighter species ; tarsi and wing-scales partly yellow . . . . . 3. 
Brownish species ; abdomen with broad dark bands ; costa dark 

zwsicolor Edw. (p. 9~). 

Lighter ; at least the abdomen largely or all yellow ; costal scales partly or all 
yellow . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 

Thoracic integument yellow, with dark marks on pleurae . . . . 5. 
Thoracic integument otherwise . . . . . . . . . 7. 

5. A pair of patches of black scales on anterior half of mesonotum 
pseztdoco~zop~~s Theo. (p. 93). 

Scales on anterior half of mesonotum uniformly golden . . . . 6. 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

IO. 

II. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 
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iYing-scales more uniform . . . . . . annetti Theo. (p. 94). 
Dark scales on wings tending to form two transverse bands 

~acz~lipe~z~zis Theo. (p. 95). 
Thoracic integument shining black, abdomen yellow . . . . . 8. 
Thoracic integument at most brownish above . . . . . . IO. 

Tibiae all blackish . . . . . . . nipithorax Theo. (p. 95). 
Tibiae not all blackish . . . . . . . . . . g. 
Hind tibiae black with a yellow ring beyond middle . jkwocinctus Edw. (p. 96). 
Hind tibiae yellow with a black ring in middle . . . cvistatus Theo. (p. 96). 
Mesonotum largely brown ; wing-scales extensively dark 

fuscopen+zatus Theo. (p. 97). 
Thorax rather bright orange-yellow, like the abdomen . . . . II. 

Hind tibia with a black ring in middle . . . . . . . 12. 
Hind tibia all yellow, without black ring . . microamzulat~~s Theo. (p. 101). 

Costa with some dark scales on basal half . . . . pandidieri Bd. (,p. 98). 
Costa1 scales all yellow . . . . . . . . . . 13. 

Hind tarsi with about the distal third of first segment black ; fourth segment 
yellow at base . . . . . aweus Edw. ; zjahlbevgi Edw. (p. 100). 

Hind tarsi with about the distal fifth of first segment black ; fourth segment all 
black above . . . . . . . . . . . 14. 

Male styles with membranous lobe ; usually no black dots on first abdominal 
tergite . . . . . . . . . au&es Theo. (p. gg). 

Male styles simple ; first abdominal tergite (as well as others) in both sexes 
with a black dot at each posterior corner . . . . . . 

chv_vsosoma Edw. (p. gg). 
Pale scales of thorax arranged in patches ; tibiae with separate white spots 

anteriorly . . . . . . . . afkanus Theo. (p. 103). 
Pale scales of thorax arranged in stripes ; tibiae with confluent creamy-white 

patches anteriorly . . . . . . unifovnais Theo. (p. 105). 

Subgenus COQUILLETTIDIA l)yar. 

C~qutllettldz,z L>yar, 1%~. Ent. Sot. Wash. 7, p. 45 (1905). 
(‘~~7ysoco~zops Theobald (in part, not: Goeldi), Mon. Cul. 4, p. 4.91 (1907). 

(;LNO ~YPEL.-Culcn pzvturbam \Yalker (North A4rnerica). 

Palpi of 3 longer than proboscis ; tip of shaft and whole of last two segments 

somewhat swollen and hairy ; terminal segment not much shorter than penultimate 

and turned downwards rather than upwards. 8. Terminalia (Fig. 27) : Basal lobe 

of coxite bearing a long spine, as long as the lobe itself ; paraprocts with several 

terminal teeth ; phallosome scoop-shaped but with thickened margins ; a row of fine 
teeth along each side. Abdomen of $2 with seventh segment as large as sixth, the 

tergite rectangular ; eighth small but not retracted, its tergite rather large and 

without teeth or hooks ; sternite large but unmodified ; cerci scarcely pointed ; sub- 

genital plate not or scarcely emarginate at tip and somewhat elliptical, free from 
cowl ; spermathecae three, subequal and spherical. In both sexes post-spiracular 

bristles are absent and the wing-scales are rather narrow (lanceolate to almost linear). 
Most of the African species show a tendency to yellow colouring which is rare in 

other genera of Culicini ; the extreme of flavescence is reached by T. microanndatus, 

which is completely golden. All these yellow species show another rather peculiar 

feature in that aZZ the decumbent scales of the head, including those at the sides and 

beneath, are narrow. The one African species which has the body and legs dark has 
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flat scales at the sides of the head, which is also the case in the European and North 

American species. 
According to Hopkins (MS.) the species of this subgenus occurring in UGANDA are 

commonly found on bushes and vegetation in forests and more occasionally elsewhere. 

H. H. King notes regarding several species found in the southern Sudan that they were 
taken in heavily-timbered ravines or in undergrowth of banks. 

Females of this subgenus form their eggs into rafts which float on the surface of 
water like those of Culex. Hopkins in Uganda has observed that T fuscopennatus 

and related species will not lay except in darkness 
Regarding blood-sucking, Hopkins (N’S,) states that T. fuscopennatz~s “ enters 

houses in large numbers and bites viciously at night.” King has also recorded 7‘. 

cristatus as biting viciously. 

Taeniorhynchws (Coquillettidia) metallicus Theobald. 

Culex metnllzcus Theobald, Mon. Cul. 2, p. 63 (1901). 
(?) C&n- ~zigvocitaetac: Theobald, $, Mon. Cul. 1, p. 6,) ( I()‘)I ). 
?‘ncniorhym~hus violuc~zzs Theobald, ‘Third Kept. Wellcome l,,lb. p. 262 (rqo8). 
Haptksinelln metallicus Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. &OS (1910). 

(‘~YYSOCO?ZO~S ~Z~~YLZ Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 431 ( IC)IO). 
Tneniovhynchus metallicws Edwards, Bull. Ent. Kes. 2, p. 252 (IOII), md 5, p. 279 (1915); Carter, 

=\nn. Trop. Med. 7, p. 588 (1913). 

TYPES.-wzetallzcus, d$J in B.M., Bonny ; nigvochuetae, S lost, Lagos ; viol~zcczzs, $? in B.M., Sudan ; 
,tigYn, 9 in B.M., Angola. 

X dark species with unbanded legs, which might well be mistaken for a CzAex, but 

easily identified by the large area of whitish scales covering most of the scutum, and 

the purplish, unbanded abdomen, these features not being found in combination in 
any other African culicine. 
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9. Head dark brown, clothed with dark upright forked scales and whitish decum- 
bent narrow scales, the former very long and narrow. Clypeus and tori blackish, 

bare. Proboscis blackish. Palpi blackish, about one-fourth as long as proboscis. 

Thorax with the integument almost uniformly blackish except for the yellowish 
scutellum ; scutum scarcely shining. Anterior half or more of scutum covered with 

narrow creamy-white scales, posterior half rather more thinlv scaled, scales dark 
brown except for some white ones around pre-scutellar area ; scutellum with a few 

whitish scales, mid lobe with four strong bristles. Two small patches of silt-ery-white 

scales on sternopleura, but pleurae otherwise bare of scales (none on ppx or mesepi- 
meron). -4bdomm dark purple or violet above, tergites with small basal lateral 
whitish spots ; sternites dark, with basal whitish bands. Legs mainly dark, the femora 

and tibiae with strong purple reflections : posterior surface of front tibia and dorsal 
surface of middle tibia and tarsus tending tobe creamy ; no knee-spots ; hind femur 
largely whitish. Wings uniformly dark-scaled. 

2. Ornamentation as in Q. Palpi exceeding proboscis by only half the length 
of terminal segment, wholly blackish ; last two segments with dark hair-tufts. 

Ternzinalin (Fig. 27, a) of the normal structure for the subgenus, differing from those 

of the yellow species only in the form of the style, which is much swollen and keeled 

on the distal half, but without any membranous expansion. 
Wisg-length about 4 mm. 

I)istvibution.-SIEKR.~ LEOSE : Be10 (Hnvpenues). GoLr) COAST : Accra (J~vs. 

It’. .S1nit7z). NIGERIA : Bonny (.-l?z~z~ft) ; Lagos (Gmhnnz) ; Onitsha (Wiggles~ovth). 
hLGIAN CONGO : Mahagi Port, Lake A4lbert (Sclzzzetx) ; Mwabo (Seyde2) ; Born 
(,Vicola_v) ; Ituri (Collert). CTG.~D,I : Busoga (Hodges) ; Entebbe (GozeAey). SIJD.W : 
Klior Felus (King). KENy_1 : bl’itu (,Vealje) NYASALAND : Karonga (E‘llived). 
NATAL : Durban (BeLlis). ANGOL.4 (Wellman). BECHUANALAND (Lamhovn). 

Taeniorhynchus (Coquillettidia) versicolor Edn-ards. 

Ai rather large species with banded legs, the hind tibia yellowish with black rings 
in middle and at tip. Differs from other species with similar leg-markings in the 

general tint being more brownish and the abdomen more extensively7 dark above, 

also in the arrangement of the light and dark scales of the wing. Terminalia of veq 

distinctive structure. 

9. Head with numerous narrow erect forked scales and narrow yellowish decum- 
bent scales. Tori brownish-yellow, clypeus darker. Palpi and proboscis yellowish, 

black-tipped, with a rather variable number of scattered black scales on the yellow 

parts. Thorax with the integument for the most part light brownish-yellow, scutum 
with three broad slightly darker brown stripes, the middle one abbreviated in front, 
side stripes abbreviated behind ; pleurae with some obscurely darker patches, 

including small areas in middle of sternopleura, towards upper and lower margins of 

mesepimeron and on lower part of meron ; base of hind coxa also darkened. Scutum 

and scutellum fairly densely covered with narrow scales, almost uniformly golden- 

brown in colour ; bristles dark brown, Fairly large patches of creamy scales in 
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middle of sternopleura and in middle of mesepimeron, none on posterior pronotal 

lobes. Abdomen largely dark purplish-brown above, with complete basal pale 

yellowish bands on tergites z-7, those of 5-7 much broadened laterally, tending to 

leave only a median apical triangle dark. Sternites mainly yellowish, with dark 

apical bands or triangles. Legs : Femora and the four anterior tibiae with mixed 

dark and light scales, the former tending to predominate, especially on anterior 
surface of mid-femora Hind tibiae largely yellow, but tip rather broadly black, a 

black ring just beyond middle, and rather numerous dark scales on basal fourth. 
Tarsi with the first three segments yellow with black apical rings, last two segments 

all black ; on the hind tarsi about the distal third of the first segment and rather 

more than the distal half of the second and third black. Wings predominantly dark ; 
the costa either all dark or with a variable number of pale scales intermixed, usually 

also yellow-scaled at tip of wing ; stems of forks. basal part of third vein, tip of upper 
branch of second vein and tip of lower branch of fifth vein more or less completely- 

yellow scaled. 

3. Ornamentation as in 9, but pale-scaled areas on wings less noticeable. Palpi 

exceeding proboscis by rather less than the length of the terminal segment ; tip of 

shaft, distal half or so of penultimate and most of terminal segment blackish. Tev- 

w&zaZia (Fig. 27, b) differing from those of all the other African species of the subgenus 

in having a conspicuous tuft of hairs on inner face of coxite near tip, and the spine 

on the basal lobe less developed. Coxites considerably swollen. Style of remarkable 

shape, with an expansion at the tip and another membranous expansion beyond 

middle ; between these two expansions it is constricted ; no hairs present. 

Wing le~zgth 4.5 mm. (2) to 6 mm. (T). 

Distribrltio~z.--KENk’h : Nairobi and Kabete (,-lndevson). UGANDA : Xbarara 

and Kabale (AJcConneZZ). BELGIAN COIVGO : Rlukwa, L. Albert (Schwetz) ; Elisa- 
bethville (Seyliel) ; Lake Luhondo, Kivu (ScIzz~ta) 

Taeniorhynchus (Coquillettidia) pseudoconopas Theobald. 

Theobald, 

Uganda. 

Non. Cd. j, p. 143 (1910). 

A predominantly yellow species, distinguished from most r thers with similar 

colouring by the distinct blackish marks on the yellow pleurae ; the presence of 

distinct though rather narrow dark apical bands on the abdominal tergites ; the dull 
(not shining) integument and rather denser covering of scales on the scutum ; and 

the presence of fairly numerous scales on the scutellum. Differs from the two nearly. 

allied species (T. annetti and unamlipemzis) in the presence of patches of black scales 

on anterior half of scutum and broader black rings of the hind tarsi. 

3. Head yellowish ; all scales (erect and decumbent) yellow. Tori and clypeus 

yellow. Proboscis yellow, narrowly black at base and tip. Palpi yellow, with 

black tip and some black scales near base. Thorax with integument yellow, with a 

small brownish area on each side of scutum in front of wing-base, and distinct blackish 

marks on pleurae arranged as follows : a spot on post-spiracular area ; another of 

equal size 

epimeron , 

on upper part 

in continuation 

of m 

of a 

esepimeron ; a smaller spot near lower edge of mes- 

stripe estending across middle of sternopleura ; lower 
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part of meron also dark. Scales of scutum mostly golden -yellow on anterior two- 

thirds, black on posterior third ; a pair of patches of black scales (rather variable in 

extent) towards front margin. Patches of yellowish scales present in middle of 

sternopleura and in middle of mesepimeron. Abdomen with integument mainly 

yellow, but dark brown areas present on apical corners of tergites ; scales mostly 
yellow, but dark brown apical bands present on tergites 2-6 and in some specimens 

tergites z-4 mainly brown-scaled. Legs yellow, with numerous dark scales on femora 
and on anterior tibiae ; hind tibia with a narrow black ring in middle and another 

at tip ; front and mid tarsi with each segment rather narrowly black at tip ; hind 
tarsi with about the distal fourth of the first segment, distal half of second and third, 

and all except base of fourth and fifth segments black. Wings mainly yellow-scaled, 

costa almost entirely so ; dark scales numerous on forks and on some other veins, 

especially the sixth, but not tending to give a spotted or ornamented appearance to 

the wing. 
$. Ornamentation as in $2. Palpi exceeding proboscis by length of terminal 

segment ; tip of shaft narrowly, of penultimate broadly black. TerminaZia of the 

normal type for the subgenus, closely resembling those of T. annetti ; style (Fig. 28, c) 
with a large, bare expansion on middle third, some fine hairs on outer margin on 

distal third. 
Wing-length 5-6 mm. 

&&ib&&tion.-UGANDA : Mpumu (Sir D. Bvzbce) ; Entebbe (Gowdey) ; Dwoli 

(Hancock) ; Nsagu (Ho@iuzs). BELGIAN CONGO : Stanleyville (Schz4~etx, Mouchet) ; 
Deti, Ituri Forest (F. Ron Smith) ; Matadi (Wanson). 

T. pseudoconopas has been treated as a synonym of T. annetti, on account of the 

close resemblance if not absolute identity of hypopygial structure ; the differences 
in ornamentation however are quite well marked, and I now consider that it should 
be recognized as a distinct species. There are other instances in this subgenus (as 

also in Ficalbia) of forms which appear externally well distinguished showing no 

tangible differences in the terminalia. 

Taeniorhynchus (Coquillet tidia) annetti Theobald. 

Taeniovhynchus Bnmttii Theobald, Mon. Cul. 2, p. zoj (1901). 

Chrysoconops Anmttii Theobald, Mon. Cul. _c, p. 491 (IgoT). 
Taeniorhynchus anxetti Edwards, Bull. Ent. Rex<. 2, p. z_js (I~II), md 5, p. 279 (~orj) jexcl. s 

Carter, Ann. Trap. Med. 7, p. 586 ( 1013). 
:1Znrzsonia nmzetti D!w, Inset. Inscit. r-3, p. .f? (192 j). 

TYPES.--&! in B.Jl., Old C&bar. 

yn. I; 

Differs from T. (C.) pseudoconopas as follows : No black scales on anterior two- 

thirds of scutum, the whole of this area being clothed with bright golden-yellow 

scales. Sternopleura with its lower half almost uniformly darkened, so that the dark 

stripe across the middle does not stand out so clearly as in T. psezzdoconopas (though 

the dark spot near lower edge of mesepimeron is quite distinct). Black rings of hind 

tarsi narrower ; on the first segment the distal sixth and on the following three seg- 

ments about the distal third black. Perhaps a slight though not readily definable 
difference in the shape of the 3 style (Fig. 28, a). 

Distribution.-NIGERIA : Old Calabar (Annett) ; ‘4ro (Neale) ; Lagos (Graham) ; 
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Onitsha (Wigglesz~orth) ; Warri (H. ;%I. DOU&S) ; ,4kassa (,I. H. Collett). Records 
from other countries require confirmation. 

Taeniorhynchus (Coquillettidia) maculipennis Thcobald. 

Clzv~socc~nops rnnculipr~znis Theobald, Novae Cul. p. 2 7 ( 19 I I ). 
7‘aenioriqnchus mnculipcnnis Cxrter, Ann. Trop. Med. 7, p. -555 (IOI~) ; l’:dw,lrdi, 15~11. Ent. Res. 

5, P. 379 (1915). 
Jlamo~~ra maculipemis Dvar, Inset. Inscit. 13, p. 42 (1925). 

TYPES.-_S? in B.M., Karnpalx. 

Closely resembles T. annetti, notably in ornamentation of mesonotum and legs, 
differing chiefly as follows : Black mark near lower edge of mesepimeron often absent 

or indistinct. Stripe across middle of sternopleura distinct (as in T. $seudoconopas), 

the area below it not darkened. Wings with the dark scales tending to form two 

transverse bands, one in the middle and one near tip across forks (leaving tip and 
costal margin yellow), sixth vein dark. Style of $ terminalin (Fig. 28, b) quite 
differently shaped, being only very slightly widened in the middle and with a con- 

striction beyond this widening, the tip narrower than in T. annetti. 
L)iStrib~tiOn.-‘CTGANDA : Kampala (Fyasev, Rakev, Hancock) ; Ruwenzori foot- 

hills (Edwards). SUDAN : Meridi (&.&ledge). NIGERI.~ : Kaduma and Kau Kanke, 
Zaria Prov. (W. B. Johutson). TANGANYIKA : Lueba, near Baraka (K. Heis). 

NYASALAND : Mlanje and Blantyre (Davey). TRX?U’S~~,;ZAI_ : Tzaneen (de .VeiZlo?z). 

BELGIAN CONGO : ,4lbertville (Heward) ; Elisabethl-ille (If’alvm~e~zs). S. RHODESIA : 
Ndola (Jackson). 

Taeniorhynchus (Coquillettidia) nigrithorax Tllcobald. 

A species with very distinctive colouring, with shining black thorax, yellow 

abdomen, black tibiae and banded tarsi, this combination of characters being un- 

known in any other mosquito. 
9. Head yellow above, with dark brown erect scales and yellow decumbent narrow 

scales. Tori and clypeus dark brown ; first three or four segments of antenna1 
1 flagellum yellowish. Proboscis yellow, with about the distal fourth blackened. 

Palpi about one-fourth as long as proboscis, with mixed black and yellow scales, 

the former predominating. Thorax with the integument almost wholly shining 

black, including scutellum. Scutum with a scanty covering of yellowish scales, 
practically bare at sides ; scutellum bare of scales, with six bristles on mid lobe. 

Patches of silvery-white scales present in middle of sternopleura and mesepimeron. 
Abdomen wholly yellow (integument and scales), no darkening even on corners of 

tergites. Legs with the coxae yellow ; femora and tibiae almost wholly clothed with 

dark purple-metallic scales, even the hind femora yellowish for only a short distance 
at the base both in front and behind. Front and middle tarsi with the first two seg- 

ments yellow with black tips, third mainly and fourth and fifth completely black. 

Hind tarsi black, with proximal half of first and rather less than proximal half of 
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second and third segments yellow. IViTzgs with mixed yellow and black scales, the 

former predominating, especially on and towards costa. 

5. Ornamentation as in 9, except that (in the single specimen available) the first 

hind tarsal segment is more extensively dark. Palpi exceeding proboscis by about 

length of terminal segment ; shaft yellow, its tip and the whole of the last two 

segments black, plumes largely yellowish. Ttmninalia of the.normal structure for 

the subgenus ; style (Fig. 28, d) with a moderately large thin membranous expansion 

on outer side beyond middle, this expansion with a few hairs on its outer margin, 

the whole structure apparently identical with that of T. fuscohznatus. 
Wing-length 4-5 mm. 

Distribz&on.-ANGOLA : locality 

18oo-1900 m. (K. _forda92). 

J 1 

unrecorded (Wellman) ; Luimbale, Mt. Moco, 

Taeniorhynchus (Coquillettidia) flavocinctus Edwards. 

l‘ae;Corhymhus (Co,7uillettidin) flnvocinctus 

TYPES.-_6? in R.N., Lubumbashi, Congo. 

Proc. R. Ent. Sot. B, j, p. j$ (1936). 

Much resembles T. nigrithorax, of which it is probably a geographical form, but 

differs as follows : Front and middle tibiae less uniformly dark. Hind tibia with a 

yellow ring before the tip. All femora rather more extensively yellow towards base ; 
posterior surface of hind femora yellow nearly to middle. Abdomen with a variable 
number of black scales, especially towards posterior margins of both tergites and 

sternites ; in some specimens posterior corners of tergites somewhat darkened but 

not black. Palpi of $ with base of penultimate segment yellow ; terminalia agreeing 
in structure with T. nigrithorax and T. fuscofennatus. 

DiStYibZ~t.ltiOn.-BELGIAN CONGO : Lubumbashi, Kabunda, Futwe and Mwabo 

(Se_ydel) ; Elisabethville (Sclzwetx). TANG.4h’YIK4 TERR. (R. F. Johnstone). N. 
ECHODE~IA : Ndola (Jackson). 

Taeniorhynchus (Coquillettidia) cristatus Theobald. 

Cl~r~soco~zops cristatus Theobald, First Rept. \Vellc. Lnb. p. 78 (1934). 

Tne~~io~hynch~~~ cGt&us Edward+ Rull. Ent. Re;. 2, p. 253 (191 I). L 

Clzq~soco~to$s noctzcvnus Thodbald, .4nn. Trap. Xed. 7, p. 593 (1913) ; Edwards, Eull. Ent. RFS. 15, 

p. 261 (IgZj). 

TI-rEs.-cristatws, $J in B.M., Pibor, Sudan ; rtocturnus, $? in Liverpool School of Tropical RIedicine, 
Bahr-cl-Ghazal. 

Resembles the last two species in its shining black thorax and yellow abdomen, 

but with the legs much more extensively yellow, the hind tibia with a black ring in 

middle as in T. a&tes and related species. 

9. Head as in T. bgrithorax, except that the palpi are yellow, with a few black 

scales at the tip. Thorax and abdomen as in T. wigrithorax. Legs mainly yellow. 

All femora with the tips rather narrowly black and with scattered dark scales on 
anterior surface (less numerous on hind pair). Front and middle tibiae similar, but 
the tips less noticeably black. Hind tibia with a black ring in or scarcely beyond 
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middle, and with a rather narrower black tip. Front and middle tarsi yellow, with 

tips of first three segments narrowly dark, last two segments dark. Hind tarsi black, 

with slightly more than proximal half of first segment and half or less of following 

three segments yellow. Wizzgs yellow, with a few scattered black scales. 

3. Ornamentation as in 1 ‘Palpi mainly yellow ; a small spot of black scales 

at tip of shaft, distal half of penultimate and whole of terminal segment black- 

scaled, plumes mostly dark. Terminalia practically as in nigrithornx ; membranous 

expansion of style moderately large and almost or quite bare (Fig. 28, i). 

L>istvibzltion.-S~D~~~ : Pibor (Bnlfo~) ; Lau (King) ; Shamba, Thar Jath and 
Meridi (Rz&edge). GG_GDA : Soroti (Hophi?zs). BELGIAP~ COXGO : Usumbara, 

Thys\-ille and Kabindx: Katanga (Sclz~efz) ; Kisantu (Le Wlclf). POIITUGUESE 

CONGO : San Sal\-ador (,V. Gamble). SYXS_~L_~ST, : L. Kilwa (Xenzle). SIERRA 

LEOXE : Liberian border (.I. C. i14zlrpll?l) ; Kailallun (11nz)q)). S. ~CHO~ESI_% : 
Salisbury (Leesopz). : t+- ’ q 

Taeniorhynchus (Coquillettidia) fuscopennatus ‘I’hcobald. 

A yellowish-brown insect, resembling T. cvisfntz~ in many respects, but with the 

thorax much lighter. Differs from the other species having a black ring in the 

middle of the hincl tibia in the more plentiful sprinkling of black scales on the abdomen, 

legs and wings. 
3. Head yellowish ; erect scales brownish, decumbent scales yellow. Proboscis 

yellow, narrowly black at tip and with some black scales at base beneath. Palpi 
yellow, with a few black scales at tip. TJzornx with integument somewhat shining, 

light yellowish-brown, scutum sometimes darker towards sides, but in typical 

. examples with prescutellar area as well as scutellum yellowish. Scutum as in 
related species with rather scanty covering of scales ; no scales on scutellum. No 

markings on pleurae, except that the postspiracular area and upper part of mes- 

epimeron are indistinctly darkened. The usual patches of white scales present in 
middle of sternopleura and mesepimeron. .4bdonzen mainly yellow, but tending to 

appear brownish owing to extensive admixture of dark scales ; these dark scales 
especially numerous towards posterior margins of segments but without producing 

definite bands. First tergite with a black integumental spot on each posterior 

corner ; traces of similar but smaller spots on other tergites. Legs largely yellow, 
but with very numerous black scales on femora and on the four anterior tibiae. Hind 

tibia with a black ring in middle and a rather narrower one at tip. Front and middle 

tarsi with first three segments rather broadly black at tip ; hind tarsi black, with 

rather more than proximal half of first and rather less than proximal half of second 

and third segments yellow ; fourth segment usually narrowly yellow at base. Wi7gS 

7 
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with numerous dark scales evenly sprinkled on all the veins ; in the darkest specimens 

however the yellow scales remain fairly numerous on costa. 

3. Resembles $? in ornamentation. Palpi exceeding proboscis by length of last 

segment ; shaft yellow with tip narrowly black, penultimate segment with nearly 
the basal half yellow ; plumes mainly dark. Terminalia : Style (Fig. 28, f) with a 

moderately large median external membranous expansion, the structure exactly as 

in T. nigrithovax. 

Wing-length about 5 mm. 

Distribution -UGANDA : Entebbe (Mofat, Low, G&g, Bruce) ; Kampala (Fraser); 
Kibera (C/&sty) ; Mbarara (McConnell). KENYA : Nairobi (Anderson). ABYS- 

SINIA : Lake Awusa (Xystrum). ANGOLA : San Salvador (Gamble). BELGIAN 

CONGO : Katanga and Kivu (Sclzwetx, Seydel) ; Ituri (CoZZart). TANGANYIKA : 
Bulsoba (Riz?kzie) ; near Baraha (Bois). Also recorded from the Transvaal and 

Natal by Bedford. 
Variatiovz.-The specimens from Kivu and Tanganyika differ from the typical 

form in having the thorax darker, the scutellum being blackish. In one female from 
Entebbe referred doubtfully to this species the front and middle tarsi are almost 

entirely yellow, its other characters agreeing with the type. 

Taeniorhynchus (Coquillettidia) grandidieri Blanchard. 

C&x fZnv26s Ventrillon rnec hIotscliulskv], Bull. Mm. Pclris, 10, p. 5 j0 (100 t). 

Tne:tiorltymhus j&rvzcs Edwards, Bull. Bnt. Iies. II, p. 135 (1920). 
C&x g~nndidie~i Ulanchard, Les Xoust. p. 607 (1905). 

Mnnso~tia (Coquillettidin) qrarzdidicri Edwards, Gen. Ins. 191, p. I IS (1932). 

TYPES.-&? in Paris, Madagascar. 

A rather bright yellow species ; legs mainly yellow, but hind tibia with a black 

median ring and hind tarsi extensively black ; wings with many dark scales on 

costa. 
9. Head yellow, including clypeus and tori, also all scales. Proboscis yellow, 

narrowly black at tip and at base beneath. Palpi yellow, tip rather broadly clothed 

with black scales (more extensively so than in T. fusco$ennatzC.s). TJzorax with 

integument wholly yellow ; patches of pleural scales white as usual. Very few scales 
on scutellum. Scales of scutum mostly light brownish-yellow with some mottling 

of golden yellow. Abdomen yellow, with a few black scales towards posterior margins 
of segments ; first tergite with a small black dot at each posterior corner. Legs 

yellow, with scattered black scales on femora and front and middle tibiae, less 
numerous than in T. fuscopennatzu. All tibiae narrowly black at tips ; hind tibia 
with a black ring in middle, Front tarsi with segments I-Z, mid tarsi with segments 
r-3 yellow, rather narrowly black at tips, remainder black. Hind tarsi with proximal 

two-thirds of first segment and proximal half of second and third segments yellow, 
remainder black. Wiqs with numerous dark scales on most of the veins, but distal 

part of costa and first vein, as well as stems of fork cells and bases of forks, with 
yellow scales only. 

$. Terminalia similar to those of fuscopennatus. 

Wing-Zengtk 5 mm. 

Distribz~tion.-MADAGAsCilR : Tananarive ( VentriZZon) . 
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Taeniorhynchus (Coquillettidia) aurites Theobald. 

?'~~JL~OV~JJMT~ZAS ~~u~itcs Theobald, M.oil. Ccl. 2, p . z3r) (rqor) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 2, p. 252 
(191x), and 3, p. 25 (1912). 

Chvysoconops nlcrztcs Theobald, Xon. Cul. 4, p. 393 (1907). 

~h~ysoco~~~s f rnsevi Theobald, Novae Cul. p. 22 (19 I I). 

(?) ‘fneuti~~~lzy~~chz~s nuripennzs Edwards (3 only), Ball. Ent. Res. 5, p. 279 (1915). 

TYPES.--nurites, $! in B.&I., Bonny ; Jvnseri, 69 in B.X., Kampala. 

X bright yellow species ; thorax and wings entirely yellow ; legs mainly yellow, 

but with a distinct black ring in middle of hind tibia as in several related species. 
Fourth hind tarsal segment all black. 

9. Head yellow, including clypeus, tori and all scales. Proboscis yellow, narrowly 
black at tip and at base beneath. Palpi yellow, usually with a few black scales at 
tip, but these sometimes absent. Tlzorax bright yellow, including mesonotal scales 
and bristles ; the usual two patches of white scales on pleurae ; integument under- 
lying these white pleural scales somewhat darkened. Abdomen bright yellow, often 
with a few black scales which are apt to be most numerous towards posterior margins 

of tergites z-4. Small black dots on integument at posterior corners of tergites 

z-5, usually only clearly visible when the abdomen is distended ; similar dots some- 

times p esent also on tergites I and 6, but more frequently absent from tergite I. 

Legs yellow, with only a few scattered black scales on femora and on anterior tibiae ; 
hind tibia with a narrow black ring in middle and very narrowly black at tip. Front 
tarsi yellow, tips of segments black (more broadly in some specimens than others ; 
in the type female the black tips hardly distinguishable). Middle tarsi almost 

entirely yellow. Hind tarsi with segment I yellow with a black tip usually occupying 

only about one-sixth of its length ; 2 and 3 with about the distal half black (sometimes 

segment 3 almost entirely black) ; 4 and 5 all black. Wi92@ usually entirely yellow, 

sometimes a few dark scales present, especially on vein 6. 

5. Ornamentation as in 9. Palpi exceeding proboscis by length of last segment ; 
vellow ; with a few black scales at tip of shaft and more at tip of penultimate 

. 
segment ; most of terminal segment black, plumes yellow. Abdominal tergites 2-4 

often with narrow black apical bands or triangles. Tevminalia . Style (Fig. 28, e) 

with a membranous expansion in middle, somewhat larger and more hairy than 
that of T. fuscopennatus. 

Wing-hzgtlz about 5 mm. 
Distvibzctio~z.-NIGERIA : Bonny (il?znett) ; Lagos (Plzili$, Gmham). GABOON : 

Fernan Vaz (Galliard). UGASUA : Entebbe (Hodges) ; Kampala (Fraser, Hancock). 

BELGIAN CONGO : Stanleyville and Lake Albert (Sclzwetz) ; Sandoa (Chaussier) ; 
Futwe and Mwabo (Seydel). 

Records from the Southern Sudan (4(itig) require contirmation, as males recently 

obtained in that region prove to be clz~~~soso~~n. 

Taeniorhynchus (Coquillettidia) chrysosoma Edwards. 

Tnenio~lt)lrtclzus ch~ysosonzn Edwards, Bull. 

TYPE.--$ in B.M., Karonga, Nyasaland. 

EIlt. Iies. 5, p. 281 (IgIj). 

Closely resembles T. au&es, differing almost solely in the form of the $ style 
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(Fig. 28, j), which is entirely simple, without a trace of the median membranous 

expansion found in other species of this group. ,4 black dot is constantly present 

on the posterior corners of the first tergite ; the palpi and abdomen of the male have 

fewer black scales than in T. nz~ites, and very few or no black scales are present on 

the palpi or abdomen of the female. 

I)istrib~ltion.-Nu,ils~~~~~ : Karonga (EZJred) ; Cholo (Wood) ; L. Chilwa 

(Xeave) ; Maiwale (Larnborn). SUDAN : Bor to Terckekka, Kaka, Jebelein, Tonga 

(Ruttledge). 

Frc. z8.-Male St\-les of ?‘aeniorhvnchus (Coquilleftidia) spp. a?. awzetti. 11. mcculipennis (two 
aspects). c. jxeudoconopas. d. nigritkorax. e. uu~ltes. f. fzrscoprnnatus. g. micronn~zatlatus. 
Il. azlYe2fs. i. cristntus. j. ckvysosoma. 

Taeniorhynchus (Coquillettidia) aureus Edwds. 

f‘aeniorky~zckus (CM~PUS Ed~~arcls, Bull. Ent. Kes. 5, p. 181 (1915). 
Mamonia asryca Dynr, Inset. Inscit. 13, p. 4.2 (rgzj). 

TYPE.-& in B.M., Durban. 

Closely resembles T. au&s, differing as follows : Hind tarsi with about the distal 

third of first segment black and with a distinct yellow ring at base of fourth segment. 
Few or no black scales on abdomen. Terminalia with the style (Fig. 28, h) larger, 

more bent, with a very large and very hairy median membranous expansion. 
D&&&on.-NATAL : Durban (M&r, Clzz&). TANGANYIKA : Lueba, near 

Baraka (R. Bois). sIJD=lx : INenzi River (King) ; iMeridi (Ruttledge). NELGL~K 

CONGO : Elisabethville (Seydel), TRANSVAAL : Crocodile River (Ingram). 
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Taeniorhynchus (Coquillettidia) wahlbergi I*:cl\\-,lrcls. 

Closely resembles T. L~ZWBLCS, the hind tarsi havin, m the same ornamentation, but 

A)domen with fairly numerous black scale_ q on posterior borders of tergites, at least 

in 3. Tevmitmlin (Fig. 27, c) with the style quite different from that of either T 

irlrrites oi- azf~eics ; metnbranous expansion large but not very hairy and placed close 

to tip of sty-le, with only1 a small beak-like projection beyond it. 

Z)isfrihlrtio~z.-S. Africa : Caffraria, Il’nlzlheq. 

Taeniorhynchus (Coquillettidia) microannulatus Tlreohaltl. 

( izwacictiilr~p\ llliLi.~m?llzllld~ Thcohnld, SOVAC~ Cnl. p. 20 (I')1 I). 

f‘neiai,)~il~lizrll~ls 1rzlcr,onlllz2llatz1s ISdwards, Bull. Eut. Kc<. _;, 12. 20 (IC)I~), ant1 5, p. 27s (1915). 
I flcnioi’l~?‘ncl~us cilllbhz IC(lxv,lrds, Bull. Lnt. lies. 5, p. 2So (II)1 j). 

T\ l'I~.S.-IIzICI.Of1IIIlillilflL , $ in B.M., Knmpa1.l ; chubbi, 3 in 13.11., l>url)m. 

;In almost completely yellow species ; without any7 black ring on hind tibia, but 

n-ith some dark scales on lower half of wing. 
T. Head yellow ; some black scales at tips of palpi and proboscis, but none at 

base of latter. Thorax yellow (integument, scales and bristles) ; three inconspicuous 
patches of whitish scales on pleurae, two on sternopleura, the third as usual in middle 

of mesepimeron. (1 bdorzex yellow ; the usual dark dots at posterior corners of 

tergites, but no black scales. Legs yellow ; few scattered black scales on femora 
and tibiae ; all tarsi alike yellow, with tips of segments very narrowly black. IVi?~gs 
tnainly yellow, but with rather numerous dark scales on lower half, more especially 
on sixth vein. 

3. Resembles L in ornamentation ; palpi with more black scales at tip. Temi- 
ldin almost exactly as in T. auyelts, with an enormous hairy lobe in middle of style 

(Fig 28, g). 
L)istribzltiotz.--NhT*~L : Durban (BeAs). Uc;xsu;l : Kampala (Fvnsey, Hopkins). 

SUD_iN : Thar Jath (Rlltfle@e). N. RHODESIA : Ndola (Jackso~z). 

\-x. auripennis Edwards. 

rtls (? onlr), Bull. Ent. l<c3. j, p. 371) (IOIj). 

Differs from typical I‘. ~m2voandntzt.s in ha\Gn, c no dark scales on the palpi or 

wings : no obvious difference in terminalia. 

nistribzktiolz.-Cc~~s~~~ : Entebbe (Gvieg). SUDAK : Bahr-el- Jebel (Bn~ozbr) ; 

S. of Shambe, Bahr el Ghazal (King) ; \Vad Medani (H. R. Jolt&on) : Thar Jath 
(Ruttledge). TAKGXNYIKA : River Xto-ja-Kifaru, 600 m. (C. Katona ; Bdnpest Alf~b~.). 

-1 re-examination of the types indicates the probability that the male type is a 

badly denuded specimen (lacking hind legs) of T. nzbrites, leaving the name applicable 
to the female type, which is most probably only a pale specimen of T. micvoawdatus. 

Two males examined with similar colouring (from Thar Jath and Kitona) hax,e the 
terminalia as in T. microannulatus. 
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Subgenus MANSONIOIDES Thcobald. 

Mansonioidcs Theobald, Mon. Cul. 1, p. 498 (1907). 

GESOTYPE.-M. st@mmquttata Theobald (Oriental Region). 

Palpi of 3 (Fig. 29) about as long as proboscis, not swollen apically and only 
moderately hairy ; penultimate segment rather long and strongly upturned, terminal 

segment minute. Basal lobe of coxite in the form of a long arm with a short spine 
at its tip ; paraprocts with several terminal teeth ; phallosome simple, undivided. 

Abdomen of 0 with seventh segment much shorter than sixth, the tergite with both 
anterior and posterior margins strongly concave ; eighth segment (Fig. 31) small 

and normally retracted within seventh, its tergite with a terminal row of small but 

strong recurved hooks or teeth, its sternite large, with a flap-like prolongation on each 
side ; cerci with upturned pointed tips ; postgenital plate small, divided almost to 
the base into a pair of finger-like lobes, and attached to the narrow cowl ; two large 

spermathecae, the third being small, pale, difficult to detect and perhaps sometimes 

FIG. ac).--Head of 3, Tnc~ti~~riaymltus (Mnnso~zioidss). 

absent. In both sexes fairly numerous post-spiracular bristles are present (but no 

post-spiracular scales) and the wing-scales are mostly or all very broad, many of them 

asymmetrical. 
The peculiar structure of the tip of the female abdomen is connected with the 

remarkable egg-laying habits of species of this subgenus. The insect sits near the 

edge of a leaf of some water-plant (usually Pi&z), “ with her fore and mid-legs on 

the water and the hind legs on the leaf. She then dips the abdomen into the water 
and by flexion the tip of the abdomen is applied to the lower side of the leaf. In that 

position the wings, which are folded up, rest on the upper side of the leaf and the 

edge of the leaf is wedged in between the wing and the abdomen which is almost 
entirely submerged in water. The eggs are then extruded one by one and the base 

of the egg, as it emerges from the abdomen, is fixed on to the leaf.” (Iyengar, 1933). 

The free micropylar end of the egg is drawn out into a long point (not a branched 
process as in some species of the allied American subgenus Tatmiorhynchzts) , and on 

dehiscence the shell splits into two across the middle. 
The species of Mansonioides are amongst the most blood-thirsty of all African 

mosquitoes, attacking man both inside and outside houses. Davis and Philip (1931) 
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found by precipitin tests that the blood-meals of T. nfricanz~ gave positive reactions 

only for human blood, and Kerr (1933) found that both T. african~s and ~nifornzis 

definitely preferred human blood. Though mainly nocturnal in their activities (Kerr, 
1933) they also bite freely by day (Hopkins, MS.). 

Taeniorhynchus (Mansonioides) africanus Theobald) (Pl. 3, fig. I I.) c 

PnmPlites nfricnm ‘rheobnld, Non. Cul. 2, p. 187 ( I~OI). 

Mnmonioidcs nfricmtus Etlwmls, Bull. Ent. Rcs. 3, p. 378 (1912) and 4, p. 5' (1913) ; Ingram, 
Bull. Ent. Rcs. 3, p. 76 (1912) ; Inq-aln and ~Iactic, Bull. Ent. Res. 8, p. 137 (1917) ; Dyar, 
Inset. Inscit. 13, p. 43 (1925) ; Connal, Bull. Ent. Res. 19, p. 293 (1928) ; Schwetz, Rev. Zool. 
-%fr. 18, p. 311 (1930) ; Ed\v_;trds, Bull. Ent. Res. 21, p. 541 (1930). 

Jlamollin majo?’ Theobald, Mon. Cul. 3, p. 270 (1903). 

TYPKS.--nf~tcnlzn, 2 in B.M., Chirorno, X~asalnnd ; mzjo~, 2 in B.X., Bahr-el-Ghazal. 

,I mosquito of medium size, distinguished from most other Culicines by the very 

broad wing-scales which are of mixed colours, dark and light ; from the few species 

of other genera with somewhat similar wing-scales (A~&~zyin, Ficalbin mediolineata, 

Aides fwcifer, etc.) it may be distinguished at once by the six white rings of the hind 

tarsi, these rings occurring at the base of each segment and in the middle of the first 
segment. 

Differs from the allied T. (,V.) z~niforlnis in having the pale scales of the scutum 

aggregated into spots but not forming stripes ; in the more sharply defined and 
whiter markings of the femora ; and in the markings of the tibiae being in the form 
of sharply defined white spots. 

P Head dark, clothed with dark erect scales (rather shorter than those of sub- 

genus Cogztillettidia) and whitish decumbent scales ; a few broad flat scales at sides. 
Proboscis with a broad yellowish band in middle ; some yellowish scales at tip, but 

basal and apical fourths mostly dark. Palpi about one-third as long as proboscis, 
clothed mostly with dark scales but white at tip. Tori and clypeus brownish, bare. 

Thorax with integument brownish, darker above. Scutum clothed mainly with dark 

brown scales ; three groups of pale greyish scales towards each side, one on the 
shoulder, one behind this, the third and largest above wing-base ; usually another 
patch of greyish scales in front of the pre-scutellar space, and similar scales on scu- 

tellum. Pleurae with patches of flat white scales on upper and lower sternopleura and 

on upper part of mesepimeron ; a few such scales mixed with bristles on post-spira- T 
cular area. Some narrow whitish scales on pp?z. Abdomen mainly dark brown 

above ; usually with median dorsal patches of yellowish-white scales on tergites 

1-3 (or r-2) ; tergite 7 mostly white-scaled ; lateral apical patches of pure white 

scales on tergites 2-6, usually very small on 4, larger and often visible dorsally on 
3, 5 and 6 ; in addition tergites j and 6 have creamy-yellow basal lateral patches ; 
venter clothed with creamy-yellow scales. Legs dark brown with sharply defined 
white markings. Femora each with five white marks on anterior surface (most 

distinct on hind pair, Fig. 30, c), the first near base, the fifth forming a narrow ring 

some distance before tip. Tibiae each with 7-9 white spots in a row on anterior 

surface, separate from one another but some larger than others and tending to form 

complete rings. Tarsi with white rings at base and in middle of first segment ; in 

the case of the hind tarsi the basal white ring includes a black patch on the upper 
surface. Segments 2-3 of front and middle tarsi and z -5 of hind tarsi each with a 
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white basal ring 2-3 times as long as diameter of segment. Il’ilzgs (Fig. 30, a) with 

scattered light yellowish scales, usually almost as numerous as the dark brown ones. 

Ovipositor (Fig. 31, b) : Teeth of eighth tergite as shown in figure ; each half of the 

large eighth sternite deeply notched at tip. 
3. Kesembles 9 in ornamentation, Palpi as noted for the subgenus ; two narrow 

white rings on long segment and one at base of penultimate segment ; the small 



T_~ENIOIIHY-SCHUS (~I_~SSOSIOII)ES) UNIFORMIS IOj 

terminal segment clothed with white scales. Tevllli~lnlin : Coxite with a row of 

S-ro strong, almost spine-like bristles on internal tergal border. Style flattened, 

cur\-ed, pointed, hairy on external border distall>-. Basal arm of coxite pale, not 
or scarcely reachin g beyond end of paraprocts, with a small, pale, spine at tip. 
l’hallosome about as broad as long. 

IT7iq-leqth 3-5 mm. ; al-eraging about 4.5 mm. 
I)istvihzlfio~z.-~Z’idelv distributed and common throughout tropical r2frica, except 

in hea\-ilv forested regions. (;AMBIA. LIRERI;I. SIERR;~ LEONE. (;OLL) COAST. 

NIGERIA1 I Northern and southern provinces ; shore of Lake Chad. ~ELGIhN CONGO : 
Numerous localities in lowlands and in Katanga and Kivu. CG_WD.A : Numerou.; 

localities. SL~D.U : \l’hite and Blue Sile, Baler el (;hazal, Juba, El Fasher, etc. 

IiISxY,~ : Kisumu ; \\‘itu ; \Vangi ; Nzoia ; T,ake Rudolf. TASG_XSYIKA : Kibanga ; 
Kondoa. r\;Y;ls m_is 1) : Numerous localities. S~RTHER~~ kkoDesI_l : Luangwa 
K. ; ;Ilburuma. ~~~YSSINIA : Lake Zwai. KECHVA?\;AL~~ND : I,. Kgami. SAITAx : 
Durban. 7r~c_\ss\\.~~_~~ : Onderstepoort. ;St-r>LxwD : Xanyana, Empangeni. 

1’~. nigerrimus ‘T!~cobalcl. 

Differs from typical nfricmz~s only in its darker colour. 1Vhite marks on femora 
smaller ; white rings on tarsi narrow, being but little longer than broad. Livings 

wit11 fewer pale scales ; in some specimens almost all the scales dark. Terminalia 

as in the QTpical form. 

I)istvib2ctiolc.-U(;~~~~~~ : Xpumu (BYlice) ; Kafu River, Hoima-Kampala Rd. 
and Mabira Forest, Chagwe (Sensle) ; Entebbe (Mc?fSn$ ; Iiome Kale (HnWXck). 

T .YsG_wYIli.% : Baraka (B&s). 

Taeniorhynchus (Mansonioidesr uniformis ‘!‘l~co;,.~lc!:, {Pl. 3, fig. 10.) 

(IO~ll. 
I’rl~:o#litc,r t~j~‘lca~lus vu. ~CV~YSUS Theol~.~ld, ,IlOll. Clil. 2, p. 1st) (I’):,I~. 

.l/tcilrnlz 111 III’LI’(IIII’SCil\i.\ Dvlr In5i,c. Inivit. I ‘ , ;, 1’. 4.; (IO’jJ. 

-r\ I’ES.--lfllifi)i.l)~lS, p In 13.11., Qullon, Tr,~\.,mcore, s. Iil(lla ; /“‘C’L’I’5IIS, f 111 1%. M., %olrlb;l, XT~‘,l4- 

land : Irznvqllrscltrls, 3 111 \Vashington, I,ourenqo 2I;lrquc’5. 

Differs from T. nfvicanitls as follows . . Pale scales of thorax usually with a greenish 

tint and forming broad continuous sublateral stripes ; frequently also a median 
stripe of similar scales extending forwards for some distance from ante-scutellar 

space without reaching front margin. Markings on femora less distinct ; hind 

femora (Fig. 30, b) estensil-ely whitish below on basal half of anterior surface. Tibia1 

markings of a creamy tint, not pure white ; on anterior surface of middle and hind 

tibiae the pale spots tend to run together into streaks, on the middle tibia especially 

sometimes forming a continuous pale stripe. Ovipositor (Fig. 31, a) : Teeth of eighth 

tergite differing slightly in arrangement ; halves of eighth sternite entire. 2 Ternzi- 

zzalin : Easal arm of cosite longer and more strongly chitinized than in ,11. africana, 
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reaching almost to end of coxite, with a long, stout, dark terminal appendage, whiclt 

is bifid at the tip. Phallosome considerably longer than broad. 
Distribz&n.-This species is almost or quite as widely spread in Africa as M. 

africana, the two frequently occurring together. GAMBIA : Bathurst, Kulaw. 

SIERRA LEONE. GOLD COAST : Accra ; Weshiang. NIGERIA : Many records from both 
northern and southern provinces. BELGL~N CONGO : Boma, Leopoldville, Stanley- 

ville, Elisabethville, etc. UGANDA : Widespread. SUDAX : Pibor, Sobat, Lado, 

Zeraf, Fasher, Khandak, etc. ABYSSINIA : Lake Zwai, etc. KENYX : Nzoia IX., L. 

Gango ; Malindi. TANGANYX~ : Usumbura (B&s) ; Kondoa (Zunzpt). ZANZIBAK 

(Adevs). ANGOLA (W&man). MOZAMBIQUE : Delagoa Bay ; Lourenqo Marques. 
NYASALAND : many records. BECHU~~NALAND : L. Xgami. NATAL : Durban. 

TRANSVAAL : Onderstepoort, occasional. ZULULLAND (&V’anZ). MADAGASCAR : 

Tananarive (Lamborn). 
Outside the Ethiopian region Jf. uniformis has been found in India, Ceylon, 

Malaya, Borneo, Java, Sumatra, Papua, Solomon Is., Northern Territory of Australia, 

Queensland, North and South China, Formosa, Japan. 

AEDES Meigen. 

. ISeschr. Lur. Dipt. I, p. 13 (1818); Dy-ar and Knab, J. X.1-. Ent. Sot. 14, 
Edwards, Gcn. Ins. Cul. p. 12() (1932). 

GENOTYPE.-A. ciwrez4.s .\feigen (Europe). 

The large and cosmopolitan genus At?des includes a great diversity of species and 

is not easy to define as a whole. All species of AtYdes possess post-spiracular bristles, 

but such bristles are also present in Eretmapodites and in the subgenus Mansonioides 
of Taeniorhynchus. Nearly all species of Aides possess scales on the paratergites, 

and such scales are never found in any other African genus, but they are absent in 

the subgenera Skusea and Banksinella and in a few species of Stegomyia and AZdi- 
wzo~~!G’zz~s. Nearly all female Aifdes have some or all of the claws toothed, but this is 

also the case in Eretmapodites, and on the other hand Aifdes pewzbaensis and one or 

two other species of AZdes have simple claws. Most female AZdes have the abdomen 

somewhat pointed at the tip, the eighth segment being retractile, but this is by no 
means always obvious. 

Head.-Eyes usually separated above by a narrow line, sometimes wider apart, 

with a scaly area between them. Scaling of vertex various. Orbital bristles in a 

continuous row. Proboscis not swollen at tip in either sex. Palpi of $ very variable 

in form according to the subgenus ; but in all ,4frican subgenera approaching or 

sometimes exceeding the proboscis in length. Antennae in $ usually if not always 

somewhat shorter than proboscis, plumose, with the last two segments elongate. 
Antennae in 9 with first flagellar segment not longer than second. 

Thorax.-a@ well separated and bristly. Dorso-central bristles usually present, 

but sometimes reduced to a few on posterior part of scutum (subgenus Stegowzyia) or 

even absent (subgenus Dun&us). Paratergite narrow, usually bearing scales which 

may be broad or narrow. Several strong posterior pronotal and several post-spira- 

cular bristles present, but no spiracular ; pre-alar and upper mesepimeral numerous, 



lower mesepimeral present or absent. Postnotum always bare. Pleurae usually 
extensively scaly. 

Legs moderately slender ; femora and tibiae with some scattered bristles but 
these usually short and inconspicuous. Hind tibia on inner side at tip with a close-set 
row of hairs. Fourth tarsal segment not shortened in Q. First hind tarsal segment 
shorter than tibia. Claws of front and middle legs of $ unequal, usually each wit11 

one tooth (a few species of subgenus Stegomyia are exceptional) ; claws of Q usuaIl>- 
toothed, at least on front and middle legs. Pulvilli absent or hair-like, never broad 
and distinct. 

Wings with the scaling very variable according to the species ; scales on under 

surface long and narrow, those on upper surface (except vein z) usually short and 
broad. Microtrichia distinct. Fork of vein 2 usually about as long as its stem, 

seldom much longer or shorter ; 6 ending well beyond base of fork of j. Squama 
fringed. 

Abdomen with lateral lobes of first tergite nearly always scaly, even when (as is 

frequently the case) the greater part of the tergite is clothed with hairs only. 

3. Terminalia varying in structure in different subgenera, but with the styles 

articulating more or less horizontally and paraprocts simple, often sharply pointed 

but without teeth or hairs at the tip. 
Q. Terminalia showing subgeneric differences, but nearly all AEdes have the 

following features in common : Eighth segment more or less retractile (sometimes 

completely so), with a wide membrane separating it from the seventh. Ninth tergitc 

usually shield-shaped and longer than broad (a feature found in no other African 

genus). Cerci more or less elongate, longer than post-genital plate, set nearly verti- 

cally. Post-genital plate elongate, its bare basal part narrow but well-sclerotized 

and fused with cowl. No definite atria1 plates, but cowl expanded on each side at 

base. Spermathecae (with rare exceptions) three in number, spherical, one slightly 

larger than the others. 
The genus At?des is divided into rather numerous subgenera which are based 

primarily on the structure of the male terminalia and the form of the male palpi. 

These subgenera fall into two main groups. In the first of these groups (represented 
in i4frica by Mucidus, Ochlerotatus and Finlaya ; see Figs. 31 and 35) claspettes are 

present and are normally in the form of a finger-like process, bearing a hooked blade 
at its tip, arising from the base of the coxite on the sternal side ; also at the base of 

the coxite, but on its tergal side and separated from the claspette by the mem- 

branous area which extends along the inner face of the coxite from base to tip, is a 

more or less developed basal lobe ; the phallosome is undivided, scoop-shaped, and 

without teeth. In the second group (represented in Africa by Stegomyia, --lidi- 
mo@hus, Banksinella, Diceromyia and Dwnzius) structures corresponding with the 

claspettes are indeed present, but are more in the form of a hairy basal lobe or plaque, 
never a finger-like process with a hooked appendage ; this basal plaque is separated 

from the coxite itself by membrane instead of forming part of it ; the membranous 

area on the inner face of the coxite may be less extensive ; the phallosome is divided 

into lateral plates which are variously toothed. Some small and anomalous sub- 

genera do not fit easily into either of these groups, Skusea being the only one of these 

occurring in Africa. 



Most if not all the subgenera of A?&s include blood-sucking species, many of these 

being troublesome pests of man and domestic animals. In contrast with species of 

some other genera (such as C&x and Tne~~ziovlzy~~clzz~~), most of the blood-sucking 

Aisles feed either at dusk or in shady places during the day : they are seldom active 

during the night. 

So far as known the eggs of _-1i;lfes are always laid singly and often above water- 

le\-el or in dry l~ollo~s ; they are usually capable of surviving prolonged periods of 

desiccation, extending in some cases to selreral years. 

I. Claspettes present, consisting of a columnar stem and a terminal blade ; phallo- 
sonle simple and scoop-shaped (Figs. 34, 35) . . . . . . 2. 

Claspettes absent or otherwise formed . . . . . . . 4. 
C’rc).is-vein 4-5 just beyond 3-4 and clouded (Fig. 32) . . , ~142ICidZI.s (1’. IO<)). 
C’ross-vein 4-j well before 3-3 and unclouded . . . . . . 3. 
Coxite with basal lobe . . . . . . . 0ChlWOtdZt.S (p. I I j). 

Coxite without definite basal lobe (apart from claspette) . . F-is&zyn (p. 119). 
Coxite short and rounded, Lvith complex subapical lobe ; phallosome a simple 

tube : eighth tergite very large and bristly (Fig. 67) . . SKwsen (p. 222). 

Cosite longer, with basal lobe ; phallosome divided into lateral toothed plates ; 
eighth tergite not unusually developed . . . . . . . 5. 

Palpi (Fig. 59) with a single upturned hairy segment beyond shaft, rarely with 
a nipple-like terminal segment ; style subterminal . . Bnd?sinelZn (p. 201). 

l’alpi with two distinct segments beyond shaft, terminal segment rarely much 
shorter than penultimate ; style terminal . . . . . . 6. 

Palpi slender, upturned and bare ; acrostichal bristles absent (except in A. 

7ittnZzr.s) ; scales of vertex and scutellum broad . . . . . 7. 
Palpi (Fig. 4-j) \vith last two segments more or less thickened, hairy and down- 

turned (except in 0. gibbi?zsi, which has scales of vertex and scutellum 

narrow).; acrostichal bristles present ; style modified or its spine sub- 

terminal . . , . . . . . . . . . 8. 
Style with one terminal’ spine ; tarsi white ringed . . Stegonz~~ia (p. I 25). 

Style with many spines ; tarsi dark . . . . . . DLWL~~Z~S (P. 2 18). 

Coxite with scale-tuft ; lower mesepimeral bristles present ; J!@Z with broad 
scales . . . llicevowyia (p. 214). 

Coxite without scale-tuft ; lower mesepimeral bristles absent ; pp?z with narrow 
scales 

FEXIALES. 

Cross-vein 4-5 just beyond 3--4 and clouded (Fig. 32) 
Cross-vein 4-5 before 3-4 and unclouded (Fig. 53) 
One or more lower mesepimeral bristles present . 
No lower mesepimeral bristles . . . . 
Claws simple ; tarsi dark . . . . . 
Claws toothed as usual ; tarsi white-ringed . . 
Scales of vertex and scutellum narrow. . . 
Scales of \-ertex ant1 scutellum broad . . . 
Tibiae white-ringed . . . . . . 
Tibiae not white-ringetl . 

. A2dimoYph?4s (p. Ij6). 

. . IT!!uCidzlS (p. 109). 

6. 
. SKzlsea (p. 222). 

4. 
0clzZe~otatlf.s (caballz~s~ (p. 117). 

r 

. Slegomyia (uittutzh) (p. 15;;: 
. Dicevonz~~ia (p. 214). 
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bearing one or more strong bristles ; claspettes well developed with flattened appen- 
dage ; style long, simple, with long terminal spine ; phallosome scoop-shaped, simple, 

without teeth. $! T erminalia (Fig. G 9, k, 1) : Eighth segment narrow and completely 
retractile, tergite well sclerotized (not membranous as in the American genus Posro- 

@horn), sternite notched in middle but sides not produced into flaps. Ninth tergite 

elongate, almost as long as cerci, deeply emarginate posteriorly but not at all ante- 
riorly, weakly sclerotized in middle line. Insula transverse, with four longish 

setae. Cerci long and narrow. Post-genital plate not notched. 

The African species of this genus are large mosquitoes with very distinctive 

ornamentation, the long and often twisted scales of the mesonotum and the erect 

scales of the legs giving them a mouldy appearance. 
There are few records of blood-sucking by members of this subgenus, but Nie- 

schultz, Bedford and Du Toit (19x4) note that scatophagoides “ fed readily on horses 
and took up a surprisingly large quantity of blood.” 

Hopkins (MS., 1932) wrote regarding ,4, (M.) mucidus in Uganda : “ Eggs laid by 

fertilized females after three blood meals failed to hatch in the laboratory ; they 

probably require to be dried. Eggs were large and laid singly.” 

KEY TO ETHIOPIAN SPECIES OF SUBGENUS MUCIDUS. 

Front tibia with three distinct white rings of about equal breadth, at base, 
middle and tip . . . . . . . scato~hagoides Theo. (p. I IO). 

Front tibia broadly white at tip, without a median white ring . . . 2. 
Second and third segments of hind tarsi only rather narrowly white at base ; 

costa largely yellow . . . . . . mz&dus Karsch. (p. 112). 

Third segment of hind tarsi white except at tip ; costa dark . . . . 3. 
Second segment of hind tarsi more than half brown . nigewimus Theo. (p. 113). 

Second segment of hind tarsi white except at tip . . . grahami Theo. (p. 114). 

ASdes (Mucidus) scatophagoides Theobald. 

Jlz~cidzts scataphngoides Theobald, Mon. Cul. I, p. 277 (1901). 
~lllzuzidus scatophnqoides Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 2, p. 246 (1911) and Ind. J. Jfed. Res. IO, p. 450 

(1972) ; Barraud, Ind. J. Med. lies. 16, p. 1053 (1929). 
.lcd~‘s (AUz~ccdus) scatophagoidcs Barraud, Fauna Brit. Ind. Dipt. j, p. I4j (1934). 

Jlucidus sztdarzens~s Theobald, Third Rept. Wellc. Lab., p. 252 (1908). 

‘T~:~Es.-~cntoplza~o~~es, 2 9 in B.&I., 1lyingyan, Burma, and ,Moradabad, N.-W.P., India ; 
sudamrtsis, $? in B.M., Upper \~Xite Nile. 

Differs conspicuously from the other three African species of the subgenus in the 

markings of the front and middle tibiae, which are only rather narrowly white at the 
tip and have a white ring in the middle ; in the almost smooth front tibiae ; in 
the presence of a white ring in the middle of the first tarsal segment of all legs ; and 

in many other details. 

9. Head with the erect forked scales very long and narrow, pale yellowish in colour. 
White scales forming a narrow border to eyes all rather broad, even on vertex. 

Proboscis with the scales on about the distal half decumbent and yellow, on proximal 
half roughened and darker. Palpi about two-thirds as long as proboscis, with scales 

of mixed colours, except on terminal segment, where they are all white. Thorax 
with the mesonotal scales mostly white, woolly in appearance, some long white 
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scales forming three or four pairs of tufts ; shorter dark scales give a mottled appear- 
ance to the thorax, a patch on each side towards front especially noticeable. Abdomegb 
with the scales on tergites 2-4 white in middle and on sides at base, mostly yellow 
posteriorly, with a more or less evident pair of dark patches towards base . tergites 
s-7 mostly or all white ; scales at sides of tergites 2-6 much roughened, especially 
posteriorly, al1 scales on 7 decumbent. Legs {Fig. 33, a) with all femora dark, rather 

narrowly white at base and tip, and with two more or less distinct narrow white rings 
in between ; tibiae all yellowish-brown, with white rings of moderate width at base 
middle and tip ; scales of front tibiae very little roughened ; tarsi all yellowish: 
brown, with six white rings of about equal width, one at base of each segment and 
one in middle of first segment, Wi~tgs (Fig. 32, a) with scales on base of costa and 
stem vein and on extreme bases of other veins white ; costa otherwise mainlv yellow - 
first vein with most of distal half yellow, also distal half of upper branch of second 
vein ; other veins mottled ; third vein heavily scaled above as well as below ; scales 
usually fairly numerous on stem of lower fork. 
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d. Resembles 9 in ornamentation, but wings less clearly marked. Palpi exceeding 

proboscis by rather more than the length of the last segment, which is very much 

swollen and slightly longer than the penultimate ; plumes dense and mostly yellow ; 
scales mostly yellow, white at bases of segments and in middle of shaft. Tevmiszalia 

(Fig. 34, a) : Appendage of style somewhat stouter than in the other species ; basal 
lobe of coxite moderately large, rounded, with numerous stiff hairs, among which 

the two spines are inconspicuous ; phallosome with a remarkable flange at the tip ; 
appendage of harpago slender and pointed. 

Wing-lengtlz 6-6.5 mm. 

L)istriblltio~~.-G~~slil : Bathurst (Liwq!wal 5’. 7’. M.). GOLD COAST : Ada (H. 
France) ; Accra (O’Brien). S. NIGERIA : Lokoja (Watson) ; Gadau (Tn$or). NELC;IAN 

CONGO : Banana (Wanson). UGXKDA : locality uncertain (&!oJ%t) ; Butiaba (per 

Hopkins). Suuxr\; : Upper \Vhite Xile (King) ; Khartoum, on train from El Obeid 

(San. Imp.). ?Y’YASAL.~ND: Chiromo (Old) ; Cholo and Ruo (Jj700d). ~~OZXMBIQVE 

(.11&r). TRANSVAAL : Pretoria (Redford). S. RHODESIA : Salisbury (Cw%hevtsoz). 

-4. scatophagoides is also widely distributed through India, Burma and Cq-lon. 

Aedes (Mucidus) mucidus Karsch. 

Czilex v~ztcidz~ Karsch, Ent. Nachr. p. rj (1887). 
_Uuccdus rnucidzts ‘~heobald tin part], ILlon. Cul. I, p. 272 (1901) ; Edwards iin part], 151111. Ent. 

Res. 2, p. 246 (1911) and Ind. J. Jlrld. Res. IO, p. Jj(> (1922). 

TYPE.--_S! in l3erlin Alus., Dela~oa Bay. 

Resembles /l. scatophogoides in its largely yellow costa, but differs conspicuously 

in the ornamentation of the front and middle tibiae, which are broadly white at the 
tip but otherwise largely black, without a median white ring ; first tarsal segment 

also without median white ring. Differs from the two related species (and resembles 

A. scatophagoides) in having only rather narrow white rings on both the second and 
third segments of the hind tarsi. 

9. Head much as in J. scatophagoides, but palpi rather longer, fully three-quarters 
as long as proboscis. Thorax much as in A. scatophagoides. L4bdovze~t similar, but 

all scales on tergite 6 as well as 7 close-lying. Legs (Fig. 33, c) : Femora much as in 

A. scatophagoides. Tibiae with the brown scales much darker, on front and middle 

tibiae almost black ; scales of front tibiae almost as much roughened as on the other 
pairs ; front tibia with nearly the distal half snow white, proximal half blackish 

except for a narrow white ring at base ; middle tibia similar but the white tip less 
extensive ; hind tibia with three white rings as in ,4. scatophagoides. Front and 

middle tarsi almost uniformly brownish-yellow, with only a few white scales at base 

of first segment. Hind tarsi with segment I narrowly white at base, then brownish- 
yellow, then blackish on about the distal half ; 2-s each with a white ring at base, on 
z occupying about one-third and on 3 less than one-half of the length of the segment 
Wings much as in A. scatophagoides, but costa with rather more dark scales on basal 

half ; third vein with almost all the scales yellow, those on upper surface noticeabl!T 
fewer and smaller than in A. scatophagoides. 

5. Resembles Q. Palpi exceeding proboscis by length of last segment, which is 

much less swollen than in A. scatophagoides : plumes mostly yellowish, scales mostlg- 
yellow: with white wings as in A. scatophagoides ; scales on last segment roughened. 
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Terminalia (Fig. 34, b) much resembling those of A. scatophagoides ; phallosome 
narrowed at tip and with a somewhat similar but less developed flange. 

Wing-length 5-8 mm., most specimens in British Museum about 7.5 mm. 
Distrib~tion.-Uc,4ND,4 : Madi (Caq!xnteY) ; Lira (Hopki~~s) ; Jinj a (Gibbins). 

NATAL : Durban (Gz~inxuis, 1857). MOZAMBIQUE : Delagoa Bay (Karsch). 
Note-The original description of Culex mucidus would seem to apply better to 

E‘lG. 33.-Terminalia, with claspette and phallosome shown separately to larger scale, of ~Ii;des (Jlzwidus) 
SPP. a. scatophagoide?. b. mucidus. c. nigevrimus. Cl. grahami. 

this species than to A. nigerrimus, because Karsch describes the front margin of the 
wing as yellow and the middle three segments of the hind tarsi as white on the 
basal half. 

AGdes (Mucidus) nigerrimus Theobald. 

Mucidus nigerrin~us Theobald, Ann. Trop. Med. 7, p. jg I (19 I 3). 

TYPE.-_S in Liverpool, Wadelai, Lado, Sudan. 

9. Much resembles A. mucidus, differing as follows : Head with the erect forked 

scales dark brown ; palpi with white scales predominating on distal half. Thorax 

rather darker, with white scales less conspicuous. Abdomen with tergites 2-4 

extensively dark brown at sides, white scales tending to form a continuous mid-dorsal 

stripe. Legs similar to those of A. mucidus, but femora darker ; white ring in middle 
of hind tibia obsolete ; front and middle tarsi with a more or less distinct white 

8 
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ring at base of second segment ; hind tarsi with nearly half of the second and about 
four-fifths of the third segment white. Wings darker than in A. mucidus ; no definite 
white-scaled area at base ; costa and first vein mainly dark, with a small yellow 
area at tip extending on to tip of upper branch of second vein, and sometimes with 
a second larger but less clearly defined yellow area beyond middle. Stem of lower 
fork bare or almost so. Third vein mainly dark and fairly densely scaly. 

$. Resembles 9, but wings not so dark and with markings less defined. Palpi 
exceeding proboscis by length of last segment, which is scarcely thickened ; plumes 
mostly light brownish ; scales mostly white, with a heavy sprinkling of black, but 
no yellow ones. Terminalia (Fig. 34, c) : Lobe of coxite less developed than in the 
other three species, with only a few hairs, so that the two spines appear more con- 
spicuous. Phallosome smoothly rounded at tip, not narrowed and without flange. 

Wing-Length 5-7.5 mm. 
Distribzttion.-MOZAMBIQUE : Delagoa Bay (Sant’ Anna). KENYA : Kakamega 

(Symes) . UGANDA : Kampala (Ho@ns) ; Jinja (Gibbins). BELGIAN CONGO : 
Lake Albert (Schwetx). SUDAN : Lado (King). 

Aedes (Mucidus) grahami Theobald. 

Mucidus africanus Theobald, Mon. Cul. I, p. 274 (‘goI) [net Aides (Stegomyia) africana Theobald 
IgoI] ; Edwards, Ind. J. Med. Res. IO, p. 450 (1922). 

LUucidus grahami Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 127 (1910). 
Atides (&‘z~ciilus) gmhami Edwards, Gen. Ins. 194, p. 134 (1932). 

TYPES.-af?kanU.s, 9 in B.&I., Old Calabar ; gmhami, 9 in B.M., Obuasi, Ashanti. 

9. Resembles A. nigerrimz4s in most respects, notably in its dark wings with 
only a small yellow spot near tip of costa, differing as follows : Head with the scales 
forming the orbital row quite narrow, except those towards the sides, which are 
broader (this forming a rather clear distinction from the other three species). Thorax 
darker ; to the naked eye the whitish mesonotal scales (in perfect specimens) form 
a vaguely lyre-shaped mark, enclosing a median dark stripe. Abdomen with the 
scales towards posterior margin of sixth tergite more roughened. Legs (Fig. 33> b) : 
Hind tarsi with the scales of the first segment more uniformly dark (except for the 
white ring at base) ; second and third segments each white, with the tip only narrowly 
brown. Wings (Fig. 32, b) much as in A. nigerrimus. 

$. Resembles 9. Palpi much as in A. aigerrimus, but scales on shaft largely 
yellow, with white areas at base and middle. Terminalia (Fig. 34, d) : Coxite rather 
broader than in the other species ; basal lobe well developed and hairy. Harpago 
rather shorter than in the other species, with the appendage more strongly chitinized 
and rather broader (but evidently subject to some variation). Phallosome rounded 
at tip, as in A. nnigerrimus. 

Distribution.-CAMERooNs : Missellele (Zum$t). NIGERIA : Old Calabar (Annett) ; 
Lagos (Anderson) ; Ibadan (Lamborn). GOLD COAST : Obuasi (Graham). BELGIAN 
CONGO : Stanleyville (S&we&) ; Boma (Nicolay). UGANDA : Jinja (Gibbins). 
SIERRA LEONE (Smith). KENYA : Kabwach (TeesdaZe). 

Variation. -Two rather distinct forms occur, possibly to be regarded as distinct 
varieties or even species. In the darker form (represented by the type of A. grahami 

and a series of specimens in the British Museum from Kenya, Uganda and the Congo) 
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the wings are very dark indeed, with the pale fringe spots obsolete or even absent ; 
the white tip of the front tibia occupies only about one-third of the length of the 

tibia, and there is sometimes a trace of a white ring in the middle of the dark part. 

In the lighter form (represented by the type of africanus and by some other female 

specimens from Nigeria and Sierra Leone) the wings are not so dark, with distinct 

pale spots in the fringe as in the other species ; the white tip of the front tibia 
occupies fully two-fifths of the length of the tibia (as in A. mztcidus and A. nigerrimus) 
and there are no white scales in the dark area. 

FIG. 3 j.-Ternlinalia of .-l P&s (Ochlerotntus) spp. a-c. cnbdlus. 
c. claspette more enlarged.) 

d. frycri. (b. cosite from inside ; 

Subgenus OCHLEROTATUS Lynch Arribalzaga. 

Oclzlerotntt~s Lynch Arribalzaga, Rev. 11~s. La Plats, 2, p. 143 (1891) ; Edwards, Gen. Ins. Cul. 
P. I3j (1932). 

GESOTYPE.-0. conjwtntus L. A. (S. America). 

Decumbent scales of vertex and scutellum narrow, Proboscis slender, longer than 

front femora. Dorso-central and acrostical bristles present ; lower mesepimeralc 
present or absent. Wings with cross veins unclouded and normal in position, 4-5 before 
3-4. Palpi of $ as long as or longer than proboscis, last two segments subequal, 

downturned and hairy. Palpi of ? usually less than a quarter as long as proboscis. 

3 Terminalia (Fig. 35) : Coxite long; claspettes present in addition to basal lobe; 

style long, slender, flattened, with terminal spine; phallosome simple, smooth, scoop- 

shaped. 12 t erminalia very much as in subgenus Mucidm ; eighth segment narrow 

and completely retractile; its sternite rather small and not produced at sides ; insula 

narrow and transverse, with 4 or 6 setae ; ninth tergite elongate ; cerci long and 
narrow ; postgenital plate not or very little notched ; according to Cjullin’s figures 
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the American species are all very similar, and most of them have the anterior margin 

of the ninth tergite more or less notched and the posterior margin of the eighth 

sternite straight, thus differing from M~cidzts. 
The species of this subgenus, though with fairly uniform terminalic structure, 

exhibit a good deal of diversity in vestiture and ornamentation. In most of the 

rather numerous South American species (including the genotype) there are no scales 

on the paratergite, the metameron, the base of the hind coxa, or the lateral lobes of 
the first abdominal tergite. The species of the group of A. taeniorhynchus Wied. 
(to which the African A. fryeri belongs) have few or no scales on the paratergite and 

none on the metameron or base of hind coxa, but fairly numerous scales on the lateral 
lobes of the first tergite. Most of the holarctic species, including A. caspius, have 
a more extensive scale development ; the paratergites, lateral lobes of first tergite 

and base of hind coxa are densely scaly, and there are usually fairly numerous scales 
in a patch on the metameron, this last being a unique feature, as the metameron in 

other genera of mosquitoes and so far as I have observed in other subgenera of Aides 
is always bare. The African A. cabaZZus and the South American A. albofasciatus 

are related to the holarctic species. In some species (as for example A. +zctor 
Kirby and A. caballus Theo.) scales are present on the membrane between the front 

coxa and the sternopleura, which again is unusual. 

The subgenu s is extremely poorly represented in the Ethiopian region, only 
three species occurring ; as indicated in the above remarks they are not at all nearly 

related. They are tabulated under the subgenus A6dimorphus (p. 157). A. fryeri 

belongs to the small CuZiceZsa group, in which the terminalia differ in several respects 
from normal Ochlerotatus. 

AGdes (Ochlerotatus) fryeri Theobald. 

Culiceka fryeri Theobald, Trans. Linn. Sot. London, 15 (I), p. 84 (1912). 
Oclzlerotatus fryeri Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 7, p. 218 (1917). 

TYPE.--S) in B.M., Aldabra I. 

A small species with speckled wings and legs and with the tarsal segments basally 

ringed with white ; very similar to some species of the subgenus AZdimorphus, from 

which it differs in terminalic structure and in small details of ornamentation. 
Differs from A. (AZdimorphus) fowZeri, the species which it most resembles, in the 

somewhat stouter build and the presence of only a narrow line of pale scales instead 
of a pair of pale spots on the posterior margin of the sixth tergite. 

9. Head.-Decumbent scales of vertex all narrow and mostly pale. Proboscis 
with the distal third entirely dark, proximal two-thirds mostly pale-scaled. Palpi 

barely one-sixth as long as proboscis, dark, with a few white scales at tip (fewer 

than in A. fomleri). Thorax dark brown, scutum mottled with light and dark brown 

scales ; narrow pale scales on scutellum. $@z with broad flat scales in middle, 

some black and some white ; usually the scales towards upper margin are narrow 
but sometimes all are broad. No lower mesepimeral bristles. Abdomen dark brown 

above ; tergites with white basal bands which do not quite reach the sides, and also 
with whitish spots at mid-length on each side ; tergites 6 and 7 with posterior 

margins narrowly white scaled. Legs dark ; femora and tibiae heavily sprinkled 
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with pale scales ; first three segments of anterior tarsi and all segments of hind tarsi 
with narrow white basal rings. Wings with a moderate sprinkling of white scales 
on most of the veins, except the costa, which is entirely dark. 

6. Resembles 9. Palpi scarcely as long as proboscis ; last two segments hairy, 
subequal in length, together two-thirds as long as shaft segment, with narrow white 

rings at base. Terminalia (Fig. 35, d) : Coxites rather stout, with large hairy basal 

plaque in addition to a small harpago, basal plaque quite separate from coxite (not 
forming part of tergal portion of coxite as does the basal lobe in most Ochlerotatus), 

and membranous area of coxite not reaching the tip ; harpago with a stout seta 
at its tip ; style with short and very stout terminal spine ; paraprocts with two or 
three blunt teeth at tip ; phallosome smooth and scuttle-shaped as in other species 

of the subgenus. 
Wing-length 3-3.5 mm. 

Distribution. -ALDABRAI.: (D@ont,Fryer). SEYCHELLES: CosmoledoI (Dupont). 
MADAGASCAR : Majunga (Lamborn). KENYA: Mombasa (Shircore) ; Magogongi 

Swamp, near Witu (Neave). 

AEdes (Ochlerotatus) caballus Theobald. 

Grabhamia caballa Theobald, Entom. 45, p. 93 (1912) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 15, p. 261 
(1925). 

Ochlerotatus chelli Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 5, p. 275 (19x5). 
Aides (Ochlerotatus) chelli Edwards, Ann. S. Afr. Mus. 19, p. 159 (1924). 
A t?des (Ochlerotatus) caballus Edward;, Bull. Ent. Res. 15, p. 270 (rgz5). 

TwEs.-caballa, $2 in Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Onderstepoort ; chelli, 3 9 in B.M., 
Dido, Kenya. 

A rather small species, characterized especially by the colouring of the female 

abdomen, which is mainly creamy, with paired blackish spots on the tergites ; 
proboscis and palpi dark ; hind tarsi with whitish basal rings on the first three 

segments, last two usually all dark. 
9. Head with the decumbent scales of vertex all narrow and pale. Proboscis 

entirely black, without any pale scales even on under side. Palpi black, about 

one-fifth as long as proboscis. Clypeus and tori blackish. Thorax with blackish 

integument ; scutal scales mostly or all pale buff-coloured, somewhat darker towards 
front, but without forming any definite pattern. f@z with narrow pale scales. 

Several lower mesepimeral bristles present. Abdomen with the dorsal surface largely 

creamy ; tergites 2-4 each with a pair of large patches of blackish scales, reaching 
posterior margin, 5 and 6 with smaller dark patches ; sternites mainly pale. Legs 

with the femora and tibiae clothed with creamy and black scales about evenly 

intermixed, the tips black ; all tarsi blackish, normally with narrow white basal 

rings on the first three segments only ; first hind tarsal segment gradually shading 

from pale to dark. Wings with a variable sprinkling of pale scales. 

3. Differs from 9 in having no lower mesepimeral bristles and in the much 

darker colour of the abdominal scaling, tergites z-5 being black with white basal 

bands and only 6-8 having a median white stripe in addition to the basal bands. 
Palpi exceeding proboscis by length of last segment, with dense dark plumes ; scales 

mostly dark but some pale ones distally. TerminaZia (Fig. 35, a-c) : Coxite with 

small basal and apical lobes, the basal lobe with fairly numerous hairs, none of which 
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are modified into spines ; style strap-shaped with long terminal spine as in typical 

species of the subgenus ; harpago of normal form, with flattened blade-like appen- 

dage ; phallosome normal. 

Wing-Zefzgth 3.2-4.5 mm. 

D~~~~~~~~~~~.-TRANsvAAL : Pretoria (Bedford). S. RHODESIA : Shamva and 

Salisbury (Leeson). NATAL : Weenen (Thomasset). CAPE PROVINCE : Mossel Bay, 

Worcester, Swellendam and Ceres (TuJlmer) ; Uitenhage (Cockerell). SOUTH-WEST 

AFRICA : Ovamboland (Barnard) ORANGE FREE STATE : Vaal River (Ingram). 
KENYA : Dido (CheZZ). SUD=~N : Abu Tuba, Kordofan (Rztttledge). 

The species has also been found recently in Persia (Djask). 

I/&&ion.-Specimens from Kenya (types of chelli) and Persia, also from the 

’ Vaal River, have the wing-scales almost uniformly dark, with at most a few pale 

scales on the subcosta and first vein, but females from Natal all show a fairly heavy 

sprinkling of pale scales on all the veins, including the costa ; all these specimens 

agree in having the white rings of the second and third hind tarsal segments quite 

narrow and the fourth hind tarsal segment entirely dark. Males in the British 

Museum from Pretoria differ from the other specimens in the markings of the hind 

tarsi, the rings of the second and third segments being broad, and a narrow white 

ring being present on the fourth segment ; the wing-scales are uniformly dark. 

All three forms agree in terminalic structure. 

AEdes (Ochlerotatus) caspius Pallas. 

Culex cns~ius Pallas, Reise . . Russ. Reichs, I, p. 475 (1771). 

7’aeniorhyncitus nfvicalzus Neveu-Lenmire, Arch. Parasit. 10, p. 271 (Igoj). 

Namonia arabica Giles, J. Trop. Med. p. 130 (x906). 
Aides (Ochkrotatus) caspius Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. IZ, p. 299 (1921) ; Kirkpatrick, Mosq. Egypt, 

P. 79 (1925) ; Barraud, Fauna Brit. Ind. Cul. p. 148 (1933) ; ibInrshal1, Brit. 1Iosq. p. 179 

(19x8). 

TYPES.-cas@.bs, y lost, shores of Caspian Sea ; UfvicaPzus, $? lost, Suez Canal ; arabica, &) in 
B.M., Bahrein I., Persian Gulf. 

Distinguished from the few other Ethiopian mosquitoes with the pale rings of 

the hind tarsi extending across the joints by having the wings heavily sprinkled 

with pale scales. The tarsal markings separate it from A. caballm, which has 

somewhat similar colouring of the abdomen. 

$2. Head with the decumbent scales of vertex all narrow, white in middle, fawn- 

coloured towards sides. Proboscis extensively pale beneath. Palpi largely pale- 

scaled. Thorax : Scutal scales mostly fawn-coloured, normally with two white 

lines running the whole length. apn and p$n scales mostly broad and flat, white. 

Pleurae heavily scaled on most of their surface, even on metameron (a minor feature 

distinguishing this species from all other African Agdes) ; several lower mesepimeral 

bristles. Abdomen with the dorsal surface largely creamy ; white spots at sides, 

visible dorsally in the middle of lateral margin of each segment ; two squarish dark 

spots on each tergite, usually large on the proximal segments, but variable in size 
and sometimes obsolete. Legs with femora and tibiae, also first hind tarsal segment, 

heavily sprinkled with pale scales ; creamy rings extend about equally and rather 

broadly on each side of joints I-Z, 2-3 and 3-4 of hind tarsi, segment 5 entirely 
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creamy-white. Wings with very heavy sprinkling of pale scales on all veins including 
costa. 

$. Similar to $?, but abdominal tergites usually more extensively dark. Ter- 

minalia similar to those of A. cabalhs except that two of the hairs on basal lobe of 
coxite are modified into spines. 

Wing-Length 3-5 mm. 

D&rib&&z.-This is essentially a Palaearctic species, occurring on all the 

European and Mediterranean coasts and also in inland saline areas throughout 
Europe, North Africa and North Asia. It is included among the Ethiopian mosqui- 

toes only because of its spread southwards up the Nile Valley and into Arabia. 

The following are the records from this area : SUDAN : Zeidab (Kiq) ; Wad Medani 
and Gezira (W.P.L.C.). 

Subgenus FINLAYA Theobald. 

Fi~alnya Theobald, Mon. Cul. 3, p. 281 (1903). 

GENOTYPE.-F. poicilia Theobald (Malaya). 

Scaling of vertex and scutellum and other ornamentation very diverse. Proboscis 

slender, longer than front femora. At least a few dorso-central bristles present ; 
acrostichal bristles absent in the African species (though present in the subgenotype 

and in some other Oriental species). Paratergite and lateral lobes of first abdominal 
tergite so far as observed always scaly. Lower mesepimeral bristles absent. Palpi 

of d usually slightly shorter than proboscis ; last two segments rather short, usually 
slightly thickened and downturned, but with few hairs. $ Terminalia very much 

as in M~cid~s and Ochlerotattis ; claspettes equally well developed and similar in form, 

but basal lobe of coxite scarcely indicated. $2 Terminalia (Fig. 6 9, m). Eighth 

segment only partially retractile, compressed ; eighth tergite longer than broad, with 

rounded posterior margin, scaly ; eighth sternite large, somewhat notched in middle, 

but sides not produced, without scales ; ninth tergite elongate, but variable in 

shape in different species (in Zongipalpis as long as cerci, very deeply emarginate 
posteriorly, but entire anteriorly ; in pulchrithorax shorter but completely divided 

into a pair of elongate plates) ; cerci long, but not so long as in Ochlerotatus ; insula 

broader than long, with about 6 setae ; postgenital plate not or scarcely notched. 
The African species of this subgenus are few in number in comparison with those 

of the Oriental region. They fall into two very distinct groups : the wellmanni 

group without metallic markings, and the fulgens group of black species with silvery 

markings on thorax and abdomen, somewhat as in some species of the subgenus 

Stegomyia. Though these groups appear at first sight to have little in common, 

definite evidence of their near relationship may be seen in the structure of the 
terminalia, and in the fact that most of the species have similar markings on the hind 

tarsi-two white rings only, a narrow one on the first and a broader one on the 

second segment. 

. 

None of the African species of this subgenus has been recorded as dangerous or 

troublesome. According to Bauer (1928) A. Zongipalpis and ingrami “ could only 

rarely be induced to bite man.” 
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KEY TO ETHIOPIAN SPECIES OF FINLAYA. 

Metallic silvery markings on thorax and abdomen, including a double row of 
silver scales extending nearly whole length of scutum in middle . . 2. 

No metallic sil~e;vy scales on thorax or abdomen . . . . . . 4. 
Hind tarsi witfintwo white rings, that on segment 2 broad . . . . 3. 
Tarsi all dark . . . . . . . . . monetus Edw. (p. 122). 

Median lobe of scutellum with black scales in middle, silvery scales at sides 
Zongipalpis Griinb. (p. 120). 

All scales on median lobe of scutellum silvery . . . fulgens Edw. (p. 121). 

Scutum with three narrow lines of whitish scales running most of its-length, 
also bordered with whitish scales . . . . . . . . 5. 

Scutum largely clothed with whitish scales, at least on front half, with or without 
a median pair of black stripes ; hind tibia all dark; ppn with narrow scales 
above . . . . . 6. 

Hind tibia white at base beneath ; ppn with broad flat white scales only 
pulchrithorax Edw. (p. 124). 

Hind tibia all dark ; ppn with narrow scales above . . barnardi Edw. (p. 124). 

Few narrow scales on vertex ; wings all dark . . . . . . 
Narrow scales on vertex forming a broad stripe or a large patch . . . i: 
Front tibia with a white posterior stripe ; middle femur with basal half of 

posterior surface all white . . . . . wellmani Theo. (p. 122). 
Front tibia all dark ; middle femur mainly dark posteriorly ingrami Edw. (p. 123). 

Pale scales of scutum yellow ; tip of hind tarsi dark ; base of costa with whitish 
scales embuensis Edw. (p. 123). 

Pale scales of scutum white ; fifth hind tarsal segment at least partly white ; 
wing scales all dark . . . . . . . nyasae Edw. (p. 123). 

Aedes (Finlaya) longipalpis Griinberg. 

Stegomyia longipalpis Griinberg, Zool. Xnz. 29, p. 383 (1905). 
Ochlerotntus longipalpis Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 17 (IgIz), and 7, p. 213 (1917). 
Stegomyia pollinctov Graham, *inn. Msg. Nat. Hist. (8) 5, p. 271 (1910). 
Ringia pollinctor Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 628 (1910). 

TYPES.--Zongipalpis, $J in Berlin, Duala, Camerun ; pollinctor, 69 in B.RI., Lagos. 

An extremely distinctive species with black and silver thorax and metallic blue 

abdomen and legs ; mesonotum with a conspicuous silvery stripe similar to that of 

some species of Harpagomyia ; hind tarsi with a broad white ring on the second 
segment. Differs from the nearly allied A. fdgens in the less elongate palpi of the 

female and in the scaling of the scutellum and details of the leg-markings. 
9. Head black, with a broad silvery orbital margin connected with a silvery 

patch towards each side ; all scales flat and close-lying except for a few semi-erect 

scales towards nape. Proboscis black. Palpi black, about one-third as long as 

proboscis, appearing thick owing to dense coating of scales. Tori and clypeus 

black, bare. Thorax (Fig. 36) black, with a double median stripe of flat metallic 
silver scales, this stripe forking in front of scutellum, the two branches extending 

across mid-lobe of scutellum, and leaving an area of flat black scales in the middle 

of this lobe ; a large patch of flat silvery scales above wing-root ; pleurae mainly 
covered with similar silvery scales, including whole of ppn and mesepimeron. 

Abdomen deep blue-black ; tergites 1-6 with basal lateral silver patches, 6 and 7 
also with a pair of subdorsal silver spots, 8 mainly silver-scaled. Legs metallic blue, 

front pair entirely so ; middle and hind femora with a silver patch in middle in 
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front ; hind tibia with a large creamy patch at base beneath ; middle and hind tarsi 

each with a narrow white ring at base of first segment and a much broader one 
occupying most of second segment. Wiqs rather short (markedly shorter than 

abdomen) with black scales. 
$. Resembles 9. Palpi slightly shorter than proboscis, slightly thickened 

distally, last two segments moderately hairy. Terminalia : Coxite long and narrow, 

with slight basal lobe bearing a few setae, one of which is slightly thickened ; harpago 
with long slender appendage, 

Wing-Zen@2 2.5 mm. (small a)-4 mm. (large 9). 
Distribution.-NIGERIA : Lagos (Graham, ConnaZ, Wigglesworth). GOLD COAST : 

Ofako (Ingram). SIERRA LEONE : Freetown (Evans). BELGIAN CONGO : Eala and 

Leopoldville (Heward). CAMEROONS : Misselele (Zzmz$t). UGANDA : Katoba 
(G&bins). 

FIG. 36.--Head and thorax, and tip of abdomen, of .42des (Finlaya) longipalpis Griinb. 

AGdes (Finlaya) fulgens Edwards. 

Ochlerotalus (Firtlaya) fulgens Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 7, p. 213 (1917). 

TYPE.-_S. in B.&L, Zanzibar. 

Very similar to A. ZongipaZppis, differing as follows : Palpi of 9 much longer, 

fully two-thirds as long as proboscis. Sublateral silvery patches of head rather 

larger. Median silvery stripe of mesonotum widening, but not distinctly forking in 
front of scutellum ; mid-lobe of scutellum, as well as the normally bare pre-scutellar 

area, entirely clothed with silver scales. Tergite 5 (as well as 6 and 7) with paired 

subdorsal silver spots ; traces of such spots often also present on tergites 2-4. 

Hind tibia entirely dark, even at base beneath. Mid tarsi with the first segment 

almost entirely white above ; hind tarsi with the first segment entirely dark, even 

at base. 
&stribution.-ZANZIBAR . (Adem). TANGANYIKA : Dar-es-Salaam (SFyircore, 

Haworth). NYASALAND : Karonga (EZdred) ; Fort Johnston (Lamborn). KENYA : 
Mombasa (De Boer). N. RHODESIA : Lunda, Congo Border (SiZvester Evans). 
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Aedes (Finlaya) monetus Edwards. 

Aides (Finlava) mortetus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 26, p. 132 (1935). 

TYPE.-Q in B.M., Madagascar. 

$2. Allied to A. (F.) Zongipalpis Griinb., and A. (F.) fdgens, Edw., which it 

resembles in its black and silver head and thorax, with p@z densely covered with 

round flat silver scales and a double row of similar scales running whole length of 

scutum and forking in front of scutellum, and in its blue-black abdomen and legs. 

Differs in having tarsi entirely dark ; no silvery scales on middle or hind femora, 

latter creamy-white on basal half or more, with a dark dorsal line ; no white at 

base of hind tibia beneath ; two patches of silvery scales on each side of scutum, 
one immediately in front of wing-base (as in the other two species), the second 

further forwards, connected with the silvery area of @n ; abdominal tergites 6 and 7 
with complete but irregular silvery bands. Palpi only one-fifth as long as proboscis, 

and therefore shorter than in either of the African species. Middle lobe of scutellum 

as in A. fuZge%zs entirely covered with silver scales. 

Di&ib~&i~n.-MADAGASCAR : Maevatanane (Lamborn). 

Agdes (Finlaya) wellmani Theobald. 

Danielsia wellma& Theobald, Entom. 38, p. 103 (1905). 

OcAZerotatus wellmani Edward;, Bull. Ent. Rej. 3, p. 18 (1912). 

A&d Fidaya) zxkhani Edward;, Bull. Ent. Res. 21, p. 295 (1930). 

TYPE.+ in B.K, Angola. 

Belongs to a group of closely allied species distinguished by having an extensive 
area of creamy-white scaling on anterior half of scutum ; narrow scales on at least 

lateral lobes of scutellum ; white rings on first two hind tarsal segments, that on the 

second segment being the broader. Differs from its allies chiefly in head scaling 

and in coloration of middle femur. 

9. Head with the scales on dorsal surface nearly all broad and flat, mostly creamy 
white, with a pair of large blackish patches ; numerous yellowish erect scales and a 

very few decumbent narrow scales on nape. Proboscis black. Palpi black, about 

one-fourth as long as proboscis. Tori rather light brownish and quite bare. Thorax 

with the scutal scales all narrow, mostly creamy white, with a pair of blackish 

stripes almost reaching front margin, separated by a narrow line of creamy scales 

which forks in front of scutellum ; a short black stripe on each side posteriorly, also 

separated from the median stripes by a narrow line of creamy scales. Scales on 

$Q!VZ all creamy-white, narrow above, broad and flat below. Median lobe of scutellum 

clothed mainly with flat dark scales. Abdomen black above ; tergites with white 

basal lateral patches ; 6 and 7 also with small median sub-basal spots ; sternites 

with broad white basal bands. Legs without purple gloss. Front tibia with a 
white line on posterior surface from base almost to tip. Front tarsus with narrow 

white rings at bases of first two segments. Middle femur with about the basal 

three-fifths of posterior surface white, remainder black. Hind femur entirely white 

on basal half, then with a broad black ring, followed by a narrow white ring close 

to the tip, the scales at extreme tip being black. Middle and hind tibiae entirely 

black. Middle and hind tarsi with two white rings, that on second hind tarsal 
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segment occupying about half the segment ; remainder of hind tarsi dark, or with a 
few white scales at base of third segment. Wings uniformly dark scaled. 

$. Unknown. 

Wing-length about 4 mm. 

&.stribchwz.-ANGOLA : Bihi: (Wellman~). Other records probably all refer to 
one or other of the allied species. 

Two slightly damaged specimens from Xyasaland (Lavnborn) may belong to this 
or to a closely allied species. They agree with the above description except in 
having the upper proximal fourth of the posterior surface of the middle femur black. 

AGdes (Finlaya) ingrami Edwards. 

ilkdcs (FinZa)?n) iq~mzi E3wards, Bull. 

TYPE.+! in B.M., Xburi, Gold Coast. 

Ent. Res. 7, p. 296 (1930). 

9. Differs from A. wellmani as follows : Median pair of black stripes on meso- 

notum not reaching so far forwards. Front tibia all black. Front tarsus with a 

few white scales at base of first segment only. Posterior surface of middle femur 

mainly black, with a white patch below before middle, and a smaller white patch 
below at tip. 

$ (?). Differs from 9 in having anterior two-thirds of scutum clothed entirely 

with creamy-white scales, posterior third mainly dark ; all abdominal tergites with 
complete basal white bands ; front tibia with a white line behind ; wings with white 

scales at base of costa. Palpi and terminalia almost as in A. (F.) Zongipalpis. 

&stribution.-GoIn COAST : Aburi (Ingram) ; Accra (hfacfie). NIGERIA : Lagos 

(Graham) ; Oshogbo (Kwwz). SIERRA LEONE : Daru (iV~zq51zy). UGANDA : Bumbo 

(Gibbins) ; Mt. Debasien (Hopkins). SUDAN : Meridi (Ruttledge). NYASALAND : Mt. 
Mlanje (Neaue). KENYA : Kisumu (Symes). BELGIAX COXGO : Lundu, Kwango 
(Mortiatix) ; Eala (Henrard) ; Kakamega (MacDovzaZd). 

ACdes (Finlaya) embuensis Edwards. 

A ides (Fidnya) embuewsis 

TYPE.-? in B.M., Embu. 

Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 21, p. 295 (I930)# 

9. Differs from A. wellmani as follows : Decumbent scales of dorsal surface of 

head all creamy-white, numerous narrow ones in a median stripe. Pale scales of 

scutum yellow (much of scutum and whole of scutellum denuded in type). Narrow 

but complete sub-basal white bands on each of tergites 5-7. Middle femur with 
posterior surface rather more extensively white, and also more obviously white at 

tip (hind legs missing in type). Base of costa clothed with creamy-white scales. 

Distrib&o%.-KENYA : Embu (Ovde-Browne). 

AGdes (Finlaya) nyasae Edwards. 

Aides (Finlaya) ttyasae Edwards, I3 

TYPE.-? in B.M., Fort Johnston. 

~11. Ent. Re;. zr, p, 216 (1930). 

9. Differs from A. wellmani as follows : Head with decumbent scales of vertex 

all white and mostly narrow. Thorax with the median pair of black stripes reaching 
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front margin. Legs with a purple gloss ; front tibia all dark ; front tarsus with 

two distinct white rings ; middle femur as seen from behind mostly white on basal 
half, but with a dark dorsal line ; hind tarsus with segment 5 either all white or 
darkened only on one side. As in wellmani and ingrami there are no pale scales at 
base of costa. 

$. Differs from $2 in having all the mesonotal scales white, no black ones even 
on posterior third ; abdomen with complete basal white bands on tergites. Ter- 

minalia and palpi as in A. ingrami. 

Distribzltio~.-N~~s~~~~~ : Fort Johnston (Lamborn). 

AGdes (Finlaya) barnardi Ed\vards. 

Aides (Finlaya) barnardi Edwards, Ann. S. Afr. Mus. 19, p. 161 (1924) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 
21, I?. 296 (1930). 

TYPES .-$? in Cape Town and B.M., Oudebosch. 

9. Differs from A. wellmani as follows : Head without distinct dark patches 
above and with more numerous narrow scales. Thorax with the pale scales of scutum 
much less numerous, forming a narrow border all round and three narrow lines 

which run almost the whole length. A bdomen without mid-dorsal pale markings 
even on tergites 6-7. Legs : Front tibia all dark. Posterior surface of mid femur 
with a white stripe below on basal half. 

Distribtition.-CAPE PROVINCE : Oudebosch (Barnard, Wood) ; “ Caffraria ” 

( Wahlberg, Stockholm MM.). 

AGdes (Finlaya) pulchrithorax Edwards. (PI. 3, fig. 14.) 

Addes (Finlaya) pulchrithorax 

TYPES.-+? in B.M., Nairobi. 

Edwards, Proc. R. Ent. Sot. B, 8, p. 17 (1939). 

An extremely distinctive species, with markings much as in A. barnardi but 

much more sharply defined and contrasted black and white ; differs from barnardi 

and the members of the wellman; group in having hind femur black at base and hind 
tibia white at base beneath, and in several other details. The mesonotal pattern is 

curiously similar to that of Culex pulchrithorax, but the margin is not continuously 
white. r 

9. Head with two large patches of flat black scales which cover most of dorsal 
surface ; flat white scales at sides and around eyes, and a narrow median stripe 

(broadening on nape) of narrow yellowish scales. Tori black, covered with a hoary 

bloom though without scales. Proboscis and palpi black, palpi nearly one-third as 

long as proboscis. Thorax black, including bristles and most of scutal scales ; 
scutum with three rather narrow lines of narrow yellowish scales, median line running 

whole length and forking just in front of scutellum, sublateral lines straight and 

nearly but not quite reaching margin in front ; an area of narrow whitish scales on 

each side in front of wing-root, but no white scales on margin of anterior half of 
scutum. Median lobe of scutellum with a small area of narrow yellowish scales 
bordered by a few narrow blackish scales ; lateral lobes without scales. Pleurae with 

patches of flat white scales ; a@ and paratergite with flat silvery-white scales ; 
&5n with a large patch of flat silvery-white scales on upper half (no narrow scales). 
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Abdomen black above, tergites with silvery-white lateral basal spots ; sternites 
similarly coloured. Legs : All femora black to tips above, without knee-spots ; 
mid femur as seen from behind white beneath on basal half and also at tip ; hind 

femur with most of proximal half creamy white all round, but with a narrow black 
ring at base, distal half all black ; front tibia with a white line behind ; middle 
tibia narrowly and hind tibia broadly white at base beneath ; all tarsi with a narrow 

white ring at base of first segment ; middle andhind tarsi with about the basal half 
of second segment white, remainder all black. Wings entirely black-scaled 

$. Resembles $2 in ornamentation, but the three yellowish-white stripes of scutum 
slightly broader, the sublateral pair reaching margin in front. Palpi about four- 
fifths as long as proboscis, last two segments slender and with very few hairs. 

Terminalia much as in A. Zongipalpis, blade of harpago perhaps a little broader. 

Wing-Length about 3 mm. 

&stribution.-KENYA : Nairobi (i?. c. MacDonald) ; Mt. Elgon (Jackson). 

Subgenus STEGOMYIA Theobald. 

Stegomyia Theobald, Mon. Cul. I, p. 283 (1901). 
Quasistqomyia Theobald, Second Rept. Wellcome Lab. p. 69 (1906). 
Kingia Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 13.5 (1910). 

Aniella Enderlein, Wien. Ent. Zeit. 40, p. 26 (1923). 

GENOTYPES.-.?tegOmyia, Culex fascia& Fab. = aegypti L., ; Quasistegomyia, Q. unilineata Theo. ; 
Kingia, S. luteocephala Kewst. ; Aniella, +I--zkmnni End. (? = apicoargentezcs Theo.). . 1 . -* , 1 n L, ~ 

Ornate species, usually blackish with white markings on thorax. Decumbent 
r *\ .c 

scales on vertex, and scales on a@ and scutellum, usually all broad and flat ; scutellar 

scales usually white. Eyes in some species well separated with a scaly area between 

them. Paratergite usually and lateral lobes of first abdominal tergite always scaly. 

Proboscis in both sexes only about as long as front femur. Dorso-central bristles 

few and acrostichal bristles absent (except in A. vittatus). Lower mesepimeral 

bristles absent (except in A. vittatus). Palpi of $ about as long as proboscis, last 
two segments, slender, subequal, upturned, and with few or no hairs. Larger 

claw of front and middle legs of 6 often simple, sometimes also the smaller 

claw ; anterior claws of 9 usually toothed, but simple in a few species. $ Terminalia : 
Coxite with membranous area on inner face extending from base to tip as in OchZero- 

tatus, but claspettes in the form of a hairy basal lobe or plaque attached to sternal 

side of coxite, this plaque in a few species with its inner part forming a small process 
bearing modified bristles ; no definite lobes on tergal part of coxite. Style nearly 

always simple, with terminal spine. Phallosome divided into two lateral plates, 
each of which bears numerous teeth externally. $2. TerminaZia (aegypti, Fig. 6 9, 

n, o) : Eighth segment largely retractile, somewhat compressed, its sternite with 
sides produced into conspicuous rounded flaps, the inner walls of which are 

sclerotized ; ninth tergite shield-shaped, shorter than cerci, with wide and deep 
posterior emargination ; insula longer than broad and bare ; cerci broad and not 
very long, scaly ; post-genital plate with rather shallow notch. According to 

Macfie and Ingram six other African species are similar ; vittata differs in the 
tongue-like post-genital plate. 

The numerous African species are for the most part very similar in structural 
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details, but A. zwzilhzeatzts, albopictus and granti are peculiar in having the claws of 

the female simple ; the tendency to loss of the tooth on the claws is also shown by 

L4. simpsoni, in which the claws may be either simple or toothed. A. mascarensis is 

unique in the subgenus in lacking scales on the paratergite. A. &tutus shows several 

peculiarities, notably the presence of acrostichal and lower mesepimeral bristles, and 
of narrow decumbent scales on the nape. 

The presence of a vertical ventral arm on the paraproct is a feature distinguishing 

most of the African from most of the Oriental species of the subgenus, but this 
distinction is less clear-cut than I formerly thought, the structure being absent in 

A. metallicus. 
The brilliant white markings of the mesonotum probably serve as useful recog- 

nition-marks for those species which breed (and very probably mate) in rather dark 

tree holes. The larger spots on such species as A. dendrophilus are slightly concave 

and act as very efficient reflectors. 

Apart from the notorious A. aegypti, this subgenus includes several species which 

frequently attack man, mainly out of doors. Kerr considers that A. africanus and 

1zheocephaZu.s probably prefer human blood, and these species as well as simpsoni 

and vittatus have been shown to be capable of conveying yellow fever (from monkey 

to monkey). Bacot (1916) found that A. simpsoni preferred biting at night. 

I. 

2. 

5. 

6. 

KEY TO ETHIOPIAN SPECIES OF SUBGENUS STEGOMYIA. 

Proboscis and tibiae with white lines. . . . . gYU?Zti Theo. (p. 154). 

Proboscis and tibiae without white lines (unless at base of hind tibia) . . 2. 

Each tibia with a white ring near middle (Fig. 37, f) ; proboscis largely pale 
vittatus Big. (p. 155). 

Tibiae otherwise ; proboscis all black . . . . . . . 3. 
Front half of scutum entirely clothed with white scales ynascavensis MacGr. (p. 153). 
Front half of scutum with white or yellow markings on black ground . . 4. 

Front half of scutum with a pair of crescent-shaped or oval white, yellow 
or silver marks . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 

Front half of scutum with a median white stripe only . . . . . 26. 

Anterior scutal markings snow-white or (rarely) yellow ; white ring of third hind 
tarsal segment not unusually broad (often very narrow or absent). (Fig. 37, 

a-d) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 
Anterior scutal markings metallic silver ; white ring of third hind tarsal segment 

much broader than the others (Fig. 37, e) . . . . . . 25. 
Middle femora with a white stripe in front from base nearly to tip ; clypeus in $? 

scaly . . . . . . . . . . aegypti L. (p. 128). 
Middle femora without white stripe in front (unless indistinctly towards base) ; 

clypeus bare . . . . . . . . . . . 7. 
Hind tibiae entirely black, and middle femora with a white spot in middle in 

front . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 
Hind tibiae (Fig. 37, d) with a white mark at or near base (usually on under 

surface), or if not, middle femora without a white spot in middle in front . 12. 

Prescutellar area covered with broad, round-ended, metallic silver scales 
metallicus Edw. (p. 134). 

This area with narrow (or at least pointed) non-metallic scales . . . 9. 
Scutum with a pair of median yellow lines, at least posteriorly . . . IO. 

Scutum without median yellow lines ; fourth hind tarsal segment almost all 

white (Fig. 37, c) . , . , , , . chaz4ssieri Edw. (p 136.). 
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II. 

12. 

13. 
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Fourth hind tarsal segment white at base, or all white (var. Kiv~ensis) 
subargentezhs Edw. (p. 132). 

Fourth hind tarsal segment all black . . . . . . . I I. 

Lateral lobes of scutellum black-scaled . . . . woodi Edw. (p. 133). 
Lateral lobes of scutellum white-scaled . . . simpsoni Theo. (p. 133). - 
Scutal markings mostly white ; middle and hind femora with white spots at 

tip . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13. 
Scutal markings all yellow ; all femora dark at tip . . . . . 24. 
Main white spots on scutum more rounded behind and separated from margin 

by at least a narrow area clothed with narrow dark scales (Fig. 39) . . 14. 

FIG. 37.-Hind legs of Aides (Stegomyia) spp. a. aegypti. b. subargenteus. c. chaussieri. d. apico- 
argenteus. e. africanus. f. vittatus. 

14, 

1.5. 

16. 

Main white spots of scutum more pointed behind, reaching margin at scutal 
angle and for at least a short distance in front of it . . . . 

Hind femur with posterior surface nearly all black . apicoargenteus Theo. (p. 
Hind femur (as usual) white posteriorly on about the basal half . . . 
White mark on outer side of hind tibia extended to base on under side ; fifth 

hind tarsal segment partly or all white . . . . fraseri Edw. (p. 
White mark on outer side of hind tibia not extended ventrally ; fifth hind 

tarsal segment black . . . . . . . schwetzi Edw. (p. 
Scutum with the main white marks large ; hind femur with a silvery-white 

streak on anterior side at tip . . . . . . . . 
Scutum with the main white marks smaller, more crescent-shaped, and with a 

continuous median yellowish line ; hind femur with only a small white spot 

above at tip , , , . . , + . , , , 

16. 

136). 
15. 

139) * 

139) * 

17. 

20. 
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17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

Supra-alar white marks large ; a continuous median pale line on scutum 
trinidad Gil C. (p. 

Supra-alar white marks small ; no continuous median pale line . . . 
Middle femur without white spot in middle in front . dendrophilus Edw. (p. 
Middle femur with such a spot . . . . . . . . . 
White spot on front margin of scutum composed of narrow scales ; fifth hind 

tarsal partly white . . . . . . . soleatus Edw. (p. 
White spot on front margin of scutum composed of broad scales ; fifth hind 

tarsal black . . . . . . . . calceatus Edw. (p. 
Middle femur with a white spot in middle in front . . . . . 
Middle femur without such a spot . . . . . . . . 
Each tibia with a narrow white ring slightly removed from base 

pseudonigeria Theo. (p. 
White marks on tibiae confined to extreme base and not forming rings . . 
Middle tibia with a whitish patch at base beneath . . poweri Theo. (p, 
Middle tibia practically all black . . . . contiguus Edw. (p. 
Third hind tarsal segment and hind tibia all black . . masseyi Edw. (p, 
Third hind tarsal segment with a white ring at base . . de-boeri Edw. (p. 
Middle femur with a small white spot in middle in front ; thorax unusually 

narrow . . . . . . . . . angustus Edw. (p. 
Middle femur without this spot ; thorax normal . bambusae Edw. (p. 
Head mainly black ; abdomen unbanded . . . afkanus Theo. (p. 
Head mainly yellow ; abdomen banded . . . Zuteocephalus Newst. (p. 
Middle femur with a white spot in middle in front . unilineatus Theo. (p. 
Middle femur without this spot . . . . albopictus Skuse (p. 

141). 
18. 

140). 
19. 

142). 

142). 
21. 

23 

147). 
22. 

145). 
145). 
146) * 
147). 

150). 
148). 
150). 
151). 

152). . 
153). 

AGdes (Stegomyia) aegypti Linnaeus. (Pl. I ; Pl. 2, fig. I.) 

Culex aegypti Linnaeus, Hasselquist’s Reise nach Palestina, p. 470 (1762) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. 
Res. 2, p. 265 (1911) ; Dyar, Inset. Inscit. 8, p. 204 (1920) ; Patton, Ann. Trop. Med. 27, 
p. 182 (1933) ; Edwards, Ann. Trop. Med. 27, p. 357 (1933). 

Culex argenteus Poiret, Journ. Phys. 30, p. 245 (1787) ; Knab, Inset. Inscit. 4, p. 60 (19x6). 
Culex fasciatus Fabricius, Syst. Antliat. p. 36 (1805). 

Culex caZo$ms Meigen, Syst. Beschr. I, p. 3 (1818). 
Culexformosus Walker, List Dipt. Brit. ?vzus. I, p. 4 (1848). 
Culex inexorabilis Walker, List Dipt. Brit. Mus. I, p. 4 (1848). 
Culex insatiabilis Bigot, Ann. Sot. Ent. France (3). 7, p. 118 (1859). 
Stegomyia nigeria Theobald, Mon. Cul. I, p. 303 (1901). 
Stegomyia fasciata Theobald et auct. 
Aides argenteus auct. 
Ades (Stegomyia) aegypti Barraud, Fauna Brit. Ind. Dipt. 5, p. 221 (Ig34), at auct. 

‘hP&s.-aegypti, Q (?) non-existent, Egypt ; aygenteus, Q (?) non-existent, Barbary; fasciatus, d 
(?) non-existent, West Indies ; calopus, 39 non-existent, Portugal ; fo~mosus, 9 in B.M. ; 
Sierra Leone; inexorabilis, Q in B.M., West Africa; insatiabilis, Q (?) non-existent, Madagascar ; 
nigeria, $? in B.M., Bonny, S. Nigeria. 

, 

Readily distinguished from most other species of the subgenus by the form of 

the thoracic markings, and from the few with a somewhat similarly ornamented 
thorax by the presence of scales on the clypeus (in the female) and white lines on the r 
front and middle femora. 

9. Head with ground-colour white ; two large black patches above and a smaller 

black patch on each side. Palpi broadly white-tipped. Clypeus with two patches 

of broad white scales. Eyes well separated, the space between them clothed with 

white scales. Thorax usually with ground-colour quite black. An area of broadish 

white scales in the shape of a narrow crescent, convex outwardly, towards each side 
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of anterior half of scutum ; from the posterior horn of the crescent a line of narrow 

white scales extends back to scutellum. On front margin of scutum a small patch 

of narrow white scales ; from this patch two narrow lines composed of narrow 
yellowish scales extend back nearly to scutellum, where they unite for a short 

distance and then fork in front of scutellum, enclosing the usual bare space. A very 
small patch of white scales above wing-base. Scutellum with white scales on all 

lobes, sometimes some black ones on apex of mid-lobe. Pleurae with patches of 

white scales ; pp PZ with a small patch of flat white scales towards posterior margin 
below and some narrow black scales above. Abdomen in normally coloured specimens 

black, with basal white bands on tergites 2-6 which are just separate from the lateral 
silvery-white spots ; tergites 7 with the lateral silvery patches large and visible 

dorsally but the median basal patch absent or quite small. Legs (Fig. 37, a) black. 

Front and middle femora with a white line on anterior surface from base to near tip ; 
hind femora with a similar white line indicated on distal half, proximal half of 

anterior surface all white ; tips of all femora narrowly silvery-white. All tibiae 

entirely black. Front and middle tarsi with narrow white rings at bases of first two 

segments ; hind tarsi with broader white rings at bases of first three segments, 

fourth segment white except tip, fifth normally all white. Wiqs with a white dot 
at base of costa, otherwise dark. 

3. Similar to $2 except that the clypeus is usually bare, white scales if present 

being few in number. Palpi with two complete white rings on shaft and with the 

last two segments white at base beneath. Terminalia (Fig. 38, a) : tergite with two 

large conical lobes separated by a deep V-shaped emargination, each lobe with a few 

short hairs ; style somewhat widened in middle, with a slender, short terminal spine ; 
paraprocts with a ventral arm which is not much shorter than the main portion ; 
phallosome with tine teeth only. 

nistriDution.-Throughout the whole of the Ethiopian region this is a common 

domestic species, Records are available from almost every country of Africa ; in 

West Africa it is found not only in the towns but also, if less commonly, in small and 

remote settlements in all types of country; according to Findlay it is common at 

Bathurst, but relatively rare elsewhere in Gambia, though no rural area has yet been 
discovered in West Africa from which it is absent. In East Africa it may be more 

restricted to urban areas. I have not found any published records from the Cape 
Province, but specimens are in the British Museum from Grahamstown (Barraztd) 

and Port St. John (Twmv). The absence of any record from Cape Town is perhaps 

accidental, but probably indicates that the species is at least less abundant there 
than in tropical Africa. It is (or was) common at Nairobi, this town being situated 

near the altitude limit of the species in East Africa, which appears to be 

about 6000 ft. The permanent range of ,4. negypti is believed to lie within 

the zoo C. isotherms, as outdoor breeding does not continue at temperatures lower 

than zoo ; the extreme south and south-west of Africa lie outside this isothermal 

zone. 

Vaviatioti.-A. negypti is subject to much individual variation. This was studied 
by Summers-Connal (1927) especially as regards variation in markings of abdomen 

and hind tarsi. She found that in the Lagos district the dorsal surface of the abdo- 
men may be entirely black or almost entirely white, with various intermediate 
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proportionate quantities of dark and light scales ; the white bands on the tergites 

may be narrower or broader, and situated either on the basal or apical margins, 
or both. The amount of black at the tip of the fourth hind tarsal segment varies, 

as do the proportionate lengths of the fourth and fifth segments. Similar variations 
have been noted in other districts. 

Another form of variation is seen in the colour of the thoracic integument and 

of the darker scales of the mesonotum, which are normally black (or nearly so), but 
may be brown, even of quite a light tint. Brown specimens appear to be associated 
especially with dry country or with coastal districts. Such light brown specimens 
were found by Drake-Brockman in the coast towns of British Somaliland, and 

specimens are in the British Museum from Zeila (,4. .J. IM. Paget), Bahrein (-4. Hmmett), 
Aden (A. Dnzmon) and Dar-es-Salaam (IV. E. Ha~lortlz), while D. J. Lewis writes 

(1939) that “ in many specimens from Port Sudan, Suakin and Tokar the usual 

black scales are replaced by brown or yellow ones on various parts of the body, 

especially the mesonotum and parts of the abdomen and femora and vertex ” ; 
and again (April, 1940), “ I have had a cage colony of the pale Aifdes aegy$~ti from 

Port Sudan breeding here for eight months now and the pale colour still persists.” 
Somewhat similar brown specimens found near Brisbane (Queensland) by Bancroft 

were given the varietal name queensla~densis by Theobald. 

There is little evidence that distinct local or biological races of ,3. aegypti exist 

unless the varieties guee~slandensis (noted above) and atritarsis (Fee below) are such. 

Mathis (1934) reared strains from Greece, Cuba, Jav-a and IVest Africa under identical 
experimental conditions and found that their biology was similar. 

Hybridization.-The recent studies of Toumanoff (1937) on the experimental 

hybridization of this species and iz. albo@hs have already been noted (p. z). 
A remarkable feature of these experiments was that all the offspring of a cross 

closely resembled the female parent, at least in ornamentation ; in the cross aegyjti 3 
x albopictzcs $? (which was easily obtained) all the many hundreds of offspring of the 

first and subsequent generations were precisely like albopictus, whereas in the reverse 

cross (which was only obtained once) they were like aegypti. ‘Cinfortunately no 

details were given of the morphological characters of the hybrids ; it would be of 

particular interest to ascertain whether the male terminalia of the hybrids showed 

intermediate structure, and if not whether they resembled those of the male parent 
or those of the male corresponding with the female parent. 

Connal (1925) attempted to cross-breed A. aegypti with A. Zuteocephalus and A. 
Zovcgipalpis, but with negative results. 

Feeding and other habits.-A. aegypti is almost purely domestic and in feeding 
shows a preference for human blood, though in the laboratory it will also feed on dogs, 

goats, bandicoots, rats, rabbits, guinea-pigs or canaries (Bacot, 1916 and others), or 

even, in the absence of warm-blooded animals, on frogs or turtles (Woke, 1937). 

According to Marchoux (quoted by Kazeeff, 1935) it prefers to bite children rather 

than adults and Europeans rather than Africans. Bacot in West Africa concluded 

that “ in captivity there seems to be no regular precedence of either pairing or feed- 

ing ; both functions are practised at any hour of the day or night-late afternoon 

being perhaps the most favoured,” he also found that the first meal is taken I-Z days 

after emergence and subsequent meals at about 3-day intervals. Flu (1928) in 
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Surinam and Cardamitis (1929) in Greece independently stated that whereas the first 

blood-meal is always taken by day, later meals are taken only or at least mainly 
at night ; if correct this is important in view of the fact that the mosquito can only 

become infective after a meal. Daytime biting is performed in a rather dim light. 

Dark surfaces are preferred to light ones ; Brett (1938) showed that ae~$ti has a 

definite preference for settling on dark or red cloth, and that light (especially yellow) 

and blue cloths are much less attractive or even repellent. A perspiring skin attracts 

more readily than a dry one. 

Xccording to Hopkins (1939) ncgypti though occurring in the houses of Europeans 
is not found in native huts in Kampala ; he considers that this is due to the huts 

being too dark. This may partly explain the supposed preference of the mosquito 
for feeding on Europeans. wanson (1936) in the Congo found that adult Llegypti 
used crab-holes as day-time resting-places, although this species did not breed in 
such places. 

Q@nyi?zg.-Bacot (1916) found that at least one meal of blood is essential for 

the production of fertile eggs, and normally the eggs are ripened in batches, the 
females feeding after each oviposition. These observations have been confirmed, but 

much variation has been found to OCCUI- in the number of eggs laid and in the size of 

the batches. Bacot mentions females laying 71 2 and S37 eggs in 15 and zz batches 
respectively ; Mathis (1935) at Dakar obtained from each of 7 females an average 

total of 1360 eggs in 22 batches after 22 blood-meals extending over S7 days ; Shannon 

and Putnam (1934) give a mean maximum of eggs per female of only 350. Eggs 

can survive several months desiccation, but in spite of this they are laid only on wet 

surfaces, and the females will die rather than oviposit on dry surfaces. Fertile eggs 

may- be laid some weeks after the removal of males from a breeding-cage. 

Leugfh of lije.-_,Adults of both sexes of iii. ctegypti can liv-e for several weeks or 
months, but females are more long-lived than males, and both sexes live much longer 

in a moist atmosphere even when well provided with food. Beeuwkes and others 

(1933) found that at Yaba, Southern rc’igeria, the length of life for males was 40-61 

days and for females 70-116 days ; at Gadau, Northern Nigeria, where the climate 

is dryer, the figures were 10-43 and 22-65 days respectively ; length of life was 
increased by keeping the insects in an artificially moist chamber. Shannon and 

Putnam (1934) in Brazil give a mean life of 62 days for females fed on blood 
and of 82 days for those fed on honey. Adults probably cannot survive a dry 

season. 

Davis (1932) found that a temperature of 36” C. shortened the length of life, and 
that a colony kept constantly at this temperature soon died out, though one kept 

at 18” C. maintained its strength. The optimum temperature of the species is about 

28' C. ; 42O C. is lethal alike to eggs (Bacot, 1916) and to adults, though the latter 

can stand a temperature of 45” C. for half an hour (Johnson, 1935). Actual freezing 

kills eggs in at most two days (Davis) ; a temperature of 6” C. is fatal to adults in 

24 hours (Flu, 1920). 

Range of fEiglzt.--Although the normal range of flight of aegypti is thought not to 

exceed zoo yards, Shannon and Davis (1930) showed that it may extend to IOOO yards 

or more, marked specimens released on a ship moored at this distance from shore 

having been recovered on land. 
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Var. atritarsis Edwards. 

Bull. Ent. Res. IO, p. 129 (1920). 

TYI~ES.-& in B.M., Accra. 

Differs from the usual form in the much blacker legs ; front and middle tarsi 

almost entirely black ; hind tarsi with very narrow white wings at bases of segments 
1-3 and 5, 4 entirely or almost entirely black. Palpi of $ with the white rings 
narrower than usual. Terminalin as in the typical form. 

L>Z&Z%Z&OVZ-GOLD COUT : Accra (MacJie, 1919 ; Pomeroy, 1930). Not found 

elsewhere ; perhaps a genuine local form rather than a sporadic variation. 

AGdes (Stegomyia) subargenteus Edwards. 

=1 ides (Stegovtvia) szsbavgentezts Eclx 

TYPE. -9 in B.M., Fort Johnston. 

ads, Bull. Ent. Res. 15, p. 262 (1925). 

Generally similar to A. aegypti, notably in thoracic ornamentation and in having 

white basal rings on all segments of hind tarsi, but differs in markings of femora and 

other details as follows : 
Head with scales towards nape rather yellowish in tint. Clypeus bare. \Eyes 

almost in contact for a short distance. Thorax . Crescent-shaped white marks on 

scutum abbreviated in front (the anterior horn of the crescent being absent) ; lines 
between posterior horn of crescent and scutellum yellow instead of white ; scales 

forming the small white patch on anterior margin of mesonotum broadly racquet- 

shaped ; the median pair of golden lines rather broader and extending from 

anterior white patch right back to scutellum. Abdomen with white basal bands 

only on tergites 3-6 (none on 2). Legs (Fig. 37, b) : Front tibia with a narrow white 

ring at base. Middle and hind femora black, each with two white spots on anterior 

surface, one just beyond middle and the other close before tip ; hind femur also 

creamy-white on basal third (this creamy-white area separated from the first white 

spot by a black area). Hind tarsi with the white rings on segments 4 and 5 rather 

narrow, occupying less than half of each segment. Terminalin (Fig. 38, e) : Lobes 
of tergite low and only slightly separated, each with a row of 6-S strong bristles ; 
coxite with a group of bristly hairs on inner tergal side at base ; paraproct with 

only a short basal arm ; style somewhat curved, tapering, with stout terminal 

spine ; phallosome as in A. aegypti. 

Distribution.-NyilsALAND : Fort Johnston (Lamborn). ZULCLANU : Umfolosi 

(Ingram). 

Var. kivuensis nov. 

TYPE.--? in Congo hlus., N. &vu 

Differs from typical subargenteus only as follows : Head with broad white median 

stripe, no yellowish scales at back. White bands of tergites 3-6 perhaps narrower 

(abdomen of type is shrunken). Apical spots of middle and hind femora reaching 

extreme tip above, though followed by a few black scales at sides. Fourth and fifth 

segments of hind tarsi entirely white. Scales forming anterior white spot on scutum 

narrower and pointed. 
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Distrib~tion.-B~~~~~ru’ COKGO : N. Kivu, 

(De Wzdf) ; a single 9 in perfect condition. 

SIJlPSONI I33 

Kibati lava plain, October, 1933 

AGdes (Stegomyia) woodi Edwards. (PI. 2, A_5. _. , ficr 7) 

Aides (.Stegom)~in) x’oodi Edwards, Bull. Ent. Rcs. 1.3, p. 82 (1922), and 15, p. 26: (1925). 
TYPE.--S) in B.M., Cholo, Npsaland. 

Very similar to A. subargenteus, the mesonotal pattern being almost the same 

(with a pair of crescent-shaped white marks, abbreviated in front, and a pair of 

golden lines running the whole length), but differs as follows : 
9. Head as in typical A. aegyeti, with large black patches and no yellowish 

scales towards nape. Thorax : White spot on anterior margin of scutum composed 

of narrow scales. Lateral lobes of scutellum with black scales instead of white. 
Abdomen . White bands of tergites 3-6 narrower. Legs : Hind femur with the 

first white spot confluent with the creamy-white area at base. Hind tarsi with 
narrow white rings at bases of segments I and 2, a somewhat broader ring on 3, 
4 all black, 5 all white, 

$. Unknown. 

nistrib~lti~vt.-N~~~~~~~~ : Cholo (Wood). 

AEdes (Stegomyia) simpsoni Theobald. (Pl. 2, fig. 3.) 

Stego~~yia sinzpsorti Theobald, Entom. 39, p. 224 (19oj), and Mon. Cul. 4, p. 182 (1907) ; Edwards, 
Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. II (19x2). 

Stcgom?‘in Zdii Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 160 (1910). 
Stegomyia homeliae Theobald, Sovae Cul. p. IO (191 I). 

TYPES.--S~~Z~.~O~~~, 69 in B.RI., Transvaal ; lilii, ,J? in B.M., Bor, Sudan ; Fvnnzeline, &? in B.M., 
Kampala. 

Somewhat resembles A. (S.) aegypti and A. szcbargenteus, differing conspicuously 

in the larger white markings of the thorax and markings of femora and tarsi. Differs 

from most of the other African species of the subgenus in having the fourth hind 

tarsal segment entirely black. 
9. Head much as in A. aegypti, but clypeus bare and eyes only narrowly separated ; 

a few erect yellow scales on nape. Thorax black. A somewhat pear-shaped area 
of broad white scales on each side of scutum, the pointed end of this white patch 

directed backwards, but not quite continuous with a white line from in front of 

scutellum ; outer margin of white patch reaching scutal angle. On front margin 
of scutum a median spot composed of broad flat white scales. White supra-alar 

patch larger than in A. aegypti. The usual bare space in front of scutellum bordered 

on each side with a line of rather narrow to broadish white scales ; the two lines in 

typical specimens continued forwards by lines of narrow yellow scales which may 
extend only a short distance, or may (as in the type) reach the white patch on the 

front margin. Scutellum with flat white scales only. p@z with a small patch of 

white scales as in A. aegypti but with fewer dark scales above. Abdomen as in 

typical A. aegypti with dull white basal bands and silvery-white lateral spots on 2-6 ; 
a small median basal spot and large lateral spots on 7. Cerci longer than in most 

other species of the subgenus. Legs : Front femur all dark ; front tibia narrowly 
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white at base. Middle femur black with two white spots on anterior surface, one 
beyond middle and one at tip ; middle and hind tibiae all dark. Hind femur on 
anterior surface creamy-white towards base, then with a pure white area, distal 
half mostly black, with a rather large white spot at tip ; posterior surface white on 
about the basal half. Front and middle tarsi with segments I and z rather narrowly 
white at base, hind tarsi with segments 1-3 white at base (the three white rings 
equally broad), 4 all black, 5 white. Wings dark, no white scales at base of costa. 

$. Resembles 9. Palpi with two white rings on shaft, the proximal one narrow ; 
a large white patch on under side of terminal segment and sometimes a few white 
scales at base of penultimate segment beneath. Terminalia (Fig. 3S, c) : Lobes of 
tergite widely separated, less conical than in A. aegypti, each with six or more strong 
bristles, middle part of tergite gently concave ; style more tapering, terminal spine 
rather longer but not stouter ; basal ventral arm of paraproct rather longer ; teeth 
of phallosome also rather longer, but numerous. 

Wing-length 2.5-3.5 mm. 
DiSt”Jibz,~tiO~z.-GAMBIA : Bathurst (1~~s). SIERRA LEONE : Daru (Simpsort) ; 

Freetown (Bacot). GOLD COAST : Aburi (Inpam) ; Takoradi (Pomeroy) ; Accra 
(Macfie), NIGERIA : Gadau (TayZor). GABOO?; : Mayumba Forest (Gdiard). 

BELGIAN CONGO : Kabinda, Katanga and Usumbara (Schuetz) ; Sandoa (Chazmier) ; 
Leopoldville (Duren). SUDAN : Bor (King) ; Juba (San. Imp.). UGANDA : 
Kampala (Fraser, Hopkins) ; Karumi (%!cCortGeZZ). TANGANYIEI-1 : Dar-es-Salaam 
(Haworth). ZANZIBAR (Aders) ; Pemba I. (McCarthy). NYASAL.~SD : Fort Johnston 
(Lamborn). T RANSVAAL (Simpson). S. RHODESIA : Salisbury (JfarshaZL) . ZULU- 
LAND : Ntambanana (Bedford). A~vssrNra : Lake Hardin (Drake-Brockwzan). 
ANGOLA : Bih6 (Wellman). 

Variation.-Two slightly different forms occur. In the typical form from the 
Transvaal and Zululand the pair of narrow yellow lines run the whole length of the 
scutum and all the claws of the female are simple. In the other form, which may 
perhaps be known as var. Zilii, the narrow yellow lines are more or less abbreviated 
in front, usually not reaching forwards beyond middle of scutum and in a few cases 
absent ; the main white patches of the scutum are somewhat larger and the claws 
of the front and middle legs of the female are usually (not always) toothed. Most 
or all of the specimens examined other than those from Transvaal and Zululand 
belong to this second form. 

Ae’des [Stegomyia) metallicus Edwards. 1 (Pl. 2, fig. 4.) 

Quasistegomyia dubia Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 133 (1910) jmc Stegomjin dubia Theobald]. 
Stegomyza metallica Edwards, Bull. Ent. Kes. 3, p. 12 (1912). 

TYPE.+ in B.&I., fior, Sudan. 

Differs from all other species of the subgenus in having the area in front of the 
scutellum almost covered with broad, flat, round-ended metallic sil\Tery scales, these 
scales occurring in two patches with only a narrow bare area between them, and 
connected anteriorly by a small patch of narrow white scales. In most other 

characters resembling A. simpsoni, notably in ornamentation of hind tarsi, differing 
as follows : 
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Head with the patches of black scales on vertex comparatively small. Thorax : 

White patches on anterior half of scutum larger and more rounded ; no white line 
on posterior half of scutum between the white patch and scutellum ; no trace of the 

median pair of yellow lines. Scutellar scales all metallic silvery. pp92 mainly 

covered by a much larger patch of flat metallic silvery scales. ,4 bdome% with broader 

white bands on tergites z-5, band on G metallic silvery. Le@ : Front femur with a 

FIG. sS.-Terminalia of db&s (Stcjio~~tyicr) spp. (AW drawn in tergal view and to same scale as all 
other figures here given of A~&zs except those of subgenus MZR-idus). a. acpcypti. b. wnscnr- 
ClZSZS. c. sintpsolzi. d. mctallicats. e. sztbnvgenteus. 

silvery patch on anterior surface close before tip. Hind femur on anterior surface 

with a metallic silver stripe from base to beyond middle and a metallic silver patch 
at tip, on posterior surface wholly black. Middle tarsus with first two segments 

wholly white on one side (white at base only on the other side). Hind tarsus with 
fifth segment black at tip. Terminalia (Fig. 38, d) : Style more tapering and 

strongly curved, with a much stouter terminal spine ; paraproct entirely without 

a basal ventral arm ; Zp with only a few very long and slender teeth ; lobes of tergite 

closer together and more rounded. 

Distribution.-Gem COAST : Accra (Mac$e). NIGERIA : Gadau (Taylor). 
SUDAN : Bor (King) ; Darfur (Admiral Lynes) ; Juba (San. Imp.). UGANDA : 
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Mbarara (McConnell). TAXGANYIKA : Dar-es-Salaam and Lindi (Hnzelorth). ZAN- 

ZIBAR : Mnazi Moja (Aders). ZULULAND : Ntambanana (Bedford). TRANSVAAL : 
Komatipoort (Ingram). S. RHODESIA : Bindura, Shamva (Leeso%). 

Aedes (Stegomyia) chaussieri Edwards. (Pl. 2, fig. 7.) 

A kies (.Stegomyia) chaussieri Edwards, 

TYPES.-? in B.lI., Sandoa, Congo. 

Bull. Ent. Res. 13, p. 397 (Igzx), and x.5, p. 266 (1925). 

Somewhat resembles A. simpsoni, notably in the large white patches on the 

scutum, white spot on middle femur, and entirely black hind tibia, differing in 

markings of hind tarsi (with fourth segment white instead of black) and in other 

respects, such as the absence of narrow pale lines on the thorax. 

9. Head with the flat scales towards nape largely yellow, the two black patches. 
being largely replaced by yellow except towards the front. Eyes narrowly separated. 

Palpi broadly white-tipped as usual. Thorax with a pair of large somewhat pear- 
shaped or almost semicircular patches of broad white scales on anterior half of 
scutum ; a small patch of broad white scales in middle of anterior margin, and small 

patches above each wing-root ; no median pale line ; many scales on posterior fourth 

of scutum (especially round pre-scutellar space) pale brownish yellow, not arranged 

in lines. Patch of white flat scales on ppn larger than in A. si~~psoni. Abdomen : 
Tergites 2-6 with white basal bands, 7 with a median white basal spot, 1-7 with the 

usual silvery-white lateral basal patches. Cerci quite short. Legs (Fig. 37, c) as in 

A. simpsoni except that the white mark at the base of the front tibia is present on 
the under side only, and the hind tarsi have the white rings on the second and third 

segments narrower than that on the first, the fourth segment white except for extreme 

tip, fifth all black. 
$. Unknown. 

Distributi~n.-B~~~~~~ CONGO : Sandoa (Chaussier) ; Elisabethville (SeydeL). 

N.E. RHODESIA : near Lake Young (Harger). 

Ai;ldes (Stegomyia) apicoargenteus Theobald. (Pl. 2, fig. 9.) 

Stegomyza apiconrgenten Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 172 (1910) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. lies. 3, p. IO 
(1912). 

Kingin albertzi Theobald, Rel.. %ool. Afr. 2, p. 78 (1912) ; Edwards. Bull. Ent. lies. 15, p. 201 

(1925). 
Z<ingia maculoabdominalis Theobald, Ann. Trap. Med. 7, p. 597 (1913). 
An&la togoe~zsis Enderlein, 1Vien. Ent. %eit. 40, p. 25 (1923) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 15, p. 262 

(1925). 
(?) AnicUa ziemanui Enderlein, 12’ien. Ent. Zeit. 40, p. 27 (1923). 

TYPES.--apicoavgelztea, 9 in B.Ll., Ashanti ; albevtii, 9 in Congo RIus., I’onthierville ; nlaculo- 
abdomi?zalis, 9 in Liverpool, Lade district ; togoeuszs, 9 in Berlin, Togo ; ziemnnni, 9 in 
Berlin, S. Camerun. 

A deep black species with a pair of round white spots on thorax, metallic silvery 
marks on last few abdominal tergites, and a white mark on outer side of hind tibia. 

In the typical form distinguished from all other African species of the subgenus 

except woodi by having black scales on the lateral lobes of the scutellum. 

9. Head mainly black ; silvery-white round eyes and with white median and 

lateral stripes. Erect scales on nape black. Tori white-scaled and palpi broadly 



white-tipped as usual. Thorax deep black, with narrow black scales on most of 
scutum. A pair of nearly round white spots on anterior half, these spots moderate]? 
large, composed of broad scales as usual, not reaching scutal angles but leaving 
margin of scutum rat her broadly black. Supra-alar patch of white scales quite 

small. A metallic silvery patch in middle of front margin composed of broad round- 
ended scales ; no median yellow line. On posterior third of scutum are two short 
sublateral yellow lines and a very short median one, all ending at same level in front ; 
scales bordering bare space black. Scutellum with white scales on middle lobe, 
black scales on lateral lobes. Patch of flat white scales on @n moderately large. 

Abdomen usually entirely black above on tergites 1-4 ; 5-7 each with a large metallic 
silver patch in middle on 6 and 7, extending from base nearly to posterior margin 

of segment, on 5 broader but shorter ; 8 also with a median silvery patch ; r-7 with 

the usual silvery lateral patches, but those on 7 not visible dorsally. Legs black. 

Front femora with scattered silvery scales tending to form an irregular ventral line, 

and with a small silvery patch beneath near tip. Middle femora with silvery scales 

as on front femora and also with two metallic silvery spots on anterior surface, one 

beyond middle and a larger one at tip. Hind femora on anterior surface with an 
irregular silvery stripe on basal three-fifths and a large silvery patch at tip, extending 
back some distance in a point. Posterior surface only narrowly white at base. Front 
tibia with a small white mark at base beneath. Middle tibia all black, except for 

a small creamy-white mark at extreme base on posterior suriace only. Hind tibia 
with a small white patch at base beneath and a much larger white patch on outer 

side at one-third of its length, the two patches not connected. Front tarsi with 

narrow white rings at bases of first two segments. Middle tarsi with a narrow white 
ring at base of first segment ; second mainly white above, black towards tip beneath. 

Hind tarsi with white basal rings on first three segments, decreasing in breadth, that 
on third segment very narrow ; fourth white above except extreme tip, mostly black 
beneath ; fifth mostly or all black. Wings uniformly black-scaled. 

$. Resembles $? in ornamentation, except that small silvery basal median patches 

are often present on tergites 3 and 4, and tergite 8 has two separate dorsal silvery 
patches. Palpi with two white rings on shaft (the basal one very narrow), last two 

segments with white marks at base beneath. TerminaZia (Fig. 40, a) : Lobes of 

tergite rather flat, widely separated by a rounded emargination, each having 6-S 
longish hairs. Basal lobe of coxite with a free, flattened, thumb-like projection 

bearing at its tip a row of about five hairs. Style curved, tapering, with rather 
long and stout terminal spine. Paraprocts with wide base, terminal part not ver?- 

long, with an almost equally long basal ventral area. 1~5 with about 8 spine-like 
teeth forming the usual brush. 

Wing-length 3-45 mm. 

~~.S~?‘~bU&Vz.-SIERRA LEONE : Daru (Sim$son, Mz@hy) ; Mabang (Gordoti). 
GOLD COAST : Aburi and Sunyani (Ingram) ; Obuasi and Kumasi (Graham). NIGERIA : 
Lagos (Conrtal) . LIBERIA : Du River (Beguaert). UGANDA : Entebbe (LOW, 

Moflat) ; Chagwe (Fraser) ; Kampala (Ho@&). BELGIAN CONGO : Ponthierville 

(H.M. King ALbert) ; Stanleyville and Kabinda (Schwetx) ; Kinshasa (Dztren) ; 
Kisantu (Le Wolf) ; Eala (Henrard). SUDAN : Khor Kokhwa, Lado District (Kigzg). 

CAMEROONS : Misselele (ZZW@). 
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Variation.-Some specimens from Uganda have silvery-white instead of black 
scales on the lateral lobes of the scutellum, but do not appear to differ from the 
typical form (which also occurred in the same locality) in any other way. 

Synonymy.--_A re-examination of the type of K. maculoabdominalis shows that it 
is this species rather thanfrasevi as I at one time supposed. A. ziemanni is included 
here as a doubtful synonym ; the rather damaged type was described as having the 
fourth hind tarsal segment black ; but this may have been an error as the remaining 
characters indicate this species rather than A. sim$soni. 

FIG. x9.-Head and thorax of Aides (Stegomvin) f~,nserz Edw. (After Evans.) 
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AEdes (Stegomyia) fraseri Edward.;. 

S’tegomyzn fvasev& Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. II (I~IZ), and 7, p. 210 (1917). 

Ades (Stegomyln) blncklocki Evans, Akm. Trop. 1Ied. II), p. 119 (1925). 

TYPES.-fsnscvi, 12 in B.M., ~lpumu, Uganda ; blackhcki, ;1 in Liverpool, Sierra Iamc. 

Very similar to A. apicoargenteus, differing as follows : 9. Thorax (Fig. 39) : 
White patches of scutum somewhat larger and less rounded. Scales bordering pre- 
scutellar space yellow ; a thin median yellow line extends forwards from this space 

and in some specimens reaches the white patch on the front margin. Scales on 
lateral lobes of scutellum always white. ilbdotizen : Tergite 4 as well as 5-7 with a 

silvery basal patch or rather band. Legs : Markings of femora of the same shape 
but not snow-white, without any metallic silvery lustre ; hind femora much more 

extensively white at base on posterior surface ; hind tibiae with the pale area at 

base beneath more yellowish and larger, connected with the white mark on outer 
side ; last hind tarsal segment more extensively white above, but variable. 

8. Temizzalia (Fig. 40, b) : Thumb-like projection of basal lobe of coxite narrower 

than in apicoargenteus and bearing only two or three hairs at its tip. 

Distrib~ti~n.-S~~~~~ LEONE : Daru (Blacklock) ; Freetown (Evans) ; Njala 

(Hargveaues) . GOLD COilST : Takoradi (Po,nero>r). S. NIGERIA: Series in B.M. 
without further data. UGAKDA : Mpumu (Fraser). 

Variation.-In the type female (the only known specimen from Uganda) the 

white thoracic spots are only moderately large and do not nearly extend to the angle 
of the scutum ; the hind femora have about the basal half of the posterior surface 

white. In all the other specimens examined the white thoracic spots are somewhat 
larger, almost reaching the angle of the scutum, and the hind femora have only 

about the basal fourth or third of the posterior surface white. It may be that two 

distinct geographical forms are represented ; if so the iVest African form may be 

known as \Tar. blackloch. 

Ae’des (Stegomyia) schwetzi Edwards. (Pl. 2, fig. IO.) 

I3ull. Ent. Rcs. I:, p. 12; (19~6). 

C,losely allied to A. npicoavgentezfs, differing as follows : Main white spots of 

scutum larger, almost reaching scutal angles. Pre-scutellar space rather broadly 

bordered with narrow yellow scales, this yellow border tending to coalesce with the 

short sublateral yellowish lines to form a W-shaped mark ; a median yellow line 

extending forwards a short distance. Scutellar scales all white. Silvery scales 

almost covering posterior pronotal lobes. Abdominal tergites 2-7 (3) or 3-7 (4) 

with median basal silvery markings. White markings on anterior surface of femora 

with a rather less noticeable metallic gloss (though not definitely non-metallic as in 

A. fvaseri). Middle tibia entirely black, even at extreme base on posterior surface. 
Hind tibia dark at base beneath (though with the white patch on outer surface 

equally conspicuous). Hind femora on posterior (inner) surface with nearly the 

basal half white. Hind tarsi with fifth segment (not fourth as stated in error in 

original description) entirely black, without any white scales at base. Terminalia 
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of $ (Fig. 40, e) with the hairs at tip of projecting portion of basal lobe much longer, 
about $-IO in number. 

In many of the points noted abo\.-e A. s&w&i resembles A. fraseri, from which it 
differs most noticeably in having the hind tibia black at base beneath and the fifth 
hind tarsal segment entirely black; also in the terminalia. 

Di~trib~ltiout.-B~~~~~~ CONGO : Elisabethville (S&w&) ; Ile Shashu (Burgeon). 

FIG. qo.-Terminalia of .4t&s (.Strgomyzn) spp. a. apicoavgentr~Ls. 1). frnsevi. c. dendrophilus. 
d. solentats. e. sclzuletsi. f. calceatm. 

Aedes (Stegomyia) dendrophilus Edxvards. 

Ad&s (Stegowzyin) dendrophilus Edwards, 13~11. Ent. Res. 12, p. 74 (1921). 

TYPE.-3 in R.M., Oblogo, Gold Coast. 

Allied to A. apicoargenteus and ‘4. fraseri, which it resembles in most respects, 
differing chiefly as follows : 

9. Main white spots of scutum larger, reaching scutal angles. LAnterior white 
spot small, usually composed partly or wholly of narrow scales, but sometimes 
wholly of broad scales as in the other two species. Yellow lines on posterior third 



ABDES (STEG~MYIA) TRINIDAD 

of scutum as in iii. apicoargenteus, except that a few yellow scales are usually present 

bordering the bare space (fewer than in A. fraseri). Scutellum with white scales 
on lateral lobes (as in A. frasevi), a few black scales on apex of middle lobe. Abdomen : 
Small transverse basal whitish spots on tergites 4 and 5 as in A. fvaseri; spots on 6 

and 7 smaller than in the other two species and less distinctly silvery. Legs : Middle 

femora on anterior surface with a few white scales sometimes forming an indistinct 
line on basal half or towards middle, but without a distinct spot in middle ; often 
entirely black at tip. Hind tibia with a creamy-white line on basal third which 

commences mid-ventrally and turns slightly towards external (anterior surface), but 

does not form a conspicuous external patch as in L4. fraseri. Hind femur as in 

il. frasevi ; the patch at the tip large, but without definite metallic gloss. 

$. Temzinalia (Fig. 40, c) differing from that of A. apicoargenteus, fyaseri and 

schuetzi in having the style almost straight, and the basal plaque without any 
projecting portion but with denser hairs. 

Distvibzhow.-GOLD CO_~ST : Oblogo, Ksawam and Aburi (Ingram). SIERRA 

LEONE : Freetown (Bzttlev). NIGERIA : Ibadan (K~nnt). 
Variation.-Two forms are distinguishable in the material in the British Museum : 

Ll very small form (wing-length z-2.5 mm.), with the scales forming the small anterior 

white spot of scutum narrow ; and a larger form (wing-length 2.3-3.5 mm.) with 

these scales broad. The type series from Oblogo all belong to the small form, but 
both are represented among the specimens from Nsawam. Both lots were reared 

from tree-holes. 

AGdes (Stegomyia) trinidad Gil Collado. 

Eos II, p. 326 ( 1936). 

of Akgriculture, Fernando 1’0. 

Xnother species of the apicoavgentezts group, most closely related to A. dendro- 

philus, but differing from that and other species of the group in the much larger 
supra-alar white patches. 

9. Unknown. 

$. Head with the usual ornamentation, but clypeus stated to have a silvery 
spot ; if this implies that the clypeus bears scales it would be a distinctive feature 

of the species separating it from all others of the subgenus in Africa except A. aegypt;. 
Thorax much as in several related species except that the supra-alar white spot is 

larger, transversely rectangular, and united with the short sublateral white line, 
which extends a little forwards and backwards from the supra-alar spot, but does 

not reach the scutellum. .A continuous median line of yellowish scales, forking 

around the bare space, becoming white in front, where it is composed of narrow 

scales. Main white spots large, reaching scutal angles, somewhat triangular in 

shape, ending in a rounded point behind. Scutellar scales all white. Abdomen with 

a narrow white band on tergite 2, broad bands on 3-7. Legs as in A. dendroplzilus ; 
middle femur without white spot in middle in front ; hind femur white all round on 

about the basal half ; hind tibia white at base beneath ; hind tarsi with last two 
segments white above, fourth narrowly black at tip, dark on distal third beneath. 

Distribution.-FERNANDO PO : Santa Isabel (Gil and Bonet). 
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AGdes (Stegomyia) calceatus Edwards. (Fig. 11.) 

.4 t&s (Stcgomyin) cnlccntus 

TYPE.+ in B.RI., Lindi. 

Tranc. K. sot. Trop. Med. 

Allied to ,4. apicoargevzteus, fraseri and related species, which it resembles in 
most respects, including the presence of a large white patch,‘pointed at base, at tip 

of hind femur in front ; front tibia with a narrow white ring at base ; middle tibia 

almost all black ; middle femur with two white spots in front (near middle and at 

tip) ; hind tibia white at base beneath. Differs from the allied species mentioned in 

having the abdominal tergites more regularly banded, but the white patches on 6 

and 7 smaller and less silvery ; and the middle tarsi more extensively white. 

9. Head with few or no yellow scales. Thorax . Main white scutal patches very 

large, reachin g scutal angles. Median anterior patch small, composed of broad 

round-ended scales. Three short yellowish lines on scutum posteriorly, the median 

one forking around the bare space. Scutellar scales all white. Patch of white 

scales on ppn quite small. .4bdome$z : Nearly complete white basal bands present 

on tergites z-5, median basal silvery-white spots on 6 and 7. Le(qs : Middle tibia 

with only a small pale dot at base on posterior surface. Middle tarsi with segments 

I and 2 entirely white behind and often mainly so above, each with a black line in 

front on distal two-thirds or more ; 3 also white above at base, _c and -5 black. Hind 

femur mainly white on basal half. Hind tibia with a straight white line beneath on 

basal fourth, not extending on to anterior surface. Hind tarsi with white rings at 

bases of first three segments, these rings gradually decreasing in breadth, but the 

third not very narrow ; fourth segment white all round except at extreme tip ; fifth 

black. 
$. Tevminalia (Fig. 40, f) : Tergite with a rather wide but shallow double emar- 

gination between the low, bristly lateral lobes. Basal plaque without free projecting 

portion and without modified hairs or spines. Style curved, tapering, with stout 

terminal spine. Paraprocts with the usual ventral arm. Proximal teeth of phallo- 

some much longer and stronger than the distal ones. 

L)istviDtttio~.-TAN~.~s~I~~~~ : Lindi (Hawortlz). S. RHODESIA : Shamva and 

Bindura (Leeson). 

AEdes (Stegomyia) soleatus Edwards. (ITig. 12.) 

A t?des (Stt?gomyi~f) snlcd 1l.S 

‘1 YPE.-8 in 13.11., I,indl. 

Edwards, ‘I ram. Ii. SW. ‘l‘rop. Med. and Hyg. 18, p. 187 (1924). 

Differs from A. apicoargenteus and all the nearly allied species (except A. dendro- 

philus and A. tvinidad) in havin g the small spot on anterior margin of scutum com- 

posed of narrow scales only ; otherwise very similar to A. calceatus, differing chiefly 

as follows : 
9. White bands of abdominal tergites 2-5 less complete, we!1 separated from the 

silvery white lateral spots ; on 6 and 7 longer, almost reaching the hind margin. 
Middle tarsi with the second segment almost wholly white. Hind tibiae with the 
white ventral line widened apically, so that a white patch is visible on outer surface 

near base. Hind tarsi with the fourth segment wholly white, fifth also white above, 

black beneath and at extreme tip. 
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FIG. 41 .-Aides (Stegomyia) cake&us Edw. 0. 

I43 
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8. Terminalin (Fig. 40, d) : Tergite with a broad and deep median emargination. 
Basal plaque with several of the hairs towards inner margin somewhat thickened 

and twisted and placed on a slight projection ; style with much longer terminal 

spine. 
Distribution.-TANGANYIK_~ : Lindi and Dar-es-Salaam (Haworth). S. RHODESIA : 

Shamva, Darwin, Eindura (Leeson). 

This and the last species have been confused with -4. pozweri. 

AGdes (Stegomyia) contiguus Edwards;. (Pl. 2, fig. II.) 

l%OC. lx. EIlt. SOC. B, .j, p. gj (1936). 

Differs from ,4. apicoargenteus, frasevi, calceatzls and related species in the much 

smaller white marks at the tips of the middle and hind femora, these marks being 

scarcely longer than the diameter of the femur instead of two or three times as long 

as in the other species ; otherwise \.-cry similar to L3. calceatus, differing chiefly as 

follows : 
q. Thorax with the main white scutal patches smaller, broadly crescent-shaped ; 

a narrow but fairly distinct median yellow line running whole length of scutum and 

forking in front of scutellum. Legs. Middle tarsi with white basal rings only on 

first two segments, second occupying only about half length of segment ; hind tibia 
with the white mark at base extending more obviously on to external surface ; hind 

tarsi wit11 white ring on third segment very narrow. 

3. Terminalin (Fig. 43, b) differing very obviously in having the lobes of tergite 

contiguous, with practically no space between them, each lobe with TO or more 

bristly hairs ; other structures much as in ‘4. calreatus. 

Distribution.--S. RHODESIA : Salisbury (~liilnvsllnlli. TKAxSVAAL : Johannes- 

burg (de :IleiZZon) . 

In the females from Johannesburg the posterior sublateral lines of the scutum 

are white instead of yellow ; this is a further small distinction from S. calceatus, 

which does not show in the rather rubbed specimens from Salisbury. Distinctions 

from A. pomeri, apart from the uniformly black middle tibia, are that the median 

yellow line of the thorax forks in front of the scutellum, and the second segment of 

the middle tarsi is black all round on the distal half or more. 

Aedes (Stegomyia) poweri Theobald. 

Stcgomyzn poweui ‘~heobald, J. Eco11. Bid. I, p. 18 (I~o.T), and Jim. Cd. _I, p. 185 (1907) ; Edwar-ds, 
Bull. Ent. Res. -3, p. IO (1912). 

TYPE.-_Y in B.N., Iiatal. 

Resembles ,4. contipus and ,4. deboeri in leaving the white spots at tips of middle 
and hind femora quite small, but differs from those species and all others of the 

group in having a distinct white patch at base of middle tibia beneath. 

0. Head as in related species. Thorax with the main white scutal spots small, 

pear-shaped, not much larger than the supra-alar white spots. Sublateral lines on 

posterior third of scutum white instead of yellow. A thin but distinct median 

IO 
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yellow line running almost whole length of scutum, stopping in front of the bare 
space, which lacks the usual border of yellow scales. Scutellar scales white except 

for some black ones on apex of median lobe. Patch of white scales on @n quite 

small. Abdomen with tergites I and z all dark above, 3-7 with narrow and incomplete 

creamy-white basal bands. Legs : Middle and hind femora with the small white 

knee-spots confined to the upper half of anterior surface. Middle femur with the 

usual round white spot near middle. Middle tibia with a distinct though short 

white mark at base, occupying the whole width of the ventral surface and visible 

from both in front and behind ; hind tibia with a similar but rather longer white 
mark. Middle tarsi with a narrow white ring on first segment, second segment 

white with extreme tip black above and distal half black beneath. Hind tarsi as in 

A. contigum. 

5. Unknown. 

Distribz~tion.--NrlTAL (Pouw). Other records require confirmation. 

AEdes (Stegomyia) masseyi Edwards. (PI. 2, fig. 8.) 

Aedes (Stegomyin) mnsseyi Edwards, Bull. EIlt. Res. 13, p. 397 (1923), and 15, p. 

TYPE.-? in B.&I., Ruwe, Congo. 

266 (1925). 

Differs (in the typical form) from all the other African species of the subgenus in 
having the third and fifth segments of the hind tarsi black, while the fourth is white ; 
otherwise somewhat similar to A. chamsieri or A. poweri, but without the white 

spot in middle of middle femur in front. 

$2. Head with the usual ornamentation ; black patches large ; erect scales on 

nape black ; no yellow scales. Thorax black as usual. Lateral patches of white 

scales on anterior half of scutum moderately large and almost semicircular ; from 
the posterior point of each patch a yellow line extends back to scutellum. Anterior 

white patch small, pointed behind (not rounded as in many species), composed of 

moderately broad but pointed scales ; from this patch a single distinct line of narrow 

yellow scales’extends back to the bare pre-scutellar space, where it stops abruptly 
without forking (the scales bordering this space being all black). Scutellar scales all 

white. ppn with a rather small patch of flat white scales. Abdomen : Tergites 3-6 

with distinct white basal bands which do not quite touch the silvery-white lateral 

patches ; z and 7 with rather large median white basal spots. Legs : Front femora 

black except at base beneath ; middle femora nearly all black, with faint indications 

of a pale line on basal half in front and a rather large white spot at tip in front ; 
hind femur white on rather less than the basal half, black on apical half, the black 

continued further towards base dorsally, and with a rather large white spot at tip in 

front. Front tibia with a narrow white ring at base, middle and hind tibiae entirely 

black. ,411 tarsi with white rings occupying basal half or less of first two segments, 

otherwise black except that the fourth hind tarsal segment is entirely white. 
Wings all dark. 

6. Unknown. 

Distribution.-BELGIAN CONGO : Ruwe, Katanga (Yale Massey) ; Elisabethville 

(Seydel) . 
Variation.-Two females from Nairobi (Van Someren) probably belong to this 
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species. They agree with the Congo specimens in all respects except that the third 

hind tarsal segment has a narrow white ring at the base. 

Atides (Stegomyia) de-boeri Edwards. 

Aedes (Stegomyin) de-boeh Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 17, p. 128 (1926). 

TYPES.-& in B.JI., Nairobi. 

Resembles ,4. dendrophilus and A. masseyi in having no white spot in the middle 

of the middle femora in front, differing from A. dendrophilz~s and resembling A. 

masseyi in thoracic markings and in having the white spots at the tips of middle 

and hind femora only moderately large. Differs from A. masseyi chiefly as follows : 
$2. Median yellow line of thorax forking in front of scutellum. Hind femur 

rather more extensively white at base, almost exactly the basal half being white and 
the black area not extending more towards base dorsally. Hind tibia with a creamy- 
white line at base beneath, extending fully one-fourth length of tibia. Hind tarsi 

with a narrow but distinct white ring at base of third segment. (As in A. masseyi 

the second segment of the middle tarsi is white all round on less than the basal half ; 
the fourth segment of the hind tarsi is practically all white and the fifth all black). 

Abdominal bands less complete than in A. masseyi. 
$. Palpi with only one white ring on shaft, the proximal ring being absent 

(feature distinguishing A. de-boeri from all other African species of the subgenus 
except barn bztsae) . Terminalia (Fig. 43, a) : Lobes of tergite well separated as 

usual by a wide emargination, each lobe with 6-8 bristly hairs ; style nearly 

straight, scarcely tapering, with a long and not very stout terminal spine ; basal 
plaque with two small spines on its inner margin near the middle ; phallosome 

with numerous teeth distally, none of them large ; paraprocts with the usual 
ventral arm, 

~z&ibution.-KENYA : Nairobi (Anderson, Van Someren) ; Elgeyo Escarpment 

(Harger). 

ssp. de-meilloni Edwards. 

A ddes (.Stegomyin) deboeri var. demeilloui 

TYPES.-_Gq in B.M., Zululand. 

Edwards, Proc. R. Ent. SOC. B, j, p. jj (1936). 

Differs from typical A. deboeri as follows : Middle tarsi with the second segment 

white above almost to the tip (though remaining largely black at sides and beneath). 

Hind femora as in A. masseyi. Hind tibiae with the white mark at base smaller (in 

one specimen practically absent). Hind tarsi with the fifth segment as well as the 

fourth practically all white. 
$. Palpi and terminalia as in the typical form. 

DistribzLtion.-ZuLuLAND : Eshowe (Ingram, de hfeillon, Turner). 

AGdes (Stegomyia) pseudonigeria Theobald. 

Stegonzyiu $seudonigeria Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 166 (1910) ; Edwards, 13~11. Ent. Res. 3, p. 9 
(1912). 

Stegomyin wellmnnii Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 163 (1910). 

TYPES.-pselfdoltigc.ria, $! in B.M., Owarnbu, Angola ; wellmnnii, 9 in B.M., Bailunda, Angola. 
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Resembles A. de-boevi and po2eleri in having the white knee-spots of the middle 

and hind femora quite small, but differs from those species and all others of the 

subgenus in having a narrow white ring, incomplete dorsally, close to but removed 
from the base of each tibia. 

9. Head and thorax much as in A. poweri, but some broadish scales present on 

each side of the bare pre-scutellar space, and the white sublateral lines, composed 

of quite broad scales. Abdomen with creamy basal bands, emarginate in middle, 

on each of tergites z-5, silvery-white bands on 6 and 7. Legs : Middle femur with 

a few white scales on basal half of anterior surface tending to form an indefinite 

line ; no white spot at middle. Hind femur as in related species with about the basal 
half white. Hind tibia with only the sub-basal ring, not differently marked from 

the other tibiae. White basal rings on first two segments of front and middle tarsi 

and first three of hind tarsi, last two segments of hind tarsi almost entirely white. 
$. Unknown. 

Distribzltion.-A~;GoLA : Bailunda, near Benguella and Owambu ( WeZZmaut). 
BECHUANALAND : Botletle River, Ngamiland (Moflat). S.-IV. AFRICA : Ovamboland 

(Barnard). 

Variation.-The specimens from Ovamboland have the last hind tarsal segment 
black instead of white. 

AGdes (Stegomyia) bambusae Edwards. (Pl. 2, fig. 13.) 

cl e&s ( 

TYPES. 
Bull. Ent. 

Cganda. 

Res. 26, p. 134 (1935) 

Differs from all the other African species of the subgenus, except the allied 

A. angustus, in having all the mesonotal markings yellow instead of white. and in 
the absence of pale knee-spots on the hind femora. 

9. Head mainly dark above, with a yellowish median stripe and a narrow whitish 

border to the eyes. Tori with white scales and palpi white-tipped as usual. Thorax 

with blackish ground-colour as usual. Scutum on anterior half with a pair of broadly 

crescent-shaped yellow to golden-yellow marks which extend to the scutal angles, 
the anterior horn of the crescent produced forwards along margin almost to middle 

line in front, and the posterior horn continued backwards as a golden line to scutellum. 

,4 median golden-yellow line extending whole length of scutum, forking around the 

small bare pre-scutellar space, somewhat broadened towards front, all scales at its 

front end narrow. On each side a supra-alar patch of yellow scales. Scutellar 
scales creamy-white or yellowish. ppn with a small area of flat creamy-white 

scales, narrow black scales above. Abdomen with the usual lateral white spots on 

tergites 1-7 and with incomplete yellowish basal bands on 3-7. Legs : Front femora 
black, with a short yellowish ventral line at base ; front tibia black, with the usual 
narrow basal pale ring (sometimes indistinct) ; front tarsi with two white rings, the 
second not very broad. lYIiddle femora black, on anterior surface without any 
white spot at middle, but with a few white scales close before the tip, usually forming 
a small spot ; middle tibia black ; middle tarsi with a narrow white ring at base of 
first segment and a second white ring embracing nearly the whole second segment. 

Hind femora creamy-white on basal half, blackish on distal half, entirely without 



pale scales at or near tip ; hind tibia with a white ventral line occupying from one- 

fifth to one-third of its length ; hind tarsi with narrow white rings at bases of segments 

1-3, 4 all white, 5 white at base abo\Te. TVi~zgs dark, sometimes with a few pale 

scales at extreme base of costa. 
d. Ornamentation as in 9. Palpi with only one white ring on shaft, the basal 

ring being absent or represented by a few scales only. Tervzinnlin : Almost as in 

A. de-boeri, with two or three short spines on inner margin of basal plaque. 

Di~t~ib~~lti~n.-U~.~~~.~ (Kigezi district) : Mts. Sabinio and Mgahinga, also at 
Muko (Edwards, Gibbins) ; Behungi, 8000 ft., December, 1932 (Gibbivzs). 

Although this species, like the following, breeds in bamboos, it does not show 

the narrowing of the thorax which is such a marked feature of A. angz&~s as well 
as of some of the bamboo-breeding .Stqonzyin and Arun@eres of the oriental region. 
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Atides (Stegomyia) angustus Edwards. (Pl. 2, fig. IA.) 

A2des (Stegomyia) angustus Edwards, Bull. Ent. 

TYPES.-&? in B.M., Kigezi District, Uganda. 

Res. 26, P. 135 (1935). 

Differs from all other African species of the subgenus, including il. bambusae, in 

the narrow, laterally compressed thorax. Resembles A. bambusae in having all the 

mesonotal markings yellow and no pale spots at the tips of the hind femora, but 
differs as follows : 

$2. Mesonotal markings creamy-yellow rather than golden yellow, the patch 

above each wing root rather larger and in some specimens almost white ; crescent- 

shaped marks rather narrower, forming a more even curve with the posterior yellow 

lines i median yellow line more conspicuously but quite gradually broadened towards 

front. Middle femora with a small but distinct white spot on anterior surface at 

middle (apparently absent in one specimen only), also with a rather more distinct 
subapical white spot. Hind tibia with the pale ventral line less developed, often 

occupying not more than the basal sixth of the tibia. Front tarsus with the second 

segment rather move extensively white ; middle tarsus with the second segment less 

extensively white, being usually black above at tip and mainly black beneath ; hind 

tarsus with the fifth segment all white above. Wings with a more obvious pale 

spot at base of costa. 

$. Palpi with the first .white ring of shaft distinct. Terminalia (Fig. 43, c) : basal 
plaque shorter, with several thickened bristles on its distal margin, but no spines 

on its inner margin ; style longer than usual, when infolded reaching almost to 

base of basal plaque. 
Distribution.-UGANDA : Mts. Sabinio and Mgahinga, also at Muko, Kigezi 

district (Edwards, Gibbirts). 

AEdes (Stegomyia) africanus Theobald. (PI. 2, fig. 5.) 

Differs from all the other African species of the subgenus, except the nearly 
allied A. Zuteocephalus, in having the white ring of the third hind tarsal segment 

much broader than the others ; also in having ppn almost entirely covered with 

flat metallic scales, and in the markings of the thorax and abdomen. 

$2. Head largely black above, the usual two black patches being connected in the 

middle ; a band of silvery scales round orbits and a yellow patch on nape. Tori 

with silvery scales ; palpi white-tipped as usual. Thorax black. Scutum with a 

pair of somewhat crescent-shaped marks which are more transversely placed than 

in the other species and conspicuously metallic silvery (not snow-white), the scales 

composing them almost circular ; a second patch of similar scales above and in 

front of each wing-root, continued towards middle line as a short transverse line of 

narrow yellow scales ; on front margin of scutum a double row of circular metallic 

silvery scales extending some distance and continued as a thin median line of narrow 

yellow scales nearly back to scutellum. Pleurae with rather small patches of silvery 



A%DES (STEGOMYIA) L~TEOCEPHALUS IS 

scales, that on mesepimeron the largest, but leaving the lower part of the sclerite 

bare. #HZ (in perfect specimens) covered almost completely with round metallic 
silvery scales. a@ with black bristles and silvery scales. Abdomen nearly all black 
above, none of the tergites with median basal white or silvery markings, but the 

lateral silvery spots of tergites 7 and 8 very large and visible dorsally. Legs (Fig. 37, e) 
black. Front femora with a silvery line beneath on basal half ; middle and hind 

femora each with three large metallic silvery patches on anterior surface, situated 
near base, about middle, and at tip. Front and middle tibiae all black ; hind tibiae 
with a large white patch at base beneath. Front and middle tarsi each with narrow 
white basal rings on the first two and sometimes on the third segment ; hind tarsi 

with narrow white wings on first two segments, third white except narrowly at tip, 

fourth with a narrow white ring at base, fifth black. TV&zgs black scaled. 
3. Ornamentation as in 9, except that the yellow area at back of head tends to 

be larger. Palpi with the usual markings. Terminalin (Fig. 43, d) : tergite with 
widely separated lobes bearing short hairs ; style curved, tapering, with longish 
terminal spine ; basal plaque much as in the other species, without spines ; para- 
procts with the usual basal ventral arm ; phallosome with short teeth only. 

J47ing-length 3.1-4.5 mm. 

DistribUtio”i.-SIERKA LEOXE : Freetown (A4wste?z, Evans), Daru (Mtir@zy). 

NIGERIA : Lagos (Graham, Wigglesworth, Connal) ; Forcados and Katari (.Sim+oti). 
BELGIAX COITGO : Coquilhatville (Yale Massey) ; Stanleyville (Schwetx) ; Lualaba 

River (Arbuckle) ; Matadi (Wanson). UGANDA : Entebbe (LOW, Moflat) ; Bugombo 
(Hancock) ; Mabira Forest (Neave) ; Kampala (Hopkins). AXGOLA : Bihe (Well- 

man). ABPSSISIA : Sidamo Pro\-. (Nystrum). 

Atides (Stegomyia) luteocephalus Newstead. (Pl. 2, fig. 6.) 

Stegornyia Lzdrocephnln Newstead, Ann. Trop. JIed. I, p. 15 (1907) ; Edwvards, Rull. Ent. Res. 3, 
p. IO (1012). 

Kin+ Ezttrocephnlrr Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 136 (1910). 

TYPE.-- $? in I,iverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Kumba [? Tumba], Belgian Congo. 

Similar in most respects to A. afvicanus, differing as follows : 
Head in both sexes with a much more extensive area of yellow scales. Thorax : 

Median yellow line distinctly forking in front of scutellum ; more numerous yellow 
scales present in a patch adjacent to the supra-alar silvery patch. apn with yellow 

bristles and golden scales. Patches of scales on upper part of sternopleura and on 
mesepimeron metallic golden instead of silvery, and more extensive, the mesepimeron 

being almost completely covered. Abdomen with more or less obvious dull yellow 

basal bands on tergites 2-6. Legs : Front tibia light brownish beneath for its 

whole length ; hind femora narrowly whitish at base both in front and behind, with 

only two silvery patches (at middle and tip) ; hind tibia with a smaller yellowish 
patch at base beneath ; hind tarsi with the third segment more widely black at tip, 

fourth all black. Terminali’a (Fig. 43, e) hardly differing from those of africanus. 

Distribzttion.-GAMBIA : Bathurct (1nnes). SIERRA LEONE : Freetown (Bacot, 

Evans). GOLD COAST : Accra (Macjie) ; Saltpond (TV. &T. Fraser). NIGERIA : 
Lagos (Connal, Graham) ; Lokoja (Watson) ; Gadau (Taylor). SUDAN : Bor (King); 

Juba (San. I@.). 
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Ae’des (Stegomyia) unilineatus Theobald. (PI. 2, fig. 12.) 

Qunsistegovsyi~c zcmlinrnta Thcoba!d, Second Kept. \l-cllcome I,ab. p. 70 (I~oG), and Xon. Cul. 4, 
p. 160 (1907). 

Differs from all other species of the subgenus occurring on the African mainland 

in having a median white stripe of narrow scales, but no sublateral white patches 

FIG. +4.-Terminalia of _4edes (.Stcqowyzn) spp. a. uuilimatats. b. uittntzrs. 

on the anterior half of the scutum ; no other African Culicines show this type of 

marking. 

$. Head with a broad median white stripe which is continued forwards over the 
fairly wide space between the eyes, dorsal surface otherwise black. Thorax black or 

brownish-black with snow-white markings on scutum as follows : a median white 

stripe on anterior half, tapering to a point behind ; a small spot on each scutal 
angle ; a pair of small round spots, one towards each side at middle ; three short 

lines, the median one forking round the bare space, in front of scutellum ; and a 

small patch on the margin immediately in front of each wing-root, this last marking 

composed of broad flat scales, the rest of narrow scales. Scutellar scales white ; @fin 

with flat white scales below, narrow black ones above.’ Abdomen with white basal 

bands and lateral spots on tergites. Legs black. Femora each with a small white 

knee-spot ; middle femora with a round white spot in middle in front ; hind fenm-a 
white on basal two-thirds with a black dorsal line extending nearly to base. Tibiae 

all entirely black. Front and middle tarsi with narrow white rings at bases of first 
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two segments ; hind tarsi with broader white rings on first four segments, fifth all 
white. Wings black scaled, with a white dot at base of costa. 

0”. Ornamentation as in ‘_. Palpi with two white rings on shaft and almost 
complete rings at bases of last two segments. 

Terrninalia (Fig. 44, a) : Tergite strongly convex, almost semicircular, without 

lobes or bristles. Style long, straight, with long, slightly subterminal spine at right 
angles to shaft. Paraprocts without basal ventral arm. Basal plaque elongate, 
fringed with long hairs at tip, otherwise bare. 

Distvib~tion.-GOLD COAST : A4ccra (&Jac$e) ; _4buri (IxgYam). NIGERIA : Baro 

(Ingraulz) ; Lokoja (TViggZeswortlz) ; Gadau (Taylor) . SUDAX : Bahr-el-Ghazal, 

Jebelein and Erkowit (K&g) ; Juba (San. Imp.). KENYA : Dolo, Juba River 
(Drake-Brockman) . NYASALAKD : Port Herald (OZd). TnAxsvilAL : Tzaneen 

(Ingram and de Meillon). 

Outside Africa the species is known to occur in Western India (Punjab, Delhi 
Province and I3ombay). The Indian form does not differ from the *4frican. 

Aedes (Stegomyia) albopictus Sltuse. 

Cdex nlbopictzts Skusc, Ind. JIus. Notes, 3, p. 20 (1894). 

.~2CgOWZyin lnmberti Ventrillon, I3ull. 1111s. I’aris, 10, p. 5 jZ (rooq). 

Aedes (Sfrqonzyzn) nZbopictz4.s Edxvarcls, Hull. Ent. Res. I I, p. 134 (1930) ; Rarraud, Fauna k-it. 
Ind. Dipt. 5, p. 233 (1934). 

F~YPES.-abOfIiCt2tS, ? in Sydney (N.S.\\‘.), India ; hzmbevti, d$? in hris, v~ananarive. 

Very similar to 14. zmilineatzts, differing chiefly as follows : Median white stripe 

of scutum rather longer ; the round white spots on posterior half of scutum absent, 

as is also the spot in the middle of the anterior surface of the middle femur. Ter- 

minalia with tergite of different shape, the middle part produced into a blunt point, 

coxite shorter and broader. 

Distributio~z.- ~IADAGASCAR ( VentrilLon) Rtiuh.10~ : St. Denis (Surcouf) 

-MAURITIUS (d’Emmerez de Channoy, MacGregor). 

Also occurs abundantly throughout the Oriental region. The identity of Malagasy 

specimens with the Oriental form has been established by comparison of mounts of 
terminalia. 

AGdes (Stegomyia) mascarensis KxG-egor. 

*-1 edes (.5tegonzyzn) mascarcmas MacGregor, Bull. Ent. Res. 14, p. 409 (1924) ; Edwrds, Bull. 

Ent. lies. 15, p. 266 (1925). 

TYPE.-Probably lost ; neotypes &2 in IS.hI., Mauritius. 

A strikingly distinct species recognizable at once by the mainly white-scaled 
thorax. 

3. Head mainly clothed with white scales above, black at sides. Palpi white- 

tipped and proboscis black as usual. Clypeus bare. Thorax black, with anterior 

half or two-thirds of scutum entirely clothed with white scales, those in middle 

narrow, but those in a large patch adjacent to each scutal angle broader and more 
snowy white, suggesting a derivation from crescent-shaped white markings similar 

to those of A. aegypti, etc. Scutellar scales white. Small patches of white scales on 

pleurae but $$n and also the paratergites entirely devoid of scales. Abdomen with 
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narrow whitish basal bands on tergites 3-7. Legs black ; femora with under sides 

pale, but without knee-spots ; middle femur without spot or white line in front ; 
tibiae all dark ; front and middle tarsi with narrow white ring at bases of first two 

segments ; hind tarsi with narrow white rings on first three segments, fourth with 

the basal half or more white, fifth all white. Wings dark scaled. 
8. Ornamentation as in 1. Palpi with the usual white rings. Terminalia 

(Fig. 38, b) : Tergite formed almost as in A. aegypti, being composed mainly of two 
large conical lateral lobes each with a few very short hairs at the tip ; coxite rather 

short and broad, though not so broad as in aegypti, lobe with about three straight 

spines as in aegypti ; style strongly elbowed a little beyond the middle, with rather 
short terminal spine ; paraprocts with small ventral arm (?) ; phallosome with only 

very small teeth (smaller than in most other species of the subgenus, but exactly 
as in aegypti). 

Distrib~tion.-M~v~~~~us (MacGregor). 

The close resemblance in male terminalia between this species and A. aegypt; 

is very surprising, as externally the two species are among the most distinct in the 
subgenus. A somewhat analogous case is that of Cztlex scotti and C. pipiens 

(see p. 332). 

Aedes (Stegomyia) granti Thcobald. 

.Stcgovz~uz grmtii Theobald, hIon. Cul. I, p. 306 (1901). 

Howardirzn g~antzz Edwards, Uull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 13 (1912). 
Aedcs (Stcgomyia) g~ndi Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. IS, p. 266 (1925). 

TYPE.+ in B.&l., Sokotra. 

A very distinctive species with ornamentation unlike that of any other species 

of the subgenus ; distinguished especially by the white lines on the proboscis and legs 
and the colour of the thorax. The only African mosquito with which confusion might 

be possible is Theobaldia longiareolata. 

9. Head black above, with a white median stripe, a white orbital line, and a white 

scaled line between eyes. Proboscis with a white line above extending from base 

nearly to tip. Palpi white in middle as well as at tip. Thorax reddish-brown ; 
scutum with a narrow median line of narrow white scales extending the whole length 

and forking in front of scutellum ; a narrow line of small but broad white scales 

commences on front margin on each side of median line, passes round margin to 
scutal angle where it turns inwards and continues back to scutellum ; another line 

of small flat white scales commences in front of lateral lobe of scutellum, passes 
above wing-root, and continues first along margin of scutum and then across ppn. 

Scutellar scales white. -4bdomen with a narrow white basal band on middle part of 

each tergite which passes obliquely across sides of tergite to posterior corners. Legs . 
Front (?) legs missing in type. On middle (?) and hind legs, on the anterior surface, 

a white line extends the whole length of the femur and tibia and most of the first 

tarsal segment ; femora also with a ventral white line ; second and third tarsal 

segments with basal white rings (tip of hind tarsus missing). Wings with a white 

line on basal third of costa, otherwise dark. 
3. Unknown. 

Z)istribution.-SOKOTRA (Grant). Unknown elsewhere. 
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Aedes (Stegomyia) vittatus Bigot. 

C&x vttta2us Bigot, _4nn. Sot. Ent. France (a), I, p. 327 (1861~. 
Stegontyin sugens Theobald [WC \2_iedenmnn], Mon. Cul. I, p. 300 (1901) ; Edmrds, Bull. Ent. 

Res. 3, p. 9 (1912). 
Scutomyin sugem ‘Theobald, Gen. Ins. Culicidae, p. 19 (I(jcj). 
Stcgomyin bvunzpti Neveu-Imnaire, Bull. Sot. Zool. France, 30, p. 8 (I(~os). 
Reedowzyia dbo$umtnta ‘I heobald, Mon. Cul. 4, p. 262 (190 j). 
Stegomyia vittatn: Edw-ards, Bull. Ent. Res. 7, p. 210 (1~117). 

A-leedes (Stegomyia) zlittatus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 15, p. 26j (1qz5) ; 13arraud, Faunn Ihit. Ind. 

DiPt. 5, P. 245 (1934). 

TYPEs.--vittatus, lost, Corsica ; b~z4vtp!i, lost, HIarrar ; rclbopu~zctntn, C in R.lI., Sierra 1 cone. 

A very distinct species readily distinguished from any other mosquito by the 
leg-markings. The white spotted thorax bears some resemblance to that of some 
species of the subgenus Aidimovphus, and there are several other features in which 

the adult, as well as the larva and pupa of A. vittatus, shows some approach to 

Aifdinzov@w. 

9. Head, differing from that of all the other species of the subgenus in having 

an extensive area of erect forked scales and decumbent narrow scales, this area 

reaching forwards from nape almost to eye-margin. Clypeus with two small patches 

of white scales. Proboscis extensiv-ely pale in middle. Palpi white-tipped and with 
some white scales in middle. Thorax blackish-brown above, with three pairs of 

small round white spots composed of narrow scales. Scutellar scales white, some 

black ones at tip of middle lobe as in many other species. Mesepimeron with several 

bristles below middle (another unique character in this subgenus). Abdomen with 

white basal bands on tergites. Cerci longer than in the other species. Legs (Fig. 37, f) : 
Femora with many scattered white scales and with narrow white pre-apical rings * 
tibiae each with a small white mark near base and a conspicuous white ring near 

middle. Tarsi each with white basal rings on first three segments ; on hind tarsi 
fourth segment mainly and fifth wholly white. TYings dark scaled. 

3. Ornamentation as in $2. Palpi with four complete white rings, two on shaft, 

one at base of each of the last two segments ; slender, bare and upturned as in other 
Stegomyia. 

TerminaZia (Fig. 44, 11) : Style greatly enlarged distally, with long curved spine 

subterminal in position. Phallosome with fine teeth only. Coxitc with a small 

apical hair-tuft ; basal lobe large, short-haired. 

~isfribution.-Smut LEONE : Freetown (,4usten) ; Daru (Murp~zy). GOLD 

CO.~SI- : Bole and Sunyani (Ingram). NIGERI,~ : Lokoja (Watson) ; Oshogbo (.Mayer) ; 
Baro (Simpson). UG~~ND,~ : Entebbe (Fraser, Strathcairn). KENYA : “ 3rd Camp ” 

(Chell). BELGIM CONGO : Stanleyville (Mouclzet). S. RHODESIA : Salisbury, etc. 
(Leeson). SuDATU’ : Hills east of Erkowit (K~vz~) ; Jebelein (King) ; Jebel Meidot 

(~~i&elmore) ; Dar Shol and Delami (Ruttledge) ; Talodi ; Kajo Kaji ; Wau. 
ABYSSINIA : Harrar (Brumpt). SOM.~LILAXD : Buran (Tz&gg) . T_~XGANYIKX : Lindi 

(Haworth). ZANZIBAR (Aders) ; Pemba I. (McCarthy). ADEX : Hinterland (I’er- 
bury, Patton). ARABIA : Wadi Yain (Philby). 

The species is also known to occur in Spain and Corsica ; throughout India, 

Ceylon, Assam and Burma ; and in Cochin China. It shows an appreciable 

variation (except in size) in any part of its range. 
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Subgenus AI~DIMORPHUS Theobald. 

Aedimo~phtls Theobald, Non. Cul. 3, p. zoo (1903). 

Cntngeiomyin Theobald, Thornson Yates Lab. Rept. 5, pt. 2, p. I (IOOJ). 

Ecczcler Felt, S.Y. State Rlus. Bnll. 79, p. 391 b (1904). 

Polyleptiomyirz Theobald, Gen. Ins. Cul. p. 21 (1905). 

Duttmz~z Scwstead, Ann. Trop. Med. I, p. 17 (1907). 

Mzmeteculex Theobald, Third Rcpt. \Yellc. Lab. p. 258 (1908). 
Myxosqzznma~s Theobald, Mon. Cnl. j, p. 1-55 (1910). 

~~~c~@xomyz~~ Tlleobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 261 (1910). 

.Stcmscufus Theobald, JIon. Cul. J, p. 263 (1910). 

Rathosomyzn Thcobald, Mon. Cnl. 5, p. 267 (191(l). 

(;~?ioTY~1:~.--.4edimorphzcs, C’vnnotnefzza domestica Theo. ; Cntngelrm~,ia, c’. senegnlertsis Theo. ; 

Ecculex, Ctrlex syloestvis Theo. ; Polyleptiomyza, P. albncephala Theo. ; Lhttonia, D. tarsalis 
Newst. : J[i~nefecz4lex, &I. ktngt Theo. ; Myxosqzfamus, *II. fia114dosus Theo. ; Seopecomyia, 

A’. uninnnI~lata Theo. ; Stenosczrtzfs, S. africranzrs Theo. ; Rathosomyia, B. nbno?malis Theo. 

Ornamentation various, but scales of $$WZ (when present) usually all narrow (A. 

leesoni is an exception). Eyes usually only very narrowly separated. Proboscis 

usually distinctly longer than front femora, as in Ochlevotatus. Dorso-central and 

FIG. ~j.-Head of 3, .-1erlrs (L4edimo7,p7zzrs) itirsutus Theo. 

acrostichal bristles always present and usually numerous ; lower mesepimeral 

bristles absent. Paratergite scaly (except in A. domesticus and its two near relatives). 
Pa&i of 6 (Fig. 45) usually about as long as proboscis with the last two segments 
thickened, hairy and down-turned, terminal segment sometimes very small (as in 

apicoanndatus group) ; very exceptionally (A. gibbinsi) the male palpi are slender 

throughout, bare, and upturned at tip. Larger claw of front and middle legs of $ 
toothed ; front and middle claws of $? always toothed ; hind claws usually simple. 

6. Terminalia : Coxite with its inner face membranous, as in Ochlevotat~~s, Stegoqk, 
etc. ; claspette represented either by a short process bearing one or two hairs at 

its tip or by a larger and sometimes densely hairy basal plaque ; specialized scale-tufts 

never developed on surface of coxites. Style with the spine subterminal or well 

removed from the tip (except in A. natroyzius) ; very often the style is flattened 

distally and variously modified. Phallosome divided into two lateral plates, ea_ch 

bearing a number of teeth outwardly, the apical tooth often larger than the others. 
9. Tewninalia : Eighth segment partially or completely retractile, sternite not 

large, cerci usually long, as in Ochlerotatzts (short in apicoannzdatm group). In 

A. vexans as figured by Gjullin the eighth sternite is notched (but sides not produced), 



the insula is longer than broad and bare, and the post-genital plate is rather deeply 
notched ; it remains to be ascertained whether these features characterize the 

subgenus as a whole. Macfie and Ingram examined five species and found that 

though three of them (stokesi, domesticus and albocephalus) had normal spermathecae, 

the other two (irvitarts and punctot~orncis) possessed but a single large spermatheca. 
Except for Czzlex, this subgenus includes a greater number of species of mosquitoes 

than any other in Africa. Some division into groups is therefore desirable, and this 

can best be done on the basis of the leg-markings and the scutellar scaling ; the 

groups SO defined seem to be in the main natural. The following nine groups may 
be recognized ; in the first five and the last the basal lobe of the coxite is only very 

slightly developed, while in the other three it is large and hairy. 

I (apicoannulatzts group). Differs from all the rest in that the hind tarsi 

have conspicuous white rings which are situated almost entirely on the distal ends 

of the segments ; also in the short cerci of the female, and the breeding places 
(tree-holes instead of ground pools). Scutellum with flat white scales. Includes 
the first seven species. -1 . 

2 (argenteopunctatus group). Distinguished by spots of silvery scales on scutum 

and paratergite. Scutellar scales silvery-white, broad. Tarsi all dark. Includes 

‘4. argenteopunctatus and the seven related species. , I I. ,, 7, 
, .P’ 

3 (domesticus group). 
. 1 

Differs from all the rest in lacking scales on the para- 

tergite, otherwise similar to group 2. Hind femur with a white spot above at some 

distance from tip. A. domesticus, leptolabis and longiseta. 

3 (tarsalis group). Scutellum with silvery-white scales, mostly broad. L4bdo- 

minal tergites with lateral spots usually snow-white. Tarsi dark. A. Jilicis, tarsalis, 

yvonneae, phyllolabis, minutus, albocephalus. 

5 (abnormalis group). Scutellum with some or all of the scales broad (except 

dalzieli), but not usually silvery white. Abdominal tergites with lateral spots 

creamy white. Tarsi dark. A. congolensis, abnovmalis, wigglesworthi, alboventralis, 

leesoni, dalzieli, irvitans, nigvicephalus. 

6 (Zamborni group). Differs from all the rest by the hind tarsi having broad 

white rings embracing the joints. ,4. lamborni, boneti. 

7 (dentutus group). Scutellum with narrow scales only. Tarsi dark, or with 

two \ery narrow faint rings. A. gibbinsi, guasiunivittatus, pachywus, dentatus, 

subdentatus, caliginosus, cumminsi, pubescens, bevisi. 

8 (vexans group). Differs from the rest by the hind tarsi having a distinct 

white ring at the base of each segment. Scutellar scales all narrow. A. arabiensis, 

centvopunctatus, hirsutus, fowleri, durbanensis, natronius. 

9 (oclzraceus group). Differs from all the rest in the conspicuously striped 

femora and tibiae. Scutellar scales all narrow. Tarsi dark. A. ochraceus. 

Many species of this subgenus bite freely, chiefly out of doors and towards dusk. 

Kerr (1933) considers that A. ivritans and nigricephahs probably prefer human 

blood, though according to Davis and Philip these species also attack chickens. 

A. stokesi will attack man, but according to Kerr probably prefers non-human blood. 
Newstead recorded that A. argenteopunctatus “ bit viciously at midday,” and Hopkins 

(MS.) reports having been bitten by ,4. domesticus in forests. 
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KEY TO ETHIOPIAN SPECIES OF SUBGENERA AEDIMORPHUS AND 
OCHLEROTATUS. 

I. Scutellum with broad flat scales on at least one lobe (usually all scutellar scales 
broad, flat and white) . . . . . . . . . . 2. 

Scutellum with narrow scales only ; decumbent scales of vertex all narrow . 31. 
2. Hind tarsal segments with broad white apical bands which scarcely extend 

over the joints to bases of segments ; mesonotum usually with silvery 
spots . . . . . . . - . . . . . 

Hind tarsi otherwise . . . . . . . . . . s”: 
3. Tori with silvery-white scales ; white shoulder-spots composed of broad scales .1. 

Tori bare . . . . . . . . . . . . 7. 
4. Each femur with a white pre-apical spot . . . marshalli Theo. (p. 160). 

No pre-apical white spots on femora . . . . . . . 5. 
5. A pair of small white spots in middle of scutum . . . . . . ja. 

These spots absent . 
ga. All tarsi extensively whiie (Q), * or second mid-taisal segment white-tipped (di 

6. 

kajwetwae sp. n. (p. 162). 
Front and middle tarsi mainly or all dark (69) . . . capensis Edw. (p. 161). 

6. Silvery scales on margins of scutum in front forming a rather narrow line 
stokesi Ev. (p. 163). 

These scales forming a rather broad stripe . . . . haworthi Edw. (p. 165). 
7. White shoulder-spots composed of narrow scales ; hind femur with pre-apical 

white spot . . . . . . . . simulans N. & C. (p. 165). 
No white shoulder-spots ; no pre-apical white spot on hind femur 

a~icoannulatus Edw. (p. 166). 
8. Hind tarsi all dark . . . . . , . . . . . g. 

Hind tarsi with white rings which are about equally divided by the joints . 30. 
9. Scutum with four small white spots composed of broad scales . . . IO. 

Scutum without such spots, or at most with a pair on shoulders . 16. 
IO. Tori with white scales ; 9 palpi white-tipped . . . insolens Edw. (p. 171). 

Tori bare ; 9 palpi all dark . . . . . . . . . II. 
I J. Mid and hind femora with pre-apical white spots avgenteopunctatus Theo. (p. 167). 

Without such spots . . . . . . . . . . . LZ. 
12. A spot of broad white scales on scutal angle . . . bedfovdi Edw. (p. I 71). 

No white scales in this position . . . . . . . . 13. 
13. Head-scales mostly narrow, flat ones confined to sides . mutilus Edw. (p. 170). 

Head-scales nearly all broad and fiat . . . . . . . 14. 
14. Some white scales above wing-root . . . . . ho@insi Edw. (p. 169). 

No white scales above wing-root . . . . . . . . 15. 
15. White spot at tip of hind tibia longer than broad ; $ palpi markedly longer 

than proboscis . . .punctothoracis Theo. (p. ,168) ; mix@ Edw. (p. 170). 
White spot at tip of hind tibia scarcely as long as broad ; d palpi scarcely 

longer than proboscis . . . . . . micvostictus Edw. (p. 170). 
16. A spot of broad white scales on each shoulder, and a pre-apical white spot on 

hind femur . . . . . . . . . . . 17. 
These markings absent . . . . . . . . . . 18. 

I 7. White mark at tip of hind tibia nearly one-fifth as long as tibia 
momesticus Theo. (p. 172) ; longisetu Edw. (p. 173). 

This mark only about one-eighth as long as tibia . Zeptolabis Edw. (p. 173). 
18. Lateral spots of abdominal tergites pure white ; white spot at tip of hind tibia 

nearly twice as long as broad ; scutellar scales usually all broad a.nd white 19. 
Lateral spots of abdominal tergites dull creamy-white ; white spot at tip of 

hind tibia not or scarcely longer than broad ; scutellar scales often in nart 
narrow or dark . . . . . . . . . . _ . 23. 
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19. Most of the decumbent scales of vertex broad and flat . . minutus Theo. (p. 177). 

All scales of vertex narrow, including those adjacent to eyes . . . 20. 

20. Scutum with four pairs of small white spots, composed of narrow scales 
,fiZicis I. & de M. (p. 173). 

Scutum unspotted, or at most with a pair of yellowish spots . . . 21. 

21. X0 post-spiracular scales . . . . . . . . . . 22. 
At least a few post-spiracular scales present . . albocephalus Theo. (p. 177). 

22. All scutellar scales broad . . yvonnene sp. n. (p. 176) ; tavsaZis Newst. (p. I 74) 
Mid lobe of scutellum with some narrow scales (usually) PhyZZoZabis Edw. (p. 176j. 

23. Nearly all scales of vertex broad and flat . . . . . . . 24. 
Decumbent scales of vertex all narrow, or at least (abnormaiis, type $) 

some narrow scales in median line . 25. 
24. Brown species ; abdomen banded ; hind tibia with small white spot at tip 

ivritam Theo. (p. 184). 
Black species ; abdomen unbanded ; hind tibia all dark 

nigricefihalus Theo. (p. 185). 
25. Scales on u@z and ppn nearly all broad and flat . . . Zeesoni Edw. (p. 183). 

Scales on a@ and ppn narrow . . . . . . . . . ~6. 
26. Hind femur dark at tip, without pale knee-spot . . . . . . 27. 

Hind femur with small pale knee-spot 
27. Lighter ; decumbent scales of vertex mostly broad (i) ; * . * . 

28. 
scutellar scales all 

narrow (?) . . . . . . . . abnomaZis Theo. (p. 180). 
Darker ; decumbent scales of vertex narrow ($9) ; scutellar scales narrow on 

median lobe, broad on lateral lobes . . . ssp. kabwachensis n. (p. 181). 
28. Sternites usually with narrow dark bands ; post-spiracular and sub-spiracular 

scales few or absent . . . . . . . . . . 29. 
Sternites unbanded, white ; post-spiracular and sub-spiracular scales numerous 

alboventralis Theo. (p. 182). 
29. Mesepimeron unmarked ; tergites with narrow pale bands in ? ; scutellum 

with some narrow scales on median lobe . . congolensis Edw. (p. 178). 

Mesepimeron with dark spot ; tergites unbanded in 9 ; scutellum with broad 
scales on all lobes . . . . . . wigglesworthi sp. n. (p. 182). 

30. Hind tibia with distal i- white (E. Africa) . . . lamborni Edw. (p. 186). 
Hind tibia with distal ik white (Fernando PO) . . . bon&i Gil C. (p. 187). 

31. Femora and tibiae striped ; tarsi largely yellowish . ochraceus Theo. (p. 200). 

Femora and tibiae not striped . . . . . . . . . 32. 
32. Hind tarsi dark (two faint rings in bevisi) . . . . . . . 33. 

Hind tarsal segments with distinct white basal rings . . . . . 41. 
Hind tarsal segments with pale rings embracing the joints, fifth segment pale 

(Ochlerotatus) caspius Pall. (p. I 18). 
33. Hind tarsi with two narrow and faint pale rings . . . bevisi Edw. (p. 194). 

Hind tarsi entirely dark . . . . . . . . . 34. 
34. Head with the decumbent scales almost all pale ; abdominal tergites of $? 

. usually without complete pale bands . . . . . . . 35. 
Head (at least in 9) with a distinct patch of dark decumbent scales on vertex ; 

abdominal tergites of 9 usually with complete basal pale bands . . 37. 

35. Scutum golden-scaled laterally (see also subgenus Banksinellw) ; hind claws 
simple . . . gibbinsi Edw. (p. 187) ; Zeucarthrius Speiser (p. 188). 

Scutum not golden-scaled laterally ; hind claws toothed . . . . 36. 

36. Mesepimeron bare below as usual . . . . cun%lninsi Theo. (p. 193). 

Mesepimeron with soft hairs below . . . . pubescens Edw. (p. 194). 
37. Post-spiracular scales all broad and flat . . . . . . . 38. 

Many or all of the post-spiracular scales narrow . . , . . 40. 
38. Hind femur pale beneath almost to tip ; hind claws toothed 

dent&us Theo. (p. 190) ; ? pacJ~yz~us Edw. (1~. 191). 
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39. 

40. 

41. 

42, 

43. 

4-1 . 

45. 

46. 

47, 
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Similar but hind claws simple . . * . . 2richolnbis sp. n. (p. 
Hind femur dark beneath on almost the distal third . . . . . 
Hind claws simple . . . . . . yuasiuniai~tatzo Theo, (p 
Hind claws toothed. . . . . . . subde+?tatus Edw. (p. 
I’roboscis pale beneath ; sternites unbanded ; hind claws simple 

tla!zieli Theo. (p. 
Proboscis all dark ; sternites banded ; hind claws toothed 

caligi?lusus Graham (J). 
T,ower mesepimeral bristles present ; last two hind tarsal segments usuall! 

all dark . . . . . . (Ochlevotatus) cwballzrc Theo. (11. 
Lower mesepimeral bristles absent ; last two hind tarsals not all dark . . 
Wing-scales all dark, including costal fringe ; femora and tibiae not con- 

spicuously speckled , . . . . . . . . . 
Wing-scales not all dark ; femora and tibiae conspicuously speckled . . 
Abdomen with broad pale bands ; scutal scales uniformly brown 

avcrbiemis Patton (p. 

J 79). 
39. 

189). 
r91). 

183). 

t91). 

117). 
4”. 

43. 
44. 

W). 
llbdomen without complete bands ; scutum mottled GelLtvopl~lzctgtzLs Theo. (p. 1q6). 
Costa1 fringe whitish on distal half (at least in y), wing otherwise almost 

entirely dark-scaled . . . . . . . hivsufz~s Theo (11, 106). 
Costa1 fringe dark, but whole wing with numerous scattered pale scales . 45. 

Abdominal tergites without patches of yellow scales . . . . . 46. 
Tergites with apical lateral yellow patches . . . . . . . 47. 
Sixth teqite (9) with a submedian pair of apical white patches 

~OB~IPF~ d’Emm. (p. 1~18). 
Sixth tergite (9) with a narrow transverse apical white line 

(Ochlevotatzcs) _fyTeri Edw. (p. I 16). 

Abdominal bands white . . . . . . dzwbavzensis Theo. (p. 199). 
Abdominal bands yellow in middle . . . . mtro~zius Edw. (11. 199). 

AGdes (Atidimorphus) marshalli Theobald. 

Stegonzyia mnrshnlli Theobald, Non. Cul. I, p. 310 ( I~OI). 

Ochlerotntus mnushnE1z Edwards, Bull. Ent. Kes. 3, p. 18 (1912). 
Scutom~~ia mnvshnlli Theobald, Gen. Ins. Culicidae, p. rg (1905). 

TYPES.-89 in 13.11., Salisbury. 

Belongs to a small group of species distinguished by having conspicuous spots of 
flat, silvery-white scales on the mesonotum and also on the tori, and conspicuous 
white apical rings on the first four segments of the hind tarsi, the fifth segment 

being all white ; scutellum with flat silvery-white scales ; ppn nearly bare ; no 

post-spiracular scales. Differs from the four nearly allied species in having a small 
round white spot on anterior surface of each femur at some distance from the tip. 

0. Head with narrow decumbent scales on vertex, dark in front, pale yellowish 

towards nape ; a pair of wedge-shaped spots of broad flat silvery-white scales on 

eye-margins, almost meeting in middle. Proboscis black above, more or less pale 

beneath. Palpi black, about a fifth as long as proboscis. Tori dark, with a con- 

spicuous patch of silvery-white scales. Thorax with dark brown ground colour. 
Scutum with four conspicuous spots of broad flat silvery-white scales, one on each 

shoulder, adjacent to margin and occupying about half the length of #YZ, and a pair 
in middle of about the same size ; paratergite heavily clothed with similar scales ; 
four or six short and often broken lines of smaller but broadish white scales on 

posterior part of scutum. Pleurae with small patches of flat silvery-white scales, 
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including one on sub-spiracular area, but ppn and post-spiracular area without 

scales. Abdomen mainly blackish, tergites with large silvery-white basal lateral 

spots ; cerci very short. Legs : Femora with white pre-apical spots as noted above 

and with small white knee-spots ; tibiae each with a conspicuous white spot at tip ; 
front and middle tarsi black, with a white spot at tip of first segment only ; middle 

tibiae indistinctly pale posteriorly ; hind tarsi with rather broad white apical rings 

on each of the first four segments, extending slightly over joints on to bases of 

segments 2-4, last segment all white. Wings dark-scaled, with a silvery-white 

dot at base of costa. 
$. Resembles 9, except that abdominal tergites 3-7 have complete silvery-white 

basal bands. Palpi about as long as proboscis, black, with a narrow white ring at 
base of terminal segment, last two segments moderately hairy. Terminalin : Basal 

lobe of coxite with about five short spines ; style with a very stout simple spine on 

inner side beyond middle ; some short hairs associated with this spine, distal 

portion beyond the spine narrowed. 

Wing-Len&z 3.5-4 mm, 
Distvibzction.-S. RHODESIA : Salisbury (,VarslzaZZ). TR_INSVAAL : Komatipoort 

(Ingram). UGANDA : Lira (Hopkins). AXGOLX (Wellman). BELGIAN CONGO : 
Elisabethville (Seydel). KENYA : Mt. Elgon (Jacksopt). 

Aedes (Aedimorphus) capensis Edwards. (Pl. 3: fig. I.) 

Closely allied to A. marshalli, differing in thoracic ornamentation and in having 

no white pre-apical spots on any of the femora. 

9. Head as in A. marshalli. Proboscis and palpi all black Thorax blackish 

or dark brown. Scutum with a few narrow white or yellowish scales in middle of 

front margin ; a stripe or patch of broad silvery-white scales extending from near 

middle of front margin almost or quite to scutal angle ; a pair of round spots of broad 
silvery-white scales in middle, and from just behind each of these spots a line of white 

or yellowish scales extends back to scutellum, these lines always distinct and many 
/ of the scales composing them often quite broad ; a short line of white scales above 

each wing-root, and some narrow white scales on each side of the bare space. Scutel- 

lum with silvery-white scales as usual in this group, but the scales on median lobe 

tending to be less dense than on lateral lobes and some of them pointed. Abdomen, 

legs and wings as in A. marshalli, except for the absence of femoral spots. 

$. Resembles 9. Palpi as in A. marshalli. Terminalia (Fig. 47, a) as in 

marshalLi ; no differences discoverable beyond slight individual variation. 
Wing-length 4-5 mm. 

Distribzhion.--CAPE PROVINCE : Oudebosch (Barnard). NYASALAND : Mlanje 

(Keaue) . KENYA : Limuru (Van Someren and MacDonald) ; Kisumu (MacDonald) ; 
Mt. Elgon (Jackson). 

Aedes (ficclalex) captmsis Edwards, Ann. S. Afr. hlus. 19, p. 162 (1924). 

Aedes (,4~dimor~hus) capelzsis Edwards, Bull. Ent. Kes. 15, p. ~67 (1925). 

TYPES.--3 $? in Cape Town, Oudebosch. 

Variation.-Small differences in ornamentation occur between specimens from 
different localities, the form occurring in any one locality being apparently fairly 
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constant. Whether any of the East African forms are identical with the Cape form 

cannot be ascertained until better material is obtained from the type locality ; I 
therefore describe them below without at present suggesting names for them. 

A. (25 $2, 16 $ from Mt. Elgon, reared from tree-hole in forest zone). 
9. Silvery mark on shoulder broadish in front, narrower behind, not reaching 

scutal angle, when seen obliquely in front view appearing more like a spot than a 

stripe. White spot at tip of hind femur not much longer than broad. Front and 
middle tarsi with a small white spot at tip of first segment, middle tarsi sometimes 

with a few white scales at tip of second segment. 

d. Thorax and hind femur as in $2. Front and middle tarsi all dark, or with a 
few white scales at tip of first segment. Abdomen unbanded. 

B. (5 9, z $ from Limuru, bred from bored and cut bamboos). 

9. Silvery mark on shoulder forming a narrow stripe of even width and reaching 
back to scutal angle. Hind femur as in A. Front tarsi with first segment broadly 
and second narrowly white at tip ; middle tarsi with first two segments broadly and 
third narrowly white at tip. 

$. Thorax as in 9, shoulder-stripe a little broader. Front tarsi all dark ; middle 

tarsi with a small white spot at tip of first segment and a few white scales at tip of 
second. Abdomen unbanded. 

c. (I 9, 3 6 from Kisumu). 
P. Silvery shoulder mark as in A, also hind femur. Front tarsi with a few white 

scales and middle tarsi with a small white spot at tip of first segment, rest dark. 

6. Front and middle tarsi all dark. Abdomen with whitish basal bands on 
tergites 3-5 or 3-6. 

D. (I $ from Mt. Mlanje). 
6. Silvery shoulder-stripe broad (almost as broad as in A. howarthi) and reaching 

scutal angle. Hind femur with the white spot at tip quite twice as long as broad. 
Front and middle tarsi all dark. (Terminalia as in the other forms, not like JzowartFYi.) 

Ae’des (Aedimorphus) kapretwae sp. n. 

TYPES.-& in B.M., Mt. E&on. 

Closely allied to A. capensis, which it resembles in most respects, but differs from 
that and all other species of the group in the more extensive white markings of the 

t arsi, as well as in details of t horacic scaling. 

9. Head much as in related species, but the wedge-shaped pale areas adjoining 
eyes above are creamy instead of silvery. Tori with silvery-white scales and pro- 
boscis all black as in capensis. Thorax dark brown, with markings arranged as in 
capensis, the scutum having a small patch of narrow yellowish scales in middle in 

front, a pair of round white (or in this case sometimes yellowish) spots in middle, 
behind which a conspicuous pair of yellow lines extend backwards to scutellum. On 
each shoulder is a rather narrow stripe which is composed of broad silvery-white scales 
only towards its front end, being edged in front with narrow yellowish scales and also 

composed of similar scales on its posterior part, as far as ccutal angle. The median 
spots are in part (and to a variable extent) composed of narrow yellow scales. Scutel- 
lum with scales of median lobe creamy or golden instead of silvery-white, all pointed 
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and many of them quite narrow ; scales on lateral lobes broader and white but often 

also pointed. Pleurae as in marshalli. Abdomen as in marshalli. Legs black ; 
femora with small white knee-spots but no pre-apical white spots ; tibiae with the 

white spots at tip not or scarcely longer than broad. Front tarsi with segments 1-4 
white-tipped, 5 also with some white scales above, dark beneath. Middle tarsi 
with segments 1-3 broadly white-tipped (3 sometimes all white above), 4 white above, 

more or less dark beneath, 5 mainly dark. Hind tarsi with segments 1-3 broadly 
white-tipped, 4 either all white or with a narrow dark ring in middle, 5 all white. 

Wz%zgs as in related species, with small white dot at base of costa. 

$. Head with the anterior wedge-shaped spots whiter than in 51. Palpi slightly 

shorter than proboscis ; colour as in capensis, dark, with a white ring occupying less 

than basal half of terminal segment. Thorax much as in $2, but shoulder-stripe com- 

posed mainly or entirely of broad silvery-white scales. Abdomen with whitish basal 

bands on tergites 3-6. Legs : Front tarsi entirely black. Middle tarsi black, with 

a small white spot at tip of first segment and a larger one at tip of second (this dis- 
tinguishing the male of this species from that of any of the known forms of A. cape&s). 

Hind tarsi with fourth segment variable in colour, either entirely white, or with a 
black ring in middle, or (in the darkest specimens) black with a white tip and a few 

white scales at base. Terminalia indistinguishable from those of capensisor marshalli. 

Wing-length 3-5 mm. 

Distribution.-KENYA : Mt. Elgon, forest zone above Kapretwa, c. 8000 ft., 

g $3, 16 99, reared from larvae in tree-hole (T. H. E. Jackson). From the same 

tree-hole Mr. Jackson reared a long series of A. capensis (form A). 

AEdes (AEdimorphus) stokesi Evans. 

Ochlerot;Etats o,$iconnnzdatus Bacot, Y. Fever Colnrn. \V. _1fr. Ent. Kept. pp. I;.;, 143 (1916). 

Aedes npiconnnulntus Edwards, Trans. R. Sot. Trap. RIed. and Hyg. 16, p. 501 (1923) ; Edwards, 
Bull. Ent. Res. 1 j, p. 267 (1925). 

dedes (.-lediwzo~pkz~s) occident&s Evans (mc Macquart), Ann. Trap. Med. 20, p. 99 (1926). 
.42x& (Aed~m~~phus) stokesi Evans, Ann. Trop. Med. 23, p. 522 (1929). 

TYPES.-_Sy in Liverpool, Sierra Leone. 

Closely allied to A. marshalli and A. capensis ; resembles the latter in the absence 

of pre-apical spots on the femora, but differs from both in lacking the pair of silvery- 

white spots in middle of scutum. 

9. Head as in A. marshalli. Proboscis and palpi all black. Thorax brownish, 

more reddish-brown in most dried specimens. Scutum clothed mostly with dark 
brown scales, very few or no pale ones in middle line in front ; a silvery patch on each 

shoulder, not quite rexhing back to scutal angle ; a pair of sublateral lines of small, 
narrow yellowish scales are usually distinguishable on posterior half, but are much less 

obvious than in capensis ; few or no pale scales above wing-root. Scutellum with 

median lobe as densely scaled as lateral lobes, all scales broad, truncate at tip and 

silvery-white. Pleurae as in marshalli. Abdomen, legs and wings as in capensis ; 
white spot at tip of hind femur not much longer than broad. Front tarsi with a 

white spot at tip of first segment, usually quite large but sometimes smaller ; middle 

tarsi with similar but smaller 

front tarsal spot is small, 
white spot, often very small or even absent when the 
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FIG. 4h.--Aides (Aedimorphtrs) haworthi Edw. 9. 
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S. Resembles 2, except that middle tarsi are entireiy dark in all specimens 
examined, and abdominal tergites 3-6 have dull whitish basal bands. Palpi as long 
as proboscis or almost so. TerminaZia scarcely if at all different from those of marshaLli 
or cape&s. 

D~S~&&VZ.-SIERRA LEONE : Freetown (Bacot, Ezlans) ; Aberdeen (Wiggles- 

worth). GOLD COAST : Oblogo, Aburi and Nsawam (Ingram) ; Accra (Mac@). 
NIGERIA : Lagos (CortnaZ) ; Ibadan (Ksbmm). UGANDA : Kampala (Hopkins) ; 
Jinja (GiZZett). 

AEdes (Agdimorphus) haworthi EdLvards. (Fig. 46. ) 

L1edes (14edzmorplzus) haworthi Edwards, Trans. K. Sot. Trop. Med. and Hvg. 16, p. 498 (1923). 
Adcs haworthi Haworth, Trans. R. Sot. Trap. Med. and H\-g. 18, p. 191, plate (1924). 

TYPE.-8 in B.M., Dar-es-Salaam. 

Closely related to ‘4. capensis and A. stokesi, differing from one or both chiefly as 

follows : Silvery stripe on anterior lateral margin of scutum broader, extending over 

scutal angle. No silvery spots in middle of scutum. Middle tibia more extensively 

pale buff posteriorly, and front and hind tibiae also with a pale posterior line. Hind 

femur with the white spot at tip fully twice as long as broad. Front and middle tarsi 

with a distinct white spot at tip of second segment in addition to the one on the 
first segment. Terminalia (Fig. 47, b) : Much as in A. marshalli, but style more 
swollen in middle, distal portion more slender, spine longer and accompanied by half 
a dozen or more long hairs. 

D~s~~~~~~~o~.-TANGANYIK.~ : Dar-es-Salaam (Haworth). TRANSVAAL : Kolle 

Siding (de ~WeiZZon) . 
Variation.-In the typical series from Dar-es-Salaam the dorsal surface of the 

head is clothed with silvery-white scales to a much larger extent than in the related 

species, but the females from eastern Transvaal differ in having the dark areas 
much as in A. marshalli and stokesi. 

AGdes (Acdimorphus) simulans Newstead & Carter. (Pl. 3, fig. 2.) 

Kcedomyia simulnrzs Newstead and Carter, =\nn. Trap. Med. 5, p. 240 (1911). 

Ochlet’otntus szmdzns Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 18 (1912). 
dedes (Aedimorphus) ~imuhns Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 15, p. 267 (192j). 

TYPE.-_S in Liverpool, Broomassie, Ashanti. 

Resembles A. marshaLli and related species in markings, the tarsi in particular 

having the same ornamentation, but differs in having no white scales on the tori, 

and the small silvery-white spots on the scutum composed of narrow scales ; hind 
femur only with a white pre-apical spot. 

$2. Head with a rather large area of white scales above towards front and extend- 
ing between eyes ; all these white scales narrow, black ones towards each side broad 
and flat. Proboscis differing from that of related species in having a large creamy- 
white area in middle beneath. Tori either quite bare or with a few small dark scales. 
Thorax dark brown ; scutum clothed uniformly with small dark brown scales except 

for a round spot of narrow white scales on each shoulder and usually a pair of small 
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spots of narrow white scales in middle, but this latter pair of spots sometimes indis- 
tinct or absent. Paratergite completely covered with broad white scales as in A. 
marshalli and related species. Abdomen as in A. YnarshaZZi. Legs as in A. marshalli, 

except that the front and middle femora lack the white pre-apical spot. Wings as 

in related species. 
$. Resembles 9, but proboscis with a complete white ring in middle and abdomen 

banded. Last segment of palpi with basal half white. Terminalia (Fig. 47, c) 
distinctive ; coxite with the fine hairs on its inner face arranged in definite rows ; 
style quite unlike that of A. marshalli, with a slender bare branch externally towards 
tip, the stouter terminal portion bearing a small leaf-like appendage. 

D~s~Y~~u~~ovz.-GoLD COAST : “ Broomassie” [Kumasi ?], Ashanti (Donaldson). 

SIERRA LEONE : Freetown (Bacot, Exam). NIGERIA : Ibadan ? (Kumm). BELGIAN 
CONGO : Stanleyville (Schzeletx). 

FIG. 47.- -Terminalia of diWUWphUS) 

a. 
SPP. a. capcmis 
apiconnnulatus. 

Mlanje). b. hauorthi. c. simulans. 

AGdes (AGdimorphus) apicoannulatus Edwards. 

Ochlevotntus npicoanndatus Edlvards, Bull. Ent. Kes. 3, p. 18 (1912). 
z4idimo~9hus alboannulatus Theobald (ncc Jlacquart), Entorn. 38, p. 154 (Igoj). 
A &/es (Akdimorphus) apicoannulntus E\,ans, Ann. Trop. Med. 20, p. IOO (1926). 

TYPE.-& in B.M., Sierra Leone. 

Resembles A. marshalli and related species in markings of hind tarsi, and further 
resembles A. simulam in having the tori bare and the proboscis more or less ringed, 
but differs from all other members of the group in lacking the silvery-white spots 
on the scutum and also in head scaling. 

9. Head with a large area of flat black scales above, narrow golden scales on nape 
and a narrow border of narrow golden scales to eyes, but no white scales. Proboscis 

with a whitish ring in middle, incomplete above. Tori bare or with a few dark 
scales. Thorax dark brown, scutum clothed mostly with narrow brown scales but 
with numerous narrow golden scales scattered over the whole surface, no white ones. 
Some broad white scales present on paratergite in some specimens but this part bare 
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in others (perhaps rubbed). Abdomeuz, legs and ~i~tgs as in A. stokesi ; no pre-apical 

white spot on any of the femora. 

$. Resembles 9, but proboscis with complete pale ring and abdomen banded. 

Terminalia (Fig. 47, d) resembling those of A. simzrlans, but hairs on coxite not 
arranged in rows and leaf-like appendage of style larger. 

~&~~b~t~Out.--SIERRA LEONE : Freetown (Smith, Evans). 

FIG. -+d.-Thorax of Addes (dSdirnov#hus) avge&opunctattLs Theo. (Compare Culex avge~zteopunctatus 
Ventr., Fig. 103). 

AGdes (Agdimorphus) argenteopunctatus Theobald. 

Stegomvia avgenteopunctata Theobald, Mon. Cul. I, p. 316 (1901). 
Ochlerotatus algenteopunctatus Edw-ards, Bull. Ent. Kes. 3, p. 20 (1912). 
Azdimorphus quinquepunctatn Theobald, Xnn. Trop. Med. 7, p. 598 (1913) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. 

Res. 15, p. 261 (1925). 
Aides (Azdimorphus) argenteopunctatus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 15, p. 268 (1925). 

TYPES.-argenteopunctatus, $? in B.M., Salisbury ; q~~i~zquepumtnta, $2 in Liverpool, I,ado district. 

This typifies a group of species with very similar ornamentation, the scutellum 

and paratergite being clothed with silvery-white flat scales and the scutum having 

four small spots of similar scales, much as in A. marshalli and related species, but 
the tarsi are entirely dark. In the seven species of this group the tori are bare ; palpi 

dark ; post-spiracular scales absent ; lateral abdominal spots silvery-white ; cerci 

of female long and conspicuous. A. ar~e&w@,tnctatus differs from the other species 

of the group in having distinct round pre-apical white spots on the anterior surface 

of the middle and hind femora. 

9. Head clothed mainly with broad flat scales, mostly black in colour, but with 
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four stripes of flat white scales, these stripes convergent behind and broadening in 
front, becoming silvery-white on eye-margins ; a small patch of flat sil\Tery-white 
scales between eyes in front ; some narrow pale scales on nape. Proboscis dark 
brown, indefinitely paler beneath. Palpi dark, about one-eighth as long as proboscis. 
Thorax (Fig. 48) blackish-brown ; scutum mainly clothed with narrow dark brown 
scales, the four small spots of flat silvery-white scales all conspicuous ; a few narrow 
white scales around pre-scutellar space. Pleurae with three small patches of flat 
white scales ; another small patch of such scales on ppn. Abdomen blackish above. 
Legs : All femora and tibiae with conspicuous silvery-white spots at tip. Wiqs 
with silvery-white spot at base of costa. 

$. Resembles $? ; lateral sil\Tery spots of abdominal tergites more evident from 
above, but tergites unbanded. Palpi entirely dark, longer than proboscis by more 
than the terminal segment, last two segments densely hairy. TerminaZia (Fig. 49, 
c) : Style swollen apically but with stout stem, bearing a small dorsal horn, one small 
curved spine, and a leaf-like appendage ; coxite with a row of longish hairs on inner 
margin tergally ; tergite bare. 

Wing-length about 3 mm. 
Distvibz,ltion.-SrERR,4 LEONE : Pujehun (Dnvey). NIGERIA : Katagum (Watson) ; 

Gadau (Taylor) ; Lagos (Graha~n). GOLD COYEST : Bjere, Volta R. (Ingram). UGANDA : 
Mpumu (Fraser) ; Kayanja, Ankole (JWcConneZI) ; Katonga Swamp (Ho$kivts). 
BELGIAN CONGO : Mwabo and Futwa (Seydel) ; Kisantu and Kabasha Escarpment 
(De Wolf) ; Ituri (Co&&). SCDAX : Bahr el Ghazal (C~mmins) ; Sobat (WeNyon) ; 
Matale (King) ; Talodi (Cowland) ; Khartoum (Bedford). NYASALAND : Zomba 
(Neave). S. RHODESIA : Salisbury (MarsJzaZL). KENYA : Nairobi (Symes). 

AGdes (Azdimorphus) punctothoracis Theobald. 

.4 kdimoyphus punctothorncis Theobald, Ann. Nag. Kat. Hist. (8) 5, p. 374 (1910). 

Aedimorphus ~uszctztl~ornx Theobald, hIon. Cul. 5, p. 205 (1910). 

Ochlerotatus ficrrtctothoyocis Edwards, Bull. Ent. Iies. 3, p. 20 (1913). 

dedes pztwtothoracis Edwards, Proc. R. Ent. Sot., B, j, p. ‘$9 (1936). 

TYPES.-& in B.M., Accra. 

Closely resembles A. argenteojmnctatus in most respects, differing in the absence 
of the pre-apical white spots on the middle and hind femora, and the smaller size 
of thesilvery-white spots of the scutum,which in thisspecies aremuch less conspicuous. 

9. Head as in A. argenteojw~“*zctntus. Thorax often lighter brown in colour ; the 
four white scutal spots usually each containing only about half a dozen scales ; fewer 
scales on the paratergite and very few or none on @n. No white scales on front 
margin between the anterior pair of spots, and no white scales on angle of scutum ; 
few around pre-scutellar space and none above wing-root. Legs with the white 
spots at tips of femora and tibiae conspicuous, that at tip of hind tibia longer than 
broad. 

8. Palpi as in A. argenteopunctatus. TerminaLia (Fig. 49, a) : Style with slender 
stem and hammer-shaped head ; dorsal horn shorter than in A. argenteojvwzctatzu, 

the curved spine placed close to it, leaf-like appendage small ; coxite with a row of 
hairs on inner tergal margin towards tip ; phallosome with short teeth. 

Distribution (as checked by examination of $ terminalia).-GOLD COAST : Accra 
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(Graham, Connal, Mrs. W. Smith). NIGERIA : Lagos (PJziZi$). BELGIAN CONGO : 
Banana (Wartson). PORTUGUESE GUIKEA : Bolama fSegueira). 

The available records suggest that this may be a purely coastal species. Records 

from inland localities are based on females only and require confirmation ; female 
specimens in the British Museum from Sierra Leone, Angola and Xyasaland may 

belong either to this or to one of the closely allied forms. Females from Bonthe, 

SIERRA LEONE (Davey) are almost certainly this species. 

Prc. 1 r).--Terminalia of Ai.dds (.1tdimw~phus) spp. a. punct0th0Ynci.s. 1). microstvictus. 
@m&ztus (Gadau) . d. mixtus ( liurnnsi). c. nzutilus (Mpangn). f. hopkinsi. 

” b 

AGdes (AGdimorphus) hopkinsi Edwards. 

Aides hofikinsi Edwards, Proc. K. Ent. Sot., 13, 5, p. .tg (1930). 

TYPE.--$ in B.M., Ika. 

Closely resembles A. Punctothoracis in all external characters ; the four silvery 
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spots of scutum not so small ; posterior third of scutum with more numerous narrow 

white scales, including a few immediately above wing-root. 
$. Terminalia (Fig. 49, f).-Differ strikingly from those of all other species of 

the group in the possession of a large fleshy lobe at base of coxite ; style resembling 
that of A. ~uncthotoracis, but spine well removed from the base of the longer dorsal 

horn and leaf-like appendage larger ; teeth of phallosome longer. 

Dist~ib~A~;n.-UGANDA : Lira, Kampala and Entebbe (Hopkirzs). 

Agdes (AGdimorphus) mixtus Edwards. 

Stegomyia argenteopunctata Theobald (excl. type ?), Mon. Cul. 
Aides mixtus Edwards, Proc. R. Ent . sot., B, 5, P. 49 (1936). 

I, p. 316 (1901). 

TYPE.+ in B.M., Kumasi. 

Closely resembles A. #mctothoracis, no constant external differences being dis- 
coverable. White spots of scutum not so small as in most specimens of puncto- 
thoracis ; scales around bare prescutellar space all narrow ; no white scales above 
wing-root. 

3. Terminalia (Fig. 49, d).- Style with slender stem and somewhat quadrate 

head, horn, spine and leaf present and about equidistant ; coxite with about five 

strong bristly hairs along middle part of inner tergal margin. 
D&‘ibutio?z.--COLD COAST: Kumasi (Watt). S. RHODESIA: Salisbury (Marshall). 

ABdes (Agdimorphus) microstictus Edwards. 

AZdes micros&&s Edwards, 

TYPE.+ in B.M., Pretoria, 

Proc. R. Ent. Sot., B, 5, p. 50 (1936). 

Closely resembles A. punctothoracis, but knee-spots less conspicuous ; white spot 
at tip of hind tibia smaller, scarcely as long as tibia1 diameter. 

3. Palpi scarcely longer than proboscis, less hairy at tip than in A. ptinctothoracis. 
Terminalia (Fig. 49, b) with style much broader than in related species, and coxite 

broader, structure otherwise similar. 

Distribution.-TRANSVAAL : Pretoria (Bedford). 

AGdes (Aedimorphus) mutilus Edwards. 

Aides mutilus Edwards, Proc. R. Ent. 

TYPE.-+ in B.M., Mpanga Forest. 

sot., B, 5, P. 50 (1936). 

Closely resembles A. fxwzctothoracis, but differs from that species and all others 

of the group in the head scaling. Size somewhat larger than in the other species. 

$2. Head with the dorsal surface almost entirely covered with narrow scales, the 
silvery-white scales adjacent to eye-margins in middle narrow ; flat scales confined 
to sides. Thorax : Scales composing the four white scutal spots smaller than usual, 

though still broad and blunt-ended. Front margin of scutum with rather numerous 

narrow pale yellowish scales, but no pale scales on scutal angle or above wing-root. 

Legs : White spot at tip of hind tibia quite large. 
6. Resembles 9. Palpi as in A. punctothoracis. Terminalia (Fig. 49, e) differing 
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from those of other species of the group in having the dorsal horn of the style reduced 

to a small tubercle ; phallosome also differing in form ; coxite with a patch of fine 
hairs towards inner tergal margin. 

Wing-Length 3.5-4.5 mm. 

D&Y~~Z~~~OPZ.-UGANDA : Mpanga Forest, Fort Portal (SlziZlito) ; Kampala 
(Hopkins). B ELGIAN CONGO : Buta, 1922 (Xouchet). 

Aedes (AGdimorphus) bedfordi Edwards. 

.4edes bedfordi Edwards, Proc. 

TYPE.-? in B.M., Zululand. 

Ii. Ent. Sot., B, 5, p. 50 (1936). 

Allied to A. argenteo@.uzctatus and A. jwtnctotltoracis, and resembling the latter in 
having no pre-apical white spots on middle and hind femora ; differs from these and 

allied species in having many more flat white scales on thorax. 

9. Head as in A. argenteopunctatus. Thorax blackish. The four white scutal 

spots characteristic of the group present and composed of numerous broad flat 
scales ; in addition spots of similar scales are present on scutal angles and above 

wing-roots, and some similar scales occur round front margin of scutum ; some 

scattered narrow pale scales also present. Paratergite more completely covered 

by flat white scales than in the allied species. Abdomen, legs and wings as in A. 

argenteo@unctatus. 

Wing-Length 3 mm. 

DiStrib~tiO?Z.-ZULvLar;u : Ntambanana, ii. 1923 (BedjoYd). 

Aedes ( Asdimorphus) insolens Edwards. 

-4 ides insolem Edwards, Proc. 

TYPE.-? in B.M., Arm. 

R. Ent. Sot., I:, j, p. jo (1936). 

Resembles A. argenteojmnctatus and A. pumtothoracis, differing from those species 

and all others of the group in the presence of white scales on the tori, scattered white 

scales on the tibiae, and in the white-tipped palpi. 

$2. Head with almost all the scales broad and flat, mostly black, including the few 
between eyes ; four white spots on front margin. Tori black (instead of dark or 

light brown as in related species), with a conspicuous patch of silvery-white scales. 
Proboscis conspicuously pale beneath its whole extent. Palpi with the fine hairs 

and very small scales at tip white. Thorax blackish. Scutum with the usual four 

spots of flat white scales, and behind these with an additional pair of spots composed 
of narrower scales ; no white scales on front margin nor on scutal angles, but a group 

of flat white scales above wing-root ; a small but distinct spot of flat white scales on 

PPn. Abdomen dark above, with the usual white lateral spots. Legs with some 
scattered silvery-white scales on mid femora and on all tibiae, most numerous on 
hind tibia. 

VVing-length 4 mm 

Distribution.-N.-W. UGANDA : Arua (Hopkins). 
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A6des (AGdimorphus) domesticus Theobald. 

Uranotaenia domestica Th?obald, Mon. Cul. 2, p. 253 (1901). 
_4edzmorphus domesticus Theobaid, Mon. Cul. 3, p. 291 (1903). 
Ochlerotatus domestzcus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 20 (1012). 

Aides (Aedimorphus) domestzcus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 15, p. 268 (rg25), and Proc. R. Ent. 
sot., B, 5, p. 50 (1936). 

TYPES.+ in “ in Dr. Annett’s collection,” Old C&bar. 

This species and its two near allies are easily distinguished from others with 
dark tarsi and flat, white scales on scutellum by the presence of a single pair of white 
spots on the scutum, and a pre-apical white spot on the hind femur (none on the 

FIG. 5o.-Terminalia of Aedes (dedimorphus) spp. a. domesticus. 11. leptolabls. c. lo&s&. 

other femora) ; also from the species of the marshalLi and argenteopzmctatm groups 
by having the paratergites bare. Terminalia of A. domesticus distinctive. 

9. Head with a large area of pale narrow scales on nape, flat blackish scales 
towards sides and in front, and a pair of patches of flat silvery-white scales adjoining 
eyes, not quite meeting in middle. Tori bare, light brownish. Proboscis and palpi 
blackish. Thorax reddish-brown ; scutum clothed mainly with narrow dark brown 
scales, with a rather small but conspicuous rounded patch on each shoulder composed 
of broad flat white scales, no other pale scales on scutum ; paratergite bare ; scutellum 
completely clothed with flat silvery-white scales ; pleurae with the usual three small 
patches of silvery-white scales ; pen with a few small narrow dark scales only. 
Abdomen dark above, tergites with small silvery-white basal lateral spots, visible 
dorsally only on tergite 7. Legs dark with white knee-spots ; hind femur with a 
white spot on anterior surface at about three-fourths of its length, this spot usually 
large and conspicuous and extending somewhat on the dorsal surface ; hind tibia 
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with a white area at tip which usually occupies about one-fifth of the length of the 

tibia. Wings with a white dot at base of costa as in most allied species. 

$. Resembles 9, except that most of the abdcmmal tergites have complete or 

almost complete basal silvery-white bands. Palpi entirely blackish, slightly longer 

than proboscis, last two segments densely hairy. Terminalia (Fig. 50, a) : Style 

very broad, with a small horizontal dorsal horn and a small leaf-like appendage, but 

no spine such as occurs in the avgenteo@wzctatus group ; basal lobe of coxite with a 
short terminal hair. 

Wing-length 3.5-5 mm. 
~istribz&on.--NIGERIA : Old Calabar (Annett, Simpson) ; Lagos (Graham, hfacjie, 

Wiggleworth). BABOON : Fernan Vaz (Galliard). GOLD COAST : Accra (Graham) ; 
Kumasi (Mrs. W. Smith) ; Sekondi (.Simpson). SIERRA LEONE : Daru (Blacklock). 

BELGIAN CONGO : Stanleyville (Mouchet). UGANDA : Entebbe (Hodges) ; Kampala 

and Jinja (Hopkins). 
Variation.-In some specimens from Lagos the white pre-apical spot on the hind 

femur is small and indistinct, and the white spots on the eye-margins, shoulders 

and tip of hind tibia are also smaller than usual ; terminalia of normal structure. 

Aedes (A6dimorphus) leptolabis Edwards. 

Aides leptolabis Edwards, Proc. R. Ent. Sot., B, 5, p. 51 (1936). 

TYPE.-_S in B.M., Sabadzidza, Uganda. 

Closely resembles A. domesticus in almost all external features ; white spots on 

shoulders perhaps smaller than the average in domesticus ; white spot at tip of hind 

tibia also smaller, occupying only about one-eighth of the length of the tibia. 

6. TerminaZia (Fig. 50, b).-Style with a slender stem and enlarged tip, bearing 

a very short erect dorsal horn and a couple of stiff setae on distal margin besides a 
small leaf-like appendage ; basal lobe of coxite with a couple of short hairs ; phallo- 

some quite different from that of A. domesticus. 
&StYib.UtiOn.-UGANDA : Nabadzidza (Hancock). BELGIAN CONGO : Pashie 

Stream, 1700 m., Katanga (Schwetz) ; Leopoldville (Henrard) ; Kinshasa (nurevz). 

. 

AGdes (Aedimorphus) longiseta Edwards. 

dedes longtseta Edwards, hoc. R. Ent. Sot., pi, 5, p. 50 (1936). 

TYPE.-3 in B.M., Stanleyville. 

Closely resembles A. dosmesticus in all external features ; the only apparent dis- 

tinction in the single available specimen is that the white humeral spots are larger, 

but this may not be a constant difference. 

6. Terminalia (Fig. 50, c).-Style rather slender, but less so than in A. Zeptolabis ; 
the enlarged tip with a prominent dorsal horn and large leaf ; basal lobe of coxite 

with one very long terminal hair ; paraprocts more pointed, and phallosome differing 

from that of domesticus. 
Distribution,-BELGIAN CONGO : Stanleyville, 1928 (Schwetx). 
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AGdes (Acdimorphus) filicis Ingram and de Meillon. 

AZdes (A~dimorphus) filicis Ingram 

TYPES.-& in B.M., Zululand. 

and de Meillon, S. Xfr. Inst. Med. Res. 22, p. 58 (1927). 

A species which might easily be confused with A. punctothoracis owing to the 
presence of white spots on the scutum, but these spots composed of narrow scales. 

$2. Head clothed almost entirely with narrow scales, even including those adjacent 
to eyes in front, mostly dark, but a pair of conspicuous white patches on eye-margins. 

Proboscis and palpi blackish. Tori brown with a few small pale scales. Thorax 

blackish. Scutum with four pairs of small white spots situated on shoulders, scutal 

angles, above wing-base and in middle of scutum, all composed of narrow curved 

scales ; in addition a few pale scales around pre-scutellar space. Paratergite and 

scutellum densely clothed with broad flat silvery-white scales. Pleurae with the 

usual three patches of broad white scales ; no postspiracular nor subspiracular scales. 

Abdomen blackish above, tergites with the usual silvery-white basal lateral patches, 
those on tergite 8 visible dorsally. Legs black with silvery-white knee-spots ; spot 

at tip of hind tibia longer than broad. Witigs with the usual white dot at base. 

$. Resembles $2 ; abdominal bands incomplete. Palpi all dark, scarcely longer 

than proboscis, last two segments moderately swollen and hairy. Terminalia (Fig. 

51, a) : Style greatly enlarged and somewhat quadrate on distal half, with a small 

horn, a short curved spine, and a leaf ; coxae with a patch of short hair on tergal face. 

Wing-length 3-5 mm. 

Distribution.-ZuLuLAND (Ivgram) ; Ntambanana (Bedford). CAPE PROVINCE : 
Blauwkranz (de Meillon) ; Kaaiman’s Gat (Wood). 

A6des (AGdimorphus) tarsalis Newstead. 

Duttonia tarsalis Newstead, Ann. Trop. Med. I, p. 18 (1907). 

(?) Duttonia afvicana Xewstead, Ann. Trop. Med. I, p. 70 (1907). 

Reedomyia biannulata Theobald, Mon. Cul. 4, p. 263 (1907). 
Reedomyia neobiannulata Theobald (typed), Xon. Cul. j, p. 255 (IC)IO). 

Reedomyia bipunctata Theobald, Mon. Cul. j, p. 256 (1910). 

(i) iVeopecomyia uniannulata Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 061 (1910). 

(?) Reedomyia sztdanensis Thcobald, Ann. Trap. Med. 7, p. 595 (1913) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 
Ij, p. 261 (192j). 

Ochlevotatus minutus Edwards (in part), Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p, 21 (1912). 

(?) Ochlerotatus africanus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 21 (1912). 
Ochlerotatus tarsalis Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 7, p. 219 (1917). 

TYPES : africana, 9 in Liverpool, Kasongo, Congo ; tarsalis, 3 in Liverpool, Kisui, Congo ; 
biannulata and neobia;;nulata, 3 in B.M., Sierra Leone ; bipwzctata, 9 in B.M., Obuasi ; 
uniannulata, 9 in B.M., Kumasi ; sudanensis, $3 in Liverpool, Lade district. 

This belongs to a small group of species which have the following characters in 
common : Proboscis, palpi and tarsi entirely black ; scutum without special orna- 

mentation, but scutellum partly or wholly clothed with flat white or silvery-white 
scales ; abdominal tergites with the lateral spots brilliant silvery-white ; hind tibia 
with a conspicuous silvery-white tip, the white area nearly or quite twice as long as 

the tibia1 diameter. A. tarsalis is most obviously distinguished from its allies by the 
structure of the terminalia ; external differences are to be found in the scaling of the 

head, unbanded abdomen of the female, and absence of postspiracular scales. 
9. Head with all the decumbent scales on the dorsal surface narrow and curved ; 
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a large area of black ones in middle, and an area of golden scales adjoining each eye, 

usually narrowly connected with a larger area of golden scales on nape. Tori light 

brownish, darker on inner surface, almost bare. Thorax rather dark reddish-brown ; 
scales on scutum all narrow and mostly dark brown, some golden scales round front 

FIG. 5r.-Terminalia of AS&s (ASdimouphus) spp. a. jilicis (type). b. tnrsnli~. c. yvofznene. 
d. minutus (Zululand). e. con<olensis. f. phyllolnbis. 

margin, on scutal angles, and in a more or less obvious pair of small spots in middle ; 
in addition a very variable number of golden scales scattered over the whole surface, 
when most numerous obscuring the spots. Scutellum wholly covered with flat 

silvery-white scales (perhaps sometimes with a few black scales at tip of mid lobe) ; 
paratergite with similar scales. No postspiracular scales, but a small patch of flat, 

white, subspiracular scales present ; @in with some narrow dark scales above and 
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pale ones below, the latter variable in number and shape ; apn with flat white scales. 
Abdomerz black above, the silvery lateral spots hardly visible dorsally ; sternites with 
moderately broad black apical bands. Legs black, with conspicuous silvery-white 
knee-spots ; hind femur with a dark dorsal line extending to base, external surface 
mainly whitish but with an extensive black area before tip. Wings dark ; no obvious 
pale dot at base of costa. 

3. Resembles 9, except that most of the abdominal tergites have complete white 
basal bands. Palpi of normal form, wholly black, scarcely as long as proboscis. 
Terminalia (Fig. 51, b) rather closely resembling those of A.$Zicis, the only note- 
worthy difference being that the proximal portion of the style is more slender ; even 
this character, however, seems to be subject to some variation. 

Wing-length 3-5 mm. 
Distribution.-SIERRA LEONE : Freetown (Smith, Bacot, Evans, Wigglesworth, 

Christophers). GOLD COAST : Obuasi (Graham). BELGIAN CONGO : Lubutu-Walikali 
(Schwetx) ; Movenka, Ituri (CoZZart). UGANDA : Kasala (Fraser) ; Arua (Hopkins). 

KENYA : Nairobi (Symes) ; Chuka (J. C. C.). SUDAN : Yidu, Lado (King). 

Synonymy. - The specific names tarsalis, biannulata and neobiannulata, being 
based on male specimens, undoubtedly apply to the species here described. The 
other names which have been quoted as synonyms of A. tarsalis were all based on 
females and their correct application must remain uncertain ; it is possible that 
some refer to other nearly related species (e.g. PhyZZoZabis). 

AGdes (AGdimorphus) yvonneae sp. n. 

TYPE.+ in B.RI., Popokabaka. 

Closely resembles tarsalis, except that in all three specimens available subspiracular 
as well as postspiracular scales are absent. Scutum with very distinct patches of 
golden scales on shoulders and a pair of roundish spots of similar scales in middle ; 
no scattered golden scales. 

3. Terminalia (Fig. 51, c) differ markedly from tarsalis in form of style ; horn 
represented by a mere tubercle, but spine and leaf much longer than in tarsalis. 

Distribution.-BELGIAN CONGO : Popokabaka, Kwango Province, 1937 (Schwetz). 
The species is named after Madame Schwetz, who accompanied her husband on his 
expedition to the Kwango. 

Ae’des (Agdimorphus) phyllolabis Edwards. 

(?) Neopecomyia uniannulata Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 261 (1910). 

Aikfes (Akdimorfihus) phvllolabis Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 20, p. 324 (1929). 

TYPES : uniannulata, L$? in B.&I., Kumasi, Ashanti ; phyllolabis, 6 in B.M., Stanleyville. 

Closely resembles A. tarsalis, differing chiefly in the 3 terminalia. 
9. Most of the specimens examined differ from A. tarsalis in having some or all 

of the stalks on the mid lobe of the scutellum narrow, those on the tip of the lobe 
being black ; the character however is variable, some specimens having almost all 
of the scutellar scales broad and white. 

$. Does not differ obviously in external features from A. tarsalis. Scutellar 
scales all broad and white. Palpi slightly longer than proboscis. Terminalia (Fig. 
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51, f) : Style very broad, almost triangular in shape, without an erect dorsal horn ; 
other structures much as in tnrsnlis, teeth of phallosome perhaps longer. 

Di.strihz&~z (as checked from examination of terminalia).--LrBERI.~ : Palata 

(&qZU’t). BELGIAN CONGO : Stanleyville and Kuchuru (Sclz~etz). U<;AKDA : 
Mpanga Forest, Fort Portal (Shillito). KENY’A : Kabwach Forest, Kisii (Teesdale). 

.S~rnon~~~~z~~.---On the character of the scutellar scaling it now seems probable 

that the type female of ,Y. uniannzdata belongs to this species rather than to 

-3. tarsalis, but as no males of phyllolabis have yet been found in the Gold Coast the 

substitution of the earlier name has not been made. 

AEdes (Aedimorphus) minutus Theobald. 

Differs most obviously from ,A. tavsalis and p/tJYZlolabis, as well as from all other 

similar species hitherto known, in the scaling of the head ; broad flat scales covering 

most of the dorsal surface and leaving only a small area of narrow scales on the nape 

and a \-ery few adjacent to each eye in front. 

9. Resembles A. tavsalis except in shape of head-scales. Scutellar scales all 

silvery-white and broad. 

S. Resembles S of ,+I. tarsalis. Tevminalia (Fig. 51, d) with the style very broad 

and thick, pubescent nearly all over ; without dorsal horn but with a short curved 

spine and a leaf as in related species ; coxite with the long bristles at the tip on the 

sternal side forming a rather conspicuous tuft, also with a small tuft of hair on inner 

face near middle. 
Wing-length about 3 mm. 
Z)istvibzltiolz.-SIERR;\ IxOPI;E : Freetown (Avbflckler. (;OLD COAST : ObuaA and 

*Accra (Graham) ; Bjere; Volta R. (Ingram). ?;YASXLASD : Mlanje (Ayeave). S. 

1<HODESI=\ : Salisbury (AUavshaZZ). ZULULANU (Ingram). 

AEdes (Agdimorphus) albocephalus Theobald. 

.~fr~om~~in nlbnc~~~l~nlffi Theobdld, ,Ilon. Cul. j, p. 140 (100j). 

~)chkt.of~tuc nibncepholus Tldnards, Hull. IJnt. Kes. 3, p. ZI (ICJIZ), anti 5, p. 276 (IOI~). 

(.;) k’erdontyia se~~clzc~/c~zsi.s Theobald, Tran\. I.inn. sec. h~ldon, r.j, I, p. 8; ( I~]I:). 

.-1com~oy~h14s fi~trtc2itlzn~n~ Theobald (S only), AIon. Cut. j, p. 206 (IOIOI. 

~T~,tJes.-nlDoc~Phrcla, 3 III 13.M., Garrrbi;L ; sc~1,ck~lir;isis, $ in H..\l., t)c~llrli:: I., Indidli Oc~t*dJl. 

Resembles :I tarsalis, but fairly easily distinguished in both sexes by the presence 

of at least a few flat white scales on the post-spiracular area, also by the banded 

abdomen of the female and the \rery distinctive terminalia. 

9 Head with only a small area of narro\f dark scales in front abo\-e. Thovnx 

with the golden scales of scutum more evenly mixed with the dark ones and more 

numerous than in .-I. tarsalis. Scutellum with broad flat white scales on lateral lobes 

and sometimes also on median lobe, but more usuallv the median lobe has some OI 

even all of its scales narrow. Scales of paratergite and a@ mostly or all narrow. 

Pleurae with more numerous scales ; postspiracular as well as subspiracular scales 

present. .Jbdolne?z with more or less distinct whitish basal bands on most of the 

I2 



tergites, these bands somewhat widened in middle and sometimes represented bar 

median spots ; lateral spots of tergites less brilliantly white than in ‘4. favsnlis ; 
sternites with narrow dark apical bands.* Legs much as in -4. tarstrlz’s ; hind tibia 

with a similar large white area at tip, but hind femur with smaller knee-spot and less 

extensi\Te dark area apically on anterior surface. 
3. Resembles 3, but areas of flat scales on sides of head more estensi1.e ; scales 

of scutellum usually all broad ; and white bands of abdomen broader and complete. 

Tevminalia (Fig. 54, b) differing from those of all related species in the form of the 

style, which is forked at the middle into two slender prongs, the lower prong bearing 

a short terminal spine, style otherwise entirely bare ; coxite Lvith a row of long hairs 

apically on sternal side, basal lobe more developed than in allied species, with several 

long hairs. 
nisfribzltiolz.-(;x~~~I~~ (Ihtto~z). SIEfm_I I,EonrE : Frectown (lIa7~fz~). (;OLD 

CoAST : ,Accra (Connnl, AIlnc$e) ; Takoradi (Por~~vo_v). NIGERIA : Lagos (Kerr). 
CARIEKOONS : Rumba (Z~npt). RELGIAN CONGO : Banana (IT’amon) ; Elisnbetllville 

(Schvetz) ; Kasenyi, I,. ;Ilhert (Sch7e~etz). T~~sc;lsur~.~ : Dar-es-Salaam (Pomero~f, 
,%IcKenzie) ; Lindi (Hascvvth). ZAIKZIBXII : Jlnazi Moja (,-iu’ers). SAT;\L : I>urban 

(CJzristopJzevs, Hevis). 5. KHODESIA : Sal&bury (MarsJznll). ZULULAND : ?;tam- 

banana (Be@&). CAip~ PKO\~INCE : Rfossel Bay (Twuzev). 1x~)r.w Oc~xs : Dennis 

1. and Silhouette (Scoft) ; A41dabra (FTJWY) (these specimens are all females and con- 
firmation of their identity is needed). 

. 

At!des (AGdimorphus) congolensis Edwards. 

of 

This belongs to a small group of 

which resemble the tnrsalis group 
species, 

in many 

typified by ,4 nbnovmalis, tllc members 

respects, but differ in having the lateral 

pale spots of the abdominal tergites dull creamy-white instead of pure white or 

silvery-white, and the white tip of the hind tibia is less conspicuous, being scarcel\T 
longer than broad. In the 3 terminalia the style lacks the leaf-like appendage, 

there is no basal lobe to the coxite, and the phallosome is differentlJ7 constructed, 
being provided on each side with a regular row of about six equal teeth. Specific 
distinctions between the females in this group are small and rather indefinite ; thq 

are to be found chiefly in the scaling of the scutellum and pleurae and colouring of 
hind femur. 

3. Head with all the decumbent scales on vertex narrow and nearly all pale 

yellowish, no obvious area of dark scales in middle in front. Proboscis uniforml>T 

dark below as well as above. Palpi entirely dark. Tori almost entirelg7 pale and 

bare. TJzorax rather light brownish, pleurae uniform in tint and not lighter than 
dorsum. Scutum with narrow dark brown and golden-yellow scales wllich arc not 

mixed but form a coarsely mottled pattern ; scutellum with creamy-white 

most]!, flat on lateral lobes, broad or narro’iv (usually mixed) on median lol)e ; 



paratergite \\-itll a few broad white scales ; \-ery few or no post-spiracular or sub- 

spiracular scales. Prosternum wit11 some hairs and scales. .4 hdo~~z mainly- dark 

above, but most tergites with narrow and ill-defined basal whitish bands : sternites 
wit11 or witllout narrow dark apical bands. ILegs dark ; hind femur white from base 

to tip on lower half of anterior surface, and with a small pale knee-spot aho\-e ; 
creamy-white spot at tip of llind tibia about as long as broad. 

3. Similar to 2, e scept that, as usual, the abdominal bands are more definite and 

tile scutellar scales all broad ; decumhent scales in middle of vertex narrow as in 
-1 : Palpi exceeding proboscis b\r very little less than the length of the last two 

segments. Ternzinnlin (Fig. 51, e) : Style \Tery distinctive, with a strong dorsal 

horn bearing a number of fine hairs, a cur\-ed \-entral spine beyond middle, and three 

slender spines and a llair or two in a ro\v on the distal margin. E’araprocts \-er>’ 

short. 

IIistvihr~tio71.p -Known clefnitely onl> from I3ELGI_4N Cosc;o : Stanle\7-ille 
(.Ilold?et). IT emales perhaps of this species are in the British Jfuseum from (&I.Lj 

CO.IST : .\ccra and Obuasi (Gmhn~z). 

.C;?J)ZOI~?‘)IZ?‘.-T~~C females from the (iold Coast described by- ‘I’lleobald ah S. 

n/Gcnn~rs and K. neohinnu~riatn are quite similar to those from tile Congo, but tllc 

synonymy must be considered doubtful as no males of this species Ilax-e been found 
on the (;oltl Coast. In ang’ case congolemis may remain the \ralid name for this 

species, because ~fhxznzts is p-e-occupied in ,422e.s, ~zeohinn&ntn was founded main11 

on a male tnrsnlis, and stenoscutus, being designated a variety (not a subspecies), 

should p-obabl>v not take precedence o\Ter co~?golensis. 

AEdes (AGdimorphus) tricholabis ~1). n. 

I’VPI 2 111 1:.1r., (;cYlts. 

Allied to _ 1. corzgolcnsis, tliffcring in tlie narro\v scutellar scales. The long hairs 

on the male St>-le provide a unique feature. 



IS0 RIOSQUITOES OF THE ETHIOPIAN REGION 

$ Head ~2s in allied species with all decumbent scales of vertex narrow, a fairli\ 

large patch of dark ones in middle in front. Proboscis and palpi all dark. TJlovnn: 

brown, scales mostly dark but some yellowish ones forming irregular patches on 

shoulders, on scutal angles, about middle and around pre-scutellar space. A few 

broad scales on paratergite. I’ll scutellar scales narrow and yellowish. Many pro- 

sternal but very few post-spiracular scales. .i bdomen with pale basal bands on 

tergites and dark apical bands on sternites. Legs as in con~olevtsis except that the 

dark dorsal stripe of hind femur is broader, occupying nearly all anterior surface at 
tip. Hind claws simple. 

$. Resembles ? except that the decumbent scales of vertex are all pale. Palpi 

exceeding proboscis by scarcely more than terminal segment. Temzinalia (Fig. VIA), 

very much resembling those of congolensis, particularly as regards the very short 

paraprocts and the shape and armature of the style, but remarkable in that the outer 
edge of the style is provided with a row of long soft hairs, most of which are branched, 

the one nearest the base having most branches. 
T Ving-length 3-4 mm. 
~)istribzltion.-E(Ery~~ : Cede, nr Mombasa, .z 3 jl (,UacDo&d). 

Il\lthough the males and females are much alike and were taken at the same place 

it is not quite certain that they belong together owing to the difference in colour of 

the head scales. 

AEdes (AGdimorphus) abnormalis Thcobald. 

Resembles ,4. congolensis, differing chiefly in the darker hind femur, which has 

no pale knee-spot, and in the terminalia. 

z. The females described by Theobald as S. lrj%cnnzcs and K. neohinnn~tlntn were 

previously regarded by me as belonging to this species, but I now consider that theJ 

are more probably ,‘I. con,qoZensis. No females of the typical form of -4. abnormalis 
are available. 

5. The unique type is rather badly damaged, but the following details can be 

seen : Head with nearly all the decumbent scales flat and pale, onI> a few narrow 

pale scales on nape and in middle line. TJzorax : Many of the pale scales of scutum 
rather broader than usual, especially those towards margins. All remaining scutcllar 

scales narrow, e\-en on lateral lobes. Integument uniformly brown, not \‘erv dark. 
No post-spiracular or sub-spiracular scales. Legs : Hind fetnur with the dark dorsal 
stripe broader than in congolensis, on distal sixth of femur occupying almost the whole 

of the anterior surface, tip dark, without trace of pale spot abo\*e. Tevnainalic4 
(Fig. 52, a) : Style with slender stem and greatly expanded distal portion, with a 
fairly long horn, a row of fi\-e sharp-pointed spines on the terminal margin, and a 

stronger spine adjacent to which is a stnall pubescent point, lower part of expanded 
portion bare ; coxite broad in middle. 

Wing-ZengtJb about 3.5 mm. 
j)i~tyjhltfi~~z.--(;o~,~) COXST : obuasi (GvaJlrr/lz). 



SS~I. kabwachensis n. 

TYPE.-_CS in B.M., Kab~vacl~, Kenya. 

Resembles the type in having no pale knee-spot on hind femur (in either sex) and 

about the distal sixth of anterior surface of hind femur dark ; but differs in being 

much darker, the thoracic integument uniformly very dark brown. Scutellum in 

both sexes with broad scales on lateral lobes, narrow ones on median lobe. 

?. Head with all the decumbent scales of vertex narrow, mostly dark except on 



nape and eye-margins. Proboscis all dark. Tlzovax with scutal scales all aver!7 
narrow as usual, mostly dark. rc’umerous sub-spiracular and a few post-spiracular 
scales present. Paratergal scales narrow. L4 hdome~t with narrow pale basal bands 
on most tergites. 

;. He&.--Scales almost all pale ; a large area of narrow decumbent scales in 
middle. Thorax as in ;! ; scutal scales quite narrow. Terminalin (Fig. -52, c) almost 

as in the type of ,4. abnovmalis, the only obtTious difference being in tllc shape of the 

expanded portion of the style. 
I)istribution.-t(E~Y~~ : Kabwach Forest, Kisii, Kavirondo (C. Teesdale), series 

reared from larvae found in rock pool in stream-bed in dense shade. 

Aedes (Agdimorphus) wigglesworthi sp. II. 

AA larger species than _A. congolensis or nhnov~nnlis ; scutellar scales broad and flat ; 
mesepimeron with a dark spot ; abdominal tergites of G unhanded. 

2. Head with erect scales of ITertes all dark, decumbent scales all narrow and 
pale ; proboscis all dark. TJ~ornx with integument of mesonotum rather light 

brownish, of pleurae more ~‘ellowish with some darker areas, including a distinct 

patch on lower part of mesepimeron. Prosternum bare. Scutum with light and dark 

scales forming a mottled pattern as in related species. Scutellum with almost a.11 

the scales broad, flat, creamy-white ; few or no narrow scales even on median lobe. 
IYo post-spiracular and few or no sub-spiracular scales. Paratergal scales narrow. 

.ihdo~~en all dark abo\ve, no trace of pale basal band on any tergite. Legs as in .+J. 

con~olensis, the hind femur white to the tip on lower half or more of anterior surface 

and with distinct knee-spot. 

3. Resembles Q, except that the abdominal tergites have distinct whitish basal 
bands. Palpi not or scarcely longer than proboscis, terminal segment slender and 
bare, penultimate hairy as usual. Ternzinalia (Fig. 52, b) resembling those of ‘4. 

dalxieli rather than A. abnormalis, hut differing from both in having the cosite less 

broad. Style as in dalzieli with the spines of the distal row round-tipped and slightly 
spatulate, and with the enlarged inner part bearing a hairy projection, but the apical 
horn is much longer. 

TYin&ength, T 5 mm., 6 4 mm. 

/)i.Stvihzrtion.--NIGERIA : Sapele ( Wi~~lesworth) ; Lagos (PhiliP). 

. 

Ae’des (AEdimorphus) alboventralis ‘I’hcobald. 

Very similar to A. congolensis and A, abnormalis, differing in the more scaly 

pleurae, colouring of hind femur, and especially in the structure of terminalia. 

T. Head ;is in the other two species. Thorax dark brown ; sc1m-n with narrow 
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dark brown, yellowisll and usually also some wllite scales, forming an indefinite 
mottled pattern. Scutellar scales mostly flat and dull creamy-white ; some narrow 

<tales on each lobe. Some flat white scales on paratergite ; p@t rather densely 

co\-ered with scales, wliich are almost all narrow. Pleurae more densely scaly than 

in related species ; numerous post-spiracular scales and a rather large patcll of 
sub-spiracular scales present. ,-lhdomen with distinct basal white bands to the ter- 

gitcs, these bands somewhat tiidened in middle ; sternites either entirely pale-scaled 

or with a few dark scales apically, not forming definite bands. Legs dark, with small 

whitish knee-spots, spot at tip of hind tibia small and creamy-white ; hind femur 

differing from that of -4. coqqolensis and abnormalis in being dark all rolmd for a short 
tlistance before the tip. 

3. l~csembles 9, but abdominal bands broader. Palpi longer than proboscis by 

length of last segment. Terminalin (Fig. 52, d) in general extremely similar to those 
of -4. zt~igqleswoythi, but style with the five or six blunt-tipped spines on posterior i 
margin shorter, and the pubescent membranous flap adjacent to the pointed spine 

much more de\-eloped ; coxite also differently shaped (ten or more mounts of specimens 

from different countries were examined and found to agree closely). 
Tl’iq-length 4-j mm. 

Z)istvihzrtion.-,~r~OL~~ : Bihe (It’ellman ; females only). 13ELGIAS COKGO : 

Kabinda (SclLirletx) ; Elisabethville (.SeJjnel, Tl’alvnvens). L(;.INDA : Lira (Hopkins). 

S. l<IIOI~IW.~ : Shamva, Shamvangama River (Leesolz). SITIMK : Delami (KzlttZe@). 

IiENE7;I : Kitui (.i~~~ierso72). 

Aedes (Aedimorphus) leesoni Edwardh. 

L’ery similar to --l. alboelentralis, but differs from that species and all otlrers of the 
group in having most or all of the scales on aprz and ppn (as well as on paratergite and 

xutellum) broad and flat. Hind femur rather more extensivel>T dark towards tip on 

anterior surface ; knee-spot very small. Sternites with narrow dark apical bands. 

‘F. Not certainly recognized. A4 single specimen from Zululand which may 

belong here is peculiar in having broad scales on each side of the pre-scutellar space. 

3. Palpi exceeding proboscis by length of last segment. Terminalia (Fig. 52, e) 

resembling those of A. abnorntalis and alhouentralis, but cliff ering conspicuously in 

having a long dorsal horn in middle of style. 
I>istribzltio~z.--S. RHODESIA : Shamya (Leeson). I~ECHUAN.L\LXNI) : Gaberones 

jr>. IIWLt’). 

Xn interesting annectant species, resmbling the species of the deutntus group in 

possessing only narrow scales on the scutellum, paratergite, npn and ppn, but obviously 
more clo~ly allied to A. abnormalis and related species on account of the terminalic 



structure. From the very similar ‘-i. qlcasiunivittatz~s it differs in having the pro- 
boscis (in 9) more or less pale beneath except at base and tip, and most of the scales 
on the post-spiracular area as well as on paratergite narrow. 

3. Resembles A. aZhoventyaZis except for the difference in scaling mentioned 
above ; also, the head has a patch of dark scales above in front, and the hind femur 
is rather more extensively dark (as in ,4. Zeesorti). Sternites almost entirely pale. 
Hind claws simple. 

3. Last segment of palpi strongly concave above and bare at base. Teruzinalicl 
(Fig. 52, f) very similar to those of &4. nbno~malis and nlboventmlis, differing chiefly 
in form of coxite ; style also somewhat differently shaped, with numerous hairs on 
the enlarged portion, terminal horn short. 

L>istributiolz.-MoziMBr~uE : Lomagundi and Lorenzo Marquez (ffozeurd). 

BELGIAK CONGO : Kinshasa (Ihren). NIGERIA : Katagum (i%lziel) ; Gadau (Taylor). 

StTL)AS : Juba (iWen. Inspector). S. I<HODESIii : Avondale Stream, Salisbury (LeesoTz). 

AZdes ( AGdimorphus) irritans Theobald. 

,I small species without striking ornamentation but rather readily distinguished 
from others of the subgenus with dark tarsi by the largely flat-scaled head and almost 
complete absence of pale knee-spots ; also by having the male palpi shorter than the 
proboscis. 

Q. Head clothed mainly with broad Aat scales ; a small area of narrow scales 
on nape and a row of narrow yellowish scales round eye-margin. Palpi and 
proboscis dark ; palpi about one-sixth length of proboscis. Thorax dark brown ; 
scutum clothed with narrow dark brown scales with a rather numerous sprinkling 
of golden-yellow scales. Scutellum clothed mainly with flat scales, some narrow ones 
also, especially on lateral lobes ; scales of median lobe mostly blackish, remainder 
creamy-white. Few or no post-spiracular but a patch of subspiracular scales present. 
&-lbdomen blackish, tergites with narrow creamy basal bands, sometimes obsolete in 
middle but only slightly widened at sides into small lateral spots ; sternites with 
dark apical bands. Legs dark ; femora pale on underside but without knee-spots ; 
hind femur with anterior surface pale except at tip ; hind tibia with a creamy- 
white spot at tip which is about as long as band. 1Yiryg.s (Fig. 53) dark. 

5. Resembles 9, but abdominal bands broader. Palpi shorter than proboscis 

by about length of terminal segment ; last two segments hairy and turned slightly 
downwards as usual. Teyminalia (Fig. 54, a) somewhat as in A. tarsalis and related 
species ; style enlarged towards tip, with a short curved spine and a small leaf but 
no horn (the figure given by me in 1917 was inaccurate as it did not show the leaf). 

Wing-ZengtJz 2.5-3’5 mm. 



Ai?DES (Ai?DIMORPHUS) NIGRICEPHALUS 185 

I 
Distrib~&on.-Cr~~~~~ : Bathurst (Innes). SIERRA LEONE : Bonthe (oavey). 

(iOLD COAST : Accra (Connal) ; Sekondi (Graham, Sim$~n) ; Aburi (Mac@) ; Tako- 
radi (Pomeroy) . NIGERIA : Bonny (Gannett) ; I,agos (Graham). SENEGAL : St. Louis. 
BELGIA?; COKGO : Banana (Wanson). PORTUGUESE GUINE.~ : Bolama (Sequeira). 

b ._ 

FIG. gq.-Terminalin of .4&s (-4 t;dimo@hus) spp. a. irritans. b. albocephalus. C. nigricephalus. 

AEdes (AGdimorphus) nigricephalus Theobald. 

Stegomyia nigricephala Theobald, Rept. Liverpool S. Trap. Med. Nem. I\‘, app. (I~oI), and Mon. 
Cul. 2, p. 31 j (1901). 

Phagomyia nigricephala Theobald, Gen. Ins. Culicidae, p. 21 (1905). 
dfyxosquamus paludosus Graham, Ann. Nag. Sat. Hist. (8), 5, p. 270 (1910). 
Ochlerotatus kgricephalus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 23 (1912)~ and 7, p. 220, fig. (1917). 

TYPES.-nigricephala, 0 “ in Dr. Annett’s collection ” (now lost ?), Bonny ; paludosus, SQ in B.M., 
Lagos. 

A very black species with an almost completely flat-scaled head and no special 
ornamentation. The only other African Ai?des with which it might be confused is 
-4. (Skusea) pembaensis ; the two do not occur in the same areas and have com- 
pletely different terminalia. 

9. Head clothed almost entirely with broad flat scales ; only a few erect scales on 



nape, and a very few narro\v one3 on orbits ; scales mostly black, u5uall~. a few are 
white. Tori, clypelx, proboscis and palpi blackish. 7‘110vux blackish ; scutum 
clothed with narrow hlackisll scales and sometimes a few ycllo\visll ~c~~le.s, cyeciall~ 

on front border. Scutellum clothetl mainly with broad flat blackiS scales, some 
narrow scales usually also present. L’leurac wit11 rather large patclies of flat whitt 
scales, including a few post-spiracular but no Suhspiracular ; cl@2 and /I~“FC lvitll narrow\ 

scales onlJ7, mostl,. dark. _-I hlio)nelz black, tergitcs wit11 wllite lateral basal spots ; 
sternites with about the distal half black. Le,ys black ; femora ~)ale beneat ; no 
knee-spots and no pale spot at tip of hind tibia. Il.i~~g.s dark. 

3. Resembles ?. Palpi and probosciS equal in lengtll. ,Abdomen unbantlecl 
Tevulirdirr (Fig. 5.+, c) : St!Tle simple, broadest beyond middle ant1 bearing a long 

Straight spine on inner margin at the broadest part, spine at right angles to it>-le ; 
c%osite rather long and narrow, basal lobe small, bearing a single small Ilair. 

Ae’des (ABdimorphus) lamborni Edwards. 

A l.ery distinct species, readil?- distinguished from all others of the subgenus 

except the allied &-1. bomdi 1,~ the le;-markings ; hind tibia broacll~. Lvliitc at tip , 
hind tarsi with conspicuous white rings evenl\T di\-icled 1)~. the joints. 

$. Heud clothed abo~~t‘ with erect forked scales and narrow clecumbent scales. 

latter mainly dark but those on nape and orbits pale. Tori wit11 a few small l)alc 

scales. ProboScis blackish. Palpi a!x)llt one-fifth as long as proboscis, black, \vitll 

a few white scales at tip (an unusual feature for tllis subgenus). Thovnx dark brown, 

clothed abo\re with dark brown scaleS but with man\ golden ones intcrmisetl, cspe- 

cially on shoulderS and in a pair of spots about middle ; a few flat \I-llite Scales aboyc 

wing-root. Scutellum entirely clothed \vith flat white scales. Pleurae with patclieh 

of flat white scales including some on the pre-alar area in addition to poStspiracular- 
and Subspiracular patches ; frpn and P$VZ with numerous narrow scales, few broad 

oneS. ‘4 bdomm black abo\-e, tergite; with pure white basal lateral patches ; sternites 

with dark apical bands. Cerci very short and blunt, tile eighth segment apparcntll’ 

hardly at all retractile, thus differing markedly from most other species of tile sub 

genus and resembling the ~~tnvslznlli group. Legs mainly black ; all femora and front 

and middle tibiae with small but distinct white Spots at tip ; middle tibia wit11 some 

white scales at base : hind tibia pure kvhite on almost the distal sixth ; front and 

middle tarsi with a white spot at tip of first segment, slightly extending on to baS,c 

of second ; hind tarsi with broad white rings over joints between segments 1-2, 2 3 

and 3--3 ; segment j entirely wllite, I dark at base. ltTi+fg.s dark, wit11 a pale dot 

at base of costa. 

3. Resembles 9, esccpt that abdominal tergites have complete white lIaS;al bandy;. 



Palpi slightly shorter than proboscis, last two segments subequal, downturned and 
hairy ; some white scales at tip of shaft and at base of terminal segment. Tertninalicl 

(Fig. 5.5, a) : Style of very distinctive form, forked before middle, the upper prong 
longer than tile lower, which bears a straight terminal spine; coxite with hairy basal 
lobe and tergite with prominent bristly lobes as in the dentatus and zlextifzs groups. 

I)istvibzltio7t.-SuAs~~L_~~~ : Zomba (Lnntbor~z). KESY.~ : Nairobi (V’art Some- 
yen). N. KHODESI,~ : Serenje Boma, Kaomba River (K. E. ,L~o_Jx,!). TAMXWIKA : 

Amani (,WcHavdy). 

Aedes (Aedimorphus) boneti (21 Collsdo 

:1 e&s 

'rYr1:. 
botlcti Gil Collado, Em, II, p. 323 (1936). 

1’0. 

Very similar to L4. Zambovni, but according to Gil’s description differs as follovvs : 
3. Hend with the narrow decumbent scales mainly white ; a round spot of dark 

scales towards each side above, separate from the dark lateral areas. Palpi somewhat 
shorter, about five-sixths length of proboscis (the palpi are figured as hairless, but 
this is an error as “ abundant long hairs ” are mentioned in the description). ?‘lzorax 
with more numerous post-spiracular hairs and sternopleural scales. .4 blionle?l with- 
out complete pale bands on tergites. Legs with white spot at tip of hind tibia about 
twice as long as broad, or one-tenth length of tibia ; hind tarsus with the first two 
white rings narrower, second segment only L-ery narrowly white at base ; middle 
tarsi entirely dark. Terminalin undescrihed. 

T. Unknown. 

AEdes (Agdimorphus) gibbinsi E(lLv:As. 

l)Illl. ICIlt. KeS. 10, p. 1.J.j (I();.j). 

Distinguished from all other species of the subgenus by the slender, bare male 
palpi, and from most or all related species with dark tarsi and narrow scutellar scales 
by the absence of post-spiracular scales and the rather conspicuous border of golden 
scales to the mesonotum ; this ornamentation is rather suggestive of some species 
of the subgenus BanksineZZa, but in these latter species the marginal scales of the 
mesonotum are sulphur-yellow rather that golden. 

9. Head with the decumbent scales of vertex all narrow and golden-yellow (no 
dark ones in middle in front), many of the erect scales also yellowish ; the usual 
sublateral patches of flat black scales. Proboscis black. Palpi black, about one- 
sixth length of proboscis. Thorax blackish ; scutum with a rather broad and almost 
continuous border of narrow golden scales and a pair of golden lines present on 
posterior half, frequently connected with the golden border by an oblique line along 
the suture from the scutal angle ; pre-scutellar space bordered with golden scales ; 
remaining scales of scutum dark brown. Scales of scutellum and pp?t all narrow and 
golden in colour ; paratergite with flat white scales ; no post-spiracular scales. 
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_~bdomen blackish, tergites with small median and larger lateral basal pale spots, the 
median spots often indistinct on the last few tergites. Legs dark ; hind femur dark 
externally and beneath for some distance before tip, often with almost the distal 
third dark all round, knee-spots small but distinct ; hind tibia with a creamy-white 
spot at tip which is somewhat longer than the tibia1 diameter. Hind claws simple. 
ll’i~zgs dark ; vein-scales narrow ; base of upper fork markedly proximal to that of 
lower. 

3. Resembles 3 in ornamentation. Palpi equal in length to proboscis, slender, 
almost devoid of hairs, last two segments slightly upturned and subequal in length. 
Term?znlin (Fig. 55, b) : Style with a stout blunt spine on a small prominence beyond 

1). 

middle ; basal lobe of coxite somewhat rectangular and reaching to near end of 
coxite ; paraprocts and phallosome of remarkable form, the former very large, with a 
rod-like terminal portion. 

Wing-lengi% 4-5 mm. 
L>istribz~tion.-UGANDA : Between &Its. Mgahinga and Sabinio, Kigezi district 

(Edwards) and X amwamba Valley, Iiuwenzori (Gibbins) ; Kameranjoka (Hopkins). 
KENYA : Kericho, in forest along ri\-er, I S (,WncDonnld). 

AGdes (Agdimorphus) leucarthrius Speiser. 

(‘14irx leucnrthvius Speiser, Schwecl. Zool. Esp. I<ilin~andjnro, IO, ‘*, p. 13 (1008). 
Ochlevotntus lrz4cnrthuizrs Edn-ads, Bull. ISnt. Rcs. 7, p. 2j I (101 I ). 
‘l’\.rt.--2 in Stocl~holrn N.H.hI., 1lt. Mcrll. 

This is evidently very similar to A. gibbinsi and may perhaps be the same species ; 
though until the male is discovered the identity cannot be established with an!7 
certainty. I examined the type in 1911 and again in 1923, and noted that it possessed 

the following features : 
Vertex, front margin of scutum, scutellum and ppn with narrow golden scales 

(as in gibbinsi) ; hind tibia with the spot at tip about halt as long again as tibia1 



diameter (also as in gibDinsi). Two short lines of golden scales in front of scutellum. 

;Ibdomen blackish above. (Perhaps d’ff 1 ers from gibhinsi in lacking golden borders 

to the scutum posteriorly, and median spots on the abdominal tergites.) 

l)istvibzltion.-T,~~~~~~~~~ia : Mt. Meru, 3000 m., I 2. 

A single female from Mufindi, Tanganyika (Zzcwz$t), may well belong to ,4, leu- 

cavlhrius. It resembles A. gibbinsi in most respects, notably in the absence of post- 
spiracular scales and colour of scales on thorax, abdomen and hind femur, but has a 

few dark scales forming a small spot in the yellow area of the vertex ; the border of 

yellow scales to the mesonotum is narrower and is widely interrupted behind the 

scutal angle. 

Ak!des (Agdimorphus) quasiunivittatus Theobald. 

=5, species without conspicuous ornamentation apart from the banded abdomen ; 
allied to -1. gibbivtsi by structure of terminalia, but with normal male palpi. Differs 
from some allied species in having the hind claws simple in both sexes. 

Hctzci with a rather large area of dark brown decumbent scales in middle in 

front, separated from the sublateral areas of flat black scales by a V-shaped area of 
narrow pale scales. Proboscis entirely blackish above and below. Thorax dark 

brown ; scutum clothed mainly with dark brown scales, but with a narrow border 

of yellowish scales (narrower and much less conspicuous than in -4. gibbinsi) and some 

other yellowish scales rather vaguely tending to linear arrangement. Scales on PPPZ 

mostly J-ellowish, but some dark ones above ; on paratergites broad, flat and whitish. 

?I’um&-ous post-spiracular scales present, broad and flat as usual ; on the subspiracular 

area there is in addition to the usual elongate patch of scales a small adjacent patch 

in front (Fig. 56). .4hdofnex blackish above, but tergites z-6 with distinct white 
basal bands \vhich have their posterior margins somewhat rounded and are connected 



with the lateral white spots Venter usually mainly pale, with median basal dark 

patches on sternites. Legs dark ; knee-spots small ; hind femur mainly pale on 

anterior surface but with the distal third dark below as well as above, usuallJT (but 

not always) leaving a whitish median line extending nearly to the tip. Hind tibia 

with a very distinct white apical spot, about as long as broad or somewhat longer. 

Hind claws simple. Wings as in ,4. gibbinsi. 

3. Resembles q, but abdominal bands rather broader. Palpi of same length 

as proboscis, tip of shaft and last two segments densely hairy, somewhat swollen as 

usual. 

regards 

Tevntinalia (Fig. 55, c) : Very similar to those of .3. ,qibbinsi, especially as 

form of style and basal lobe ; spine of style situated on a more pronounced 

thumb-like prominence ; paraprocts much less enlarged and phallosome different127 

toothed. 
Wz’ng-lengt/l about j mm. 
nistrihzttio~z.-ARE-sSr~I.4 : Djem-Djem Forest and Mt. Chilalo (Scoft). KEK’YA : 

Nairobi (Van Someran) ; Morale (Chell). LIG_IxI)_~ : Xyakasura, Fort Portal (Shillitoj; 

Kigezi (Buvton). hTy.~s_u.mI) : Fort Johnston (Ln&x~vn). S. ~~HourssI.~ : Sali5bur!, 

(:%!favsha~~) NATAL : EStCollf? (~~~adZd). TIL~SSL~.L~I,: Pretoria (Bedfo~n). L~ELGIAS 

CoNcx : Kalonge, Kivu (ScltzJetz). Scuxx : Deriba T,akes, Jebel Murra (,\I. Steele). 

AGdes (Aedimorphus) dentatus Thcobaltl. 

Very similar to A. yztasiztniz~ittatzts, differing most obviously in ha\Ting the hind 

claws toothed in both sexes or at least in the female, and in structure of terminalia. 
?. Head as in ‘4. yuasiz~~zivitfatus. Thorax with the yellowish scales of scutum 

more irregularly scattered and sometimes more numerous, but not forming a definite 

pale border. Subspiracular area lacking the additional small group of scales which 

occurs in Ad. yllasizc~~ivittat2ts. Post-spiracular and paratergal scales broad and flat 

as usual. ,4hlZomen with the basal pale bands of tergites more creamy-white, Legs : 
Hind femur with only a small dark area on anterior surface at tip ; hind tibia with 

the pale spot at tip smaller and more creamy-white. 

3. Palpi of normal form, but longer than proboscis by about half the length of 

the last segment ; which is not much shorter than the penultimate. Terllzinalin 
(Fig. 57, a) : Style straight, appearing forked at tip owin g to the long straight spine 
together with the thumb-like projection on which it is placed being about equal to 

the slender distal portion ; basal lobe rather small, somewhat rounded and denselIT 

hairy ; paraprocts with a tooth at the base. 

Z)istvih2Ltion.--ARYSSINI_4 : ” From Tsana through Damar (;odsam ” (IIegefz). 

KENYA : l Nairobi (.dnderso?z, b’an Somevevt) ; Sjoro (Adndevso?z) ; east slopes of Mt. 

Ellgon (Seave) . UGANDA : Kigezi district (Ed~nvds). I~ELGIAN COXGO : Marungu, 

Kat anga (Schz~etz) . OKA?U’GE FREE ST*~TE : Harrismith (Turlzev). ‘I’K=\~s~~AAI~ : 
Pretoria (Goz~gh) 

Unfortunatel~~ no males are available from Abyssinia, and the identity’ of the type 



female is not quite certain. Some other records are omitted as they were based on 

females which are not certainly referable to tllis species. 

I-nrintio,z.---r;emales of the type series from ;12byssinia have a more or less con- 

tinuous median dark stripe on the l-enter ; most East and South ,%frican specimens 

transverse apica .l bands on ha\-e little indication of this stripe, t)ut ma!’ show narrow 

some sternites, e.speciallJT h and 7. 

This was described from one male which is badly denuded of scales through having 

been placed in alcohol ; as far as can be seen tile external characters resemble those 

of .-I. dentntm. Palpi of normal form ; of same length as proboscis, terminal segment 

barely two-thirds as long as penultimate. Tev7uidin (Fig, 57, d) similar to ttiosc: 

of ,4. dmtntus, but cosite much broader and more hairy, basal lobe quite different, and 
style broader. 

Aedes (AEdimorphusi caliginosus (Aharu. 

Much resembles ,I. rientntzzs, and with the hind claw tootlled as in tllat species, 

but distinguishable in both sexes br’ hal-in g the scales on the paratergite and post- 

spiracular area narrow and curxwl, and most of the scales on PP?t dark brown. Sternites 

with transl-erse dark apical bands. Differs from the extremely similar A. dcnkieli in 

having dark apical bands to the abdominal sternites, and in that the proboscis is not 

distinctl)- pale beneath. 

3. I’alpi as in ‘4. dentatus. Tevmiditr (Fig. 57, c) : I,obes of tergite much more 

prominent tllan in related species. St!Tle with the long spine arising directly* from the 

broadest point, not on a thumb-like projection. 13asal lobe of cosite rather small, 

pointed, with few llair.5;. 

Zkt~i~~zhv2 .---\JIGEKI.\ : Lagos (G~alzntlt) 

AGdes (ACdimorphus) subdentatus I’d~rl~-rL.. 

Ilnt. SW., I:, j, 1,. 5 I ( I')iOi. 

1Iuch resembling and in \-arious wa~‘s intermediate between .l. yltns2'2r?ti7littntlts, 

.A. dciztntus and A4. cali,qi~zosz~.s. 

;. Hcrrd ;ts in the three allied species ; proboscis entirely black above and below. 

Tlzornx wit11 irregular mottling of pale scales on dorsum ; pleural scales as in ‘1. 

cjl~ilsi2ilti7littntlls. .3 hdo7mn as in the three allied species. Venter mainly pale, with 

some dark scales apicalli- on stcrnites j 7, especially towards sides. I/ e/p : Hint1 

fcmllr anal til,iac as in -1. yll(lsj2~?22’7littiltlls, but llintl claws tootlletl. Middle tibia all 
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dark. One specimen shows a few white scales at base of second hind tarsal segment 
(somewhat as in be&i). 

(5. Palpi of about same length as proboscis. Tevnzinalia (Fig. 57, b) : Style 

almost as in A. caliginosus, but lobes of tergite less prominent and basal lobe of coxite 

larger and differently shaped. 

D&Y~~u~~oPz.-CAPE PROVINCE : Grahamstown (Barraud) . 

AEdes (Aedimorphus) cumminsi Theobald. 

Cukx cummi?zsL Thcobald, hlon. Cul. 3, p. 214 (1903). 
Ochlerotatus cztmmznsz Edwards, Bull. Ent. Kes. 2, p. 248 (1011). 

TYPE.+ in lS.JI., Bahr-el-Ghazal. 

Very similar to A. dentatus, but average size larger and abdomen (in the typical 

form) unbanded. 

9. Head with all the decumbent scales of vertex pale, no dark patch in middle in 
front. Thorax perhaps rather lighter than in A. dentatus, but otherwise similar. 
,4 bdonten all dark above ; sternites with narrow dark apical bands. Legs much as 

in A. dentatus ; hind femur pale below on anterior surface almost or quite to tip ; 
hind claws toothed. 

$. Resembles $2 ; abdomen equally unbanded. Palpi exceeding proboscis by 
length of last segment, which is fully as long as the penultimate ; last two segments 

densely hairy. Tewtinalia (Fig. 57, f) of the same type as in A. dentatus and cali- 

ginosus ; style much as in the latter species but tergite and basal lobe rather different 

and coxite rather broader at base. 
Wing-Length 4.5-6 mm. 

&stributio?z.-SUDAN : Bahr-el-Ghazal (Cummi~zs) ; Xeridi (Ruttledge). UGANDA : 
Entebbe (LOW, Mofat) ; Kampala (Fraser) ; Lira (Ho@ins). BELGIAN CONGO : 
Kawa, L. Albert, and Ruchuru, L. Edward (Schwetz) ; Part National Albert (De 

W&f). 

ssp. holocinctus n. 

TYPL.-_S in B.AI., Gede. 

Differs from the typical form in havin g complete and moderately broad basal pale 

bands on all abdominal tergites. Terminalia not appreciably different from those 

of the typical form. 
,?ktvibution.-KExui : Gede, nr. Mombasa, I 3 (MacDo+zaZd). 

ssp. mediopunctatus Theobald. 

Culzcada mcdzopuutata Thcobald, hlon. Cul. 5, p. 304 (1910). 
Culzcada _fuscopalpaZts Theobald, hlon. Cul. 5, p. 307 (1910). 
*ledes (Aedimorphus) cummirbsz var. mediopulzctata Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 15, p. 264 (192 j). 
.; Cedes cummiusi var. daruewis Evans, Ann. Trop. hled. 19, p. 1x9 (1925). 

Typts--JuscoPalPnlis, 3 in B.hl., Obuasi ; medzopupzctata, $? in B.M., Obuasi ; daruelzsis, 6 
in Liverpool School of Tropical hledicine, Daru. 

Differs from the typical form chiefly if not solely in possessing small median basal 

I3 
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whitish spots on the abdominal tergites in both sexes. Terminalia (Fig. 57, g) 

without tangible distinctions from the type form. 

Distribution.-GOLD COAST : Obuasi (GmIzam) ; Sunyani (Ingram). SIERRA 

LEONE : Daru (Blacklock). 

Aedes (Agdimorphus) pubescens Edwards. 

Ad&s (At;dimo~plzus) ;hadxsce?zs Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 15, p. 264 (1925). 

TYPE.-8 in B.M., Sicrrn I,eonr. 

Extremely similar in appearance to the typical form of A. cztmminsi, but differs 

from that species and all others of the group (and perhaps of the subgenus) in possess- 

ing a patch of 12-15 or more short pale hairs in the middle of the mesepimeron towards 

its posterior margin, as well as numerous similar hairs on the metameron (the small 

piece immediately above the base of the hind coxa-not to be confused with the 

meron, which in A. pubescem is bare as usual). 
9. Head scales mostly pale ; a few dark ones in middle in front. Scutum with 

a narrow and inconspicuous border of golden-yellow scales, remaining scales mostly 
dark. Subspiracular scales fewer than in related species, many of them replaced 

by tiny hairs. Abdomen all dark above. Hind femur more extensively dark towards 

tip on anterior surface than in A. dentntus. 

$. Resembles 9. Palpi as in A. cwmninsi. Terminalin (Fig. 57, e) much as in 

A. cumwzinsi, but coxite differently shaped, with a patch of short hairs towards inner 
tergal margin ; phallosome also differing rather conspicuously. 

DistribzCtio”Yz.-SIERR_~ r,EOXE : Daru (.‘?impson). GOLD C0_4sr : Kumasi, 

Obuasi and Dunkwa (GmIzn~z). BELGIAS CONGO : Stanleyville (.‘$clzwetz, Moz&zet) ; 
Ruta (Mouchet). 

AEdes (AEdimorphus) bevisi Ed\\-ardl;. 

Ochkrotatzts 

TYPE.-? in 

121111. Ent. Iies. j, p. 275 (1r)Ij). 

Readily distinguished from other African species of the subgenus by having only 

two narrow and inconspicuous pale rings on the hind tarsi, the species being thus 

intermediate between the vexa*s group (with ringed tarsi) and the dentatus group 
(with dark tarsi). Further distinctive features are found in the proboscis and middle 

tibia. 
$2. Head with the narrow decumbent scales mostly or all pale. Proboscis whitish 

beneath and at the sides except at base and tip, which are dark. Palpi rather shorter 
and thicker than in some related species, with some white scales at tip. Thorax as 
in A. quasiunivittatus. ,4bdomen blackish above, tergites 2-7 with more or less 

complete whitish basal bands ; 6 and 7 also narrowly pale scaled on apical margin : 
sternites almost entirely clothed with creamy-white scales, apart from small apical 

lateral dark spots. Legs mainly dark ; knee-spots very small ; hind femur mostly _ 
pale in front ; middle tibia dark in front, creamy-white above and behind except at 

base, where it is dark ; hind tibia with a distinct white spot at tip ; all tarsi with 
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narrow and inconspicuous whitish rings at bases of first two segments, otherwise 

dark except sometimes for a very few pale scales at bases of segments. Wings 
entirely dark (even along Costa), scales narrow, bases of fork-cells almost level. 

$. Unknown. 

Wing-length 3.5-4 mm. 

&strz&&n.-NATAL : Durban (Levis) ; Ntambanana and Umhlatusi, Zululand 
(Be5!@d). CAPE : ” Caffraria ” (Walzlbevg). 

AGdes (Attdimorphus) arabiensis Patton. 

of 

Cz~Zex arnbzcnsis Patton (adult, not larva), J. I~omba\- S,lt. Hist. Sot. 16, p. 663 (1905). 

Culex suZnnensis Theobald, Fourth Kept. \Vellcomr I~lh., R, p. 151 (1911). 

Ochleyotntus s~trlancmis Edwxds, Bull. Ent. Iim. 3, p. 20 (I()IZ). 

'T~PE:s.-nrabzc,nsis, 6 lost (?), Xden Hinterland ; sudam~nsis, 39 in Liverpool, Sudan (locality 
not stated). 

Distinguished from other Ethiopian species of the subgenus by the combination 

the following features : basally-ringed tarsal segments, dark-scaled wings, 

broadly banded abdomen, and pale posterior surface of middle tibiae. A. aya- 
hiensis is very closely related to the Palearctic 4. vexans Mg., from which it differs 

in having the 3 palpi rather shorter ; abdominal bands in both sexes broader and 

not emarginate in the middle ; middle tibia dark above (in all European and Central 

Asian females of ,4. vexans examined the middle tibia is conspicuously pale above 

as well as posteriorly). 

$?. Head with almost all the narrow decumbent scales pale, also many of the 

erect ones. Palpi short, with some white scales at tip, but none in middle. Pro- 
boscis rather extensively pale beneath except towards base and tip. Thorax brownish, 

scutum clothed with brownish scales, which are mostly quite light in tint ; scutellum 
with narrow whitish scales ; paratergite and pleurae (including post-spiracular area) 

with broad flat whitish scales ; pre-alar knob as usual with hairs only, no scales. 

Abdomen dark above ; tergites z-6 with broad creamy-white basal bands, 2-7 wit11 

lateral whitish patches extending most of their length, 6 and 7 with narrow pale 
apical bands ; sternites almost entirely pale scaled. Legs mostly dark ; femora 

pale beneath and with a rather heavy sprinkling of pale scales on the dark parts ; 
tibiae usually without this sprinkling of pale scales, but middle tibia with posterior 
surface pale, and hind tibia with an inconspicuous pale spot at tip ; first three or 

four segments of front and middle tarsi and all segments of hind tarsi with narrow 
white basal rings, usually scarcely longer than broad. Hind claws simple. Wings 

dark scaled, at most a few pale scales at base of Costa and first vein ; decumbent 

scales small ; outstanding scales linear. 
$. Resembles $2. Palpi exceeding proboscis by most of the terminal segment ; 

two white rings on long segment, white spots at bases of last two segments. Ter- 

minalia (Fig. 58, c) very similar to those of A. dentatus ; style differing slightly in 

shape, and basal lobe of coxite rather smaller and less hairy. 
Wing-length 3-3.5 mm. 

,!%stribution.-hlm HINTERLAND (Patton, Chad). ARABIA : Jeddah (Philby). 

SUDAN : Khartoum, Kadaro and Masiol (Sanitary Inspector) ; Wad Medani 

(Cameron). 
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AEdes (AGdimorphus) centropunctatus Theobald. 

Culicelsn cent~o$z~nctata Theobald, A%nn. Trop. Med. 7, p. 599 (1913) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 
15, p. 261 (1925). 

TYPES.-& in Liverpool, hlongalla Province and Lado District, Sudan. 

Distinguished from other Ethiopian species with ringed tarsi by having the white 

rings mainly basal in position, but extending narrowly across the joints on to the 
tips of the preceding segments. Wing-scales almost all dark, as in A. arabiensis, 
but abdominal tergites with median basal pale spots and thorax mottled. 

9. Head with the decumbent scales all pale, erect scales dark. Palpi with patches 

of white scales at base and before middle, but none at tip. Proboscis all dark or 

with scattered pale scales only. Thorax dark brownish, scutum clothed mainly 

with dark brown scales, but with rather definite patches of white scales behind each 

shoulder, above each wing-root, and in front of the pre-scutellar space ; scales on 

scutellum and around the bare space narrow and whitish. Pleural scaling as in A. 

arabiensis, post-spiracular but no pre-alar scales present. Abdomen dark above ; 
tergites a-7 with median basal white patches and with J-shaped white marks at 

sides (the longer arm of the J occupying lateral margin of tergite, but not extending 
as far as posterior margin) ; sternites mostly pale. Cerci normal, not abbreviated as 
in A. Zamborni. Legs mainly dark ; femora, and to a less extent tibiae also, with a 
slight sprinkling of pale scales ; middle tibia dark all round ; all tarsi with white 

rings at bases of first three segments and with tips of first two or three segments 

narrowly white ; hind tarsi also with base of fourth and almost the whole of fifth 

segment white above (latter darker beneath). Hind claws simple. Wigs with all 
the scales dark, including costal fringe. 

3. Resembles $2. Palpi as in A. arabiensis. Terminalia (Fig. 58, b) distinctive 
in regard to form of style, which is blade-like, with the spine inserted a little beyond 
middle and at some distance from the edge ; basal lobe pointed, bearing a single 
short bristle. 

Wing-length about 4-4.5 mm. 

Distribution.--GOLD COilST : Sunyani (Ingram). NIGERIA : Ibadan (Ku~zm). 

SUDAN : Menzi River, Mongalla and Acholi, Lado (Kiqg). 

AGdes (Agdimorphus) hirsutus Theobald. 

Culex hi~sutum Theobald ($Z only), hlon. Cul. I, p. 3gz (1901). 

C&x t~mzsvanlensis Theobald, Xon. Cul. 3, p. 165 (1903). 

Ochlerotatus hirsutus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 2, p. 249 (I~II), 3, p. ZCI (I~IZ), and 5, p. 277 (1915). 

TYPES.--hivstitum, 9 in B.hl., Salisbury ; tmnsunalenszs, 9 in B.M., Pretoria. 

Belongs to a small group of species with basally-ringed tarsal segments and con- 

spicuously speckled femora and tibiae ; distinguished (in the 9) from other species of 
this group by having the costal fringe on the distal part of the wing white, the wings 
being otherwise mainly dark scaled. 

9. Head with the decumbent scales mainly pale, a few dark ones in middle in 

front. Proboscis largely creamy-white both below and above, except at base and 

tip. Palpi about one-fifth as long as proboscis, broadly tipped with white scales and 
with some white scales at middle and base. TJzorax much as in A. centropunctatus, 
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but many of the paratergal and post-spiracular scales are rather narrow and numerous 

flat white scales are present, mixed with the bristles, on the pre-alar knob. Abdomen 

b 

FIG, -9 31 .-Terminalin of d P&S (A idiww~ph~s) spp. a. fowleri. II. cc~2tropu~zctnt~ts. c. arahiensis. 
d. dusbammls. e. nntvmius. f. lzivsutus. 

mainly dark above ; tergites 2-6 with basal white bands, on 5 and 6 usually much 
narrowed in middle, 7 with a pair of basal sublateral triangular white marks ; tergite 
6 usually and j occasionally with an admedian pair of creamy-white triangular 
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patches, other tergites without apical pale markings ; lateral white marks on tergites 

rather irregular. Legs : Femur, tibia and first tarsal segment of each leg heavil) 
sprinkled with whitish scales, so much so that the pale scales may be more numerous 

than the dark ; knee-spots small ; tibiae with narrow white basal rings and narrow11 
white at tip ; segments 2-4 of front and middle tarsi and z-5 of hind tarsi with white 

rings which are strictly confined to bases of segments, dark parts without scattered 

pale scales. Hind claws simple. Wings with a slight sprinkling of pale scales on 
basal half ; distal half dark except that the costal fringe, and sometimes also the 

flat scales of the costa, is white on the area above the forked cells. Outstanding scales 
on forks linear and dark.’ 

$. Differs from 9 in havin g the costal scales mainly or even entirely dark, the 
white fringe being sometimes distinguishable but never conspicuous ; white bands 

of tergites 6 and 7 interrupted in middle ; tergite 6 often lacking the apical pale 
areas. Palpi exceeding proboscis by almost the length of last segment ; shaft with 

two white rings and scattered pales scales, last two segments broadly white at base. 

Terminalia (Fig. 58, f) with rather distinctive style, the spine being placed less than 

its own length from the tip on the inner margin ; basal lobe rather densely hairy. 

Wing-length 4-5 mm. 
&&&&on.-NIGERIA4 : Kano (Kumm) ; Cadau (Taylor). uGA4?JDA4 : Busoga 

(Hodges) ; Arua (Ho@i%s). BELGIAN CONGO : Part National Albert (De Wdf). 

SUDAN : Juba (San. Inspector) ; Delami and Jebel Deri (R&ledge). KENYA : 
Moyale (Clzell) ; Kitui (Anderson) ; Nairobi (Van Someren). NYASALAND : Mzeze 

(Lamborn). S. RHODESIA : Salisbury (Marshall). NATAL : Weenen (Thomasset). 
ORANGE FREE STATE : Vaal R. (Inpam). TRAXSVML : Pretoria (TheiZer). 

Var. adenensis nov. 

Structurally identical with the typical form, and also resembling it in the white- 

scaled distal part of costa, but differs in colouring of abdomen ; the pale basal bands 

of the tergites are yellowish rather than white and all the tergites have apical median 
patches of yellowish scales, usually occupying an extensive area ; in some extremely 

pale specimens the abdominal scales are almost all yellowish, with only a few black 
ones across the middle of each tergite. 

&strz%zztion.--ADEN : Jebel Jihaf, 7100 ft., ix. 19x7, I $, 8 ? at light (H. Scott 

and E. B. B&ton). 

AGdes (Agdimorphus) fowleri d’Emmerez de Charmoy. 

Culex foderi d’Emmerez de Charmo!-, -Inn. Trop. Med. 2, p. 258 (x908). 
GrabJzamia nigeriensis Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 281 (1910). 
Oclzle~otatus nigrzcnsis Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 2, p. 250 (1911) ; 3, p. zo (1912) ; 5, p. 277 (1915), 

and II, p. 134 (1920). 

Culex lzi~sutum Theobald (0” only), Mon. Cul. I, p. 392 (1901). 

‘TYPES,-fodc~i, 1 in Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Mauritius ; nigeriensis, 8 in B.M. 
Kata~um ; JzLusufzcm, 8 in B.N., Salisbury. 

Similar in most respects to A. hkzdus, differing chiefly as follows : Wings with 

the costal fringe entirely dark, but with much more numerous scattered flat white 

scales on the veins, these scales also larger, but the outstanding scales on the forks ’ 
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linear and all dark as in ,4. hirsztt~s. White bands of abdominal tergites j and 6 
not narrowed in middle. First tarsal segment of all legs with only a few scattered 
white scales, hence the basal white ring is more evident. Palpi of 6 scarcely as long 
as proboscis, terminal segment much shorter than penultimate. Terminalin (Fig. 
$3, a) very distinctive ; style of peculiar shape, with a tuft of long hairs accompanying 

the spine ; coxite with a dense patch of hair on inner face, basal lobe a peculiar 
thumb-like projection bearing a single bristly hair. 

Distvib~tion.-SIERRA LEONE : Kissy (Dnve_y). GOLD COYEST : Bole (Ingram). 
GABOON : Eschiras (GaZZiard). NIGERIA : Katagum (DaZzieZ). SUDAN : Li Rangu 
and Mongalla (2Ved. Ins$ectov) ; Medani (Bedford). UG~~SDA : Kasala (Fraser) ; 
Soroti (Nopkzks). BELGIAX CoxGo : Banana (I~T’nnson) ; Ituri (Collart). NYASA- 

LAND : Fort Johnston (Bzq, Lambovn). ZXNZIBXR : Nnazi Moja (Aders). S. 
RHODESIA : Salisbury (Marshall). TRANSVAAL : Pretoria (Bedford). S.-W. AFRICA : 
Ovamboland (Barnard). &I_~URITXJS (d’Enzmerez, AfacGregor). KENY.~ : Stony 
At hi (MacDonald). 

AGdes (Aedimorphus) durbanensis Theobald. 

Grnbhnmin duvbnnensis Theobald, Mon. Cnl. 3, p. 240 (1903). 
Grabkamia ocellata Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 281 (1910). 
OchZerofatz~s durbansnsis Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 2, p. zgo (1911). 

TYPES.-durhnlzclzsis, ‘$ in B.M., Durban ; ocellafn, 8: in lS.Ll., Delagoa Baq’. 

Similar to A. Izirsutus and A. nigeriensis, differing chiefly as follows : Wings with 

scattered white scales on costa as well as on all the other veins, but no continuous 
white area in costal fringe ; outstanding scales broader, ligulate in shape, and many 

of them (on upper surface of wing) white. Abdominal tergites 2-6 with apical 
lateral (or sublateral) yellowish patches in addition to the white basal bands, lateral 

white areas more solid. Palpi of $ as long as proboscis or scarcely longer. Ter- 
minalia (Fig. 58, d) : Style with a row of long curved hairs on distal margin and many 

more hairs on the surface, spine inserted well before tip at broadest part of style ; no 

apical hair-tuft on coxite, basal lobe peculiar in having a regular row of hairs on its 

margin. 

Distribution.-MOZAMBIQUE : Delagoa Bay (Sant' Anna). NATAL : Durban 

(Christo@ers) . BELGIAN COKGO : Banana (Wanson). TR~ANSVXAL : Pretoria (Bed- 

ford). ABYSSIXI~ : Mt. Fantali (Drake-Brockman). 

Confirmation is desirable of the inland records. 

AEdes (Agdimorphus) natronius Edwards. 

A&s (AZdirnorpkm) rtatrofzius Edwards, Buil. Ent. Res. 23, p. 561 (193~). 

TYPE.-& in B.M., Lake hlaseche, Uganda. 

Extremely similar to A. durbanensis, which it resembles in wing-scaling, in the 

possession of yellow apical lateral patches on the abdominal tergites, and in nearly 
. 

all other respects, the only obvious difference in ornamentation being that the basal 

pale bands of the tergites are mainly yellow instead of white, the lateral pale patches 
remaining white. 

8. Terminalia (Fig. $3, e) differing from A. durbanensis and all other members 
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of the subgenus in the form of the style, which is tapering, bare, wi th a slender ter- 
minal spine as in the subgenus Stegowyia ; basal lobe of coxite also much more like 
species of Stegomyyia than other iZ~~imo~@zus ; phallosome and paraprocts however 
of the Aifdimorphzcs rather than the Stegomyia type, the latter without any trace of 
basal arm, and the former with only a very few short teeth. 

Distribution.-So far as known this species is confined to the saline area in western 
UGANDA : L. Bogasu, Ii. Chirinuma and Kiborna (McConnell) ; L. Maseche and 
Kitoma (Beadle). 

AGdes (Acdimorphus) ochraceus (Theobald:’ (Pl. 3, fig. 3.) 

Culex ochvaceus Theobald, Mon. Cul. 2, p. 103 (1901). 
Jliwzeteculcx kivzgii Theobald, Third Rept. \Vellcome Lab. p. 258 (1908). 
Ochlcrotatus ochraccus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 2, p. 2jo (Igrr). 

TYPES.-och?‘acCus, d? in B.M., Salisbury ; kirzgii, 30 in B.M., Upper White Kile. 

A very distinct species on account of the conspicuously striped femora and tibiae ; 
the only other African Culicine with somewhat similar leg-ornamentation is Culex 
theileri, which is otherwise quite different. Ornamentation of wings and abdomen 
also distinctive. 

9. Head with the decumbent scales of vertex narrow and mostly pale. Pro- 
boscis yellowish with base and tip black. Palpi brownish, about one-sixth as long 
as proboscis. Thorax with integument rather dark brown, lighter on sides, scutum 
with four stripes of dark brown scales separated by five yellowish stripes running the 
whole length, the outermost stripes occupying the margins ; all scales small and 
narrow. Pleurae not heavily scaled ; post-spiracular scales small and narrow ; p$wz 
rather densely covered with narrow pale scales. Abdomen with integument pale 
yellowish, clothed with pale yellowish-buff scales, tergites with more ‘or less con- 
spicuous sublateral black patches forming a pair of stripes which are interrupted at 
bases of segment ; in the palest specimens these stripes are indefinite or even absent, 
in the latter case the abdomen is entirely clothed with yellowish scales. Legs mainly 
yellowish, femora and tibiae on anterior surface with two black stripes running the 
whole length (except lower stripe on hind femur) or they may be described as blackish 
on anterior surface, with a yellowish median stripe from base to tip, and mainly 

’ yellowish on posterior surface. Tarsi yellowish, last two or three segments darkened. 
Wings with the scales on costa and veins z and 4 (except tips of branches of lower 
fork) mainly yellowish, on veins I, 3, 5 and 6 mainly or all black. Outstanding 
scales linear. 

6. Resembles $2, but dark scales of abdomen tending to be more numerous. Palpi 
exceeding proboscis by length of last segment, mainly clothed with yellowish scales ; 
last two segments subequal and densely hairy. Claws of hind legs unusual in that 
the inner claw is much longer than the outer. Tevmivzalia : Style enlarged at tip, 
with a large dorsal horn adjacent to which is a group of long hairs, and a curved spine 
on inner margin before tip ; basal lobe of coxite very small, bearing only two or three 
short bristly hairs ; no hair-tuft on coxite. 

Wing-length 3.5-5 mm. 
&stribzttion.-Gom COAST : Accra (f~~acf;e) ; Volta R. (Ingram). NIGERIA : 

Katagum (Watsofz) ; Gadau (Taylor). BELGIAK CONGO : Part National Albert (De 

, 
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wztlf). SUD=15 : Upper White Nile (King). UGANDA : Lira and Soroti (Hopkins). 
S. RHODESIA : Sal&bury (Marshall). S.-W. AFRICA : Ovamboland (Barnard). KENYA : 
Wai (Clzell) ; Mumias (Neave) . 

The closely related A. PaZZidostriatm Theobald of India differs only in the 

terminalia (form of style and presence of a dense patch of soft hairs on coxite). 

Subgenus BANKSINELLA Theobald. 

GENOTYPE.- 

Theobald, Mon. Cul. 4, p. 

-C&x ltdeolntc~fnlzs Theo. 

465 (1907). 

Decumbent scales of vertex and all scutellar scales narrow. Proboscis rather 

longer than front femora. Dorso-central and acrostichal bristles present and usually 
numerous. No lower mesepimeral bristles. Paratergite bare in all species. Anterior 

claws toothed in both sexes. Pal@ of 3 (Fig. jg) very distinctive, with only one 

FIG. sc).-Palpi of 3, subgenus Bnnksimll,~. a-c. From side. d. From above. 3. lineatopenwis. 
I,. pa1pn1is. c, d. nlbicostn (to smaller scale than others). 

distinct segment beyond the shaft, this hairy and upturned, very little thickened ; 
in one or two species a minute terminal segment is present. $ Ternzinalia differing 
from those of most other African subgenera of 14t?des in that the coxite is uniformly 

chitinized, without a membranous strip on its inner face, and the style is inserted 
subterminally. Basal lobe represented by a short process bearing two spines. Style 
with long terminal spine. Phallosome as in ,4idinzorp?zus. ? Terminalia as in 
subgenus A t?‘diwzorphm : eighth segment small and retractile, tergite notched ; 
cerci long ; insula longer than broad and bare ; post-genital plate deeply notched. 

The species are all dark, with unbanded tarsi ; usually the scales of the vertex 

and sides of scutellum are bright yellow or whitish. 
The genotype and four or five related species with banded abdomen appear from 

the records to be specially associated with open Savannah country ; the remaining 
darker species with unbanded abdomen occur chiefly if not exclusively in forested 
regions. In the Zineatopennis group it is interesting to notice the tendency to a 

streaky pattern so often observed in grass-haunting insects. 
Several species of this subgenus are recognized as habitual blood-suckers. Kerr 

(1934) includes A. Zineatopennis andpunctocostalis among those species which definitely 

prefer human blood, feeding chiefly out of doors ; Davis and Philip (1931) identified 
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only human blood in the bodies of lineatopennis and palpalis. Nieschultz, Bedford 

and Du Toit regard Zineatofmwzis as a possible transmitter of horse-sickness, and 
imply that it attacks horses freely. 

I. 

2. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

IO. 

II. 

12. 

KEY TO SPECIES OF SUBGENUS BAXKSINELLA. 

0% 

Abdomen banded above . . . . . . . . . . 2. 

Abdomen unbanded above (unless on last two segments) . . . . 7. 
First and fifth wing-veins yellow-scaled to near tip . Zzrteolateralis Theo. (p. 205). 
These veins pale-scaled at most to middle of wing . . . . . 3. 
Thorax with margins of scutum broadly yellow-scaled . . . * 4. 
Scales in this position white or whitish . . . . . . . 5. 
Venter mainly dark-scaled ; some pale scales on forked veins 

lineatopeq?nis Ludl. (p. 203). 
Venter almost entirely yellow-scaled ; no pale scales on forks 

ci~czwzZu~eoZus Theo. (p. 204). 
Costa white-scaled beyond middle . . . . . albicosta Edw. (p. 206). 

Costa all dark . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 
Pale scales on forked veins . . . albothovax Theo. (Gambia form) (p. 205). 
Scales on forked veins all dark . . . . nlbothovax Theo. (Eastern form). 
Costa with yellow patches . . . . . . . . . 8. 

Costa with mixed yellow and dark scales for most of its length 
_flazGnavgo sp. n. (p 209). 

Costa all dark . . . . . . . . . . . 9. 
Yellow patches on distal half of costa extending over vein I ; hind femur nearly 

all yellow . . . . . . . . punctocostalis Theo. (p 306). 

Yellow patches confined to costa ; hind femur with dark dorsal line 
palpalis var. maczdlicosta Edw. (p 211). 

Thorax. with margins of scutum broadly yellow-scaled ; wings with vein I 

yellow-scaled at base (but not beyond base of 2) . . . . . IO. 

Thorax with margins of scutum whitish scaled ; wings with a short whitish 
area at base of vein I . . . . . . ellinorae sp. n. (p. 212). 

Thorax without conspicuous pale borders ; wing-scales all dark, even at base 
of vein I . . . . . . . . fuscineruis Edw. (p. 213). 

Hind tibia with a small yellow spot at tip only . . . . . . I I. 

Hind tibia with a yellow mark above at middle . . . . . . 12. 

Head with a dark spot in middle of yellow area of vertex 
(?) cyassljoyceps Edw. (p. 212). 

Head without this dark spot . . . . . jmlpalis Newst. (p. 209). 

Proboscis with a yellow ring in middle, sometimes interrupted above 
taeniarostvis Theo. (p. 2 o 7). 

Proboscis all dark or only yellow beneath in middle 
palpalis ssp. cavtevi Edw. (p. 210) ; monotrichus Edw. (p. 209) ; 

pogonurus Edw. (p. 21 I). 

Aedes (Banksinella) lineatopennis Lud low. (Pl. 3, fig. j. ) 
Taeniorhymhus lineatopennis Ludlow, Can. Ent. 37, p. 133 (1305). 
Banksinelln litieatopenks Edwards (in part), Bull. Ent. Res. 5, p. 274 (IgIg). 
Banksinella luteolaternlis Theobald (in part), Mon. Cul. 4, p. 469 (IgoF), and 5, p. 403 (1910). 

TYPE.+ in U.S.N.M. \1_ashington, J.uzon, Philippine Is. 

Belongs to the Savannah group of species, having the abdomen distinctly banded 

in both sexes ; the hind tibia is usually all dark, fifth vein mainly yellow, and the 
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female cerci only moderately long. The abdominal bands in the present specks 

vary somewhat in width and distinctness, but basal creamy bands are always present 

on at least tergites 3-j and usually 2-7. Diagnostic features are as follows : 
$2. Head with the pale scales of vertex bright deep yellow in colour. Proboscis 

entirely black both above and below. Tori mainly or entirely black or dark brown. 

Thorax with the lateral pale bands of scutum bright deep yellow, narrowly connected 
on front margin ; middle area of scutum clothed with blackish scales, but yellow 

scales present on each side of prescutellar space, and in some specimens these are 
continued forwards as two narrow indistinct lines to middle of scutum or beyond ; 
some narrow black scales on lateral margins of scutum, especially on scutal angles 

and above wing-root, so that the outer edge of the yellow band forms a straight line. 

Pleurae with very few scales ; usually only about 6-10 scales in mesepimeral patch ; 

no post-spiracular scales, or at most a very few ; subspiracular scales rather narrow 

and pointed. ,-l bdomen : Tergites with small basal and apical lateral spots, con- 

nected by a marginal stripe ; sternites mainly dark-scaled. Legs dark ; hind femur 

only indistinctly lighter towards base on anterior surface ; hind tibia all dark, even 

at tip ; middle tibiae pale behind for their whole length, but not conspicuously so. 
Wings (Fig. 60) with the costa entirely dark ; vein I yellow-scaled as far as base of a ; 
vein 5 yellow-scaled as far as fork and for some distance along lower branch ; numerous 

whitish scales among the outstanding scales on vein 4 and on forks of z and 4. 
$. Resembles $!, but yellow scales of wings much less conspicuous. Palpi (Fig. 

59, a) exceeding proboscis by almost whole length of terminal segment, which is long, 

densely hairy along each side, and with half-a-dozen or more stiff straight bristly 
hairs at tip ; no obv?ous trace of a minute third segment ; only a few long hairs at 

tip of the thin shaft. Terminalia (Fig. 61, a) : Coxite only moderately widened 

on basal portion, with a moderately dense patch of hairs where it narrows, and 

with fairly numerous (6-10) short pointed spines on inner margin of narrow portion ; 
numerous long curved hairs on the apical projection. Style bare, much widened 

in middle, with long, straight, rather slender and somewhat pointed terminal spine. 

Wing-length 3-4 mm. 
Distribz~tion.-NIGERIA : Gadau (TayZor). BELGIAN CONGO : Part National Albert 

(De WC@). KEXYA : Nairobi (Anderson). UGANDA : Dufile (King) ; Kabale 

(Hopkins). s. RHODESIA : Salisbury (Marshall). ,\NGOLA : Bih& (Wellman). 

ORANGE FREE ST~~TE : Harrismith (Tzwnev). 
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Other records require confirmation owing to probable confusion with A. circztm- 
&eolus and A. 1~teolaterali.s. 

Specimens from India and the Philippine Is. do not show any obvious differences 

from those from East and South Africa. 

AGdes (Banksinella) circumluteolus Theobald. 

Banksinella 1uteolatelali.s var. ci~cumluteola Theobald, Entoln. 41, p. 107 (1908). 

TYPO.-Q in B.M., Trans\-aal (Simpson). 

Differs from A. Zineatopennis as follows : 
$. Head : Tori mainly yellowish, darkened only on inner side. Thorax : Yellow 

borders of scutum rather more broadly connected on front margin ; median pair 

FIG. 6r.-TerIninalia of Aides (Banksidla). a. linentopeut?tis. b. civcumluteoln. C. albothoran. 

of lines seldom distinguishable, but scales on whole median area sometimes yellowish- 

brown, not much darker than sides. Pleurae with the patches of scales considerably 
larger, the mesepimeral patch for example usually comprising 20-30 or more scales ; 
subspiracular scales broad and blunt-ended. Abdomen : Sternites entirely or almost 

entirely clothed with pale yellowish scales. Legs : Hind femur clearer yellowish on 
basal half or more of anterior surface. Mid tibia pale above towards tip. Hind 
tibia pale beneath (but not at tip). wings : All the outstanding scales on vein 4 
and forks dark, and slightly broader than in Zineato@ennis. 

d. Venter darker than in 9. Palpi as in lineatopennis. Terminalia (Fig. 61, b) 

almost as in lineato$wznis, but the bristly spines on narrow part of coxite rather 

stouter and more numerous. 

Wing-length 3.5-5 mm. 

Distribution.-UGAND, : Entebbe (Gowdey, Low, Hodges) ; Mpumu and Kampala 

(Fraser) ; Fort Portal (Edwards). SUDAN : Wani (King) ; Sobat (Balfour) ; Meridi and 

Lado (R&ledge). NIGERIA : Lagos (Graham) ; Ibi (Pollard) ; Olokemeji (GoZding). 

BELGIAN CONGO : Stanleyville (Schwetz, Mouchet) ; L. Albert (Schmetx) ; Usumbura 
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(Henrard) ; Matadi (Wanson) ; Boma (Nicolay) . NYASAL_4ND : S.E. shore of lake 

(~veave) ; Fort Maguire (Finlay). TR_~ZNSVAAL (.Sim@on). N_~~TAL : Durban (B&s) ; 
Ntambanana, Zululand (Bedford). 

ASdes (Banksinella) luteolateralis Theobald. 

Culex lz~teolateralis Theobald (type Q only), Mon. Cul. 2, p. 71 (1901). 

Banksinella luteolateralis Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 5, p. 27~ (191 j). 
Bankstnella Zufeolateralzs var. Jaaznerz’zs Edwards (nom. nud.), Ann. Durban Mus. I, p. IGI (1915). 

Differs from A. Zineatopennis as follows : 
9. Abdomen.-Tergites with small lateral pale spots confined to base, not con- 

tinued along sides. Legs : Hind tibia with a distinct pale spot at tip on outer side. 

Wings with vein I yellow-scaled for almost its entire length, only the tip dark ; lower 
branch of 5 also yellow almost to tip ; other pale scales present as in lineatopennis. 

Proboscis sometimes indistinctly pale beneath except at tip. 
3. Palpi shorter than in lineatopennis and circumhteola, the second segment 

shorter, less hairy, and exceeding proboscis by scarcely half its length. Terminalia 

almost as in Zineatopennis, but spine of style (in the two specimens examined) rather 

thicker and blunter. 
D&rib&on.-NATAL : Durban (Christophers, Mz&, Levis). 

AGdes (Banksinella) albothorax Theobald. 

BankszneZZ,z luteolateralis vars. albothorax and pallida Theoba 

TuPEs.-aZbothora.r and pallida, 9 in B.M., Inkutu, Gambia. 

Id, Mon. Cul. 4, p. 470 (1907). 

Differs from A. lineatopennis, circumluteolus and Zuteolateralis in having the pale 

scales of head and mesonotum greyish white instead of yellow (scutum largely dark 

in middle as in the other species). 

9. Head.-Proboscis broadly pale beneath in middle (more markedly so in some 

specimens than in others). Thorax . Lateral white bands of mesonotum broadly 

connected in front. Pleurae with the patches of scales small ; subspiraculars broad. 

Abdomen . Venter almost entirely dark. Legs and wings as in A. circumluteola, 
but the pale scales whitish instead of yellow. 

6. Resembles 9. Palpi longer than proboscis by almost length of second segment ; 
distal fourth of shaft gradually thickenedand with long hairs ; second segment stouter 

and rather more densely hairy than in Zineatopennis ; a small conical third segment 

present. TerminaZia (Fig. 61, c) much as in lineatopennis, but coxite with basal 

portion rather broader, distal portion rather more abruptly narrowed, tuft of soft 
yellow hairs on the basal portion denser, spines on distal portion rather fewer. 

D&rib&on.-SUDAN : Wadilai (King). BELGIAX CONGO : Kawa, L. Albert 

(S&we&) ; Albertville (Henrard). TANGANYIKA : Dar es Salaam (Pomevoy). ZANZIBAR : 
Mnazi Moja (Adevs). NYASALAND : Karonga (Eldred). GAMBIT : Inkutu, McCarthy 

Island (Dutton). 
Variation.-In the East African specimens (including those from the Sudan) the 

wing-scales are all dark except for those on veins I and 5, and the scales on the median 

area of the scutum are all brownish. In the two females (types) from Inkutu there are 
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whitish scales on veins z and 4, including the forks, and the scutum shows a pair of 
narrow lines of whitish scales in the dark area. 

.!+0nymy.-Ke-examination of the two types shows that they undoubtedly 
belong to the same form, though the type of azbothorax is somewhat rubbed. As the 

name albothorax was used in a specific sense in Vol. I of this Monograph I have used 

it here in preference to pa&da, which was first published earlier on the same page. 

AGdes (Banksinella) albicosta Edwards. 

Hanksiwlla Iuteolateralis var. alblcosta Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 4, p. 47 (1913). 
Banksinella albicosta Edwards, Bull. Ent. Kcs. 5, P. 271 (1915). 

Aides (Banksznella) albicosta Edwards, Uull. Ent. Res. 18, p. 272 (1028). 

TYPE.-$2 in B.>I., IVan@. 

Differs from other species of the subgenus in having the mesonotal scales nearly 

all white, and the costal fringe on the distal third of the wing white ; otherwise 
similar to A. albothorax. 

3. Head with scales and bristles of vertex white. Proboscis pale beneath except 

towards base and tip. TJzorax . Scales in middle area of scutum only indistinctly 

darkened, but those on scutal angles and above wing-roots blackish as usual. Pleurae 
with very few scales ; no post-spiraculars. Abdomen with white basal bands on 

tergites, almost in contact with the small lateral spots. Sternites mainly dark. 
Legs : Middle tibia only indistinctly pale behind, but hind tibia pale beneath for its 

whole length, the pale scaling encroaching on the anterior surface especially towards 

tip. Wings with white scales on vein I as far as base of 2, and on 5 almost to tip 

of lower branch of fork ; most of the outstanding scales on veins z and 4 and forks 

also white. 
8. Resembles 9, but white costal fringe less obvious. Palpi (Fig. 59, c, d) with 

almost the distal half of shaft distinctly thickened and with very long dense hairs 

outwardly ; second segment even stouter than in .4. albothorax, densely hairy, the 

hairs in middle of outer side shorter ; a small conical third segment present as in A. 

albothorax. Terminalia much as in .4. li~zeatopemis, but coxite almost regularly 
tapering from base to insertion of style (and thus differing vTery conspicuously from 

albothorax) ; spines on distal portion numerous. 
nistribz~tion.-KE~L’YX : Mombasa (Radfovd) ; Wangi (LYeazle) ; Malindi (Wvight, 

MacDonaZd). ITALIAN SOXALILAND : Juba River (Chevallier) ; locality and collector 

not stated (per 11~. G. FvancJzini). TASG~WYII(.% : Dar-es-Salaam (XcHardy). 

AEdes (Banksinella) punctocostalis Theobald. 

Bankswzella pulzctocostalis Throbald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 407 ;rg~o) ; Edwards, I3ull. Ent. Res. 5, 

P* 273 (1915). 

TYPE.-_l in 13.X., Obuasi. 

Differs from all the other species of the subgenus in the yellow markings on costa 
and first vein, and the exceptionally pale hind femur, as well as in the post-spiracular 

scales. 
$2. Head with scales in middle of vertex all bright yellow as usual. Proboscis 

with a median yellow band. Tori yellowish. Thorax with broad yellow borders to 
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scutum (both sides and front), the yellow scales extending to scutal angles ; similar 

yellow scales on p+z, scutellum, and around prescutellar space, but median area of 

scutum dark. Patches of white scales on pleurae large, including a dense patch on 
post-spiracular area. Abdomen dark above ; tergites 4-6 with the lateral yellow 

patches extending upwards in middle of each segment, 7 with a complete basal 

yellow band ; sternites with the dark apical bands less obvious than in the other 

species of this group. Legs : Front as well as middle tibia yellow behind and at tip ; 
hind femur yellow with a narrow black apical rin, m and a few scattered black scales 

along dorsal margin ; hind tibia mainly yellow, with a narrow black ring at some 

distance before the tip and blackish towards the base. TViutgs with the costa exten- 

sively yellow’towards base and with two yellow spots on distal half, both extending 
on to first vein ; first vein also yellow-scaled to a little beyond base of 2 and fifth to 

fork or a little beyond ; many yellowish scales also on stems of forks of z and 4. 

6. Unknown. 
Distributiox.-_(;oLu COAST : Obuasi (Gmlzam). ~IGEKIA : Lagos (Grnlznm) ; 

locality unrecorded (A?zdevsou). BELG1.u CoNGo : Buta (Moz.5chet). 

AGdes (Banksinella) taeniarostris Theobald. 

Bartksimlla chr~.sotho~~ce~ Th~~bnld, Jlon. Cd. 5, p. lo+ (I~IO). 

‘TuP~s.-tncltinrostris, ‘; in 13..11., Ohllasi ; ci~r~~~sothornx, S in 13.M., Obuasi. 

Belongs to the “ forest ” group of species, in which the abdomen is unhanded 

above (unless on the last two or three tergites), but the sternites have dark apical 

bands ; the hind tibia usually has a yellowish tip and often a yellow mark in the 

middle above ; the fifth vein is mainly or entirely dark ; and the female cerci are very 

long and slender. Diagnostic features of the present species are as follows : 
9. Head with scales and bristles of vertex bright yellow. Proboscis with a yellow 

ring in middle, complete in type but interrupted above in some specimens. Tori 
yellowish. TJlorax with sides and front margin of scutum broadly covered with 

bright yellow scales extending to margins except for a very few dark scales on scutal 

angle, the outer edge of the yellow area therefore not forming a straight line as in the 

lineatopennis group. Scales in middle of scutum dark brown, but prescutellar area 

broadly bordered with yellow scales, and a pair of median yellow lines more or less 

indicated. Pleurae with quite small patches of scales, few on post-spiracular area. 

Abdomen with small basal lateral yellowish spots on tergites, those on 4-6 extending 
slightly up towards dorsum at middle of segments. Legs largely dark in front, 

yellowish behind ; middle tibia wholly yellow behind and also at tip above; hind 

femur with a dark dorsal line extending the whole length and gradually broadening 

distally ; hind tibiae yellow above from near base to beyond middle (or, in a few 

specimens, with the middle third yellow above) and with a yellow spot at tip. Wings 

with the costa dark, veins on distal half wholly dark scaled, vein I yellow-scaled 

almost as far as base of 2, vein 5 also yellow-scaled to near the fork or even slightly 

beyond. 
3. Differs from 9 in halving fewer yellow scales on wings and few or none on dorsal 
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surface of hind tibia ; abdominal tergites 4-7 with almost complete basal yellowish 

bands; proboscis yellow in middle on under surface only. (The thorax in the two 

available specimens is much rubbed, but there appear to be dark scales in middle of 

scutum as in $2.) Palpi only slightly longer than proboscis ; second segment only 

moderately hairy and shorter than in livteato$ennis ; no trace of third segment. 

Frc. 6z.-Terminalia of A1;des (Bnnksinelln). a. palpalis. b. pnl$vdis ssp. cndcri. c. tnevtiarostris 
cl. fuscimvvis. e. waonotrickus. f. bolemis. 

Terminalia (Fig. 62, c) resembling those of Zineato@vmis, but coxite less narrowed 
distally, without a distinct hair-patch or spines on inner margin ; style greatly widened 

on inner side at middle, with a long, slender, curved, sharp-pointed terminal spine, 
but otherwise bare ; terminal projection of coxite small and with only a few hairs. 

Wing-Zeq$lz about 4.5 mm. 
L)~s~&w~Ywz.--GoLD COAST : Obuasi (Gmham). As the males and females were 

taken at the same place about the same time they are assumed to be conspecific. 

BELGIAS CONGO : Stanleyville (I 9, Schmetx). 
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A6des (Banksinella) flavimargo sp. n. 

TYPE.--i) in B.&I., Gede, Kenya. 

Very similar to A. taeniarostris, the yellow ring of the proboscis being complete in 

all four specimens examined. Differs from taeniavostvis (of which it is perhaps a 

subspecies) chiefly as follows : 
9. Post-spiracular and sub-spiracular scales rather more numerous. Middle tibia 

distinctly yellow at tip in front as well as above. Hind femur more extensively 

yellow, the dark dorsal line hardly reaching base, but more clearly defined. Hind 

tibia with the anterior as well as the dorsal surface mainly yellow, leaving a small 

blackish area a short distance before the tip. \Vings with the costa largely yellow 

for almost the whole of its length, especially on anterior edge, though with dark 

scales mixed with the yellow ones ; other veins with more numerous yellow scales 
than in taeniavostvis. 

$. Unknown. 

~ZktY~blCf~032 .-KEXYX : Cede, nr. Mombasa (MacDonakl). 

AGdes (Banksinella) monotrichus Edwards. 

A ides 

TYPE. 

(Ba?zksinezla) 

-_S in IS.>I., 

monotvichus 

Onitsha. 

Edlvards, I’roc. K. Ent. SW. London, B, j, p. 52 (1036). 

Very similar to A. taeniavostvis, differing chiefly in 3 terminalia. 

Q. Closely resembles taeniarostris in nearly all respects, but differs from typical 

specimens of that species in the following three features : Proboscis without a com- 

plete ring, being only rather inconspicuously yellow in middle beneath and at sides. 
Hind femur more extensively yellow, the dark dorsal line narrower, and only a small 

area at tip of anterior surface dark. Hind tibia with a yellow patch in middle above, 
not near1.y reaching base. Thorax, abdomen and wings as in taeniarostris. 

3. Resembles 9, but hind tibia with only a few yellow scales in middle above ; 
proboscis scarcely paler in middle beneath ; abdomen with the lateral yellow spots 

more prominent and visible dorsally on each of tergites 3-7, largest on 6 and 7 but 

not forming complete bands. Palpi as in taeniarostvis. Terminalia (Fig. 62, e) with 

style slender, slightly tapering, not at all widened in middle, bare, with only moderately 
long terminal spine ; coxite with numerous short spines on internal margin distally, 

terminal projection small, with a single curved bristly hair (thus differing from all 

other species of the subgenus) ; no conspicuous hair-tufts on coxite, but hairs on 
tergite very long. 

Distribz~tion.-NIcERr~ : Onitsha (Wigglesworth) ; Lagos (Philip). 

A6des (Banksinella) palpalis Newstead. 

Seomela?zoconio?z pa@zlc Newstead, Ann. Trop. Med. I, p. 31 (1907). 
Hrcnksinclla palpalis Carter, _4nn. Trap. Med. 7, p. 581 (1913) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. lies. 5, p. 273 

(1915), and I’roc. R. Ent. Sot. London, B, 5, p. 51 (1936). 

TYPE.-_6 in Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Basoko. 

Differs 
possession 

I4 

from all the other species of the subgenus except A. pogonurus in the 

of a rather large clump of hairs surrounding the spine of the 6 style. 
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Typical form dark, with proboscis entirely and wings and legs mainly dark ; differs 

from A. fuscinervis in having the normal yellow border to scutum and some yellow 

scales at base of wings. 

9. Head with all the scales of vertex yellow. Proboscis entirely black. Thorax 

with sides of scutum broadly yellow-scaled, front border more narrowly so ; some 

dark scales on scutal angles ; middle area mostly dark brown but with a rather large 

patch of yellow scales surrounding the prescutellar space and sometimes with traces 

of a pair of yellow lines. Patches of scales on pleurae fairly large, but very few or no 

post-spiracular scales. Abdomen dark above ; tergites with basal lateral yellowish 

patches which are visible dorsally on 6 and 7, widest at base of each segment (not 
towards middle as in A. taeniarostris) . Legs . Middle tibia with only a narrow and 

indistinct pale line ; hind femur with a broad dark line above, broadening further 

distally ; hind tibia dark except for a small yellowish spot at tip. Wings dark- 

scaled except for a short length of pale yellowish scales at base of vein I. 

$. Resembles 9, except that abdominal tergites 5-7 have more or less complete 

basal pale bands. Head with some of the scales at sides of pale area of vertex broad 
and flat (which is not the case in 9). Palpi (Fig. 59, b) almost as in A. taeniarostris, 

longer than proboscis by half length of second segment. Terminalia (Fig. 62, a) : 
Coxite with a fairly dense patch of rather short yellow hair on inner margin of broad 

basal portion, and about 6 flattened spines on the narrow portion, otherwise without. 
unusual vestiture. Style broadened on inner margin before middle, outer margin 

concave, tip broadly rounded, spine moderately long, straight, surrounded by a group 

of 15-20 hairs ; terminal projection of coxite with numerous fine curved hairs ; 
basal lobe of coxite with the usual two short spines. 

Wing-length 3-4.5 mm. 

DiStvib~tion.-BELGIAN CONGO : Basoko (Newstead). UGANDA : Nabadzidza, near 
Kampala (G. H. E. Ho@hzs). The series from Uganda includes both sexes ; the 

males agree well with Carter’s figure of the type, and the species is therefore re- 
described from this series. 

ssp. carteri Edwards. 

Bmksinella @palis Carter (in part), Ann. Trop. Med. 7, p. 581 (1913). 
*4edes (BnnksimAln) juzlpnlis var. carteri Edwards, Proc. R. Ent. Sot. London, B, 5, p, 52 (1936). 

TYPE.-_6 in B.&I., Lagos. 

Differs from typical A. PaZpaZis as described above in the following details : 
Proboscis yellow beneath in middle, more noticeably so in 9 than in $. Middle tibia 

broadly yellowish behind and at tip above. Hind tibia with a yellow mark in middle 

above (larger in $? than in 3) and more broadly yellowish at tip. Wings with vein 

I more extensively yellow-scaled at base, 5 also with some yellow scales. (Coloration 

therefore rather closely similar to A. monotviclzus.) Terminalia (Fig. 62, b) : Coxite 

with only three (occasionally four) flattened spines on inner margin of narrow portion ; 
otherwise quite similar to paZ;baZis. 

DiStribZ~tiOn.-NIGERIA : Lagos (Wigglesworth, Philip). LIBERIA : Gbonga, in 

dense forest (Begzdaert). GOLD COAST : “ Broomassie ” [Coomassie ?I (recorded by 

Carter). 
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Var. maculicosta Edwards. 

A2des (Bauksimlla) punctocostalls 1Vi&esworth, Bull. Ent. Res. 20, p. 6~ (1929). 

,4&&s (Ba&sznelltc) palpalis var. macztlicosta Edwards, Proc. R. Ent. Sot. London, B, j, p. 52 (1536). 

TYPE.-_? in B.M., Lagos. 

Intermediate between ,4. ~zmctocostalis and the species allied to A. taeniarostris ; 
costa with yellow markings much as in punctocostaZisi but legs as in taeniarostris or 
paZ$aZis var. carteri, and post-spiracular scales absent as in those species. 

$?. Head.-Scales of vertex all yellow. Proboscis with a small yellow area in middle 

beneath. Thorax . Median dark area of scutum with rather numerous scattered 

yellow scales. Legs : Hind femur with broad dark dorsal line ; middle and hind 

tibiae as in taeniarostris or carteri. Wings : Costa with numerous scattered yellow 

scales on basal half, a short yellow area beyond middle, and an indistinct yellowish 

area near tip, the middle spot extending on to subcosta but not on to first vein. 

DiStribZ~tiOzZ.-NIGERI.~ : Lagos (~%&eSWO?‘th). 

FIG. 6 j.-Terrninalia of _42dcs (Banksi~~ella~. ;I. ryassifo?ceps. b. pogonztrz4s. 

AEdes (Banksinella) pogonurus Edwards. 

d ides (Banksi?zelln) pogonurus Edwarcls, 

TYPI:.-_6 in 13.M., Stanlevville. 

Proc. R. Ent. Sot. London, B, 5, P. jz (1936). 

Very similar to several other species, but differs conspicuously in structure of $ 
terminalia, particularly in regard to the tufted coxite and shape of style. 

9. No clear distinctions can be pointed out from taeniarostris, wzonotrichus or 

carteri. Head with scales on vertex all yellow. Proboscis without a complete 

yellow band, but usually yellow beneath to a variable extent in middle ; some 
specimens however have few or no yellow scales. Thorax with a pair of median yellow 

lines running whole length of scutum, these lines rather broad and distinct though 

not sharply defined. Abdomen and legs as in taeniarostris or cartevi. IYings with 

some yellow scales at base of vein I, but none (or only a few) at base of vein 5. 
$_ The single specimen available is somewhat damaged but appears similar to 

females taken at the same place, except that the hind tibia has only a few yellow 

scales in middle above, and abdominal tergites 5-7 have complete basal yellow bands 
(as in $ of palpalis and ssp. carteri). Tervzinalia (Fig. 63, b) : Coxite remarkable in 
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possessing rather dense tufts of long hair both above and below and extending almost 
the whole length of coxite ; the tuft on the tergal side larger and composed of stouter 
blackish hairs, the hairs of the sternal tuft paler and more slender ; style considerably 

widened at the tip (not in middle as in most other species), with a large tuft of hair 
adjacent to the rather short spine ; no distinct spines on inner margin of coxite ; 
sternite larger than usual. 

Distribution.-B~~~~~~ CONGO : Stanleyville (Schz&z, type $ ; Mouchet, 9). 

AEdes (Banksinella) crassiforceps Edwards. 

&4 edes (Banksinclla) cYassifOYce$s Edn-ards, Rev. Zool. 

TYPE.+ in Congo ~IUSFU~, Tervuerm, Stanleyille. 

Afr. 15, p. 3jZ (1927). 

Differs from A. taeniarostris as follows : 
$? (?). H ea wi d tl 1 a small dark spot included in the yellow area. Proboscis all 

blackish below as well as above. Thorax with more numerous scales on pleurae ; 
larger blackish area on scutum, the yellow borders being more narrowly connected in 

front. Abdowzen with the lateral yellow spots larger but not spreading up towards 

dorsum. Legs : Hind tibia almost all dark, with only an indistinct pale spot at tip. 

$. Proboscis and hind tibia as in $2. Palpi rather longer than in taeniarostris. 

Terminalia (Fig. 63, a) with coxite very much swollen on basal two-thirds, densely 

hairy above, about 3-3 small spines at the point of narrowing ; terminal projection 

very small ; style broad except for the tip, which is suddenly narrowed, terminal 

spine long and slender, about 4 hairs on broad portion of style, but none around 

spine. 
Distribz~tion.-BELcI_~~ CONGO : Stanleyville (Mom&et, type $) ; Yumbi (Yale 

Massey, 9). 

AGdes (Banksinella) ellinorae sp. n. 

Differs from the other species with unbanded or incompletely banded abdomen 

in the whitish instead of yellow border-scales of the scutum. 

$. Head with the pale scales creamy white, but the frontal bristles yellow as 

usual ; no dark scales in middle above. Proboscis creamy-white beneath on about 

its middle half, black at base and tip. Thorax : Scales in middle area of scutum 

black, on borders creamy-white, the pale border narrower than usual, but extending 

to scutal angles ; whitish scales present round pre-scutellar space. Post-spiracular 

scales absent or very few. Abdomen unbanded above but with the whitish lateral 

spots of tergites larger than usual, visible from above on 3-7 and nearly meeting 

in middle on 6 and 7 ; sternites with dark apical bands. Cerci very long as in other 

species of this group. Legs largely dark, but hind femur extensively pale, the dark 

dorsal line hardly reaching beyond middle ; middle and hind tibiae pale at tips, 

but no pale area in middle of hind tibiae. Wings mainly dark, including the whole 

of costa and vein 5, but with a short length of whitish scales at base of vein I, usually 

not more than g of the length of the vein. 
$. Resembles 9. Shaft of palpi slender, with a few hairs at tip ; no small 
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terminal segment. Abdomen with complete basal pale bands on tergites 6 and 7. 
Terminalia rather closely resembling those of A. fkscinevvis ; the five or six spines 

on distal part of coxite all sharp-pointed. 
~~S~?W&NZ-~ENYA : Cede, nr. Mombasa (YlJiss Elliwor C. MacDonald). 

AGdes (Banksinella) bolensis Edwards. 

A des (Bnnksinelln) 

TYPE.----8 in B.M., 

Edwards, Proc. R. Ent. Sot. London, B, j, p. j? (1936). 

Differs from all other species of the subgenus except fuscinervis in the thoracic 
scaling, and from all other species of the ” forest ” group (including fzcscinervis) in 
the more extensively yellow-scaled first vein. 

$2. Unknown. 

S. Head with all the narrow scales of vertex yellow. Palpi as in taeniarostris. 

Thorax with the scales on scutum much scantier than usual (this is not due to denuda- 
tion as the specimen is almost perfect), almost all golden-yellow, but a few dark ones 

on scutal angles and in middle of scutum, also on @z ; no post-spiracular scales. 

-ibdomen entirely dark, tergites apparently without lateral pale spots (but these 

possibly hidden owing to shrinkage). Legs dark ; mid tibia pale behind but not above 

at tip ; hind femur largely dark, hind tibia entirely so, even at tip. Wings with vein 

I yellow-scaled for the greater part of its length (far beyond base of 2) ; yellow scales 

on vein 5 almost as far as the fork. Terminalia (Fig. 62, f) almost as in A. lineato- 

pennis, perhaps with fewer soft hairs at point of narrowing of coxite, the spines on the 
narrow portion longer and hairs on terminal projection fewer. 

Wing-length about z.5 mm. 

Distribution.--GOLD COAST : Bole (Ingram). In spite of the close similarity of 

the terminalia it does not seem at all probable that this can be a mere variation of 

.4. lineatopennis. 

AGdes (Banksinella) fuscinervis Edwards. 

Ra~tksinella fuscillevois Edwards, 

TYPE.-& in B.M., Accra. 

Bull. Ent. Res. j, pp. 73 (1914) nnd 273 (1015). 

Differs from other species of the subgenus in the entirely dark-scaled wings and 

in the absence of distinct yellow borders to the scutum (in the latter respect resembling 
,4. bolensis). 

Differs from A. taeniarostris as follows : 
9. Head with an area of dark scales in middle above, dividing the usual yellow 

area into an inconspicuous V-shaped mark. Proboscis all dark. Thorax with 

scattered yellowish scales among the dark ones over most of scutum, borders only 
narrowly and inconspicuously covered with yellowish scales. Legs : Middle tibia 

only indistinctly pale above at tip ; hind tibia entirely dark. Wings entirely dark- 

scaled, or at most with half a dozen yellowish scales at base of vein I. 

$. Dark like $? ; lateral spots of abdominal tergites small. Terminalia (Fig. 62, 

d) with fairly numerous short spinules on inner margin distally ; style very little 

widened in middle, terminal spine shorter (no hairs around spine). 
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D&&z&oYz.-GOLD COilST : Accra and Obuasi (Graham). LIBERIA : Du River 

and Paiata (Beqzbaert). NIGERIA : Lagos (Plzilz$). 

Subgenus DICEROMYIA Theobald. 

Dicermnyin Theobald, Fourth Rept. 

GESOTYPE.-D. africana TheobJd. 

Lab. p. I j1 (1011). 

Decumbent scales of vertex broad, also scutellar scales (except in il. &wicoZZis) ; 
#wz with broad flat scales only. Proboscis about as long as front femur. Dorso- 

central and acrostichal bristles strong and numerous. Lower mesepimeral bristles 

present (1-3). Prosternum bare as usual in Agdes. Anterior claws toothed in both 

sexes (African species). Palpi of $ about as long as proboscis, last two segments 

short and with few hairs. 3 TerminaZia . Coxite without definite basal lobes or 

claspettes, but remarkable in having a large apical scale-tuft. Style simple, but the 
spine (in African species) inserted far before the tip. Phallosome as in A t?diworphus. 

$2 Terminalia (fumfey) : Eighth segment not completely retractile, its sternite with 

posterior margin straight ; ninth tergite much smaller than usual in Aides, trans- 

versely crescent-shaped, the anterior edge convex ; cerci rather broad ; insula as in 

At?dimor@zus ; post-genital plate not notched. 
The African species are all rather small mosquitoes, with basal white rings on 

the tarsal segments. Most of them have very broad wing-scales of mixed colours, 

and on this account have sometimes been confused with species of Mansonioides. 
So far as is known all the species breed in tree-holes ; they are not known to suck 

blood. 

KEY TO ETHIOPIAN SPECIES OF SUBGENUS DICEROMYIA. 

I. Wings (at least partly) and femora speckled . . . . . . 2. 

Wings and legs not speckled . . . . . fascipulpis Edw. (p. 217). 

2. Wings speckled only anteriorly, scales mostly narrow . _flm~icoZlis Edw. (p. 217). 
Wings speckled throughout, all scales broad . . . . . . 3. 

3. Proboscis banded . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 
Proboscis unbanded (merely speckled in middle) . . . adersi Edw. (p. 216). 

4. Abdomen speckled dorsally . . . . . . furcijeer Edw. (p. 214). 
Abdomen not speckled . . . . . . . taylori Edw. (p. 216). 

AGdes (Diceromyia) furcifer Edwards. 

&lansortia (?) nigra Theobald, Second Kept. Wellcome Lab. p. 80 (rgo6). [Preoccupied b!, 
7‘ae~zio~h~rtclzus (A.&k) niger Giles, 1904.1 

MartsoCoides (?) rtigra Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 2, p. 254 (1911). 
Diceromvia afvicana Theobald, Fourth Rept. WellcoIne Lab., B, p. 151 (1011). [l’reoccnpied b! 

Stegomyia africana Theobald, 1goI.1 
Ochkrotatus (Finlayn) furcifer Edw-ards, Bull. Ent. Res. 4, p. 48 (1913). 

TYPES.--nig~a, 9 (fragment) in B.RI., Sudm : afvicann, 3 in Liverpool School of Tropical 
Medicine, Sudan. 

A small, rather stoutly built species with heavily-scaled wings and ringed tarsi, 

very suggestive of a small Mansonia or Aidiomyia. Differs from the two closely 

allied species in the banded proboscis and speckled abdomen. 
9. Head with a large patch of erect forked scales extending almost to front, 

colours mixed, most of the decumbent scales in middle narrow, but some broad ones 
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towards front. Proboscis with a distinct whitish ring before middle (distal margin 
of ring at about middle of proboscis), but few or no scattered pale scales. Palpi about 

one-tifth length of proboscis, rather thick, black, with two narrow white rings, one 
near base and one about middle, no white scales at tip. Tori and clypeus dark, 
former with many and latter with a few pale scales. Thorax dark ; scutum very 

FIG. 61.-Terminalia of AL;.les (Dice!~omyin) spp. a. turci/cr. 11. taylori. c. ndcrsi. d. fEavicolh. 
c. fasczpnlpis. 

bristly, with coarse dark brown and light yellowish narrow scales irregularly mixed. 

Scutellum densely clothed mainly with flat scales, with a few narrow ones on middle 
lobe ; most of the scales white but a variable number black, especially distally. 

Pleurae with rather large patches of large flat scales, including many post-spiraculars ; 
@z completely clothed with broad flat scales, white below, black above. Abdomen 

largely dark, tergites with very narrow irregular white bands which touch bases of 
segments in middle but are well removed from the base at sides ; remainder of tergites 

with a rather heavy and irregular sprinkling of yellowish scales ; tergite 8 with a 
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broad median white line. Legs. Femora with black and white scales about evenly 

intermixed on anterior surfaces, no clear white area at base of hind femur ; tibiae 

black, with a fair sprinkling of whitish scales ; tarsi black, each segment of each 

tarsus with a white ring at base, first segment also with a slight sprinkling of white 
scales. Claws of front and mid legs each with a small tooth. Wings with all the 

scales of upper surface large, broad, and obliquely truncate, much as in Mansonioides 
black and white ones about evenly mixed. 

$. Resembles 9, but white band of proboscis wider, its distal edge well beyond 
middle of proboscis ; white bands of abdomen also rather wider and less irregular. 

Palpi equal in length to proboscis ; straight ; a narrow white ring close to base, a 

broader one in middle, a narrow one at base of penultimate segment, and the minute 
terminal segment white ; no hairs, but about half a dozen strong stiff bristles at tip 

of penultimate segment. Terminalia (Fig. 64, a) : Coxite short and broad, with a 

dense multiple row of scales on inner sternal margin, these scales very long and rather 
dark brown in colour ; at tip of coxite beyond the long scales is a slight projection 

bearing a pencil of very long hairs curled at their tips. Style bare, forked just beyond 

middle, upper prong somewhat longer than combined length of the short lower prong 

and the spine which it bears. 

Wing-length 2 ‘5-3 mm. 

~zhibzhon.-Gem COAST : Accra (Ingram) ; Weshiang (Ham&on). NIGERIA : 

Kano (Phil@). SUDAN : Nasser, Blue Nile (BaZf0ur) ; Zalingei, Darfur Prov. (Lynes); 

Urn Dona, Alleira, Jebel Deri, Zalutaya and Delami @&ledge). E. TRANSVAAL : 

Rolle Siding (Ingram). UGANDA : SOrOti(~O@i?'ZS). PORTUGUESEGUINEA: Boloma 

(Seqzceira) . 

AGdes (Diceromyia) taylori Edwards. 

Aides (Diceromyia) taylori Edwards, Proc. R. Ent. Sot. London, 

TYPE.-d in R.X., Gadau. 

B, 5, P- 55 (1936). 

Closely related to A. fzbycifer ; ornamentation in both sexes the same as in the last 

species, except that there are no (or at most extremely few) scattered yellowish scales 
on the abdominal tergites. 

$. Terminalia (Fig. 64, b) similar to those of A. furcifer but with well-marked 

specific differences : coxite more truncate at tip, without trace of a projecting lobe 

and lacking the pencil of curled hairs, inner margin bearing the long scales more 
oblique ; style as in A. fwc<feY. 

D~&~ZAOYZ.-NIGERIA : Gadau (Taylor). TANGANYIKA : Dar-es-Salaam (Hawort?z). 

The single $ from Dar-es-Salaam agrees well with the series from Gadau ; it was 

reared in company with females of A. adersi. 

AGdes (Diceromyia) adersi Edwards. 

Ochlerotatus ( Diceron~yia) adersi 

TYPE.+ in B.M., Zanzibar. 

Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 7, P. 214 (1917). 

Very similar to A. fumfer, differing as follows : 
9. Head with more numerous flat scales round eye-margins. Proboscis without 
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a pale ring but with numerous scattered pale scales in middle half, especially beneath. 

Thorax with all scutellar scales flat and mostly black (but rather variable in colour). 

--1bdolnen with practically no scattered pale scales on dorsum. Legs with a narrow 

clear white area at base of each femur in front (broadest on hind femur). 
$. Similar to 9. Palpi as in fzdycifev. Tevwzinalia (Fig. 64, c) : Coxite very 

broadly truncate, the large scale-tuft praclicallyapical in position and bright brownish- 
yellow in colour ; no apical hair-pencil ; style tapering to tip, not forked, with 
numerous minute hairs, the long, slender spine inserted on inner margin just before 
middle. 

Distribzltion.-ZxKzIBAR (Aders). TXNGXXYIE~A : Dar-es-Salaam and Lindi 

(Haworth). KE?;Y_A : Mombasa (McMahon) ; Isiolo, Kilifi (MacDonald). 

AEdes (Diceromyia) flavicollis Edwards. (Pl. 3, fig. 4.) 

dedes (L)icrvowzyin) jlavicollis Edwards, Hull. Ent. Res. 18, p. 269 (1928). 

TYPE:.-+ in B.M., Lagos. 

A very distinct species by the bright golden-yellow mesonotal scales and rows of 

small yellow spots on the tibiae. Scutellar scales narrow ; wing-scaling rather 
distinctive. 

9. Head with a rather large area of decumbent narrow yellow scales and erect 

white scales in middle. Proboscis black, with a very narrow and incomplete white 

ring in middle ; palpi also with narrow white ring in middle. Thorax with most of 

the scutal scales bright yellow ; a pair of black patches towards front and a larger 

pair a little in front of scutellum. Scutellar scales all narrow and bright yellow. 

Pleurae with patches of flat white scales, but scales on ppn and also post-spiracular 

scales yellow, all broad and flat. Abdomen black above, tergites with small lateral 

white marks well removed from base ; tergite 8 with median white line. Legs black ; 
femora with scattered yellow scales tending to form rows of tiny spots ; tibiae each 

with 6-8 small yellow spots in a row on anterior surface and more irregular mottling 
on posterior surface ; tarsal segments with narrow white basal rings. Wings with 
large, broad, mixed black and white scales on costa and first vein ; scales on remain- 
ing veins all dark, outstanding ones rather narrow. 

$. Resembles 9. Palpi almost as in fuycifer. Terminalia (Fig. 64, d) : Coxite 
rounded at tip, not truncate ; scale-tuft as in fuycifer, but no apical hair-pencil. 

Style formed much as in adersi, but bare. 
Wing-length z-5-3 mm. 

distribution.-NIGERIA : Lagos (Dunn). 

AEdes (Diceromyia) fascipalpis Edwards. (Fig. 65.) 

Ochlerotatus fascipalpis Edwards, Bull. Ent. 

TYPE.+ in B.M., South Usangu District. 

Res. 3, p. 19 (1912). 

Differs from the other African species of the subgenus in the absence of pale 

speckling on the wings and legs. Might perhaps be confused with some species of 

FinZaJfa, but differs from any African species of that subgenus in palpal and tarsal 

markings. 
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$2. Head clothed mainly with broad flat scales, mainly white in middle, black at 
sides. Proboscis black, with or without some scattered pale scales about middle. 
Palpi almost one-third as long as proboscis, black, with a conspicuous white ring in 

middle. Thorax dark ; scutal scales mainly creamy-white but with patches of dark 
brown, including three towards front and two posteriorly. Scales of scutellum and 
#WZ all broad and flat, some black and some white. Abdomen black above, tergites 

with small median and lateral basal white spots ; tergite 8 with a basal white band 
(not a median stripe as in the other species). Legs black ; femora pale beneath and 
with small white knee-spots ; first three segments of anterior tarsi and all segments 

of hind tarsi with white basal rings. Wilzgs with all scales dark, those on forks almost 
linear. 

$. Resembles 9, but mesonotum not so extensively white-scaled (probably 
variable) ; abdominal tergites with complete white basal bands. Palpi as long as 

FIG. hj.- 4 ides (Diccvomyin) fascipalpis Edw. $2. Head and thorax. 

proboscis, black, with white rings as in the other species, but terminal segment less 

reduced (half as long as penultimate) and black at tip, last two segments with a few 
hairs. Terminalia (Fig. 64, e) : Coxite not very broad, rounded at tip, with a small 

scale-tuft at tip on sternal side. Style forked at middle, bare, upper prong equal 

to combined lower prong and spine. 

Wing-length about 2.5-3 mm. 
&&ribution.--TANGL4NYIKA : Little Ruaha River, South Usangu district (Neave) ; 

Lindi (Haworth). NYASALAND : Dowa district (Dave_v) ; Fort Johnston (Lamborn). 

E. TRANSVAAL : Rolle Siding (Ingram). S. RHODESIA : Shamva (Leeson). 

Subgenus DUNNIUS Edwards. 

Dunnius Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 21, p. 297 (1930). 

GENOTYPE.-D. argenteoventralts var. dunni Evans. 

Scales of vertex, scutellum, a@, #vz and paratergite broad and flat. Prosternum 

densely scaly. Proboscis longer than front femur. Dorso-central bristles few or 

absent ; acrostichal and lower mesepimeral bristles absent. Anterior claws toothed. 

Palpi of $ as in Stegomyia, slender, upturned, and practically devoid of hairs. 3 
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Tmninalia essentially as in subgenus A~dimorplzus, but style with numerous 

definite basal lobe or claspette. 9 Terminalia : Eighth segment only partly 
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spines; no 
retractile, 

its sternite scaly, with nearly straight posterior margin ; ninth tergite heart-shaped ; 
insula as in A8dinzorplzus ; cerci rather broad ; post-genital plate notched. 

This subgenus resembles the Oriental genus ilrvlzigeres in many respects, notabl>- 
in the reduction of dorso-central bristles, densely scaly prosternum, general orna- 

mentation, and presence of many spines on the male styles. The scaly prosternum, 
now noted for the first time, is a feature common to all species of Duvzni~~s and 

Armigeres ; in some other subgenera of Aides scales are sometimes present on the 

upper part of the 
sclerite is scaly. 

prosternum, but I have not examined any species in which the whole 

A further small point of resemblance between the two groups is that in all species 

of Dunnius and Amzigeves that I have examined the membrane between the front 
coxa and the sternopleura is largely or entirely clothed with scales ; this again is 

very unusual in other subgenera of At?des, though such scales are present in some of 
the more scaly species of Oclzlevotatus. 

Dunnius might therefore with almost equal propriety be included in Arynigeres 
rather than in Aides ; the main reasons for adopting the latter course are that in 

Dun&us the larval siphon has a well-developed pecten, which is not the case in 

Armigeres, and the tip of 

is it laterally compressed. 

the proboscis is not curved downwards when at rest, nor 

KEY TO SPECIES OF SUBGENUS DUNNIUS. 

I. _\ll scales of scutum broadly spindle-shaped . . . argenteovevztvalis Theo. 
Scales in middle of scutum quite narrow and curved . . . . . 2. 

2. Scutellar scales. largely white . . . . . . . . . 3. 
Scutellar scales all, or nearly Al, dark . . . . . . kummi Edw. 

3. From Belgian Congo . . . . . . . albomavgi~zatus Newst. 
From Natal and Kenya . . . . . . . . natalensis Edw. 

AGdes (Dunnius) argenteoventralis Theobald. 

Defzdromyln nvgentcovent~nlis Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 588 (1910). 
Dhdromyia n#i~~is Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. j8g (1910). 

Stegomyin arg~nteoventralis Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 12 (1912). 

Aedes (Dunnizrs) argcnteoventralis Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 21, p. 207 (1930). 

TvrEs.--nrgenleoventrnlis, Q in B.M., Obuasi ; n$iais, ? in B.RI., Obuasi. 

A rather small black species, resembling others of the subgenus in having snow- 

white pleurae, the whole of the sides of the thorax except for a small area in front of 
lower half of sternopleura and part of mesepimeron being densely covered with flat 

white scales ; abdominal tergites 1-3 white at sides, 4 and 5 with large white lateral 

patches, 6 and 7 with basal white bands ; sternites 1-5 white, 6 and 7 black, but 7 

with a narrow basal white band ; hind femora with the whole of the anterior surface 

snow-white ; hind tibia with a large white spot at tip ; wings all dark. Diagnostic 

characters of the species are as follows : 
Head with a very narrow margin of white scales around eyes, and with a con- 

spicuous wedge-shaped white spot (somewhat variable in size 

wards) at junction of eyes in front ; sometimes a small white 

and pointing 

spot on nape. 

back- 
NO 
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dorso-central bristles (rarely a single pre-scutellar bristle present on one side only). 

Scutum densely covered with broadly spindle-shaped, blackish scales ; the scales 
down the middle directed outwards, leaving a definite line of parting, those towards 

the sides directed more backwards. Scales of scutellum all blackish. A large supra- 

alar patch of white scales. Upper scales of ppn black, all the white scales broad and 

flat. White spot at tip of hind tibia usually not much longer than tibia1 diameter. 

8 Terminalin (Fig. 66, a) : Eighth segment not specially hairy ; coxites with a densely 

hairy area at base, but without spines or distinct basal lobe ; styles with a close-set 

row of spines. 

In the types of both argenteovedralis and afinis there is a moderately broad border 

of white scales on front margin of scutum. 
D~S~&Z&OYZ.-GOLD COAST : Obuasi (Graham). SIERRA LEOKE : Mabang (Gordoqz). 

LIBERIA : Du River (Bequaert). 

FIG. 66.-Terminalin of Aides (Dwznius) spp. a. nvgenteovelztralis. h. natalensis. c. kumma. 

Tar. dunni Evans. 

Aedes (Armig~?res) albomarginafa var. dzf?lni Evans, Ann. Trop. Med. 22, p. 39 (1928). 
Aidrs (Dzr~zn~t~s) ar~ente~ve&nlis t’ar. dzrmi Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 21, p. 297 (1930). 

TYPES.-82 in Liverpool, Lagos. 

Differs from the typical form in having few or no white scales on front margin of 

scutum ; terminalia identical in structure with a 8 of the typical form from Liberia. 

Distrib~~ti~n.-N~~~~~~ : Lagos (DWZN, Philip, Graham) ; Lagos and Ibadan 

(KWWZ). BELGIAK CONGO : Stanleyville (I $?, Schwetz). 

Aedes (Dunnius) kummi Edwards. 

Abdes (Du~znius) kummi Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 21, p. zg8 (1930). 

TYPE.-8 in B.M., Ibadan. 

Differs from A. (Il.) argenteoventralis as follows : Head without the wedge-shaped 
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white spot in front, though the narrow white margin to the eyes is rather more con- 

spicuous. One pair of dorso-central bristles a little in front of middle, and one or 
two pairs of pre-scutellar bristles. Scutal scales browner and much narrower, those 

near middle line not directed outwards’; white supra-alar patches less extensive ; 
upper scales of p@z narrow and white. White spot at tip of hind tibia usually about 
twice as long as tibia1 diameter. $ Termimdia (Fig. 66, c) : Coxite somewhat longer, 

style entirely different in shape. 
Di~trib~tion.-N~~~~~~ : Ibadan (KWWZ) ; Lagos (Philip). . 

Aedes (Dunnius) albomarginatus New-stead. 

Stego~zvin nlbornnvginntn Newstead, i2nn. Trap. Med. I, p. 16 (1907) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Rcs. 3, 
p. 12 (1912). 

,4Zdes (Du~nius) nlbomnrglwztus Edwards, 131111. Ent. Res. 21, p. 299 (1930). 

TYPE.---? in Liverpool, Kasongo, Congo. 

According to information supplied by Miss Evans, Newstead’s type 3 differs 

from both ,4. (D.) aygenteoventralis and ,A. (U.) kwnmi in having white scales 

on most of the median lobe and on the sides of the lateral lobes of the scutellum, the 
intervening areas having dark scales ; there are also narrow whitish scales on the 

area in front of the scutellum. The scutum is much rubbed, but the remaining scales 

on the median area are quite narrow and curved, as in .4. (D.) natalensis, which 

will probably prove to be conspecific. 

DiStribZ4tiOn.-BELGI_~~ CONGO : Kasongo, Manyema Distr. (D&ton and Todd) ; 
Urundi, Kitega (Heward). 

AEdes (Dunnius) natalensis Edwards. 

AEdcs (I)uwius) +zntnZemis Edwards, I3ull. Ent. Kes. 21, p. 298 (1930). 

TAPE.-3 in B.BI., Durban. 

Rather closely resembling /l. (n.) k z~m~ni, differing chiefly in having 4-5 pairs of 

pre-scutellar bristles, and in the structure of the $ abdomen. Seventh and eighth 

segments broad ; eighth sternite deeply concave on posterior margin, which is 

densely hairy except in middle. Terminalia (Fig. 66, b) : Cosites very stout, with a 

dense patch of short hair and narrow scales near tip on inner side, and a distinct 

basal lobe bearing five flattened and round-tipped bristles, one somewhat longer 
than the rest ; style with a close-set row of spines, but quite different in shape from 

that of A. argenteoventralis. 
Distribution.-NATAL : Durban (Bevis). KEXYX : Ngumari, nr. Meru ; Gede ; 

Shimba Hills (MacDonald). 
Specimens from Kenya (received during the printing of this volume) differ from 

the type male in having more extensive white scaling on the scutum, including a 
broadish band across the front margin, and a large triangular patch on each side, 

the apex of the triangle nearly reaching. the middle line in some specimens ; there 
are also three short stripes of white scales posteriorly, all extending across scutellum, 
the median stripe occupying much of median lobe and the lateral stripe the sides 
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of lateral lobes of scutellum, as noted by Miss Evans for albomarginatus (these stripes 
are also distinguishable in the type from Satal). The terminalia of the Kenya males 
resemble those of the type except for a small and probably inconstant difference in 
the shape and armature of the style. ’ 

Subgenus SKUSEA Theobalcl. 

Skztsra Theobald, Mon. Cul. 3, p. 291 (190s). 

~~EsoTI’PE.---~~~~‘Es jxmbncrzsis Theobald (E. Xfrica). 

Decumbent scales of vertex and scutellum broad and flat. Paratergite (in S. 

pembaensis) bare. Dorso-central and acrostichal bristles present ; one or more lower 
mesepimerals usually present (absent in 3 of pembaensis). Pa&i of 3 about as long 
as proboscis, last two segments short, but slightly thickened and hairy (in S. pem- 
baensis). Claws of ? all simple. 

1;1(,. 67.-Terminalia of ,4edes (Skztsca) pcnzbaensis Theo. \Vhole organ, with eighth tergite, tergal view. 
Coxite from inner and outer side, with phallosome (p/z.) ; tergite (qt.) and paraprocts (pp.). 

$. Terminalia (in pembaensis, Fig. 67) very different from those of other African 

subgenera of AZdes. Eighth segment unusually large, the ninth unusually small ; 
coxite short and broad, with double subapical lobe bearing a row of long bristles 

which protect the style, this last of peculiar shape ; no definite claspette. Para- 
procts \-ery poorly developed. Phallosome a long simple tube reminiscent of that 

of AnopheZes, its sides more strongly sclerotized and thus forming a pair of elongate 

lateral plates; no trace of teeth or processes. Parameres and basal plates apparently 
absent or fused with roots of coxite. 

9. Terminalia (penabaensis) : Eighth segment very little retractile ; eighth tergite 
somewhat pointed, devoid of setae except at the tip (an unusual feature) ; eighth 

sternite large, with a shallow indentation on each side in addition to the median 

notch (somewhat as figured by Gjullin for AtYdes cinereus Mg.) ; ninth tergite shield- 
shaped, with slight anterior emargination ; insula small, transverse, with a few short 

setae ; cerci short and broad ; post-genital plate with slight notch, connected with 
cowl as in other AtYdes. 

The single African species of this subgenus is of obscure colouring, and shows few 
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of the diagnostic features of the genus ALfiles apart from the possession of post- 

spiracular bristles. It is the single Ethiopian representative of a group of subgenera 
with numerous and diverse forms in the Oriental region. 

According to Aders (1917) A. pembaensis is a virulent biter, and in Weti (Pemba) 
is one of the commonest house mosquitoes. 

AEdes (Skusea) pembaensis Theobald. 

_-1L;des fie~tbnc~csis Theobald, 1Ion. Cul. 2, p. 235 (I~oI). 

.Skusea pembnensis 1 heobald, Lion. Cul. 3, p. 291 (1903). 

Vcrmlli?za 7 pcmbnensis Theobald, 110n. Cul. 5, p. 495 (1010). 

Hownrdina ?pewbaemis Edwards, Bull. Ent. Rcs. 3, p. 13 (1912). 
Ochlerotnfus prmbnmsis Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 5, p. 277 (1914). 
,~li,Zcs (Skusra) prvzbncnsis Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 4, p. 49 (1913), and 18, p. “71 (1928). 

(?) Ste~ouzyzn cavtTo922 LTentrillon, Bull. 3111s. l’aris, 12, p. 143 (1906) ; Edwards, Uull. Ent. Rcs. 
II, p. 134 (1g20). 

Phagomyin wtutzcn Enderlein, JYien. Ent. Zeit. 40, p. 28 (1923). 

TwEs.-pernbnetisis, 9 in B.&I., Pernba 1. ; caf’tvonz, 9 in hlus. Hist. Nat., Paris, hIadagascar ; 
muticn, ‘$ in Zool. hlus., Berlin, I’atta I. 

A black mosquito without special ornamentation, but fairly easily distinguished 

from other dark-coloured African Culicines by the complete covering of flat scales 
on the head and scutellum. Differs most obviously from the West African A. 

nigrice$haZus in the simple claws of the female. 

$2. Head almost entirely black ; small patches of white scales on sides ; erect 
forked scales confined to a small area on nape. Proboscis slender, black. Palpi 

black, about one-seventh as long as proboscis. TJzovax blackish above, pleurae more 
brownish. Scutum with many black bristles and narrow black scales; a few narrow 

white scales around pre-scutellar space ; scutellar scales mostly black, but with 

some white ones especially on sides of mid lobe. Ppn lobes with narrow dark scales 
above, a few broader white ones below. One strong lower mesepimeral bristle. 
,4 bdounen black ; tergites with large basal lateral white triangles ; some of the basal 

tergites sometimes with narrow incomplete basal white bands ; sternites white 

basally, black apically. Legs blackish ; no knee-spots ; a very narrow white ring 
at base of first hind tarsal segment and sometimes a very few whitish scales at base 

of second segment. kVings dark, scales narrow. 

$. Pleurae somewhat lighter than in 9 ; white scales on posterior pronotal lobes 
more numerous ; no lower mesepimeral bristle. Palpi scarcely as long as proboscis, 

black, with a white ring in middle of shaft and a narrow white ring at base of penulti- 

mate segment ; last two segments scarcely thickened, slightly hairy ; penultimate 

segment nearly twice as long as terminal. Anterior claws toothed. Terminalia 

(Fig. 67) of very peculiar structure, as noted in subgeneric diagnosis. Coxite with 
few scales and with the hairs unusually few and short. 

Wing-Length about 3.5 mm. 
Distribution.-ZAh’zIBAR PROT. : Pemba I. (O’Sullivan-Beare, McCartJzy) ; Zan- 

zibar Town (Aders) ; Mafia I. (Aders). TANGAKYIKA : Dar-es-Salaam (Pomeroy, 
,$fcKensie, Williamson) ; Gerazani, Mashimoya and Ufanga (Scott). KENYA : Near 

Siyu, Patta I. (,veave) ; Patta I. (T/oeZtzkow) ; Cede (MacDonald). MADAGASCAR : 
Morondava, Maintirano, and Mayotte I. ( VentriZZon). 
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l<rctmapodites Theobald, Mon. Cul. I, p. 280 (1901). 

Krctmopodites Edwards (emendation), Bull. Ent. Res. 

ERETMAPODITES Theobald. 

III, p. 46 (1912). 

GEKOTYPE.-J?. qzri?zquevittatus Theobald. 

This, the only mosquito genus which is confined to the Ethiopian region, has most 

broad ; those few .4i?des which lack scales on the paratergites have these parts narrow. 

FIG. hR.-l.;?,Ptlnnpoditc\ qzril~‘/l~~?~~itt(ltlts Theo. 8. Side vww of insect (legs olnitted), and head and 
thorns from almlv. 

The form of the male phallosome and female insula suggest some affinity with the 

subgenera Stegomyin and A~?&%zorplzt~~. 
Head : Eyes widely separated, more so than in any AZdes except perhaps some few 

species of subgenus Stegomyia. Space between eyes and a broad border behind them 
clothed with large, flat, metallic silvery scales. Orbital bristles fairly numerous but 
set well back from eye-margins. Proboscis slender and rather long, tending to be 

curved downwards at tip in repose, rather than upwards as in Aifdes. Palpi of 8 
nearly as long as proboscis, bare and upturned as in subgenera Stegomyia and Dunnius. 

Antennae in both sexes only about two-thirds as long as proboscis or even less ; in 
$ plumose, with the last two segments somewhat elongate, in $2 more hairy than 

usual. 
Thorax . a@ well separated, bristly in front. Dorso-central bristles usually few 

in number and weak ; acrostichal bristles absent. Paratergite much broader than 
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in Aifdes and always bare. Prosternum completely covered with flat golden-yellow 

scales. Pleural chaetotaxy as in Aides. Postnotum in most species with a group of 

small bristles (not present in any other African mosquitoes). Upper margin of meron 

well above level of base of hind coxa (as in all African mosquito genera except 

Harpagomyia). Integument of thorax usually mainly yellowish. 

Legs and zeli~gs normal ; anterior claws toothed in 9 ; squama fringed. 

Abdomen laterally compressed ; tergites black with metallic silvery markings and 

sternites mainly clothed with golden-yellow scales, a combination not found in any 
other African genus. First tergite with numerous metallic silver scales on lateral 

lobes. Eighth segment in ? not retractile ; cerci short and inconspicuous. 
$. Terminalia : Eighth tergite divided into two halves by a membranous area 

in the middle, each half usually with long, dense hair. Coxite of extremely complex 

structure, and varying greatly according to the species. In the chrysogaster group a 
structure arises from the base of the coxite on the sternal side which has very much 

the appearance of the claspette of Ochhotatus or Finlaya, though it can hardly be 
homologous ; I have referred to it in the descriptions as the “ arm ” of the coxite. 
This “ arm ” is not present in other species of the genus, but on the other hand 
nearly all the species have two pairs of moveable appendages arising from the base 

of the coxite on or towards the tergal side ; I have referred to these as the proximal 

and distal claspettes. In addition to these structures the coxite usually has basal 
and apical lobes bearing remarkably modified hairs or scales, and sometimes in 

addition a large scale-tuft. Style with terminal spine and very often bearing scales 

and long hairs about its middle. Paraprocts pointed, without teeth apically. Phallo- 

some divided into two crenulate or toothed plates. 

9. Termi~zalia (three species compared ; fig. 6 $2, p, q) : Eighth segment not 
retractile, connecting membrane with seventh quite narrow, tergite large, almost 

as large as the unmodified sternite. Ninth tergite reduced to a pair of small 

transverse bare plates, one at the base of each cercus. Insula longer than broad 

but bare (as in (1t?di~~zovplzus and Stegomyin). Cerci longer than post-genital plate, 

scaly, obliquely placed. Basal part of post-genital plate fused to cowl, but not 
strongly sclerotized. No atria1 plates. Spermathecae normal. 

Regarding the adult habits of this genus in Uganda Hopkins writes : “ One species 

of the chvysogaster group bites viciously in swamps by day and another (? the same) 
in forests, also by day.” Newstead similarly wrote concerning E. inornatus and 
quinquevittatus (austeni) that they “ fed viciously at five in the afternoon.” E. 

chrysogaster has been successfully used for yellow-fever transmission experiments in 

Nigeria, but Kerr (1933) considers that it probably prefers non-human blood. 

Bacot (1916) states that the eggs, unlike those of most Aifdes, fail to survive drying. 

KEY TO SPECIES OF ERETMAPODITES. 

upn clothed with broad silvery scales . . . . . . . 2. 

upn with narrow yellow scales ; scutum with the yellow scales arranged in 
stripes . . . . . . . . . . . . 12. 

Yellow and black scales of scutum more or less evenly mixed, unless on margin 3. 
Yellow scales of scutum arranged in stripes or lines . . . . . 7. 
Scutum with a distinct border of yellow scales . . chrysogaster var. ? (p. 227). 
Scutum without such distinct border . . . , . . . 4. 

I5 
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4. 

3. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

IO. 

II. 

12. 

13. 

J4. 

Proboscis all dark ; tip of hind tarsi in $ simple . . RYalzami Edw. (2). 
Proboscis with a pale line beneath, at least in $ ; tip of hind tarsi in $ with 

scales more or less outstanding . . . . . . . . 
Palpi of $ considerably shorter than proboscis ; darker species 

semisivvzplicipes Edw. (p. 
Palpi of 3 almost as long as proboscis . . . . . . . 
X distinct spot of silvery scales above mid coxa . chvjJsogastev Gr. (p 220) ; 

ix&+zedizu Edw. (p. 
This marking absent . . . . . . subsivnplici~es Edw. (p. 
Scutum with a median line of yellow scales running the whole length, scales 

otherwise mainly black . . . . silvestvis Ingr. & de RI. (p. 
Scutum with a pair of admedian yellow lines or stripes . . . . 
Yellow lines of scutum narrow , ground colour mostly dark . . . . 
Yellow lines of scutum broader . . . 
Seventh abdominal tergite with a continuous silvery band ~~~~JWWZLS Edw. (p. 
Seventh tergite with a pair of separate spots (always ?) . . . . 
Post-spiracular bristles blackish . . . . imwzatus Newst. (p. 
Post-spiracular bristles yellow . . meln~zopz~s Graham (p. 233) ; 

fovcipulatus Edw. ; ~emXZatus Edw. (p. 234) ; tomz~s sp. n. (p. 
Sublateral yellow stripes of scutum produced forwards ; postnotum quite bare ; 

abdominal silvery marks normal quinguevittatus Theo. (p. 
Sublateral yellow stripes of scutum not produced forwards ; postnotum with a 

few small hairs ; abdominal silx-ery marks larger than usual 
dracaevlae Edw. (p. 

Hind tarsi entirely dark, tips with long scale-tufts in 8 . . . . 
Hind tarsi with tips white, without scale-tufts in $ . . . . . 
One claw of middle legs of $ broad and blade-like ; hind tarsal plume larger, 

with at least a few long hair-like scales at tip of third segment 
oedipodius Gr. and ssp. stavzleyi n. (p< 

Roth claws of middle legs of 3 slender as usual ; hind tarsal plume smaller, 
no long hair-like scales on third segment oedipodim sspp. pawiplwna 

and wansoni n. (p 
Third hind tarsal segment all dark . . . . . leucopus Gr. (p 
Third hind tarsal segment with the tip white . . . pliolezua sp. n.(p. 

230). - 

5. 

229). - 

6. 
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Eretmapodites chrysogaster Graham. 

Erefnzapodites quinquevittntzfs Theobald (5 only), Rlon. Cul. I, p. 280 (1901). 

Evetmn$odites chrysogastcr Graham, Entom. 42, p. 157 (~cjog) ; Graham in Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, 
P. 565 (1010) ; Edwards, Ann. Nag. Sat. Hist. (8) 8, p. 68 (1011) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 
3, P. 47 (1912), and 5, P. 75 (1014). 

TYPES.-qz~iutqzlevittntus, & in B.M., Sicrrn ~,rone ; chvysognster, lectotype 6 in B.&I., Obuasi, 
Ashanti. 

This belongs to a group of five closely-allied species which are distinguished from 
others in the genus by not having the yellow scales of the mesonotum arranged in 

definite lines, by the tendency to feathering at the tip of the hind tarsus of the male, 
and by the structure of the terminalia and the larva. 

$2. Head with the usual large area of metallic silvery scales above in front. Pro- 

boscis with a pale line beneath, most distinct on basal half. Thorax : Scutum with 
the yellow and the black scales rather evenly mixed and usually about equal in 

numbers ; the yellow scales not arranged in lines, except that there is sometimes a 
tendency to the formation of a short median yellow line in front of scutellum ; in the 

typical form there is no definite yellow border to the scutum. Scutellum with the 

usual ornamentation. Postnotum with a small tuft of bristles as usual. Pleural 
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integument more or less darkened in middle, but largely yellow ; a broad silvery 

stripe extends from a@ to base of abdomen, but rather broadly interrupted on the 
sub-spiracular area ; a small but quite conspicuous spot of silvery scales above 
middle cosa ; pp PZ and post-spiracular area with narrow golden-yellow scales, some 

scales towards upper margin of p@z black. Abdomen : Tergite I with a pair of small 
dorsal silvery spots ; 2-7 with oblique silvery lateral marks which on 3-7 are well 

removed from bases of segments ; 8 with silvery scales. Sternites golden-yellow, 

5 and 6 narrowly, 7 more broadly black on posterior border. Legs black ; hind femur 

with small white knee-spot, outer surface yellow-scaled on basal two-thirds, dark 

dorsally to base. 

$. Proboscis more conspicuously white beneath than in $2. Palpi only slightly 

shorter than proboscis (about 7 : 8). Claws of fore and mid legs rather small, simple, 

about half as long as fifth tarsal segment, and only slightly unequal. Hind tarsi 

(Fig. 69) with the scales on the last two segments rather long and suberect both 
above and below, forming a small paddle. Tevminalia (Fig. 70, b) : Sternite very 

large. Coxite small, with a stout basal arm ending in two long narrow blades or 

scales, these blades normally lying in close contact ; a small hairy apical lobe ; tergal 

flange only moderately projecting. Style slender, with a few scales and short hairs 

on basal half. Proximal claspette small, bearing a few short hairs only. Distal 

claspette broad and flat, mostly bare, but with a patch of simple hairs at its tip. 

Wing-length, $ 3-4, 9 4-55 mm. 
Distribution (as checked from examination of $ terminalia).-SIERRA LEONE : 

Freetown (A~sten) ; Moyamba (Pearso%). GOLD COAST : Obuasi (Graham) ; Kumasi 

(Watt) ; Aburi (Patterson, Ingram) ; Takoradi (Pomeroy). NIGERIA : Benin City 

(WiZsort) ; Ibadan (Pomevoy) ; Epi (Wigglesworth). PRINCIPB I. : (Tams). CAME- 

ROON : Missellele (Zzkmpt). UGANDA : Jinj a (Hopkins). BELGIAN CONGO : Kabinda, 

Katanga (Schwetz) ; Kasongo (LNewstead) ; Boma (Xicolay) ; Stanleyville, Tsheba, 

Bobendana, Lake Kivu and Mongbwalu, Ituri (Schze~tx). 

The record from Gambia (Bathurst, Innes) is probably correct but requires 

checking. 
Variety ?-In a series of females in the British Museum from BELGIAN CONGO 

(Nundu Tangany, Kivu ; Seydel) and UGANDA (Kampala, Harpeaves, and Sezibwa, 
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Ha~ock), black scales predominate on the scutum except for a rather conspicuous 
yellow border, and the first abdominal tergite lacks the small dorsal silvery spots. 

When the male is discovered this form may prove to be a distinct species. 
Synonymy.-Theobald’s description of E. qzdnquevittatus being composite, I 

proposed in 1911 to restrict the name to the female described by him with striped 

thorax, using Graham’s narne chrysogaster for the species with feathered hind tarsi 

in the male. Later (1914) 1 divided chrysogaster into three ” varieties ” (now con- 

sidered species), basing my conception of “ typical ” chrysogaster on three of the 

males in Graham’s collection in the British Museum and overlooking the fact that the 

FIG. Tn.-Tcrminalia, tergal view, with cosite shown separately from inside, of Evetmapodites spp. 
a. intevmedius. h. citvyso,gnster. c. subsimplici+-. 

figure given by Graham (in Theobald, 1910) clearly represented the terminalia of 

semisim+Zpes. This figure was evidently prepared from a specimen which Graham 
retained in his possession and should perhaps have been regarded as the type of the 

species, but in order to avoid further confusion a lectotype has been chosen from the 

original series in the British Museum from Obuasi, all but one of which are chrysogaster - 
in this restricted sense. 

Eretmapodites intermedius Edwards. 

Evetmapodites intermedius Edwards, 

TYPE.-8 in B.M., Stanlepville. 

Proc. R. Ent. Sot., n, 5, p. 53 (1936). 

Closely resembles E. 

being apparent. 
chrysogaster, no difference in the 9 or in ornamentation of $ 

$. Terminalia (Fig. 70, a) : Structure similar to that of chrysogaster, but claspettes 
strikingly different, the outer or proximal pair being larger, with much longer and 
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more numerous hairs, and the inner or distal pair differently shaped, the swollen 

head densely hairy all over instead of only at the tip ; the pair of blades on the basal 

arm of the coxite if anything still more slender. 
Distribution.--UGANDA : Kasala, Mpumu (Fraser). KENYA : Kwandizi-Itaita 

and Mtungi-Kihunguri (Ho@ins) . BELGIAN CONGO : Stanleyville (ScJz~etz). TAN- 
GANYIKA : Dar-es-Salaam (M&&y). 

This material has been recorded previously as typical chrysogaster, but is now 

treated as distinct as the hypopygial difference is definite and constant over a wide 

area. A long series from Stanleyville, reared from fallen leaves of Musanga and 

banana, includes numerous males of intermedius but only one of chrysogaster. 

Eretmapodites subsimplicipes Edwards. 

t. Res. 5, p. 76 (1914), and 20, Eretmopodites chrysogaster var. subsimplicipes Edwards, Bull. En 
P. 329 (1929). 

TYPE.-3 in B.&Z., Zanzibar. 

Very similar to E. chrysogaster, but differs in both sexes in having the spot of 

silvery scales above the middle coxae either entirely absent or very small, represented 
by at most four or five scales ; also, the hind femur is more extensively yellow on the 
outer surface, only about the distal fifth being dark. Integument of thorax yellowish 

except under the patch of silvery scales in middle of pleurae. 

$. Palpi only slightly shorter than proboscis. Claws of fore and mid legs larger 

than in E. chrysogaster and much more unequal, larger claw about as long as the fifth 
tarsal segment. Feathering of last two segments of hind tarsi rather less con- 
spicuous than in E. chrysogaster. Terminalia (Fig. 70, c) resembling those of E. 

chrysogaster and intermedius, but arm of coxite shorter, the two contiguous blades 
broader, and claspettes rather different in shape. 

Distrib&on.-ZANZIBAR (Aders). TANGANYIKA : Lindi (Haworth) ; Dar-es- 
Salaam (McHardy). KENYA : Mombasa (de Boer) ; Kilifi (MacDonald). NYASA- 

LAND : Mlanje (Neave). ZULULAND : Umhlatusi (Bedford). 

Eretmapodites semisimplicipes Edwards. 

Eretmopodites chrysogaster var. semisimplicipes Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 5, p. 76 (x914), and 20, 

P. 329 (1929). 

TYPE.-_S. in B.M., Akrokerri, Ashanti. 

Very similar to E. chrysogaster, no clear distinctions in ornamentation having 

been discovered ; in most of the available specimens the integument of the thorax 
is darker, often almost wholly dark brown, but this is apparently not constant. 

$. Palpi shorter than in E. chrysogaster, being usually only a little over three- 

quarters as long as proboscis. Claws not very unequal. Feathering on last two 

segments of hind tarsi slightly less pronounced. Terminalia (Fig. 71, a) differing in 

several respects from those of the last three species ; coxite with a much more promi- 

nent tergal flange or flap ; style with more numerous scales and hairs, the hairs 

extending almost to the tip ; apical lobe of coxite smaller, with only about three 

hairs ; arm of coxite with four contiguous blades instead of two, the blades broader ; 
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distal claspette bearing a row of hairs at its tip and in addition a longer, slightly 

flattened blade ; proximal claspette small, pointed, with only one ‘or two hairs. 

D~~~&&wz-GoLD Coizs~ : Obuasi (Gralzam) ; Akrokerri, Nsawam and Sunyani 
(Ingram). NIGERIA : Epi (~~iggksuorth). BELGIAN CONGO : Bas Lomami, also I $ 

from Stanleyville (ScIz~etx) ; Numbi, above Lake Kivu, $? only (Sclz~etx). UGAXDA : 
Muko, Kigezi dist. (Gibbins) . KESY,~ : Kakamega (MacIIonaZd). 

variation.-Males from Kakamega differ from those from West Africa and Uganda 

in having the palpi almost as long as the proboscis, but the terminalia are identical. 

Eretmapodites grahami Edwards. 

El,ctvznpodites grnhnmi Edwards, .hm. Nag. Kat. Hist. (S), S, p. 71 (IOI I), and Bull. Ent. Kes. 3, 
P. 47 (1912). 

TYPF.-_S in 13.11., Obuasi. 

Very similar to E. cltrysogaster, but the proboscis in both sexes lacks the whitish 

line beneath, or has it only faintly indicated. 
$. Palpi markedly shorter than proboscis (three-quarters to four-fifths). Claws 

of fore and mid legs moderately unequal. Last two segments of hind tarsi without 
any trace of feathering, all the scales small and appressed. Tevminalia (Fig. 71, b) : 
Coxite much extended basally on its tergal margin ; a short sternal arm bearing 

some contiguous flattened blades much as in other species of the group. Sternite 
very large, bearing a few scales at corners (an unusual feature). Distal claspettes 
large and broad, bearing a row of hairs with bent tips, some longer fine hairs, and a 

broad blade. No proximal claspettes. 
D~S~YZ~&OPZ.-GOLD COAST : Obuasi (Graham). BELGIAN COKGO : Tsheba ; 

Stanleyville (Schwetz). NIGERIA : Lagos (PhiZ@). 
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Eretmapodites silvestris Ingram and de Meillon. (Pl. 3, fig. 9.) 

Eretmopodites silvcstr is Tngranl and de iUtlllon, 

TYPE.+ (fragment) in 13.X., Zululand. 

S. Afr. Inst. Ned. Kcs. 20, p. 330 (10ng). 

A very distinct and isolated species, at once separated from others in the genus 

by the tufted hind tibia and (in the typical form) by the mesonotal ornamentation. 

9. Head with the usual ornamentation. Proboscis entirely black. Palpi black 

and unusually long, fully one-third as long as proboscis. Thorax with the integument 

yellowish, dark-brown in middle of pleurae. Scutum with a narrow median line 

of golden-yellow scales running the whole length, somewhat widened on front margin 
and in front of scutellum, also with a conspicuous border of golden-yellow scales, 
somewhat interrupted at scutal angle ; remaining scales black, densest along lines 

of dorso-central bristles and tending to leave bare stripes on each side of these, 
especially anteriorly. Scutellum with the usual ornamentation. Postnotum with 

the usual tuft of bristles. Pleurae with a broad median silvery stripe which is scarcely 

interrupted on the subspiracular area ; a# with silvery scales, ppn with narrow 
yellow scales as usual. Abdomen with the oblique silvery markings differing in shape 

from those of E. clwysogaster, arising at or close to basal lateral corners of tergites, 
the distal part of each mark broader and touching posterior margin of tergite in 
middle. Legs black ; hind femur with small white knee-spot and extensively yellow 
on outer surface ; hind tibia much more enlarged at tip than in species of the 

cltvysogaster group, with the scales conspicuously roughened ; scales at base of hind 
tarsus also somewhat roughened. 

$. Ornamentation as in 9. Palpi about as long as proboscis, Anterior claws 

very unequal. Hind tarsi simple. Termi~zalia (Fig. 73, c) : Coxite with thumb-like 

basal lobe bearing a few long hairs ; apical lobe unmodified, but bearing three 

distally-flattened hairs ; no scale-tufts. Style with one long hair and two short 
ones, no scales. Proximal claspette bearing a few long simple hairs ; distal claspette 

stout and moderately long, bearing two bent hairs at its tip and a few simple ones. 
L)isfvibzltio?z.-ZuLuL*~~D : Eshowe (Ingra~~L, de Meillon). 

ssp. conchobius n. 

TI’PE.-_S in U.M., Tiwi. 

Differs from typical siluestvis in both sexes as follows :-Integument of thorax 

clearer yellow, no darkening even in middle of pleurae beneath the silvery stripe. 

Median line of yellow scales on scutum either entirely lacking or represented by a 

short stripe in front of scutellum and a narrow line extending a short distance only 
from front margin ; scales covering most of scutum brownish rather than black 

and less irregularly distributed. Hind femur with the antero-ventral yellow area 

less extensive, reaching little if at all beyond middle of femur instead of about 2 of 
its length. Terminalia exactly as in typical silvestvis. 

L)istribzltion.-KENY=1 : Malindi, viii .38, I $ ; Shimba Hills, 3 $, and Tiwi, 

I 5 2 51, vii. 39 (MacDonald). 

The specimens from Shimba Hills and Tiwi (near Mombasa) were reared from 

larvae found in snail-shells in forest, this being a notably different habitat from 

that of the type form (axils of Dracaena leaves). 
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Eretmapodites inornatus ?\Tewstcad. 

Eretvaapoditcs imrnntus Sewstcad, .\nn. Trap. Ned. I, p. 12 (rqo5) ; EdTvarrls, AAnn. .Ilag. Nat. 
Hist. (8) 8, p. 69 (I~II), Bull. Ent. Kcs. 3, p. 47 (~(~)~z),andl’roc. K. Ent. Sot., 13, j, p. j3 (1936). 

TYPES.--$P in Liverpool, Belgian Congo. 

This belongs to a group of four closely allied species which are together distin- 

guished from others in the genus by having a conspicuous pattern of narrow yellow 

FIG. 72.-Terminalia, tergal view, with coxitc in side view (a, c) or stcrnnl view (d) of Eretmapodites 

SPP. a. foYcil,ulatm. b. penicilhtzcs. c. ittoritntm. cl. argyvusus. 

lines on the largely dark mesonotum. The male terminalia show some peculiarities, 

notably the presence of a row of long, broad transparent scales on the basal lobe of 

the coxite. The four species, which have only recently been distinguished, differ 
chiefly in various details of terminalic structure. 

9. Head with the usual ornamentation. Proboscis all black. Palpi about one- 

fifth as long as proboscis. Thorax with integument mainly dark brown, lighter on 

most of pleurae. Scutum clothed mainly with narrow black scales, but with narrow 
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yellow scales forming a narrow border, a pair of narrow lines on anterior two-thirds, 

a median line on posterior third, and a pair of curved lines extending from scutal 
angles to near lateral lobes of scutellum. Pleurae with the usual silvery stripe, 

continuous from a@ across subspiracular area, sternopleura and mesepimeron ; 
a rather large patch of silvery scales above mid coxa ; ppn with narrow yellow scales 
below, black scales above ; bristles mostly blackish, including those on a@, ppn and 
post-spiracular area. Postnotum dark brown, with the usual small group of bristles. 
Abdomen with silvery markings much as in E. chysogaster ; marks on second tergite 

oblique like the others, extending diagonally across tergite from base and leaving 
most of the lateral margin dark ; tergite 7 with the pair of silvery spots widely 
separated in middle. Legs black ; hind femur with the usual white knee-spot but 

almost entirely black on outer surface. 
$. Ornamentation as in 9. Palpi slightly shorter than proboscis. Anterior 

claws very unequal. Hind tarsi simple. Terminalia (Fig. 72, c) : Coxite with an 

apical lobe extending about half its length and bearing two or three irregular rows of 
remarkably modified hairs which have flattened, battledore-shaped tips, these hairs 

pale in colour, almost transparent ; basal lobe large, with a mass of scales on inner 

side and a regular row of about six to eight large broad scales or modified hairs on 
outer edge ; no scale-tuft on inner sternal face. Style uniformly tapering, with 

very numerous hairs and scales, especially about middle. Proximal claspette rudi- 

mentary, pointed, bare. Distal claspette moderately long and stout, straight, with a 

few bent hairs at its tip. Sternite smaller relatively to coxite than in the chr_yso- 
gaster group. Eighth tergites with dense hairs, long outside, shorter inside. 

DistribzltiOn.-BELGIAN CONGO : Coquilhatville and Lusambo (Newstead) ; river 

Ngangu, Bayaka district, Kwango (Doucet). 

The colour of the post-spiracular bristles is of very doubtful value as a specific 
distinction ; in one of the four paratypes examined they are yellowish. 

Eretmapodites melanopus Graham. 

L;l’etmapoditcs melanopous Graham, Entom. 42, p. 158 (1909) ; Graham in Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, 

P. 570 (1910). 
TYPE.-Lectotype $? in B.M., Obuasi. 

This has usually been regarded as a synonym of E. inovnatus Newst., from which 

it does not differ obviously in ornamentation. Graham’s $ type was never deposited 

in the British Museum, and is presumably no longer in existence, so that it is now 
impossible to say to which, if any, of the four species into which E. inornatzts is now 

divided his name meZanopus should apply. Probably more than one species of the 

group occurs at Obuasi. 
9. The lectotype and one other female collected by Graham differ from paratype 

females of E. inornatzcs in having the silvery mark of the second abdominal segment 
much less oblique, extending for most of its length along the margin of the tergite ; 
the post-spiracular bristles are yellow. Whether these are good specific distinctions 

or merely individual or sexual remains to be ascertained. The remaining specimen 

has the mark on the second segment oblique as in E. inornatus and in the $ of E. 

forci@datus, and is perhaps not conspecific with the other two. 

D&rib&ion.-GOLD COAST : Obuasi (Graham). 
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Eretmapodites forcipulatus Edwards. (PI. 3, fig. 8.) 

Eretmnpodites fovcipulatus Edwards, Proc. 

TYPE.-3 in B.M., Sunvani, Ashanti. 
R. Ent. Sot., B, 5, P. 53 (1936). 

Closely resembles E. inornatus ; the only external distinctions (perhaps incon- 
stant) observable in the few available specimens are that in the present species the 

postnotum is paler in colour and its bristles are reduced to one or two or absent ; the 
post-spiracular hairs are yellow. 

9. Silvery marks of abdominal tergites as in iaornatus. 

3. TerminaZia (Fig. 72, a) similar in most respects to those of E. i~ornatus, but 
basal lobe of coxite smaller, its outer row of scales smaller ; distal claspette longer, 

stouter, and bent almost at right angles beyond middle. Eighth tergites much less 

hairy than in E. inornafw, the hairs shorter. 
D&z&&on.-GOLD COAST : Sunyani (Inpam), 3 $, 4 9. LIBERIA : Memeh 

town (Beqzfaert), r $, 1 $2. 

Eretmapodites penicillatus sp. n. 

Eyetm.cpodites mdano@ts (Graham ?) Edwards, Proc. R. Ent. SOC.. B, 5, p. j3 (1936). 

TYPE.+ in B.M., Ilesha. 

I recorded this specimen in the paper cited as possibly the $ of E. melanopus 

Graham, but until more evidence is forthcoming as to the identity of Graham’s 

species, or of the species of this group occurring at Obuasi, it is perhaps better to 
refer to this form under a different name. 

$. Quite similar in all external characters to E. inornahs, except that the post- 
spiracular bristles are yellow. Silvery marks of second abdominal tergite very 

oblique ; those on seventh tergite separated. Temzinalia (Fig. 72, b) similar in 

most respects to those of E. inornatus and E. forcijdatus, but differing conspicuously 
in having the proximal claspettes well developed, ending in a brush of hairs the tips 
of which are enlarged ; also in having the style very noticeably enlarged in the middle 

instead of uniformly tapering. The coxite has a very few long narrow scales on the 

inner sternal margin, not forming a definite tuft ; the apical lobe extends most of 

the length of the coxite but does not project at the tip ; the basal lobe has only two 

or three rows of scales and about eight large scales in the outer row. Distal claspettes 

with simple hairs at tip. Eighth tergites with dense hairs, long outwardly, shorter 

and paler inwardly. 

Distribution.-NIGERIA : Ilesha, 8 .x. IgIo (L. E. H. Huwfrey). SIERRA LEONE : 
Freetown, tree-hole at Hill Station (Evans). 

In the $ from Freetown the style is scarcely thickened in the middle, but the 

terminalia are otherwise similar, notably in having no scale-tuft on the coxite. 

Eretmapodites argyrurus Edwards. 

Eyetmapodites a~gyvurm Edwards, 

TYPES.-89 in B.M., 1,agos. 

Proc. R. Ent. Sot., B, 5, p. 53 (1936). 

Very similar to E. inornatus and related species, but the available specimens of 
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both sexes differ in having the silvery marks of the seventh abdominal tergite con- 
fluent, forming a complete band. Further small differences (perhaps inconstant) are 

that there are a few flat sillrery scales mixed with the narrow yellow scales on @n, 

and a small group of silvery scales on the sternopleura below the main silvery stripe. 

A dark brown area in the integument of the sternopleura connecting the silvery 

stripe with the patch of silvery scales above mid coxa; remainder of pleurae mainly 
pale. 

9. Silvery mark of second abdominal tergite extending mainly along lateral 

margin (as in lectotype of E. IneZanopz4s). 

$. Silvery mark of second abdominal tergite much more oblique than in 9. 

TerGzalia (Fig. 72, d) resembling those of E. peGiZZntzls, notably as regards form 

of proximal claspettes, but differing in various details. Style evenly tapering, not 

thickened in middle. Coxite with a conspicuous tuft of elongate scales on inner 
sternal margin ; apical lobe projecting beyond end of coxite ; basal lobe with about 
twelve large scales in the outer row. Distal claspettes with bent hairs at tips. Eighth 

tergites with the hairs fairly dense. but shorter than the more numerous hairs on the 
coxites. 

D~s~~~~z~~~~~.--NIGERIA : Lagos (COW&). 

Eretmapodites tonsus ~11. n. 

AA species intermediate between E. ylA?tqlreaittntzls and the E. imvnatus group ; 
postnotum completely bare as in the former, but thoracic ornamentation apparently 
more resembling the latter. 

9. Unknown. 

$. Head with the usual ornamentation. Palpi nearly as long as proboscis. 

Thorax with the integument mainly yellow ; a broad dark longitudinal stripe crossing 

pleurae, and a narrow vertical brown stripe on posterior edge of sternopleura, con- 

necting the two areas of silvery scales, much as in E. ~Y~JYZIYZIS. Xesonotum of type 

considerably rubbed, but so far as can be made out the yellow stripes are narrow, as 
in the inovnatzls group ; the sublateral yellow stripe certainly stops short at the 
scutal angle. Post-spiracular scales and bristles yellow. Silvery scales on ppn. as 

usual. Abdomen black above ; tergite I with lateral silvery stripe ; 2 with an oblique 

silvery stripe from base nearly to posterior margin ; remaining tergites each with a 

triangular silvery spot in middle of lateral margin. Legs dark ; hind legs of type 

missing. 
Terminalin (Fig. 73, b) resembling those of E. qztivtpmittatzts more than those of 

any species of the inomatzcs group, but differing in various details. Coxite with a 

large scale-tuft on inner sternal margin, most of the scales broadly rounded at tips 

1 

but a few of them pointed ; apical lobe bearing two rows 

five in each row, the tips of these hairs oval or spatulate, 

claspette narrower than in quinquevittatz~s, and less densely 

hairs ; distal claspette with the usual twisted hairs at tip. 

than in quinquevittatus, with many scales and a few hairs. 

only moderately long and not numerous. 

of modified hairs, about 

not disc-like. Proximal 

covered with disciferous 

Style somewhat stouter 

Hairs of eighth tergites 
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Distribzctio~~.~K~~~ : Kakamega, trap N.5, 5 .iii.36, I $ (per E. C. MacDonald), 
taken in company with E. semisi@icipes. 

Eretmapodites quinquevittatus Theobald. (Pl. 3, fig. 6.) 

Eretma@dites qui~quevittatus Theobald, Mon. Cul. I, p. 280 (1901) [q only] ; Edwards, Ann. Mag. 
Nat. Hist. (8) 8, p. 67 (I~II), and 13~11. Ent. Res. 3, p. 47 (1912). 

Eretmopodites condei Ventrillon, Arch. Parasit. 9, p. 144 (1905) ; Edwards, Ann. Msg. Nat. Hist. 
(8) 8, p. 70 (I~II), and Pull. Ent. Res. II, p. 138 (1920). 

Evetmapodites austenii Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 572 (1910). 

TYPES.-quinquevittatus, lectotvpe 9 in B.M., Sierra Leone ; co&eZ, ? in Mus. Hist. Nat. 
Paris, Madagascar ; austenii, 89 in P.M., Sierra Leone. 

FIG. 73.-Terminalia, tergal and sternal views, of Evetmapodites spp. a-d. Standard scale for this 
genus. a. qui9zquevittatu.s. b. tonsus. c. silvestvis. d. dracaenae. e. dracaenae, coxite in 
side view to larger scale. 

This species is readily distinguished from most others of the genus by the markings 
of the scutum, which might be described as having five more or less parallel stripes 

of black scales on a yellow ground ; of the intervening yellow stripes the sublateral 

pair extend well forwards instead of ending at the scutal angle as in the four following, 

which have a somewhat similarly striped thorax. E. quzlzquevittatus also differs from 

all the other species of the genus except the related E. tonsus in having the postnotum 

completely bare. 
9. Head with the usual ornamentation, but the patch of black scales at sides 

much smaller than in the chysogaster group. Proboscis and palpi entirely dark. 
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Thorax with the integument rather bright yellow except for a small area in middle 

of pleurae under the silvery scales. Scutum with stripes of yellow scales arranged 
somewhat as in the inornatus group : a nearly continuous border, an admedian pair 
of lines on anterior two-thirds, a single median line on posterior third, and a pair of 
sublateral lines ; all these however broader than in E. inornatus, so that the ground- 
colour appears yellow instead of black, also the sublateral yellow lines are not con- 

nected with the scutal angles but extend forwards into the humeral black patches ; 
there are no yellow scales in the middle line dividing the central black stripe. Pleurae 

with the usual almost continuous silvery stripe from a@ across mesepimeron. 

Abdomen with the silvery markings oblique and only moderately broad ; tergite I 

with a pair of small dorsal silvery spots ; tergite 7 usually with a complete silvery 
band, the black scales on its posterior margin more or less appressed ; tergite S with 

silvery scales. Legs black, femora extensively yellow towards base. 
$. Resembles $2. Front and middle claws very unequal, one of each pair as long 

as the last tarsal segment. Tip of hind tarsi unmodified. Palpi only slightly 
shorter than proboscis. Terminalia (Fig. 73, a) : Coxite with a conspicuous tuft of 
lanceolate scales on inner sternal aspect ; apical lobe bearing numerous (about 20) 

hairs with disc-like tips, as in the inornatus-group. Proximal claspettes forming 
large oval bodies which are densely covered with globiferous hairs somewhat like 

those of the apical lobes. Distal claspettes with a few bent hairs at tips. Style with 

numerous hairs and scales, especially about middle. 

%tribz&ion.-SIERRA LEONE : Freetown (A&en, Smith, Bacot). BELGIAN 
CONGO : Stanleyville (S&&z). TANGANYIKA : Dar-es-Salaam (Scott) ; Lindi 
(Haworth). ZANZIBAR (Aders) . S. RHODESIA : Salisbury (Leeson). NATAL : Durban 
(Be&) ; Umhlatusi (Bedford). MADAGASCAR : Mayotte I. (Ventrillon). 

The identity of West and East African specimens has been established by com- 
parison of mounted terminalia of specimens from Freetown, Zanzibar and Lindi, all 

of which conform to the above description. 

Eretmapodites dracaenae Edwards. (Pl. 3: fig. 7.) 

Eretmopodites dracaenae Edwards, 

TYPE.-_S in B.&I., Freetown. 

Bull. Ent. Res. 6, p. 362 (1916). 

Much resembles E. quinqztevittatzts, with which it has sometimes been confused, 

but differs in markings of thorax and abdomen and in several other respects. 
9. Sublateral yellow stripes of scutum curving outwards to scutal angles and not 

continued forwards into the dark area behind shoulders as in E. quinquevittatus. 
Median black stripe of scutum usually divided by a thin line of yellow scales (but this 

line is apparently absent in some specimens). Postnotum with two or three small 

bristles apically. Abdomen with first tergite dark-scaled above, lacking the small 

pair of silvery spots ; silvery markings of tergites 2-7 larger, occupying most of 

basal half of each tergite, but not quite confluent dorsally except on tergite 7 and 
sometimes on 6. Black scales on posterior margin of tergite 7 (also on sternites 6 

and 7) large and conspicuously roughened. Scales on tergite 8 with a coppery tint 

rather than silvery. 
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$. Resembles 9. Claws and palpi as in E. qz~inquevittatus ; hind tarsi unmodified. 

Terminalin (Fig. 73, d, e) small. Ninth sternite large. Coxite short, with a single 
long stiff hair towards outer margin ; apical lobe not clearly differentiated, without 

modified hairs. Basal lobe bearing a number of short scales. Distal claspette very 

pale (difficult to distinguish except in a well-stained specimen), rather short, thick, 

the enlarged tip with a row of longer almost simple hairs and very numerous shorter 

hairs with enlarged tips. Proximal claspette absent. Style with fairly numerous 

scales and hairs. 
Distribz~tio~.-SIERR_4 LEONE : Freetown (Bacot). GOLD COAST : Obuasi (Gmhanz); 

Takoradi (Powzeroy) . UGASD~~ : Kampala (Ho$&zs). 

Uganda specimens do not differ from those from Sierra Leone. 

Eretmapodites oedipodius Graham. 

Eretmapodites oidipodeios (;raham, Entom. 42, p. 86 (1909) ; Graham in Theobald, hlon. Cul. j, 
p. 560 (1910). 

Esetmapoditrs oedipodius Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 48 (1912). 

TYPES.-&! (lectotypes) in B.lI., Obuasi. 

Differs from all other species of the genus in the modification of the tips of the 

hind tarsi of the $. 
9. Very similar to E. dracaenae in ornamentation, except for the very different 

scaling of a@z ; the subspiracular area is also bare, so that the pleurae appear much 
less obviously striped, but in compensation for the lack of silvery scales on the upper 

front portion of the pleurae the silvery spot on the propleura is much larger than in 

the other species. Median black stripe of scutum without the dividing line of yellow 

scales usual in E. dmcaenae. Black scales of seventh abdominal segment not notice- 

ably roughened. 
$. Resembles 9 in colouring. Palpi about three-quarters as long as proboscis. 

Claws of front and middle legs both rather large, the smaller claw of middle legs 

unusually broad, blade-like ; fifth mid-tarsal segment shorter than fourth, with 
unusually long hairs at tip. Hind tarsi with segments 3-j remarkably modified 

(Fig. 69) ; 3 with erect or roughened scales beneath on its whole length, and with 
very long slender scales above on distal fourth or more ; 4 slightly enlarged at base, 

the enlargement bearing long dark scales which on one side are nearly as long as the 

segment, on the other only about half as long ; 5 with long scales beneath ; 4 and 5 

together longer than 3 ; 4 usually bent at a right angle with 3 and 5 with 4. Ter- 

wzinalia (Fig. 74, a) : Eighth tergites with small tufts of extremely long stout yellow 

hairs. Sternite relatively smaller than in most of the other species and coxite larger. 

Style almost bare. Coxite with a rather conspicuous tuft of narrow scales on inner 
sternal margin and with several long hairs ; apical lobe prominent, bearing only a 
few hairs with slightly enlarged tips ; basal lobe without scales but with a row of 
about 6-8 long simple hairs and a second row of shorter hairs. Distal claspettes long, 

arched, tips somewhat swollen, with about IO short reflexed hairs. Proximal clas- 
pettes (Fig. 74, b) short, with two simple hairs and a peculiar scale at tip. 

Distribution.--GOLD COAST : Obuasi (Graham) ; Bibianaha (S@~reZl) . SIERRA 
LEONE : Segbwema (Hides). 
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--Terminalia of Eretmapodites SPP. a, f, i. Tergal view. g, h. Side view, standard scale. 

F1G’l!k, Tip of dist:~l c1aspett.e and whole proximal, claspette. j, k. Outline of coxite (hairs on 
d. 0~. pavviplzl9aa. e. oe. 

claspette omitted), to larger scale. a, b. mdipodzus. c. oe. sta?zlW. 

wawoni. f, g. leucopus. h, 1. p~oductlts. i, j. PliOkUCUS. 
1~. $1. bvevis. 

ssp. stanleyi n. 

TYPE.-_S in B.PUI., Stanleyville. 

9. Appears indistinguishable from typical oedipodius. . . 
3. One claw of middle leg blade-like, as in typical oedzpo_dzus: 

but of rather 

different shape ; fifth mid-tarsal segment as long as fourth. Hmd tarsi much as in 

typical oedifiodius except that segment 3 has few or no long scales at tip above. 
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Terminalia differing from those of typical oedipodim in several details : hairs on basal 

lobe of coxite much more numerous and more nearly equal in length, some narrow 
sharp-pointed scales in addition to the hairs . , tip of distal claspette (Fig. 74, c, left) 
rather longer and less swollen, ending in a sharper point ; proximal claspette (Fig. 

74 c, right) longer with the modified scale at tip larger and differently shaped (quite 
similar in three mounts compared). 

Loc&&.-BELGIAN CONGO : Stanleyville (Mm&et, Schwetz). 

ssp. parvipluma n. 

TYPE.--_9 in B.N., Kasuku, Uganda. 

Q. Closely resembles typical oedipodius, except that the silvery markings of the 

abdomen are rather smaller. 

$. Resembles 9. Claws of middle leg and tip of hind tarsus differing from 

typical oedipodius, but closely resembling ssp. wansoni (described below). Termi- 

nalia : Basal lobe of coxite with about a dozen hairs in all, the longest towards the 

base, no scales ; tip of distal claspette much as in ssp. stanleyi ; proximal claspette 

(Fig. 74 d) with short stout stem, the modified scale at tip broad, without a long point. 

LOC&fZ&.-UGANDA : Kasuku, 24. iv. 31, I $ (Hancock) ; Damba I., L. Victoria, 

1 $! (Caq5enter). BELGIAN CONGO : Bobendana, L. Kivu, I 9 (Schwetx). The asso- 
ciation of the females with the type male is conjectural. 

Specimens reared by Shillito from larvae found in banana leaf axils at Fort 

Portal were probably of this subspecies. 

A female from Shimba Hills, KENYA (IWacDonaZd) has the silvery spots large 

and the hind tibia extensively yellow beneath ; it may represent another subspecies. 

ssp. wansoni n. 

TYPE.---8 in B.M., Matadi. 

Closely resembles typical oedipodius, from which it differs mainly if not solely 
in characters of the male tarsi and terminalia. 

$2. Unknown. 
$. Middle tarsi with last two segments subequal in length ; one claw nearly as 

long as segment, simple, not flattened ; second claw not much shorter but more 

slender, with a fine tooth. Hind tarsi with scales on segment 3 all small and ap- 

pressed ; scales at base of segment 4 subequal in length, the longest only half length 

of segment ; 5 with long scales beneath as in oedipodius ; 4 and 5 together not longer 

than 3, bent as in oedipodius. Terminalia very similar to those of typical oedipodius, 

differing chiefly in form of proximal claspette (Fig. 74, e, right), which bears a much 

smaller terminal leaf ; basal lobe with few hairs as in typical oedipodius, but tip of 

distal claspette (Fig. 74, e, left) with more reflexed hairs, those towards the tip 

crowded. 

Loca&y.-BELGIAN CONGO : Matadi (Wanson), 2 d bred from larvae in banana 

leaves, v. 1938. 
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Eretmapodites leucopus Graham. 

Rretmopodites leucopous Graham, Entom. 42, 
564 (1010); 

p. 88 (1909) ; Graham in Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 
Edwards, Xnn. Nag. 

(1912). 
Sat. Hist. (5) 8, p. 71 (I~II), and Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 48 

TYPE.-_S (lectotype) in B.M., Obuasi. 

Differs from all other members of the genus except the closely-allied new species 
described below in its white-tipped hind tarsi. 

$2. Head, thorax and abdomen practically as in E. oedipodius. Middle femur 
narrowly white at tip above, hind femur more distinctly so. Hind tarsi with the first 
three segments dark, with very few or no white scales at tip of third segment, last 

two segments pure white, the fifth fully two-thirds as long as the fourth. 

S. Ornamentation quite as in 9 ; proportions of last two hind tarsal segments 
similar. Palpi about four-fifths as long as proboscis. Middle claws unequal, simple, 

the larger not much shorter than fifth tarsal segment. Terminalia (Fig. 74, f, g) of 
remarkable structure. Ninth sternite very large. Coxite narrow at base, widened 
distally ; apical lobe forming a projecting arm with some simple hairs at its tip ; 
basal lobe with a regular row of long simple hairs. Style very long and slender, with 
fairly numerous scales and several long hairs. Both proximal and distal claspettes 

forming long arms, the former the longer, fringed distally with fine simple hairs: latter 

with a few longish simple hairs at tip. 
D&Y~~Z&OTL.-GOLD COAST : Obuasi (Graham) ; i4krokerri (Ingram). SIERRA 

LEONE : Freetown (Ezuns). 

ssp. productus n. 

TI’PE.-d in B.hI., Stanleyilk. 

9. No apparent distinctions from typical letbcopzts. 

d. Differs from typical Zeticopus in details of terminalia (Fig. 74, h) : distal 

claspette longer instead of shorter than proximal claspette, more drawn out to the 

pointed tip, and provided at the extreme tip with two long, flattened and bent setae ; 
basal lobe more produced and pointed (structure constant in eight males examined). 

LOCa&tieS.-BELGIAN CONGO : Stanleyville and Bas Lomami, also Mongbwalu, 

I turi (SchWetz) . A female from Lundu, Kwango (Mortiaux) may belong to this 
form. 

Eretmapodites plioleucus sp. II. 

TYPE.-3 in B.M., Kumasi. 

Closely resembles E. Zeucopus in ornamentation, but differs in both sexes in having 

no white scales at tip of middle femur, and hind tarsi with tip of third segment as 

well as whole of last two white, the fifth segment being scarcely more than half as 
long as the fourth. 

$. Middle claws small and equal, not half as long as fifth tarsal segment, one claw 
toothed. Terminalia (Fig. 74, i, j) entirely different from those of E. Zeucopus. Ninth 

sternite smaller. Coxite short, not unusually narrow at base, rather truncate at 
tip with a small external projection in addition to the short internal apical lobe, the 

16 
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latter projecting backwards instead of downwards ; basal lobe forming a short pro- 

jecting pointed arm bearing three long and very slender scales and some fine hairs. 

Distal claspette forming a large pad which is very densely clothed with long simple 
hairs. Proximal claspette absent. Style short, slender, and completely bare. 

Locah?~.-~o~~ COAST : Obuasi (Gra/zn~?z), I $, I q. 

ssp. brevis n. 

TYPE.-& in B.M., Stanleyville. 

Externally identical with the typical Gold Coast form. 

$. Terminalin (Fig. 74, k).-Coxite without any external process, internal apical 

lobe shorter than in the Gold Coast type ; basal arm rather longer, bearing only the 

three scales, but one of these rather broader than the others ; distal claspette with 
the hairs rather shorter and less dense ; otherwise as in the Gold Coast t\-pe. 

bcalit_y.-BELGIAS COXGO : Stanleyvijle (n/!o$~clzet). 

CULEX Linnaeus. 

Culcn I,inn,lcus, Spst. Nat. Ed. IO, p. 50~ (175s) ; I)yx and Knob, l’roc. Ent. SW. \Vashington, 

II, P. 30 (rw9) ; Uarraud and Cox.c~ll, liltl. J. 1Icd. Kes. I.;, p. 671 (1()28) ; 13arraud, Fauna 
&it. Ind. Cul. p. 33~ (1933). 

GExOT~PE.--C. pipiem L. (Europe). (For syrwnyiny set uiidt~r subgenera.) 

Two positive features distinguish adults of the genus Czclex from all other Culicine 
mosquitoes : the presence of a pair of broad pulvilli beneath the claws and of an 
armature of teeth on the pharyngeal bar of the female. Macroscopically the general 
absence of any striking ornament usually characterizes species of this genus, and 

other characters are mainly negative, such as absence of teeth on the female claws, 

absence of spiracular and post-spiracular bristles and of scales on the paratergite. 
The male terminalia are of distinctilre structure, the tuft of setae or spines on the 

tips of the paraprocts being found in no other genus. 
_ Head.-Eyes usually touching for a considerable space above antennae, only 

rarely narrowly separated ; usually also touching on lower surface of head below 
mouthparts. Orbital bristles in a continuous row. Proboscis (in Ethiopian species) 
of uniform thickness throughout in both sexes, curved forwards in repose and rarely 
much longer than front femur. Palpi of $ usually longer than proboscis, with last 

two segments slender, upturned, subequal in length and hairy ; in a few species 

(subgenera SeocuIex and -IJochtho~e~zes) the palpi are shorter or lack the hairs. Palpi 

of P always short. Antennae in 3 shorter than proboscis, plumose, with the last 

two segments elongate, the hairs of verticils evenly spread round the segments. 

Antennae of 13 with first flagellar segment not longer than second. Vertex (with 

rare exceptions, in subgenera Neoczclex and IkFochthogenes) clothed only with narrow 
decumbent and forked erect scales. 

Thorax.-a@ well separated and bristly. Dorso-central bristles always present 

and usually strong and numerous ; acrostichals also present in most species. Para- 

tergite always narrow and bare. Several strong ppn bristles ; no spiracular or 

post-spiracular. Postnotum always bare. Pleurae usually with only a few small 
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patches of seales (normally two on sternopleura, one on mesepimeron), sometimes 

quite without scales. 
Legs slender, femoral and tibia1 bristles short and inconspicuous ; hind tibia 

without close-set row of hairs on inner side at tip (except sometimes in subgenus 

Xeoculex). Fourth tarsal segment not shortened in 9. First hind tarsal segment 
rarely shorter than tibia, usually of about same length or slightly longer. Claws 

of front and middle legs of J unequal, the larger and usually also the smaller with 
one tooth ; hind claws of 3 and all claws of 9 simple. Pulvilli present, at least 

half as long as claws and padlike (except in subgenus Lasiosi~5lzo~). 

Wings with scales on under surface long and narrow, also most of those on upper 

surface of veins 2 and -1_ and end of 6 ; those on upper surface of 3 short and broad. 

Microtrichia distinct. Fork of lyein 2 usually markedly longer than its stem : 
ending well beyond base of fork of 5. Squama fringed. 

.dbdomen with lateral lobes of first tergite always bare, median portion usually 
hairy and with only a small scaly area. Tip of abdomen in 9 blunt, eighth segment 

not retractile, the tergite always visible ; cerci short and broad, usually hidden. 
3. TernzinaZia.-Coxite somewhat conical, without basal lobes or claspettes, but 

with a subapical lobe bearing a number of modified bristles which are mostly directed 

tergally ; membranous area on inner face of coxite extending from base to lobe. 

Typically the subapical lobes are divided, a proximal part bearing three stout rods, 

and a distal part bearing a leaf-like structure and three or four other more or less 
modified setae ; the division of the lobe is not always obvious, but the seven or eight 

modified setae can be homologized in nearly all the species ; for brevity they are 
referred to in the following descriptions by letters, a, 6, and c, being the three proximal 

rods (a the most proximal), d, e and f the setae accompanying the leaf, 12 a usually 

simple seta which adjoins the lobe on the distal part of the coxite. Style usually 

sickle-shaped, articulating in a vertical plane, with a short terminal spine which is 

often flattened and widened distally. Paraprocts well developed, always (in African 
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species) with a tuft or crown of spines or short hairs at the tip. Phallosome always 
divided into a pair of lateral plates with variously developed teeth and processes. 

9. Tevminalia (Fig. 6 9, r).-Very similar in all species examined (these including 
representatives of all the African subgenera and most of the main species-groups), 

and showing several differences from most or all other mosquito genera. Eighth 
segment not at all retractile, broad ; sternite usually with shallow emargination. 
Ninth tergite narrow, with a group of hairs towards each side, bare in middle where 

it may be narrowed or interrupted. Insula with a tuft of about 8 stiff hairs, usually 
separate from the weak sigma. Cerci short, broad, blunt, obliquely set. Post- 

genital plate somewhat triangular, bluntly rounded or rarely indistinctly emarginate 
at tip, widely separated from the cowl by a membranous area, the sclerotized part 
setose, distal setae longer. Small atria1 plates present, with a peculiar n-shaped 
or crescent-shaped plate between them on roof of atrium. Spermathecae always 
three in number, subequal and of moderate size, nearly always oboval in shape 
instead of spherical as in other genera. 

Barraud and Cove11 (1928), who first made the discovery of the existence of 

pharyngeal teeth in female Culex, figured some strikingly different forms of these 

teeth among some of the Indian species, but the African species of the genus have 

not hitherto been examined in respect of these structures. As the pharynx teeth have 

proved of such great value in arriving at a natural classification of the genus Anopheles, 

it seemed very probable that equally good results might accrue from a study of the 
even more diverse forms of these structures in the genus Culex. I therefore examined 

the pharynx of one or more specimens of about 60 of the African species, and drawings 
by Miss M. Mackay of 45 of these are reproduced here. It must be admitted that 

no very striking results have been obtained, and the fact that some very dissimilar 
species have very similar pharynx-teeth makes the use of these structures in taxonomy 

of doubtful value ; on the other hand they have in a few cases (e.g. in the group of 

C. rima) provided interesting confirmation of the distinctness of species which had 
previously been separated mainly on structures of the male terminalia. In all the 

figures only the pharyngeal bar and its lateral and ventral flanges are shown ; the 

anterior part of the pharynx and the posterior hard palate have been dissected 
away in order to show the teeth more clearly in the mounts. (The general structure 

of the pharynx is similar to that in Anopheles ; for an account of it see Barraud 

and Covell’s paper and also Evans in this monograph, Vol. II). 

Notes on the pharyngeal structure are here given after the diagnosis of each 

subgenus. Two Palaearctic subgenera of CuZex have not as yet been found in the 

Ethiopian region, though it is possible they may occur in the south-eastern part of 

the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan or in Somaliland ; these are Barraudius and Lasiosiphon. 

I have examined the female pharynx of the two known species of Barraudius and find 

them to be quite dissimilar ; in the subgenotype (C. PusiZZus Mcq.) the teeth are few 

in number and are not firmly attached to the bar in the normal manner, but are 

free in the membrane between the mid- and post-pharynx ; the second species 
(C. modestus Fit.) does not show this peculiarity, its pharynx being somewhat like 

that of the African C. rubinotus. In the single known species of Lasiosiphon (C. 

adairi Kirk.) the pharynx teeth lie free in the membrane as in C. $wdhs, and are 

quite few and small; on the other hand the ventral papillae are unusually large. 
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As pointed out by Baisas (1939), who has described the pharynx of some of the 

Philippine C&X, there are normally two rows of teeth, but it is often very difficult 

to make out their exact nature in a mounted specimen, even when examined under 

a high-power objective ; the structures have been drawn as well as they could be 

made out under a & in. dry objective, but mistakes in interpretation may have been 
made in some cases, as it sometimes proved almost impossible to distinguish between 

the two rows of teeth or between teeth and ridges. 
Barraud and Cove11 pointed out that the size of the posterior part of the buccal 

cavity, bearing the teeth, is not in direct relation to the size of the insect, but that 

some quite small species may havTe it as large as the large species of the subgenus 
Ldzia. This is also true of the African species, as will be evident from a comparison 

of the figures given in this book, which are all drawn to the same scale. 

-ipart from the notorious C. fat&am, very few species of this genus habituall?. 
attack man in -Africa ; most of the available evidence indicates that the major-it!- 
of C&x prefer avTian blood, while some attack reptiles and amphibia. Feeding 

takes place during the night. 

So far as known all species of Culex form their eggs into rafts, which are deposited 
on the surface of water. The eggs cannot survive desiccation. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4 

I 

2 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

KET TO ETHIOPIAN SUBGENEKX OF CULEX. 

Palpi not one-fifth as long as proboscis . . . . Jloclzthoge~~es (p. 
Palpi at least 2 as long as proboscis, usually longer . . . . . 
Palpi with a row of modified scales projecting obliquely downwards on distal part 

of shaft (Fig. ) . . . . . . . Czdiciow~\~ia (p. 
Palpi without such scales . . . . . . . . . . 
Ijormally four or more lower mesepimeral bristles . . . Lutkx (p. 
Normally a single lower mesepimeral bristle, or none (very exceptionally 2-3) . 
Phallosome with a pair of simple though often tuberculate lateral plates ; tarsi 

always dark and pale scales of tergites usually apical . IVeoculex (p. 
Phallosome with the lateral plates nearly always divided or toothed ; tarsi 

sometimes ringed ; pale scales of tergites nearly always basal C&x s. str. (p 

FEMALES. 

Normally four or more lower mesepimeral bristles . . . Lutzia (p. 
Normally a single lower mesepimeral bristle, or none (very exceptionally 2 or 3) 
Acrostichal bristles absent . . Neoculex (part) ; also Czelil-iol?2>)2a l~zacfir~i (p. 
Xcrostichal bristles present, even if quite small . . . . . . 
No lower mesepimeral bristle . . . . . . . . . 
1-3 lower mesepimeral bristles present , . . . . . . . 
Proboscis and tarsi ringed . . . . . . C‘zcZe~ s. str., part (p. 
Proboscis and tarsi dark . . . _Veoculex wbinutm (p. 
Abdominal tergites with basal pale markings (bands or lateral spots) ; all 

decumbent scales of vertex, including the ocular row, quite narrow 
Culex s. str., part (p.ay. 

Abdominal tergites with apical pale markings, or completely dark scaled . 6. 
All decumbent scales of vertex narrow . . . . . h’eoculex (p. 249). 
Some broadish scales on vertex, at least in a row adjoining eyes . . . 7. 
Only the scales of the ocular row broad, and these white . Culicionzyia (p. 270). 
Usually more numerous broad scales on vertex, and these usually dark 

LWochlhogenes (p. 277) ; also hreocuZex acrostichalis (p. 268). 

I 
G) ’ ‘ 
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Subgenus LUTZIA Theobald. 

Lutzia Theobald, Mon. Cul. 3, p. 1.55 (1903). 

Jamesia Christophers, Sci. MeIn. Med. Ind. 25, p. 12 (rgo6). 

GE.voTYPEs.--I,u~z~~, L. bigoti 
Region). 

‘I’heobald (S. _knerica) ; f uscartus \c’. (Orient;11 

Large species (the largest of the genus), with conspicuous pale mottling on anterior 
surfaces of femora. Lower mesepimeral hairs more numerous than usual in C&x, 

usually more than four. Palpi of 6 normal, as in subgenus Cc&x. Cross-veins 3-4 

and 4-5 close together. 

S. TerminaZia.-Eighth tergite not deeply emarginate. Coxite without scales. 

Subapical lobes of coxite undivided, rods a-c stout and slightly hooked, setae d--f 

small and unmodified ; leaf represented by a short stiff bristle. Paraproct with 
small lateral arm. Phallosome-plate with long pointed apex (ventral corner) and a 

close-set group of small teeth below this. 

Pharynx-teeth.--In the stronger row of teeth there are about a dozen on each 
side, most of which are blunt, though a few of those in the middle are sharper, smaller 

and closer together ; the teeth of the second row are short, pale, more or less 
triangular. The African C. tigripes (Fig. 76) is very like the Oriental species of the 

subgenus in pharynx structure. A peculiarity is the large size of the ventral flanges 

(shown in broken outline and stippled in the figure) ; with rare exceptions (as for 

example C. rubinotzts) these flanges are much smaller in the species of other sub- 
genera. Apart from this there is little to distinguish the pharynx of Lutzia from 

many species of the typical subgenus C&x. 
The subgenus is based mainly on the modifications of the larva for predacity ; 

there are no characters of the adult which would otherwise be regarded as sufficiently 

distinctive to justify the separation of the group from Cztlex s. str. 
C. tigripes has not been recorded as biting man, and is rarely seen in houses, but 

MacGregor stated (in conversation) that it attacks goats in Mauritius. 
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Culex (Lutzia) tigripes Grandprk and Charmoy. 

C&t figpipes Daruty de Grandprb and d’Emnwrrz de Charmoy, Les rnoustiqucs (I ; Theobald. 
Mon. Cul. I, p. j.+ (190x), and 5, p. 30~ (~gro) ; Edw-ards, Bull. Ent. Rcs. 2, p. 201 (1911). 

Cdex mnculicyurn Theobald, Mon. Cul.&q p. J+ (1001). 

Culex wmcdicrtc~n var. -4 mombasawsis TheolAd, Mon. Cul. 2: p. ;G (1901). 

Culex macdicrura v;u-. B sicvralconis Theobald, Mon. Cul. ,I,‘ p. _JO (rqnr). 

Culex iigvi+s var. bimncdata Theohald, Xon. Cul. 5, p. 303 ( I~IO). 

C&x tigripcs v;n-. fusca Theobald, Non. Cul. 5, p. ;‘I+ (IOIO) : Edwxds, Bull. Ent. Rcs. 2, p. ~62 

(1011) ; 3, P. 5, fig. I (1’)11) ; II, p. 136 (I’)‘:,). 

Lutzia tigvipcs Edwxds, Bull. Ent. Res. 12, p. ;z8 (IOJI), and I 3, p. 83 (1023). 

TYPES.--tiqv~@s, 89 cotypes (?) in B.M., Mauritius ; utacdicvuwz, Q in B.RI., Durl)l\n, 8 in B.lI., 
B.C. Africa ; momba.saevzsi,s, 2 in 13.M., .\Iornbas~~ ; sicrrnleorais, Q in 13.11., I’rcctown ; bivnacu- 
Ida, ? in B.M., Meshra el Ziraffa, Sudan ; j~scn, ? in B.JI., Obuasi. 

One of the largest species of the genus ; usually distinguished very readily from 
anJ- of its congeners and from most or all other -African mosquitoes by the markings 

F;I(:. PT.--Terlninali,l of /‘zrlrs (Lwka! liq~I’@s (;rp. a. Cosiw. b. A4edengi15. C. Aedeagns ;\ntl 
proctiger in side krv. Ixttering :IS for Fig. 6. cr.. crown of paraproct. zll., ventro-later:\1 
basal nrnl of paraproct. 

of the femora and tibiae, the only other species with somewhat similar leg-markings 

in the African fauna being C&x poecilipes and TheobnZdia Zongiareolata. 

$2. Head with most of the decumbent scales of vertex pale and all of them narrow ; 
erect scales dark. Proboscis mainly dark-scaled, usually with a number of pale 

scales in middle beneath, though without a complete pale ring. Palpi about one-fifth 

as long as proboscis, blackish, with a variable number of whitish scales on inner side 

about middle. Thorax in most specimens with the greater part of the scutum 

clothed with dark brown scales, but with an ill-defined border of pale scales, and 
usually with pale scales forming three spots-a pair near middle of scutum and a 

median spot towards front margin. No post-spiracular scales, but a fairly large 

patch of white scales on upper part of mesepimeron. Propleura with numerous 
scales. Prosternum with z-8 hairs or scales, or hairs and white scales mixed, longi- 

tudinally placed on each side of the middle line. Bristles on lower half of mesepi- 

meron varying in number from three to ten, in a more or less regular row. A bdomen 

\-ariable in markings, as described below under “ variation.” Legs : Front and 

middle femora and tibiae as seen from in front each with a row of about ten small 

pale spots on a dark ground, the individual spots rather irregular in shape and 
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sometimes with a slight tendency to coalesce ; usually some scattered pale scales in 
addition to the spots ; hind femora on outer surface with a rather indefinite mottling 

of light and dark scales ; hind tibiae on outer side with a row of spots somewhat 

similar to those of the other tibiae but more or less completely united towards under- 
surface or tibia ; tarsi devoid of pale rings though sometimes with the first segment 
more or less pale beneath. Wings dark-scaled ; base of upper fork cell always 

distinctly proximal to that of the lower, fork usually about 2.5 times length of 

stem ; m-czt usually about half its length proximal to Y-HZ, sometimes less. Pharyn- 
geal teeth, Fig. 76. 

$. Resembles 9, but markings often tending to be less definite, e.g. on hind tibia. 

Palpi longer than proboscis and very hairy ; a variable amount of pale scaling on 

outer surface of distal part of shaft ; last two segments each with a conspicuous 

white spot at base beneath ; terminal segment with the distal half pale beneath. 
Terminalia as figured (Fig. 77). 

Wing-length 4-7.5 mm. 

Distribz&on.-This species occurs commonly throughout the Ethiopian Region, 

from Gambia to Aden and from Khartoum to the Cape ; it has also been reported 
from Fernando Poo, Mauritius and Madagascar. 

Outside the Ethiopian Region C. tigripes is not known to occur, being represented 

by closely allied species which differ slightly in venation. 
Variation.-The proboscis usually has a fairly extensive area of pale scales in 

the middle beneath, but very many specimens have the proboscis entirely black- 

scaled. So far as has been ascertained at present this variation has no geographical 

significance and is not correlated with variation in any other feature. 

As noted in the above description there is considerable variation in regard to the 

markings of the abdomen, and this does seem to correspond to some extent with 
geographical distribution, although not in any precise manner. The following five 

forms can be recognized among the material in the British Museum ; they can hardl! 

be treated as separate varieties as the distinctions are too indefinite : 
(I) Tergites 2-7 with narrow pale apical yellowish bands, the bands on 6 and 7 

rather broader, sometimes occupying almost half the tergite ; sternites all pale- 
scaled, unbanded. The great majority of specimens from East and South Africa 

belong to this form, but it is not confined to East Africa as there is a female in the 
British Museum from Bathurst, Gambia (.Sim@on). Most specimens of this form 

have the scattered pale scales on the dorsal surfaces of the femora fairly numerous 
and all the tarsi (but especially the hind pair) with numerous white scales at the 

base beneath. 

(2) All tergites with blackish scales above and with white basal lateral spots (on 

tergite 8 a white basal band), no yellowish scales on distal margins of tergites, 

except occasionally a very few at extreme corners of 6 and 7 ; sternites all pale- 
scaled, unbanded. This is the usual form in West Africa ; it has commonly 
been known as var. fusca Theo., but Theobald’s earlier name sierraleonis (which 1 

have hitherto overlooked) also applies to it ; the most easterly records are Kabinda, 

Katanga (Schwetx) and Kisumu, Kenya (.S_vmes). In most specimens of this form 

there are few or no scattered pale scales on the femora (apart from the usual spots), 

and the tarsi are entirely dark. 
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(3) Tergites as in the last, but sternites 5-7 or 3-7 with fairly well-marked dark 

apical bands, scarcely if at all interrupted in the middle. The type of Theobald’s 
var. mombasaensis is of this form, and the British Museum also possesses similar 
females from Salisbury, S. Rhodesia (,~ar.s~~~Zl) ; Elizabethville, Katanga, and 

Mahagi Port, Lake Albert (Schzeletz) ; Lueba, I,. Tanganyika (B&s) ; Kasala Forest, 
Uganda (Fraser) ; Ibadan, Nigeria (Leslie). 

(4) Tergites z-4 with narrow apical bands and with pairs of ill-defined yellowish 

spots ; 5 with a broader apical yellow band ; 6-8 entirely yellow-scaled ; sternites 
unbanded. This is Theobald’s var. bimaculata from Meshra el Ziraffe, Sudan, still 

only known from the type 2 ; a S from Khartoum is somewhat similar. 

(5) Tergites z-5 with broad apical yellowish bands and sometimes also with 

narrower yellowish basal bands, 6-8 entirely or almost entirely yellow-scaled ; 
venter pale scaled ; legs (especially under sides of femora and tibiae) much paler 

than in the other forms ; thorax also paler, so that whole insect has a ‘I sandy ” 
appearance. Aden Hinterland : Four females (Patton), and a series of 5 $ 3 2 

reared from larvae found near the summit of Jebel Jihaf, 7100 ft. (E. B. Brittort) ; 
the only form seen from this locality. 

One very small specimen, typical as regards colouring, from Kisumu (Symes) has 

the upper fork-cell unusually long, fully four times as long as its stem. 

Subgenus NEOCULEX Dyar. 

Seoculex I)>-ar, Proc. Ent. Sot. Washington, 7, p. 45 (1905). 
I<umelanomyia Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 114 (1910). 

~‘volorn~Zanoco,zion Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 462 (1910). 

(;lisoT\~pEs.-.~-roCUlrn-, (‘. apicalis Sdarns (as t-vritans Walk., N. America) ; EumelanomYta, 
C. albiwntris Edw. (as I-7. inconspicuosa Theo.) ; Pvotomelanoconzon, C. horridus Edw. (as 
P. fuscum ‘Theo.). 

Small to medium-sized species, usually with pale markings of abdomen situated 
on posterior margins of tergites. Palpi of 3 often normal, but tending in many 

species to be shortened and to lose their hair-tufts. A single lower mesepimeral 
bristle present or absent. Cross-veins well separated. 

3. Terminalin.-Eighth tergite usually deeply emarginateinmiddle. Coxite without 
scales (except in C. $dchvitlzorax) ; subapical lobe variously developed ; rods a-c 

often bent or twisted and flattened, leaf usually distinct Style unmodified, without 

subapical spiny crest. Paraproct wit11 more or less dense hair-tuft at tip, but 
usually without lateral arm. Phallosome-plate simple, without strong processes, 

but often with numerous small teeth or tubercles scattered over the surface. 

Pharynx-teeth remarkably varied, as noted below in the definitions of the species 
groups. 

In 1932 1 placed the species of this subgenus in three groups, corresponding with 
the three genera given above as synonyms of Neoc&ex. It now appears that the 

first of these includes diverse elements, and it would be better to recognize five 
groups amongst the African species. 

Group A (C. @dchrithorax Edw.) : Thorax with a conspicuous pattern of white 
lines. Palpi of 3 bare. Terminalia with many peculiarities, as described below. 
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Pharynx-teeth (Fig. 78, u) not unlike those of C. salisburiensis, and not at all 
resembling either of the known species of the subgenus Barraztdius. 

Group B (,Veocztlex s. str. ; C. salisburiensis and related species) : Thorax without 
obvious markings either in scales or pleural integument. Palpi of 3 usually as long 

as proboscis or longer and more or less hairy (practically bare in seyrigi). Decumbent 

scales of vertex all narrow, even round eye-margins. Terminalia : C. seyrz&i and 
C. P&ringueyi are quite different from the other form species, the former showing 

some points of resemblance to C. pulchrithorax; the other species do not differ 

greatly in the terminalia from those of the next group, one minor point which they 

have in common being the presence of only a single fine hair on the style. Pharynx- 

teeth (Fig. 78) : C. @+ring~eyi (Fig. 78, b) and salisbwiensis (Fig. 78, f) have the 

teeth of the two rows similar, slender and pointed (those of the lower row in salis- 

buriensis seem to have forked tips), about ten distinct and similar teeth on each side 

of the middle line, apart from the hair-like ones on each side. C. rubinotus (Fig. 78, c) 

and andreanus (Fig. 78, d) have about the same number of teeth as in C. salisburiensis, 

but their form is quite different, those of the upper row being mostly blunt, with a 

few long, pointed ones in the middle, those of the lower row pointed ; C. rubinotus 
has the lateral flaps unusually long and is also unique in this subgenus in having 
the ventral flaps large, as in Lutzia. C. kingianus (Fig. 78, e) is peculiar in having 

the part of the bar below the teeth strongly sculptured ; the teeth are also more 

numerous than in the other species of this group, though not quite so numerous as in 

those of the next one. 

Group C (rima group) : Thorax without any- obvious pattern above, but with 



dark markings on pleural integument (usually distinct ; faint only in ,ydZiavdi). 

Palpi of S as long as proboscis or longer and hairy at tip. Decumbent scales of 
i,ertex all narrow, even round eye-margins. Terminalia : style long, slender, sickle- 
shaped, with only one fine hair, tip not noticeably snout-like ; lp tuherculate and 

usually more or less finger-like. Pharyngeal teeth (Fig. 79) : Very numerous, about 

25 on each side of the middle line ; the appearance is very different from that seen 
in species of Group B. 

Hitherto C. rima, as determined by the pleural and abdominal markings, has been 

supposed to be an isolated but rather variable species. During the preparation of 

this volume I came to the conclusion that small differences which had been observed 

in the male terminalia were of more importance than had been supposed, and decided 

to recognize eight species in this group instead of a single one. The existence of 

more than one species had already been suspected by Hopkins on account of differences 
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he noted among the larvae, and it was of interest to find that the distinction5 in 
male terminalia were associated with differences in the pharynx-teeth of the females. 

In C. rima (Fig. 79, a) and stcnyaniensis (Fig. 79, b) the teeth of both rows are blunt, 

almost spatulate, and of about the same length. In C. galliardi (Fig. 79, c) they are 

similar in form but those of one row are distinctly longer than those of the other. 

In C. subrima (Fig. 79, g) the teeth of both rows are of the same length, but more 

slender and pointed. In C. calabarensis (Fig. 79, f) and wiggleswortlzi (Fig. 79, cl) 

the teeth of one row are rather blunt, those of the other much longer and sharpl! 

pointed. In C. insz@zis (Fig. 79, e) the teeth of both rows are sharply pointed, 

those of one row much longer than those of the other. Finally in C. albertianus 
(Fig. 79: h ; only the unique type is available) there appears to be only one row of 
sharp teeth. The structure in all species of this group is more clearly visible than in 
many others. 

Group D : Thorax without ob\rious markings either in mesonotal scales or pleural 
integument. Abdomen dark above, pale beneath. Palpi of $ scarcely as long as 
proboscis and quite bare. Vertex with numerous broad scales across middle in front. 
Terminalia : Style widened beyond middle ; setae adjoining leaf peculiarly bent. 
Pharynx-teeth : C. albiventris (Fig. SO, a) has one row of blunt teeth and one of 
sharp pale ones, only about ten in each row on each side of the middle line. 
C. acrostichalis (Fig. 80, b) is quite different, with much more numerous long and 

finely-pointed teeth, and a suggestion of sculpturing on the basal part of the bar. 

Group E (ProtomelanocoGon ; C. Jborridus Edw.) : Dull species without special 

ornament but with pale scales of abdominal tergites forming basal instead of apical 
lateral patches. Decumbent scales of vertex all narrow. Palpi of 3 shorter than 
proboscis and with few or no hairs. Terminalia : *Much as in Group D. Pharynx 
teeth : The structure is shown in Fig. 80, c ; it is somewhat like that of C. albiventris. 

NO species of this subgenus has been recorded as troublesome to man, though 

some of the rima group and C. horridus are not infrequently found in houses. Da\-is 

and Philip found the meal of C. rima and deems to give the reactions of chicken- 
blood. In other parts of the world several species of Seoczclex have been observed 
to attack frogs. 
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CULE~ (EEO~ULEX?) PULCHKITHORAX 2.53 

KEY TO ETHIOPLkN SPECIES OF NEOCULEX. 

Thorax with a conspicuous pattern of narrow white lines ~&hviZhovax Edw. (p. 253). 

Thorax without such pattern . . . . . . . . .- 
Head with a rather broad band of flat scales in front . . . . . 
Flat scales of head confined to sides . . . . . . . . 
Acrostichal bristles present ; tergites entirely black scaled, sternites entirely 

white scaled . . . . . . . acrostichalis sp. 11. (p. 
Acrostichal bristles absent ; tergites with apical lateral white spots . . 
Sternite 7 black . . , . . . . albiventvis Edw. (p. 

Sternite 7 white like the rest . . . . . adersiaws sp. n. (p. 
Tergites with basal lateral white spots ; acrostichal and lower mesepimeral 

bristles absent . . . . . . . howidus Edw. (p 
Tergites with apical white spots or bands, or (rarely) entirely dark ; acrostichal 

bristles present . . . . . . . . . . . 
Pleural integument uniformly coloured, light or dark . . . . . 
Pleurae partly dark and partly light . . . . . . . . 
Lower mesepimeral bristle absent ; abdomen all dark above 

rubinotus Theo. (p 
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Lower mesepimeral bristle present . . . . . . . . 
Mesepimeron with a large patch of scales . . . . . . . 
Mesepimeron with very few or no scales . . . . . . . 
Scales on a@ broadish ; post-spiracular scales present . . . . 
Scales on a@ narrow ; no post-spiracular scales . salisbzmemis Theo. (p. -.J, I* 
Prosternum scaly . . . . . . . Peviczgzceyi Edw. (p. 255). 
Prosternum bare . . . . . . . . sey&i sp. n. (p. ~56). 
Brown ; decumbent scales of head whitish . . Izi?zgianus Edw. (p. 259). 
Rlack ; decumbent scales of head dark . . . andreanus Edw. (p. 258). 

Pleurae with two dark stripes, mesepimeron more or less pale in middle . . 13. 

Pleurae dark above, pale below, mesepimeron all dark . . . . 16. 
Mesono;al scales nearly all golden . . . . albertianus sp. n. (p. 265). 
Mesonotal scales mostly dark brown, some white ones on front margin 14. 
Erect scales of head all, or almost all dark ; middle third of mesepimeron only 

indistinctly pale . . . . rima Theo. (p. 260) ; subvivna sp. n. (p. 262). 
Some of the erect scales white ; middle third of mesepimeron clear yellowish 15. 

Head with only a few of the erect scales white 
insignis Cart. and sunyaniensis sp. n. (p. ~63). 

Head with a large patch of erect white scales . . wiggZesx)orthi Edw. (p. ~64). 
XIesepimeron on lower part with numerous short decumbent hairs 

calabarensis sp. n. (p. 265). 
Mesepimeron with only the usual single bristly hair below galliavdi sp. n. (p. 266). 

Culex (Neoculex ?) pulchrithorax Edwards. ’ 

Pseudohowardina line&a Theobald, Entom. 15, p. r)z (191.~) [preoccupied by Culex lincntus van 
Humboldt]. 

Culex pdchrithornz Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. .5, P. 7.3 (IOI+), and 13, p. 85 (1922) ; ISedford, 13th 
and 14th Rept. Vet. Res. S. Xfr. p. 979 (1928). 

TYPES.-+? in Vet. Res. Lab. S. Afr., Onderstepoort. 

,A mosquito of extremely distinctive colouring, differing from all other C&x in 

the African fauna in the ornamentation of the thorax, which consists of five white 

lines on a dark ground ; differs from all African species of AZdes which have pale 
lines on the thorax in its uniformly dark tarsi. 

9. Head with black integument, the erect scales also black ; decumbent scales 
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creamy-white, present only on a narrow band adjoining eyes and a median stripe, 

the two areas enclosed by these scales black. Palpi white-tipped. Proboscis black, 

with many white scales. Thorax (Fig. 81) with blackish integument ; mesonotal 

bristles and scales mostly black, but with five conspicuous narrow lines of creamy- 

white scales-one on each side (meeting round front margin), and three others 
equidistant from one another and from the marginal lines, running whole length of 

scutum; median line forked in front of scutellum. Paratergite bare as in other Czllex. 

Pleurae wit11 two longitudinal lines of white scales, one running from a@ to pre-alar 

knob, the other rather broader, from propleura to upper mesepimeral hairs ; no median 
scale-patch on mesepimeron ; prosternum bare except for scales along its upper 

edge. One lower mesepimeral bristle. .4bdomen dark above, tergites with narrow 
and incomplete apical pale bands ; venter mainly pale. Legs mainly7 blackisll, 

including all tarsi ; front and middle femora each with a white line in front running 
whole length, tibiae less definitely lined ; hind femur on outer side pale at base, 
with a white line on distal half. First hind tarsal segment not or scarcely shorter 

than tibia. Wings with blackish scales, except on vein SC, which is white-scaled 
except towards tip. Plaaryngeal teeth, Fig. 78, a. 

’ 
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3. Resembles 9. Palpi slender, hairless, of same length as proboscis, last two 

segments subequal in length and together two-fifths as long as proboscis. 

Tevmi~alia (Fig. 82, a) .-These have not been described hitherto ; they show many 
remarkable features. Ninth tergite very narrow and apparently quite bare. Coxite 

rather short and thick, with scales on its outer surface ; lobe prominent, very near 

tip of coxite, quite undivided, bearing two very stout spines at its tip and a third 
much less stout spine before the tip ; no leaf, but a stoutish bristle between lobe 
and tip of coxite. Style short and rather broad, sickle-shaped, with terminal spine. 
Tenth tergites strongly chitinized, bare, with a thumb-like projection at base. 
Paraprocts of peculiar form, with a short thumb-like projection directed outwards 

near tip (none at base) ; apical spines few in number but stout, on a projection 
which points inwards. Phallosome much as in the subgenus Lutxia, each half ending 

in a long finger-like bare process, and with a group of small spinules on inner side 

about middle. 

Wing-length about 3 mm. 
I>istriblltio~.-TK.~sv*~~~L : Ondersteport (H&ford). NATAL : Glundi (&Iavslza~i) ; 

Van Reenen, Drakensberg (Twmr). 
The systematic position of this species is open to question. It has been placed 

in the subgenus Xeoczllex, and I leave it there for the present, though, as will be seen 

from the above description, the structure of the terminalia is by no means typical 

of that subgenus. The form of the coxite and style, the structures on the lobe, and 

tile presence of scales on the outer surface of the coxite, are as in the Mediterranean 

subgenus Bawaztdius EcI~., while the form of the phallosome resembles Lufxia more 

than it does either Bavvaudiz~s or ,Veoczllex. \lihen the larva of C. pz~lclzrithovax is 

discovered it may be possible to decide whether the species belongs to Bawaudius, 

Yeoculex, or to some other subgenus. 

Culex (Neoculex) pbringueyi Edwar&. 

_A species without striking ornamentation, but well distinguished from others of 

the subgenus by the rather broad scales of the scutum and pronotal lobes, somewhat 

shortened J palpi, and structure of terminalia. Differs from all other African 

(‘&ex in the scaly prosternum. 

2. Head clothed with dark erect scales and white narrow decumhent scales, a 
line of these round eye-margins. Proboscis black, rather longer than usual in this 

genus ; palpi black. Thorax dark brown ; scutum with a mixture of light and dark 

scales, the former yellowish or white, broad and especially prominent laterally, t\vo 

faint indistinct lines of pale scales running whole length of scutum ; scutellum largel> 

co\-ered with broad curved white scales. An ill-defined stripe of broad white scales 

extending from npvt across p@z and post-spiracular area on to pre-alar knob, the 

1 scales on a@ and ppn mostly curved and pointed, the rest broader and blunt-tipped 
as usual ; an elongate patch of sub-spiracular scales present ; pre-alar scales separated 
by a small bare area from the large sternopleural patch, mesepimeron with a large 
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patch of flat white scales. Propleura and prosternum almost covered with flat white 

scales, leaving only a narrow median stripe of prosternum bare. One lower mes- 

epimeral bristle. Abdomen dark above, tergites with narrow white apical bands, 

venter white. Legs largely dark ; femora white beneath and with the tips rather 

conspicuously white. Wigs dark-scaled. Pharyngeal teeth, Fig. 78, b. 

$. Resembles 9. Palpi slender, black-scaled, about one-fourth shorter than the 

proboscis, almost devoid of hairs, penultimate segment rather longer than the 

terminal. Terminalia (Fig. 82, d-f) : Coxite much swollen at base, with a patch of 

hair beneath ; lobe rather deeply divided, proximal division with three long stout 

rods, distal division with. three flattened plates, no accessory bristles ; style nearly 

straight, with a large prominence on inner side beyond middle ; ninth tergite 

bilobed, each lobe with only two hairs ; tenth tergite unusually strongly de\Teloped 

and hairy ; Zp simple, pointed. 

Fling-length about 4 mm. 

Distribution.--CL~pE PROYINCE : Cape Town (Damon) ; Houtbay and Pinelands, 

Cape Town (de Meillon). 

Culex (Neoculex) seyrigi sp. n. 

TYPIC.-_S in 1111s. Hist. Sat., Paris, AIlnbositrn, .\ladagascar. 

A species somewhat resembling C. salisburiensis and C. @%zgueyi but with very 

different terminalia ; post-spiracular scales present ; male palpi long but bare. 

Q. Unknown. 
$. Head with the erect scales short but narrow, mostly dark at sides, pale in 

middle ; decumbent scales all whitish, flat ones confined to sides. Basal segment 

8z.--Terminaic details of C&x (1Vc0cu1~~~) spp. a. Coxite from inside, phallosornc, and proc- 
tiger, pulchvitlzorax. 13. End of coxite and phaliosotnc, and c, proctiger and ninth tergite, SZ~- 
Yigi. d, e. Cosite in two aspects, and f, basal parts, pcvi~zgucyi (d and c to smaller scale than 
standard). 
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of antenna brownish, with a small patch of white scales. Palpi exceeding proboscis 
by rather more than the long terminal segment, almost devoid of hairs. Proboscis 

dark. Thorax with the integument uniformly brownish, not very dark. Scales of 
scutum nearly all pale, rather larger than usual ; scales on a@ and ppn broadish, 
but nearly all definitely cur\-ed and pointed. A fairly large patch of post-spiracular 

but no sub-spiracular scales ; some flat scales among the pre-alar hairs, but not on 
the whole of the pre-alar area ; sternopleural scale-patches large ; mesepimeron with 

a scale-patch in middle and one bristle below. Propleurae with numerous white 
scales but prosternum bare. _tlbdomen dark above, tergites 2-7 with narrow but 

complete creamy-white apical bands ; venter almost entirely creamy, sternites with 

small black basal lateral patches. Legs mainly dark : femora pale at tips but hind 
tibia all dark ; hind femur with dark dorsal line and distal fourth of anterior surface 

dark. T/l/‘ings normal ; cross-veins widely separated ; wing-length about 4 mm. 

TerminaZia (Fig. 82, b, c).-Coxite rather short and broad, without scales as 

usual in this subgenus ; lobe prominent, small and undivided, bearing only three 

strong bristles (n-c), a and b hooked, c simple and more slender ; leaf absent. Style 

straight, rather narrow and tapering, terminal claw long and pointed. Tergite 
trilobed ; median lobe bare, each lateral lobe with 8-1-o hairs. Tenth tergites bare ; 
paraproct without arm, one row of the spines in the tuft strong and blunt. Phallo- 

some of the usual simple structure of this subgenus, Zp with the tip tuberculate. 
I>istrib~tio?z.-MxDAGAsCAR : Grotto 30 km. S. W. of Aimbositra, 8 8 (A. Seyrig). 

Culex (Neoculex) salisburiensis Theobald. ’ 

~‘~41~~ srdishu~im~is ‘l’hcobald, Mon. Cul. 1, p. II; ( I~OI) ; Edwards, 13~11. Ent. Rcs. 2, p. a64 
(I’)II), and 13, p. 88 (1()X). 

(‘ulcn Dostocki ‘~heobald, J. Econ. Biol. I, p. 29 (icjoj). 
Cz&r snlisburiotsis var. nntkmnrmlnlas Theobald, Second Rcpt. Vet. Res. S. Afr. p. 3-0 (1913). 

(‘afl~‘.~ (S~oczdcx) sdisblLriensis \-nr. capcmis de Meillon, I’ul~l. S. Afr. Inst. Med. Res. 6, p. 354 

(19.35). 

‘T~.1~l;s.--snlisOIlr ~cnsis, ? irl 13.11., Salkbury ; hostocki, lobt, Transvaal ; nmbon~znulntt~s, 3 in 
Ii\-m-pool School of Tropical Medicine, Onderstrpoort. 

A species without striking ornamentation, most easily distinguished from other 

dull-coloured species of this subgenus by the large patch of mesepimeral scales. 

2. Head dark above, with dark erect scales and pale decumbent scales which are 

uniformly distributed ; clypeus and tori light brownish. Proboscis and palpi blackish, 

palpi very short and slightly thickened, not one-eighth as long as proboscis. Thorax 
brownish, pleural integument quite uniformly coloured ; scales of scutum rather 

coarse, but not broad, light and dark ones irregularly mixed ; apn and p+z with 

fairly numerous pale narrow scales ; no post-spiracular or sub-spiracular scales, 

but a large patch of flat creamy scales on more than the basal half of mesepimeron. 

Propleura with flat white scales which extend also over upper third of prosternum. 

One lower mesepimeral bristle. L4 bdomen mainly black-scaled above, tergites with 

narrow white apical bands which are not infrequently more or less widely interrupted 

in middle, leaving small white apical lateral spots. Venter mainly or entirely 

pale-scaled. Legs black scaled, except under sides of femora ; hind femora white on 

outer side on basal four-fifths, distal fifth black ; small inconspicuous white knee-spots. 
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Tibiae often more or less pale beneath or behind. Wings dark-scaled. Pharyngeal 

teeth, Fig. 78, f. 

8. Resembles 9 ; white abdominal bands often rather broader ; frequently an 

unscaled band at base of each tergite gives the impression of a broader white band 

extending across two adjacent tergites (presumably as in Theobald’s var. ambo- 

annulatus) . Palpi dark, but with narrow pale rings at joints, longer than proboscis 

by length of last segment ; last two segments subequal and very hairy, tip of shaft 

also conspicuously hairy. Terminalin (Fig. 83, a) : coxite not noticeably swollen ; 
lobe almost entire, with three long rods, a broad leaf, and three accessory flattened 

bristles ; style bent near middle but not expanded ; Zp broad, flat and smooth. 

Wing-length 3-4.5 mm. 

L)&ribz&on.---CAPE PROVIXCE : Schoester’s River, Cape Town (Barmud) ; Hout- 

bay, Pinelands and Palmiet River (de Meillon) ; Oudebosch (Bedford). TRAXSV_L~L : 

FIG. H;.-Ternkalic details of C&x (_Veoc~lex) spp. <I. Lobe, style and basal parts, snlisDltrlemis. 
1,. Lobe, st?le nnd phallosornc, andvennzts. c. Lobe, style md basal parts (with parameres 
reflexed), kzrtgianus. 

Pretoria (TheiZev, Bedford) ; Brits (Ingytm). NATAL : Estcourt (Afarshall) ; Weenen 

(Thomasset). ZULULAND : Eshowe (Ingram). S. RHODESIA : Salisbury (MarshaZZ). 

N. RHODESIA : Chilanga (Wood). I(ENYA : Nairobi (i4nderson, Van Someren). 

SUDAK : Kajo Kaji (Kiutg). 

Culex (Neoculex) andreanus Edt\~ards. 

C&x ( ~\Teoclbzex) anLlrcnnus Edwards, Rev. Zool. Xfr. 

‘TYPE.---COtypCS &! in B.11. and Congo Mm., Irebu. 
15, P. is4 (1927). 

A very black species with almost no ornamentation ; it might easily be confused 

with the small dark species of the subgenus Culex, such as C. perfuscz~s Edw. 

Resembles C. kingianus in possessing a lower mesepimeral bristle but no mesepimeral 
scales ; distinguished from that species by its much darker colour and rather longer 

$ palpi. 
$2. Head with integument blackish, including clypeus and tori ; erect scales of 

lrertex black ; decumbent scales small and narrow, nearly all dark. Proboscis and 
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palpi black, palpi scarcely one-eighth as long as proboscis. ‘Tlzovax with almost 
uniformly blackish integument, pleurae unmarked ; scales of scutum all blackish 
and rather small. No scales on pronotal lobes, propleura, prosternum, post-spiracular 
area or mesepimeron ; lower mesepimeral bristle present, variable in colour (black 
or yellowish). Abdomen mainly blackish ; tergites with small apical lateral whitish 

spots, not always easily perceptible ; venter extensively dark. Legs mainly blackish, 

e\-en the undersides of femora not conspicuously pale ; hind femora extensively 
dark on outer side towards tip. Wings uniformly dark-scaled, bases of fork-cells 
lel-el. Yharyngeal teeth, Fig. 78, d. 

3. Resembles 9. Palpi all dark, exceeding proboscis by length of last segment ; 
last two segments conspicuously hairy, but few or no hairs at tip of shaft. Ter- 

minalia (Fig. 83, b) : Coxite much narrowed distally as in most species of this group, 

the narrow portion with a row of bent hairs beneath ; lobe scarcely divided, with the 

usual three long rods, a fairly broad leaf and three shorter rods associated with the 
leaf, two of these bent in middle ; style very broad in middle, outer margin almost 

angular ; lobes of ninth tergite fairly large, each with about IO hairs ; 1~5 less tubercular 
than in C. kingianus. 

Wing-length about 4 mm, 
DistribzLtion.-BELGI_~r\i CONGO : Irebu (Aytdve’). C~as~a : Kampala (Hopkins). 

NIGER14 : Lagos (Strachan, Connal, Philip) ; Degema (Collett). GOLD COAST : 

Obuasi (Graham). 

Culex (Neoculex) kingianus Edwards. * T, 

-1 dull, unornamented species much resembling C. andreanus; but dark brown in 

colour rather than black ; differs from C. andveanus in head-scaling and in the 
narrower style and other details of the $ terminalia. 

- Head dark brown, including clypeus and tori ; erect scales dark ; decumbent +. 
scales whitish, mostly narrow, but flat scales of sides extending upwards as a narrow 

border to eyes almost to middle line. Proboscis and palpi black ; palpi scarcely 

one-eighth as long as proboscis and somewhat thickened distally, as in C. salisbzwiensis 
and C. andreanus. Thorax dark brown, mesonotal integument somewhat sliining, 

pleurae not or scarcely lighter than mesonotum and unmarked ; scutal scales dark 
brown, not very small. Few or no scales on a+ and ppn, none on propleura, pro- 

sternum or mesepimeron ; lower mesepimeral bristle present. L3 bdomen blackish 

above, tergites with very inconspicuous apical lateral pale spots ; vrenter mainly 

dark, sternites pale-scaled apically. Legs mainly blackish, but under-sides of femora 

white ; hind femora white-scaled anteriorly on basal four-fifths. Wings dark- 

scaled ; base of upper fork slightly proximal to that of lower. Pharyzgeal teeth, 

Fig. 78, e. 
8. Resembles $2. Palpi all dark, slightly longer than proboscis, last two segments 

hairy, penultimate segment about‘ half as long again as the terminal ; very few or 
no hairs at tip of shaft. Tevminalia (Fig. Sj, c) : Coxite narrowed apically, but 
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differing from C. andreanus in lacking the row of bent hairs ; lobe with the usual 

three long rods, a narrow leaf, and three shorter and rather narrower flattened blades 
associated with the leaf ; style rather slender and sickle-shaped, not expanded 

outwardly ; lobes of ninth tergite small, each with about four hairs : lp strongly 
tuberculate. 

Wing-len@la 3- _I mm. 
~istribzttion.-SUDAN : River &Lenzi (King). UGAND_% : Ruwenzori foothills 

(Edwards). BELGIAK COXGO : Elisabethville (Sc7zwetx). 

Culex (Neoculex) rubinotus Theobald. G L IC- 

Culcx rubi~zotzts Theobald, Second Rept. \Vcllcorne Lab. p. 76 (1oo6) ; Edwards, 131111. Ent. Res. 
13, p. 87 (1922). 

TYPE.-_? in U.M., Buala, Sudan. 

Distinguished from other species of the group by the lighter mesonotum, uniformly 

pale pleurae, small mesonotal scales, and constant absence of lower mesepimeral 
bristle. 

$2. Head with dark brownish integument ; erect scales dark, decumbent scales of 

\-ertex all narrow, pale behind, darker towards front, pale round eye-margins. Palpi 

v’ery short as in other species of this group. Thorax with mesonotal integument 

reddish-brown (lighter or darker), quite dull, without any gloss, scales dark brown 
or blackish and quite unusually small ; pleurae light reddish brown, almost or 

quite devoid of scales ; no lower mesepimeral bristle. _-l bdonzen black-scaled above, 

tergites usually with small apical lateral pale spots, but these not always distin- 
guishable ; venter mainly clothed with creamy-white scales. Legs blackish ; hind 

femur pale beneath only, anterior surface mainly dark. Wings dark-scaled ; base of 
upper fork considerably proximal to that of lower. Pharyngeal teeth, Fig. 78, c. 

$. Resembles $2. Palpi all dark, exceeding proboscis by more than the length 
. of terminal segment, which is long ; last two segments very hairy, some hairs present 

also on tip of shaft. Terminalia : Coxite less elongate and less narrowed apically 

than in related species ; lobe with the usual appendages, the two or three moditied 

bristles associated with the leaf only slightly flattened and bent ; style sickle-shaped ; 
19 somewhat as in kingianus, but shorter ; tenth tergites at tip with a strong tooth 
outwardly, fine bristles inwardly. 

VVing-length 3-4 mm. 
Distribcrtion.-SvDA~ : Buala (BaZfow) ; Meridi and Idris (Kiq) ; Thar Jath 

(R&ledge). ABYSSIXIA : Lake Awusa (L&‘$strum). UGANDA : Kampala (Fraser, 

Hancock, Edwards) ; Fort Portal (Gibbins) ; Kabale (Nolan). KEI\;YA : Nairobi 

(Van SomeYen, Symes) ; Kitale (Edwards). TANGANYIKS : Bukoba (R&c/lie). 

BELGIAK COKGO : Kisantu (De Wolf), Kabare and Kisenyi, Kivu (Schwetz). 

Culex (Neoculex) rima Theobald. 

C&x vimn Theobald 10 type], Mon. Cul. -7, p. 327 (1001) ; Edwards (in part), 1~~11. Ent. Kes. 7, 
p. 226 (1917), and 13, p. 86 (1922). 

Culex rimz var. kozcmbai Galliard, Ann. Parasit. g, p. 514 (1931). 

TYPES.--vi??UZ, ,” in Ij.RI., Old C&bar ; koumbai, 3 in B.M. and Paris (l?cole de Medecmc), 
Port Gcntil. 
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This species typifies a well-marked group, the members of which are distinguished 

from other species of the subgenus Neoct~lex in -Africa by having the integument 
of the pleurae partly dark and partly pale. I have hitherto included all members 

of this group under the name C. rima, but now distinguish eight species in the group 
(see p. 251). 

C. rinza as here restricted may be distinguished from its allies in both sexes by the 

characters of the thoracic scaling, colour of mesepimeron, and dark erect scales of 
the head. In the male terminalia a unique feature is the presence of a group of 
striated scales on the outer surface of the lobe of the coxite. 

3 Head with dark brown integument ; -. decumbent scales of vertex whitish and 
all narrow ; erect scales all blackish and rather narrow. Proboscis black. Palpi 

black-scaled, almost one-fifth as long as proboscis and exceeding clypeus by more 
than twice the length of the latter, second segment fully twice as long as first. Thorax 

with integument of scutum mainly rather light brown, not at all shining, narrowly 

yellowish on shoulders, paratergite also yellowish ; scales of scutum mostly dark 

brown and rather small, some white scales across anterior margin and along upper 

edge of ppn, but not extending along sides of scutum. Pleurae with few or no 

scales ; ground-colour of integument light yellowish, but with two dark brown 

stripes which occupy most of the upper two-thirds ; upper stripe broader and extend- 

ing from @n to upper part of mesepimeron ; lower stripe extending across middle of 

sternopleura and lower part of mesepimeron, leaving middle third of mesepimeron 
more or less pale when viewed from in front or from side, though when viewed from 

behind the whole mesepimeron appears dark and somewhat shining. One lower 

mesepimeral bristle, and three or four shorter bristles in upper corner, otherwise 

surface of mesepimeron is bare as usual (no scales or fine hairs). Of the sternopleural 

hairs only about four are fairly strong and dark, two in upper corner and one or two 

others, the lowest standing by itself a little below the level of the lower mesepimeral 
bristle. Propleura with few hairs, only two or three of them strong and dark. 

Prosternum bare. Abdomen mainly black above, tergites 2-7 with small white 

apical lateral spots, 2-5 also in some specimens (as in the type) with some whitish 

scales on posterior margins, but these seldom if ever forming conspicuous bands. 
Venter mainly pale-scaled, some dark scales at bases of sternites. Legs blackish ; 
hind femora dark above to base and also dark anteriorly on distal fourth. Wings 

dark-scaled ; outstanding scales on forks rather broad and clavate ; forks rather 

short, upper fork less than twice as long as its stem, bases nearly level. Phavyngeal 

teeth, Fig. 79, a. 
3. Kesembles 9 except that the tergites z-5 have distinct white apical bands 

and the sternites are usually more extensively dark ; thoracic colouring and scaling 
quite similar, and white lateral spots of tergites 6 and 7 small as in 9. Palpi entirely 

dark, exceeding proboscis by more than the length of last segment, last two segments 
abruptly upturned and hairy, subequal in length ; shaft with scarcely any hairs at 

tip. 

” Tevminalia (Fig. 84, d) .-Coxite much narrowed apically as usual in this subgenus. 

Lobe undivided, bearing proximally and somewhat towards its inner aspect seven 

appendages ; three long stout rods or blades, one of which is less flattened than the 

other two, and has a membranous tip, this rod being rather strongly curved ; three 
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shorter modified bristles (one of these almost a simple hair) ; and a rather long 

apically expanded blade which has a few long fine serrations on one edge (these 

serrations not always visible) ; outwardly the lobe bears a group of 4-6 broad striated 
scales, the ends of which are drawn out into longish points. Style rather long, 
tapering, sickle-shaped, narrow apically. Lobes of ninth tergite small, rounded, 
each with about 6 hairs of \vhich the outer two or three are very long and directed 

outwardly (this being a feature common to most of the species of the rima group). 
lp broad at base, ending in a long finger which has a row of small tubercles along its 

inner edge. Paraprocts with a slight membranous lateral expansion distally. 

Wing-length about z-z.5 mm. 

Distribution (as checked from study of mounted terminalia) .- --GAR00Pc : 
Port Gentil (Galliard). NIGERIA : Forcados (Simpso%) ; Lagos (Graham, Connal) ; 
Onitsha (Wigglesworth). SIERRA LEONE : Freetown (,4Zlen). 

The type F from Old Calabar agrees with specimens from the above localities in 
all the diagnostic features listed, and I therefore place koumbai as a synonym 

of rima. This would appear to be the commonest species of the group in West 

Africa ; probably all East African records refer to one or other of the allied species. 

Culex (Neoculex) subrima up. II. 1 

TYPE.-d in B.M., Onitsha. 

Closely resembles C. rima externally, no definite distinctions being discernible ; 
the white scales on front margin of scutum perhaps extend further along the sides, 
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and some of the erect scales of the head are pale-tipped. Colouring of mesepimeron 
as in rima. 

Q. Pharyngeal teeth, Fig. 79, g. 

S. Terminalia (Fig. 83, e).--4 single unstriated leaf on outer aspect of lobe of 
coxite ; rod quite straight and perhaps more strongly chitinized ; one of the two 

adjacent blades obviously broader than in rima and somewhat bent in middle. 19 
much as in ri~zn, with a long, finger-like distal portion which has a row of tubercles 

on its inner edge ; basal portion somewhat broader than in rima. Lobes of tergite 

somewhat larger than in rima or insignis, the hairs thicker, and four or five of them 

(instead of only two or three) \-ery long. 

I)iStribUtion.-NIGERIA : Onitsha, vi. 192S, type 3 (Wigglesworth,). BELGIAN 

Co?jGo : Stanleyville, viii-ix. 1928, 2 3 (Sclzzesetz) ; Pawa, 28 .v .38, 3 J (Ra&za). 

Culex (Neoculex) insignis Carter. c-7 

Very similar externally to C. rima, but rather larger and differs in the following 

points : Erect scales of head somewhat broader, many of them pale-tipped and a 
few of them entirely whitish. \Vhite scales on shoulders rather more numerous. 

Dark markings of pleurae more clearly defined ; middle third of mesepimeron clear 

yellowish from any point of view, even when viewed from behind. 

$!. Palpi as in rima. *4bdominal markings apparently variable ; usuaily tergites 

z-5 have distinct apical white bands, but these may be represented by lateral spots 

only. Pharyngeal teeth, Fig. 79, e. 
$. Apical bands of tergites z-5 always distinct ; spots on 6 and 7 small. Ter- 

lninalia (Fig. 84, b) : Lobe of coxite with the rod nearly straight, the two adjacent 

blades not very broad ; distal blade with outer half expanded, no serrations on 

margin ; a single unstriated leaf on outer aspect of lobe. Zp with a small group of 

blunt tubercles proximally, distal portion less finger-like than in rima, somewhat 

rugose but without distinct tubercles. 
Tl’iflg- Length 2.5-3 mm. 

Zhdrihz~fion (as checked from a study of mounted terminalia).-UGAXIJA : 
Entebbe (Hodges) ; Soroti (Hopkins). SUDAii : Tombe (King). NYASALAND : Fort 

Johnston (Sanley). RELG1.w Coxco : Stanleyville, 1927 and 1931 (SchU’etz). 

NIGERIA : Onitsha (Wiggleswovth). GOLD COAST : Koforidua (Store?!). MAURITIUS 

(MacGregor) SIERRA LEONE : Pujehun (Davey). 

Bedford’s record (based on females only) from Zululand probably referred also to 
C. i&,&s, which according to the a\-ailable material appears to be the most widely 

distributed species of the group. 

Culex (Neoculex) sunyaniensis sp. n. 

(‘ulcx i~lsiqtlis hiacfie and Ingram, Bull. Ent. Res. 7, p. IO (I~I~J. 

(‘u1e.x 1 imn Edwards, Bull. Ent. Req. 13, p. 86, fig. 3, r (IOZZ~. 

Typ~.-d in 13.M., Sunvani. 
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Closely resembles C. insz&zis externally, but seems distinguishable by having the 
scales of the scutum larger and lighter brown ; this difference however can only be 
appreciated by actual comparison of specimens. PharyngeaZ teeth, Fig. 79, b. 

$. Tewninalia (Fig. 84, a).-Lobe of coxite with the rod bent near tip ; a simple 
hair instead of a leaf on external aspect of lobe. ZJ~ shaped much as in insignnis, 
but tuberculate almost all over. 

Distribution (as checked from study of mounted terminalia).-GOLD Co_~r : 
Sunyani (Ingmm) ; Koforidua (Storey). NIGERIA : Lagos (Connal). SUDAN : Upper 
White Nile (King) : Meridi (Ruttledge). 

Some females from Sierra Leone (Smith, Wigglesworth) are probably this species. 

Culex (Neoculex) wigglesworthi up. n. 

TYPE-_S III 13.X, Freetown. 

Resembles C. i&gnis and C. sztn~~animsis, and with identical pleural markings, 
but differs conspicuously from those species and others of the rima group in the 
ornamentation of the thorax of the 3. 

?$J (only one specimen available, perhaps not correctly associated with $).- 
Differs from insignis and sz~nyaniensis in having a fairly large patch of pure white 
erect scales on vertex (those’ towards back of head being black) ; also in having a 
continuous border of whitish scales all round scutum (scutal scales otherwise all 
dark brown). Abdomen black above, with the usual lateral white spots on tergites 

2-7 ; venter pale-scaled. Pharyngeal teetla, Fig. 79, d. 
3. Head with the patch of white erect scales even more conspicuous than in 9. 

Thorax with the border of yellowish scales broader than in 2, and in addition with 
. 

two fairly broad stripes of yellowish scales runnmg whole length of scutum along 
the line of dorso-central bristles; the double middle stripe of scales (between the two 
bare lines) is mostly dark, but yellowish towards the front. ,4bdomen with the white 
apical bands on tergites 2- 5 broader than usual in insignis ; white apical spots on 
tergites 6 and 7 very large, extending about two-thirds the length of the tergite. 
Terminalia (Fig. 84, f) : Coxite and its appendages much as in szhnyaniensis, but 1~5 
of quite different shape, broad, without terminal projecting portion, and with 
numerous sharp tubercles which are directed outwards. 

Distribzltion.-SrERR~~ LEOXE : Freetown, vii. 1928, 3 6, I P (Wigglesworth). 

GOLD COAST : Koforidua, vii. 1919, I 5 (Stovey). BELGIAN CONGO : Mosua,Lubutu- 
IYalikali, 13 . ix. 1929, I 3 (ScJwetz). 

Since the above description was printed a series of 4 3, 4 $I? of this species has been 
received from I<ENY_% : Shimba Hills, bred from open pool in Manoia River and 
from backwater in stream (&Iiss E. C. .&facDonald). The females in this series are 
quite like the males in thoracic scaling and resemble the males of the type series in 
this respect ; they also have complete white apical bands on abdominal tergites z-6, 
tho_;e on z-4 widened in middle, those on j and 6 very narrow ; pharynx not examined. 
The males from Kenya have terminalia as in the type except that the proximal rod 
of the coxite-lobe is not obviously bent. As in the type there are two hairs, one of 
which is thickened, on the outer aspect of the coxite lobe. 
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Larger than the other species of the vivza group, and readily distinguished from 

them by the golden-scaled thorax and colour of hind femur. 
9. Head with the decumbent scales golden as are also some of the erect scales. 

Palpi and proboscis black, palpi nearly one-fifth as long as proboscis. Thorax with 

mesonotal integument dark brown, almost all the scales golden-yellow, somewhat 

lighter towards sides. Pleural integument with dark stripes as in insignis, but not 

quite so sharply defined (yellowish parts perhaps somewhat discoloured in type). 

A distinct patch of flat whitish scales on upper part of sternopleura, this scale-patch 

being much more definite than in any other species of the group. Abdomen (in type) 

black above, tergites 2 and 3 with narrow white apical bands which are interrupted 

sublaterally, 4 and 5 with complete white bands, 6 with a white band interrupted 

in middle, 7 with apical lateral white spots. Sternites with dark basal bands. Legs 

mainly blackish, but hind femora largely yellow and yellow-scaled, dark dorsal line 

reaching only a little beyond middle, so that nearly the basal half of hind femur is 

yellow all round. Wings with scales on forks longer and less clavate than in other 

species of this group ; forks also decidedly longer, upper fork almost three times as 

long as its stem. Pharyngeal teeth, Fig. 79, h. 

$. Resembles 9 in colouring of head, thorax and legs. Abdomen with complete 

yellowish apical bands on tergites 2-6, a pair of spots (nearly joined) on 7. Terminalin 

(Fig. 83, a) : a simple hair on outer aspect of lobe, as in wnyaniensis and wiggles-tiort/li, 
but style broader, and appendages of lobe and shape of Ifi different. 

Wing-length 4 mm. 
L)istribzltion.-BELGIXN CO~;GO : Blukwa, Lake Albert, 5100 ft., I 9 (Sclzwetx). 

KENYA : Kericho, in forest along river, 2 3 (Miss E. C. MacDonald). 

Culex (Neoculex) calabarensis sp. n. 

En+_. Kcs. Ij, p. 56, fig. 3, c 

(S iozpsoiz). 

(1922). 

Differs from all other species of the ri~zn group, and indeed from all other African 

Clilex, in having a dozen or more short decumbent pale hairs spread over most of 

the surface of the mesepimeron (in addition to the usual bristles). Colouring much 

as in rima, but pleural stripes less obv-ious, and palpi of $2 shorter. 
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$2. Head with all the erect scales black ; decumbent scales pale, but not so white 
as in rima. Palpi only about one-eighth as long as proboscis, exceeding clypeus b>- 
scarcely one and a half times length of latter ; second of the two main segment,_; 
about as long as clypeus, first shorter. Thorax with integument of scutum dark 
brown, even on shoulders ; scales dark brown except on front margin, where the>- 
are whitish. Pleural integument almost all brown on upper two-thirds, the two 
stripes characteristic of the rima group being only indistinctly separated, and the 
mesepimeron entirely dark ; lower third of sternopleura and meron clear yellowish. 
Sternopleural hairs as in rima. _4 bdomen entirely black scaled above ; small apical 
lateral white spots on tergites 3-6, but none on z or 7. Venter mainly pale. Legs 
with outer surface of hind femur rather more extensively yellowish-scaled than in 
rima. Wings as in rima. Plaaryngeal teetlz, Fig. 79, f. 

3. Resembles -0, but tergites 3 and 4 with narrow apical white bands (5 and 6 
with lateral apical white spots only). Terminalia (Fig. 84, c) much resembling those 
of sztnyaniensis, especially as regards form of phallosome and presence of only a 
simple hair on outer aspect of lobe, differing chiefly in shape of the three long blades 
of lobe. 

Wing-length barely 2.5 mm. 
I)istrib~tion.-NIGERIa : Calabar, I 5, I 9, and Forcados, I $! (sim$son). 

Culex (Neoculex) galliardi sp. II. 

(?) C&x rimn G.lllli.wd, Aim. 

rrYPE.-q in B.&f., Forcados. 

Parasit. 9, p. _j 1.5, fig. I (1931). 

Differs from other species of the rima group in having very few or no white scales 
on front margin of scutum, and in the more numerous sternopleural bristles. Colour- 
ing of pleural integument as in calabarensis, but no fine decumbent hairs on mesepi- 
meron. 

5,?. Head dark, all the upright scales blackish, some of the decumbent scales also 
dark, but others pale or whitish, especially round eyes. Palpi as in calabarensis 

(definitely shorter than in rima and related species). Thorax uniformly dark above, 
all scutal scales dark brown, or at most 2-3 whitish scales on either side of middle 
line on front margin. Pleurae with the upper two-thirds nearly all dark, mesep- 
meron entirely so, lower third of sternopleura and meron yellowish (quite as in 
calabarensis). No scales whatever on pleurae. Sternopleural bristles more numerous 
than usual, 6-8 fairly strong and dark, including a row of 3-4 at about le\-el of lower 
mesepimeral bristle ; anterior to the bristles are a good many short pale hairs (more 
numerous than usual). Abdomen black above ; each of tergites z-6 with small 
apical lateral white spots (no such spots on 7) ; sternites mainly pale. Legs and 
wings as in rima. PJzar_yngeal teeth, Fig. 79, c. 

5. The single available specimen is not \‘ery perfect, and the terminalia were 
damaged in mounting. Coloration and chaetotaxy as in P, but tergites z-5 with 
narrow white apical bands. Term&a&a (Fig. 84, g) : Lobe of coxite bearing two 
(or three ?) long and somewha< flattened blades proximally, and a large leaf and a 
long, stout straight rod distally. Phallosome apparently much as in sunyaniensis 

and calabarensis. 

, 
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I)istrib~tion.-NIGERIA : Forcados, I i (.~irnpso?z) : Onitsha, I 2 (~~igg/e.swovth). 

SIERRA LEONE : Bap, I 2 (E. Hnvgveaz+es). KELGI.~ CONGO : Coquilhatville, I 3 

( l’ale Ikfasse_y). 

The specimen figured by Galliard from Port Lentil, Baboon, as an unnamed 

\-ariety of C. rima, was probably this species. (ialliard shows three blades on the 

proximal part of the lobe of the coxite, whereas the Congo specimen appears to have 

only two, but the latter is probably broken. 

Culex (Neoculex) albiventris Mw. 

I~uwzelanomyia t~zc~~zs~ic~os~ Theobald, 1101~. Cul. 5, p. 240 (I~IO) ; Edwards. 13~11. Ent. Kw. 3, 
p. 3-c (1913). :Name preoccupied blr C‘. (Mochtho~cn~s) irzco~~s~icwosm Thcoh~~ld, 1908.1 

Culcx nlhiuentris Edwards, Uull. Ent. Kes. 13, p. 88 (1922). 

TYPE.-22 in B.M., Obuasi. 

rli black species with little ornamentation except for the white venter ; distin- 

guishable on close examination from all other ,Ifrican Czclex except its two near 

FIG. Hj.- details (lobe, style and phallosonlc) 
11. rc&~sinl~lLs. 

spp. a. nlhiw~dris. 

allies and the two species of the subgenus Mochtlzogenes by the largely flat-scaled 

head. From the two allied species (described below as new) it is easily separated 
by the black seventh sternite (in ?). This and the following species (adersiattlls) 

are also noteworthy in having no acrostichal bristles. 

2. Head blackish, clothed above mainly- with broad but not Avery close-lying 
black scales ; some pale narrow scales on nape and a narrow band of flat white scales 
adjoining eyes ; erect scales black, not very numerous. Palpi and proboscis blackish, 

palpi only about one-eighth as long as proboscis. T/zorax blackish, integument of 

scutum somewhat shining, pleurae scarcelv lighter and unmarked ; scales of scutum 
mostly blackish, usually some white scales on front margin, the white scales 

sometimes extending broadly over shoulders, though on the other hand some speci- 
mens have all the scutal scales blackish, including those on front margin. No scales 

on a@, p@z, or upper part of sternopleura, and at most 2-3 on upper. part of mesepi- 

meron ; a patch of pale scales on propleura, extending to, but not over upper 

corner of prosternum. Abdomen black above, tergites 2-6 (but not 7) with apical 

lateral white patches. Sternites 1-6 pale and clothed with white scales, 7 entirely 

black (both integument and scales). Le,<s mainly black ; hind femur white on basal 

half and white anteriorly almost to tiT, with a dark dorsal stripe (broadening 
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outwards) on distal half. Wings dark-scaled, upper fork rather long with the 
outstanding scales narrow. Plzaryngeal teeth, Fig. 80, a. 

6. Resembles 9, but white scales of scutum often more numerous, in extreme 

cases almost all scutal scales whitish. Palpi slender, bare, scarcely upturned at tip, 
slightly shorter than proboscis ; penultimate segment nearly twice as long as terminal, 

latter with a small tuft of bristly hairs at tip. Terminalin (Fig. 85, a) : Coxite with 

a group of soft pale bent hairs ventro-laterally before lobe ; lobe with three long 
rods, four short bristles with twisted tips and two rather broad leaves. Style swollen 

beyond middle, with slender tip and subapical spiny crest. 1~5 broad, blunt, with 

numerous tubercles at tip. 

Wing-length about 3 mm. 

Distribution.--GOLD COAST : Obuasi and Kumasi (Graham) ; Sunyani (I?zg~~fiz) ; 
Bibianaha (Spurrell) ; Koforidua (Stowy). SIERRA LEONE : Daru (Mw~hy). 

Culex (Neoculex) adersianus SP. II. 

TYPE.---$ in B.M., Mombasa. 

J’ery similar to C. albiventris, agreeing with that species in head scaling, absence 

of scales on upper part of sternopleura, largely white hind femur, etc., but differs 
as follows : 

8. Tergite 7 with apical lateral white spots (but smaller than those on z-6) ; 
sternite 7 clothed with white scales like 2-6. 

3. Palpi slightly shorter, about five-sixths length of proboscis. Term&&a 
(Fig. 85, b) : Lobe of coxite with only one narrow leaf and one hair on external 
surface. Style with the extreme tip widened, no subapical spiny crest. 19 ending 

in a long finger, bare except for three or four teeth at extreme tip. 
Distribtttion.--EiE~~_,~ : Mombasa, I $ (De Boer). ZANZIBAR : I 9 (Aders). 

Cwlex (Neoculex) acrostichalis sp. n. 8 

Very like C. albiventris and adersianzls, but rather larger, and differs from both 

species in possessing acrostichal bristles and scales on upper part of sternopleura 

and lacking pale spots on abdominal tergites. 
11. Head with a larger area of narrow scales on nape than in the two allied species, 

but still with a fairly wide band of broad black scales behind the white eye-margins 

(thus differing from the species of the subgenus Culicionzyia, in which the only 

broad flat scales of the vertex are the white ones bordering the eyes). Thorax with 

a double row of well-developed acrostichal bristles ; all the scutal scales dark in all 

eight specimens examined. Sternopleura with a distinct patch of flat whitish scales 

among the bristles in upper corner, and also with a row of scales below (as in the 

other two species) ; apn devoid of scales, as in the other two. Abdomen with tergites 

entirely black-scaled, no white scales on posterior corners on any segment ; sternites 
entirely white-scaled (including sternite 7). Legs with the dark dorsal line of hind 

femur longer, extending over distal two-thirds or three-fourths of femur. Pharyngeal 

teeth, Fig. 80, b. 
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$. Unknown. 

Wing-length about 4 mm. 
D&rib&ion.-UGANDA : Kasala, 3 $Y! bred xi. 1910-i. 1911 (Fraser) ; Kampala, 

4 $, x. 1926 and i. 1927 (Hancock). SUDAN : I 9, Bundle to Hierallah, iii. 1911 (King). 

Owing to the presence of acrostichal bristles this is clearly not very closely related 
to C. albiuentris in spite of the similarity in head-scaling. When the male is discovered 

it may be found to belong to another group or subgenus. 

Culex (Neoculex) horridus Edwards. 

Pvotonzelnlzocoltiolt fuscn Theobald, Mon. Cul. j, p. 463 (~gro) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. lies. 2, 13. 114 
(191 I) [net Cl&x (7‘vichorhylzchus) ~USCUS Theobald, 19081. 

C‘yMowzyin fuscn Edwards, 13~11. Ent. Iics. 4, p. 59 (1913). 
CIL~C’X Izorvidus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Kes. 1.3, p. 58 (~gzz). 

TSPE.-_68 in B.M., Accra. 

A dull-coloured species with little ornamentation apart from the white-scaled 

eye-margins, but distinguishable on microscopic examination from all other African 

FIG. SG.-Proboscis and palpi of rnalc, Ctclrx (.V~ocztEcn) Izovridus Edw. 

C&x by the absence of both acrostichal and lower mesepimeral bristles, as well as 

by the peculiar male palpi (Fig. 86). 
y. Head dark, clothed above with yellowish decumbent scales and darker erect 

scales ; a moderately broad rim of pure white scales adjoining eyes above, these 
scales narrow and curved, not broad and flat as in Czcliciowzyia. Palpi and proboscis 
dark. Thorax dark brown above, clothed with dark brown scales and bristles ; the 

dorso-central bristles and those above wing-roots are unusually long, strong and 
numerous (whence the specific name), so that the entire absence of acrostichal bristles 

is the more noticeable. Pleurae (also afwz and ppn) with the integument pale yellowish, 
usually rather strongly contrasting with the dark mesonotum. ??umerous broad 
flat whitish scales on apn and a vertical row of flat pale scales on posterior edge of 

sternopleura, few or none on mesepimeron. Propleural hairs few, one of them 

strong, dark, bristle-like. Prosternum bare. Sternopleural bristles few in number, 
mostly short and pale, but one strong dark bristle opposite lower edge of mesepimeron. 

,4 bdomen dark brown above, tergites with small basal lateral white spots (thus differing 

from all other African species of ,Yeoc&ex) ; sternites largely pale-scaled, last few 

tending to have dark apical bands. Legs dark ; under-sides of femora pale, especially 

hind femur. Wings dark-scaled ; outstanding scales rather long and dense, almost 

linear ; forks moderate. Pharyngeal teeth, Fig. 80, c. 
J. Resembles 9. Palpi (Fig. 86) only about three-fourths as long as proboscis ; 
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shaft uniformly slender and without long hairs ; following segment somewhat 
thicker, cur\-ed, with a few long hairs and with a number of short bristly hairs on 

the concave surface {this surface in the normal position faces inwards to the opposite 

pall’, but usually the palpi are distorted and twisted in drying) ; terminal segment 

very short, only about a quarter as long as penultimate segment, with two or three 

long bristly hairs at tip. Terminalin : Eighth tergite not emarginate, so that 

ninth is not turned downwards as it is in most other J~eoculex. Coxite without 

special aggregations of hairs ; lobe undivided, proximally with three rods similar 

to those of Culicio~~yin (the proximal one pointed), distally with a transverse row 

of four blunt-tipped bristles (close together and appearing almost as a single structure 

in side view), externally with one moderately broad leaf. Style simple, sickle-shaped, 

tapering. I$ almost triangular, strongly tuberculate along inner margin. 
Wing-length 2-3 mm. 

I)istribz~tion.-_(;o~u COAST : ,4ccra (Graham, Lllac$e). CAMER~ONS : Ekona 

(%zLuz&). NIGERIA : Lagos (Connal). BELGLW CONGO : Stanleyville (S‘cltWetz, 

~Iloz~chet) ; Leopoldville (Henmrd) ; Pawa (Radna). UGANDA : Kampala (Fraser, 

Hopkins). SUDU : Nyumbe (K&g). TASGANYIKA : Dar-es-Salaam, Lindi 

(Haworth). ZANZIBAR (Aders). KENYA : Kalaleni (L!facDonaZd). S. RHODESIA : 
Sharn\Ta (Leesopz). 

‘This species shares with the Oriental C. bvevipaZ$Gs Giles and C. szLmntranzts 

Hrug, two very similar species, the negative features of the absence of acrostichal 

and lower mesepimeral bristles ; however, in the East Asian C. hayashzii Yam. and 

the Indian C. tenuipalpis Barraud, which have similar terminalia and are also placed 

in the same group, these bristles are present. 

Subgenus CULICIOMYIA Theobald. 

Ctdiclomyia Theobald, Mon. Cul. 4, p. 227 (1907). 
Seomelarzoconion Theobald (net Xewstexf), Mon. Cul. _F, p. 5 16 (1907). 

Pectinojdpzcs ‘Theobald, _Ann. 11~~. N\Tat. Hist. (8) j, p. 375 (19x0). 

GENOTYPES. -Culiciomyia, C. fvagilis Ludl. (as fuscus Theo.), Oriental Region ; Xeomelanoconios 
Theo., C.nebulosus Theo. (ns ~zmn Theo., 6) ; Pectinopnlpus, C. wbuloszts Theo. (as P. fuscus 
Theo.). 

Medium-sized, dark-coloured species, with at most small pale spots on abdomen. 

Palpi of 3 longer than proboscis, last two segments hairy ; shaft (Fig. 87) with a 
row of peculiar long translucent scales on distal half, directed downwards and some- 

what inwards (tllese scales are sometimes depressed towards the palp and may then 
be rather difficult to see). Vertex with small Aat white scales round eye-margins, 

usually in 3 single row, the remaining decumbent scales narrow. A4 single lower 

mesepimeral bristle present. Acrostichal bristles normally present (absent in 

Fzznc$ei). 
Terminalia . Coxite without scales, pale and rather weakly sclerotized in African 

species ; subapical lobe with well-delreloped leaf. Paraprocts with a more or less 

dense tuft of hairs at tip, and also with some blunt spines which tend to have a 
comb-like arrangement ; basal arm variously developed. Phallosome consisting 

of one pair of hooked plates. 
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Pharym teeth (Fig. 88).-C. nebzdosus and cilzevezts have a similar type of pharynx, 

tile latter, however, differing rather obviously in that a few teeth in the middle are 

longer and needle-like. C. cinerellus and C. ntacjiei are quite different from the other 
two and from one another in pharyngeal structure. 

Although C. cinerezls and perhaps also C. nebdosus are often found abundantly in 

houses, there is little or no evidence that they bite man. Bauer states that C. 
IZE~Z~ZOSZ~S could only rarely be induced to do so, and Davis and Philip found that its 

gut-contents gave reactions positive only for chicken-blood. 

1. 

2. 

KEY TO ETHIOPIAN SPECIES OF CUIJCIOMYL~. 

.\bdominal tergites with basal lateral pale spots ; acrostichal bristles absent 
tzacfiei Edw. (p. ~$6). 

AAbdominal tergites with apical lateral pale spots, or all dark ; acrostichal 
bristles present . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 

Pleurae grey-dusted . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 
l’leurae somewhat shining, without grey dustin, ~7 and almost without scales . 4 
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3. Smaller (wing 3-4 mm.) ; mesepimeron usually without distinct scale-patch ; 
coxite of $ terminalia with few short hairs . . mebulosus Theo. (p. 272). 

Larger (wing 4-5 mm.) ; mesepimeron usually with large patch of scales ; 
coxite of $ terminalia with dense patch of soft pale hair 

cinereus Theo. (p. 274). 
4. Mesonotum greyer ; upper part of pleurae more or less darliened 

cilzevellus Edw. (p. 275). 
Mesonotum browner ; pleurae uniformly pale . . . . . . 5. 

5. Proportionate lengths of last two segments of male palpi as I : 2.2 

senzibvunneus Edw. (p. 275). 
These proportions as I : 1.3 . . . . . subaeqzdis sp. n. (p. 276). 

Culex (Culiciomyia) nebulosus Theobald. 

Culcn- aebulosus Theobald, Rent. Liverpool S. Trap. Jled. 1Iem. 4, App. p. x (x901), and Jlon. Cul. .z, 
p. 331 (1901). 

(?) (‘IIZCX invcut~stt~ Theobald, Rept. Liverpool S. ‘lrop. >Ced. Mem. 4, _$pp. p. is (x901), and 
1lon. Ccl. 2, p. 330 (1001). 

(?) Ctrlcx rtigrochnetae Theobald, 5lon. Cul. -7, p. Go (1901). 

Culcn- cznerez~s Theobald (d type), Mon. Cul. 2, p. j8 (rgor). 
- C&A fveetownemis Theobald (0 type), JIon. Cul. 2, p. 6g (1901). 

Xeomelnnoconion vimn Theobald ($), Jlon. Cul. 4, p. 51-c (1907). 

Pectinopnlpus fuscus Theobald, Ann. 1lag. Nat. Hist. (8) 5, p.375 (IS)IO), and >fon. Cm. 5, p. 416 

(1910). 
Cdiciomyia nebzdosn Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 739 (1910) ; Edwards (in part), Bull. Ent. Res. 2, 

p. 254 (1911). 
Cztlen- (Czdiciomyin) tzebdosus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 13, p. Sg (rgaa). 

‘rupEs.-ltebzllosus, z 3 in B.M., Chumbele, Calabar ; imenustus, $? lost, Degeina ; nigrochnet,ze, 
$0 lost, Lagos ; ciwveus, 3 in B.M., Freetown ; fveetownensis, $2 in B.Jf., Freetown ; rima, 
J in B.>I., Lagos ; fuscus, 8 in B.JI., Obuasi. 

A medium-sized dull-coloured species without striking characteristics apart 

from those distinguishing the subgenus ; most readily separated from other dull- 

coloured species of Cztlex by the greyish mesonotum and the narrow rim of flat white 

scales adjacent to the eyes. 

$2. Head dark ; erect scales numerous, tips rather broad and usually pale ; 
decumbent scales of vertex narrow and pale ; scales at sides broad and flat as usual ; 
a narrow rim of white scales continuously bordering eyes in front, these scales broad 

and flat, but rather small. Palpi and proboscis dark, palpi about one-sixth as long 

as proboscis. Thorax rather dark, especially above, both scutum and pleurae 

covered with frosty-grey dusting, somewhat obscured on scutum by coating of 

brown scales. Acrostichal bristles few and short. Propleura with few or no scales, 
prosternum bare. Sternopleura with a row of scales towards posterior margin ; mesepi- 

meron almost devoid of scales (a very few among the hairs near the base), ground- 

colour lighter than most of thorax, one lower mesepimeral bristle. Abdomen dark 
above, scales on lateral margins and posterior corners of tergites lighter but scarcely 

white ; venter mostly pale. Legs dark, hind femur whitish nearly to tip outwardly, 

dark dorsal line usually not reaching base. Wings dark, scales narrow, forks rather 

long, relative positions of their bases somewhat variable. Pharytigeal teeth, Fig. 88, a. 

$. Resembles 9. Palpi exceeding proboscis only by tip of last segment, shaft 

(Fig. 87, b) on distal half ventrolaterally with a row of modified transparent scales 

which project to form a sort of comb (these scales are perhaps moveable as they 

project much more in some specimens than in others), the proximal part of this 

comb formed of scales shaped like spear-heads, the distal part of more close-set 
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scales which are also broader and have fine recur\-ed points ; last segment of palp 

over twice as long as penultimate, both hairy. Tevwzinalia (Fig. 89, a) : Coxite 
moderately broad, with a small patch of soft pale yellow hair \-entrolaterally near 

the lobe, and 3-5 simple hairs on the outer surface of the lobe itself ; appendages of 
lobe comprising three rods placed close together, one shorter and pointed, the other 

two longer with slightly hooked tips, also one very broad leaf and one narrow leaf 

with two associated blunt bristles. Style bent in middle, with a membranous flange 

on the bend and a subapical spiny crest. lp ending in a finger-like process, below 
which is a long tooth. Paraprocts with a dense crown of hairs and spines, the spines 

external to the hairs and more or less in a row. 

Wing-length about 3-4 mm. 
nistribzltio~z.-This is one of the commonest and most widely distributed of _ 

Tropical African Culicines, but the range of the typical form may not be quite so 

FIG. Q.-Tcrluinalic details (cud of coxite, inner and outer aspects, and pl~allosome) of (‘lrkn (C~fliczo- 
my ill ) s pp. a. mhtlosl~s. b. CiJMJ’CZtS. 

wide as has hitherto been supposed owing to confusion with nearly allied species and 

LTarieties. Typical male specimens of nebdosus are in the British Museum from the 

following localities : 
SIERRA LEONE : Freetown (Path, Bacot). GOLD COAST : Obuasi (Graham) ; 

Accra (Mac@, Connal) ; Takoradi (Porneroy) . NIGERIA : Lagos (Kerr). CAMEROOKS : 
Xissellele (Z~nzpt). SUDAN : Delami (Rut&z&e) ; Khartoum (K&g). HELGIAK 

CONGO : Kinshasa (L)zbren) ; Stanley\ille (,Mozdclzet, Schwetx) ; Masua, Lubutu- 
llialikali (Sclzwetz) ; Kabinda, Katanga (Sclzwetz). UGANDA ; Kampala (Hopkilzs). 

I have also examined female specimens, probably of this species, from MADX- 

GASCAR : Sohamemy, 25 km. N. of Anivorane (Seyrig). 

Var. pseudocinereus Theobald. 

C’ulex psel&ocimvcm Theobald, 

TYPE.-_S in B.N., Salisbury. 

Non. cul. 2, p. 02 (1901). 

Closely resembles typical nebulosus but differs in both sexes in having much more 

numerous flat white scales on the mesepimeron ; propleura with a large patch of 

18 
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scales ; lower mesepimeral bristle often accompanied by from one to three short 

hairs (between it and the scales). 
2. Scales in distal part of palpal comb slightly different in shape from typical 

nebzdosus, being bluntly pointed but without strongly hooked tips. Terminalia 

exactly as in the typical form. 
Distribz~tion.-T,4NGANyII~*~ : Dar-es-Salaam (Pomeroy, Haworth, AfacHardy). 

S. RHODESIA : Sal&bury (,+,a&&). ZULULAND : Ntambanana (&Qrd). BELGIAN 

CONGO : Elisabethville (~a~vnzwzs) . NYASALAND : Fort Johnston (Lamborn). 

The records suggest that this is the East African representative of nebdosus. 

Cukx (Culiciomyia) cinereus Theobald. 

C~le~ci~relts Theobald (9 type), Mon. Cul. 2, p. j8 (1901). 
Culexfveetowneasis Theobald (6 type), Mon. Cul. 2, p. 69 (1901). 
CU~X (Cz~liciom~in) cinereus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 13, p. 89 (1922). 

TYPES. -cineveus, 27 in B.M., Freetown ; fvrctowfzensis, 6 in B.M., Freetown. 

Very similar to C. nebdosus, but on the average decidedly larger. In the typical 

form of cinereus the mesepimeron has a large patch of flat white scales extending 
more than half its length (sometimes nearly its whole length) ; the propleura carries 

a large patch of scales which just extends on to the upper corner of the prosternum, 

and there are also more numerous white scales on the sternopleura and coxae than 
in zmebfulosus ; abdominal tergites with rather distinct patches of white scales on 

posterior corners. 

2. Plaaryngeal teeth, Fig. 88, b. 
3. Scales forming palpal comb rather differently shaped (Fig. 87, a), though not 

always easy to see. Terminalia (Fig. 89, b) : Coxite stouter and with a larger 

ventrolateral patch of soft yellow hairs, also with about 20 short hairs in a patch on 
external surface of lobe ; the distal one of the three rods on lobe separated from the 

other two ; tooth at base of Ip shorter ; otherwise quite similar to nebulosus. 

Wing-length 4-5 mm. 

~&YibZ&O%-SIERRA LEOKE : Freetown (Austen). GOLD COAST : Bole (Ingram); 

Bibianaha (Spurrell). NIGERIA : Lokoja (Watson) ; Gadau (Taylor). HELGIAN 

CONGO : Ruwe (Yale, Massey) ; Stanleyville (Mouchet). 

Var. uniformis Theobald. 

Culiciomyiu untformis Theobald, Mon. Cul. j, p. 230 (1910). 
Czblex (Culiciomyin) cinereus var. uniformis Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 13, p. 8g (1922). 

TYPES.-&? in B.M., Obuasi. 

Differs from typical cilzerezbs in the almost complete absence of mesepimeral 
scales, the only scales on this part being a few amongst the hairs at the base ; pro- 

pleura also entirely devoid of scales ; abdominal tergites almost entirely dark-scaled, 
without apical lateral white spots (this variety therefore scarcely distinguishable 

externally, except for its slightly larger size, from C. nebdosus). . 

$ Palpi and terminalia quite as in typical cinereus. 

Distribution.--GOLD COAST : Obuasi (Graham) ; Bibianaha (.S$~rreZl) ; Koforidua 

(Carson) . 
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Culex (Culiciomyia) cinerellus Edwards. 

Culrx (C ~tlzclovt\~in) ciwrellus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. I 3, p. 90 (1922). 

TYPE.--3 in B.M., Kasala, Mpumu, Uganda. 

Very similar to C. nebdosus, but on the average rather smaller, and differs in 

both sexes in lacking the grey dusting on the pleurae, the pleural integument being 
mainly pale yellowish (probably greenish in life) with the upper part more or less 
obviously darker. Acrostichal bristles more numerous and rather longer than in 

uebdosm. No scales on mesepimeron and very few on sternopleura and coxae. 

;2bdominal tergites nearly all dark, with indistinct apical lateral pale spots. 
2. Phavyngeal teeth, Fig. 88, c. 

3. Palpi (Fig. 87, ) c with all the scales in the outstanding row similar in shape, 

ending in long straight points, the distal scales rather close together ; in all about 
a dozen scales in the row. Tevminalin (Fig. 90, a) : Coxite with the distal part 

narrower than in nebzdosus or cinereus, ventrolateral hair-patch much less obvious ; 
distal part of lobe with a narrow leaf and a slightly flattened blade. Style with much 

less obvious membranous flange on outer margin. & ending in a longer, more 

slender and more curved finger-like process, without a well-marked tooth at base. 

TYin&en@h about z-5-3 mm. 

&stribution.-SIEKRA LEONE : Freetown (Wigglesworth, Evans). NIGERIA : 
Lagos (Graham, PJzilip) . UGANDA : Kasala, Mpumu (Fraser) ; Kampala (Hopkins). 
SUDaN : Kapei (King). BELGIAK COKGO : Kwango River (Sclz~etz). 

. 

I’rc;. go.-Tcrminahc details (end of cosite, phallosomc and proctiger) of C&t (Cdiciomyia) spp. 
<I. rlnercllzts. b. sewzibvllnlzerlls. c. szrhcqzfalas. cl. nznc/ici. 

Culex (Culiciomyia) semibrunneus Edwards. 

Culex (Cdicio~~~yin) semibrunneus Edwards, Rev. %ool. Xfr. 15, p. 353 (1927). 

TYPES.--&? cotypes in B.&I. and Congo Mus., Stanleyville. 

Very similar to C. cilzerelltis, and like that species having the pleural integument 

slightly shining, without grey dusting, and almost devoid of scales, but the upper 

part of the pleurae is not darkened as it is in cinereZZ$ts. Scutum also with less grey 

dusting and appearing browner than in nebdostis, the scales rather coarser. Erect 

scales of head narrower and darker than in nebdosus. 

5. Differs from the other species of the subgenus in having the distal scales in 
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the outstanding row of the palpi round-tipped (Fig. 87, d). Last palpal segment 

over twice as long as penultimate, as in nebulosus and cinerellzis. Terminalia (Fig. 90, 

b) : Ventrolateral hair patch on cosite represented by an irregular double row of 

hairs with bent tips ; leaf narrower than in nebdosus but broader than in cinerellzls, 

accompanied by a long cur\-ed hair. Style as in nebulosus with large external flange 

at middle. Terminal fingers of phallosome lobes longer and more slender than in 

nebzdosus, with shorter tooth at base. Paraprocts as in nebztlosm and cinerellus, 

without any basal arm. 

Wing-le@lz 2.5-3 mm. 

Distvibzltion.-BELGIUM COKGO : Stanleyxille (&?ozt&et). UGASD~~ : Kampala 

(Hopkins). 

Culex (Culiciomyia) subaequalis sp. 11. 

Tmi..-_S in U.M., Uluku. 

Colour, size and scaling of body as in C. semibrzuwzews. 

$. Palpi differing from those of all other African species of the subgenus in 

relative proportions of last two segments, the penultimate segment being three- 

quarters as long as terminal segment ; shaft with only 6-8 outstanding scales, 

these widely spaced, long and rather narrow, all alike ending in long tine 

points. Terminalin (Fig. go, c) : in nearly all respects extremely similar to those of 

semibrunnezts, but differing from that species as well as from the other four African 

Culiciowzyia in that the paraprocts have a distinct basal arm ; phallosome also 

slightly different. 
Distribzltion.-BELGr=Ir; CONGO : Cluku, Lubutu-Walikali, z 5 bred 24 .ix. Igzg, 

“ from stony places in river ” (Sclze~etz). 

Culex (Culiciomyia) macfiei Ed~vard~. 

A small species resembling C. cinerellus, but differing from that species as well as 

from other African members of the subgenus in the basally-situated pale markings 
of the abdominal tergites and in the absence of acrostichal bristles. The female 

might easily be confused with species of the decens group of the subgenus Czdlex, 
especially C. pliarti and plzilipi, differing from the former in the bare pleurae, and 

from the latter in the more hairy antennae and dark shoulders. 

$2. Head with decumbent scales pale, erect scales dark ; round the eye-margins is 

a rim of very small flat white scales similar to those of the five related species, but in 

macjei these scales do not quite reach the middle line. Antennae differing from those 

of the other species of the subgenus in being more hairy, all but the last few flagellar 
segments having 10-15 hairs in the whorl. Thorax . Integument of scutum dull 

dark grey, pleurae light yellowish, with a greenish tinge, with slight grey dusting ; 
scutum, apn and ppn with dull brownish-grey scales. A few pale flat scales on 

st ernopleura ; none on mesepimeron, though there may be a few fine short hairs 

replacing the scales. .4bdomen blackish-scaled dorsally, tergites 2-7 each with a 
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small but fairly well-marked basal lateral white spot ; sternites mostly pale-scaled, 
unhanded. Legs dark, hind femora as in the other species. IV’iags dark, outstanding 
scales on forks linear. Pharyngeal teeth, Fig. 88, d. 

8. Colouring as in 9. Palpi equalling proboscis in length, or scarcely longer ; 
shaft with a row of S-IO long, transparent, outstanding scales, each ending in a long 
straight point as in cinerelZzLs and subaequalis ; terminal segment twice as long as 
penultimate, as in cinerelhs, etc. Terminalia (Fig. 90, d) : Small and pale, weakly, 
chitinized as in the related species ; structure very distinctive, largely on account 
of the unique form of the style, which has a single small recurved horn before the 

tip on the outer margin, replacing the spiny crest of the other species of the subgenus. 
Iobe of coxite bearing three rods as usual, but the proximal one well remov-ed from 

the other two ; leaf rather narrow ; the usual blade or secondary leaf represented by 
a stout blunt spine ; on the outer aspect of the lobe is a group of 6-8 flattened hairs. 

Paraprocts with all the hairs in the crown slender, no basal arm. Phallosome much 

as in nebulosus. 

Wing-Zevgth 2-3 mm. 
UistvibzltiOn.-(‘TOLD COAST : Ofako (Ingram and ,llacf;e). NIGERIA : Gadau 

(7‘nylor). SIERR;~ LEONE : Freetown (Hicks). UGAND~~ : Kampala (Hop&s). 

&bgenus MOCHTHOGENES Ed\var&. 

Small species without conspicuous markings. Scales of vertex \-ariable ; some- 

times nearly all narrow, but more often some or all of them are broad and flat, though 

small. Pale scales of abdominal tergites (when present) basally situated. Palpi 

alike in the two sexes and quite short (hence the males might be mistaken for Il’vnno- 

taenin). I>orso-central bristles strong and numerous, acrostichals present. 

$IG. gr.-Pharyngcal teeth of Culcx (.ll,,chthi~~‘,lzc,) ~pp. a. ilccottspicllocus. 1). fbtnhrzjorcrps. 

TerminaZia (African species) much as in subgenus Xeoczllex ; eighth tergite deeply 

emarginate ; coxite without scales, subapical lobe with peculiarly twisted rods and 

large leaf ; style (unlike NeocuZex) with a long process from middle of external margin ; 
yaraproct with small apical tuft of weak hairs ; Zp studded with small tubercles. 

Pharynx teeth : The pharynx of one specimen each of two of the three African 

species was mounted and showed a similar and very peculiar structure ; the teeth 
are few and minute, but instead there seems to be a row of alternating ridges and 
furrows. This structure is entirely different from that of the sub-genotype (C. 
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malayi Leic.), in which, according to the figure by Barraud and Covell, the teeth are 

numerous, long and fine, somewhat as in C. insignis and related species. 

Ko data are available regarding the adult habits of the African species of this 

subgenus. 

Culex (Mochthogenes) inconspicuosus Theobald. 

Aides i~zcompicztos~~s Thcobald, Entom. 41, p. rag (1905). 
Micraedes (?) inconspicuosus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 3, p. 3.+ (1912). 
Cukx incompicuosus Edwards, Bull. Ent. lies. 13, p. 88 ( IQZZ), and Ind. Journ. 31(xd. RCS. IO, 

Cztlex (MzcvncrZcs) incompicuouts dc Meillon, S. _kfr. J. SCI. 1.5, p. 323 (1028). 
(?) Culex aynngnc Galliard, km. Parasit. (1, p. 2.30 (1931). 

TYPES.---_Sq in B.ll., Transvaal. 

,4 small dark species devoid of ornamentation, but differing from all other African 

C&x (including the two closely allied species of the subgenus Mochtho~enes) in the 

much greater area of broad flat scales on the vertex. 

FIG. gz.--Ternlinalic details (end of cosite, with tip of style sho\~n wparately to right, and pl~allosoulc) 
of Culcx (Jfochthogenes) spp. a. inconspicuoszts. b. simplirifo~ccps. c. j%mhriforcejbs. 

Q. Head dark, almost entirely clothed with broad flat scales, the only narrow 

decumbent scales being a very few on the nape ; scales mostly dark, but often paler 

(scarcely whitish) towards sides and on eye-margins. Palpi rather variable in length. 

Thorax uniformly brown, pleurae often somewhat lighter than dorsum ; small 

acrostichal bristles present as usual ; scutal scales all dark ; no scales on pleurae. 

Abdomen with all scales of tergites blackish (no lateral pale spots) ; venter usually- 

almost as dark as dorsum. Legs mainly dark ; hind femora only indennitely pale 

beneath and extensively dark outwardly. Wings dark-scaled, scales on forks long, 

but slightly clavate ; upper fork long. PharyngeaZ teeth, Fig. 91, a. 

3. Resembles 9. Palpi as in 9, rather variable in length, from about one-eighth 

to nearly one-fifth length of proboscis. Tewninalia (Fig. 92, a) : Coxite narrowed 

apically as in IVeocuZex ; lobe not very prominent and not divided, bearing proximally 

three long, bent and twisted blades and distally three shorter blades. Styles bent 

almost at right angles near middle, with a peculiar twisted process on outer margin 

at the bend ; distal part smooth, tapering to a fine point and with one tooth on outer 
margin. Ninth tergite hardly distinguishable, entirely lacking hairs. Paraprocts 

with 3-4 spines and a few fine hairs at tips. Lobes of phallosome broad on basal 

part, ending in a finger-like process which is about as long as basal part and bears 
fine tubercles. 



Wing-length about 2 mm. 

Distribution (as checked from study of terminalia).-GOLD COAST: Accra (Afncfie) ; 
Koforidua (Corso~~). NIGERIA : Lagos (Gvn1~m). BELGIAN COXGO : Stanleyville 
(Mozc&et, S‘ch~etz) ; Kasenyi, L. Albert (.?cr’zwetz). SUDAS : Meridi (King). UGANDA : 
_4rua, Kampala and Jinja (Hopkins). TRASS~~A_~L (S~~J~SOTZ). S. RHODESIA : 
Salisbury and Sham\-a (Leeson). 

Galliard’s C. zyangae, described from the larva only from Gaboon, is probably 

this species, but may be one of the two allied forms. Sierra Leone females are almost 
certainly this species. 

Culex (Mochthogenes) fimbriforceps Edwards. 

C~lZex (Jlochtlzo~encs) fiwzbriforceps Edwx-ds, Bull. Ent. Res. zb, p. I 35 (IcJijj. 

TYPE.-_S in B.M., Jinja Road, Iinmpala. 

Differs from C. inconspicuosm in both sexes as follows : Decumbent scales of 

vertex mostly narrow and pale, broad flat scales being confined to sides of head and 

a rather narrow band adjoining eyes (narrow scales almost reaching forward to 
eyes in middle). Hind femora mainly creamy-white, with a dark stripe above from 

tip which does not reach the middle, anterior surface white from base practically to 

tip. 

!Z. Yharyngeal teeth, Fig. 91, b. 

3. Terminalin (Fig. 92, c) similar in nearly all respects to incons~icu~~z~~, but 

slender terminal portion of style fringed on outer margin, and finger-like ends of lp 

longer than basal part. 

Distributio~z.-TjcA~~_~ : Jinja Rd., Kampala (Hnncock) ; Kasala, Mpumu 

(Fraser) . HELGIAX CosGo : Stanley\-ille (,&1ouchet). 

Culex (Mochthogenes) simpliciforceps $1’. II. 

TYPIC-_S. in 13.M., Upper Lf’hite Nile. 

Differs from C. inconspicuosus in bith sexes as follows : Xarrow decumbent 

scales on nape much more numerous, though leaving a fairly broad band of flat 
scales in front adjoining eyes. Hind femora more extenisvely pale, though dark 

towards tip on outer side and with a dark dorsal line nearly or quite reaching base. 
Scales on venter paler. 

3. Terminalia (Fig. 92, b) : Differing in slight details ; no tooth on outer margin 

of distal part of style (nor any fringe at tip) ; Zp with basal part less abruptly 

broadened and with stronger and more numerous tubercles. 
Distribution.-SvuAix : Bundle to Hierallah, Upper 1Vhite Nile, z 6, ,40w River, 

I 9, and R. Xamlini, I $2 (Kiqy). UGAXDA : Arua, I 3 (Hopki~). 

This is intermediate between C. inconspiczcoszts and C. JimbrifoYcePs ; the small 

differences from these others noted above appear to be constant in the series 

examined, and I therefore treat sz&pZiciforceps as a distinct species, though further 

material may show that it is only a form of inconspicz~oszcs. 
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Subgenus CULEX Linnaeus, 5. str. 

Culex Linnaeus, Svst. Nat. Ed. x, p. Goa (1758). 
Lasioconaps Theobald, Mon. Cul. 3, p. 235 (1903). 
Heptaphlebomyia Theobald, Mon. Cul. 3, p. 336 (1903). 
Pseudoheptaphlebomyia Ventrillon, 13~11. 51~s. Paris, I I, p. 427 (1905). 
Aporocztkx Theobald, Mon. Cul. _c, pp. Ijo, 316 (1907). 
Pseudoculex Theobald, Mon. Cul. 4, p. 318 (1907). 
Oculeomyzn Theobald, &Ion. Cul. 4, p. jIj (1907). 

C;ENoTvEs.-Culex, C. pipierts L., Lasioconops, Pser~doheptr~pl~lebo~ny~~~, - -Ipoi cm~1c.z. and Psezl~u- 

clrlex, (‘. poicilipes Theo. (under synonyms) ; HeptaphlL,bor)z)12ic, C. wivittatus Theo. (as simplex 

Theo.) ; Oclcleomyia, C. bltL~~lziorhylzclzzts Giles (as 0. sarazvakt Theo.). 

L’sually medium-sized to rather large species, rarely with conspicuous orna- 

mentation. Palpi of 6 (Fig. 75) longer than proboscis (rarely of about the same 

FIG. 93.-Terminnlia of C. imzdiosus Theo., a typical lueunber of subgenus Cukx. On right, 
coxite from inner side. On left, basal parts (plx~llosouie and proctiger to larger scale) and in 
sternal view. a. Pararnercs, in nornial position. b. The divided outer division of phnllosorne- 
plate. c. Inner division or finger of phallosorne-plate. d. End of paraproct with its crown of 
spines. e. Basal arm of paraproct. 

lenght or slightly shorter), last two segments about equal in length, upturned and 
hairy ; shaft without any modified scales. Decumbent scales of vertex all narrow, 
no broad ones round eye-margins. Acrostichal bristles present even if small. 

TerrninaLin (Fig. 93) : Eighth tergite not very deeply emarginate. Coxite without 
scales ; subapical lobe usually only indistinctly divided ; the three proximal rods 

(a-c) always present, usually nearly straight but b and c usually slightly hooked at 

the tip ; setae d-f very variable according to the species ; leaf and seta h almost 

always well marked. Style simple, sickle-shaped, without spiny crest, usually with 
two fine hairs, terminal spine usually widened towards its end. Paraprocts with 

dense tufts of hairs or spines at the tip, and usually with a strong curved basal arm. 
Phallosome usually complicated, never in the form of a pair of tuberculate plates. 
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Phagwzx-teeth : These vary much in the different species but are always strong, 
and number from IZ--20 on each side of the middle line ; the teeth of the lower row are 

often much shorter and weaker than those of the upper row, and may be dificult to see. 

In 1932 I divided the species of this subgenus into two main groups, an arrange- 

ment which still appears to me a natural one in spite of the fact that no similar 

division can be made on larval characters. The two groups are as follows : 
Group A (hitaeniorh_yndms group) : Lower mesepimeral bristle absent. Proboscis 

in both sexes with a well-dehned pale band in middle ; tarsi with narrow pale rings 
extending over the joints ; male palpi with narrow pale rings at bases of last two 
segments. Tevnai~znlia : _%ppendages of lobe variable in development, setae (i-f 

sometimes quite unmodified and leaf either well developed or very narrow and 

pointed, but in either case the style is rather short and bears two fine hairs, one on 

the outer margin and one on the inner-a rather unusual arrangement which seems 
to confirm the evidence of the ornamentational features as to the near relationship 

of the species ; paraprocts with or without basal arm ; phallosome usually complicated, 
but its inner division (median process) not finger-like. 

The pharyngeal teeth of four species of this group are shown in Fig. 94 ; those 
of C. poecilipes, azwaxtapex and annzdiovis (Fig. 94, a-c) are not very dissimilar, 

but C. tritaeniovhynchiz~s (Fig. 94, d) has quite a different appearance owing to all 

the teeth of the upper row being long, slender and pointed, those of the lower row 
rudimentary. This figure of C. tritaeniorhynchzts was prepared from a West African 

specimen, but would serve equally well for one from the type locality, Travancore ; 
it is of interest to note the close resemblance to Baisas’ figure of C. su”lnmo~os~s Dyar 
from the Philippine Is., thus confirming his conclusion as to the probable identity of 

.s~~~nW~oYoszts with tritneniorl7z~lncR1is. 
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Group I3 (pi+zs group) : At least one lower mesepimeral bristle present- 

normally only one, but in a few species there may be two or three. Proboscis without 

well-defined pale ring in the middle, though in some species it may be extensively 

pale beneath ; tarsi usually entirely dark (pale rings present only in ventrilloni, 
duttoni and watti) ; male palpi with last two segments either entirely dark or with 

white line beneath but without pale rings at base. TerminaZia : lobe always with 

-Pharyngeal teeth of Culcx 
ficus. e. pipierzs. 

duttoni. b. andcssoni. c. laticinctus. 
g. hnncocki. 11. mtennntus. 

d. misi- 

well-developed leaf, and setae d-f nearly always present and obviously different from 
simple setae ; style usually longer than in Group ,4, without a fine hair on external 

margin, but usually with two such hairs towards tip on inner margin (rarely only 

one) ; paraprocts usually with basal arm ; phallosome usually complicated, its inner 

division (median process) usually finger-like. 

This group includes the large majority of the Ethiopian species of the subgenus 

(46 out of 55) ; the number of distinct species recognized is now largely increased, 

owing to closer attention having been given to small details of structure of the male 

terminalia. Through Hopkins’s work on the larvae it became clear that in some 
cases specific differences are greater and more clearly defined in the larval than 

in the adult stage, and the search for corresponding adult differences led to the discovery 
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of some features which had previously been overlooked but which seem to be sufficiently 

definite to distinguish some nearly allied species. Of these features the most obvious 

is the presence or absence of scales on the area of the pleurae immediately below the 
pre-alar knob and above the uppermost bristles of the sternopleura ; these scales I 

have called the pre-alar scales. The taxonomic importance of the scales (when 

FIG. g6.-Pharyngeal teeth of C’zt1c.x (C&x) spp. a. p:rfidiosw. b. decens. c. PEI’~USCLCS. d. guinrti. 
e. schoctri. f. nzoucheti. 2. ingrnrni. h. ;hruim. 

present) immediately behind the anterior spiracle (post-spiracular scales) has 
previously been noted and can be confirmed. 

The division of the &&YZS group into two series as suggested by me in 1932 is 
perhaps convenient. The first series (pipiens series) includes nearly all the larger 
species, in nearly all the abdominal tergites have distinct basal bands of pale 
scales in both sexes, and the last two segments of the male palpi have a line of white 
scales beneath ; a good many of the species possess post-spiracular or pre-alar 
scales. The second series (deceu~s series) comprises mostly the smaller, darker 
species ; except in C. decens and C. schwetzi the abdominal tergites are mostly 
unbanded ; the male palpi are entirely dark ; post-spiracular and pre-alar scales 
are absent. 



The pliaryngeal teeth of sixteen species of this group are shown in figs. 95 and 96. 

In the pi@&zs series the teeth seem usually to be rather short and blunt ; sometimes, 
as in C. mirificus (Fig. 95, d) and z~ansowweni (Fig. 95, f), they are more pointed, 

with a few needle-like teeth in the middle of the row ; in C. antennatus (Fig. 95, h) 

all the teeth in the upper row are long and pointed, the species having a very similar 

pharynx to that of C. tvifaeniorl~~,tzchzIs. In the decens series there is rather more 

variation. C. PerJidiosus (Fig. 96, c) and C. PeYfzLsczbs (Fig. 96) have a peculiar form 

of pharynx in which the teeth of the upper row appear to be transformed into a 

palisade-like row of ridges, beyond which the small teeth of the lower row project 
slightly ; a very similar structure (not illustrated here) is seen in the otherwise 

dissimilar C. argenteopunctatus. C. inpami (Fig. 96, g) and C. @inn (Fig. 96, h) 

hat-e a rather similar type of pharynx, but C. sclzwetzi (Fig. 96, e) looks quite different 

(though in these three species it is difficult to make sure what is the real shape of 

the teeth). C. mouclzeti (Fig. 96, f) shows nothing peculiar in its pharynx-teeth, 

which are of much the same type as in C. pipiens. 

iApart from C. fatigans, the habits of which are summarized below (p. 316), the 

only African species of this subgenus which has been recorded as at all troublesome 

is C. thalassius, which bites freely at night both inside and outside houses, and 

according to Kerr (1933) definitely prefers human blood. C. duttoni, decem, indivi- 

ows and some others are sometimes found in considerable numbers in houses, but no 

definite evidence has been adduced to incriminate them. 

KEY TO ETHIOPIAN SPECIES OF CULEX, s. STR. 

No louver mesepimeral bristle ; proboscis with a well-defined pale ring in middle ; 
tarsi with narrow pale rings at the joints . . . . . . 

One or more lower mesepimeral bristles present ; proboscis sometimes pale 
2 . 

beneath and at sides on middle half, but (except in ~~?fviZloni) without a 
complete and well-defined pale ring (at least in 9) . 13. 

Femora and tibiae with rows of small pale spots anteriorly (Fig. 97, a) 
poicilipes Theo. (p. 289). 

No such rows of spots present . . . . . . . . . 
\Vings with numerous scattered pale scales (Fig. 99) ; proboscis with a pale 

spot at tip above (before labella) . . . . . . . . 
Wings with few or no pale scales ; proboscis dark at tip (though labella may be 

pale) . . . . . . . . . . . 
Abdominal tergites with apical lateral yellow triangles, or tergites 6-8 all 

3. 

4. 

5. 

yellow bitaeniorhyachus Giles, yar. (p. 290). 
i4bdominal tergites with pale apical bands of even width 
Thorax black, scutal scales nearly all black 
Thorax brownish, or scutum with many pale scales 

ethiopicus Edw. (p. 291). 

7. 
Abdominal tergites 1-4 black, 5-8 orange . . . aurantapex Edw. (p. 292). 

Tergites 5-8 with orange apical lateral spots aura&apex v. ji?zjaensis n. (1~. 293). 

Scutum usually with anterior half mainly pale scaled ; wing-length 4-6-j mm. 8. 
Scutum scales forming an indefinite mottled pattern, or scales all dark ; wing- 

length 2-4 mm. . . . . . . . . . . II. 

Wings with an indistinct pale area at tip inr-olving x.-eins I and 2.1 and some- 
times the costa . . . . . . . giganteus \-entr. (1’. 296). 

Wings without pale area at tip . . . . . . . . . g. 



9. 

IO. 

II. 

Abdominal tergites with median basal and lateral apical pale triangles 
annulioris Theo. (p. 293). 

Abdominal tergites otherwise marked . . . . . . . IO. 
Tergites with pale basal bands . . . n~znulioris ssp. major Edw. (p. 295). 

Abdomen almost all dark above . . n~zmdiwis ssp. consiynilis Newst. (p. 29 j). 

Femora with numerous scattered pale scales anteriorly ; upper fork cell of wing 

short, its base distal to that of lower fork . . . sitims Wied. (p. 296). 

Femora with few or no scattered pale scales ; upper fork longer, its base at 
least slightly proximal to that of lower fork . . . . . . IL. 

I+c. g7.-I,egs of C’ulcn. a. Hind leg, poicilipcs. b. Mid leg, nuttoszi. c. Mid leg, tlzcikvi. d. Hind 
leg, uniuittntus. 

12. 

13. 

‘4. 

1.5. 

16. 

Thorax blacker, some pale scales on front half of scutum ; pale ring of 9 
proboscis sharply defined proximally beneath. . tldassius Theo. (p. 

Thorax brown, pale scales present only near scutellum ; pale ring of 0 proboscis 
extended proximally beneath . . . tritaeniorhynchus Giles (p. 

Tarsi, especially of hind legs, with narrow pale rings . . . . . 
Tarsi all dark . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Tarsal rings confined to bases of segments ; post-spiracular and pre-alar scales 

present . . . . . . . . ventrilloni Edw. (p. 
Tarsal rings spreading over the joints (sometimes faint) ; pre-alar scales absent 
Middle tibia with pale anterior stripe (Fig. 97, b) ; post-spiracular scales usually 

present . . . . . . . . . duttoni Theo. (p 
Middle tibia without pale anterior stripe ; no post-spiracular scales 

watti Edw. (p 
All tibiae, and front and middle femora, with pale anterior stripes running the 

whole length (Fig. 97, c) ; hind tibia without pale apical spot above, but the 
anterior stripe reaches the tip . . . . . theileri Theo. (p 

298) 

w9).- ’ 
14. 
16. 

300). 
Lj. 

300). 

302) * 

305). 
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17, 

18. 

19. 

20. 

FIG. 

21. 

22. 

23; 

24. 

25. 

26. 

Femora and tibiae either unstriped, or if stripes are present on any of them, 
the hind tibia has a pale apical spot and the anterior stripe does not reach 
the tip . . . . . . . . . . . . 17. 

Rlesonotum with four spots of silvery-white scales (Fig. 104) ; small dark species 
with unbanded abdomen . . . . . . . . . 18. 

Mesonotum without silvery spots . . . . . . . , . 19. 

Hind femur with a dark dorsal line reaching base ; pre-alar scales absent 
argenteopunctadzcs Ventr. (p. 303). 

Hind femur entirely pale on basal fourth ; pre-alar scales present 
ssp. Kingi Theo. (p. 301). 

Post-spiracular and pre-alar scales present (Fig. 98, a) ; tergites normally 
pale-banded . . . . . . . . . . . 20. 

No post-spiracular scales . . . . . . . . . . 2.4. 

Hind femur with anterior surface almost entirely black scaled 
wnbripes sp. n. (p. 321). 

Hind femur with anterior surface mainly white, at most the distal fifth all dark 21. 

$3.~Side view of thorax of C&x. a. zmivittnlus, with post-spiracular @sp.) and pre-alar SC;IIC:, 
(pa.) present. b. vmzsofnereni, with no post-spiracular but some pre-alar scales present. 

Hind tibia with an anterior pale stripe-often faint, and may be absent in 6 

(Fig. 97, d) ; costa in 9 with pale scales on lower edge close to base 
univittatus Theo. (p 

Hind tibia black except for the conspicuous white spot at tip ; wing-scales all 
dark (&?) . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Middle tibia with anterior pale stripe . . . stviatipes sp. n. (p 
Middle tibia without anterior pale stripe . . . . . . . 
Sternites usually with dark bands ; front coxae with some dark scales ; male 

palpi normal . . . . . . . simpsoni Theo. (p 
Sternites without dark bands ; front coxal scales all pale ; male palpi shorter 

and nearly bare . . . . . . . sinaiticus Kirkp. (p 
Pre-alar scales present (Fig. 98, b) . . . . . . . . 
No pre-alar scales . . . . . . . . . . . 
Tergites all dark above, sternites all pale ; hind tibia without distinct pale spot 

at tip . . . . . . univittatus var. neavei Theo. (p. 
Tergites normally with pale bands ; sternites not all pale ; hind tibia with 

more or less distinct pale spot at tip . . . . . . . 
Proboscis pale in middle beneath ; venter with narrow interrupted median dark 

stripe . . . . . . . . . . . . 

306) - 

22. ’ 
311). 

23. 

309). 

3IIj. 
25. 
29. 

308) * 

ZG. 

27. 
Proboscis all dark . . . . . . . . . . . 28. 
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27. 

28. 

20. 

30. 

31. 

32, 

33 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

Heron not darker than coxae ; $ terminalia normal . mnbaensis Theo. (p. 317). 

Meron darker than coxae ; 6 terminalia very abnormal . wzirificus Edw. (p. 319). 

Sternites with some dark scales but unbanded . . . terzii sp. n. (p. 312). 
Sternites with dark apical bands . . . . z~ansomereni Edw. (p. 327). 
Tergites with pale basal bands ; antenna of 9 normal . . . . 30. 
Tergites, at least the first few, unbanded (distal tergites banded in schz&zi, 

but this has sub-plumose 9 antennae) . . . . . . . 4;. 
Venter pale, unbanded ; proboscis often pale beneath . . . . 3’. 
Sternites with dark apical bands ; proboscis all dark . . . . . 36. 
r-4 lower mesepimeral bristles . . . . . . . . . 32. 
Only one lower mesepimeral bristle . . . . . . . . 33. 
Thorax pale ; proboscis all dark . . . . /aticinctus Edw. (p. 313). ._-- 

Thorax darker ; proboscis pale in middle beneath . . watti Edw. (p. 302). 

3 with normal coxites and hairy palpi ; proboscis pale beneath in middle ; pale 
spot at tip of hind tibia inconspicuous . . . . . . . 34. 

$ with swollen coxites and rather short and scantily haired palpi . . . 35. 
Scutal scales reddish-brown ; upper fork-cell in 9 over three times as long as its 

stem ; palpi in $ markedly longer than proboscis . . pipiens L. (p. 314). - - _ 
Scutal scales usually more buff-tinted ; upper fork-cell in $? barely 2 ‘5 times as 

long as its stem ; palpi in 8 not so long . . . fatigans W. (p. 316). . - 
Proboscis not distinctly paler beneath ; pale bands of tergites broad ; femora 

and hind tibia with conspicuous yellow apical spots ninagongoensis Edw. (p. 
Proboscis pale beneath ; pale bands of tergites narrower ; knee-spots less 

conspicuous . . . . . . . . calurus Edw. (p. 

Hind femur with three-quarters or more of anterior surface all dark . . 
Hind femur white-scaled below on at least basal half of anterior surface . 
Scales round pre-scutellar bare space dark ; a median line of dark scales on 

scutum . . . . . . . . . tanzsi Edw. (p 

Scales round bare space pale ; no dark scales in median line of scutum . . 
Scutum with many dark scales, especially on posterior half 

aadevsoni Edw. (p. 324) ; musaYunz Edw., 8 (p 
Scutal scales all golden-yellow . . . . . . hopkinsi Edw. (p 
Scutal scales uniform reddish-brown ; small species with male palpi all dark 

decens Theo. (p. 
Scutal scales dark brown and yellow in varying proportions ; penmtimate 

segment of male palpi with a line of white scales beneath .?- . . 
Pale spot at tip of hind tibia less conspicuous, usually shorter than broad . 
This spot more conspicuous, usually longer than broad . . . . 
Distal half of anterior surface of hind femur dark . . tri$Zatus Edw. (p. 
Distal third of anterior surface of hind femur dark . tv. ssp. aenescens n. (p. 
Distal fourth of anterior surface of hind femur dark . 

quasiguiarti Theo., var. (p 
Only distal sixth of anterior surface of hind femur dark ; thorax of Q with three 

broad stripes of pale scales ; palpi of !$I one-fourth as long as proboscis 
hancocki Edw. (p 

Hind femur more extensively dark ; thorax less obviously striped ; palpi of 
? shorter . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Distal half of anterior surface of hind femur dark . . . . . 
Distal fourth to one-third (rarely almost half) of anterior surface of hind femur 

dark. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

319). 

320). 

37, 
39. 

323). 
38. 

331). 
326). 

336). 
‘f ,‘> 

40. ” 
41. 
42. 

321). 
323). 

324) .- 

330). 

43. 
44. 

45. 
Larger ; breeds in ground-pools in Abyssinia andersoni ssp. abyssinicus n. (p. 325). 
Smaller ; breeds in banana-axils in Uganda . . nzusayum Edw. (p. 331). 

Pale scales of mesonotum tending to form a pair of spots near middle . . 46. 

Such spots not evident . . tovoensis ssp. wzacrophyllus E. & G. . !p. 329). 
Larger, wing-length 4 ‘5-5 ‘5 mm. . . . . toroensis E. & G. (p. 329). 
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47. 

48. 

4'1. 

50. 

.i * . 

52. 

53' 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

hr. 

63. 

Smaller, wing-length 3.5-4.5 mm. scotti Theo., $ (p. 331) ; clzovlc~~i sp. n. (p. 330). 
1Zesepimeron with a distinct scale-patch in middle . . . . . 48. 
Mesepimeron bare of scales, or almost so . . . . . . . 63-. 
Antenna of Q normal, each flagellar segment with only 4 -6 long hairs ; knob of 

halteres usually dark . . . . . . . . . . 49. 
.Intennae of Q sub-plumose, first few flagellar segments each with TC--LO long 

hairs ; halteres all yellow . . . . . . . . . 58: 
Venter pale, unbanded . . . . . . . . . . j0. 

Sternites with dark apical bands . . . 51. 

Small brown species ; one lower mesepimeral bristle . antennatus Beck (p. 333). 
Larger black species ; 2-j lower mesepimeral bristles ; basal antenna1 segment 

orange . . . . . . . . wzozccheti Evans (p. 351). 
Hind tibia with a pale spot at tip . . . . . . . . 52. 

Hind tibia entirely dark . . . . _ , . . . . 57. 
Hincl femur with one-fourth or more of anterior surface dark ; scutum with many 

yellowish scales tending to form spots or stripes ; erect scales of head yellow 
in middle . . . . . . . . . . . . 53. 

Hind femur with one-fifth or less of anterior surface dark ; scutum without 
spots or stripes of pale scales ; erect scales of head all or nearly all dark . 55. 

Hind femur with one-half of anterior surface dark ; scutum with median 
stripe of pale scales confined to area between the bare lines 

mz~sayz~~~z Edw., Q (p. 331). 

Hind femur with one-fourth to one-third of anterior surface dark . . . 54. 

Scutum with median area of pale scales anteriorly, extending beyond the bare 
lines . . . . . . . . . . scotti Theo., Q (p. 332) 

Scutum with a pair of spots of pale scales about middle 
ornatothoracis Theo. (p. 340). 

Scutal scales reddish-brown . . . . . . decem Theo. (p. 330). 
Scutal scales dark brown without reddish tinge, sometimes some pale scales 

intermixed . . . . . . . . . . . . 56. 

Hind femur with barely one-sixth of anterior surface dark 
invidioszts Theo. (p. 338) ; qzmsipiarti Theo. (p. 3;4). 

Hind femur \vith fully one-fifth of anterior surface dark trifulintus Theo. (p. 339). 
Scales round pre-scutellar space pale ; hind femur with the dark area at tip on 

anterior surface longer than broad . . . perfuscus Edw. (p. 340). 

Scales round pre-scutellar space dark ; hind femur with the dark area at tip on 
anterior surface shorter than broad . . . pevfidiosus Edw. 

Hind tibia with pale spot at tip ; two lower mesepimeral bristles 
grahami Theo. 

Hind tibia all dark ; usually only one lower mesepimeral bristle . . 
Venter pale, unbanded ; proboscis pale beneath . . . weschei Edw. 

Venter with dark bands, proboscis all dark . . . . . 
Tergites 3-7 or 4-7 with white basal bands, narrow in middle schwetzi Edw. 

Tergites unbanded, or at most 6 and 7 with the basal pale spots joined 
I’ropleura with numerous scales . . . guiarti var. sudaxicu: 

Propleura with few scales, and sternopleural scale-patches smaller . 
Scutal scales mostly dark . . . . . . guiarfi Blanch 
Scutal scales mostly or all pale . . . . . . iyzgrami Edw. 

Thorax very pale, shoulders extensively so ; 2-4 lower mesepimeral bristles 
pruina Theo. 

(P. 342). 

i 

(P. 347!. 

(P. 34;: 

(P. 34% 
61 

(;,. 345). 

(P. 34;. 
(P. 346). 

Thorax much darker ; 1-3 lower mesepimeral bristles in Q, I in 3 
(Cz~liriou~-t,ia) macfiei Edw. (p. 276) ; phili@’ Edw. 

(P. 34’3). 

iP. 350). 
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Culex (Culex) poicilipes Theobald. 

Lasico~zops poicilipcs Theobald, Kept. Liverpool S. Trap. Med. Mem. IO, App. p. ix (June, 1303), 

and Mon. Cul. 3, p. 236 (July, 1993). 

Czllex qunsigelidus Theobald, Mon. Cul. 3, p. 181 (July, 1303) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Re5. 2, p. 258 

(1911) ; 3, p. 29 (1912); and II, p. 136 (1920). 

Czdcx taclai~)rhyl~clzoi(Ies Giles, J. Trap. Med. p. 36g (1904~. 

Tncaiorhynchus tennx var. ?nacuZipes Theobald, First Kept. \Yellcome Lab. p. 79 (1905). 
PrcIlr~oh~~,taphZebomyin nzndaqzscnriensis Ventrillon, Bull. 31~s. Paris, I I, p. 427 (190.5). 

Cubs finr Sewstead, Ann. Trop. Med. I, p. -?5 (1907) ; Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 337 (1910). 
.-lporocuZex pumtipcs Theobald, Mon. Cul. 4, p. 316 (1907). 
Lezrcornyia quasigelida Theobald. Mon. Cul. 5, p. 315 (1910). 

CuZez auritacwa Endcrlein, Wien. Ent. Zeit. 38, p. 49 (1921) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 12, p. 
78 (1921). 

TYPES.-poicilipcs, $? in R.N., Bonn!-, S. Nigeria ; qwnsi~zlidus, da in B.M., Entebbe ; taeniorhvn- 
chides, 0 in B.RI., Benguela ; maculipes, 0 in B.M., Sudan ; madagascariensis, 9 in Paris and 
B.M., Tananarive ; pav, 1 in Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Tshurnbiri, Congo ; 
puucfipes, 2; in B.M., Chinde ; auritaenia, Q in Berlin and B.M., Tananarive. 

This is a very distinct species, readily distinguishable from all other African Catlex 

except C. tigripes by the rows of small pale spots on anterior surfaces of femora and 
tibiae, and from C. tigripes by the well-marked median pale ring on the proboscis. 

7. Head with the erect scales narrow and dark, decumbent scales of vertex 
narrow and pxle, varying in colour from dull light brownish to almost white. Pro- 

boscis with a sharply-defined median pale yellowish ring, otherwise dark. Palpi 

with some white scales at tip. Tori with small white scales. Thorax blackish, scales 
of scutum mainly dark brown or blackish, in normal specimens with a transverse 
band of pale scales behind the middle, these scales usually golden-yellow but often 

paler or even white ; the extent of the pale area variable, in the darkest specimens 
reduced to a pair of spots, in the lightest almost covering anterior two-thirds of scutum, 

leaving posterior third blackish. Pleurae with the three patches of flat white scales 
usual in this subgenus : a large area on upper part and a small patch on lower part 
of sternopleura, and another above middle of mesepimeron ; no post-spiracular or 
pre-alar scales, and few or no scales among upper mesepimeral hairs. A bdomen 

mainly blackish, with variable pale markings ; in the darkest specimens these mark- 

ings are almost reduced to a median basal 
abdomen is mainly dark above but with the 

yellowish spot on 

sides of tergites 6 

tergite z ; often the 

and 7 rather broadly 
yellowish ; in lighter specimens all tergites may have more or less developed basal 

yellowish or whitish bands, and the last few tergites are more or less extensively 
yellow-scaled apically. Legs (Fig. 97, a) : Front femora and tibiae blackish in front, 

each with a row of 7-10 small distinct yellowish spots, hind tibia with a few similar 
spots on distal half of outer surface. Tarsi with pale rings at the joints which are 
scarcely longer than wide ; on joint 4-5 of hind tarsi the pale ring is scarcely notice- 
able. Wings with all scales dark, those on fork very narrow and long. Pharygeal 

teeth, Fig. 94, a. 

$. Similar to 9, but pale scales on thorax and abdomen tending to be more 
numerous ; often a pale area on each side of proboscis at tip Palpi (Fig. 75) with 
nearly the distal half of shaft as well as last two segments very hairy ; five conspicuous 
pale rings-a narrow one before middle and a broader one beyond middle of shaft, 

a narrow one at base of each of last two segments, and finally one occupying about 
the distal half of the terminal segment. Terminalia (Fig. IOO, a) : Coxite with a 

small lobe bearing three subequal spines (none of them very stout), some unmodified 
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hairs and a well-developed, broadish leaf. Paraprocts without basal arm. Phallo- 
some somewhat of the type of C. nn%thZiovis. 

Wing-length 3 .j-ic.j mm. 

Distribution.-This is one of the commoner mosquitoes over the greater part of 
tropical Africa, except the more heavily forested regions. Recorded localities 

include shores of Lake Chad, Accra, Lake Tana, Benguela, Zululand, Madagascar, 
Mauritius. It extends down the Nile Valley to Alexandria, but not further into the 

Mediterranean region. 

T/&&ion.-The variation noted in the above description seems to be mainly 
individual rather than local, but it may be possible to distinguish a typical dark form 

and a lighter variety (qtiasigelidus), the latter distinguished especially by the whiter 
scales on the pale areas of the thorax and abdomen and more extensively pale meso- 

notum. 
There does not appear to be any constant difference between Malagasy and 

mainland specimens. 

Culex (Culex) bitaeniorhynchus (des. 

C&n bitac~ziovhy~zclzz~s Giles, J. Bombay Nat. Hist. Sec. 13, p. 007 (Ma)-, I~OI) ; Edwards, Ind. J. 
Med. Res. IO, p. 282 (1922). 

Tnem'ovhynchzcs N~L*I' Giles, Entom. 34, p. 1q6 (July, rgor) ; Theobald, Mon. Cd. 2, p. 139 (Nov., 

1901). 

Taertiorhynchzrs tcnm Theobald, Mon. Cul. 2, p. 198 (Nov., 1001). 

Cu1c.x mcrnntapcx Edwards (3, not $2), Null. Ent. Rcs. IO, p. 131 (I~zo). 

TypI~s.--0itne?zinYI~y?Zchlts, $! lost, N.-IV. India; ngc~, $2 lost, S.-\V. India, 3 in B.M., Madras; tem~n, 
$? in B.M., Mnlar_ Peninsula. 

Czdex bitaeniorlzynchus typifies a small group of species which are in most respects 

similar to C. poicili@s as described above, but lack the rows of small pale spots on 

the femora and tibiae ; the species of this group are specially characterized by their 
ringed proboscis and tarsi and absence of lower mesepimeral bristle, differing from 

the species of the similar sitievts group in their larger size and tendency to pale scaling 
on anterior two-thirds of scutum. 

In the Oriental region C. bitaeniorlz_tl~zclzzls is widely distributed and subject to 
very great variation. The typical form, which has not as yet been found in Africa, 

agrees rather closely in colouring with the allied C. ethiopicus (which I formerly 
regarded as the same species). The African specimens examined and described 

below are blacker than usual and otherwise intermediate between some of the Oriental 

varieties. The species is chiefly distinguished from some of its near allies by the 

structure of the phallosome. 

9. Head dark ; proboscis with a small pale area at tip (before labella) in addition 

to the median pale ring. Thorax blackish, usually almost entirely so, scutum with 

some yellowish scales which tend to form a pair of pale spots behind middle, but 
not a complete transverse band. iZbdo~zen largely black, without basal bands but 

with apical lateral yellow spots on tergites 5-8, these spots sometimes small, some- 

times larger ; in some specimens tergites 6-8 are entirely yellow-scaled, as in C. 

aurantapex. Legs black, sprinkled with pale scales on femora and tibiae (more 
obviously so in some specimens than in others). Wings with a fairly copious 

. 
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sprinkling of pale scales, though without the pepper-and-salt appearance of tile 

typical Oriental form and of C. et/ziopicz~s. 

3. Resembles I;. Termidia (Fig. IOO, b, c) rather closely resembling those of 
the Oriental var. fenax ; features readily distinguishing this from the allied African 

species are the rudimentary basal arm of the pdraproct (as in et1zziopic~), the out- 

wardly-pointed outer division and the long reflexed tip of the inner division of tile 

pl~allosome. 

I>istvibzltio~z.-T~~~~~~~~~_~ : Dar-es-Salaam (Po?nevoy). UGANDA : Jinja (Hop- 
kits). S~-II~IX : Koshi (Rzrttledge). KEXY.A : Xalindi (,VncDonaZd). RELGL~N COX;C,O : 
Thysville (.Schzlet,-). 

The specimens from Dar-es-Salsctm bear a close superficial resemblance to C. 

(rlrvnntnpex on account of the yellow-tipped abdomen of the female, and I erroneousl> 
recorded them as that species ; those from Jinja and lioshi are mostly darker. 

TYPE.-9 in B.M., Bolt. 

This species, hitherto regarded as at most a \rariety of C. bilneniov/zyltc~z2ls, is no\\ 

treated as distinct on account of a well-marked difference in the terminalia which 
appears constant throughout its range in 21frica. The coloration also appears to be 
constant. 

I_. Neal{.---l’roboscis narrowly pale at tip (before lahella) as usual in C. bitnenio- -i 
vl~~~~zrlz~~.s. Thorax brownish, not very dark ; scales on anterior two-thirds of scutum 

nearly all pale, contrastin, m with the darker scales on posterior third. -4 bdomen 

conspicuously banded, tergites 2-7 having uniformly wide apical creamy-yellow 

bands ; fairly numerous scattered pale scales on the dark basal two-thirds of each 

tergite. Legs with dark and light scales about evenly mixed on anterior surfaces of 
femora and tibiae. Wigs (Fig. 99) with a pepper-and-salt appearance owing to the 

light scales being about as numerous as the dark ones ; most of the scales rather 

broad. 

. 

3. Resembles 9. Terminalia (Fig. IOO, d) : Coxite as in bitaeniorhynchus, rather 

broad and short, with a small lobe which bears only two stout and rather short 
pointed spines, the third spine being a mere bristly hair and the leaf so narrow as 
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to be hardly distinguishable from a hair. Paraproct as in bitaeniorhynchus, with a 
rudimentary basal arm. Phallosome composed of two divisions both of which have 
reflexed points as in bitaeniorhynchus, the inner division lacking teeth but being 

coated with microscopic pubescence ; outer division much larger and flatter than 

in bitaeniorhynclzus, and inner division with much less prominent point. 

Wing-length about 4 mm. 
Distribution (as confirmed by male terminalia).--GOLD COAST : Bole (Ingram). 

NIGERIA : Maiduguri (Innes) ; CTadau (Taylor). SUD_~S : Matolu and Lado (King) ; 
Meridi (R&ledge). UGANDA : Kampala (Ho$kins). TXNGXXYIE;A : Dar-es-Salaam 
(Pomevo_y). ZANZIBAR (Aders). BELGIAN COXGO : Albertville (Henrard) ; Boma 

FIG. roe.--Terminalic details (lobe and style, basal parts in sternal and lateral view) of C&x spp. 
a. poecilipes. 11. bitneniovhynchus (Malindi and Dar-es-Salaam). c. bitnmiovhynchus (phallo- 
some only., Jinja). d. ethiopicus. 

(LVicoZay) ; Chutes Frarqois Joseph (Schwetz). S. KHODESIA : Salisbury, Bindura 

and Myagui (Leeson). ADEX PROT. : Wadi Ma’adin (Petrie, 1939). Bedford’s 
records of bitaeniorlbynchus from Transvaal and Zululand presumably refer to this 

species. 
A4s proved by Petrie’s collection, Patton’s T. t. m. avabiensis from Aden Hinterland 

was doubtless this species rather than bitaeniovhynchus (with which the description 
would also agree), but the name arabiensis cannot be used in place of ethio+zus as 

it was also employed by Patton for his Culex arabiensis (a species of Atidimorfih~s). 

Culex (Culex) aurantapex Edwards. 

C‘ulex au~antupcx Edwards (type q), Bull. Ent. Res. 5, p. 74 (1911). 

TYPE.+ in B.M., Nairobi. 

,A very black species, much resembling the black varieties of C. bitaeniorhynchus, 
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but with almost entirely dark-scaled wings, and (as now shown) with quite different 
terminalia more resembling those of C. ann~tlioris. 

$2. Proboscis with the distinct median pale ring characteristic of this group of 
species, but with the tip entirely dark. Thornx black ; scutum clothed with black 

scales and bristles and with a few scattered golden scales which do not tend to form 

a definite pattern. Abdomen with tergites z-3 black, with a few scattered pale scales ; 
5-8 almost entirely orange-scaled, as are sternites 5-S. Legs black, with only a 
few scattered pale scales on femora and tibiae. Wings black-scaled, with a very few 

pale scales towards base, especially on subcostal vein. Pharyngeal teeth, Fig. 93, b. 
6. Resembles 9. Palpi with the second pale ring (on distal half of shaft) less 

distinct than in bitaeniorhynchus, sometimes absent. TerminaZia (Fig. IOI, a, b) : 
Coxite as in bitaeniorhynrhus, with very narrow leaf. Paraproct as in annuliovis, 

with long basal arm. Phallosome of similar type to that of annuliovis (and therefore 

entirely different from that of bitaeniorhynchus), but differing in many details, 
notably in the form of the distal tooth of the outer division. 

Wing-length 4.5-5.5 mm. 

I>istribzltion.-IiE~y.~ : Nairobi (ilndevson, Van Sonteren, Hopkins). 

Specimens recorded by me from Dar-es-Salaam (Pomeroy) prove to have been 

wrongly named and are now treated as appertaining to a variety of C. bitaeniorhynchzts. 

Var. jinjaensis 110~. 

-d in B.\I., Jinja. 

Differs from typical aurantapex in being still blacker, the abdomen lacking the 

conspicuous orange tip ; tergites 5-S in both sexes with apical lateral yellow patches, 

which tend to unite to form rather irregular lateral yellow stripes on distal half of 

abdomen. 
$. Terzninalia (Fig. IOI, c) differing little if at all from those of the typical form. 

Z)istribution.-UGANDA : Jinja and Kampala (Hopkins). 

The series from Jinja was taken in company with specimens of the black variety 
of bitaeniorhynchus and also of poicilipes and annulioris var. consimilis, these four 

species all apparently occupying the same breeding-place. 

Cwlex (Culex) annulioris Theobald. 

(‘zfkx nn7zlfliori.5 Theobald, Liverpool S. Trap. AIed. .\lem. j, App. (rgoI), and IIon. Cnl. I, p. :jr 

(I~oI), 3, p. 163 (1903), and 5, p. 336 (1910) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 2, p. 250 (1011). 
(‘a&x nnnulzovis var. ,gnnzbirnsis Theobald, Rlem. Liverpool S. Trop. .11ed. IO, _App. p. v ( I~o?). 

‘T~P~~s.-nlzlzl~Ziorzs 0 in B.M., Salkbury ; gnwabzotsic, T in B.11., Bathurst. 

A variable species which might easily be confused with C. bitaeniorhvnchus or C. 

awantapex, but with different terminalia, and in the typical form with characteristic 
abdominal markings similar to those of the Oriental C. bitaeniorhynchus \Tar. awzbigzms. 

Wings with few or no pale scales. Proboscis dark at tip. 
T. Head as in allied species ; proboscis with sharply-defined median pale ring but 

without pale scales at tip. Thorax brownish, scales of scutum forming a more or less 

mottled pattern ; in many but by no means all specimens there is a yellowish or 

whitish transverse band behind middle, and not infrequently the anterior two-thirds 
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of scutum is mainly clothed with pale brownish scales. Ilihite scales on pleurae 
broad, fairly numerous among upper mesepimeral hairs. ,4Ddo?nen in the typical 
form with large median basal and lateral apical triangles on each of tergites 2-7, the 

median triangles gradually decreasing and the lateral ones slightly and gradually 
increasing in size on the successi\Te tergites. Dark parts of tergites with or without 

a slight sprinkling of pale scales. Sternites extensively dark. Legs in the typical 

form with a heavy sprinkling of pale scales on femora and tibiae, without any ten- 

dency to aggregation into spots ; tarsal rings rather broader than in bitneniovlz_ynchts, 

nearly twice as lon g as broad on joints 1-2 and 2-3 of hind tarsi. Tl’ings wit11 a 

slight but obvious sprinkling of pale scales chiefly on costa, subcosta, first and fifth 
veins. Phnr~ngeal teeth, Fig. 04, c. 

Frc,. ror.-‘~crniinalic details (b,isal pxts in stu-nal x-iew ; pl~allosome frown side) of (‘ulen- spp. 
‘I, 1,. nurcrutnpen, typical form froin Snirobi. c. rczfrtc~ttapi’n var. jiujncrnsis. tl. anwulioris, 
t!-pica1 form. e. annulioYis, specinwn from Elm~l~etl~ville. f. mtndioris var. major. g. 
icnnuliorzs \-ar. c0,zszvcili.s. h. gl,onizt~~us. (Parnproct as well ai phallosorne shown in lateral 
view in g and 11.) 

3. Kesembles 9, but as in the allied species the pale scaling of the scutum is fre- 
quently more extensive. Palpi as in poicilipes. Termiz~alia (Fig. IOI, d, e) : Coxite 

almost as in bitneniorhynchus, but leaf distinctly broader, its greatest breadth almost 

half its length. Paraproct with long basal arm. Phallosome of complicated structure 

quite different from that of bitaeniorhynchus and more resembling sitiens or ~ishnui ; 
in the typical form the curved posterior margin of the inner division bears only very 
minute spinules. 

Wing-length +_C’j mm. 
Di.stvibzltion.-The typical form of this species is widely distributed and common 

in East and South Africa, but also spreads across to the west. Specimens have been 

examined at the British Museum from the following localities among others : NATAL : 
Durban (Levis). ORANGE FREE STATE : Vaal River (Inpam). TIC~NSVA~~L : 
Pretoria (Theiler). ANGOL_~ : Bihe (Welhnan). ?JY_~SALAND : Fort Johnston 

(Lamborn). ZANZIBAR (Aders). TANGANYIKA : Dar-es-Salaam (Pomeroy). BELGIAN 

coxo : Elisabethville (Schwetx) ; Matadi (IVanson). S. RHODESIA : Salisbury 
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(~~h’shd) . UGAKDA : Arua and Soroti (Hopkins). I(ESYX : Mumias (iVair) ; 
Nairobi (,4nderso~). ,!!BYSSINIX : Dessie-Assab (Rafaele). (;OLD COAST : Bole 

(hgram) . 
The form described as gavnbiensis is hardly a recognizable variety, being inter- 

mediate between the type form and the usual IVest -African variety consimilis. The 
type 9 of ganzbiensis has median basal triangles on tergites smaller and less pointed 

s-p. consimilis Sewbtcad. 

C&X tigvipes vdr. consimilts Newstead, Ann. Trap. 1Icd. I, p. 23 (1907) ; ‘I’hcobald, \Ion. Cul. j, 
P. 393 (r9ro). 

Clclex co~zsimilis Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 2, p. 159 (1911). 

Culex pseudonnnuliovis Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 333 (1910). 
Culex nnnulioris var. congokxsis Evans, Ann. Trop. Aled. 17, p. 91 (19~3). 
Cdex bitaetciovhymhus var. muyumbae Galliard, _4nn. I’arasit. 0, p. 229 (1931). 

Types.-co?zsilltiliS, $! in Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Congo (labelled “ Mav 28, in 
bush near water “)* ; pscudoarznuliovis, 9 in ]~.>I., Obuasi ; congolensis, 8 in Liverpool 
School of Tropical Jledicine, teopoldville ; mnvumbac, 6 in B.M., &boon. 

Differs from the typical form in having dorsal surface of abdomen almost entirely 

black, no basal bands or median spots on tergites,* and only small apical lateral 

spots, if any, on 6 and 7. Comparatively few scattered pale scales on legs. Wings 

entirely dark-scaled, or at most with a very few pale scales on SC. 

3. Teminalia (Fig. IOI, g) : Differ slightly from typical an+tzdiovis in having 
the curved posterior edge of inner division of phallosome more strongly spinulose, 

otherwise quite similar. 
DistvibzAon.-This form largely replaces typical annzblioris in IVest Africa. 

British Museum material includes specimens from the following localities : SIERRA 

LEOKE : Freetown (14usten). GOLD COAST : Obuasi (Gvaharn) ; Bole and Sunyani 

(Ingram) ; Kumasi (Watt). LIBERIA : Du Kiver (Beguaert). ~IGEKIX : Lagos 

(Graham). GABOOK : Tchibonga (Galliavtl) . BELGIAK CONGO : Stanleyville 

(Scl2wetz). IJc,aNu,l : Kampala and Jinja (Hopkins). SVDAK : K. Menzi (King). 

( IO 3 5 1 . 

Considerably larger on the a\-erage than the typical form. Thorax tending to 

be darker ; comparatively seldom with anterior third If scutum definitely pale- 

scaled, but pale across middle. Scales on pleurae less pure white and narrower. 

Abdomen with conspicuous basal bands on tergites 2-7 which, though widened in 

middle, do not give the impression of triangular spots ; on the other hand there are 

* According to the original description of consimzlzs narrow pale basal bands are present on the 
tergites, but in the lectotype the slight appearance of banding is nicrelv due to the pale uiarginal hairs 
and not to pale scales. Another specinren in the Liverpool collection latelled as type of var. conshnik 

\ 
is ‘1 typical C. poirilipes : it is probable that this and sirnilnr speciniens, having spotted legs, induced 
Newstead to place consimblis as a variety of tigripes, but as Newstead had confused two species I here 
follow the restriction of the type I made in 1911. 
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no lateral apical pale triangles on the tergites, or at most a few pale scales in this 
position. Only a moderate number of pale scales on femora and tibiae, and scarcely 

any on wing. 
$. Terwzi~zalia {Fig. TOI, f) : Phallosome differing slightly from both the typical 

form and from ssp. consimilis. Cosite and paraproct as in the typical form. 
Wing-length 5-6.7 mm. 

Distribution.--KEm=l : Nairobi (Van Someren). UGANDA : Kabale (Ho@kins). 
BELGIAN CONGO : Klukwa, Lake ,Albert, Costermansville, Kabare and ItTalungu, Lake 

Kivu (Schwetz). 
3 This subspecies is more likely to be confused with C. duttoni than with other forms 

of the bitneniorJqwJms group, owing to similarity in abdominal markings ; it should 

perhaps be treated as a distinct species. Schwetz found it to be the predominant 
form of the species in the Kivu district, but at Walungu this and typical annulioris 

were both reared from larvae taken in the same breeding-place ; mounted terminalia 
of both forms from this batch agreed fairly closely with the figures here given (Fig. 

IOI, d and f). 

Culex (Culex) giganteus Ventrillon. 

Culen- gignnlezrs Ventrillon, Bull. hIus. Paris, 12, p. IOU (1906) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. I I, p. I 36 
(1920). 

C&en- wirrti Ventrillon, Bull. Mus. lbris, 12, p. 103 (1906). 

TYPFS. -_rignutcus and rzeiveii, 39 in hIus. Hid. Nat. Paris, Tananarive. 

Very similar to the typical form of C. annulioris, of which it is perhaps the Malagasy 

representative, but differs as follows : 
9. Palpi extensively white-scaled in middle as well as at tip. Pleurae with more 

numerous broad white scales, including a rather large patch among the upper mes- 

epimeral hairs. Abdomen with the pale scales yellower ; lateral marks on 5-7 extend- 

ing further along sides of tergites ; sternites largely pale-scaled, with A-shaped dark 

marks. Legs : Pale scales on middle and hind femora tending to form a small 

dorsal pale spot near the tip, followed by a small dark area (the scales at extreme tip 

being pale) ; tarsal rings perhaps a little broader. Wings with very few scattered 

pale scales, but with a pale area at tip usually involving tip of first vein, and distal 
half of upper fork, sometimes also the costa. 

$. Similar to 9 as regards markings of legs and abdomen, but pale area at wing- 

tip scarcely noticeable. Tevminalia (Fig. IOI, h) : Coxite much as in bitaenio- 

rhynchus ; lobe without leaf. Paraproct with a moderate basal arm (much shorter 

than that of awzulioris). Phallosome much as in annzhoris but without lateral tooth 

near base ot outer division. 

W&g-length p-6 mm. 
Distribution.-MADAGASC.~~ : Tananarive (L\Teirel). 

Culex (Culex) sitiens \I-iedemann. 

Cukx sitiens \liiedemann, hussereurop. %weifl. Ins. I, p. 543 (1Sa8) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 4, 
p. 232 (x913), and 14, P. 394 (1914); Edwards, Ind. J. Med. Res. IO, p. ~83 (1922) ; Barraud, 
Ind. J. Med. Res. II, p. 993 (1924) ; Barrnud, Fauna Brit. Ind. Dipt. 5, p. 398 (1933). 

C&x snlus Theobald, Third Rept. \\‘ellcome I.ab., p. 2.56 (1909). 
C%Ze.x snZsus Theobald, hlon. Cul. 5, p. 338 (1910). 
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Culex somn1icmi.s P;eveu-Lcrnaire, Arch. Par,lsit. IO, p. 254 (1906) ; Edwards, Hull. Ent. Res. 1, 
p. 261 (1911). 

(Also several Oriental and Australian synonyms.) 

TYPES.-sitiem, r;! in Vienna (probablr now lost), Sumatra ; snlus (s&us), & in B.JI., Port Sudan ; 
somnliensis, 39 probably lost, Djibuti. 

CzrZex sitiens typifies a small group of species which agree with those of the bi- 
taeniorlzynchus group in their ringed proboscis and tarci and absence of lower mes- 

epimeral bristle, but differ in their smaller size, lack of any tendency to have the 

anterior part of mesonotum white-scaled, and in having few or no pale scales on the 

distal margins of the abdominal segments. The male terminalia show affinity with 

the bitneniorhynchza group as regards the structure of the phallosome, but the lobe 

of the coxite approaches more closely to typical Cz~lex. 
The group is mainly Oriental in distribution, and two of the ,4frican species 

are widelv distributed in the East. C. sitiepzs is most readily distinguished from the 

ro2.-Terminalic details of (‘ulc* spp. <I. I>obe and style, siticns. b-f. Pl~~lloso~ne in side 
\.ica-. t,, c. szfwm (b, Red Sea Coast ; c, ~Iadngascnr). d-f. fhnlnssiz~s (d, Gold Coast ; e, 
1lzdagascar ; f, 1)x-es-Salaallr). 

other two species occurring in Africa by its speckled femora and short upper fork 

cell. 
2. Head dark, with decumbent scales of vertex all pale, bristles and erect scales 

mostly dark. Palpi short, with a few white scales at tip. Proboscis dark, with a 
whitish ring in middle which is rather \-ariable in width but always sharply defined 

and without any tendency to extend towards the base on under side. Thorax dark ; 
scutum with many of the scales dark, but a variable number of pale scales present on 

front margin, about the middle and towards the scutellum, forming an irregular 

mottling. Pleurae with the usual three patches of flat white scales ; no post- 

spiracular, pre-alar or paratergal scales, and very few or no scales among upper 
mesepimeral hairs. Abdomen blackish above, with white bands at bases of tergites, 

these bands of even width except on tergite 2, on which the band is somewhat widened 
in the middle ; sternites with rather indefinite apical bands of black scales. Legs 

mainly dark ; front and middle femora with a conspicuous sprinkling of pale scales on 

their anterior surfaces, hind femora mainly pale outwardly except at tip, all femora 
whitish behind ; front and middle tibiae with an indistinct whitish line in front, all 
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whitish behind ; hind tibiae indistinctly striped ; tarsi with whitish rings at the 

joints, distinct on 1-2 and 2-3 and situated mainly on bases of segments, very narrow 

on 3-4 and scarcely noticeable on 4-j. FT’iutgs dark ; scales rather shorter and 

broader than usual in this genus, noticeably so on forks ; base of upper fork-cell 

slightly but almost always distinctly distal to that of lower. 
3. Resembles 9. Palpi with two pale rings on shaft, the distal ring broad ; distal 

half of shaft with a row of curved whitish hairs interno-\-entrally, the tips of these 

hairs somewhat flattened but not to such an extent that they form definite scales as 

in the subgenus Cztliciomn~in ; last two segments with narrow white rings at base, 
terminal segment with its tip rather broadly white (about one-sixth to one-quarter). 
Terminalin (Fig. 102, a-c) : Lobe of coxite bearing a similar set of modified bristles 
to those found in the pipiens group-three stout rods, the proximal one straight, the 

other two with tips slightly hooked and a little longer, three flattened, blunt-tipped 
bristles (much shorter than the rods), a broad leaf, and a curved simple bristle. 

Paraproct with basal arm. Phallosome very complex, composed of two main 

divisions, the outer division as in the bitaeniorhynchus group with an outwardly- 

directed tooth or spine, inner division with several teeth, of which the innermost 

one is markedly longer and more slender than the rest. 
Wing-length 2-3 a5 mm. 

Distribution.-In Ethiopian Region : SUDU : Port Sudan (King). S. W. AR.ZBIA : 
Wadi Maseila, Hadramaut (Inpams) ; Jeddah (,lJackie, Yhilby). ADEK (Loughnan). 

BRITISH SO~IALILAND : Bulhar (Drake-Bockman). ZANZIB_~R (Aders) ; Pemba 
(McCarthy). TXXG~~NYIKA : Lindi (Hozarth) ; Dar-es-Salaam (nmke-Bvockman) . 

MAD_4GASCAK : Majunga (Lambow). ALDARR.~ I. (~zrpont). M~~URITIUS (,Wac- 

Gregor). 
Outside the Ethiopian regions C. sitiem is widely distributed on coasts from India 

and Ceylon to northern Australia and Fiji. 
V&at&.-Specimens from Somaliland, ,4den and Ked Sea Coast have most 

of the mesonotal scales pale, at least in the 3, and there is a very slight difference in 

the form of the inner division of the phallosome (Fig. 102, b) from specimens from 
Madagascar and Aldabra (Fig. 102, c). I have examined a male similar to the Ked 

Sea form from Bombay, and males similar to the Madagascar form from Ceylon and 
Siam ; Baisas (1939) has figured an Indian specimen of the latter form. 

Culex (Culex) thalassius Theobald. 

Culex thalasszus Theobald, Rept. Liverpool S.T.11. Jlem. IO, App. p. 7 (rgoJ), and Mon. Cul. 3, p. 

168 (r9o3) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. -?, p. 261 (1911). 

Culex rowzldi d’Emmerez de Charmo),, Ann. Trap. Med. 2, p. 259 (1908). 
Culicelsa accraensis Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 3 17 ( IOIO). 

Culicelsa accraensis var. fuscn Theobald, 1Mon. Cul. 5, p. 319 (1910). 

Culicelsa neotaeniorhynchus Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 320 (1910). 

‘Tmxs.---thalassius, 39 in B.&l., Gambia : rnlzaldi, $? in Liverpool School of Tropical Aledicine, 
Mauritius ; accraemis, 89 in B.M., Accra ; .fusca, 9 in B.M., Accra ;. Ilt,ntnenio~h?/ltchus, d$’ 
in B.M., Delagoa Bay. 

Very similar to C. sitiens, differing as follows : 
9. General appearance blacker ; scales of mesonotum mostly dark ; white bands 
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of abdominal tergites usually narrower and in some specimens (“ v-ar. fiiscn ’ ‘) not 
readily visible. Femora dark in front, without any sprinkling of pale scales ; tibiae 

without pale stripes. Wings with scales on forks longer and narrower, base of upper 
fork slightly proximal instead of distal to that of lower. 

2. Coloration as in $. Temzinalia (Fig. 102, d-f) differing slightly from sitiepzs 

in form of phallosome, especially in shape of inner division (compare Fig. 102, c and d). 
l>istribzftio~z.-This species replaces sitiens on the IVest Coast of Africa, but on 

the East Coast the two occur together as I ha\-e recently ascertained by a re-study 
of the material and the preparation of numerous mounts of terminalia. SIEKR~k 

IXONE : Freetown (Clzristo~lzers) . GOLI) COAST : -Accra (Graham, Connal) : Tako- 

radi (Ponzero>~). PORTUGUESE GUIXEA : Bolama (Sequeira). GAMBIA (hbtton). 
NIGERIA : Lagos (Dalziel, AfacJie). BELGIAK CONGO : Banana (Wanson). MOZA~I- 

bique : Delagoa Bay (Sad ‘.Anna) ; Chinde (Barnard). TANGANYIKA : Dar-es- 

Salaam (Pomero~~) Z~?;ZIB=\R (_-1 devs). E;ExY_i : Mombasa (Shircore) . MA~-RITI~S 
( AfacGregor) . 

X damaged male from M:XDA(;ASC~XR (hlajunga, Lanzborn) is most probably this 

species, though the phallosome differs slightly (Fig. 102, e). 
This species is not as yet known to occur in the Oriental region. 

Culex (Culex) tritaeniorhynchus Gilts. 

C&A tvz’tnclziouizyilcl~~~ Giles, J. Uon~bny Snt. Host. SW. I;, p. 606 (Rhy, I~OI), and Entom. ~1, 
p. 192 (July, 1901) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Kes. _c, p. 233 (ISI;), and 7, p. ~21 (1917) ; 12arr,kud, 
Ind. J. Med. Res. II, p. 995 (1924), and F,\unn hit. lnd. Dipt. j, p. 404. 

TYPE.-? in B.M., Travancore, S. India 

A rather more slenderly-built species than sitiem or tlzalassizls, from one or both 
of which it differs as follows : 

q. Proboscis with the median pale ring tending to extend basally beneath, and 

usually with some more or less scattered pale scales above on basal half, sometimes 

giving an appearance of a second pale ring. Scales of scutum all dark brown (except 

near scutellum), no pale ones even on front margin. Legs dark ; no scattered pale 

scales on femora ; tarsal rings indistinct, very narrow on joints I-Z and 2-3 of hind 

tarsi and often absent on 3-4 and 4-s. \Vings with scales on forks long and 

narrow, base of upper fork markedly proximal to that of lower. Plzaryngeal teeth, 

Fig. 94, d. 

3. Colouring as in 2. Palpi with proximal pale ring on stem very narrow : last 

segment dark at tip, with only a very narrow pale ring at base ; row of pale hairs on 
stem less obvious. TerminaZia : The three shorter bristles on lobe of coxite better 

developed than in sitiem or tlzalassius and leaf perhaps larger ; phallosome much as 

in thalassius but arrangement of teeth rather different. 
Distribution.-Gem COAST : ,4ccra (Mac$e) ; 1Veshiang (Hamilton) : Takoradi 

(I’omer0_V) . NIGERIA : Lagos (Kerr) _ ZWZIBXR (&iders) . MAURITIUS (MacGregor). 
Also occurs in Palestine and Mesopotamia and throughout the Oriental region 

from India to Japan ; in India it is very common and widely distributed and by no 
means confined to coastal regions. The fact that it is purely coastal in Africa pre- 

sumably indicates recent introduction by shipping. 
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Culex (Culex) ventrilloni Eclward5. 

Culex ventrilloni Edwards, Bull. Eut. R ‘5. I I, 1~. 13-j (Sept., 1920). 

Culexalbigenu Enderlein, \Vicn. Ent. Zclitschr. 38, p. jo (No\‘., 1920) ; Edwards, 13ull. Eut. Res. I?, 
p. 78 (1021). 

.TvPEs.-z,Pntrilloni, 2 in .\Ius. Hist. Nat. l’xis, Mldn,qscar ; nlbiqcuz~, 3 111 Zool. 11~s. 13erlin, 
Madagascar. 

Distinguished from all other Ethiopian species of C&x by the fact that the 

narrow but distinct pale rings of the tarsi are situated exclusively at the bases of the 

segments without involving the tips of the preceding segments. 

4. Head dark, erect and decumbent scales of dorsal surface mostly dark, but with 

a broadish median stripe and a narrow eye-border pale yellowish. Tori with a feu 

scales. Palpi with many white scales on inner surface about middle. Proboscis 

with broad and fairly sharply defined median pale ring, occupying about the middle 

third, Thorax dark ; scutal scales mainly dark but with diffuse spots of yellowish 

scales about middle and on scutal angles. Pleurae with indications of dark mottling 

on integument, the post-spiracular area being especially dark ; the usual areas of flat 
scales on sternopleura and mesepimeron ; in addition a small group of post-spiracular 

scal&, a patch of scales occupying area between upper sternopleural and pre-alar 

hairs, and fairly numerous scales among upper mesepimeral hairs. One lower mes- 
epimeral bristle. L4bdowen dark above, tergites with broadly rounded whitish basal 

bands ; sternites with dark apical bands. Legs dark, without scattered pale scales ; 
femora and tibiae with large white knee-spots ; hind femora on outer surface with 

about the basal half pale, with a dark dorsal line reaching base ; tarsi with narrow 

white basal rings on at least the first three segments. Wings dark-scaled. 

Wing-length 5 mm. 

3. Resembles 9. Terminalia with almost the same structure as in C. sim+o~i 

Theo. and C. andersoni Theo. 
nistribz~tion.-?JI,sDAGAsCAR : Tananarive (k’entrillon, A\reiret). 

Culex (Culex) duttoni Theobald. 

C&x duttmi Theobald, Kept. Liverpool S.T.M. Mem. 4, _Ipp. p. j (1001) ; Theobald, Mon. Cul. 2, 
p. 3x8 (1g31); Edwards Bull. Ent. Rcs. 2, c p. zj9 (I~II), and 13, p. 84 (10~3). 

(‘zrlrx hzrsutipal$is Theobald,‘Mon. Cul. I, p. j78 (IC)OI), and j, p. 342 (I~IO). 

Culex disswnzlas Theobald, Mon. Cul. I, p. 376 (1001). 

Culex anarmostus Theobald, Rept. Liverpool S.T.11. Jle~n. IO, rlpp. p, 6 (I~oz), and Mon. Cul. 3, 

P. 170 (1903). 
Culex VZ~~ZZ~~US Theob:lld (t>-pe 8 only), J. Eco~. BIO~. I, p. 30 (1905). 

C‘zclex bifoliata Thcobald (111 part), J. Econ. Blol. I, p. 31 (19oj), and Mon. Cul. 4, p. 425 (1907) ; 
Edmards, 13~11. Ent. Res. 7, p. zjj (1917). 

(?) C&x condvlodcsw~s Griinberg, Zool. ;inz. 29, p. ,jSj (Ic)oj) ; Edn-nrds, Bull. Ent. Res. 2, 1’. 
268 (1011). 

Culex albovtvgatus Grnham, -Ann. Msg. Sat. Hist. (8) j, p. 264 (1910). 

TYPES.--duttoni, 69 in B.M., Duketown, Gambia ; hirsutipalpis, ? in B.M., Salisbury, Rhodesk ; 
dissimilis, &2 in B.M., Freetown ; anaYmostus, 0 in B.M., Freetown ; bifolinta, cotype 6 m 
B.M., Transvaal ; minutus, 3 in B.M., Transvaal; w~%d~~lodcsmtts, dq in Zoo]. 11~s. Berlin, 
Victoria, Callteroons ; albovirgatus, &? in B.M., Lagos. 

Distinguished from other Ethiopian species of Culex by the combination of 

distinctly ringed tarsi with indefinitely ringed proboscis, and the presence (normally) 

of from two to four lower mesepimeral bristles. 

9. Head with the scales mainly pale, but two large areas of dark decumbent 
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scales usually discernible on dorsal surface. Tori usually with a few scales. Palpi 

with many whitish scales about middle. Proboscis dark at base and tip, with about 

the middle half whitish-scaled beneath but a much less extensive area of white scales 
above, the broad ring formed by these scales with its proximal boundary very 

indefinite, though its distal boundary is clearly defined against the dark tip. Thorax 

dark ; scutal scales mainly dark (except posteriorly), but with a variable and irregular 

mottling of pale scales. Pleurae with the usual patches of flat white scales ; a few 

post-spiracular scales usually present, these usually rather narrow ; no scale-patch 
between upper sternopleural and pre-alar hairs. Pleural integument with darker 

patches on a lighter ground. Normally two or three lower mesepimeral bristles are 

present, but there are often as many as four and occasionally only one. Abdomen 

FIG. IO;.-Tcrminalic details of Culex spp. a-c. dutton~. d-f. w&i. a, d. Lobe and style. 
b, c. Phallosomr and paraprocts in sternal view. c, f. The same from side. 

dark above, tergites with rounded basal creamy-white bands ; sternites dark-scaled 

on posterior corners. Legs mainly dark ; femora without stripes and with the knee- 

spots small and indistinct, but tibiae each with a narrow white ring at base ; middle 

tibia (Fig. 97, b) also with a narrow whitish stripe running almost its whole length 

on anterior surface, but no trace of such a stripe on hind tibia (this being one of the 
distinctions from zmivittatus, with which duttoni might sometimes be confused) ; tarsi 

(especially hind pair) with narrow but distinct whitish rings involving both sides 
of the joints. W&zgs dark-scaled, but a line of pale scales usually present on lower 

edge of costa at base. Pharyngeal teeth, Fig. 95, a. 
$. Proboscis with a narrow pale ring beyond middle, this ring rather clearly 

defined and even narrower below than above. Palpi with a narrow white ring before 

middle and a much broader one beyond middle of shaft ; last two segments with 
narrow pale rings at base, penultimate segment with a short white streak beneath, 

terminal segment indefinitely pale at tip. Abdomen with the white bands straight, 

not rounded ; tergites 5-7 narrowly whitish-scaled at sides for almost their whole 
length. Terminalia (Fig. 103, a-c) : Lobe of coxite with the usual three rods on 
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proximal portion, two of these slightly hooked at tips ; distal portion of lobe with 

three hooked bristles (one markedly stouter), all of which are markedly shorter than 
the rather large leaf. Style sickle-shaped. Paraprocts without basal arm. Zp 

of simple structure, composed of two parts, the upper of which forms a long sickle 
w?hich is bent outwards at middle. 

T$7ing-lengtlz 3-5 -5 mm. 
L>istvibutio+z.-This is one of the commonest species of Clrlcx throughout the 

greater part of tropical Africa : GAMBIA. SIERRA LEOSE. NIGERIA. GOLD COAST. 

~~4~00~. C=\MEROONS. LIBERIA. CONGO : Throughout lowlands and in Katanga 

and Uvira. SUDAX : As far north as El Fasher. _~BYSSI~I~ : Serente (Raflaele). 

UGAXDX : Kampala, Jinja, Arua, Toro. KEXY~~: Nairobi. ZAXZIB~~R. STXS~~LANL). 

ANGOL,I : Bill&. S. and S. RHODESIA. TRSYSV=\AL. M_~DAGASCAK : Lake 141aotra 

(Seyig). 
Tinriatio~z.-Such variation as occurs appears to be mainly individual rather than 

local. The number of lower mesepimeral bristles may be correlated with size, as all 
the specimens examined with only one such bristle (including Theobald’s types of 

di&lniZis and bifo&ta) are unusually small. A remarkable aberration is represented 
by a female from 311 Fasher, Sudan, which has most of the abdominal scales flavescent. 

Culex (Culex) watti Edn-artis. 

This is closely related to C. duttoni, as shown by the structure of the male termi- 

nalia and the presence of from two to four lower mesepimeral bristles (instead of one 

or none as in most other African CzJex) but shows well-marked differences in orna- 

mentation. For a time I was inclined to treat it as a variety of dlcttoni, and it was 
referred to as such by Hopkins in the first volume of this work, but now, after 

comparing numerous mounts of the terminalia from different localities, I am satisfied 
that the two forms are distinct species. The distinctions from C. dzlttoni are as 

follows : 
9. Proboscis with the pale area of equal extent beneath but not spreading SO 

much on to the upper surface, so that the proboscis may appear all dark from above. 

Pleurae with fewer scales : no post-spiracular scales present in any specimens examined 
and lower sternopleural scale-patch smaller ; dark patches on integument more 

obvious, especially one occupying most of lower half of mesepimeron. Middle tibia 

without the pale anterior stripe. Tarsi with only faint traces of pale rings at the 

joints. LVings with scales all dark, even on lower edge of costa at base. 
d. Above characters much as in 9 ; the narrow pale ring of proboscis distinct 

below, indistinct above. Terminalia (Fig. 103, d-f) : Lobe of coxite with tips of the 

three proximal rods more obviously bent ; the three modified bristles longer (as long 

as the leaf). Phallosome with the sickle-shaped upper division shorter, not bent 

outwards. 
Distribzktio%-GOLD COL-ZST : Kumasi (Watt). UGANDA : Kampala and Jinja 

(Hopkins). TANGANYIKA : Dar-es-Salaam (Po?fiero_y). 
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Culex (Culex) argenteopunctatus I-cntrillon. 

,\ small dark species, at once distinguished from all other Czclex by having four 

sharply defined spots of silvery-white scales on the dark mesonotum (Fig. IOJ), this 

ornament causing a strong superficial resemblance to Acmes argevtteopwzctahs Theo. 

and related species of the subgenus ,-2~dinzov~1zz~s. In spite of the strikingly distinc- 
tive ornamentation, the structural characters of this species indicate that it is rather 

nearly related to C. sz~tz$soni Theo. 
3. Head with dark integument ; erect scales blackish ; decumbent scales mostly 

silvery-white, a rather broad and dense border to eyes composed as usual of quite 

narrow scales, but these all lying parallel with the eye-margins; between this border 
and the area of silvery scales towards back of head are usually some yellowish-brown 

scales. Clypeus and tori black. Proboscis black above, pale-scaled in middle 

beneath. Palpi black, about one-seventh as long as proboscis. Antenna1 flagellum 

normal. Thorax blackish, pleurae somewhat lighter. Mesonotal scales and bristles 

mostly blackish, but on front margin on each side of the pair of bare lines is a spot of 

narrow silvery-white scales ; a second pair of spots of similar scales, larger than the 
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anterior pair, occurs in the middle of the scutum, and there is a small group of suclr 
scales in front of each wing-root (not on the paratergite) ; scutellum rather densely 

covered with narrow silvery-white scales, but most of the scales round the bare 

space dark. A@ with a clump of silvery-white scales, some of them broadish. Post- 

spiracular area with a rather dense patch of silvery scales, all of which are quite 

narrow, like those of the scutum. Scales of rest of pleurae broad and flat as usual, 

forming roundish silvery-white spots, one on propleura, two (widely separated) on 

sternopleura, one on mesepimeron. No pre-alar scales. One lower mesepimeral 
bristle. Abdomen blackish above, the small basal lateral white spots of tergites not 

visible dorsally ; sternites with broad dark apical bands. Legs mainly blackish, but 
middle and hind femora and hind tibiae with conspicuous silvery-white spots at tips ; 
hind femur with dark dorsal line reaching base, anterior surface white with the distal 
fifth black (except for the silvery knee-spot). Wings entirely dark, scales on forks 

long and dense ; upper fork about three times as long as its stem ; cross-veins 

separated by quite twice the length of the posterior one, as in C. simpsoni. Halteres 

with dark knob. Pharyngeal teeth resembling those of C. Pevfidiosus or perfitscus. 

3. Resembles 9. Palpi of moderate length and hairiness, exceeding proboscis 

by terminal segment only ; mainly dark, but distal half of shaft with creamy-white 

scales outwardly, and penultimate segment with creamy-white scales towards base 

beneath. Terminalia (Fig. 106, d) : Coxite normal, rather narrow ; lobe scarcely 

prominent, a-c all equally long, slender and rather spreading, d and e absent, f a 
simple pointed spine set well back at base of lobe, leaf very long and rather narrow 

but widest distally, seta very long. Style simple, with only one hair on inner surface. 
Paraproct and phallosome very much as in C. simpsoni, outer division of I$ with one 

large and three small teeth, inner division well developed. 

Wing-length 3-4 mm. 
Distribution.-MADAGASCAR : Tananarix-e (Vent&on and others) ; Ihosy 

(Seyrig). 
Although the species also occurs over a wide area in Tropical Africa it now appears 

that the mainland form is slightly different and it is described below as a separate 
subspecies. Specimens from the three Madagascar localities are quite similar ; the 

male described above is a specimen collected by Seyrig, 

sp. kingi Theobald. 

He~ta@2~1m~in kingi Theobald, Ann. Trop. Med. 7, p. 601 (1913) ; Edwxds, Hull. Ent. lies. II, 

p. 137 (I$EW), and 15, p. 261 (19’5). 

TYPE.-_9 in Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Syumbe and Xlenga, Lado District, Sudan. 

Differs from typical C. argenteopunctatus as follows : 
Post-spiracular scales broad and flat, like those on the rest of pleurae. Sterno- 

pleural scales more numerous, the upper patch large and extending over the pre-alar 

area. Hind femur white all round on basal fourth or more. Terminalia exactly as 

in the typical form. 

D&~ibUtiOn.-XYASALAND : Fort Johnston (Lamborn). S. RHODESIA : Salisbury 

(Leeson). BELGIAN CONGO : Elisabethville (Walravens) ; Kisantu (Ze WuZf) ; Mong- 

bwalu (Schzuetz) ; Leopoldville (Dztven). SUDAN : Acholi and Xyumbe (King) ; 
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Khartoum (Be~Ifoord). GOLD COAST : Bole and Sunyani (Ingram). SIERRA LEOXE : 
Kaballa (Wood) ; Bo (Dazley). 

Culex (Culex) theileri Theobald. 

Clr2e.x the&vi TheobAd, Mon. Cul. 3, p. 187 (1903), and j, p. 356 (1910) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 
7 p. 262 (I~II), and Riv. X&x. 5, p. 637 (1926) ; D&ford, U.S. Xfr. 13th and 14th Rept. \-et. 
ges. p. 971 (1928) ; 13xraud, Fauna Hrit. Inst. Dipt. j, p. 41-c (1933). 

CZz~Zcx tifiulzformis Edwards (WC Theobald), Rull. Ent. Kc>. 3, p. 31 (I~IZ), and IZ, p. 339 (1921) ; 
SPgn)-, Aloust. Xfr. Min., p. 40 (1924) ; l<irl;patrick, 1Iosq. Egypt, p. II5 (19Zj). 

C&n theilevi var. nnuulntn Theobald, U.S. =Zfr . 2nd Rept. Vet. Res., p. 321 (1913). 
Cz~lcn on:zevst@oortensu Theobald, U.S. _4fr. 1st Rept. Vet. Km., p. 262 (1911). 

TYPES.--thcikvi, $$? in 13.11., Pretoria ; thezleri var. a,zlzrllrrtn and (,lz(I~lstrpoovfrIzsis, p? in I.ivcrpool 
School of Tropical Medicine, Pretoria. 

One of the most distinctly marked amongst the Xfrican species of Cz&x ; readily 

distinguished from all others in the Ethiopian fauna by the conspicuously striped 

femora and tibiae, the pale stripes being continuous on middle and hind legs (Fig. 

97, c). Only the most strongly-marked specimens of C. zfnivittatus might occasionally 

be mistaken for the less typically marked C. tlzeilevi, but these two may be distin- 

guished at once by the hind femur. 
9. Head with the decumbent scales mostly pale. Palpi largely white-scaled above, 

especially towards tip. Proboscis largely dark on the upper surface, but usually with 
numerous pale scales about middle ; under surface clothed with creamy-white scales 
right to the tip, though in some lights the tip appears dark owing to the darkened 

integument. Thorax with integument uniformly brownish ; mesonotal scales rather 

variable in colour, usually dark brownish except near scutellum and on front margin, 

where they are paler, but not infrequently with a considerable irregular admixture 

of whitish scales. Pleural scaling : a small patch of flat white post-spiracular scales 

present ; sternopleural scales numerous, usually forming a continuous band extend- 
ing from subalar knob to mid coxa, this band rarely interrupted in middle ; mes- 

epimeron with a large patch of white scales. A bdonten. : Tergite z without transverse 
band, but with a median longitudinal area of creamy-white scales which sometimes 

extends the whole length ; 3-7 with creamy-white bands which are produced pos- 
teriorly in the middle and often almost equilaterally triangular ; sternites largely 

or entirely pale, dark scales even if fairly numerous not forming definite bands or 
stripes. Legs . Front and middle femora and tibiae as seen from in front (Fig. 97, c) 
with narrow stripes of white scales bordered by dark on each side and extending the 

whole length, the white stripes on the front legs (but not on the middle pair) sometimes 

with a slight tendency to break up into spots. Hind femur with a dark dorsal stripe 

extending to base and with a dark antero-ventral stripe on about the distal half, the 

pale colour between these two stripes extending to the tip ; hind tibia with a pale 
anterior line running the whole length, dark above and below even at tip. Wings 

dark-scaled ; cross-veins tending to be closer together than in most Cztlex, some- 
times almost in line. 

$. Resembles $? ; pale abdominal bands tending to be broader and sometimes 

less produced in middle. Palpi longer than proboscis by a little more than length 

of terminal segment, densely hairy ; shaft extensively pale-scaled above on distal 

half, last two segments white-scaled beneath at base and tip. TerminaZia : Coxite 

20 
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normal ; lobe with the usual three rods (two slightly hooked), leaf moderately broad 

and accompanied by a narrow simple blade and two setae ; paraproct with moderately 
long basal arm ; outer division of phallosome divided into three or four teeth at tip, 

inner simple and finger-like, the structure somewhat as in C. andersoui or C. si~zpsoni. 

Wing-length about 5 mm. 

Distribution.--Cam : Stellenbosch (Lounsbury) ; Cape Town (Robertson) ; Mafe- 

king (Ingram) ; Ceres, Mossel Bay (Turner), etc. N_4TAL : Durban ; Weenen 

(Thomasset). ORANGE FREE STATE : Vaal R. (Ingvaun) ; Bloemfontein (Faztre). 
TRANSVAAL : Pretoria, Johannesburg, Brits, etc. S.-IV. AFRIC~~ : Okahandja 

(Tzhmer) . S. RHOUE~IX : Salisbury (Leeson). KENYA : Nairobi, Njoro, Laikipia 
(Anderson) ; Marsabit (Chell). ,4BYSSINI4 : Lake Hazamaia (Rafl&eZe). ERITREA : 
Asmara (Raflaele). TANGANYIU : Kondoa-Irangi (ZZW#). S.-IT. AR.~RI_I : Jebel 

Jihaf and Sana’a (Scott and B&on). 

Outside Africa C. theileri has a wide distribution, including Canary Is., Madeira, 

all countries bordering Mediterranean, Mesopotamia, Persia, Baluchistan, Xorth-west 

lndia and across the Himalayan foothills to northern Assam and Burma. 

The allied species C. vagans \Vied. (ti~uliformis Theo.) was at one time confused 
with C. theilevi, but differs in many details ; it lacks the ventral dark stripe on the 
hind femur, has no post-spiracular scales, and the pale abdominal bands are not 

triangularly widened. 
I/ariation.-L4part from the variation in thoracic scaling noted above, C. theileri 

varies considerably in abdominal markings ; many specimens show in addition to 
the basal triangular band a pair of pale spots on each tergite, and the distal portions 

of the tergites are sometimes largely pale-scaled. As with many other species, 

specimens found in desert regions tend to be much paler than the normal. 

Culex (Culex) univittatus Thcobald. 

Cztler anivittatus Theobald, .1Ioli. Cul. 2, p. 29 (rgol) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 2, p. 262 (I~II), 

3, P. j2 (1912), .j, P. 67 (I:)1 Ci, II, p. 137 (192 )), and 13, p. Sj (19~2) ; Edwards, Riv. Malar. 5, 
p. 642 (1926) ; Barrnud, Fauna Brit. Ind. Dipt. j, p. 418 (1933); de Meillon, S. Afr. J. Sci. 25, 
p. 321 (1928). 

C’z~lcx @.vcxig~~z~s Theobald, MOL. Cul. 3, p. I():, (10 ,3) ; EA~rard~, Bull. Ent. R~s. 13, p. -342 (1921) ; 

Sttguy, Moust. Atr. Min., p. 3s (1921’ : Kirkpatrick, AIosl. Egypt, p. 125 (1~)~s) ; (;alliard, 
&inn. Parasit. j, p. 99 (1927). 

H@ta$hkbomyin simplex The6bald ($), IIfiil. cul. :;, p. 337 (1903). 
He@!aphlebomyin mqrztforti Ventrillon, Arch. Paraslt. 0, p. $48 (IgOj). 

Cztlex goughi Theobald (i)), U.S. _Afr. 1st Rcpt. Vet. Res., p. 268 (IOII). 
C&x $uzZlidocephnZus Theobald (b), First Rept. \Vellcorne Lab., p. 73 (Iooj). 

‘TuPIss.-zrlzivittntus, 9 in B.M., S,Abur)-; prrcxigufk5, S$! in B.M., Palestine ; siwzplex, 1 in B.M., 
Salisbury ; montforti, &y in hIus. Hist. Nat. Paris, Madagascar ; gouqhi, T in B.M., Pretoria : 
pallidoceplznlzrs, 8 in B.AI. (slid? mount), Sennar, Blue Nile. 

The typical form of this species, described below, may be recognized without much 

difficulty by the presence of a pale stripe on the anterior surface of the hind tibia 

(Fig. 97, d) and the presence of post-spiracular and pre-alar scales (Fig. 98, a). The 

absence of an antero-ventral dark stripe on the hind femur, as well as the pleural 
scaling, will distinguish the most strongly marked C. wivittatzts from C. theilevi. 

9. Head with the decumbent scales mostly whitish, erect scales mostly dark, but 

with some paler ones in the middle. Proboscis dark above but with an extensive 

area of pale scales in the middle beneath. Palpi not one-sixth as long as proboscis, 
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dark, with some white scales towards tip. Tori usually with some small white scales. 

Thorax with integument dark ; scutal scales mo.;tl\- dark brown, some pale yellowish 

scales on margins (especially posteriorly), around the bare space, and usually forming 

a pair of ill-defined spots behind the middle. Pleurae with white scales ; rather 

large patches of post-spiracular and pre-alar scales present ; the two group; of 

scales on sternopleura well separated, not united into a band as in C. theileri ; white 

scales on propleura more numerous than usual and e\len extending a short distance 
on to pro3ternum. One lower mesepimeral bristle as usual. A bdomevt dark above ; 

tergites usually with white basal bands, the posterior edges of wliich are rounded, 

these bands usually continuous with the white basal lateral spots, but may be dis- 

connected and sometimes reduced to small median basal spots or rarely absent ; 
sternites mainly clothed with creamy-white scales, sometimes entirely so, in other 

specimens with a median area of dark scales and dark apical lateral triangles, these 
markings rarely uniting to form dark apical bands. Legs largely dark ; front and 
middle femora and tibiae in many specimens (but not always) wit11 ill-defined lines 

of white scales extending their whole length anteriorly ; hind femur with a dark 

dorsal line which does not always reach the base, anterior surface white except for 
the distal one-eighth, which is black ; hind tibia with a line of whitish scales extend- 
ing most of the length on the anterior surface but separate from the conspicuous 

white spot at tip. IITiqgs mainly dark, but with a short line of cream-coloured scales 
on lower edge of costa at base. Seventh (anal) vein more strongly marked than in 
most Czllex, and in many specimens, especially those from South A4frica and 

Rhodesia, beasng__a row of scales which may extend the whole length of the vein, 
though such scales are often entirely absent. 
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3. Resembles 9, but whitish stripe on hind tibia often less obvious ; white 
abdominal bands broader. Palpi exceeding proboscis by almost the length of the 
last two segments, which are conspicuously hairy ; penultimate segment with line of 
white scales beneath, extending the whole length or nearly so. Terminalia (Figs. 
105, 117, a, b) : Lobe of coxite with the three proximal rods a-c slender, d and e 
represented by fine hairs, fstrong, very slightly enlarged and blunt at tip, leaf broad. 
Style slightly expanded near tip. Paraproct with long basal arm. Phallosome of 
simpler structure than in most species of this group, upper division consisting of one 
pointed shovel-shaped piece with a finger-like projection at its base. 

wing-lengtlz about 3-4 mm. 
Distribz&on.-C. univittatus is common throughout a large part of the Ethiopian 

region with the exception of the forested areas. CAPE : Grahamstown (Barmud). 

TRANSVAAL : Pretoria. NATAL : Durban (Christoflhers). S.-W. AFRIM : Okahandja 
(Tzmzer). ORANGE FREE STATE : Vaal River (Inpam). PORTUGESE E. AFRICA : 
Delagoa Bay (Pakes) . S. RHODESIA : Salisbury (Marshall). N.-E. RHODESIA : 
Luangwa Valley (Neave). NYAs_~L~~ND : Ft. Johnston (Bury) ; Zomba (OZd). 

ANGOLA : Bih& (Wellman) ; Benguela (hfassey) . ZANZIBAR (A ders), MAURITIUS 
(McGregor). MADAGASCAR (Ventrillon). KENYA : Njoro, Nairobi (Andemon) ; 
Moyale (Chell). UGANDA : Entebbe (Wiggins). SUDAX : Widely distributed. 
GOLD COAST : Bole (Ingram). NIGERIA : Zungeru (Macjie). GAMBIA : Brikama 
(Sim$son) . B ELGIAN CONGO : Uvira, L. Tanganyika (Schwetx). TANGANYIKA : 
Kondoa-Irangi (Zuq5t). 

C. univittatus is also widely distributed throughout the Mediterranean region, 
from Spain and Algeria to the Punjab. 

Var. neavei Theobald. 

C&en- neavei Theobald, Second Rept. Wellcome Lab. p. 76 (1906), and Mon. Cul. 1, p. 429 (1907) ; 
Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 5, p. 67 (1911). 

Czilex univitlaf~s var. neavei Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 13, p. 85 (1922). 

TYPE.--Q in B.&I., Lualas, Sudan. 

A small brown mosquito with pale pleurae and venter, rather closely resembling 
C. antennatus, but possessing pre-alar scales and with the male terminalia constructed 
as in C. univittatus. 

9. Head with all or almost all the erect scales dark, and differing from those of C. 
univittatus in being longer and narrower, decumbent scales pale as usual. Proboscis 
dark above, paler beneath but not conspicuously so. Palpi dark, about one-sixth as 
long as proboscis. Thorax with integument of scutum dark brown, pleurae rather 
,p$e yellowish ; scutal scales almost all dark reddish-brown, no pale scales in middle. 
~~t-sp~ar~~~] but pre-alar area more or less covered with scales. Pro- 
pleural scales few. Abdomen all dark above, without trace of basal pale bands on 
tergites though with lateral basal triangular spots, similar on all tergites (not forming 
lateral pale stripes on 6 and 7 as in C. antematus). Venter entirely yellowish, without 
any dark scales. Legs dark ; no trace of pale longitudinal stripes on anterior surfaces 
of femora or tibiae ; white spot at tip of hind tibia indistinct or absent. Hind femur 
dark dorsally on distal half or more, and anteriorly on about the distal sixth. Wings 

entirely dark scaled, no pale line on lower edge of costa at base. Upper fork about 
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2.5 times as long as its stem ; cross-veins widely separated. No scales on anal vein. 
Halteres with dark knob. 

3’. Resembles ? in colouring and scaling ; abdominal tergites unbanded. Palpi 
with scales on underside of penultimate segment not obviously pale. Terminalia 
(Fig. 117, f) quite different from those of C. antennatfcs, but closely resembling those 
of C. whittutus, from which they only differ in having a broader leaf and appendage 

of the lobe more definitely enlarged at the tip. 
Wing-length about 3 mm. 

L>iStvibZLtion.-SvDAN : Lualas, Pibor (BaZfozw) ; Tomba (King). BELGIAN 
CONGO : Kinshasa (DzLren.) ; Stanleyville and Lake Albert (Schwefz). UGANDA : 
Probably common but confused with guasiguiarti. 

I/aviation.-Many specimens from Lake Albert and Ruchuru (S&we&) are inter- 

mediate between typical zmivittatus and the Sudanese neavei described above ; they 

have the terminalia exactly as in neavei and tergites unbanded, but sternites with 
narrow dark apical bands and hind tibia with some indications of the pale stripe ; 
in a short bred series (4 3, 3 9) from Ruchuru 2-4 small post-spiracular scales are 
present (3 3, 3 0) or absent (I 3). 

The true status of neavei is uncertain ; in view of the intermediate forms just 
noted it is treated as a variety of univittatzts, but further investigation is needed before 

this conclusion can be regarded as established. It is just possible that it may be 

a hybrid between C. univittntus and C. antennatus. 

Culex (Culex) simpsoni Theobald. 

Cu~lcx .si~~p.so~i Theobald, J. Econ. Biol. I, p . 28 (Igoj), and 111011. Cul. 1, p. 441 (1907) ; Edwards, 
Bull. Ellt. ReS. 5, p. 67 (1914) (in put) ; MacGregor, Anoph. Mauritius, p. 31 (1924). 

CELZPX richteri Ingram and de Aicillon, S. Afr. Inst. Med. Res. 22, p. 72 (1927). 

TYPES.-9impsoni, 39 in B.&I., Trnnsvml ; vichteri, d in B.M., Zululand. 

A rather small species, somewhat resembling C. univittatus, especially in the 

possession of post-spiracular scales, but with thorax rather more ornate and no trace 
of pale stripe on hind tibia. 

9. Head with both the erect and the decumbent scales yellowish in middle, dark 
towards sides. Proboscis pale-scaled beneath in middle. Palpi with some white 

scales at tip, about one-sixth as long as proboscis. Thorax with dark integument. 

Scutum with dark brown and brassy-yellow scales, the latter usually forming a fairly 

definite pattern, consisting of a patch on each shoulder, a median stripe on the anterior 
half, filling the space between the bare lines but not extending further, and a pair of 
rather diffuse patches behind the middle ; scales on and near scutellum also pale. 

Post-spiracular and pre-alar scales both present, but fewer than in C. univittatm ; 
propleural scales also fewer. Abdomen with well-marked white basal bands on 

tergites ; sternites usually with distinct dark apical bands, but these sometimes 

reduced. Legs largely dark ; front and middle femora normally with the anterior 

surface entirely dark ; hind tibia black, with a conspicuous white spot at tip but 

without any trace of a pale longitudinal stripe ; hind femur largely white, with a 

dark dorsal line which does not always reach the base, and with about the distal 

fifth of anterior surface dark. Wi~zgs entirely dark-scaled ; cross-veins wider apart 



than in most similar species, the distance between them equal to twice the length 

of the posterior cross-vein. 

3. Resembles $2, but mesonotal markings often suffused and indistinct. Palpi 

conspicuously hairy, exceeding proboscis by rather more than the length of the last 
segment ; penultimate segment white-scaled beneath on the basal half only ; ter- 

minal segment with a few white scales at base beneath. Tevnziaznlin (Fig. 106, e, f) : 
Coxite unmodified ; lobe with the usual three rods not very stout, only one simple 
rod accompanving the rather broad and somewhat triangular leaf. Style not at all 

widened at tip. Paraproct with the usual long basal arm. Zp with complex upper 

(outer) division and finger-like lower (inner) division as in many related species ; 
upper division with one long tooth, three or four smaller teeth in a vertical row, and a 

few fine denticles. 

I)istribZltio~Z.--CAPE : (;rahamstown (Barmzld). ~~KANSVA~L (.i’inzpsmt). ZLTI.L;- 

LAT\;D : Begamuzi River (In,nvnnz). ZANZIBAR (Aders). TANGXIVYII~~I : I,indi 

(Ha7B0vth). MA~~;RITI~S and RODRIGUEZ (,UncGre~or). BELGIAX CONGO : Elisabeth- 
ville (Seydel) ; Chutes Guilliaume (Schwetz) ; Leopoldville (Henmvd). KE‘~;YA : 
Masongaleni and RItito Andei (*YenLIe) ; Marsabit (Clzell) ; Kilifi (JIacDonnZd). S. 
RHODESIA : Salisbury, Shamva, Sinoia, Umtali (Leeson). SUDAN : Khartoum (San. 
In.@.) ; Medani (Redford) ; Agur &Iar (RtittZedge). 

F’nrintion.-All specimens examined from Rodriguez and Mauritius show a pale 

line running almost the whole length of the mid femur (but not the tibia) ; such a 

pale line is absent from nearly all mainland specimens, but is indicated in one or two 
specimens from Kenya. 

.Synonytny.-The synonymy quoted above appears to be correct. Ingram and 
de Meillon introduced C. riclztevi as a new species on account of definite differences 
which they noted in the structure of the phallosome between their specimens and the 

one figured by me in 1914 as C. simpso?zi ; a re-study of the material, however, shows 
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that the latter specimen was incorrectly determined and it is now renamed C. terxii ; 

the true C. si~npsoni has the structure figured by Ingram and de Meillon. This con- 
fusion may perhaps partly account for the apparent larval variation in C. simpsolzi 
noted by Hopkins. 

Culex (Culex) sinaiticus liirlipatricli. 

f Z&L sirlnlticzts I<irl<patrich, Bull. SW. Ent. 
T~r>n.-_S2 in Dept. &Qric. Cniro, Sin<li. 

A4 small species resembling C. unizlittatzu and C. si~tpsoni, but paler, with shorter 
male palpi and different terminalia. 

9. Head with the scales mostly pale, erect scales rather broadly fan-shaped as in 
c. SiVzpsoni. Proboscis pale beneath and sometimes also above in middle, dark at 
base and tip. Palpi largely pale-scaled (at least in typical form), about one-sixth as 
long as proboscis. Torus and first flagellar segment with small white scales. Thorn% 
rather light brownish ; scutal scales lighter still and almost uniform in tint ; no obvious 
pattern. Patches of white scales on pleurae, including post-spiracular and pre-alar 
groups. -4 bdometz blackish above, tergites with conspicuous and rather broad white 
basal bands ; venter almost entirely white-scaled. Legs largely dark anteriorly, pale 
posteriorly ; conspicuous white spots at tips of all femora and tibiae ; hind femur 

in typical specimens largely white, the dark dorsal line extending only one-fourth 

of its length and external surface dark for only a short distance ; in a Somaliland 

specimen, however, the dark dorsal line extends more than half the length of the 
femur. Hind tibia without trace of pale anterior stripe. Scales on front coxae 
almost all white. VVisgs dark scaled ; upper fork about z .5 times as long as its stem ; 
cross-veins wide apart, as in C. si~@souzi. 

$. Resembles 9. Palpi exceeding proboscis by length of terminal segment, but 
last two segments shorter than usual and with onlv a few short hairs, penultimate 

segment with line of white scales beneath. Teulrhzadia (Fig. 106, b, c) : Coxite 
rather narrow, with a group of rather long hairs at tip ; lobe very little prominent 

and undivided, rod a moderately thick and hooked, b, c, d, e and f all rather slender 

and subequal, leaf long and narrow, the accompanying seta also very long. Basal 

arm of paraproct long, curved, thick at tip. Phallosome much as in C. silu~pso~i. 
Wing-1engtJL 2.5-3 mm. 

Distribution.-SINAI (Kirkpatrick). SUD,IK : Jebelein, 6. vii. 09, I $ (King) ; 
Khor Gwob (DavLing). SOMXLILAND : Las Anod, 1930 (i!b!a~. T. H. Twig). ADEK 

PROT. : Wadi Ma’adin (Petrie). 

Culex (Culex) striatipes sp. 11. 

Bull. Ent. Kcs. 17, p. I;O (1926). 

Resembles C. si+n$soni in most respects, but larger and different in various 

details ;, middle legs striped. 

9. Head with the erect scales rather short and broad (in this respect resembling 

those of C. simpsoni rather than C. vansouneveni), mostly dark ; decumbent scales pale. 
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Proboscis pale in middle beneath. Palpi dark, about one-sixth as long as proboscis. 

Thorax with dark integument ; scutal scales mostly dark brown, some pale ones 

round margins but none in middle of anterior half ; scutellum and area in front of it 

pale scaled as usual. Post-spiracular and pre-alar scales present. A bdovmz dark 

above, tergites with rather broad creamy-white basal bands which are just discon- 

nected from the basal lateral white spots ; venter mostly pale-scaled, sternites with 

median and apicolateral areas of black scales, these areas united on sternites 6 and 7 
but not forming distinct bands. Legs mainly dark ; front and middle femora and 

middle tibia (but not front or hind tibia) with a line of whitish scales running the whole 

length of anterior surface ; hind femur with anterior surface mainly white, with a 

dark dorsal line and only the distal fifth entirely dark, some dark scales extending a 

little further towards base on ventral surface ; hind tibia with a conspicuous white 

spot at tip. VVz&zgs entirely dark scaled ; venation as in C. si~z~so~zi, the cross-veins 

wide apart. 

3. Resembles 0, except that the sternites have broad black apical bands, and the 

white markings of tergites are continuous. Palpi as in C. simpsoni except that the 

white line extends whole length of second segment. Post-spiracular scales less 

numerous than in 9, forming two small groups instead of a patch. Tevmivzalia 

(Fig. 114, ) y a ver much as in C. simpsoni, differin, c chiefly in having inner division 

of Z$J markedly shorter than outer. 

Wing-length 4 mm. 
I)istribzjtion.-KENY,4 : Nairobi, v. 1924, I 3 (van Sonzeren), 13. iv. 1912, I $! 

(Anderson) ; Mt. Elgon, 8000 ft., ii.1935, I $ (Edzelards). 

Culex (Culex) terzii sp. II. 

Culex sintpsorzi Ed wards (net 

TYPE.+ in B. 31.. Salisbury. 

Theobalcl), Bull. Ent. Kes. 5, p. 66, lig. 3, Itsft-hand fi@lrc (r()rq). 

A larger species than C. &npsoni ; in most respects more like C. uansomerek, 

but with unbanded venter. 

9. Head with the erect scales pale in middle, dark at sides ; decumbent scales pale. 
Proboscis entirely dark, scales on under surface not obviously paler in middle. Palpi 

dark, almost one-fifth as long as proboscis. Thorax with dark integument. Scutal 

scales mostly dark brown, some pale ones round margins, on and in front of scutellum, 
and in a pair of ill-defined spots behind middle. No post-spiracular scales, but a 

conspicuous patch of pre-alar scales present. Abdomen dark above, with conspicuous 

white basal bands on tergites. Sternites largely white scaled, some black scales 

present in middle towards base, and on posterior lateral corners. Legs mainly black ; 
femora and tibiae without white stripes in front ; hind femora with about the distal 

fourth of anterior surface dark (the dark area thus rather more extensive than in 

C. simpsoni) ; hind tibia with a conspicuous white spot at tip. Wings entirely dark 
scaled ; upper fork not quite three times as long as its stem ; cross-veins separated 

by scarcely the length of the posterior one. 
3. Resembles 9 ; dark scales on sternites more numerous, but forming A-shaped 

marks instead of transverse bands. Palpi moderately hairy, exceeding proboscis by 

rather more than the length of the last segment, penultimate segment with white 
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scales beneath for its whole length. Tevmzkalia (Fig. 114, b) : Coxite unmodified ; 
lobe with the three proximal rods a-c of about equal thickness ; d single, moderately 
thick ; f broad and almost leaf-like ; leaf long, pointed, widened in middle. Style 
broader than in C. simnpso~~i, without fine pubescence at tip as in C. vansomereni. 

Phallosome resembling that of C. vawsomeveni but with a sharp-pointed projection 
on outer side of outer division. 

Wing-length 4 mm. 
Distribution-S. RHODESIA : Salisbury (Marsld, Leeson) ; Bindura (Haworth). 

E. TII_mSVAAL : \Vaterval, series of $2 (de ~Ueillo~t). 
The specimens collected by Marshall were included by Theobald in his series of 

C. uniuittatus, the male being labelled I‘ type ” ; this male I wrongly identified in 
1914 as C. sinzpsoni, and its phallosome and paraprocts were figured for me by Mr. 

A. J. E. Terzi in the paper cited as being those of C. simpsoni (the coxite figured was, 
however, drawn from another specimen, correctly determined). The specimens 

obtained by Leeson were bred from larvae found in a tub in December, 1926, and were 

determined by me as C. vamomevetzi. 
The species is dedicated to Mr. ,4. J. E. Terzi in appreciation of his skill in drawing 

the genitalia of this and other species of Czblex. 

Culex (Culex) laticinctus Edwards. 

(‘u!~L laticimttra Edwards, J. Proc. Asiatic Sot. Bengal, 9, p. 30 (x913) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 
12, P. 342 (1921) ; Kirkp~tricl;, Mosq. Egypt, p. II~) (192j). 

TYPE.--$ in B.RI., Tiberias, Palestine. 

A medium-sized species somewhat resembling C. @piens, but rather easily 

recognized by the light-coloured thorax, broadly banded abdomen, and bare male 
palpi. Differs from other species of the group in possessing two or more lower 
mesepimeral bristles. 

$2. Head with erect scales long and narrow, mostly pale, decumbent scales whitish. 

Proboscis entirely blackish ; palpi blackish and about one-fifth as long as proboscis. 

Thorax with integument of pleurae light yellowish, mesonotum not much darker ; 
scutal scales light brown, some white ones round front margin and on and in front 

of scutellum. Post-spiracular and pre-alar scales absent. Two, three or even four 

lower mesepimeral bristles present, instead of one as in all other species of this group. 
Abdomen dark above, tergites with broad white basal bands of even width, venter 
entirely creamy. Legs largely dark, tips of femora inconspicuously pale ; hind femur 

with most of anterior surface whitish, dark dorsal line not usually reaching base ; 
hind tibia with conspicuous pale spot at tip. Scales on front coxae almost all white 

(an unusual feature). Wirtgs dark scaled. Cpper fork scarcely three times as long 

as its stem, cross-veins not very wide apart. Pharyngeal teeth, Fig. 95, C. 

$. Resembles 1. Palpi very little longer than proboscis and almost devoid of 
hairs ; penultimate segment with white scales beneath. Terminalia (Fig. 106, a> 

rather larger than usual in proportion to the size of the insect. Coxite with dense 

short hair ventro-laterally and rather numerous short hairs at tip ; lobe divided, rods 

a, b, c, e, andf all about equally stout, f the longest and bent ; leaf long, narrow and 
pointed Style bent in middle, external margin at tip finely spinose. Paraproct 



with moderately long basal arm Phallosome somewhat as in C. sinzpsoni, but with 

fewer small teeth. 
U’i+zg-Ze@lz about _c mm. 

nistYibz~tion.-so~~aLILa~u : 1~s ,Inod (&Jaj. ?‘. H. Tuigg). Svuxr\; : Gebel 
Totil, near Kassala (San. I+z@ector) ; Erkowit (Kigzg). ,%KABIA : Dharan and 
Hima (PI&by) ; Muscat (Bnrvnz~~) ; Sana’a (Scott and Rvitto~). 

C. laticinctzts is also widely distributed in the Mediterranean region, having been 

found in Teneriffe, Spain, Tunis, Italy, Greece, Crete, Syria, Palestine and Egypt. 

Culex (Culex) pipiens Linnaeus. 

CUZeXpi~ie?zs Linnaeus (in pdrt), S\-st. Nai. Ed. s, p. 602 (1758) ; I)~-ar ant1 l\;u~~b, Proc. Ent. Sec. 
\\7asllington, II, p. 30 (1909); Edwards, H~lll. Ent. Res. ‘c, p. 5; (IOI 31, anti 17, p. I 31 (1926) ; 

Marshall, Brit. Mosq. p. ~$3 (1918). 
Heptaphlebomyin simplex Theobald (&), Mon. Cd. 1, p. j33 (1907). 

TYPES-~~~~WS, non-existent, N. Europe ; czmhlr~, j* in B.M., Bihd, I hgoL1. 

A mosquito without striking distinctive features, but distinguishable from all but 

a few similar species by the following combination of characters : thorax rather 
uniformly reddish-brown ; ab&xninal tergites with pale basal bands more or less 

indicated, sternites pale and unhanded ; proboscis pale beneath ; legs dark, the hind 

tibia with a small pale spot at tip. Further diagnostic features are the absence of 

post-spiracular and pre-alar scales, the very long upper forked cell in the female, and 

the single lower mesepimeral bristle. 
9. Head with the erect scales mostly dark, decumbent scales pale, those round 

eye-margins whitish. Proboscis dark above, pale-scaled beneath for the greater 

part of its length. Palpi dark, about one-seventh as long as proboscis. Antennae 
without scales ; basal segment largely pale ; flagellar segments subequal in length, 

each with the usual 4-6 long hairs in the whorl. TIzzorax with mesonotal integument 

uniformly reddish-brown, pleurae lighter in tint and without darker markings. 

Scutal scales almost uniformly reddish-brown in tint, those on and in front of scutellum 

lighter. Pleurae with the usual patches of whitish scales on sternopleura and mes- 
epimeron ; propleura with rather nutnerous bristles but few scales ; no scales on 

post-spiracular or pre-alar areas. Abdolnen dark brown above, the tergites normally 

with basal creamy (not white) bands which are narrowed towards each side, but these 
bands very often reduced to median spots which are quite disconnected from the 

lateral pale spots, these median spots sometimes very small or even absent. Venter 
mainly clothed with cream\7 scales, usually with some blackish scales forming a ., 
small median spot or streak on each &-gite: but these marks not always obvious. 

Legs mainly dark ; front coxa with a few white scales at base, otherwise dark scaled ; 
hind femur with dark dorsal stripe from base to tip, gradually widening but not extend- 

ing over whole of anterior surface till very near the tip of the femur ; hind tibia 
with a spot of pale scales at tip, at the maximum about as long as broad but sometimes 

much smaller or almost absent. wings dark, scales on distal half linear and dense ; 
upper fork long, from three to four times as long as its stem ; cross-veins separated 
by rather more than the length of the posterior one. Halteres yellow. Pharyn@=l 
teeth, Fig. 95, e. 

3. Resembles 9, but pale bands of abdominal tergites broader and abvays distinct 



and complete. Palpi exceeding proboscis by terminal segment and about half the 
penultimate, clothed with long hairs from middle of shaft outwards ; distal half of 
shaft with pale scales outwardly ; penultimate segment with a line of white scales 

running the whole length beneath ; terminal segment white scaled at base beneath. 
Terlninnlin (Fig. rot, a) : Coxite not swollen, without special arrangement of hairs ; 
lobe undivided, its appendages almost in one ro\v : n and b both stout and straight, 
a as stout as b or slightly stouter, pointed, h slightly- hooked, c much more slender, 

tl and e hairlike, verl- slightly hooked, -f rather longer, considerably stouter and more 
strongly hooked than (l or e ; leaf scarcely longer than f and moderately broad ; 
seta rather flattened. Style sickle-shaped, evenly tapering, not enlarged near tip. 

Ninth tergite with a variable number of hairs on each lobe (a specimen from Angola 
has q-5, one from Abyssinia has 14). Paraproct with basal arm always pale and 

rudimentary though its length is rather variable. Phallosome with the inner division 

broad and truncate at tip, outer division divided into two, the inner part forming a 
narrow sickle. 

Wing-le~zgtll 3.5-S .j mm. 

Distvibzhm-C. @piem appears to be widely distributed and common in East 

and South *4frica and in Madagascar, but is not known to occur in West Africa or 

indeed anywhere in the tropical forest regions. The following records have been 
confirmed by the examination of mounted male teminalia. ABYSSIXIA : Doukham, 
6500-7000 ft, (Scott) ; Addis Ababa (SK~J@) ; -4smara (RnflaeZe). SUDAX : Tombe 
(King). K;ENY*% : h’airobi and n’joro (_~ndevson) ; Nakuru (sJ,nzes). UGANDA : 
Lake Nutanda (Z;o~d) ; Kabale (Ho@ins). &LGIAK CONGO : Elisabethville and 
Kivu highlands (Schzletz). NATAL : Durban (Bettis). Asco~x : Bihe (Wellman). 

MADAGASCAR : Tananarive (Seiret, Vevztvillon) ; ,4ntsirabe (Se+g), MAURITIUS 
(MncGregor) . 

Variation.--,is noted in the above description the pale abdominal bands of the 
female tend to be reducecl in African specimens of C. pipiens, and may be practically 
absent ; the pale spot at the tip of the hind tibia is v-ariable in distinctness. In these 
respects the African form appears to differ from typical C. pipiens of northern Europe, 

which always has the abdominal bands distinct, and (as against the closely allied C. 
molestus Forskal) has a distinct tibia1 spot. I do not believe this variation is to be 
explained by supposing that C. pipiem and C. molestus occur together in Africa, 
because in all the African males of this species which I have examined the palpi 

resemble those of C. @@iens rather than C. molestus. 
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Culex (Culex) fatigans Wiedemann (I-‘l. 1.) 

C&x fntignrzs Wiedeniann I?), Aussercurop. ZweiB. Ins. I, p. IO (18~3) ; Theobald, Mon. Cul. 2, 
p. 151 (1901) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 4, p. 55 (rgrj), 11, p. 30.5 (rga4), and 17, p. 1x1 (1926). 

C‘2lle.x guznqz~cfnsciatus Say of inany ilruerican authors. 
(?) C&A n~t~if~~ Bigot, Arm. Sot. Ent. France (3). 7, p, 117 (IHj9). 

(?) C2&z pnZZidoce~/znZus ‘TheotJd ($2 onI!-), First Kept. 1Yellcome. Lab. p. 73 ( I~o+). 

Czden- cavtlo?3~ Ventrillon, Bull. Mus. Paris, I 1, p. 429 (190s). 

Cden stoehvi Theobald, 11011. Cd. 4, p. 419 (1907). 

(?) Culex dtdieri Nevru-Leruaire, Arch. Parasit. IO, p. 257 (rgo6). 
Culex goqhii Theobald (3 only), U.S. Afr. Dept. Agric., First Rept. Yet. Res., p. 268 (1911). 

TYPES.--f&guns, lost, East Indies ; quinquefasciatus, lost, h’. America ; anxifel., non-existellt, 
JIadag-ascar ; pallidocephal~r.s, 3 in B.M., Sennar, Sudan ; cartronz, 6 in L~us. Hist. Xat. 
Paris, AIadagascar ; didzerz, $2 lost, Leopoldville ; stoehrz, $ in B.M., B.C. _kfrica ; y014ghi2, 3 
in B.M., Transvaal. 

Very closely allied and similar to C. pipiens but usually distinguishable without 

much difficulty by the points noted below. 

9. Scales of scutum usually rather coarser in appearance, and rather lighter (more 
buffy) in tint. Pale bands of abdominal tergites nearly always distinct, whiter and 
more rounded than in C. pipiens. Hind tibia with a rather more obvious pale area 

at tip ; front coxa tending to have more numerous pale scales. Fling with the upper 

fork shorter, about z ‘5 times as long as its stem ; cross-veins on the average wider 

apart, the distance between them equal to nearly twice the length of one of them. 
$. Thorax as in 9 ; abdominal bands rather broad, whiter than in C. pipiens. 

Palpi definitely shorter than in C. pipiens, exceeding proboscis by scarcely the length 
of the terminal segment ; also less hairy, the shaft having only a very few hairs at 

its tip, these tending to project downwards rather than outwards. Terminalia 

(Fig. 107, b) : Coxite, lobe, style and paraprocts almost exactly as in C. pipiens, 

but phallosome differing notably, the inner division shorter, less stout and more 

pointed, sickle-shaped part of outer division longer and much broader. 
Distribution.-As in most parts of the tropics and subtropics, this is the common 

domestic Culex throughout tropical Africa as well as in South-West Arabia, and in 

the islands of the Gulf of Guinea and the Indian Ocean. It occurs as far south as 

Cape Town, and in the East African highlands is found up to an altitude of about 

6000 ft. (at Nairobi) ; in the Sudan it has occurred as far north as Khartoum and 

Wadi Halfa as well as at Port Sudan. In West ,%frica C. fatigans may be more 

restricted in its distribution. Jlacfie and Ingram (1916, 1919) recorded it as abundant 

at Accra, but did not find it in Ashanti or in &Northern Territories of the Gold 

Coast ; I have seen no specimen from Sierra Leone and failed to find any record of its 
occurrence in that country, though the absence of such records may be purely acci- 
dental. 

Bionomics.-C. fat&am is almost everywhere in the tropics one of the most 
troublesome of domestic mosquitoes, biting, like other Culex, almost exclusively at 

night. It is rather strange, therefore, that it was not included by workers in Lagos 

among lists of Culicines which prefer human blood, and that Mathis (1935) found 
that at Dakar in the laboratory it fed exclusively on birds. This latter finding led 

to the suggestion that there may be biological races of the species, but later work by 

Galliard (1936) and Wanson and Nicolay (1937) suggests that if such different races 

exist they are to be found only in the laboratory. Galliard found that whereas at 
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first a cultivated strain of fatigans would attack man, guinea-pigs or fowls indis- 

criminately, after five or six generations the females lose their ability to feed on animals 

and must therefore be fed on man. IVanson and Xicolay confirmed this and, further, 

found that in the seventh generation the females refused to feed at all and therefore 

died out ; they also found both human and al-ian blood in captured specimens, 
and noted that the females are more attracted to -4fricans than to Europeans. 

&4t Dakar in 1935 Mathis obtained four generations between March 30 and June 
30 ; pairing occurred in small cages but autogenesis was not observed. The females 

did not bite in the daytime except under conditions of prolonged fasting ; the first 

egg-raft was laid 2-3 days after the first blood-meal, generally at night or before 

8 a.m., one female usually laying four rafts. IVanson and Nicolay (1937) found that 

in the Congo the first blood-meal was taken 2-3 days after emergence, and the first 

egg-raft laid 4-5 days after the meal ; the females fed repeatedly, but in the dry 
season no more eggs matured and the insects died after a maximum of 30 days. 

C. fatigans is said to be specially common in damp houses. No experiments have 

been made in ,4frica to establish the range of flight of fatigam, but Afridi and Majid 
(193s) in Delhi found that females travelled over three miles. 

Culex (Culex) zombaensis ‘Theobald. 

C&n zombnensis Theobald, Mon. Cul. 2, p. 113 (1901). 

Czrlrxpnlliiloc~~hnll~s Edwards (wx Theobald), Bull. Ent. Rcs. 4, p. 56 (1913), and 17, p. 131 (1926). 

TYPL-9 in B.M., Zomba, Nyasaland. 

Distinguished from nearly all other species of the pipiens group by the follow- 
ing combination of characters : Proboscis pale in middle beneath ; pre-alar but no 

post-spiracular scales present ; sternites with median longitudinal dark marks but 

without transverse bands. 
$2. Head with the erect scales long and narrow, mostly dark ; decumbent scales 

pale. Proboscis pale-scaled beneath except at base and tip, where it is dark. Palpi 

about one-fifth as long as proboscis, dark, with some scattered pale scales. Thorax 
with integument of mesonotum dark, pleurae for the most part pale, including meron. 

Scutal scales mainly dark brown, pale scales confined to margins and posterior third. 
No post-spiracular scales ; a small patch of pre-alar scales present, not continuous 
with the upper sternopleural patch. Abdomen dark above, tergites with whitish 
basal bands which vary in width (in the type they are very narrow, almost obsolete). 

Venter mainly pale-scaled, with a more or less interrupted median dark line, sometimes 
reduced to a spot in the middle of each sternite ; usually a few dark scales at posterior 
corners of sternites. Legs mainly dark anteriorly ; middle femora and tibiae almost 
entirely pale posteriorly ; hind femur with dark dorsal line reaching base ; anterior 

surface whitish with the distal fourth or rather less dark ; hind tibia with a yellowish 
spot at tip which is about as long as broad. Wings entirely dark scaled ; lateral 
scales on forks linear ; upper fork not quite three times as long as its stem ; cross- 
veins separated by scarcely the length of the posterior one. 

3. Resembles 9. Palpi exceeding proboscis by more than the length of the last 
segment ; distal part of shaft and whole of last two densely hairy ; penultimate 



segment with white scales beneath at base and tip, bare in middle, terminal segment 

with white scales beneath at base and on distal half. TemzinaZia (Fig. 113, c) : 

Coxite and its appendages much as in C. ~~~.so~ze~e~Zi, but f more leaf-like. Para- 
proct with the basal arm rather Ivariable in length, but shorter than in most allied 

species, sometimes less than half as long as paraproct. Phallosome of peculiar form, 
the outer division without teeth. 

Wing-length about 3.5 mm. 
L)istvi62ltion.-Nu_~s_~r~~~~D : Zomba (Gvny, Stn~znzcs). KEXYA : Nairobi (,4 VU&Y- 

son, Vavz Somereyz, Hopkins) ; Kabete (,+Inderson). LLWD.~ : 13.X Coil. (locality 

and collector not noted). 

This species has been confused with C. zlansouzereni and C. clzovleyi, and man! 

previous records refer to one or other of those species. 
Synzo~~y~y.-Ke-examination of the type female of C. pallidoceplzahs shows that 

it has no pre-alar scale s, no dark areas on the abdominal sternites, and only a small 

pale spot at tip of hind tibiae ; it is therefore certainly not the same as the East 

African species I have hitherto determined as C. pallidoceplzalz~s, but may well be a 

specimen of C. fatigans. Of Theobald’s original males of paZZidocq3J~aZz~s one was 

mounted on a slide by him and is the only one now extant. It has the terminalia 

of C. univittatus and is either that species or neavei. The type female of C. xofnhaensis 

agrees with females redescribed here from Nairobi, and though no males have been 
examined from Nyasaland it is probable that the species is the same as the one 

here described. 
Hopkins’s determination of the larva of pallidoce~halzts wds due to an incorrect 

determination made by me of specimens of C. chorleyi sp. n. 
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Culex (Culex) mirificus Edwards. 

Cdex wzzrijcus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 4, p 

T\-PI:.-_6 in B.hI., Njoro, Kmya. 

In most respects closely resembles C. 

57 (10131. 

?o&ne&s, but at once distinguished from 

that and all other &African species by the remarkable male terminalia. 
) Head i-. with the erect scales long and narrow, nearly all dark ; decumbent scales 

pale. Proboscis mostly pale-scaled beneath. Pslpi about one-sixth as long as 

proboscis, with some white scales at tip. Tltovax with integument mainly dark ; 
pleurae lighter in parts but meron usually conspicuously darker than coxae (a possible 

distinction from C. ~o~&re~~is). Scutal scales mostly dark reddish brown ; very 

few pale scales round front margin, none in middle, but scutellum and area in front 

of it pale-scaled as usual. Pre-alar but no post-spiracular scales present. Abdomen 

with distinct creamy-white basal bands on tergites ; venter with a median longi- 

tudinal dark line, more or less interrupted. Legs largely dark-scaled anteriorly, 

pale-scaled posteriorly, as in C. zombaemis ; hind femur with dark dorsal line and only 

distal sixth of anterior surface dark ; hind tibia with whitish apical spot, not very 

conspicuous. l17i?zgs entirely dark scaled ; cross-veins close together. Pharyngeal 

feetlb, Fig. 95, d. 

3. Resembles 7. Palpi exceeding proboscis by scarcely the length of the terminal 

segment ; last two segments moderately hairy: few hairs on long segment ; white 

line beneath as usual. Tevmimlia (Fig. 108) : Cosite with basal part swollen and 

provided with a tuft of t-ery long curved dark hairs, part beyond lobe lengthened and 

cylindrical, with a tuft of short hairs at tip ; lobe with five modified bristles of very 

different shape from usual, the one apparently representing the leaf with a long stem 

and broad flattened tip. Style remarkably broad. Paraproct without basal arm. 

Phallosome somewhat as in C. xombaemis, Zp of two simple divisions, the outer one 
with reflexed tip. 

Wing-length about 4.5-5 mm. 

distribution.-I(ENu_ : Njoro and Nakuru, apparently confined to neighbour- 

hood of Lake Nakuru (,4nderson, Bi;dekev, Symes). Symes wrote in 1931, " This year 

they invaded the township and became a dreadful pest.” 

Culex (Culex) ninagongoensis Edwards. 

Edwards, Rev. Zoo]. Afr. 16, p. 324 (rgz8). 

M t . Ninagongo, Kivu. 

A species resembling C. pipiens but with broader pale bands on abdominal 

tergites, pale-scaled venter, shorter male palpi, and very distinctive terminalia. 

9. Head with the erect scales mostly yellow, some dark ones at sides, decumbent 
scales yellow. Proboscis in the type series paler in middle beneath, but not con- 

spicuously so, in Uganda specimens entirely dark. Palpi dark, about one-fifth as 

long as proboscis. Thorax with brownish integument, not very dark. Scutal scales 

bronzy or reddish-brown, almost uniform in tint, even those on and in front of scutel- 

lum scarcely paler than the rest, Pleural scales creamy-yellowish, none on post- 
spiracular or pre-alar areas. Abdomen with dark parts of tergites brownish rather 
than black, pale bands yellowish rather than white, broadened laterally, at least 
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those on tergites 6 and 7 broader than usual and occupying more than half the tergites. 
Venter yellow scaled, few or no black scales present. Legs mainly dark brown 

anteriorly, yellowish posteriorly ; tips of femora and of hind tibia with yellow spots, 
those on femora broader than usual ; hind femur with dark dorsal line which gradu- 

ally widens, till on the distal fifth the anterior surface is all dark. Wings entirely 
dark scaled. Upper fork very long, fully four times as long as its stem ; cross- 

veins separated by about the length of the posterior one. 

8. Resembles 9. Palpi very little longer than proboscis and with very few hairs, 

which are mostly short ; last two segments each with some white scales at base 

beneath, but these not forming a definite line. Tevmizinalia (Fig. 109, a-c) : Coxite 

somewhat swollen, with dense but not long pale hair ventro-laterally ; lobe divided, 
the distal part very prominent and close to tip of coxite ; rods a-c normal, b not much 

stouter, d single, f stout and spine-like ; leaf not very large ; seta flattened. Style 
very broad. Lobes of tergite larger and more hairy than usual. Paraproct with 

moderate basal arm. Phallosome somewhat as in C. andevsovti. 

Wing-length 4-5 mm. 
’ Distrib~tioPz.-BELGIAN CONGO : Mt. Ninagongo, 10,000 ft. (Beyzlaert). UGANDA4 : 

Mt. Mgahinga, 8000 ft., Kigezi (Edwards) ; Bujuku Valley, Sjoo ft., Ruwenzori 

(Hartcock) ; Namwamba Valley, Sooo ft., Ruwenzori (Gibbins). 

Culex (Culex) calurus Edwards. 

C&x cnlurus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 26, p. 136 (10x5). 

TYPE.+ in B.M., Mt. Kinangop. 

A species resembling C. pipiens and C. niaagongoensis but with very distinctive 

terminalia. 

FIG. Iog.-Terminalic details of c dex spp. a-c. K inagongoensis (a, 11, from type 3 ; c, Ruwen- 
zori 3). d-f. cnluvus. d. Paraprocts and ninth tergite. e, f. Coxite in two aspects. 

9. Unrecognized. 
$. Head with the erect scales rather short but not broad, dark ; decumbent scales 

pale. Proboscis pale scaled beneath for the greater part of its length. Palpi only 

very slightly longer than proboscis and only moderately hairy. Thorax with dark 
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integument, pleurae lighter posteriorly. Scutal scales nearly all dark reddish brown, 

pale scales almost confined to scutellum and area in front of it. Neither post- 
spiracular nor pre-alar scales present. Abdomen with basal creamy-white bands of 
moderate width on tergites ; sternites largely pale-scaled, with an interrupted median 
dark stripe and apical lateral dark spots. Legs mainly dark but hind femur with 

the anterior surface mainly pale, only about the distal sixth dark ; hind tibia with 

creamy-white spot at tip. Wings entirely dark-scaled ; cross-veins separated by 

about the length of the posterior one ; length about 4 mm. 

TerminaZia (Fig. Iog, d-f) : Coxite unusually large, almost semi-orbicular, 

but without unusual hairiness ; lobe very little developed and undivided ; rods a-c 

unusually sinuous, b much the stoutest of the three, d and e absent, f a long simple 

rod, leaf broad but pointed. Style strap-shaped. Lobes of tergite much larger and 
more hairy than usual. Paraprocts each with about eight hairs instead of the 

usual four, basal arm shorter than usual. Phallosome almost as in C. andersoni. 

Distribution.-KENYA : Mt. Kinangop, Aberdare Mts., 8-10,000 ft. (Edwards, 

Ford). 

Culex (Culex) umbripes sp. n. 

TYPE.-? in B.&f., Kundelungu Mts., Katanga. 

A rather large species, resembling C. andevsoni in its very dark legs, but differing 

from that and other allied species in the scaling of the head, pleurae, and venter. 
$2. Head with the erect scales all blackish, rather long and narrow ; decumbent 

scales mostly dark brown, but an area of pale ones on nape and a narrow pale border 

to the eyes. Proboscis entirely black-scaled below as well as above. Palpi dark, 
almost one-fourth as long as proboscis. Thorax with dark brown integument. 

Scutum more or less rubbed in the three specimens available, remaining scales mostly 

dark brown, some pale scales as usual round margins and on and in front of scutellum. 

A conspicuous patch of post-spiracular scales present, in addition to pre-alar scales ; 
propleural scales numerous and extending on to upper corner of prosternum. Abdomen 
black above, tergites with yellowish basal bands ; sternites largely pale, each with 

an area of black scales in middle towards base and another on each posterior corner. 
Legs largely blackish ; anterior surface of hind femur clothed almost entirely with 

black scales, with only a short line of pale scales at base, as in C. andersoni ; hind 

tibia with a conspicuous yellowish spot at tip, longer than broad. Wings entirely 

dark ; scales dense and somewhat broader than usual ; cross-veins wider apart than 

in C. andevsoni. Length about 4.5 mm. 

$. Unknown. 
Distvibzhon.-BELGIAN CONGO : Pashie stream, Kundelungu Mts., 1700 m., 

Katanga, 24. ix. 1925. (Schwetz). 

Culex (Culex) trifilatus Edwarcls. 

Czclex trzjilatzts Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. j, p. Gj (1914). 

TYPE.-_6 in B.M., Kabete, Kenya. 

This and the following nine species (with their subspecies) are collectively dis- 

tinguished by having the proboscis (at least in the female) entirely blackish below 

21 
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as well as above ; the abdominal sternites with black apical bands which are pro- 

duced towards the base in the middle and the hind tibia with a distinct pale spot at 

the tip ; they further resemble one another and agree with C. pipiens, C. fatigans 

and other similar species in having the tarsi entirely dark, abdominal tergites with 

creamy-white basal bands (sometimes very narrow or interrupted in the female), 

male palpi with a white line on the penultimate segment beneath, and post-spiracular 

scales absent. 

F’rc. I xo.--Tcrminalia of C&x trifilalus Edw. T,ettering ns in Fig. ~3. 

From the other species of this group C. trifilatm differs in having the pale spot at 

the tip of the hind tibia smaller. 
9. Head with the erect scales mostly yellow, a few black ones towards sides. Tori 

largely pale, without scales. Palpi black, about one-fifth as long as proboscis. 
Thorax with the integument dark brown, pleurae not much lighter than dorsum but 
with the sutures pale as usual. Scutum with small dull bronzy-brown scales, mixed 
with slightly paler and coarser ones which tend to form indistinct stripes or lines ; 
scales on and near scutellum yellowish, including all those surrounding the bare 
space, Pleurae with the usual small groups of scales ; pre-alar area bare. One 

lower mesepimeral bristle as usual. Abdomen with a well-defined but rather narrow 

pale yellowish basal band on each tergite, its posterior edge almost straight. Legs . 
Extreme tips of femora pale ; hind tibia with a pale spot at tip (chiefly on outer side) 

which is not quite as long as the tibia1 diameter ; hind femur dark to the base above, 
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and with nearly the distal half of the outer surface dark. Wings dark ; upper fork 
not quite three times as long as its stem. 

$. Resembles 9. Palpi exceeding proboscis by slightly more than the length of 
the terminal segment ; last two segments moderately hairy. Terminalia (Figs. IIO ; 
III, c) : Lobe of coxite with rod c more slender and slightly shorter than b ; d and 

e slender ; f longer than d or e, much stouter, and somewhat hooked at tip ; leaf 
broad. Style sickle-shaped. lp as seen in dorso-ventral view, apparently composed 
of three slender divisions (but the middle one of these appears plate-like in side view) ; 
lower division longer, sometimes bearing a few minute teeth. 

Wing-length about 5 mm. 

Distribution.-KENYA : Kabete (Anderson) ; Nairobi (Anderson, Van Someren). 
NYASALAND : Zomba (Lamborn). BELGIAN CONGO : Elisabethville ; Ruchuru ; 
Burkale, Kivu (ScJz~etx). N. RHODESIA : Kaomba River (Lloyd). S. RHODESIA : 
Shamwa (Leeson). TRANSVAAL : Pretoria (Bedford). CAPE : Cape Town (P&n- 

gz(ey). UGANDA : Butandiga, Mt. Elgon (Hargreaues). 

FIG. III .-Terminalic details of C&x spp. ;1 . tamsi. b. trifr;1atus 
ssp. aenescens (Kameranjoka). 

(Elisabethville). c. trifilatus 

ssp. aenescens n. 

Differs from typical C. trijlatus as follows : 
Scales of scutum rather finer and with a more brassy-yellow tint. Hind femur 

with not more than the distal third of outer surface dark. 
$. Terminalia (Fig. III, b) : Lobe of coxite rather more prominent ; rod c as 

long as b ; d and e absent ; f very slender. Phallosome as in the typical form. 
Distribution.-UGANDA : Kameranjoka, Ruwenzori foothills (Ho+kins) . 
The terminalia of two males studied are quite alike ; the small differences from 

the typical form are therefore probably significant. 

Culex (Culex) tamsi Edwards. 

Culez tam& Edwards, Ann. Mag. 

TYPE.-& in B.M., Sao Thorn& 

Nat. Hist. (IO), 14, P. 327 (1934). 

Kesembles C. triJilatus in the group characters noted above, and also in the struc- 

ture of the male phallosome. Differs from C. trijlatus and resembles C. 
the mainly black hind femora and the shorter and less hairy male palpi. 

andersoni in 
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9. Head with the erect scales yellow in middle, dark at sides ; decumbent scales 

golden-yellow. Thorax with the integument dark brown. Scales of scutum in part 

dark brown and in part yellow, the latter of a brighter golden tint than in C. trifilatus 
and arranged in a rather vague pattern, including a pair of admedian lines separated 

by a narrow median line of dark scales ; scales round front and lateral margins 

mainly pale, but all those around the pre-scutellar space dark brown ; scutellar 

scales yellow. No pre-alar scales. Legs . Hind femur mainly black, but white 

all round at base for a short distance (equal to nearly twice the length of the tro- 

chanter) and with a conspicuous white knee-spot ; hind tibia with pale spot at tip 

large, distinctly longer than tibia1 diameter. Wings with upper fork fully three times 

as long as its stem. 

$. Resembles 9. Palpi scarcely longer than proboscis and almost bare, with few 

or no long hairs on last two segments. TewninaZia (Fig. III, a) : Coxite with the 

ventro-lateral surface more hairy than in C. tri$Zatus ; lobe scarcely prominent ; 
rods a-c long, closely approximated distally ; d, e, andfall slender and equal, scarcely 

hooked ; leaf well removed from the other structures, moderately broad but pointed. 

Style sickle-shaped, slender. Phallosome and paraprocts not differing obviously 

from those of C. triJiZatus. 
Wing-length about 4 mm. 

Distribution.-SAo THOM~, 4000 ft. (Tams) 

Culex (Culex) andersoni Edwards. 

Culex andErsoni Edwards, Bull. Ent. 

TYPE.-3 in B.-M., Kabete, Kenya. 

Res. 5, p. 55 (1914). 

Resembles C. trifilatm in the group characters noted above, but structure of male 

phallosome quite different. Differs from all other species of the group except C. 

tamsi in the mainly black-scaled hind femora. (Compare also C. umbriees.) 

$?. Head with the erect scales yellow in middle, mostly dark at sides ; decumbent 

scales golden-yellow. Thorax with the integument dark brown ; scutal scales 

mainly golden-yellow on anterior half, with a pair of dark lines, but few or no dark 
scales in median line ; scales on posterior half mainly dark, with a pair of sublateral 

lines of yellow scales well marked ; scales round bare space and on scutellum yellow. 

No pre-alar scales. Abdomen with the basal pale bands of tergites straight-edged 

and moderately broad. Legs : Hind femur almost entirely black-scaled anteriorly 

(except for the conspicuous knee-spot), with at most a few rather scattered pale scales 
close to the base, posterior surface also black except on about the basal fourth ; hind 

tibia with a large yellowish spot at tip, longer than tibia1 diameter. Wings with 

upper fork fully three times as long as its stem ; cross-veins separated by about the 
length of one of them. PharyngeaZ teeth (Fig. gj, b). 

$. Resembles 9. Palpi only slightly longer than proboscis, last two segments 
not conspicuously hairy, but less bare than in C. tamsi. Terminalia (Figs. IIZ ; 113, c): 

Coxite of normal shape, not narrowed distally ; lobe scarcely prominent, rod c less 

slender than in C. tri&atus and as long as b ; d and e represented by fine simple hairs ; 
f a stout rod, very slightly hooked at tip ; h flattened ; leaf broad and rather rounded. 
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Style sickle-shaped and rather broad. Outer division of Zp 

tooth and three or four small ones. 

Wing-Zen,@ 4-6 mm. 

with one strong reflexed 

Distributiout.-E~E~Y~~ : Kabete (Anderson) ; Elgeyo Escarpment, 8000 ft. 

(Haqev) ; Mt. Kinangop (Edwards) ; Mt. Elgon, 8500 ft. 
7-8000 ft. (Tzmtev). UGAXDA : Ruwenzori, Namwamba 

Muko and Mt. Muhavura, 7-8000 ft. (Gibbiuzs). BELGIAN 

6600 ft. (Schwetz) ; Mt. Mikeno, 9500 ft. (Bequnert). 

(Edwards) ; Chyulu Hills, 

Valley, 8000 ft. (G&&s) ; 

CONGO : Numbi, L. Kivu, 

sop. bwambanus n. 

TYPE.-_S in H.>I., Ruwenzori. 

Differs from the typical form in having nearly the basal half of anterior surface 

of hind femur pale-scaled below. 

$. Palpi scarcely longer than proboscis, almost hairless (but may be rubbed in 

type). Tevminalia (Fig. 113, b) with lobe of coxite more prominent and style 
more slender than in typical form. 

Distribzttion.-U~_4~~,4 : Bwamba Pass, 8000 ft., Ruwenzori, I $ taken flying in 

hollow tree-trunk, 25 . vi. 36 (,I. I;. Slzillito). 

ssp. abyssinicus n. 

Differs from typical C. andevsoni in the colour of the scales on the hind femur, 

the anterior surface of which instead of being entirely dark has white scales below 

on the basal half or rather more ; mesonotal scales darker than in the type. 
5. Palpi distinctly more hairy than in the type (though less so than in C. 
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vansomereni) ; also rather longer, exceeding proboscis by length of last segment. 

Termninalia (Fig. 113, a) practically as in typical andersoni. 
Distrib~~ction.-ABYssINIA : Addis Ababa (Scott, Skew@, Macfie) ; Koram and 

Dessie (M’acjie, Bevan, Raflaele) ; Lake Ashangi (Bevan) ; Maji (P. Holland). 
This form is difficult to distinguish externally from C. vansomereni, and some of 

the above specimens have been recorded under that name. It apparently replaces 
both C. audersoni and C. vansomereni in Northern Abyssinia and at Addis Ababa. 

Culex (Culex) hopkinsi Edwards. 

Culex hopkinsi Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 23, p. 562 (1932). 

TYPE.-& in B.M., Kameranjoka, Ruwenzori Foothills. 

Differs rather conspicuously from C. andersoni and related species, as well as from 
all other African C&ex, in the uniformly yellow-scaled mesonotum. Group characters 
as noted under C. tri$Zatus. 

Fr c;. I I 3 .-Terminallc details of Culrx spp. ;\. andG:rsoni subsp. abyssinicus. b. andersorti subsp. ? 
(Bwamba Pass, Ruwenzori). c. and~rsoni (Kabete, paratype). d. hopkinsi. 

:. Head with nearly all the scales and bristles golden-yellow, only a few dark 
erect scales at sides. Tori pale, without scales. Thorax with the integument mainly 

dark. Scutal scales all, or almost all, golden-yellow. No pre-alar scales. Abdomen 

with straight-edged pale basal bands on tergites ; dark bands on sternites narrower 

and less distinct than in C. triJilatus or C. andersoni. Legs : Hind femora mainly 
blackish (except for the conspicuous knee-spot), *anterior surface with at most the 
basal fourth white-scaled below ; hind tibia with the yellow spot at tip conspicuous, 
longer than broad. 

6. Resembles 9. Palpi conspicuously hairy, exceeding proboscis by rather more 
than the length of the last segment. Terminalia (Fig. 113, d) : Coxite normal, 
unmodified ; lobe prominent, undivided ; rod b stouter than a or c ; f long, slender, 
bent beyond middle and slightly hooked at tip ; leaf rather large. Style normal. 

Phallosome much as in C. andersoni. 

Wing-length about 4 -5 mm. 
Distribution.-UGANDA : Kameranjoka, Toro (Hopkins) ; Namwamba Valley, 

Ruewnzori, 8000 ft. (Gibbiuzs). 
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Culex (Culex) vansomereni Edwards. 

C&x vansomcreni Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 17, p. 129 (1926). 

TYPES.-+ in B.M., Nairobi. 

Resembles C. trifilatus and C. andersoni in the group characters noted under the 
former species, as well as in size and general appearance ; differs from most other 

FIG. III.-Terminalic details of Culex spp. a. stuiatipcs. b. terzii. C. zomhensis (Nairobi). d. 
chorleyi (Masaka). e. vansomeveni (Nairobi, type and paratype). 
Lake Albert, typical). 

f. vansomereni (Blukwa, 
g. vansomeveni subsp. elgwicus. h. macrophyllus. i. tovoensis. 

species of the group in the presence of scales on the area immediately below the pre- 

alar knob. 

9. Head with both the erect and the decumbent scales yellow in middle, dark at 

sides. Tori largely *pale, without scales. Palpi black, about one-sixth as long as 
proboscis. Thorax with the integument dark brown, including most of pleurae. 

Scutal scales mainly dark brown, some yellowish scales round margin and others 

aggregated into a more or less obvious pair of spots about the middle ; scales on 
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scutellum and around the bare space yellowish. No post-spiracular scales, but in 
almost all specimens examined a group of pre-alar scales is present (3-12 in number) ; 
in a few these scales appear to be absent but may have been denuded. Abdomen 

normally with straight-edged creamy-white basal bands on tergites, these bands rarely 
reduced or absent. Legs : Hind femur dark above to the base, anterior surface dark 
on the distal one-fourth to one-third. Hind tibia with a conspicuous yellowish spot 

at tip, longer than the tibia1 diameter. Wz&gs with upper fork about three times as 
long as its stem. Pharyngeal teeth (Fig. 95, f). 

$. Resembles 9. Palpi conspicuously hairy, exceeding proboscis by rather more 

than the length of the terminal segment. Terminalia (Fig. 114, e, f) : Coxite not 
enlarged and without unusual hairiness ; lobe rather prominent and rather more 
definitely divided into two parts than in most species of this group ; rod c nearly as 

stout as b ; e single, not very slender ; f long, flattened, widened towards tip and in 

some positions appearing like a second leaf ; leaf rather small, markedly shorter than 
f and not very broad. Style narrowed at tip, its outer margin finely pubescent (an 

unusual feature in this group of species). Phallosome as figured, with a variable 
number of small denticles at the base of the main curved tooth. Paraproct with 

strong basal arm as usual. 
Wing-length 4-5.5 mm. 

Distribution (as recently checked).-KENYA : Nairobi (I/an Someren) ; Nt. Elgon, 

~OOO-8000 ft. (Neave, Edwards) ; Aberdeen Mts., 7-8000 ft. (Neave). UGANDA : 
Kasala, Chagwe (Fraser) ; Kabale (Ho$kins). BELGIAN CONGO : Blukwa, Lake 

Albert ; Mongbwalu ; Ruchuru, 3800 ft: (Schzoelz) ; Kisenyi, Lake Kivu (Schwetz, 

Seydel). ABYSSINIA : Djem-Djem forest (Scott). 

ssp. draconis Jngram and Dc Meillon. 

Culen- dvaconis Ingram and de kkillon, S. Afr. Inst. Med. Res. 22, p. 67 (1927). 

TYPES.-& in B.M., Pieterrnaritzburg. 

Differs from typical vansomereni in the more pronounced ornamentation of the 

scutum, the yellow scales tending to form a pair of stripes on posterior half and 
sometimes an indefinite pair of curved lines on anterior half. Other characters very 

much as in vansomereni, including the presence of a fair number of pre-alar scales. 

$. TerminaZia.-Lobe of coxite undivided ; leaf rather larger and as long as f ; 
@ slightly different ; all characters as in toroensis (see below). Tip of style finely 
pubescent as in vansomereni. Seta h noticeably flattened. 

Lhitribution.-NATAL : Pietermaritzburg (Ingram). CAPE : Katberg (Turner ; 
rubbed specimens, presumably this species). 

Owing to the presence of pre-alar scales and to Hopkins’ remarks on the larvae 

this form is retained under C. vansomereni as a subspecies, but it must be admitted 

that the distinctions from toroensis are not satisfactory. 

ssp. elgonicus n. 

TYPE.+ in B.&I., Mt. Elgon. 

Resembles the typical form of C. vansomereni in nearly all respects, including the 

possession of prealar scales ; long, hairy $ palpi ; and colour of scales of hind femur. 
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$. Terminalia (Fig. 114, g ; two mounts compared) : Differ slightly from those of 
typical vansomereni in form of phallosome, which resembles that of ssp. macropJzyZhs ; 
lobe of coxite with rather larger leaf, f less widened distally than in typical form 
and inserted at some distance from instead of close beside e ; d also present. 

Di~trib~ltion.-U~~~~~ : Buginyanya, Mt. Elgon, 6500 ft., viii. 1929 (Hnmock). 

Culex (Culex) toroensis Edwm-ds and Gibbins. 

Cu1e.z: vansomererti ssp. toroelzsis Edwards and 

TYPE.-8 in B.M., t<isomoro, Ruwenzori. 

Gibbins, RuwenLori Esped. I, P. 32 (1939). 

Resembles C. vatzsomereni closely in nearly all respects, but differs constantly in 

having no pre-alar scales, the patch of upper sternopleural scales ending abruptly at 
the uppermost sternopleural bristles in all of nearly 50 specimens examined from 

various localities. Anterior surface of hind femur rather more extensively dark, 
sometimes to about half its length. Scutal scales brighter than in typical vanso?lzeYezi, 

ornamentation much as in draconis. 
$. Terminalia (Fig. 114, i ; about a dozen mounts compared) differing in imall 

details from those of C. vansomereni: lobe of coxite not divided ; leaf rather longer 

and moi-e pointed, approximately equal in length to seta f ; lp of slightly different 

shape and with about five instead of about three small denticles. 

D&‘ibz&on.-UGANDA : Kisomoro, Toro, 5000 ft. (Sh&to) ; Namwamba valley, 
Ruwenzori, 8000 ft. (Gibbirts) ; Mobuku Valley, Ruwenzori, 6500 ft. (Hn~ock) ; 
Kabale (,XoZan ; $2 only) ; Tororo, 4000 ft. (Hopkins ; I 3’) ; Bugishu (Hopkins ; larvae 

only). KENYA : Katamayo, Aberdare Range (MacDonaZd). BELGIAN CONGO : 
Numbi, 6600 ft., L. Kivu (Sclzwetz). 

The identity of this form has been established by Shillito and MacDonald, who 
llave reared adults from isolated larvae of the type described by Hopkins on p. ZIO 

of the first part of this monograph. In view of the well-marked larval distinctions 

from C. vansomereni, together with the constant difference in pleural scaling here 
pointed out, this form is now regarded as a distinct species rather than as a subspecies 

of C. vansomeveni. 

551’. macrophyllus Edwards and Gibbins. 

C~lrx vaftsomeueni ssp. 

TYPE.-_6 in B.M., Mt. 

Edwards 3 nd Gibbins, Ruwenzori Exped. I 

Differs from C. vansomeveni in the rather lighter but more uniform tint of the 

mesonotal scales, without any definite indication of a pair of pale spots or stripes 
behind the middle ; also in the less obvious dark bands on the abdominal sternites, 

these bands being scarcely indicated in the female. Pre-alar scales absent, as in C. 

toroensis. 
3. Terminalia (Fig. 114, h ; five mounts compared) very much as in typical C. 

toroensis, but with the leaf much larger, longer than setaf, style shorter, not narrowed 

at tip, and phallosome differing slightly. 
Distribution.-UGANDA : Saddle between Mts. Mgahinga and Sabinio, 8000 ft. 

(Edwards). 
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Culex (Culex) chorleyi sp. n. 

Culez paZlidocephaZus Hoplcins ( HCC Theobald), Mosq. Ethiop. Reg. I, p. 7011 (1936). 
TYPE.-8 in B.M., Masaka. 

Very similar to C. vansomereni ; no obvious external differences are apparent, 

except that the available specimens are smaller (wing-length 3.5-4 mm.), and the 

scutal scales are often darker, more uniformly brownish. Sternites with dark apical 

bands and proboscis all dark, as in C. vansomereni and related species. Pre-alar 

scales absent as in C. toroensis. 

$. Terminalin (Fig. I 14, d) : Coxite and its appendages much as in C. vansomereni. 

Paraproct with long curved basal arm as usual. Z;6 of peculiar form, its outer division 

without small teeth, as in C. xombaensis, but shorter and differently shaped, the main 

tooth present but short. 
~&YibZ&On.-uG,4NDA : Kampala and Masaka (Hopkins). BELGIAX CONGO : 

Kabare and Nyagezi, L. Kivu ; L. Luhondo, Ruanda ; Semliki Valley (ScIzwetx). 

Culex (Culex) hancocki Edwards. (Pl. 3, fig. 13.) 

Cultx hancocki Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 21, p. 294 (rc)go). 

TYPE.-8 in B.M., Bulambuli, Mt. Elgon. 

A rather small species with distinctive thoracic ornamentation in the female ; 
proboscis entirely black and sternites with black apical bands as in C. andersoni and 

related species. 

9. Head with the scales of the median area (both erect and decumbent) pale 

yellowish. Tori yellowish, with a few small pale scales, clypeus blackish. Proboscis 

FIG. IIj.-Terminalic details of Cwlex spp. a. hancocki. 11. musarum (Toro). c. musarum ( 
d. scotti. 

Kitale). 

rather shorter and palpi longer than usual ; palpi fully one-fourth as long as probosics. 

Thorax with integument of mesonotum dark brown, pleurae mostly pale. Meso- 
notum strikingly ornamented with stripes of yellowish scales on a dark brown ground ; 
a median stripe extending from front margin to middle, either just filling the area 

between the two bare lines or bordered on each side by a line of dark scales ; a pair 
of stripes extending from middle back to scutellum, broadest anteriorly ; lateral 

margins rather broadly covered with yellowish scales on anterior half, with whitish 
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scales on posterior half ; scales on scutellum and around the bare space pale. Pleural 
scales white ; no post-spiracular or pre-alar scales. Abdomen black above, tergites 
with narrow pure white basal bands, not always clearly visible. Legs dark ; front 
and middle femora pale behind and in many specimens (but not invariably) with a 

rather irregular line of white scales running the whole length in front ; hind femora 

whitish except on the distal sixth, with a dark dorsal line extending nearly to the 

base ; hind tibia with a conspicuous white apical spot. Wircgs with upper fork almost 
four times as long as its stem. Halteres yellow, knob not in the least darkened. 
Pharyngeal teeth (Fig. 95, g). 

$. Resembles 9, but thoracic markings more suffused, and white abdominal 
bands broader as usual. Palpi exceeding proboscis by about the length of the last 
segment ; last two segments not very hairy, penultimate with a white line beneath 

as in other species of the pipiens series. Tevminalia (Fig. I 15, a) : Coxite unusually 
narrow, especially distally, and with the long hairs on the part beyond the lobe 

unusually numerous ; lobe much before tip of coxite but scarcely prominent ; the 
three proximal rods a-c normal, but d, e and f absent or represented by fine hairs, 

leaf rather narrow, seta h distinctly flattened. Style rather short and broad. Phal- 
losome much as in C. andersoni or C. simpsoni ; paraproct with moderately long 
basal arm. 

Wing-Length about 4 mm. 
D&rib&on.-UGANDA : Mt. Elgon, 9000 ft. (Hancock, Gibbins). KENYA : 

Limuru, 8000 ft. (MacDonald and Van Someren). 

Culex (Culex) musarum Edwards. 

Ctclcx w~usa~um Edwards, Bull. 

TI-W.--J in B.M., Fort Portal. 

Ent. Res. 2 3, P. 562 (1032). 

,Ulied to C. hancocki, and with similar but less clearly defined thoracic ornamen- 

tation ; hind femora more extensively dark and abdomen of female usually unbanded. 
$2. Head with the decumbent scales yellow, erect scales yellow in middle, black 

at sides. Tori and first flagellar segment of antennae, as in C. hancocki, bearing a few 

pale scales. Palpi relatively shorter than in C. hancocki, scarcely one-fifth as long 

as proboscis. Thorax with similar ornamentation to that of C. hancocki, but the 

yellow scales not so bright in tint and the markings therefore less conspicuous ; the 

median stripe of yellowish scales just fills the area between the two bare lines. Pleural 

scales as in C. hancocki. Abdomen black above, with white basal lateral patches on 

each tergite, the lateral patches tend to extend towards middle line, especially on 

tergites 5-7, but rarely unite to form complete bands. Sternites with broad black 

apical bands. Legs mainly black ; front and middle femora without the white 

anterior line of C. hancocki ; hind femora with distal half or more of anterior surface 

black (except for the conspicuous knee-spot) ; hind tibia with a conspicuous white 

spot at tip. 
$. Mesonotal scales more uniform in tint, markings therefore very indefinite or 

’ absent. Abdominal tergites with distinct white basal bands. Palpi as in C. hancocki. 

Legs as in 9. Tevminalia (Fig. IIS, b, c) : Coxite not specially narrow and without 

unusual hairs. Lobe as in C. hancocki, bearing only the three rods, leaf, and seta- 
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d and e absent or represented by fine hairs ; f absent ; leaf broader than in C. Jzzan- 
cocki, seta not flattened. Style longer and more slender than in C. hancockiF phallo- 

some with fewer small denticles. 

li17ing-length 3-4 mm. 

nistribzltion.-UGANDA : Fort Portal (Harpeaves, ShiZZito) ; Lira arid Kampala 

(Hopkins). KENYA : Limuru (MacDonaZd and Van Someren) ; Kitale (MacDonald). 
BELGIAN CONGO: Kuchuru and Lake Luhondo, Kivu (Sciwetx). 

Culex (Culex) scotti Thcobald. 

Czrka scotti Theobald, Trans. Linn. Sot. London, 15, p. 56 (1912) ; Edwvnrds, Bull. Ent. Res. 23, 
p. jG2 (1937). 

TYPICS.-~.P in B.M., 8 JlahC, T 2 Silhouette, Seychelles Is. 

A species of peculiar interest owing to its annectant character ; in ornamentation 

it resembles C. musau,wn Edw. or C. ornatothoracis Theo., but the terminalia have 
almost the structure found in C. pipiens L. 

9. Head with erect scales mostly yellow, those towards sides dark ; decumbent 

scales yellowish. Proboscis blackish above, lighter beneath except towards tip 
(though not conspicuously pale). Palpi scarcely one-sixth as long as proboscis. 

Tori yellowish, without scales ; flagellum normal. Thorax with dark brown integu- 
ment, pleurae not much lighter ; scutum with dark brown and brassy-yellow scales 

forming a rather conspicuous but not sharply defined pattern ; yellow scales covering 

margins, a broad median stripe in front more or less filling the area between the two 

bare lines and also extending outside these, a pair of spots behind middle more or 

less connected with side margins, with anterior median stripe, and with a stripe on 
either side of the bare space. Post-spiracular and pre-alar scales absent. A bdomen 

black above, tergites with basal lateral white spots which do not show any tendenq 

to spread out to form bands, only those on 6 and 7 sometimes visible from above. 

Sternites with rather narrow black apical bands extending forwards in middle. Legs 
blackish, with small yellow knee-spots at tips of femora and a conspicuous yellow tip 

to hind tibia ; hind femur with distal third of anterior surface all dark and with dark 

dorsal line reaching base. Wings with upper fork over three times as long as its 

stem, cross-veins separated by about twice their length ; scales all dark. Halteres 

with blackish knob. 

6. Differs from 9 in having complete and fairly broad creamy-white basal bands 
on the abdominal tergites, and also (as usual) in having the mesonotal ornamentation 

rather less definite, but agrees with $2 in colouring of venter and legs. Palpi exceeding 

proboscis by slightly less than the length of the terminal segment, and not very 

hairy, the shaft with very few hairs. Terminalia (Fig. 115, d) in nearly all respects 

resembling those of C. pipiens, the only obvious distinctions being the following : 
Lobe of coxite with appendages d and e represented by a single slightly thickened 

hair (instead of the two more slender hairs of pz@ens) ; paraproct with the basal 

arm rather better developed (though still very short as compared with most other 

Culex) ; Zp with the sickle-shaped part of outer division rather less slender. 

Wing-length about 3.5-4 mm. 
D&rib&on.-SEYCHELLES Is. : Mah& and Silhouette (Scott) ; Praslin (Dztpont). 

. 
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N&-Owing to the type male having a banded abdomen and closely resembling 
C. pipiens in terminalic structure, I supposed at one time that it was indeed a specimen 

of that species, associated with the females in error (by a slip I included the name 

scotti among the synonyms of C. fatigans instead of C. @piens in my Genera Insec- 
torunz catalogue). Having now examined two other males of C. scotti, one in better 

condition than the type, I am satisfied that the sexes are correctly associated and that 
the species is quite distinct from pipiens in spite of the close similarity in terminalia. 

Culex (Culex) antennatus Becker. 

.I~tophcks autemrzatus Becker, Jlitt. Zoo]. ?vlus. Berlin, 2, p. 68 (1903). 
c‘ulcx laurcnti Kewstead, Ann. Trap. Sled. I, p. 24 (1907) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 5, p. 70 (IgI4), 

and II, p. 137 (Igzo) ; Kirkpatrick, Mosq. Egypt, p. 129 (x925) ; Edwards, Riv. N&r. 5, 
P. 645 (1926). 

(‘n&n- antemntus Hopkins, Jlosq. Ethiop. p. 224 (1936). 

TYPES.-antelzlzatus, 3 in Zool. Mus. Berlin, Egypt ; laurenti, 6 in Liverpool School of Tropic:\1 
Jledicine, Leopoldville. 

PIG. I 16.- Tertninalia of Cuks o~zt~?znatz~~ Beck. 

s $2. Head with the erect scales all blackish, rather short ; decumbent scales mostly 

pale, but some of these brownish. Proboscis dark above, usually more or less paler 

beneath for its whole length. Palpi about one-eighth as long as proboscis. Thorax 

with integument of mesonotum brown, of pleurae wholly pale yellowish. Scutal 

scales rather dark reddish brown, a very few white scales on front margin, scales on 
and in front of scutellum usually but not always paler than the rest. Pleurae with 

the usual patches of scales on sternopleura and mesepimeron, but these scales creamy 
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instead of white. Post-spiracular and pre-alar scales absent. Propleura with few 
scales (which are mostly of the colour of the integument, not white) but with numerous 

bristles, including several long ones on the inner part adjacent to the prosternum. 

Abdomen brownish above (not black) ; tergites z-5 with small basal lateral creamy 

spots not visible from above, 6 and 7 with a fairly broad border of creamy scales 

running most or all of the length of 6 and the whole length of 7 ; venter uniformly 

creamy. Legs mainly dark anteriorly, pale posteriorly ; front coxae with some 

white scales at base, otherwise dark scaled ; hind femur with dark dorsal line gradu- 

ally widening to the tip ; hind tibia without any obvious pale spot at tip. Wings 

with brownish scales, not very dark, lateral vein-scales on distal half of wing longer 
than in many species and very narrow ; upper fork long, almost four times as long 

as its stem ; cross-veins separated by nearly twice the length of the posterior one. 

Pharyngeal teeth (Fig. 95, h). 
$. Resembles 9, but abdominal sternites often with a median stripe of dark 

scales. Palpi exceeding proboscis by nearly the length of the last two segments, 

which are very hairy and have each a spot of white scales at the base beneath, pen- 

ultimate segment also with a short line of whitish scales in the mid&e beneath, never 

extending the whole length. Terminalia (Fig. 116) : Coxite unmodified, with few 
ventral hairs ; lobe not distinctly divided, rod b thicker than a or c,fscarcely enlarged 

at tip and straight, leaf broad- the whole structure much as in C. ornatothoracis. 
Paraproct with the basal arm shorter and broader than usual. Phallosome with long 

finger-like inner division as in the decens and andersoni groups, but outer division 

differently toothed. 
Wing-length about 3 mm. 

&strib&on.-BELGIAN CONGO : Leopoldville (lVew.stead) ; Kinshasa (Dwen) ; 
Lake Albert (Schwetx). SUDAN : Lado, Azzar, Sobat, Bahr-el-Zeraf (Kkg) ; Juba 
(Med. Inspector) ; Khartoum, Urn Dona, Shambe Bor (R&ledge) ; Malakal, Gam- 

beila (L. H. H.). UGANDA : Kampala (Ho@ns). NIGERIA : Onitsha (Wiggles- 
worth). CHAD TERR. : Fort Lamy (Galliard). ABYSSINIA : L. Tana (Cheesman). 

ZANZIBAR (Aders). MADAGASCAR : Tananarive (Friederich, Lamborn) ; Lake 
Alaotra, Ihosy, Ambositra (Seyrig). ’ 

The species is also common in Egypt and occurs in Palestine. 

Culex (Culex) quasiguiarti Theobald. 

Culex quasiguinrti Theobald, %Ion. Cul. 
TYPES.-& in B.K, ?vfpumu, Uganda. 

5, p. 374 (19ro) ; Edwards, Bull. Eut. Res. 5, p. 68 (1914). 

A rather small dark species with banded venter, very much resembling C. decens 

and C. invidiosus, but with the male terminalia quite different and constructed as in 

C. whittutus. 
0. Head with the erect scales nearly all dark, decumbent scales pale. Proboscis 

blackish, indistinctly paler beneath in middle. Palpi dark, about one-sixth as long 

as proboscis. Thorax with integument dark brown, pleurae not much paler. Scutal 
scales rather variable in colour, in the type almost all dark reddish-brown, in other 

specimens from the same region dark brown with pale scales round margins and a 
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tendency to form a pair of spots behind middle as in C. univittatus. Neither post- 

spiracular nor pre-alar scales present. A4 b&men (in the typical Uganda form) dark 

above, without basal pale bands on tergites ; sternites with well marked apical bands 

of black scales. Legs dark ; no trace of pale stripes on anterior surfaces of femora 

or tibiae ; hind tibia with a pale spot at tip which is usually about as long as broad, 

but may be reduced. Hind femur dark dorsally on distal half or more, and anteriorl!, 

on distal sixth. Wings entirely dark scaled. No scales on anal vein. 
$. Resembles $2, but tergites withbasal pale bands more or less indicated, if only 

by a few yellowish scales. Palpi entirely dark, no white scales beneath. Terminalia 

(Fig. 117, c, d) almost as in C. zcnizittatzu, the only apparent differences being that 

FIG. IIF.-Terminalic detmls of C’E&XX spp. a. wzzvittnt~fs (Salkbury). b. ulzivittntzts (Mada- 

gascar ; phallosomc in different position). c. qunsigztinrti (Nadagascar ; phallosomr in two 
positions). d. qzcnsi~z&zrfi ( IG~mpala). e. wzivittntz~s or mnwi (Tombe, Sudan). f. IZC~Z’PZ 
Stanleyville). 

-the leaf (when viewed at its full extent) is broader and differently shaped, and the 
inner division of the phallosome is rather narrower. 

Wing-Length about 4 mm. 
&stribution.-UGANDA : Mpumu (Brie) ; Entebbe (Go~dey) ; Chagwe (Fraser) : 

Kampala (Hopkins). KENYA : Kisumu (Mouat) ; Nairobi (Anderson). BELGIAN 

CONGO : Kabare, Kisenyi and Nyagezi, Lake Kivu (Schwetz). MADAGASCAR : Lake 

Alaotra, Ihosy and Sahamy, 25 km. N. of Anivorane (Seyrig). 

Probably occurs elsewhere in East or South Africa, though overlooked owing to 
confusion with C. univittatus. 

Variation.-Although, as stated in the above description, the abdominal tergites 

of the Uganda form of this species are unbanded in the female and only indefinitely 

banded in the male, this is perhaps not the normal condition in other areas where C. 

guasiguiarti occurs. In the single male examined from Nairobi, and in all the speci- 

mens (11 $,7 9) in Mons. Seyrig’s collection from Madagascar, the abdominal tergites 

have well-marked pale bands. In other respects (notably the broad leaf and other 
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slight distinctions in the male terminalia) the Madagascar specimens (Fig. 117, c) 

agree with those from Uganda (Fig. 117, d), and it is worth noting also that typical 
specimens of C. univittatus were taken in two localities in Madagascar in association 

with C. quasiguiarti, and that in the Kivu district Schwetz found both occupying the 
same breeding-places, facts which tend to confirm the distinctions of the two species. 

Culex (Culex) decens Theobald. 

C&x decc~ts Theobald, Rept. Liverpool S. Trop. Med. Mem. 4, App. p. 7 (1901), and Mon. Cul. 2, 

P. 334 (1901) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 2, p. 263 (1911). 
Culex mnscztlus Theobald, Mon. Cul. 2, p. 125 (1901). 
Culex minzstus Theobald (in part), J. Econ. Biol. I, p. 30 (1905). 
Cfrlex nigrocostalis Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 367 (1910). 
Culex lividocostnlis Graham, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8) 5, p. 269 (1910). 

TYPES.----deceu, 3 in B.M., Bonny, Nigeria ; mascuhs, 3 in B.M., Freetown, Sierra Leone ; nigvo- 
costnlis, &? in B.M., Accra, Gold Coast ; lividocostalzs, &? in B.M. Lagos, Nigeria. 

This is one of a small group of species which are characterized by their rather 

small size, general dark colour without special ornamentation, and broad black bands 

FIG. x18.---Terminalic details of Culex spp. a. decens. b. invidiosus (with variations in seta f). 
c. invidiosus var. vexillatus. d. ornatothoracis (type 3). e. ornatothoracis (Toro). f. per- 
fidiosats, whole coxite and style. g. ornatothoracis var. ? (Stanleyville). 

on the abdominal sternites. From other species of this group C. decens is distinguish- 
able by the more reddish tint of the mesonotal scales, and in the male sex by the 

distinct pale bands on the abdominal tergites. 
9. Head with the erect scales all dark, decumbent scales almost all whitish. 
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Proboscis dark-scaled, not obviously lighter beneath. Palpi dark, about one- 

seventh or one-eighth as long as proboscis. Antennae with the scape brownish, 

without scales ; flagellum normal, segments subequal in length as usual, with not 

more than 6 long hairs in the whorl at the base of each segment. Thorax with brownish 

integument, pleurae mainly paler, often greenish, mesonotal scales reddish-brown, 
uniform in tint, only a few whitish scales on front margin, above wing-roots, and on 

and in front of scutellum. Pleural scales creamy-white ; no post-spiracular or pre- 

alar scales. Propleurae with only a few bristles (3-4 strong and 2-3 weaker ones) 
but with numerous flat white scales, which cover the inner part adjacent to the pro- 

sternum. Abdomen dark above, tergites with large basal lateral white spots, which 
in many specimens are united by a narrow and rather irregular line of white scales 

at the base of each segment ; sternites with broad dark apical bands of black scales. 

Legs largely dark ; front coxa with white scales at base only, otherwise dark ; hind 
femora with dark dorsal stripe reaching base, anterior surface whitish except on the 

distal sixth, where the dark dorsal stripe widens and extends over the whole anterior 

surface ; hind tibia with a pale spot at tip, about as long as broad. VVings entirely 

dark-scaled : upper fork scarcely 2.5 times as long as its stem, its base slightly 

proximal to that of the lower fork ; cross-veins separated by a distance equal to about 

twice the length of the posterior one. Halteres with dark knob. PharyngeaZ teeth, 

(Fig. 96, b). 
6. Resembles 9, except that the white bands of the abdominal tergites are much 

better developed, always distinct and fairly broad. Palpi entirely dark, without 
any white scales beneath, exceeding proboscis by last segment and more than half 

the penultimate ; last two segments hairy. Terminalia (Fig. 118, a) : Coxite not 

enlarged, with a rather widely-spaced ventral row of about five hairs ; lobe slightly 

divided, rods a-c of the usual form, b slightly stouter than the others ; f straight, 

very little widened at tip, accompanied by three fine simple hairs ; leaf broad ; 
seta slender, bent in middle but not sinuous. Style widened before tip on one side. 

Paraproct with long basal arm. Phallosome much as in C. andersoni and related 

species ; outer division with one large tooth, three or four smaller ones, and a flat ’ 
lobe ; inner division a long finger-like process. 

Wing-length about 3-3.5 mm. 
D&rib&ion.-Close examination of numerous specimens confirms the conclusion 

that this species (as distinct from the related C. invidiosus) has a very wide distribu- 
tion in tropical Africa, including the following : GOLD COAST : Accra, Bole, Kumasi, 
Takoradi, Wa, Yegi. NIGERIA : Bonny, Forcados, Lagos, Lokoja, Katagum, Ilorin, 

Shao. SIERRA LEONE : Daru, Freetown. BELGIAN CONGO : Mt. Mukulu, Katanga 

and Mahagi Port, Lake Albert. UGANDA : Kampala, Entebbe. KENYA : Nairobi, 
Mtito Andei. SUDAN : Talodi, R. Kobwa, Meridi, Yei, Zeidab. TANGANYIKA : 
Dar-es-Salaam. ZANZIBAR : Zanzibar I., Pemba I. TRANSVAAL. 

A female from Anivorane, MADAGASCAR (Seyrig) is almost certainly this species. 
Synonymy.-The synonymy quoted above is that previously given by me and has 

been confirmed by examining mounts of the terminalia of the types. In the case of 

C. minutza Theo. it was found that the original material included a mixture of species ; 
the pinned specimen labelled type by Theobald is C. decens, the slide mount which he 
figured is C. duttoni, and his second slide mount is C. pipiens. 

22 
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Culex (Culex) invidiosus Theobald. 

Cukx i~~vidiosus Theobald, Mon. Cul. 2, p. 329 (1901) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. z, p. 264 (rg II), 
and 5, P. 70 (1914). 

Culex euclastus Theobald, Rept. Liverp. S. Trop. Med. Mem. IO, App. p. viii (1903). 
C&x chloroventer Theobald, Mon. Cul. 5, p. 373 (xgro). 
Culex aguilus Graham, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8) 5, p. 266 (1910). 
CuZex decens var. ircvidiosus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res., 13, p. 85 (1922). 

TYPES.--invidio.sus, 9 in Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine (or lost ?), Bonny, Nigeria ; euclastus, 
$2 in B.M., Gambia ; chloroventer, $2 in B.M., Accra, Gold Coast (d type lost) ; aquiZus, $ in 
Lagos, Nigeria. 

Resembles C. decens in most respects, but mesonotal scales brown without any 
reddish tint, and abdominal tergites unbanded. 

9. Head with the erect scales mostly dark, but usually a few yellowish ones in 

middle. Palpi as in C. decens, about one-seventh as long as proboscis. Thorax 

appearing darker than in C. decens, the mesonotal scales being dull brown rather than 

reddish brown. Abdomen with the white scales of tergites confined to small basal 

lateral triangular spots. Legs as in C. decens except that the dark dorsal line of the 

hind femur is obsolete or absent on the basal third ; pale spot at tip of hind tibia 

equally distinct. Wings as in C. decens, except that upper fork may be rather longer. 

Halteres with dark knob. 

$. Resembles $? ; abdominal tergites unbanded, the white scales confined to basal 
.+ lateral spots, but those on tergites 5-7 quite large and almost meeting. Palpi as in 

C. decens. Terminalia (Figs. 93 ; 118, b) differing from those of C. decens in two small 
details : appendage f of the coxite-lobe is longer and more obviously enlarged at the 
tip (though rather variable in this respect), and seta h has a double instead of a simple 

bend in the middle. Style, paraproct and phallosome as in C. decens ; ventral hairs 

on coxite also similar. 
Distribution.-A scrutiny of the series in the British Museum has shown that 

many specimens previously determined as C. decens var. invidiosus belong to other 

species or to the form described below as C. invidiosus var. vexillatus. Nevertheless 
the true C. invidiosus as described above is evidently widely spread in Africa, and the 

following distribution may be confirmed from an examination of mounted male 

terminalia : GOLD COAST : Bole, Oblogo, Sunyani, Takoradi. SIERRA LEONE : Daru. 

NIGERIA : Lagos, Zungeru. BELGIAN CONGO : Banana. UGANDA : Kampala. 
SUDAN : Bundle. TANGANYIKA : Dar-es-Salaam. 

Synonymy.-1 have retained the name invidiosus for the form which I have 

previously so designated, but Theobald’s unique original type (which should be in 

Liverpool) is not now traceable and I have not seen it ; until recently I had taken 
as the type a specimen in the British Museum so labelled by Theobald, but this 

cannot be the original type, as it was from Degema. In any case, as both these 

specimens, as well as the types of C. euclastus and chloroventer are females, their 

identity cannot be established with absolute certainty, but I do not think there can 
be much doubt that some of them at least are correctly associated with the male 

described above. Since it has now been found that small differences exist in the 

male terminalia, supporting the more obvious differences in colouring, it may be 

more correct to treat C. invidiosus as a distinct species rather than as a variety of 

C. decens. 
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Var. vexillatus nov. 

TYPE.-d in B.M., Kampala. 

Closely resembles typical C. invidiosus as described above, no external differences 
apparent. 

$. Terminalia (Fig. IIS, c) : Closely resemble those of C. invidiosus in all respects 

except as regards the shape of appendagefof the coxite lobe ; this is greatly expanded 
at the tip, like a small flag ; seta 12 sinuous as in typical irtvidiosus. 

Di~tribution.-;2T1~~~1~ : Ibadan (P&J@). BELGIAN CONGO : Stanleyville, 

Popokabaka (S&W&) ; Leopoldville (Heuzrard) . UGANDA : Kampala (Hofikivts). 

Culex (Culex) trifoliatus Edwards. 

Culex trifolintus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 5, p. 

TYPE.-& in B.M., Kasala, Chagwe, Uganda. 

70 (1914). 

A small species closely resembling C. invidioszts, but still darker. 

$2. Head with the erect scales all dark. Palpi short, about one-sixth as (ong as 

proboscis. Thorax exhibiting some variation ; in some specimens almost all the 

FIG. 119 .-Terminalia of Culex trifoliatus Edw. On riqh 
more enlarged. 

t, covite fro= inside ; on left, basal part 

scutal scales are dark, in others pale scales are fairly numerous round the margins, 

and a pair of pale spots may be present behind the middle. Abdomen all dark above, 

the small white spots only visible in side view. Legs dark ; the hind femur with the 

pale scales less clear white and the dark area at tip of anterior surface rather more 

extensive than in C. invidiosus, occupying about one-fifth instead of scarcely one- 
sixth of the length of the femur ; hind tibia with distinct pale spot at top as in the 
related species. Wirtgs as in C. invidioszts. Halteres with dark knob. 

$. Resembles 0 ; white spots visible from above on tergites 5-7 but much smaller 

than in C. invidiosus and not-extending so far along the sides of the segments. Palpi 
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as in related species. Terminalia (Fig. 119) : Resemble those of C. decens and C. 

invidiosus as regards structure of style, paraprocts and phallosome, but differ con- 
spicuously in appendages of lobe of coxite : e and f are leaf-like, almost as large and 
broad as the true leaf, and d is also broadened. 

D~s~&z&o~~.-UGANDA : Kasala (Fraser). SUDAN : Loka, Bundle, Khor 
Yamba, R. Kobwa, R. Benemma, all in Mongalla Province (King). BELGIAN CONGO : 
Kisantu (P&e Greggio) ; Leopoldville (Dtibois). GOLD COAST : Obuasi (Graham) _ 
TANGANYIKA : Dar-es-Salaam (Haworth). 

Culex (Culex) ornatothoracis Theobald. 

Culex ornatotlzoracis Theobald, Mon. Cul. j, p. 376 (19x0) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 2, p, ‘63 (IOII), 
P. 70 (19x4), and 13, P. 8.5 (1922). 

TYPE.-d? in B.M., Accra, Gold Coast. 

Resembles C. invidiosus and related species, but differs in the scaling of the head 

and thorax, more extensively dark hind femur, longer $? palpi, and structure of 5 
terminalia. 

9. Head with nearly half of the erect scales yellow, those at sides dark. Palpi 

nearly one-fourth as long as proboscis, the second segment over three times as long 

as the first. Thorax dark ; scutal scales largely dark, but very many yellowish scales 

round margins, and a pair of rather large spots of yellowish scales behind middle. 

Abdomen dark above, the pale basal lateral spots of tergites quite small. Legs dark ; 
hind femur with dark dorsal line reaching base, on anterior surface with proximal 

two-thirds whitish, distal third (or almost as much) dark ; hind tibia with pale spot 
at tip as in C. invidiosus. Wings with the forks longer than in C. invidiosus, upper 

fork over three times as long as its stem. Halteres with dark knob. 
$. Resembles 9, but pale scales on scutum more numerous and forming a more 

suffused and less obvious pattern. Palpi as in related species. Terminalia (Fig. 

118, d, e) generally similar to those of C. decens and C. invidiosm, but differing as 

follows : Coxite with more numerous ventral hairs set in an irregular double row ; 
lobe less distinctly divided, leaf differently shaped ; style with distal part rather 

broader ; phallosome with a small additional flap on outer division. As in C. decens, 

fis only slightly enlarged towards its tip and h is not sinuous. 

Wing-length 3 5-4.5 mm. 
Distribution.-Gem COAST : Accra and Kumasi (Graham). UGANDA : Mpanga 

Forest, Toro (ShiZlito) . 
A male in the British Museum from Stanleyville (Schwetz) may belong to this 

species or may represent another allied form ; its terminalia (Fig. 118, g) are similar 

but not quite identical. 

Culex (Culex) perfuscus Edwards. 

Culex perfuscus Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 5, 

TYPE.--$. in B.M., Port Herald, Nyasaland. 

P- 71 (1914). 

A dark species resembling C. invidiosus and C. trifoliatws, but hind femur more 
extensively white and hind tibia entirely black. 

0. Head with the erect scales all dark, decumbent scales whitish. Proboscis all 
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dark, palpi about one-nfth as long as proboscis Antennae as in the decens group ; 
tori darkened at least on inner side. Thorax dark, pleurae often green in life. Scutal 
scales mainly dark brown, those round margins and on and in front of scutellum 
creamy-white Patches of white scales on pleurae rather larger than in C. invidioszts. 
A single lower mesepimeral bristle present as usual. Propleura with few bristles and 
many scales, as in the decens group. Abdomen black above, tergites with the usual 
basal lateral white spots, but only those on 6 and 7 visible from above. Sternites 
with dark apical bands, sometimes narrow. Legs dark, but front coxa with numerous 

FIG. rzo.-Terminalia of Cztlex perfa~cus Edw. On right, coxite from inside ; on left, basal parts 
more enlarged. Lettering as for Fig. 93, p. 280 ; note especially the rudimentary inner 
finger of phallosome (c). 

white scales at tip as well as at base, dark-scaled in middle only ; hind femur very 

largely white, the dark dorsal line not extending beyond the middle, and the anterior 
surface wholly dark for only a short distance (equal to slightly more than diameter 

of femur). Hind tibia entirely dark, without trace of pale spot at tip above or 
anteriorly. Wings dark-scaled ; in the typical series upper fork scarcely more than 

twice as long as its stem and cross-veins separated by rather more than the length 
of the posterior one. Halteres with dark knob. Pharyngeal teeth (Fig. 96, c). 

$. Resembles 9, but pale scales of mesonotum tending to be more numerous and 

venter more extensively dark. Palpi as in the decens group. Terminalia (Fig. no) : 

Coxite rather stouter than in C. decens or invidiosus and with more numerous ventral 

hairs (about 8-10 hairs in a rather regular row). Proximal part of lobe more promi- 
nent than in C. decens, forming a longish arm, distal part short ; d and e rather long, 

slender, f also long and slender, not enlarged at tip ; leaf very broad, distal margin 
rounded. Style rather more enlarged distally than in C. decens, with a conspicuous 
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rounded projection on one side near tip. Paraproct with basal arm shorter than in 
C. decens. Phallosome differing from that of the species of the decens group in 

having the inner division reduced to a small tubercle. 
Wing-Zen@% 3 9-4 mm. 

&.stribz&n.-SIERRA LEONE : Kamabai (Fraser). GOLD COAST : Aburi (Irtgram) ; 
Accra (Ponzeroy). NIGERIA : Ibi (K~mm) ; Zungeru (Macfie). GABOON : Various 
localities (G&&d). BELGIAN CONGO : Bas Lomami (Schwetz) ; Kinshasa (Dtiren) ; 
Stanleyville (Motichet) ; Matadi (Wanson) ; Irebu (Andre’) ; Boma (NicoZay) ; Popo- 
kabaka (Schwetx) ; Ruchuru (de Wolf). SUDAN : Menzi River, Weni (King) ; Gezira 
(Duncan) ; Delami (Ruttledge) ; Juba (&Ted. Ins+.). NYASALAND : Port Herald 

(Old) ; Mlanje (Neave) ; Ft. Maguire (Barclay) ; Ft. Johnston (Bzlry) ; Cholo (Wood). 
Variation.-The females from Bas Lomami and Aburi have the fork-cells markedly 

longer than in Nyasaland specimens (upper fork over three times as long as its stem) 

and the dark bands of sternites narrow or absent ; these females have the hind 

tibia entirely dark as usual and are associated with typical males of C. PeQusczGs. 

One male from DufiE (King) has the anterior surface of the hind femur entirely dark, 

but the terminalia are typical. 

Culex (Culex) perfidiosus Edwards. 

Culex @~fidiosus Edwards, Bull. Ent. 

TYPE.-+ in B.&I., Ilesha, Nigeria. 

Res. j, p. 72 (1914). 

Very closely resembles C. PeyfusczLs, having, as in that species, the hind tibia 

entirely dark, without a pale spot at tip, but distinguishable in both sexes by having 

the hind femur even more extensively white, with only a very short dark area at tip 

on anterior surface and a short dark dorsal line, and by having nearly all the mesonotal 
scales dark, only a few pale ones even around the pre-scutellar bare space. 

$?. PharyngeaZ teeth (Fig. 96, a). 
$. Terminalia (Figs. 121 ; IIS, f) remarkably different from those of all other 

species of the group. Coxite rather swollen and very hairy ; lobe divided into two 

parts, one (bearing rods a-c) forming a long arm, the other (bearing d-f) much smaller, 
d and e present as fine hairs, f a pointed blade, leaf pointed, seta F, sinuous and un- 

usually stout at base. Style of peculiar irregular shape and with a small crest at 

tip. Ninth sternite remarkably large, more than twice as long as broad’(this feature 

distinguishing C. PerJidiosus from all other African Cztlex). Paraprocts and phallo- 

some practically as in C. perfuscus). 
Distribz&on.-NIGERIA : llesha (k?ayer) ; Lokoja (Watson, .%njmn) ; Lagos 

(Graham). GOLD COAST : Accra (DaZzieZ) ; Bole (Ingram). BELGIAN CONGO ; 
Stanleyville (Moz&zet) ; Leopoldville (Henrard) ; Irebu (Arcdre’). GABOON : Rimbo 

N’Komi (Galliard). 

Culex (Culex) guiarti Blanchard. 

C&x viridis Theobald (net Robineau-Desvoidy), Mon. Cul. III, p. 212 (1903). 
Culex guiavti Blanchard, Les Moustiques, p. 629 (1905) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 5, p. 68 (1914): 

and 13, p. 85 (1922). 

TYPF.-_60 in B.M., Bus& Uganda. 
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This species is one of a small group the members of which are distinguished from 

all other species of Cz&x in Africa except C. macJiei by the sub-plumose antennae of 

the female, and by the first flagellar segment being lengthened. C. guiarti is a dark 
species without any special ornamentation, and without a pale spot at the tip of the 

hind tibia. The green colour of the thorax, which suggested Theobald’s specific 

name of viridis is usually noticeable in life but is not specially diagnostic of this 

species as it may be seen in a number of others of the genus. 

FIG. I z I .-Tcrminalia of Czllex perfidiosus Edw. On right, whole organ in tergal view 
mally devrloped ninth sternite. On left, basal parts more enlarged. 

; qt.. the zbnor- 

$2. Head with the erect scales mostly or all dark, decumbent scales whitish. 
Proboscis blackish below as well as above ; palpi blackish, about one-sixth as long 
as proboscis. Antennae dark, including most of torus ; first flagellar segment about 

twice as long as second, the next few distinctly shorter than those which follow, and 
each with 15--zo long hairs in the whorl. Thorax with integument of scutum for 
the most part moderately dark brownish, but with more or less extensive pale areas 
on shoulders and in front of scutellum ; integument of pleurae almost uniformly pale, 
without any obvious dark stripes or spot on mesepimeron ; pale parts of integument 

normally green (perhaps always so in life) but often fading to pale yellowish in dried 

specimens. Scutal scales mainly rather dark brown, pale on the pale areas, the scales 
rather small and fine. Pleurae with few scales ; post-spiraculars and pre-alars 
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absent ; the two small patches of sternopleural scales widely separated ; few scales 

and bristles on propleura. A single lower mesepimeral bristle (none of the numerous 

specimens examined shows a second such bristle). Abdomen dark above, white basal 

lateral patches on tergites 6-7 quite small. Sternites with well marked dark apical 

bands. Legs mainly dark in front ; as seen from behind (i.e. on posterior surface) 

the front and middle legs are largely pale but the femur is dark dorsally on the distal 
half ; hind femur with dark dorsal stripe on distal half or more, anterior surface 

narrowly dark at tip ; hind tibia wholly dark. Front coxae with some dark scales 

in middle. Witizgs with fork cells of moderate length, upper about z .5 times as long 

as its stem ; cross-veins separated by about the length of the posterior one. Halteres 

yellow. Pharyngeal teeth (Fig. 96, d). 
$. Resembles $J. Palpi wholly dark, exceeding proboscis by the last segment and 

about half the penultimate, hairy as usual. Terminalia (Fig. 122, b, d) : Coxite of 

FIG. rzz.-Terminalic details of Cukx spp. a. wc?schtc. b. guirzrtz. c. g~ahami (Icampala). Out 
line of trrrninalia from abol-e. d. guinrti. e. yzhami (Lagos). 

the usual form, not at all swollen as seen from above ; lobe undivided, b much 

stouter than a or c on its basal half, f slightly expanded, leaf not longer than f and 

rather narrow, h straight. Style moderately broad but rather suddenly narrowed 

at tip. Paraproct with long, curved basal arm. Phallosome with the outer division 

of simple structure, without small teeth ; inner division extending beyond the outer. 

Wing-length 3-3.5 mm. 

Distribution.-Typical examples are in the British Museum from the following 
localities : UGANDA : Bus& (LOW) ; Kampala (Hopkins). KENYA : Nairobi (Daniek). 
BELGIAN CONGO : Kisantu (Ze WuZf) ; Popokabaka (Schwetz). TANGANYIKA : 
Bukoba (IlIacHardy). NIGERIA : Lagos (Philip). GOLD COAST : Obuasi (Graham) ; 
Accra (MacJie). 

Other records require confirmation owing to possible confusion with the variety (?) 

decribed below or with C. weschei, but Galliard’s record from Fernan Vaz is doubtless 

correct. 
Note.-In my earlier keys to African Cz4ex I distinguished C. guiarti as having 

the venter entirely whitish. This statement was based on female specimens of C. 

antennatus which I had wrongly determined as C. guiarti. 
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Var. sudanicus n. 

TYPE.+ in B.M., Bole. 

Intermediate between C. guiarti and C. ~eschei ; resembles the former in having 

the proboscis dark below as well as above, sternites with distinct dark apical bands, 

and middle femur as seen from behind extensively dark dorsally on distal half, but 

differs as follows : Mesonotum with the integument uniformly brownish, not paler 
on shoulders, but scales almost all pale creamy and coarser than in C. guiarti. Sterno- 

pleural scales more numerous, the two patches almost joined ; propleural scales 

and bristles also more numerous. Scales on front coxae all pale. 
3. TerminaZia as in C. guiarti, the style not unusually broad. 

Distribution.-GOLD COAST : Bole (Ingram). NIGERIA : Gadau (Taylor), in 

company with C. weschei. 

Culex (Culex) weschei Edwards. 

Cdex weschei Edwards, Bull. 

TYPE.-3 in B.&I., Sunyani. 

Ent. Res. zG, p. 136 (1935). 

Very similar to C. gzliarti structurally but much paler in colour. 
9. Head with most of the erect scales yellow, decumbent scales whitish. Pro- 

boscis pale-scaled beneath except at base and tip. Antennae much as in C. guiarti, 

but segments 2-4 of flagellum not obviously shorter than those which follow. Thorax 

with integument of mesonotum scarcely darker than pleurae, scales all pale buff- 

coloured ; sternopleural scales more numerous, the two patches almost joined ; pro- 

pleural scales dense and the bristles also more numerous. Abdomen not so dark 
above, white patches on tergites 6 and 7 rather larger and sometimes the pairs almost 
meeting in middle line at base ; venter entirely pale or with only a few dark scales 

on distal margins of sternites. Legs with a strong yellowish tinge on the pale parts ; 
as seen from behind the front and middle legs appear almost wholly yellowish, only 
a very small dark area being visible on distal fourth of dorsal surface of middle femur ; 
hind femur with dark dorsal stripe on distal third only, but hind tibia wholly dark as 
in C. gztiarti. Front coxae with all the scales whitish. Wings as in C. guiarti. 

6. Resembles $2. Terminalia (Fig. 122, a) almost as in C. g&ark but in both 

specimens examined the style is broader. 

Distribzction.-Gem COAST : Sunyani (Iagyarn) ; ,&zcra (i!ac$e). NIGERIA : 
Gadau (Taylor). 

ssp. gediensis n. 

TYPE’.-_S? in B.M., Gede. 

Resembles typical C. weschei closely in colouring and in structure of 8 terminalia, 

but differs as follows : antenna of $? with only IO instead of 15 hairs in each whorl ; 
propleura in both sexes with fewer setae (about IO in $ and about 6 in Q, instead of 
about 20 and 15 respectively) ; sternopleura with fewer scales. 

&%fribution.--KENYA : Gede, nr. Mombasa, 63 5$? (MacllonaZd). 
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Culex (Culex) ingrami Edwards. 

Culexingr~mi Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 6, p. 360 (IgI6), and 21, p. zg3 (1930). 

TYPE.-d in B.M., Sunyani. 

Very similar to C. guiarti, the external characters distinguishing the two species 

being indefinite. 

9. Head as in C. guiarti, including structure of antennae. Thorax differing from 
that of typical C. guiarti in that the integument is not obviously paler about the 

shoulders though on the other hand the mesonotal scales are all pale ; in most 

specimens examined there is a faint and ill-defined longitudinal darker area on lower 

half of pleurae and a slightly darkened area surrounding the lower mesepimeral 

bristle, this bristle usually single as in C. guiarti but occasionally duplicated. Pleural 

scaling as in typical C. guiarti, the two sternopleural patches well separated and the 

FIG. 123.-Terminalic details of C&x spp. a. ing:rami. b. ingrami var. (Kampala). c. schwetai. 
d. $hilipi. e. pruina. 

propleura with few scales. A bdome%, legs and wings much as in C. guiarti. Pharyn- 

geal teeth (Fig. 96, g). 

$. Resembles 9. Termi~alia (Fig. 123, a) differing from those of C. guiarti and 

weschei in having the sickle-shaped style more evenly tapering, not abruptly narrowed 

at the tip ; arm of paraproct very short and broad, sometimes practically absent ; 
and inner division of phallosome much shorter ; lobe of coxite with leaf somewhat 

longer than f, which is shorter than in C. guiarti, straight and scarcely expanded. 
Distribution.-Gem COAST : Sunyani (Ingram). UGANDA : Kampala and 

Sezibwa (Ho$kins). BELGIAN CONGO : Matadi (Wanson) ; Ruchuru (de W&f). 

Variatiouz.-Hopkins has described two types of larvae appertaining to this species, 

the one found by Ingram at Sunyani and the other occurring commonly at Kampala. 

Comparison of Gold Coast and Uganda adults reveals no very obvious distinctions 

except that in the two Gold Coast males (Fig. 124, a) the arm of the paraproct is 

barely distinguishable, whereas in all the Uganda males examined (Fig. 124, b) it is 

definitely present though variable in length and always short. The material sent by 

Wanson from Matadi included both types of larvae, and on males bred from the mixed 

batch were found both types of paraproct. It must, however, be regarded as still 

uncertain whether there is any correlation between larval and adult forms ; it may 

be that the variation in both stages is individual and continuous. 
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Culex (Culex) schwetzi Edwards. 

Res. 10, p. 326 (IQZ~), and 21, p. ‘33 (1930). Culex schwetzi Edwards, Bull. EnL. 

TYPE.--$ in B.M., Stanleyville. 

Related to C. guiarti and ingrami, but paler, and readily distinguished in both 

sexes from these species and from the superficially similar C. jwuina by the banded 
abdomen. 

9. Head with the erect scales mostly yellowish, decumbent scales pale. Pro- 
boscis entirely blackish. Palpi dark, about one-fifth as long as proboscis. Antennae 

with torus largely dark; first flagellar segment about twice as long as second, each 
segment on basal half of flagellum with about 16 long hairs in the whorl. Thorax with 
the integument mainly pale yellowish ; scutum with three broad and confluent dark 

stripes, leaving more or less extensive pale areas on shoulders and in front of scutellum. 
All scutal scales pale and rather coarse. Pleural scales inconspicuous, few or none 

on propleura ; no post-spiraculars or pre-alars. Usually a single lower mesepimeral 

bristle present, but sometimes two and rarely three. Abdomen dark brown above, 
tergites 4-7 or 3-7 each with white basal bands which are usually somewhat narrowed 

in the middle. Sternites with dark apical bands. Legs dark, femora pale beneath 

and posetriorly ; hind femur whitish almost to tip on anterior surface ; hind tibia 
without pale spot. Wings with forks of moderate length, upper about 2.5 times as 

long as its stem. Halteres yellow. Phavyngeal teeth (Fig. 96, e). 

$. Resembles 9. Palpi not very long, exceeding proboscis by length of terminal 

segment only ; last two segments only moderately hairy and all dark. Tewninalia 

(Fig. 123, c) : Coxite normal, not swollen ; lobe undivided, d duplicated, e straight, 

f hooked at tip, leaf rather narrow. Style evenly tapering. Paraproct with short 

flattened arm. Phallosome with simple outer division as in related species, inner 

division markedly shorter than outer as in C. ingrami. 

Wing-length about 4 mm. 

r)istvibzztio~z.-BELGIAN CONGO : Stanleyville (%hzuetz). 

Culex (Culex) grahami Theobald. 

Cdex pull&us Graham (net Coquillctt), Ann. Nag. Nat. Hist. (8) j, p. 265 (1910). 
CuZex grahanzi Theobald, Mon. Cui. 5, p. 628 (Igro) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 2, p. 264 (IgIr), j, 

p. 69 (ISIS), and 13, p. 85 (1922). 

TYPE.--@ in B.N., Lagos. 

In most respects resembles C. guiarti and related species, but larger, hind tibia 

with a pale spot at tip, and antenna of female less obviously sub-plumose. 

$?. Head with the erect scales mostly dark, decumbent scales pale. Proboscis dark 

below as well as above. Palpi dark, about one-fifth as long as proboscis. Antennae 

with tori more or less dark on inner side, without scales ; first flagellar segment 

nearly twice as long as second as in C. guiarti, first few flagellar segments each with 

10-12 long hairs in the whorl instead of the usual 4-6. Thorax with brownish 

integument, pleurae lighter, but not conspicuously so, and without markings. Scutal 

scales mostly rather dark brown, some white ones round margins. Pleurae with the 

usual small patches of scales on sternopleura and mesepimeron, very few on pro- 

pleura. Two lower mesepimeral bristles present in all 21 specimens examined, in a 
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few cases a third such bristle present on one side. Abdomen blackish above, tergites 

with the usual basal lateral white patches, those on 6 and 7 rather larger than the 
rest, but very rarely uniting to form complete bands ; sternites with dark apical 
bands. Legs mainly dark ; hind femur with anterior surfaces mainly whitish but 
with the distal fifth or sixth dark (the dark area therefore more extensive than in 
C. g&&i) ; hind tibia with distinct though not sharply defined pale spot at tip. 
Front coxae dark-scaled except at base. Wings dark ; forks long, their bases practi- 

cally level, upper fork over three times as long as its stem. Halteres yellow. 

FIG. r a4.-Terminalia of Culex grahanzi Theo. Parts and lettering as in Fig. 93. 

$. Resembles 9. Palpi very long, exceeding proboscis by almost the length of 
the last two segments, entirely dark and conspicuously hairy. Terminalia (Figs. 122, 

c, e; 124) very much resembling those of C. gzkarti in structure but differing as follows : 
Coxite as seen from above markedly more swollen on the part before the lobe ; lobe 
with rod c usually somewhat bent, leaf much longer. Style very broad, broader even 
than that of C. ~eschei. Paraproct with shorter basal arm. Phallosome scarcely 
differing from that of C. guiarti. 

Wing-length 4-5 mm. 
Distribution. -Not all previous records can be trusted, because I have in the past 

confused this species with C. $~Y~USCZGS and others, but the occurrence of C. gra?zami 

in the following localities can be confirmed : NIGERIA : Lagos (Graham, Cowzal) ; 
Ilesha (Hw@v~) ; Gadau (Taylor). GOLD COAST : Kor Legona, Ofako and Sunyani 
(Ingram). UGANDA : Kampala (Ho@&). RELGMN CONGO : Leopoldville (Hew 

yard). 
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Culex (Culex) pruina Theobald. 

Culexpruina Theobald, Rept. Liverp. S. Trop. .Med. 4, App. p. 8 (Igox) ; Edwards, Bull. Ent. Res. 
2, P. 263 (IgIr), 3, P. 33 (rgI2), 5, P. 73 (x914), 13, P. 84 (1922) and 10, P. 326 (1929). 

Culex pruinosus Theobald, 1Mon. Cul. 2, p. 332 (1901). 
Culex pdidothorncis Theobald. Mon. Cul. 5, p. 370 (1910). 

TYPES.---@‘z&a ($VY&ZOSUS), &) in B.M., Agmuni ; pallidothoracis, 6Q in B.M., Obuasi. 

A very distinctive species, easily told from all other African species by its general 
pale appearance in conjunction with the absence of mesepimeral scales, the only other 
African species of the restricted subgenus Culex in which such scales are absent being 
the related C. philipi. C. schzuetzi Edw. is somewhat similar but possesses mesepi- 
meral scales and has more pale bands on the abdomen. 

9. Head with the erect scales mostly yellowish towards front, dark towards back ; 
decumbent scales all pale. Proboscis uniformly dark. Palpi dark, about one-fifth 

FIG. Iz5.-Wings of 8 and P, Culex pruina Theo. 

as long as proboscis. Antennae with torus mainly or entirely yellow, flagellum 
dark ; all flagellar segments subequal in length and with at most six long hairs in 
the whorl as usual. Thorax with integument mainly pale yellowish (perhaps greenish 
in life) including whole of pleurae ; scutum with three broad dark stripes which are 
usually more or less fused in middle, leaving extensive areas behind shoulders and 
in front of scutellum pale. Scutal scales all pale, also most of the bristles. Pleurae 
almost bare of scales ; a very few in the two sternopleural groups and usually two or 
three among the upper mesepimeral hairs, but none in middle of mesepimeron or on 
propleura. Usually three lower mesepimeral bristles present, sometimes two or four. 
Abdomen dark above, tergites with the usual basal lateral white patches, which on 6 
and 7 and sometimes also on 5 are large and usually meet in the middle line to form 
complete bands. Sternites with dark apical bands. Legs mainly dark ; hind femur 
whitish on anterior surface almost to the tip ; hind tibia without pale spot. Wings 

(Fig. 125) dark ; fork cells long, upper over three times as long as its stem. Halteres 
yellow. Pharyngeal teeth (Fig. 96, h). 
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$. Resembles $2. Palpi very long and hairy, exceeding proboscis by almost the 

length of the two last segments, entirely dark. Terminalia (Fig. 123, e) peculiar in 

several respects ; tergite lobes unusually large and with numerous hairs ; lobe of 

coxite without any trace of d, e, or f, but a-c present as usual, a slender, b and c 

stout and rather bent, leaf broad ; style abruptly narrowed near tip ; paraproct 

short, the ” arm ” very short and broad ; phallosome somewhat resembling that of 
C. guiarti. 

W&g-Ze@h 4-5 mm. 

Distribution.-Widely distributed and common in West Africa, but apparently 

not occurring in the south or east. GOLD COAST : Obuasi (Graham) ; Sunyani 

(Inpam) ; Kumasi (Watt). LIBERIA : Lenga (Beguaert). SIERRA LEONE : Yatea 

(Wood) ; Falaba (Si%@son). CAMEROONS : &Iisellele (Zztmfit). NIGERIA : Lagos 

(Graham) ; Agmuni (Annett) ; Oshogbo (A4ayey). GABOON : Fernan Vaz (Galliard). 
BELGIAN CONGO : Stanleyville, Kasongo Lunda (Sclzwetz) ; Leopoldville (Duren). 

Var. eschirasi Galliard. 

c7ulex prui~za var. eschirasi Galliard. 

TYPE.--cotypes in B.M. and Paris, Eschiras. 

This form appears to be distinguishable from typical C. @ina only in the larval 

stage. I have examined a series of adults of the variety from the type locality, 
including a male reared from an isolated larva, and can find no differences either in 

external features or terminalic structure from the typical form. 
D&vibution.-GAnooN : Eschiras (GaZZiard). 

Culex (Culex) philipi Edwards. 

Culex philipi Edwards, Bull. 

TYPE.-_9 in B.M., Lagos. 

Ent. Res. 20, P. 327 (19291, and 21, P. 293 (1930). 

Related to C. +&za, but smaller and darker ; superficially very similar to C. 
perfuscus, from which it differs in the absence or paucity of mesepimeral scales. 

9. Head with all the erect scales blackish, decumbent scales pale. Antennae with 

basal segment largely dark, more or less yellowish above ; flagellum normal, the first 
segment not lengthened, and each segment with the usual six long hairs in the whorl. 

Proboscis entirely dark below as well as above ; palpi dark, about one-sixth as long 
as proboscis. Thorax with integument of scutum mostly dark, shoulders paler but 
not so conspicuously pale as in C. @&a ; pleurae mainly pale, with a vaguely 
darker area in middle. Scutal scales mostly rather light brown, lighter on shoulders. 

Pleurae as in C. pruina with very few scales, none on propleura, post-spiracular or 
pre-alar areas ; mesepimeron in the majority of specimens without scales, but a very 
small group (at most 5) present in some individuals. Usually two lower mesepimeral 
bristles, sometimes three and rarely only one. Abdomen black above, tergites with 
the usual white basal lateral spots, those on 6 and 7 larger and visible from above. 

Sternites with dark apical bands. Legs mainly dark ; hind femur with dark dorsal 
line almost or quite reaching base, anterior surface white almost to the tip ; hind 

tibia entirely black. Wings dark ; forks of moderate length, upper about 2.5 times 
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as long as its stem. Halteres with dark knob (thus differing from those of all species 

of the guiarti group). 

$. Resembles 9, but shoulders more obviously pale, and all specimens examined 

(about 20) with but a single lower mesepimeral bristle. Palpi entirely dark, shorter 

and less hairy than in C. pruz%za, exceeding proboscis by terminal segment only. 
Termivzalia (Fig. 123, d) resembling those of C. pruina in the entire absence of appen- 

dages d-f of the coxite lobe, short paraprocts with rudimentary basal arm, and 
absence of small teeth on outer division of phallosome, but differing in having the style 

evenly curved and tapering, rods a-c all slender, and inner division of phallosome 

rudimentary (as in C. pevf&c?ds and @~fidioszts). 
Wiq-length 3 ‘5-4 mm. 

Distribution.-West African coastal area. SIERRA LEONE : Pepel (Liverpool 

S.T.M.). NIGERIA : Lagos (Graham, Philip). GOLD COAST : Takoradi (Pomeroy). 

Note.-In the second reference quoted above I referred to this species a female 

with sub-plumose antennae (in place of the one originally described as C. pJz$%). 

This was an error, the specimen being C. guiarti. 

Culex (Culex) moucheti Evans. 

Culex moucheti Evans, Ann. Trop. Med. 17, P. 89 (1923) ; Edwards, 

TYPE.-+ in Liverpool Schoo! of Tropical .Msjtcin:, S tanleyville. 

Bull. Ent. Res. 20, P. 333 (1929). 

A medium-sized to rather large species without striking ornament, but neverthe- 

less easily recognized because it is the only one among the numerous dark-coloured 

‘African C&ex having the erect scales of the head almost all orange, the tori also 
orange and the venter entirely pale. 

FIG. 1z6.-Terminalic of CzLlex moucheti Evans. a. 
from Lubutu. 

Specimen from Stanleyville. b. Specimen 

$2’. Head with most of the erect scales orange, only those towards back of head 
dark brown, so that the head appears conspicuously orange under a lens in front or 

side view ; decumbent scales white. Proboscis and palpi entirely black, palpi nearly 

one-fourth as long as proboscis. Antenna with basal segment entirely orange, con- 

trasting with the blackish flagellum, and without scales ; all flagellar segments sub- 

equal in length and bearing the usual half-dozen long hairs in the whorl. Clypeus 

blackish, in most specimens bearing a few small white scales on its distal margins 

(a very unusual feature). Thorax dull blackish above, pleurae green in life, fading 
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to yellowish. Scutal scales mostly very dark brown, a few white ones round front 
margin and on and in front of scutellum ; bristles normal, the acrostichal series 
present as usual. Pleurae with the usual patches of flat white scales, two on sterno- 

pleura and one in middle of mesepimeron, but none on post-spiracular or pre-alar 
areas and few on propleura. Lower mesepimeral bristles varying in number from two 

to five, perhaps most frequently three. Propleural bristles few and strong. Abdomen 
black-scaled above, tergites with basal lateral white spots which are larger and visible 

dorsally on 6 and 7, 8 with a white band ; venter entirely white-scaled. Legs mostly 

dark, but middle tibiae wholly and hind tibia largely pale posteriorly ; hind femur 

with a black dorsal stripe from base to tip, gradually widening but allowing the white 

colour of the anterior surface to extend almost or quite to the tip below ; hind tibia 

slightly paler at extreme tip but without a definite pale spot. Wings dark ; fork 

cells rather long, the upper about three times as long as its stem ; cross-veins separated 
by rather more than the length of the posterior one. Halteres scarcely darkened. 

Pharyngeal teeth (Fig. 96, f). 
$. Resembles $? ; the orange basal antenna1 segment conspicuous. Palpi of the 

normal form, moderately hairy and entirely dark, exceeding proboscis by the ter- 
minal segment and about half the penultimate. Terminalia (Fig. 126) : Coxite of the 

normal form for the subgenus C&ex, without scales ; lobe undivided, with the usual 

eight more or less specialized bristles, a blunt-tipped, b rather stouter, c more slender 

and hooked, d-f all slender, short and slightly hooked, leaf narrow, seta straight. 

Style evenly curved and tapering. Paraproct as in typical CuZex except that the 

basal arm is oblique instead of being extended more or less at right angles. Phallo- 
some of simple structure, somewhat as in the subgenera Barraudius or Lutxia, each 

half divided into two prongs, the outer longer than the inner and shagreened at its 

tip. 
Wing-length 4-5 *j mm. 
Distribution.-BELGIAN CONGO : Stanleyville (&iouc/zet, S’chzeletz) ; Lubutu- 

Walikali (Schwetz, Collart) . NIGERIA : Oshodi (Connal) ; Ibadan (Fo&er). UGANDA : 
Fort Portal (Ho@&) ; Izahura, Bwamba (Shillito). CAMEROONS : Tiko (ZWZ@). 

UNIDENTIFIED SPECIES. 

Culex annulitarsis Macquart. 

Dipt. Exot. Suppl. I, p. a. 

TYPE.-+? lost (unless possibly in Paris), Mauritius. 

There is almost nothing in the description except the statements that the hind 

tibia has a broad white ring before the tip, and the hind tarsi have the metatarsus 

white with a narrow black ring. No known Mauritian or other mosquito exhibits 

both these characters ; it is not unlikely that the wording is incorrect, as the Mauritian 

mosquito fauna has been rather fully investigated and nothing to fit Macquart’s 

diagnosis has been found. If he had said that the white tibia1 ring was at instead 

of before the tip and that the tip of the hind tarsus (instead of the hind metatarsus) 
was white with a narrow black ring, he would have picked out the two most salient 

features of Anofiheles coustanni, one of the commonest Mauritian mosquitoes. 
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Culex arabicus Becker. 
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Denkschr. k. Ak. Wiss. Wien, 71, p. 140 

TYPE.--+ in Zool. Mu., Berlin, Sokotra. 

(1907). 

I have previously quoted this as a synonym of A@des caspius, but almost certainly 

wrongly, as Becker states that the claws are simple. The middle and hind tarsi 

are described as having the first, second and third segments with pale yellow tip, 

the second to fourth segments with pale yellow base ; proboscis unbanded ; basal 
bands of second and following abdominal tergites triangularly produced in middle 

almost to posterior margins of tergites. This description does not agree with any 

known African Culicine, unless it might be C&x dztttonzi ; perhaps C. arabicus is a 

distinct species endemic to Sokotra. 

Culex zeltneri Yeveu -Lemaire. 

Arch. Parasit. 10, p. 251 (1906). 

TYPE. - &? lost, Harrar, Abyssinia. 

A species of the C. pi@zs group ; quite possibly C. fatigarrs, as the blood-sucking 
habits and whitish venter are mentioned. 

Culex pygmaeus Neveu-Lemaire., 

Arch. Parasit. IO, p. 256 (1906). 

TYPE.--&? lost, Imi, Ogaden, Abyssinia. 
, 

Another species of the pipiens 

sinaiticus. 

Culex mundulus Griinberg. 

Zool. Anz. 29, p. 388 (1905). 

TYPE .--i) in Zool. Mus., Berlin, 

group ; might be small C. fatigans, or possibly 

CZI meroons (no locality mentioned). 

I have quoted this as a possible synonym of C. cinevetis, but it is perhaps more 

likely to be one of the C. rima group. 

Culex ataeniatus Theobald. 

Cztlex atamiata Theobald, U.S. Afr. Dept. Agric., First Rep. Vet. 

TYPE.---? in Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Transvaal. 

Res. p. 261 (1911). 

Described as having proboscis dark at base and apex, dull ochreous in the middle, 

forming a broad pale band ; tarsi unbanded. I suggested in 1911 that this might 
be a variety of wzivittatm, and in 1932 that it might be the same as watti. Perhaps 

the former is more probable, but the type needs re-examination. 

23 



II. TAXONOMY OF CULICINE PUPAE. 

The characters of Culicine pupae may be studied either in the whole pupa or in its 

cast skin, the latter having the advantage that it is more readily manipulated and 

mounted for the microscope. If preserved immediately after the eclosion of the 
adult, the pupal skin will not only retain all the setae and markings of the integument, 

but unlike the larval skin the setae retain their normal relative positions owing to 
the thicker and more rigid skin, Even if the specimen is mounted whole identifi- 

cation will usually be possible, but a little care is needed if all the features are to be 

displayed in the preparation. The skin should be divided into four parts. First, 

the whole abdomen should be carefully detached, taking care not to injure the first 

segment. Next the two sides of the thorax should be separated by means of needles 

inserted into the dorsal slit ; the head-shield, with the antenna1 and proboscis 

sheaths and the two strong internal (tentorial) rods, comes away readily, and the 
metathorax is easily broken at its median suture. The head-shield, the two halves 

of the thorax, and the entire abdomen should then be mounted flat, using sufficient 
mountant to avoid pressing the abdominal tergites and sternites too closely together. 

Without dissection it is difficult to study the cephalothoracic setae, which are often 

important for taxonomy and probably might be used more than they have been in 

classification. If too little mountant is used the pressure of the coverslip will some- 

times make it difficult to see which of the abdominal setae are dorsal and which 
ventral. Permanent preparations may be made in de Faure’s gum, the dissected 

parts being transferred directly from water or from 70 per cent. alcohol to the slide ; 
staining is unnecessary. 

The structure of the pupae has failed to throw much fresh light on the relationships 

of the genera ; in the main the classification which was founded mainly on adult 

and partly on larval characters is confirmed, but several of the genera seem even less 

clearly defined in the pupal than in the adult or larval stage. 

An interesting point in regard to the pupae is the close correlation which is often 

found with the larva of the same species in the breathing apparatus : the trumpet 

of the pupae varies in conformity with the siphon of the larva in length and colour 
as well as in function (whether used at the surface or as an organ for extracting air 

from water-plants). Other points worth noting are the tendency to loss of the 
float-hairs of the first abdominal segment in those pupae which either remain below 

the surface (Ficalbia, Taeniorhynchus) or live in very small collections of water 

(Eretnza~odites) ; and the tendency to develop a strong seta (possibly to function 

as a buffer) on the front of the cephalothorax from one or other of the several setae of 

that region. 

CHARACTERS USED IN CLASSIFICATION OF PUPAE. 

RESPIRATORY TRUMPETS. 

The thoracic respiratory trumpets provide some of the most obvious means of 

distinguishing several of the Culicine genera in the pupal stage. Following Ingram 

and Macfie (1919) the trumpets can be regarded as divisible into a closed tubular 
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portion (meattis) and an open portion (fiinna) ; the meatus however is often plainly 
divisible into a proximal tracheoid portion provided with numerous concentric ridges, 
and a distal reticulate portion in which the surface of the chitin is covered with a fine 

network. The proportionate lengths of these three parts of the trumpet are fairly 

constant for any one species ; the’ ratio of the length of the meatus to that of the 

whole trumpet has been much used, but that of the tracheoid to the reticulate portion 
of the meatus or to the remainder of the trumpet, appears at least equally valuable. 

It should be noted that the relative length of the pinna depends partly on the obliquity 

of the opening and partly on the thickness of the trumpet as compared with its length ; 
if the opening were transverse there would be no pinna, if it were horizontal to the 

axis of the trumpet there would be no meatus, but in two trumpets with the opening 

at the same angle (say 45” to the long axis) the shorter trumpet would have the longer 

pinna. The shape of the opening of the trumpet is of importance-whether approxi- 

mately circular or oval, or (as in Ficalbia) quite irregular with a slit-like prolongation. 

In the genera Hodgesia and Taeniorhynchzts the trumpet itself is of peculiar form. 

In a few cases the surface may be provided with small spicules, and specific differences 

may be found in colour, the tip being darkened or a dark ring present. Usually the 
inner and outer walls of the trumpet are closely adherent, but in Harpagomyia they 

are well separated. 

CEPHALOTHORAX 

Although generic and specific differences undoubtedly exist in the cephalothorax, 

they have not been much used in classification, largely because descriptions have for 
the most part been drawn up from whole cast skins instead of from dissected skins 

, FIG. Iz7.-Cephalothoracic chaetotaxy of a Culicine pup (dt%k aegyPti L.). Side view on left, 
dorsal view on right. 1-3. Post-ocular setae. 4 and 5. Anterior antero-thoracic. 6 and 7 
(left figure). Posterior antero-thoracic. 8 (left figure) or 6 (right figure). Dorsal seta. g. (left 
figure) or 7 (right figure). Supra-alar seta. 8-10 (right figure). Postero-thoracic setae. 

or whole pupae, and in the undissected skin the characters of the cephalothorax are 

difficult to appreciate. 
The chaetotaxy of the cephalothorax was studied by Ma&e (rgzo) in AEdes 

aegypti, and so far as known the notation he proposed is applicable also to other 

genera of Culicini. There are twelve pairs of setae in all (see Fig. 127) : three on 
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the head-shield, called the post-ocular (upper, median and lower), four near front 

margin of thorax above called antevo-thoracic (lower and upper anterior and posterior), 

one dorsal near the trumpets, one suppra-alar at base of wing-case, and three postero- 

thoracic (internal, median and external) on metanotal plate. One or more of these 

setae may be large, especially one of the post-oculars (as in Harpagowzyia and in 

C~?ex unoucheti), or one of the antero-thoracic (as in Uranotaenia). The three postero- 

thoracic setae are sometimes designated by the letters 0, P, R. The position of the 

dorsal seta varies in different genera. 
The cephalo-thorax sometimes exhibits a distinctive colour-pattern, particzrly 

noticeable in some species of FicaLbia and Uranotaenia. It is of interest to note that 

this colour-pattern is entirely special to the pupa and bears no relation to that of the 
adult. 

The dorsal surface of the cephalothorax may bear prominent ridges ; a strong 

median keel is sometimes very noticeable ; this median keel, along which the skin 

splits for the emergence of the imago, may be provided with a variable number of 

strong transverse ribs. 

ABDOMEN. 

The fullest account available of the chaetotaxy of the Culicine pupal abdomen is 

that of Baisas (rg38), who has adopted with some small modifications the system 

proposed by Macfie and developed by Senevet (1930) and Christophers (1933) ; 

Baisas’ arguments regarding the homologies of certain hairs appear sufficiently con- 

vincing, and his terminology is therefore adopted here without further discussion 
and with only one change. 

The dorsal setae of the abdomen (Fig. 128) are more obvious and important in 

classification than the ventral ; the latter are usually all quite small and inconspicuous 
and have not as yet been found to have any noteworthy taxonomic significance. 

For simplification of the present account, therefore, the ventral setae are left out of 

consideration. 

On each abdominal segment except the last there are normally eight or nine dorsal 

setae on each side ; those on segments II-VII can be homologized without great 

difficulty, and are designated A, B, C, Cl, I, 2, 3, 4, 5. In Culicines seta A is nearly 

always very small and somewhat removed from the posterior corner of the segment, 

in contrast with Anophelines where it is more or less spine-like, quite conspicuous, 

and placed exactly at the posterior corner ; in many Culicines it may be just ventro- 

lateral in position rather than dorsal, and for that reason may be overlooked. Setae 

B and C are the two largest setae on the posterior margin of the segments, and are 

the most important for classification ; they may be much alike on each of segments 

II-VII, or quite differently developed on the anterior, middle and posterior segments. 

Seta Cl, though always small and simple, is of interest on account of variations in its 

position both on different segments and in different genera of Culicini ; it may be 

either on the posterior margin internal to C, or well removed from the posterior 

margin and either internal, in line with, or external to C ; it is often absent from 

segment II. Seta I (formerly designated A) is usually the next largest after B and 

C, it is situated close to the lateral margin and usually not far from the posterior 
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margin of each segment. Setae 2, 3 and 4 are small and usually unimportant setae 

lying somewhat anterior to B and C ; on several of the proximal segments 3 is 
usually either absent or represented by a small socket without any seta. Seta 5 is 

always minute and placed near the anterior border of the segment. 

On segment I the setae are also eight in number on each side, but their arrangement 

is entirely different and they have therefore been given a different notation. The 

most conspicuous is usually a large tuft near the middle which has usually been spoken 

of as the dendritic tuft ; as the nature of its branching is by no means always 

FIG. rzS.--Abdominal chaetotaxy of Culicine pupae (after B&as, 19x8). a. dEdes (Stegomyia) albo- 
pictus. b. Culex ndelne Baisas (a species allied to C. sitiens and C. tvitaeniorhynchus). 

dendritic, and as many of the other abdominal setae are in the form of tufts, I prefer 

to call it the float-hair. It seems to be homologous with seta C of succeeding 

segments. The remaining setae of segment I are four near the anterior border 

(H, K, L, M) and three on the lateral border (S, T, U) ; of these K, S, and T are 

usually the largest, L, &I and U all very small. H and K are usually close together 

but are widely separated in some genera or subgenera. 

On segment VIII there are only three dorsalsetae oneach side, designated by Baisas 
(following Christophers) A, A1 and 5 ; A usually forms a conspicuous hair or tuft on 

the posterior corner, though in many C&z it is placed further back ; A1 is on the 

posterior margin and usually small and simple ; 5 near the base and minute. The 

small segment IX (or median projection of VIII) is usually bare but in Uranotaenia 

and in C&x (Lutzia) it bears a minute lateral seta ; X (anal segment) is bare except 

in Megarhinus where it bears a pair of small setae. 
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Characters of taxonomic value are sometimes to be found in the markings of the 
abdominal integument (e.g. in Hod&a) or in the sculpturing of its surface (e.g. some 
Eretmapodites). 

PADDLES. 

Next to the respiratory trumpets the abdominal paddles provide the most 
important features for classification of Culicine pupae, generic characters being found 
in the presence or absence of setae (paddle-hairs) at the tip of the midrib ; and specific 
characters in the shape of the paddles, length and nature of fringe (if any), form of 
markings when present and thickness of midrib and external buttress. In the genera 
Megarhinus, Harpogomyia and Taeniorhymhus there is no paddle-hair, and it is also 
absent or rudimentary in Ficalbia. In C&ex there is nearly always a very small 
accessory paddle-hair present, placed beside the small paddle-hair. In other genera 
of Culicini a single paddle-hair is present. The margin of the paddles may be 
quite smooth, or may be denticulate or fringed along part or the whole of its extent ; 
the “ hairs ” forming the fringe may vary greatly in length even as between nearly 

always mere processes from the edge of the paddle and have no related species, but are 
articulated base. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF GENERA AND SPECIES. 

KEY TO GENERA. 

I. L4bdominal setae A-V-VI (sometimes also A-II-IV) very long, single and stout ; 
a pair of setae on anal segment (X) ; paddles broad, fringed and without 
seta . . . . . . . . . . Megarhinus (p. 359). 

Setae A-II-VI all very short or minute ; no setae on X : paddles, if fringed, have 
terminal seta (except in Ficalbia @Zendens) . . . . . . 2. 

2. Trumpet divided to base into two movable leaflets-no meatus Hodgesia (p. 363). 
Trumpet undivided, with well-marked meatus . . . . . . 3. 

3. Trumpet with inner wall well separated from outer wall ; paddles small, pointed, 
with faint midrib and no seta . . . . . Harpagomyin (p. 361). 

Trumpet with inner wall in contact with outer ; paddles otherwise . . 4. 

4. Trumpet long, with basal half or more tracheoid . . . . . 5. 

Trumpet short or only moderately long ; tracheoid area when present usually 
occupying much less than half the meatus . . . . . . . IO. 

5. Trumpet with tip highly modified for piercing ; paddles narrow and notched, 
without seta ; no float-hair . . . . . . . . . 6. 

Trumpet not modified for piercing (unless in E‘. pa&da) . . . . 7. 
6. All abdominal setae very small and weak . Taeniorhynchus (Coquille ttidia) (p. 382). 

Setae B and C forming long stout bristles . . Taen. (Mansonioides) (p. 383). 
7. Paddles very narrow, over four times as long as broad ; trumpets very long, 

tracheoid for more than 2 of their length . Ficalbia (Etorleptiomyia) (p. 379). 
Paddles not more than twice as long as broad ; trumpets not so extremely long, 

tracheoid for not more than 9 of their length . . . . . . 8. 
8. Dorsal setae placed far behind trumpets ; paddles fringed or strongly denticu- 

late and often with light or dark spots . . Ficalbia (Minzomyia) (p. 374). 
Dorsal setae placed between or scarcely behind trumpets ; paddles with margin 

largely smooth . . . . . . . . . . . K 
9. All setae on VII-VIII very small and inconspicuous . Ficalbia (Ficalbia) (p. 381). 

Setae A-VII-VIII forming fairly large branched tufts . Uranotaenia (part) (p. 364). 

4 
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IO. On segment I setae H, K, L, M all close together and small ; float-hair a tuft of 
simple branches ; seta B-II-III absent ; paddle-seta as long as midrib and 
single . . . . . . . . . AEdomyia (p. 372). 

Setae H and K well apart from L and M, K almost always long ; float-hair 
otherwise ; B-II-III present ; paddle-seta otherwise (except AZdes centro- 
pun&us) . . . . . . . . . . . . I I. 

I I. Paddles with long fringe ; terminal seta set well outside midrib ; K very long 

and strong, float-hair reduced . . . . Eretmapodites (p. 403). 

Paddles without fringe (except in a few Stegomyia, where the fringe is shorter) ; 
terminal seta close to tip of midrib (rarely absent) ; float-hair almost always 
large and dendritic . . . . . . . . . . 12. 

12. Paddles without seta, margin smooth and notched at tip of midrib 
Culex hancocki (p. 424) and C. moucheti (p. 428). 

Paddles with at least a terminal seta ; margin not notched . . . . 13. 
13. Paddles nearly always with small accessory seta placed beside the terminal 

seta and with smooth margin ; A-VII and A-VIII removed from corners of 
segments ; trumpet with small tracheoid area at base (chiefly beneath) 

cuzex (p. 409). 
Paddles with terminal seta but without accessory seta ; A-VIII (and often also 

A-VII) close to corners . . . . . . . . . 14. 
14. Segment IX (or median prominence of VIII) with a pair of minute setae ; 

trumpet often with a short but complete tracheoid area at base 
Uranotaenia (p. 364). 

Segment IX without setae ; trumpet at most with a few parallel ridges at base 
beneath . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 . 

15. Dorsal setae set well behind trumpets . . . . . . . 16. 
Dorsal setae set between or only slightly behind trumpets . . . . 20. 

16. Paddles with absolutely smooth margin ; A-VIII rather large 
Orthopodomyia (p. 374). 

Paddles with at least minute denticles on distal margin . . . . . 
17. Setae K and C-II forming small tufts . Theobaldia (Zongiareolata) (p. 37;. 

Seta K single, C-II single or with few simple branches . . . . 18. 
18. Seta A-II-VI often rather long and spine-like ; paddles often fringed or with 

rather strong denticles . . . . . Agdes (Stegomyia) (p. 387). 
Seta A-II-VI minute as usual ; paddles with only minute denticles . . 19. 

19. Seta A-VIII a large tuft ; K-I very long . . . Agdes (Dicevomyia) (p. 401). 
Seta A-VIII less developed ; almost all setae single . At?des (Dunnius) ( p. 402). 

20. Setae H and K wide apart ; K small and branched, as near to L as to H 
AZdes (Banksinella) (p. 399). 

Setae H and K near together and well apart from L and M . . . . 21. 
21. Seta C-III behind or even slightly outside B . . . . . . 22. 

Seta C-III usually well inside B ; C-II usually a small dendritic tuft 
Agdes (Atidimorphus) (p. 392) ; At?des (Skusea) (p. 403). 

22. Seta C-II simple ; paddles very broad, with smooth margin 
AZdes (Mucidus) (p. 384). 

Seta C-II usually branched ; paddles smooth or with minute denticles. 
At?des (Ochlerotatus) (p. 386) ; A.(FinZuya) (p. 386) ; A. (Steg.) vittatus (p. 391). 

MEGARHINUS R.-D. 

The following characters are shared by the three African and eight Oriental 
species of which I have examined pupae. 

Respiratory trumpet short, with simple oblique opening; meatus entirely reticulate 
without any tracheoid area at base. Superior post-ocular seta long, stout, but 
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gradually tapering to a fine point, usually single. Dorsal seta far behind trumpets. 
Abdomen :-I : H and K widely separated ; K. L and M about equidistant and more or 
less in one row; float-hair largeanddendroid. On some at least of remaining segments 
setae A, B and C very long, single, stout and slightly plumose; on III-IV (and usually 

also V) C placed quite close to B and resembling it ; A-VIII very small. Anal 
segment with a pair of small setae. Paddles very unequally divided by the midrib, 
outer part much larger than inner and usually produced beyond midrib, but shape of 

paddle varying according to the species ; no paddle hair. 
The very long lateral hairson some or allof segments II to VII, though placed well 

back from the corners of the segments, seem undoubtedly homologous with spines 

A of Anophelines, this being an important distinction from Culicine genera. Baisas 
(1938, p. 181) states that in Megarhinini the pupal spines (setae A) “are tiny and are 

situated in the segments like those of the more recent and highly diversified C&x.” 

Perhaps Baisas has taken the long stout setae of Megarhin~ as “ I ” and the tiny 

branched setae which lie close to them on the lateral margin as “ A,” but both on 
account of their position and their form I conclude that their homologies are the 

reverse of this. On most of the segments in Megarhinus the long lateral setae are 
inserted in the narrow membrane between tergite and sternite (on VII and VIII this 

membrane in absent). 
The close approximation of B and C on III-IV and the form of the paddles are 

peculiar to this genus. 

M. brevipalpis conradti Griinb. (Fig. rzg.) 

The pupa of this subspecies was described and figured by Macfie and Ingram 

(1923) under the name A4. brevipaZ$is Theo. Their material was from the Gold 

Coast ; I have examined entirely similar specimens from Sierra Leone, Nigeria, Congo 
and Uganda, and can complete the otherwise full description by an.account of the 

setae of the first abdominal segment : H is quite short and single, shorter than in the 

figure ; K about three times as long as H, usually split into two or three branches for 

more than half its length or almost to the base ; but may be single ; L and M small 
tufts rather longer than H ; S extremely long, quite five times as long as K and equal 

in length to the longest seta on the abdomen, single and stout, sub-plumose like setae 

B ; T resembling K in length and either split into about three branches for half or 

more of its length or single and end rather longer. 
Further characters distinguishing the species from some others of the genus are 

as follows : Most of the long abdominal setae more than twice as long as the following 

segment. C-II a short tuft of 3-5 branches some of which may be split. C-V not 

much shorter than B. A-II-VII and B-VI-VII as long as any of the rest. Paddles 

dark with outer portion produced markedly beyond end of midrib. 

M. brevipalpis brevipalpis Theo. 

Two specimens from Dar-es-Salaam (Pomevoy) resemble M. b. cowadti in chaeto- 

taxy, but differ in the shape of the paddles, which are more square-ended, the outer 

portion less definitely produced beyond end of mid-rib. 
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FIG. ~zg.--Megarhinus brevipalpis convadti Griinb. Pupal abdomen (u) and trumpet (b, bl). (After 
Macfie and Ingram, 1923.) 

M. erythrurus sp. n. (p. 30). 

The diagnosis below is from two pelts from Lagos. 

Upper post-ocular seta long and single, but not nearly as long as in IM. b. conradti. 
Segment I of abdomen with the setae very different : K single and sub-plumose, 

quite eight times as long as H, but not very stout ; L and M with only 2-3 branches : 
S and T equal in length, both single, slender, and only about half as long as K. II ; 

C double and about equal in length to the two adjacent long hairs (B and 4?), all 
three being about the same length as the following segment; A quite short and 

slender, much shorter than the segment. III-IV : A very short and slender, as on 

II ; B and C about equal, reaching to middle of next segment but one. V : A rather 

strong and longer than the segment; B as III-IV but C shorter. A long and strong, 

reaching to end of VIII ; B missing on both pelts examined, probably not much 

shorter than on V. VII : A minute, B quite short and inconspicuous. Paddles much 

paler and more square-ended than in M. b. conradti, fringe rather shorter. 

M. aeneus Evans. 

Briefly described by Evans (1926). The features mentioned are in agreement 

with iW. erythrzwus. 

HARPAGOMYIA De Meij. 

The following characters are shared by the Oriental H. genurostris and the African 

H. taeniarostris : 
Trumpet very short, with small, almost circular opening ; outer wall wholly 

reticulate, the thin inner wall more obviously separated from the outer wall 

than usual, its basal part with some annular ridges. Superior post-ocular 

very long, split to the base into two equally stout branches, which in most specimens 
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examined are closely adherent for almost their whole length, the extreme tips 
abruptly pointed and separated. Dorsal thoracic setae placed well behind trumpets. 
Abdomen :-I: H and K not far apart, K long and single, all the other setae (including 
S) quite small ; float-hair dendritic but not large, with about 6 primary branches. 
II : two rather long single setae apparently representing A and B ; C not quite so 
long, branched from beyond base. III : A rudimentary, B rather long and single, 
set back from hind margin and as near middle line as side ; C very small, Cl on margin 
beside C. IV : as III, but B on hind margin and nearer side. V and VI : as IV, 
but B much longer and stronger. VII : A forming a large fan-shaped tuft, placed 
a little distance in from the side margin and not on the corner ; I forming a small 
tuft; B and C small. VIII : A as VII but still larger. No setae on IX. Paddles 

FIG. ISO.-Harpagomyia taeniarostris Theo. Pupal abdomen (with segment I enlarged) and trumpet. 

rather small, broad at base and pointed at tip, without seta, part inside midrib 
rather narrow. 

The conspicuous tufts on the last two abdominal segments together with the 
form of the paddles, will sufficiently distinguish the pupa of Harpagomyia from those 
of other African genera of mosquitoes. 

H. taeniarostris Theo. (Fig. 130.) 

The specimen figured is a pelt from Kampala, Uganda; its features are in fair 
agreement with the description and figure given by de Meillon and Ingram, though 
they omitted some details. Among small differences from H. genurostris may be 
mentioned : Abdominal segments I-III with a diffuse dark area occupying most 
of their dorsal surface (in genurostris the dark area is more clearly defined and less in 
extent). Tuft I-VII with 2-3 branches instead of 5-7. External margin of paddle 
almost completely smooth (in genurostris finely denticulate for a short distance). 

H. farquharsoni Edw. 

According to the notes published by Evans (1929) this pupa resembles that 
H. taeaiarostris. 

of 
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HODGESIA Theo. 

Distinguished from all other mosquito pupae by the form of the trumpets, which 

are thus described by Wigglesworth (1929) : “ Respiratory trumpets small and of 
highly characteristic structure, being cleft almost to the base in the form of two 

leaflets. Outer leaflet four times as long as its average width, with more or less 

longitudinal strigulae and with numerous minute scale-like denticles on the outer 
surface. Inner leaflet only half the width of the outer and with a bifid tip ; it has 
the same longitudinal or oblique strigulation, but is without the minute denticles of 

the outer leaflet ; its anterior margin and tip are clothed with fine hairs and the 
posterior margin is reflected inwards away from the outer leaflet.” 

FIG. 1x1.-Hodgesi* ftigeviae Edw. a. Pupal abdomen. b. Right trumpet from outside with leaflets 
separated. c. Right trumpet from inside, leaflets opposed. (After Wigglcsworth.) 

Cephalothoracic and almost all the abdominal bristles small and inconspicuous. 

Dorsal setae inserted slightly in front of trumpets. Abdomen :-I : float hair large 

and dendritic ; H and K approximated, far from L and M ; K longish, S scarcely as 

long as K. II : I long and single (it is about the longest seta on the abdomen) ; 
,4 and B shorter ; C forming a small tuft. III-VI : A a small seta well with- 

drawn from the posterior corner ; B apparently absent. C a small tuft as in II ; Cl 

near margin but outside C, not inside ; some of the other small setae missing on some 

segments ; 5 not traceable at all. VII : similar to III-VI, but B present (at least 

in some specimens) as a very small seta, much smaller than C. VIII : A small and 
ventral in position, but A1 normal ; 5 absent, also there is no seta on the median 

projection. Paddles narrowed towards base, notched at tip, and about equally 
divided by the midrib, in shape thus resembling those of AZdomyia ; distal margin 

finely denticulate ; paddle hair present but short. 
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The cephalothorax, abdomen, 

pigment which differs somewhat 

and paddles have a conspicuous 

according to the species. 

pattern of dark 

H. sanguinea Theo. 

In two pelts from Namanve Swamp, Kampala, many of the setae are more 

branched than shown in Wigglesworth’s figure of H. nigeriae ; K is triple ; A-II-VII 

usually double or triple; A and Al-VIII also double or triple. Paddles with the outer 
half distinctly more produced and pointed than in H. nigetiae as figured by Wiggles- 

worth, the blackish mark at tip smaller, chiefly on outer half of paddle and not 

spreading up the sides. Body-pattern : Lower two thirds of wing-cases dark, but 

upper third pale yellowish except for a small spot ; dorsum of thorax largely pale 

anteriorly ; leg-cases wholly dark. Abdominal tergites III-V pale except for a 

small dark spot on each side, no median dark markings ; VI and VII nearly all dark, 
with only a small pale area on each side at base ; VIII pale. Sternites V-VII mainly 

dark; VIII dark in middle, pale at sides. 

H. nigeriae Edw. (Fig. I 31.) 

Abdominal pattern and chaetotaxy as shown in Wigglesworth’s figure (reproduced 
here); presumably the dark area on VIII is on the sternite only as in H. sanguinea. 

Cephalothorax “ more or less infuscated all over. ” 

H. psectropus Edw. 

In a series of pelts and some whole pupae from Stanleyville the body-pattern is 

almost as in H. sanguinea ; but there are some differences in abdominal chaetotoxy 

from the other two species : K triple as in sanguinea, but A-II-VIII single, as is 
Al-VIII. Paddles as in sazzgz&zea, the produced tip of outer half perhaps a little 

more rounded, but less so than in nigeriae. 

URANOTAENIA L.-A. 

In view of the distinctive position of the genus Uranotaenia on adult characters, 

it is somewhat surprising that it is not better defined in the pupal stage. Perhaps 

the readiest means of diagnosis is in the shape of the paddles, which usually have the 

inner part wider than the outer at the middle, though this is not obvious in some 

species. The dorsal thoracic setae are placed between the trumpets in most species 

as in most Aifdes, not behind them as in Megarhinus and Harpagovzyia, and usually in 
Ficalbia and CzfZex ; however this feature again is not quite constant. In some but 

not all speciesone of the anterior cephalothoracic bristles is lengthened and thickened ; 
this is not the superior post-ocular as in Megarlzizzzus and Harpagomyia, but one of the 

antero-thoracic. The form of the trumpet varies much in different species. On the 
median prominence of VIII a pair of small setae or spines is present in most if not all 

species ; these occur also in AEdowzyia but rarely in other genera. 

As in most other Culicine genera the inner wall of the trumpet is not separated 
from the outer (in contrast with Harpagomyia), and the following features are to be 
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noted in abdominal chaetotaxy :-I : H and K close together, but well apart from 

L and M, all small ; S somewhat larger ; float-hair usually large and dendritic. II : 
I long, markedly longer than the others. III-VI : A minute ; Cl variable in position 

according to the segment and species but usually well removed from margin. VIII : 
A very variable according to the species. Anal segment : has no setae as in other 

Culicine genera, but in contrast with Megarlzinus. 

U. alboabdominalis Theo. 

Of this species I have examined one pupal pelt from Stanleyville. It differs from 

all other species except the allied U. alba in the form of the trumpet as described 

below. 
Integument mainly pale, but with a few small dark clouds, chiefly on wing-cases. 

Respiratory trumpet more resembling species of Ficalbia than other Uranotaevzia ; 
very long and slender, with the proximal two-thirds or more tracheoid ; tip flared ; 
opening with a slit-like prolongation towards the base ; on one side of the tracheoid 

portion are small, sharp, scattered denticles. Cephalothoracic setae and the main 

abdominal setae (B and C, also K and A-VII-VIII) all of similar type, with several 

slender branches arising from a short common stem (this stem not much thicker than 

the branches, but longer than in U. balfowi). Dorsal thoracic seta a little behind 

trumpets, with about five equal branches ; no specially long seta in the antero- 

t horacic series. Float-hair with about 12 slightly dendritic branches. B and C all 

shorter than the segments ; I mostly single or bifid. Paddles darkened at the tip, 

where the spinules are rather strong ; hair not distinguishable in the specimen 

available. 

U. alba Theo. (Fig. 132.) 

Of this species I have examined two pupal pelts from Kasakiro, Toro, Uganda; 

these belonged to the same individuals of which the larval pelts were examined by 

FIG. r32.--Umnotaenia alba Theo. Pupal abdomen and trumpet. 

Hopkins. They show the following differences from the specimen of U. alboabdo- 

minalis examined : 
Trumpet shorter, but the tip still more widely flared. Dorsal thoracic seta very 
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long, and rather stouter, with 3-4 branches arising from close to base, these more 
slender and much shorter than the main stem. Setae of series I each with several 

branches. Paddle entirely pale ; hair at tip of midrib present but very minute, 

shorter than the terminal spinules. 

U. bilineata Theo. 

The following diagnosis is based on the description and figures given by Ingram 
and de Meillon of South African specimens of var. fraseri : 

Trumpets rather more than three times as long as their greatest breadth ; darkened 

tracheoid portion occupying about half the meatus ; tip not darkened ; opening 
oblique, ratio of meatus to total length I: 1.4. Of the antero-thoracic setae, the 

anterior are conspicuously branched, resembling the dorsal seta, the lower posterior 

is a long, slightly pectinate bristle. Abdomen :-I : float-hair large, with about 

20 dendritic branches. II : I very long and double. III-VII : B about half as long 

as segments, C about as long as segments, each with 6-8 branches ; I with 4-6 

branches. V and VI : z small and branched beyond its middle, 4 rather long, 

branched at its tip only. VIII: A with 4-6 simple branches. Paddle pointed, 

distal margin spiculate, spinules longer at tip ; hair very small ; inner part of paddle 

wider than outer as usual. 

U. balfouri Theo. (Fig. 133.) 

The structural features of this species have been described and figured by Macfie 

and Ingram (rgz3), who also note the darkened tip of the trumpet (a rather unusual 

feature!, but omit to describe the body-pattern. In numerous specimens which I 

FIG. 13x.-U~ranotaenia balfouri Theo. Pupal abdomen and trumpet (a). (After Macfie and Ingram.) 

have examined from the Belgian Congo and Uganda the integumental pattern appears 

constant ; it is very distinctive and reminiscent of that of Hodgesia. 

Head-shield and lower part of leg-cases dark brown ; several small dark spots on 

wing cases and antenna1 sheaths, and a row of small dark streaks round tips of wing- 
cases, but thorax otherwise mainly pale, only sides of metanotum dark. Abdomen 
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pale towards base ; segment VI more or less darkened ; VII dark brown except for 

basal corners (both tergite and sternite) ; VIII with tergite pale, sternite dark in 
middle, pale at sides. Paddle entirely pale. 

Structurally this species appears to be very similar to 77. bilineata, but the lower- 

posterior antero-thoracic seta is not specially long or bristle-like, and on abdominal 

segments V and VI setae 2 and 4 are both branched near the base, 4 being shorter than 
2 instead of longer. On I, H is simple, K short, 5-branched. Dorsal thoracic seta 

between the trumpets as usual. 

U. candidipes Edw. (Fig. 134.) 

The pupa of this species differs conspicuously from other known African Urano- 

taeka in the form of the trumpet and abdominal chaetotaxy. The following are its 

main features as described and figured by Ingram and de Meillon (1929). A frag- 

mentary pelt from Costermansville agrees with this description. 

Trumpets long and thin, widened slightly at the tip, rather less than the basal 

FIG. r34.-U~ranotaenia candidipes Edw. Pupal abdomen 
Meillon.) 

and trumpet. (After Ingram and de 

half tracheoid and with small surface denticles; opening transverse and circular. 

Dorsal thoracic setae 4-branched nearly as long as trumpets. Float-hair dentritic, 
with IO or more main branches. Setae B-III long and single, B-IV-VI very long and 

double, the inner branch much longer than the outer, longest on IV, from which it 

reaches nearly to the end of VI ; B-VII double but shorter, with branches equal ; 
C-IV-VII, about half length of segments 4-branched ; Cl-III-VII represented by 

short curved spines ; I and 2 III-VII small and inconspicuous ; A-VIII a long 

single pubescent bristle reaching beyond end of paddle. Paddle pointed inner part 

not much wider than outer ; inner margin with very strong black denticles, outer 

margin with short denticles ; seta about one-fourth length of paddle. 

U. chorleyi Edw. 

Three pelts from Entebbe have unfortunately all lost the trumpets, but the deeply 

notched paddles are sufficient to distinguish the pupa from those of other African 

Uranotaenia. 

Integument pale, without markings. Antero-thoracic setae small, the lower 

posterior single and longer than the rest but pale. Dorsal seta larger, 4-5 branched. 

Abdomen :-I : H and K both shortish, H single, K triple ; S longer and single. 
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III-VII : B and C similar, shorter than segments, each with 4-5 branches from close 

to base, as in balfouri ; I double. VIII : A shorter than the segment, 2-3 branched. 

Paddles as broad as long and deeply notched at tip, inner part markedly broader than 

outer ; denticles very strong round tip ; setae about one-fifth length of paddle. 

U. hopkinsi Edw. 

One pupal pelt (paedotype) examined. 
Integument with some diffuse dark patches on cephalothorax. Trumpets 

uniformly very dark brown, about three times as long as their greatest breadth, 
opening moderately oblique ; a short tracheoid area at base. Dorsal seta strong, 

with 6-8 branches, inserted immediately behind trumpets. Abdomen:-1 : float-hair 

with about 18 primary branches, which are branched again from well beyond middle; 

H single ; K a tuft of about 5 branches, but scarcely longer than H. II-III : Cl 

minute and single as usual. III-VII : B and C as in balfozcri and chorleyi. VIII : 
A 2-3 branched from near base. Paddles nearly as broad as long, very obtusely 

pointed at tip of midrib ; seta missing ; distal margin with fine denticles ; inner part 

much broader than outer as usual. 

U. ornata Theo. (Fig. 135.) 

This pupa is distinguished by the comparatively slight development of the 

abdominal setae (including A-VIII) and the broad paddles. The following description 

is based on a pelt from Sierra Leone and a whole pupa from Lagos. 

Integument mainly pale, without definite markings, but abdominal segments 

I-III or I-IV dark brown in middle. Trumpet short, less than three times as long 
as its greatest width, narrow at base, then rapidly widened, with only a very short 

tracheoid area at base ; opening oblique. Antero-thoracic setae small, except the 

lower posterior, which is a long stout simple bristle, curved at the tip. Dorsal setae 
shorter than trumpet, bifidfrommiddle. Abdomen:-1 : H and K both simple, K much 

the longer ; float-hair dendritic, with IZ-15 primary branches. II-III : Cl forming 

a rather stout straight spine, double or trifid on II, single on III. IV-VII : B and C 

both single and pale, B rather more, C rather less than half length of segments ; Cl 

slender ; I small and single ; A (?) on V-VII rather thick but short, well back from 
corners. VIII : A shorter than the segment, simple or with two or three short 

slender branches at base; A1 single; C stout and curved outwards as usual in this 

genus. Paddle entirely pale, almost as broad as long, inner part markedly broader 

than outer ; seta short, about twice as long as the denticles of the fringe, which are 

equally small on inner and outer borders. 

U. nigripes Theo. (Fig. 136.) 

The form of seta A-VIII is sufficiently distinctive to separate the pupa of U. 

nigr@s from those of other African Uranotaenia, and another peculiar feature is that 

setae B are greatly lengthened while C remains short. The three specimens I have 

examined include the pelt from Sierra Leone described and figured by Wigglesworth 

(1929) * 
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Integument very dark, though without defined markings except for a dark area 

at tip of paddle. Trumpet short, narrow at base, then much widened ; only a very 

short tracheoid area at base ; opening oblique. Lower-posterior antero-thoracic 

seta very long (longer than any other seta on the body), stout, but finely tapering 
distally. Dorsal seta short and single. Float-hair large, about 20 primary branches 

with brush-like ends. Setae B-III-VII long, stout and single, much longer on IV and 

V where they are fully as long as the two succeeding segments ; C short and single or 

FIG. ~;j.-C'~~~~aot~enin ornntn Theo. l’upal abdoinen and trumpet. 

FIG. I;G.-~~n,zofrcelzin ~zisvipcs Theo. a. Trulnprt. 1). End of alxloinen. (After \Vigglesworth.) 

bifid ; I single. VIII : A forming a large dark tuft as long as the segment, the 5 

branches each divided into z or 3 well beyond the base, a few of these branches 

slightly plumose ; ,4r triple ; C present and curved outwards as usual. Paddles 

almost as broad as long but with the tip bluntly pointed ; inner part not broader than 

outer ; external buttress unusually strong for this genus ; seta short, but about three 

times as long as the small denticles of the fringe. 

U. mashonaensis Tlleo. 

This was described and figured by Ingram and de Meillon (1927) from specimens 

from Zululand ; a pelt from Uganda conforms with their account. Distinctive 

zil 
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features are the form of the trumpets and the presence of a small accessory seta on 

the paddle. 
Integument pale, but the trumpets dark, especially at the tips. Trumpets x.-ery 

short ; almost wholly reticulate ; opening nearly transverse but its margin irregular 

and produced into a short point on one side. Lower posterior seta only moderately 

long and pale. Dorsal seta between the trumpets as usual and 4-5 branched. 

Abdomen :-I : H and I< both simple and subequal, not very long ; float-hair with 

about IO primary branches, moderately dendritic. IV-VII : B and C similar, about 

as long as segments, mostly with 3-j branches ; I double. VIII : A week shorter than 

segment, 4-5 branched ; C as usual. Paddles much longer than broad, pointed, inner 

part slightly broader than outer, finely denticulate on margins on distal third, with 
two denticles at tip stronger and dark ; the normal setae is about twice as long as 

the dark denticles, and to the inner side of it is a minute accessory seta. 

U. fusca Theo. (Fig. 137.) 

Described and figured by Ma&e and Ingram (1923) from one pelt from the Gold 
Coast; the details noted below are taken from this description and specimen. Though 

without any \-ery unusual features the pupa may be distinguished from others of the 

genus by the large tuft A-VIII combined with the long single setae B and C IV-V 

and the stout paddle-seta. 

FIG. r;7.--C’rnmtncrtia fuscn Theo. a. ‘I’ru~upct. 11. .4t~Clol1lc!Il. c. Segment I. (Xfter Macfie ,ulcl 
In~r:~~n.) 

Integument very dark, abdomen lighter than thorax. Trumpets very dark, 
three times as long as their greatest breadth, with a rather small opening. One 

antero-thoracic seta long and single, but not so very long as in U. n;gripes. Dorsal 
thoracic seta j-branched. Xbdomen : Float-hair large, highly dendritic, with 
about IO primary branches. II : C a many-branched tuft. III : B and C both 
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short, double. IV and 1’ : K and C both equally long, reaching well beyond the 
end of the following segment, B double or single, C single. VI: B double and 
reaching across following segment, C single and shorter. VII : all setae short. 
VIII : &I a large tuft about half as long as paddles, composed of 9 sub-plumose hairs 

which are occasionally branched at their tips. Paddles of the somewhat triangular 
shape frequent in this genus ; distal half of both inner and outer margin with 
\-erJT small denticles ; seta strong and about one-fifth length of paddle. 

U. shillitonis MI\.. (Fig I 38.1 

Of this species I have examined four pupal pelts from Kigezi, Uganda. In several 
respects these are very unlike other C’r~notneuin pupae, and, as noted by Hopkins 

of the larvae, they bear a strong superficial resemblance to Eretnz@odites, but the shape 

of the paddles and the presence of small setae on the median projection of VIII are 

normal for L7~nwtne~zin. The small pacldles and large black lateral tufts of J-11 and 

VIII are particularly noticeable. 

Integument almost entirely- pale. Trumpets \rery short, barely twice as long as 

their greatest breadth ; surface entirely reticulate ; opening moderately oblique and 

regular. Lower posterior seta some\vhat thicker than the others of the antero- 

thoracic set but not noticeably lengthened. Dorsal seta double, inserted between 

the trumpets. -Abdomen :-I : float-hair only moderately large, v-ith about TO 

primary- branches wllich are split into two close to the base ; man,- of the branches 

are somewhat plumose but not dendritic ; H and K near together as usual, H double, 

I< single, both about equal in length ; C single and rather stout, longer than I< ; 
ICI, S, T, U all lveak. II and III : all setae short and pale (arrangement cannot be 

made out in the material aJ-ailable). IV and V : one seta (probably B) longer than 

the rest ancl black, with 2-3 branches. ‘I-1 : two setae (apparently A1 and B) longer 

than the rest and black, with 2-3 branches. VII : rZ forming a large black tuft, 

about as long as the segment, with j branches each of which is plumose basally and 

split into two or more branches from about the middle ; all other setae short, pale 

and single. VIII : _I forming a very large black tuft, extending well beyond end of 

paddles, with IO-1.5 plumose branches which ma\- be either simple or split distally into 
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several as in tuft *4-VII ; A1 single, pale and weak, as is C. Paddles small, oval, 
about equally divided by the midrib, with outer margin finely- denticulate for nearl) 

its whole length, inner margin with a few tine denticles ; seta black, nearly half as 

long as paddle, single or split into two at tip. 

. . 
AEDOMYIA Theo. 

The following characters are common to ,-i. venzrstipes Skuse and A. nfricnnn 
X.-L. : 

Trumpet short, with large and very oblique opening, the margin of which is 

fringed with palisade-like areas of chitin ; a short tracheoid area at base ; inner wall 

not markedly separated from outer. Cephalothoracic setae all small and inconspicuous, 
including the post-ocular ; dorsal setae immediately behind the paddles. -4bdomen :- 
I : H, I(, L, 54 all close together and quite small, K even smaller than H, S and T 

larger ; float-hair fairly large but not dendritic, composed of IO or more simple 

branches and thus resembling C of the following segments. II and III : I forming 
a fairly conspicuous tuft near middle of lateral margin ; B absent ; C a strong tuft 

of IO or more simple branches. IV, V and VI : I as above ; B very long, stout and 
dark, with some spine-like branches of various lengths (but none \rery long) at or near 

base, main seta finely barbed ; C as above ; Cl well removed from margin but placed 

to one or other side of C. VII : A present, and placed exactly on corner, divided 
into a few (2 or more) spine-like branches ; I, B and C much smaller than on IV-VI, 
B simple and slender. VIII : ,4 a small stout tuft with a few stiff branches. Paddles 
narrow at base, widened distally, with a long seta at tip of midrib, the latter dividing 

the paddle about equally. 

Baisas (1938), in describing the pupa of Phillipine A. wmtstipes, emphasizes the 
presence of small spines on the posterior corners of II-VI, which very evidently 



correspond with the spines (;2) of ,-l~toplzeles (_11~lzo~~z~Gn). I find these spines to be 

present, exactly as figured by Kaisas, in Indian specimens of ,I. venztstipes, but they 

are absent in ,-Z. rrfi~icnrzn, no trace of a socket even being discernible in their places. 

Baisas also calls special attention to the presence of a pair of small spines or setae on 
the median prominence of VIII, such as ha\-e been noted in Urnnotneuin ; these 

cannot be of much importance because they are absent in Indian specimens of ‘4. 

zlenzrstipes esamined, as well as in Ai. crfvicaizn. 

The most distincti\-e features of --12du~z_z)in pupae nTould appear to be the form of 
setae 13 on IV-VT, \vhicll is unique. The absence of T3-II and B-III is also noten-orthy 
as these setae are also lacking in ,4~zo~l~eZes, thougli present in other Culicine genera. 

A. africana S.-I,. [l’iz. 139.) 

Two pelts from Jinja, Uganda, and three from Entebbe, are \rery similar to .-l. 

Tlenzlstipcs as fi,qured h\; Baisas, but differ as follows : Spines ,A-II-VI absent (as 

noted abox-e) : -\-VII with 2-3 branches, ,%-\I11 with 6-S branches, both longer than 

in _-T. xtelzzlstipes. Setae R differently formed, with more numerous and longer 
branches arising from near or at the base, and in addition usually lvith a few short 

branches arising from tlie main stem at some distance from the base ; B-VII as 

stronglydeveloped as H-VI. Setae C-VI-VII not smaller than the others of this series ; 
C-VII with 6-S branches. zls in .l. uemtstifies there is a blackish spot at the tip of 

the paddle, spreadin, u across the distal fourth of the midrib. 

THEOBALDIA S.-T,. 

Pupae of tlris genus exhibit no striking peculiarities, and no cleat-ly diagnostic 

features by which tile>- may be distinguished from those of _4I;nes ha\Te y-et been 
disco\-ered. There are some dil-ergencies between the different subgenera, but these 

need not be noted here. 

T. longiareolata -\I,L(%:;. (Fig. IAO.) 

Specimens from Nadeira, Xorth _ifrica and Mesopotamia examined ; no South 

_\frican specimens are at-ailable. * 
Integument rather dark on dorsum of thorax. Trumpets dark at tip, short and 

broad, with large oblique opening ; no definite tracheoid area. _\ll the post-ocular 

and antero-thoracic setae small, branched. Dorsal seta triple, well behind trumpets. 
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0 rather short, G-branched ; P and K longer and stronger, triple. i4bdomen :-I : 
all setae branched; K with about 5 branches, not very long ; not much nearer to H 

than to L : T rather longer than S ; float-hair large and dendritic as usual. II : C 

forming a small tuft, irregularly branched. III : C a small tuft, smaller than I3 and 

well inside it. IV-VI : A minute as usual ; B longer than segments and rather 

strong, with 1-3 branches ; C short. VII-VIII : _1 forming a small tuft. Paddles 

large and broad, pale ; midrib and external buttress well marked ; distal margin \Tet-y 

finel>- spiculate ; terminal seta short and simple. 

ORTHOPODOMYIA Theo. 

In most or all essential features pupae of this genus resemble those of _12des ; no 

absolutely diagnostic characters can be pointed out at present. 

The pupa of the Mauritian 0. arboricollis has not been’described in detail, and 
no specimens are alrailable ; the following description has been drawn up from a 

comparison of three Oriental species with one European and two Xorth _4merican, 
and will probably be found to apply equally well to 0. arboricollis. 

Trumpets short, unmodified, widened gradually from base, with large oblique 

opening, surface wholly reticulate. Post-ocular setae all small. The two upper 

antero-thoracic setae very small, but the lower ones large. Dorsal thoracic seta 

well behind the trumpets. Float-hair large and strongly dendritic, the ultimate 

branches long, fine, and I-ery numerous. H and K rather close together. ,4-VIII 

forming a large tuft, A-VII also well developed. Median projection of VIII large, 

at least as long as broad, and lacking the small lateral setae. So setae on anal 

segment. Paddles broad at the base with a rather square shoulder, somewhat pointed 

at tip, margin absolutely smooth, no trace of denticles or fringe ; one small seta at 
tip of midrib. 

FICALBPA Theo. 

The species of this genus are so dix-erse in the pupal stage that it is difficult 

to gi\re an adequate generic diagnosis that will apply to all of them. The trumpets 

vary greatly in length and form ; the thoracic and abdominal setae are very variable 

in development ; the float-hair may be fully- developed or represented by a single small 
seta (Fig. 141) ; the paddles vary in shape and the paddle-seta may be present or 
absent, or an additional small seta may be present. 

Among characters common to all known species are the following : 
Trumpets with at least the basal half tracheoid (usually much more). Paddles 

narrow at the base, without any external shoulder. 

Subgenus MIMOMYIA Theo. 

Thepupaeof thissubgenus,like the larvae, exhibit considerable structural diversity, 

but the following characters are found in all, and taken together make the subgenus 

a very easy one to recognize : 
, 

Trumpets long, with more than the proximal half tracheoid. Float-hair full] 

developed or reduced but always branched. Dorsal seta of thorax neither stout nor 
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directed forwards, usually multiple and always inserted far behind base of trumpets. 

Main abdominal setae sometimes forming large tufts but not conspicuously black. 

On segments III-VII seta Cl is situated on the margin internal to C ; on VII setae 
2 and 1 are both absent. Segment VIII is longer than is most Culicine pupae, being 

almost as long as broad ; it has seta AA very small and inconspicuous. 

F. @Zendens pupa is remarkably different from the other species on account of the 
long-fringed paddles. F. hispida, lacustris, perplexens and Pallida, which differ little 

as adults but have distinctive larvae, are equally distinct in the structure of the pupal 
trumpets; on the other hand F. lnilPzoI~z~iaforl,zis and plzmosa, in spite of their very 

different larvae, are very similar both as adults and pupae. 

FIG. 142.- Ficnlbin (Mirnomyia) S~~C~~IIS Theo. Pr~pal abdomen and trumpet. 

F. (M.) splendens Theo. (Fig. 142.) 

This was briefly described by Ingram and Macfie (rgI7), presumably from Gold 

Coast specimens. The following redescription is based on two pelts from Uganda. 

Integument entirely pale and unmarked except for part of the trumpets and 
paddles ; the trumpets have the tracheoid portion and the extreme tip dark, and 

the paddles have the distal fourth infuscated, the remainder pale. 

Trumpets very long and slender, with the proximal two-thirds tracheoid, tip 

widened, of the usual type in this genus, with slit-like prolongation. Dorsal seta 

with 4-z branches, but not large. Abdomen :-I : float-hair small, not obviously 

dendritic though irregularly branched at base, with only io--12 ultimate branches ; 
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all other setae single ; H larger than K. III and VII : I3 small ; C long, with one or 

more quite short branches at base. IV-VI : R and C each with one long branch, 

reaching beyond end of segment, and one short branch at base. VIII : A Very small, 

z-3 branched. Paddles elliptical and pointed, with remarkably long and-regular 

fringe extending whole length of external margin and almost to base on internal 
margin ; seta present but short, only half as long as fringe, 

F. (M.) hispida Theo. (Id’ic. 1-13.) 

This pupa has not hitherto been described or figured. The description below is 

based on a comparison of two male pelts from Uganda and one from Stanleyville, 
definitely identified from the adult as belonging to the type form of Ji. lzispidn. 

Body with a conspicuous pattern of dark brown markings on a yellowish ground. 

Dorsum of thorax with several more or less longitudinal dark streaks. Wing cases 

with conspicuous dark streaks following the courses of the veins. -1bdomen with 

dark markings at sides and with a pair of well-defined dark stripes running whole 

length of dorsum. Paddles mainly blackish, with a large white spot on external 

margin beyond middle, and a smaller spot opposite this on internal margin. 

Trumpets long and slender, tracheoid for more than four-fifths of their length, 

with a narrow dark ring immediately before the tip, leaving the extreme tip pale ; 
opening nearly transverse with a slit-like prolongation as in F. splendens. Median 

keel behind trumpets with numerous sharp ridges. Dorsal seta with 3-5 branches. 

*Abdomen :-I : float-hair quite large and dendritic, with 30-30 or more ultimate 
branches ; M branched from middle, other setae all single ; H much longer and stronger 
than IL. II and III : R small, C a large tuft about as long as segment. IV-VII : B 

and C both large tufts resembling B-III. VIII : ,A1 longer than .A and triple. 

Paddles rather bluntly pointed, broadest towards tip, denticulate on two-thirds of 

outer margin and for a short distance on inner margin, denticles very strong round tip ; 
seta present, about twice as long as apical denticles. 
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F. (EM.) hispida \-ax-. palustris Theo. 

In two pelts from Uganda the paddles appear to be some\vhat narrower and more 

pointed than in the typical form, and tile whitish area on the outer margin forms a 

broad stripe extending most of the length of the paddle ; the pair of stripes in the 

abdomen are narrower and less dark. Other characters similar. 

F. (M.) lacustris Edw. iI;ig. 144, C, 1.) 

Described from fi\-e pelts from Entebbe, Kampala and Jinja, Uganda. 
Integument mainly pale yellowish with a little obscure mottling on thorax and 

first few abdominal segments and narrow dark rings on antenna1 sheaths. 
Trumpets with rather more than the proximal two-thirds tracheoid and dark ; 

reticulate portion whitish, but the tip dark, of unique structure, being divided into 

two equal triangular flaps. Chaetotasy much as in F. Ikpidn, except that on 

segment I the float-hair is less developed, with only about 20 ultimate branches, and 

H and K are both long and strong. Paddles resembling those of I;. hispilln in sllape. 

colour and denticulation. 
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F. (M.) perplexens Edn-. (Fig. 114, d. c.) 

Described from three pelts from Uganda. 
Integument mainly dark brown, the abdomen almost wholly so and the paddles 

uniformly dark without pale spots ; a yellowish area on anterior part of thorax and 

the slender tips of the trumpets white. 
Trumpets tracheoid for about three-fifthsof their length, thewhole of the remaining 

portion forming a narrow spathulate structure owing to the opening being so oblique 

that it reaches to the end of the tracheoid part ; at the tip is a small, slightly reflexed 

tooth. Dorsal thoracic seta single, but erect and weak. ,Abdominal chaetotaxy 

differing from F. hispida as follows : Float-hair small, with only about 5 slender, 

simple branches. Setae B-II-VII and C-IV-VII each with only 2-3 branches ; 
A-VIII double ; Al-VIII single, shorter than A. Paddles of peculiar shape, broadest 

about middle, with the tip very narrow ; seta absent, but apical denticles long ; fine 

denticles present along most of inner margin. 

F. pallida Edn-. (Fig. I~_c, a, b.) 

Described from one whole pupa from Lagos. 
Body uniformly pale (at least in the mounted specimen) ; paddles somewhat 

darkened but uniformly so, without pale spots. 
Trumpets long but rather stout, meatus wholly tracheoid ; pinna with irregular 

concentric ridges beneath and with its margin whitish ; opening \-ery oblique, 

about one-third or more of the total length of the trumpet ; at tip of pinna is a 

peculiar little blackened lobe which on one-side is strongly sclerotized with a finely 

serrate edge, on the other densely set with reflexed barbs. Dorsal seta q-branched. 

Abdomen :-I: float-hair small, with only 7 slender simple branches ; H and K both 

long and strong ; other setae all single. II-VI : C 3-5 branched, considerably 

longer than the segments. IV-VI : B as long as C but z-branched. III-VI : I as 

long as A or B but single. VIII : ,A triple, A41 forked beyond middle, both about equal 

in length. Paddles narrow, but of almost equal breadth from near base to near tip ; 

dentides of inner margin strong but confined to tip ; seta absent. 

F. (M.) mimomyiaformis Ken-St. 

This was briefly described by Ingram and Mache (1917) : their account is 

supplemented below from a comparision of several pelts from ‘C’ganda, Belgian Congo 
and Gold Coast. 

Integument of cephalothoras with extensive but irregular dark mottling ; of 

abdomen with extensive dark markings almost obliterating the yellowish ground ; 
these markings are most definite in form on the intermediate segments, which have 

a dark bar across the basal half and five dark stripes on the distal half, connected with 

the bar. Paddles dark, with a white spot beyond middle of outer margin. 

Trumpets formed and coloured as in F. hispidn, but rather less slender. Dorsal 

thoracic seta J-branched. Abdomen :-I : float-hair moderately dendritic, with 

about 25-30 ultimate branches ; all other setae single, H longer than K but not ver! 

long. IV-VI : B and C in the specimens examined mostly 3-3 branched (Ingram 



and Mac& show these double), rather shorter than the segments ; I scarcely half 

length of segments, as in F. his$i~n. 1’11 : K and C shorter, double. VIII : A 
double, somewhat longer than A41, which is simple or forked distally. Paddles rather 

variable in width, formed as in F. Izispida. 

The material examined probably includes specimens of both the typical form and 

the variety pincevna ; it is possible that those with narrower paddles belong to 

former, those with broader paddles to the latter, but this requires confirmation. 

F. (M.) plumosa Theo. (Fig. 1lj.I 

I\;otes on this pupa were given by Edwards (1929) and th 
fuller description below is from two pelts from Kampala. 

e trumpet figured 

OT 

Cephalothoras and abdomen mottled with light and dark, the suffused and more 

less confluent dark dots and spots as extensive as the yellowish ground. Paddles 

the 

The 

dark,with a large white spot beyond middle of external margin and a smaller whitish 

spot opposite it on internal margin, also with a number of ill-defined yellowish dots. 

Trumpets long, but shorter and stouter than the other species ; proximal two- 
thirds tracheoid, distal third reticulate and pale; opening as in F. splendens, hispida 
and Ilzil?zolrzviaforlnis. Dorsal seta with about 8 branches. ,4bdomen :-I : float- 

hair rather small and scarcely dendritic, with about 20 branches ; H and I( simple, 

both rather short ; L, M, S and T all double. III-VI : K and C with j-8 branches, 

somewhat shorter than segments ; I barely half length of segments. VIII : ,4 and 

,4i about equal in length, A4 triple, ,4l single or with fine branches towards tip. Paddles 

much as in I;. hispida or nzi~no?*zviaforl-lais. 

Subgenus ETORLEPTIOMYIA Theo. 

Pupae have been obtained of all the four known species of this subgenus. In all 

of them the trumpets are very long, slender and flexible, tracheoid for more than three 
fourths of their length ; the dorsal thoracic seta is placed far behind base of trumpets 

as in subgenus Al~imom_via ; it is stout or very stout, single and directed forwards along 

the surface of the thorax ; the float-hair is replaced by a small single seta ; the abdomen 

has many strong black tufts, A-VIII being a large tuft ; the paddles are at least five 

times as long as their greatest breadth (thus differing from all other mosquito pupae) 
with both margins strongly denticulate and with no seta at tip. On segments IV-VI 



seta Cl is on the margin between R and C ; on VII it is internal to C as in the subgenus 

.Minzo?nyin. 

F. (E.) mediolineata Tl~eo. (Fi+ 146 ; 1.~1, :I.) 

The pupa of this species has been described and figured by Xactie and Ingram 

(1923), who remark : “ U%en ali\-e it rests at the surface of the water with the two 

very long respirator trumpets directed forwards and either submerged with the 
long dorsal hairs of the second to fourtlr abdominal segments directed upwards 

a 

and forwards and just reaching the surface film, or with the cephalothoras slightly 

depressed, a fact with which should be correlated the obsolete condition of the 

dendritic tufts on the first abdominal segment. It is rather top-heal-y oxving to the 

length of the trumpets.” 

Trumpets pale at the extreme base and white at the tips ; tracheoid portion 

without small surface spinules. The larger abdominal setae (C-II-VII, B-IV’-VII 

and _4-VIII) form conspicuous black tufts, the rest being paler and less conspicuous. 

H and K rather wide apart, stout, single and directed forwards, H longer than 1~ and 
pale. -4-II-VI long, single. C-VII exceptionall> long, reaching be>Tond middle 

of paddles. Segment N is large and shows an unusual sexual dimorphism, being 
strongly spinose in the female. 
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SU~~CAIIUS FICALBIA 5. str. 

I have seen the pupa of only one species of this subgenus, the African F. unifornzis. 

This differs considerably from the known pupae of the other subgenera, and the 

following proI-isional diagnosis of the subgenus Ficnlbia is drawn up from it ; the 

diagnosis may require modification when other species of the subgenus become known. 
Trumpet moderately long, with rather less than the basal half tracheoid, and the 

very oblique opening extending almost half-way down the trumpet. One of the 

antero-thoracic setae rather long and single ; dorsal seta forming a small tuft inserted 

immediately behind or between the trumpets. Float-hair large and dendritic. H 

and K close together and far from L and M. Cl-IV-VI well removed from the margin 

and placed almost in front of C ; on VII it is external to C. All setae on VII and 

VIII small and inconspicuous. Paddles pear-shaped, very finely denticulate on 

distal part of outer margin, but with inner margin completely smooth. 

F. (F.) uniformis ‘1’1~~. (Figs. 147 : 111, 11.) 

Of this species I ha\-e examined the pupal pelt described and figured by 117iggles- 

worth (1929)) and also a few whole pupae from the Gold Coast. 

Colour pale green (in life), without markings. Segment I of abdomen with seta 

S \-cry long and double, other setae short. On II seta I very long (longer than an> 

other abdominal setae), triple. On III-VI B and C 

they are still smaller. ,rl-VIII short, pale, double. 

tip of midrib ; seta very short and forked. 

TAENIORHYNCHUS 

form similar small tufts, on VII 
Paddle with infuscation round 

L.-,I. 

The specializations of the genus Taeniovhynchus are as striking in the 

pupal as in the lar\Tal stage, and moreover the pupal differences between the two 

African subgenera are strongly marked, more so perhaps than the larval distinctions. 

The two main features by which pupae of Taeniorhynclzm differ from those of other 

mosquitoes are the modification of the tip of the trumpet for the purpose of piercing 

plant-roots, and the replacement of the float-hair of the first abdominal segment by a 



minute simple seta ; some species of Ficnlbin approach Tne~zior~zvmlzz~~ in one or 

other of these respects. Other features common to all known pupae of this genus 

are as follows : 
,111 setae of the body single, most of them short, weak, pale and very inconspicuous. 

H and K wide apart, K much nearer to I, and 11 than to H, the seta representing the 

float-hair is one of the smallest on the segment. Paddles narrow and deeply notched 

at the tip, without seta but with a small pocket at tip of midrib ; both inner and outer 

margin with small denticles. 

5nbgcnus COQUILLETTIDIA II~ar. 

The pupae of two A4frican species and of the European T. (C.) vichinvdii are known. 
,411 of them exhibit the following structures : 

Trumpet long, mainly cylindrical, but the meatus narrowed for a short distance 

before base of pinna, and at this point with a line of weakness, so that the pinna can 

very’ readily be broken off. Meatus tracheoid for the greater part of its length ; 
pinna entire, with numerous parallel A-shaped ridges which presumably ser\Te to hold 

it firmly in the plant-root after insertion, and together with the weak junction with 
the meatus result in the pinna being almost always broken off and left in the plant-root 

when the pupa rises to the surface for eclosion. -Abdomen shagreened with minute 

points, except on more or less circular areas occupying about the middle third of 
each tergite, these areas being practically smooth but outlined with an irregular series 

of nine wrinkles ; on the posterior margins of the tergites the points are a little larger 

and produce a finely serrated edge. _\ll the abdominal setae, including A: K and C, 

minute, pale and often difficult to find. 

T. (C.) aurites Theo. (Fig. IQ.) 

Four pelts examined from Kampala, Uganda. The integument is very7 pale and 

weak, and the paddles are I-ery narrow, being at least three times as long as their 
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T. (M.) africanus Theo. (Fig. 149,) 

Numerous pelts examined, from Gold Coast and Belgian Congo. 

trumpets are long, with the meatus about six times as long as broad. 

T. (M.) uniformis Theo. 

Two pelts examined from 

bent than in T. africanus, the 

Uganda . In both the trumpets are shorter and 

meatus only about four times as long as broad. 

In all the 

more 

AtiDES Mg. 

Characteristics common to most pupae of the genus 42&s are : Trumpets short, 

without definite tracheoid area at base, at most with a small area of parallel ridges 

beneath, this area not usually darkened. Abdomen without specially long and strong 

setae. Float-hair always well-developed and normally dendritic. A-II-VI usually 

minute ; A-VII not forming a conspicuous tuft ; A-VII and VIII at corners of segments. 

H and K-I close together, K long and single. Segment VIII broader than long. 

Paddles about equally divided by the midrib, or outer part broader ; margin more 

or less denticulate ; one seta at or close to tip of midrib ; no accessory seta. 

As with most other genera this broad definition is subject to many exceptions ; 
in the subgenusStegomyia, for example, setae A-II-VII are better developed than usual, 

and the paddles may be fringed ; in Banksinella setae H and K-I are widely 

separated. No single feature has yet been discovered which will separate all pupae 

of .4Z&s from all others. 

Subgenus MUCIDUS Theo. (Fig. 150.) 

The ,4frican species of this subgenus are all very similar, and have the following 
features in common : 

Dorsal seta small, single, placed almost between the trumpets. Postero-thoracic 

setae R, P and 0 all about equal in size and single. Float-hair large and dendritic. 

Seta C-II single or at most double ; C-III behind B ; B-III and VI, and B and C-IV-V 

all long and single ; A-VIII a short, dense tuft ; Cl-III-V near margin well inside C. 

Paddles broad, margin almost or quite smooth ; external buttress well-marked ; 
seta short, exactly at tip of midrib. 

A. (M .) scatophagoides Theo. 

A single pelt from Accra shows the following features : 
Trumpets stout, opening very oblique, ratio of meatus to whole about I : 1.4. 

Abdominal setae : H extremely short, K long and strong, eight or ten times as long 

as H ; C-II single, rather stout and curved ; C-III single and nearly as long as B ; 
B and C-V and B-VI much longer than the following segments ; A-VIII with about 

12 branches, each split into several from about the middle. Paddles quite clear. 

Several pupal pelts from India are similar to the African specimen except in 

having C-II double. 



A. (M.) nigerrimus 

Several pupal pelts 
have C-II single) : 

-Abdominal setae : 

38.5 AtiDES (Mr-CIDr-S) GR,4HA311 

Theo. (Fig. 150, a.) 

from Kampala differ as follows from A. scatophagoides (all 

H not quite so short, and K not nearly so long, only 3-5 

times as long as H ; C-III sometimes double, much shorter than B ; A-VIII rather 

variable, branches often simple. Trumpets rather longer than in A. scatophagoides, 

but opening very oblique. 

A. (M.) mucidus Kar&r. (?) (Fig. Ijo, d.) 

One pupal pelt from Kampala differs from 

represent a distinct species, perhaps A . vzucid us 

the other three species, opening less oblique. C-III single, 

Paddles extensively infuscated along outer margin and 
Trumpet longer than in 

but much shorter than B. 

slightly along midrib. 

A. (M.) grahami Theo. (Fig. IjO, b, c.) 

others in the series and seems to 

One rather damaged pelt from Stanleyville. 

Trumpets as in .4. ni,nevrimz~s, also abdominal setae (so far as preserved), except 
that C-III is single. Paddles broader apically and almost square-ended, with a dark 

cloud at outer posterior angle. 
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Subgenus OCHLEROTATUS L.-A. 

Of the three African species of this subgenus, only one has been obtained in the 

pupal state. 

A. (0.) caspius Pall. 

European specimens of this species show the following features : 
Trumpets normal. None of the antero-thoracic or post-ocular setae conspicuous. 

Dorsal seta small, multiple, set between the trumpets. P stronger than 0 or R, 

double. Float-hair large and dendritic. H short, K not very long, S and T both 

longer than I(, all three double. C-II a small dendritic tuft. C-III a small tuft set 

almost immediately behind B. Cl-III-V away from margin but internal to C. 

B-IV-VI as long as segment, double. A4-VIII a small tuft of about 8 plumose 

branches. Paddle broad, margin almost smooth, midrib not very strong or dark ; 
seta short, double. 

Pupal abdomen 
Ingram). 

and trumpet (a). (-After Mac&e and 

Subgenus FINLAYA Theo. 

The pupae of three *African species have the following features in common : 
Dorsal seta inserted between the trumpets. P longer and stronger than 0 or R, 

single. H short, K much longer and stronger, but not so long as S and T. I-II long 
and single. C-III set almost immediately behind (sometimes even slightly outside) 

B. Cl-III-V away from margin but internal to C. Paddle with at most fine denticles 
on margin, midrib not very strong. 

A. (F.) longipalpis Griinb. (Fig. 15 I.) 

Four pelts examined from Lagos, agreeing in the main with the description bv 

Macfie and Ingram (1923). 
Trumpets very dark brown, almost black, differing somewhat in shape in the two 



sexes according to the material available : in three males they- are rather shorter 
and broader and with more oblique opening than in the female figured by Xacfie 
and Ingram or in one from Lagos. Dorsal seta strong, as long as trumpets, 3-3 
branched. Float-hair \-erg- large. Ii 2-3 branched, S and T sometimes double. 

C-II almost as long as segment, not dendritic, with 4-6 branches arising from base ; 
C-III-VII with several branches. K-II-VI long, single (or sometimes double) hairs, 
usually longer than the segments, but rather shorter in 3 than in 2. .ki-VIII single 

or double. X-VIII more than half as long as paddle, \vith 10-12 branches. Paddle 

broad, rounded at tip with very minute denticles on distal margin external to seta ; 
seta \-ariable in length, from one-fourth to one-half as long as paddle. 

A. (F.) ingrami Edw. 

This was described b)- Alacne and Ingram as -4. (F.) zrellmani. _4 pelt from Lagos 

agrees \vith their description except in minor points. 

Trumpets not nearly- so dark as in longipalpis, also shorter and broader, with \.ery 

oblique opening. Dorsal seta only half as long as the short trumpets, double. Float- 

hair not so large as in lon~ipalpis. E;, S and T all single, T much shorter than S. 
C-II not llalf as long as the segment, with at least a dozen branches, some of which are 

forked. K-II short, single or split from middle. B-III and VI single, shorter than 

following segments ; H-IV and V single, as lon g as segment or somewhat longer. 
C-III-IV double, \--VII single and short. A%l-VIII long and single. A-VIII about 

half as long as paddle with about 6 branches. Paddles narrower than in A-l. longi- 

pn1pis (16 x ) I , with more evident denticles on posterior border, seta stouter. 

A. (F.) pulchrithorax MN-. 

Fourteen pelts examined from the type series from Sairobi. 
Trumpets as in iqvami. Dorsal seta strong, almost or quite as long as trumpets, 

with 5-7 branches. K and T double or single, S longer and single. C-II as in inpami. 

K-II-111 single, not much shorter than segments ; B-IV-VI single and longer. -\-VIII 

about one-third as long as paddle, with about 6 (3-10) branches. Paddles shaped as 

in i?zgYnmi, but without obvious denticles on margin. 

Subgenus STEGOMYIA ‘Tll~o. (Figs. 128. iI ; I 52.) 

In all the pupae of this subgenus examined the dorsal thoracic setae are placed 

well behind the bases of the trumpets, instead of between them as in the subgenera 
,ll~tcidz~s, Ochlerotatus, Finlaya, L4~dimor$lzus and Skztsea. Other pupal features 

vary a good deal in different Stegom>kz, but the trumpets are always short, and the 
abdominal setae tend to be poorly developed. Se\-era1 species ha\.-e a conspicuous 

fringe on the paddles ; such a fringe is not found in any other subgenus of ,-lt;nes, but 

even here it does not approach in length that of Evetmapodites. The midrib of the 

paddles is rather unusually strong in most Stegouzyia, and often infuscated. In many, 

but by no means all, species of the subgenus, seta X (II-VI) is more strongly developed 

than usual in Culicine pupa, and is rather spine-like on several segments, or at least 

on VI. Seta C-II never forms a conspicuous dendritic tuft as is so often the case in 
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the subgenus A &Gmor@zz~s. In most species the lower posterior antero-thoracic 

seta is rather long, strong and single, but the lower post-ocular is small. 

A. (S.) aegypti L. (Fig. 152, a.) (S. fax&a.) 

The pupal chaetotaxy of this species was described in detail by Macfie (1920). 

The following appear to be the main diagnostic features : 
Dorsal thoracic seta very short (much shorter than supra-alar), usually double but 

sometimes single or triple. P markedly longer than 0 or K. Abdomen :-I : H, I<, 

S and T all subequal in length and single (an unusual condition) ; K at most one-half 
longer than H and very little stouter. II : C short usually double or triple, occasionally 

single. III : C short, usually double, placed obliquely internal to B (not behind it). 

II-VI : ,4 rather spine-like, well marked even on II and progressively longer on 

III-V, but not longer on VI than on V ; B single, not more than half as long as 

segments. VII : A single and strong, much longer than ,4-VI, other setae all short 

and single. VIII : _A with 2-j sub-plumose branches, reaching about to middle of 

paddle. Paddles oval, about 1.3 x I, with strong denticles on distal margin ; seta 

single, about one-fourth length of paddle. 
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A. (S.) simpsoni Theo. (Fig. I 52, b.) 

Described but not figured by Ingram and Macfie (1917). Diagnosis below based 

on a comparison of pelts (some damaged) from Sierra Leone, Gold Coast, Sigeria 

and Uganda. 

Dorsal seta as in ,3. ne@ti. _&domen :-I : H rather shorter than in m&h, 
and I( considerah longer, so that it is at least twice as long as H ; S and T not 
much longer than H, T often dil-ided. II : C-2-q branched. III : C-1-3 branched, 

placed almost behind B. II-VI : A rather spine-like, reaching about to posterior 

margin on III-V, but much longer on VI, where it is almost at long as on VII and 

black ; K single or rarely double. VIII : A% as in nqvpti. Paddles rather broader 

than in ngypti, and with a rather distinct notch at tip ; denticles rather stronger 

than in ne,g$ti, but the single seta rather shorter 

One pelt from S\-asaland, determined as this species shows some differences from 
the rest. It has C-III with more branches and placed well inside B ; ,4-11-V quite 

short and inconspicuous ; paddle-seta double. 

A. (S.) metallicus Edn-. 

Described by Ingram and Xacfie (1920) * ; I ha\-e examined one of their specimens, 
and also a rather damaged pelt from Kisumu. 

Dorsal seta single. Abdominal setae rather stronger and darker than in ,I. 

negJpti or sim+mi. K much longer than H, S or T, which are about equal in length. 

C-III a triple seta, about half length of segment and fairly strong. .%-II-V forming 

a slender spine, reaching beyond corner of segments IV and V ; A-VI similar to V 
but double ; _\-VII much longer, not spine-like but with z-4 sub-plumose branches ; 
-$-VIII as in the other species ; B also similar. Paddles resembling those of ,!I. 

si@so1zi in being slightly- notched at tip and with similar denticles (not a well-marked 
fringe) round distal margin. 

A. (S.) dendrophilus Eld~v. (Fig. I;?, c.) 

Described and figured by Xacfie and Ingram (1923) ; I ha\-e examined one of 

their specimens and also numerous pelts from Ibadan, Sigeria. The pupa differs in 

many respects from those of *-1. ne,q_vpti, simpsoui or nzetnlliczts. 

Integument of dorsum of thorax and first few abdominal tergites mainly dark 
brown, remainder deep yellow ; paddles more or less uniformly infuscated, with the 

broad midrib very dark brown. 
Dorsal seta single. 0 small, P and 1C both rather long, subequal, single. K 

much longer than H, S or T, which are subequal. C-II with z-4 branches. C-III 

single or with 2-3 branches, placed well inside B. R-II-III single, about two-thirds as 

long as the segments ; I%IV-VIT single and very short, only about one-third as long 

as segments. -\-II-VI minute. _I-VII rather long, black, sub-plumose, single or 

with 2-3 branches. *%-VIII shorter than usual, not nearly reaching middle of paddle, 

with 2-8 (usually _c) branches which are usuallv sub-plumose. Paddles somewhat 

pointed, denticles (stronger than in negjlpti) extending round most of the margin ; 
seta simple, about one fourth as long as paddle. 

* See note under A. (S.) IIrfc,oc~-~lzcclus. 
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A. (S.) apicoargenteus Theo. 

Macfie and Ingram (1923) stated that they could find no constant differences 

between the pupae of this species and of A-1. dmdvophilz~s. I halve examined two 
pelts from Nigeria and three from Uganda determined as A. njGconv~~e~zteus, but these 

differ so much among themsel\Tes that it seems probable some are wrongly determined ; 
in one or two of them the characters seem essentially as in ,i. Je~zdvoplzilzzs. 

A. $.I trinidad Gil (‘ollado. 

Described and figured b>T Gil Collado (1936). Distinctiave features indicated are : 
SearIt_ all abdominal setae short, the longest being Ii, B-II and B-III. AA-II-VI 

all similar, single, not \Terly small ; _4-VII double ; ,4-VIII q-branched, scarcely one- 

fourth as long as paddle. _ Paddle narrow (I 4 x I) neither notched not pointed, with 

fine denticles on outer margin and -\rery strong ones round distal margin ; seta about 

one-eighth length of paddle. 

A. IS.] de-boeri Ec-ln-. 

The pupa was described and figured by Ingram and de Meillon (1929) ; as that of 
,4. pse2l.dotzigerin. The salient features mentioned are : 

Y much longer than 0 or Ii. C-II double, as long as K. C-III single, almost 

beside B. B-II-VII single, about half as long as segment. ,4-II-VI moderatel)- 

short ; .A-VII a single stout sub-plumose hair. Paddles infuscated basally and in 

region of midrib, notched at tip and with denticles round distal margin as in A. 

simpsoui. 

A. (S.) contiguus EMU-. 

The pupa was described by Ingram and de Xeillon (1929), as that of d. powevi. 
The main characters given are : 

Postero-thoracic hairs all simple, P the longest. C-II double ; C-III also double, 
internal to B. B-II-VI single, not much shorter than segments. X-II-VI short as 
usual ; *4-VII sub-plumose and single, double or triple ; A-VIII reaching to or beyond 

middle of paddle. Paddles finely denticulate on distal border, about I ‘3 x I, slightl> 

notched at tip ; midrib dark and expanded at tip ; seta short, simple or apically 

branched. 

A. (S.) bambusae Ech-. 

Eight pupal pelts examined, mostly in poor condition but definitely identified as 

this species (rather than the allied L4. an~z~stus) by the corresponding adults. 
Dorsal seta single. K about twice as long as H. C-II double, in one specimen 

q-branched. B-II-VII about half as long as segments, usually double and more or less 
plumose (an unusual feature distinguishing this species from most or all others of 

the subgenus). ,4-11-V quite short ; *4-V1 rather longer and often forked or frayed 

at tip ; .4-VII with 2-4 sub-plumose branches ; A-VIII with about j plumose branches 

usually very short, but sometimes longer, up to one-third length of paddle. Paddle 

rather narrow and somewhat pointed, infuscated at least basally, denticulate on 

outer margin and distally on inner margin ; seta short, single or forked distally. 



A. (S.) africanus Theo. (Fig. 152, ~1.1 

The pupa of this species was described by \\‘esche (1910). I have examined a 

single pelt from Lagos, collected and determined by Dr. V. B. Wigglesworth. 

Dorsal seta triple. 0 short and multiple, P and R equally long and single. 

K moderately long, not twice as long as H, which is about equal to S and T. C-II and 

III triple, C-III inside B. B-II and III about half as long as the segment ; B-IV-VI 

as long as segment or nearly ; B-VII shorter. ,4-11-W very short and pale ; ,A-VII 

a small black tuft of z-5 branches ; A-VIII nearly reaching middle of paddle, with 

4-7 branches. Paddles with very dark midrib, but not otherwise infuscated ; in 
shape rather bluntly pointed ; a longish dense fringe extends along nearly the whole 

of the outer border and half of the inner border: seta single, nearlv one-third as long 
as paddle. 

A. (S.) luteocephalus Xewst. 

This was briefly described by Ingram and Ma&e (1930) ; their fig. 3 was probably 

intended to represent this species and not L+l. metaZZiczls as stated in the legend. 
The following diagnosis is drawn up from a comparison of four pelts from Lagos. 

Dorsal seta single, sometimes double. P not much longer than 0 or R, 0 single 

or double. K over twice as long as H. C-II double or triple. C-III single, some- 
times double, well inside B. B-II-VII single, not much shorter than the segments. 

A-II-VI not so short as in africanus, A-VI more than half as long as A-VII and fairly 
strong. A-VII, A-VIII and paddles as in J. africanl(s. 

A. (S .) unilineatus Theo. (Fig. 152, c.) 

Described and figured by Ingram and Macfie (1920). I have drawn up the 

diagnosis below from four of their specimens. 

Dorsal seta single or double. K twice as long as H. C-II a small tuft, barely 

half as long as segment, with 4-8 branches, partly forked ; C-III with 2-4 branches, 
well inside B ; C-IV-VI also double or triple. B-II-VI rather over half length of 

segments, sometimes double on IV and V. A-II-VI moderately long and dark, A-VI 

sometimes double ; A-VII sub-plumose, single or double ; A-VIII with 2-4 branches 

or single. Paddles oval, neither pointed nor notched at tip, with a longish fringe 
as in ,i. africanzis ; seta single, about one-third length of paddle. 

A. (S.) albopictus Skuse. (Fig. 128, a.) 

Abdominal chaetotaxy figured by Baisas (1938) ; Indian specimens are similar. 

Resembles A. ztnilineatus in most respects, but A-II-V quite small and pale, 

,4-VI twice as long and dark, A-VII still longer and quite simple ; A-VIII single or 

forked or with a few short branches at some distance from base. Paddle more 

pointed than in zcnilineatus, fringe not quite so extensive, but some of the hairs 

composing it longer. 

A. (S.) vittatus (Rigot). (Fig. 152, f.) 

Three pelts from Freetown examined. These differ considerably from other 
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species of the subgenus ; they agree essentially with the description given by Senevet 
(1936) of Algerian specimens. 

Cephalothorax and wing-cases very dark, surface shagreened. _Antero-thoracic 
setae all small. Dorsal seta small as in the other species, but placed only slightly 
behind bases of trumpets, single or double. P single, not much longer than 0 or R, - 
which are branched. H very short, hardly a quarter as long as I<. C-II a small 
dendritic tuft, not one-third as long as the segment ; C-III with usual irregular 
branches, placed on hind margin immediately behind or slightly outside B. B-IV- 
VI single, slender, as long as the segments or somewhat longer ; B-VII short as 
usual, A-II-VI very small and pale ; -4-VII and VIII forming small dark sub- 
plumose tufts, VII with 4-6, VIII with S-IO branches. Paddles very broad, 
truncate distally ; distal margin quite smooth but outer margin with a few \Tery 
minute denticles ; seta single, about one-third as long as paddle. 

subgenus AEDIMORPHUS Theo. 

In most or all pupae of this subgenus the following features are to be found : 
Dorsal seta inserted between bases of trumpets, or only slightly behind them. 

0 and R branched ; P longer and single. Float-hair large and dendritic. H short, 
K long and single, but S and T often longer than K. C-II forming a tuft which may 
be large or small, but nearly always has at least some of its branches subdivided 
(dendritic). C-III usually inside B. A-II-VI minute and pale. Cl-III-V on or 
near margin inside C. Paddles with distinct external buttress and rather slender 
midrib ; margin at most with fine denticles. 

A. (A.) stokesi Evans. 

The pupal paddles were figured by Bacot (1916), but no full description has been 
published. Two pelts from Freetown and one from Lagos examined. 

Rack of thorax and first few abdominal segments dark ; end of abdomen and 
paddles pale ; trumpets dark brown with tips narrowly paler. Trumpets short, 
widened distally, opening large and very oblique. Dorsal seta strong, almost as 
long as trumpets, with three or four branches. Lower post-ocular seta long, strong, 
single ; lower posterior antero-thoracic also rather long, double. 0 branched from 
base, with about 8 fine branches ; R with about 3-4 branches. Abdominal integu- 
ment with scarcely noticeable shagreen on second and following segments, none on 
first. C-II about half as long as segment, with 8-10 mostly simple branches. B single 
throughout, longer than segments on IV-VI. A-VIII with 4-5 branches, nearly 
reaching middle of paddle. Paddle oval, with a few fine denticles round distal 
margin ; seta about one-fourth as long, single. 

A. (A.) simulans Carter. 

Pupal paddle described by Bacot (1916) ; his specimen compared with four pelts 
from Nigeria and described below. 

Resembles A. stokesi, but differs as follows : Post-ocular seta not so strong. 
Dorsal seta double (but fairly strong and as long as trumpet). 0 with only z-3 
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A. (A.) phyllolabis Edn-. (Fig. 153.) 

Eighteen pelts examined from Kabwach, Kenya The pupa is quite different 

from that of A. tarsalis, but strikingly like A. WZ,, ‘~demo~thi and ,+l. abnormalis. 

Integument pale on sides and beneath (including coxal area), and on last three 

or four abdominal segments ; dorsum of thorax and upper part of wing cases dark 

brown 

but pa le 

abdomen with anterior part of segment I and most of II-IV dark brown, 

in middle and at sides as in A wigglesworthi ; trumpet pale with the tip 

darkened. Most of dorsal surface of thorax shagreened ; metathorax with a large- 

area of strong shagreening extending around seta P. Segment I with strong sha- 

greening over most of its surface, on the dark anterior part extending below setae 

L and J9 ; median posterior area of segment not chitinized except for the sharp 
points. Dorsal seta divided near base into z-3 branches, these again split. O.and 

R branched from base. Float-hair not so pale as in ~i&esz~orthi ; K moderatel! 
long and pale ; M a small but not dense tuft ; S and T shorter than JX, branched. 

C-II and C-III forming minute dendritic tufts extending only a short distance beyond 

margin of segment ; C-IV-VII scarcely one-third as long as segments, pale, with 

3-6 branches. B-III rather strong, single, cur\-ed outwards. B-IV-VII double, 

weak, not longer than segments. _4-VII with z-4, A-VIII with 1-7 branches, both 

very short and set near corners of segments. Paddles very broad, rounded at tip 

(not pointed as in wigglesu~orthi and abnormalis) ; margin quite smooth ; seta fine, 

single, about one-seventh as long as paddle (over twice as long as in wiggleswortlzi). 

The dark markings of the integument vary in extent though the pattern remains 
the same ; in the paler specimens the abdomen has two parallel dark stripes extending 

along the first four segments ; in the darker specimens these stripes are partly fused 

and the fifth segment may be darkened. 

A. (A.) wigglesworthi up. n. (p. I&). (Fig. 153x.) 

Briefly described and figured by Wigglesworth (1929) from three pelts from 

Sapele, Nigeria. The redescription below is from the same specimens, which were 

wrongly determined by me as A. abnormalis Theo. The pupa has several striking 

peculiarities, of which perhaps the most noteworthy is the position of setae A-VII 
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and A-VIII well back from the posterior corners of the segments, as in the genus 

Cz&x ; this alone will separate the present species from all other ,4.?‘di~~~o~p~zz~s. 

Integument mainly pale, but with darker patches on dorsum of thorax an d 

wing-cases ; under-side, including coxa .l area, pale : trumpet pale with the tip 

narrowly darkened ; abdominal segments 11-11’ largelv dark brown, with the sides 

and a median stripe pale. Rluch of dorsum of thorax shagreened ; metathoracic 

plates smooth except on a small area inside seta 0, which is strongly shagreened. 

Median area of segment I unusually pale, but strongly shagreened with sharp points, 

from base, with about 6 delicate branches. Float-hair very pale ; I< shorter than 

usual and pale ; X forming a small dense tuft ; S shorter than Ii or T, with several 
branches. C-II and III multiple tufts as usual, but \.-ery small and pale ; C-IV 

pale, reaching about to middle of segments. B-VI double as usual, IV-V longer 

than segments. A-VII with about 5, ,\-VIII with about IO plumose branches, both 
quite short and placed well back from corners. Paddles entirely pale like the last 

three or four abdominal segments, very broad but bluntly pointed ; margin smooth ; 
seta minute, bifid. 

A. (A.) abnormalis \-ar. kabwachensis II. (p. 181). 

Four pelts of the type 
agree with A. wigglesworthi 

series are in rather imperfect 

in most respects, notably in the 

condition, but appear to 

shagreening of the thorax 

and first-abdominal segment. They differ, however, in the important respect that 
setae A-VII and A-VIII are close to the corners of the segments, as usual in Li&x. 

They further differ in colour : the dorsum of the thorax is not mottled : there is a 
conspicuous da.rk brown spot beneath in the region of the front cosa ; and abdominal 

segments II-IV are slightly and uniformly suffused. 
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A. (A.) alboventralis Theo. 

_2ccording to the description and figure of Ingram and de Meillon (~ozo), this 

pupa differs from those of ,4. xu’ggles-worthi and A. abnovnzalis in the better develop- 
ment of some of the abdominal setae : C-III-VII about as long as the segments ; 
B-III-V somewhat longer ; A-VIII longer ; paddle-seta one-fifth as long as paddle. 
&ls in the related species the trumpet is slightly darkened at the tip, but no mention 

is made of shagreening or dark markings on the integument. 

A. (A.) albocephalus Theo. 

Described and figured by Ingram and Ma&e (1917). Four pelts examined. 

Integument rather pale, without obvious markings or shagreening ; trumpets rather 

pale, but slightly darkened at tip. Dorsal seta with 3-3 branches from near base. 

C-II a small dendritic tuft about one-third as long as following segment ; C-III-VI 

with 4-z branches, half as long as segments ; C-VII single. B-III-VI not longer 

than segments, single or double. -i-VII double ; ,1-VIIT with 3-5 branches, about 

one-fourth as long as paddle. Paddle ox-al, not very broad ; margin x-cry finely 

denticulate ; seta single or split distally, one-fifth as long as midrib. 

A. (A.1 irritans Theo. (Fiq. 154.1 

Described and figured by Ma&e and Ingram (1923). ,I series of pelts from 

Takoradi, Gold Coast, agrees with their account. 

Integument of thorax and abdomen mainly dark, but paddles pale ; no obvious 

shagreening. Trumpets rather variable, sometimes shorter and with more oblique 

opening than shown in figure. Dorsal seta normally with 2-3 branches, sometimes 

single. K and S equal, single ; T branched. C-II a rather dense dendritic tuft 

one-third as long as segment ; C-III-VI double, VII single ; C-III inside B, as in 

all species of this subgenus described in the foregoing pages ; B-III single, dark and 

rather stout at base, pale and tapering distally. B-IV-VI single or double, not or 
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scarcely longer than segments. *A-VII double, ,A-VIII with 4-6 branches and nearly 

margin very finely denti- reaching middle of paddle. Paddle oval, not \-cry broad, 

culate, seta single, strong, nearly half as long as midrib. 

A. (A.) nigricephalus Theo. (Fig. 155, :a) 

X;o description of this pupa has been published apart from the very inadequate 

one of 1fl’eschP. (1910). Three pelts from Lagos examined. 
Kesembles _i. irritn~s in having integument of cephalothoras and abdomen 

almost wholly dark ; in this species, howe\-er, the paddles are also darkened wholly 

or in part. No obl-ious shagreen. Dorsal seta 4-branched from near base. K rather 

short, split into z-4 branches from near base ; S and T longer. C-II a small dendritic 

I a 

‘Tip of pupal alKlolllcI1. a. 

pu?lcfntus. 

tuft ; C-III a small tuft situated immediately behind B instead of well inside it as 
usual in this subgenus ; C-IV-VII with 5-z branches, not half as long as segments. 

B-II and III stout and black at base for a short distance, then split into 2-4 slender 
pale branches. B-IV-VI single, considerably longer than the segments. A-VII 

double ; A-VIII as usual with 4-6 branches, nearly reaching middle of paddle. 
Paddle octal, not very broad ; midrib unusually stout for a member of this subgenus 

and very dark ; margin finely denticulate ; seta strong, single, more than half as 

long as paddle. 

A. (A.) gibbinsi Edn-. (Fig. 155, b.) 

Four pelts from Kuwenzori examined. 

Integument mainly pale except dorsum of 

shagreen on base of abdomen . Dorsal seta split 

thorax ; trumpets dark ; slight 

irregularly into about 6 branches 
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from before middle. 0, R, S and T also split into several branches well beyond 
base ; 0 longer than P. K and P single as usual. C-II a tuft of G-S simple (not 

dendritic) branches ; C-III similar, placed directly behind B ; C-IV-VII with 7-2 
branches, about half as long as segments ; q-11 a rather conspicuous tuft, III-VII 

similar to C. H-III-VII double or single, about as long as segments. _&VII single, 

_A-VIII with 3-5 (usually 3) branches, both quite short. Paddles slightly widened 

beyond middle, TerJ’ bluntly pointed ; margin I-ery finely denticulate ; seta single 

and about one-sixth as long as midrib. 

A. (A.) cumminsi Theo. 

Four pelts examined from LTganda. These resemble _-I. g&i& except in the 
following points : 

C-III placed somewhat inside B, not directly behind it. C-IV-VII longer, 
reaching well beyond middle of segments. L4-VII often double or triple ; A-VIII 
with j-10 branches. Paddle-seta shorter, about one-tenth as long as midrib. 

,4. (A.) centropunctatus Theo. (Fig. I j, c.) 

Pupae of this species collected by Dr. A. Ingram at Sunyani, -4shanti, have 
hitherto remained undescribed. The complete chaetotaxy cannot be made out 
in the specimens available, but the characters of the terminal abdominal segments 
are such as to distinguish the pupa at once from all other members of the subgenus. 

Trumpets normal. Dorsal seta q-branched from base ; 0 also with about 4 
branches from near base, shorter than P. C-II a fairly large dendritic tuft as usual ; 
C-III with few branches, placed just inside B. B mostly single and not very long. 

*4-VII and _A-VIII both single and perfectly smooth ; A-VIII as long as the paddle. 



AlzDES (BANI<SISELLA) 399 

Paddle somewhat broadly rhomboidal in shape ; margin smooth ; seta single, of 

the same length as the paddle itself. 

A. (A.) hirsutus Theo. (Fig. 156.) 

Described and ngured by Macfie and Ingram (IC)I()) from Gold Coast specimens ; 
numerous pelts from Lagos correspond. 

Integument mainly pale, but (in unfaded specimens) the dorsum of thorax dark 

brown, strongly contrasting with the pale sides ; front coral area also dark ; trumpets 
pale. Dorsal seta split irregularly- from near base into about six branches. 0 a 

tuft of eight or more branches all arising from base ; K split about middle into 

3-5 branches ; P longer. K single or double, sometimes sub-plumose. C-II a fairly 

large dendritic tuft ; C-III \-ery pale and delicate, placed almost behind B ; C-III-VI 

similar, less than half as long as segment. B-III-VI usually double, occasionally 

triple or single, about as long as segments except that B-V is usually considerably 

longer (it is shown too short in the figure). X-171 with 3-5, A-VIII with 6-8 

branches, both rather short. Paddle nearly as broad as long (I : I -2) ; margin 
smooth ; seta about one-eighth length of midrib. 

A. (A.) fowleri d’Eh111. 

Described and figured by Ma&e and Ingram (1923 ; as 0cMerotntu.s nigeviemis 

Theo.). As they point out, there appear to be no very obi-ious distinctions between 

it and .i. hirszttus, except that setae C may be rather longer in the present species. 

So fresh material is ax-ailable on which any other conclusion can be reached. 

5ubgcnu4 BANKSINELLA Theo. (Fig. 157.) 

Pupae of this subgenus differ from those of all other .-iI;nes in the chaetotasy of 
the first abdominal segment, setae H and I< being rather wide apart and I< forming 

a small tuft little if any larger than L or AI, instead of a long single seta. There is 

also a difference in the metathorax, the single seta P being short and almost directly 

in front of (sometimes e\-en slightly inside) the branched 0, instead of longer and 
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well outside it. Other features apparently of subgeneric importance are : Dorsal 

seta small and placed almost between the trumpets. None of the abdominal setae 

strongly developed, but float-hair normal and C-II forming a small tuft which may 
be dendritic. Cl-III-V near margin of segments inside C. A-VII and VIII very 

small. Paddles with weak midrib and smooth margin. 

A. (B.) lineatopennis Ludl. 

Described and figured by Ingram and de Meillon (1927). Several pelts examined 
from Uganda and Kenya. 

Integument mainly pale, but front coxae and tarsal sheaths more or less darkened, 

and a slight infuscation at tip of paddle. Trumpet mainly rather pale, with the tip 

darker. All abdominal setae short, the longest not exceeding the length of the 
following segment. C-II with 6-10 branches ; C-III small, with about 5 branches 

almost directly behind B ; C-IV-VII longer and usually triple. B-II single or 
forked, but slender. B-IV-VII usually double and longer than indicated by Ingram 

and de Meillon, on V and VI about as long as the segments. A-VII double, A-VIII 
with 2-4 branches, all quite simple. Paddle-seta minute. 

It is possible that the East African pupae with longer setae B are the true A. 

Zineatopennis, and those described by Ingram and Ma&e are the allied A. circz~n- 

Zuteola, but this needs confirmation. 

A. (B.) palpalis Nen-st. 

Three pelts examined from Nabadzidza, Uganda. 

Integument mainly pale, tarsal sheaths darkened, but front coxae only faintly 

so ; no trace of infuscation at tip of paddle. Trumpet wholly very dark brown, 
almost black ; more slender than in A. Zineatopennis and not widened distally. Seta 

short and stout, almost spine-like, forked from about middle. A-VII single : A-VIII 
rather longer than in ,4. Zineatopennis, but with only two slender simple branches. 

A. (B.) palpalis ssp. carteri II. (11. 210). 

Three damaged pelts from Lagos examined. These differ rat her conspicuously 
in colour from Uganda palpalis ; the setae are mostly lost. 

Integument largely pale, but whole of front leg-sheaths very dark brown, including 
coxae and femora ; a brown spot in front of thorax above, and some dark mottling 

on all abdominal segments. Trumpet \Tery dark as in Uganda palpalis. Paddles 

entirely pale. 

A. (B.) punctocostalis Theo. 

Described and figured by Jf’igglesworth (1929) from one damaged pelt, which 

I have re-examined. 

Integument mainly pale, but front leg-sheaths wholly dark brown, as in carteri ; 
a slight infuscation at tips of wing cases, but scarcely any on front of thorax or on 

abdomen, none on paddles. Trumpet rather shorter than in palpalis, wholly dark ; 
the tracheoid ridges at the base are on one side only and do not pass all round as 

the figure suggests. Seta B-II much as in palpalis. 
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Subgenus DICEROMYIA Theo. 

Pupae of three species of this subgenus have been described, but the available 
material is scanty and imperfect. The following features are common to A. f~cifer 
and A. flavicollis, and may serve to diagnose the subgenus. Further features which 
may prove to be common to all the species are noted in the description of A. JEavicoZZis. 

Dorsal seta strong, placed behind bases of trumpets. Float-hair of rather 
unusual form, with a short stout stem from which arise numerous sub-plumose 
branches. C-II not dendritic, with only 2-4 simple branches. Cl-IV-VII placed 
well back from margin almost behind C. A-II-VII very small as usual. A-VIII 
forming a large tuft. Paddles with strong midrib but practically no external 
buttress ; margin only minutely denticulate. 

A. (D.) furcifer Edw. (Fig. 158.) 

Described by Macfie and Ingram (1923) from one damaged pelt, which 1 have 
re-examined. 

FIG. 158.--A&x (Diceromyia) f urcifer Edw. Pupal details. a. Trumpet. 
c. Segment I of abdomen. (After Macfie and Ingram.) 

b. Tip of abdomen. 

Trumpets rather short and narrow, somewhat contracted apically ; dark at base 
but as usual in A.&&X without any definite tracheoid area. Float-hair with about 
15 sub-plumose branches arising from the stout base ; H quite short ; M stronger 
than usual, with 4-5 branches from base ; S and T both single and rather short (but 
about twice as long as H ; the lengths are not quite correct and T is omitted in 
Macfie and Ingram’s figure). C-II-IV with 3 (rarely 4) branches, V double, VI-VII 
single. B-III-V single, as long as segments or longer ; VI-VII single and quite 
short. A-VII double ; A-VIII with 4 branches reaching beyond middle of paddle. 

A. (D.) flavicollis Edw. 

Four female pelts of the type series examined ; they are more or less damaged, 
but the damage being unequal a fairly complete description can be given. 

Integument rather uniformly dark, without obvious shagreen. Trumpets very 
dark brown, slightly paler at tip ; shape rather variable, two specimens quite like 

26 
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A. fuycifer, the other two somewhat stouter, contraction at the tip not obvious and 
opening more oblique. Lower post-ocular seta very long, strong and single ; one 

of the antero-thoracic setae also rather long (but only half as long as the post-ocular), 
single or double. Dorsal seta triple, about as long as trumpets and much longer 

than the supra-alar. 0 2-3 branched, R single, both only half as long as P, which is 
very long and single. Float-hair much as in A. furcifer, except that a few of the 

branches are split into two ; H, S and T as in A. fwcifer, but M rather weaker ; K 
extremely long (ten times as long as H), single, apparently normally directed back- 
wards as in Eretmapodites. C-II-IV with 2-3 branches, V-VII single. B single, 

on III-IV longer than the segment, on V-VI about as long as segment or rather 

shorter. A-VII double or triple ; A-VIII with 5-7 branches, reaching well beyond 
middle of paddle. Paddle shaped as in A. furcifer ; seta split to base into 7-10 

branches, nearly one-third as long as paddle. 

A. (D) . fascipalpis Edw. 

Described by Ingram and de Meillon (1929) from a single damaged pelt. The 
chief characters mentioned are : 

Float-hair well-developed ; “ in contrast with those of Aides fuvcifer the indi- 

vidual branches show fimbriated ends.” A-VII triple, A-VIII with 4 branches, the 

longest almost as long as paddle. Paddles shaped as in the other two species ; seta 
double, about one-quarter as long as midrib. 

Subgenus DUNNIUS Ed\v. 

The following features, common to two of the three species of Dunnius, may be 

regarded as defining this subgenus in the pupal stage :--None of the post-ocular or 

antero-thoracic setae specially strong. Dorsal seta longer than the supra-alar, 

AME 

FIG. Ijg.-Aides (Dunnius) nrgcucteovottralis Theo. Pupal abdomen, and trumpet from above and from 
side. (After Evans.) 

single, set well behind bases of trumpets. All the metathoracic setae single, 0 and 

P about equally long, R shorter. Most of the abdominal set ae single, including the 

short ones. Float-hair moderately developed. H moderately long, but K longer ; 

S and T shorter than K, both single ; L also single and M with only a few branches. 

C-II with at most 4 simple branches. C-III well inside B. A-II-VI very small and 
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pale. Cl-IV-VII far back from margin and directly in front of C. A-VII and A-VIII 

not strongly developed. Paddles without fringe or obvious denticles on margin ; 
midrib rather stout ; no external buttress. 

A. (D.) argenteoventrafis var. dunni Evans. (Fig* 15%) 

The pupa was described by Evans (1928) ; fourteen pelts in the British Museum 

from Lagos agree with her description and figure. 

Integument entirely pale except for the trumpets ; these very dark brown, with 
the tips paler. C-II usually double, occasionally single or with three branches, in 

one specimen with four ; C-III double or single. B-II-VII single ; B-IV and V 

rather shorter than the segments. A-VII single or with 2-3 branches (usually z), 

usually simple but sometimes indistinctly plumose. A-VIII with 3-5 branches 

(usually 5), at least the longer branches usually distinctly plumose, but sometimes 

all simple. Paddles rather narrow, tip somewhat truncate ; seta about one-sixth 
as long as paddle, usually single, occasionally split into two and then shorter. 

A. (D.) kummi Edw. 

Twenty-two pelts from Lagos appear to agree in every respect with the above ; 
the branches of A-VIII are perhaps more frequently entirely simple. 

Subgenus SKUSEA Theo. 

A. (S.) pembaensis Theo. 

One rather damaged pelt examined. 
Trumpet normal, opening very oblique. Both the lower post-ocular and one 

of the antero-thoracic setae long, single or double. Dorsal seta long, triple, inserted 

between trumpets. Abdomen :-I : float-hair large and dendritic ; K close to H, 

rather short, branched distally ; S much longer than K, single. II : C a small den- 

dritic tuft. III : C dendritic, placed well inside B. Seta Cl-III-V, on margin beside 
C ; VI-VII, in front of and in line with C. Most of the main setae are missing from 

this pelt. Paddles with smooth margin, no denticles even on external border ; 
seta strong (broken), at tip of midrib. 

ERETMAPODITES Theo. 

Pupae of this genus have a very distinctive appearance owing to the presence of 

very long, single, stout, black bristles on at least the first four abdominal segments, 

and the long-fringed paddles. In spite of this there are no important morphological 
distinctions from the pupae of AEdes. The position of K immediately behind H (in 

most species) is perhaps the most unusual feature, and the strong development of 
A-VII and A-VIII is also noteworthy. The following characters are common to all 

the known pupae of this genus. 
2 Trumpet not elongate, surface entirely or almost entirely reticulate. Post-ocular 

and antero-thoracic setae all small and pale. Dorsal setae single, placed well behind 
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base of trumpets. 0 and P strong and single, R small and weak. Abdomen :- 
1 (text-fig. 160) : K situated directly behind H or very little to one side of it (except 
in q~inguevittat~s), H small, K very long, strong, black, tending to be directed back- 
wards or outwards instead of forwards as in most other genera ; L, M, S and T all 

FIG. 16o.-First abdominal segment of pupa in Eretmapodites spp. a. quzfzqztcvittatus. b. oedipodius. 

c. dvncaewze. 

b 

a a -zz3 

FIG. r6r.-Eretmapodites chvysogaster Grab. a. Trumpet. b. Vent+ and c, dorsal chaetotaxy. (After 
Macfie and Ingram.) 

small and weak and usually more or less branched. II : B and C both very long, 

stout, single, black ; remaining setae, including I, all small and inconspicuous ; 
seta 3 is present in addition to Cl, which lies above or external to B, so that there are L 

g dorsal setae on this segment instead of 8. III : as on the previous segment two 
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of the setae are very long, stout, single and black, but these appear to be I and B, 

not B and C ; C quite short and single ; Cl external to C ; seta 3 represented by a 

socket only, as on succeeding segments. IV : B long, stout, single and black ; I and 

C both small ; Cl close to margin external to C ; V-VI : B variable in development 
according to the species ; Cl as IV. VII : A large, black, B small. VIII : A large, 
with plumose branches ; A1 small ; median lobe bare. Paddles rather small, broad 
at base and tip, with long and almost continuous fringe ; midrib strong, ending in an 

opening at tip of paddle.; no external buttress ; seta strong, often long and branched, 
and always well outside tip of midrib. 

The float-hair is obsolete in some species, and even in those in which it is best 

developed it is never dendritic, but has plumose branches arising from the base. 

E. chrysogaster Graham. (Fig. 161.) 

This pupa was figured and rather fully described by Macfie and Ingram (1923). 

There is a slight error in their figure which needs correcting ; on segment III setae 

C and Cl are shown the wrong way round ; the single seta C should be inside the 
branched Cl and not vice-versa ; also setae s-11 and z-111 are omitted from the 

figure. From a comparison of numerous pelts and whole pupae from Sierra Leone, 

Gold Coast and Uganda, I conclude that the following are the main diagnostic 
characters of the species : 

Integument strong, without markings ; the abdomen finely shagreened over 

nearly the whole surface ; on each abdominal tergite II-VII, towards the posterior 

margin, is a pair of small roundish smooth areas of slightly thicker chitin (noted by 
Ingram and de Meillon as characteristic of this genus ; but distinguishable in some 
other Culicine pupae). 

Trumpet nearly four times as long as its width in the middle, moderately dark, 
but darker just before the pale tip ; opening not very oblique, ratio of meatus to 

total length about I : 1.3. Dorsal seta rather stout. Float-hair strong and black, 

with about IO branches. On II, C not very much shorter than B. Seta B : IV, 

black and somewhat longer than the succeeding segment ; V-VII, not very dark 

and not or scarcely more than half as long as the segment. Seta A-VII and VIII, 

with about 6 (on VII sometimes fewer) strong plumose black branches and a few 
shorter simple ones ; A-VIII nearly as long as the paddle. Paddles longer than 

X in $; seta single, about two-thirds as long as paddle or somewhat longer. 
Seta Cl on most segments split into two or three. 

E. intermedius Edw. 

Some pelts of this species from Stanleyville, Belgian Congo (Schwetz) and Kasala, 

Uganda (Fraser) are very similar to E. chrysogaster, but have B-V-VII shorter, only 
about one-third as long as the segments, and in most cases split at the tips. 

E. subsimplicipes Ecln-. 

A rather damaged pupa from Mlanje, Nyasaland, is very similar to E. chrysogaster 

but the trumpet is rather shorter and thicker, with rather more oblique opening ; 
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B-V-VII less than half as long as the segments and split into 2-3 branches ; Cl 
(where remaining) apparently single. 

E. semisimplicipes Edw. 

Three pelts from Lomami, Belgian Congo, are extremely similar to E. chryso- 

gas&; the following differences may or may not prove to be constant : Trumpet 

darker (except at tip). C-II only about half or long as B. B-V-VII over half as 

long as segments and single as in chrysogaster, but black. 

E. grahami Edw. 

Two pelts from Stanleyville and one from Kampala have the main abdominal 

setae stouter than in the specimens of E. chrysogaster examined, B-V being distinctly 

longer than the segment, and the paddle-seta as long as the paddle. However three 
others from Kampala are quite similar to typical chrysogaster ; whether this is due 
to variation or to error in determination cannot at present be decided. 

E. sp. indet. 

Bacot (1916) figured a pupal pelt of an Eretmapodites from Sierra Leone in which 

seta A-VII has only three branches and A-VIII is single. The other characters of 
this specimen are as in E. chrysogaster, and it may be an aberrant example of one 

of the species of this group. 

E. silvestris I. and de 11. 

Two pupal pelts of this species were described and figured by Ingram and de 

Meillon (1927). These are now in the British Museum and may be re-diagnosed as 

follows : 
Integument dark, especially on dorsum of thorax ; shagreening of abdomen less 

regular than in chrysogaster, being finer towards sides and coarser towards base of 

each tergite. Trumpets shorter than in chrysogaster, opening oblique, ratio of meatus 

to whole I : I ‘4. Dorsal seta rather stout. Abdomen :-I : float-hair represented by 

a small seta which is either single or double ; K very strong, behind H as usual, sub- 

plumose (Ingram and de Meillon mistakenly thought seta K represented the float- 

hair). II : C not much shorter than B and a little longer than segment ; Cl simple. 

III : I and B equal, very stout, a little longer than segment. IV-VI : B black, as 

long as following segment or not much shorter. VII : A-3-6 branched. VIII : A large, 

longer than paddle, 6-9 branched. Paddles short, as broad as long, seta longer than 

paddle, single. 

E. argyrurus E&x-. 

This was briefly described by Edwards (1929) as E. inornatus Newst. Four whole 

pupae from Lagos examined ; in two the male terminalia of the adult are sufficiently 
developed for positive identification as E. argyrums. 

Integument paler than in E. chrysogaster. Trumpets much as in E. quinque- 

vittatus or silvestris. Lower post-ocular seta strong, single and black (preserved in 
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one specimen only) ; dorsal seta not so stout as post-ocular. Postero-thoracic seta 0 
rather small, P longer, but not so stout as abdominal setae. Abdomen : I : K stout 
as usual, but well outside instead of behind H ; float-hair represented by a very 
stout seta (stouter than K), which is either single or split distally into two or three 

plumose branches. II-VI : all main setae similar in length and thickness, about as 
long as segments. VII : A 3-7 branched. VIII : A longer than paddles, 7-10 
branched. Paddles rather small, longer than broad, but shorter than X in $ ; 
seta as long as paddle or somewhat longer, 3-7 branched. 

FIG. 162. --Eretmn$mdites quinqun~ittntrts Theo. a. Trumpet. b. Tip of abdomen. 

E. quinquevittatus Theo. (Figs. 160, a ; 162.) 

This pupa was figured and described by Bacot (1916) and Macfie and Ingram 

(1923) ; it differs not only from other species of this genus, but from all other known 

mosquito pupae in the small rounded paddles which bear a large tuft at their distal 

ends, longer than the paddle itself. The following diagnosis has been prepared 

from a comparison of five pelts from Sierra Leone. 
Integument entirely pale, lacking the shagreen of E. chrysogaster and related 

species, and without the paired areas of stronger chitin on the abdominal tergites. 
Trumpets short and broad, opening more oblique than in E. chrysogaster. Lower 

post-ocular seta (not the median as suggested by Macfie and Ingram) long, stout, 

plumose and black, single in most cases examined but double in one (Macfie and 

Ingram mention 2-4 branches in Gold Coast specimens). Other post-ocular and 

all the antero-thoracic setae small, pale and inconspicuous. Dorsal seta single and 

well behind the trumpet as usual. Abdomen :-I: float-hair with only 4-7 sub-plumose 

branches ; K well to one side instead of directly behind H ; otherwise as in clzryso- 

gaster. II-VII : setae arranged much as in chrysogaster, but the long single ones 

weaker and none of them appreciably longer than the segments, though on the other 

hand B-V and VI are rather longer than in chrysogaster ; Cl single in all cases ; 
A-VII with about ten plumose branches. VIII : A a very large tuft of 12-15 plumose 
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branches, some twice as long as the paddle ; A1 single or double. X : longer than 
paddles in 8, much shorter in 9. Paddles very small and oval, seta forming a large 

tuft, much longer than the paddle, of 10-17 plumose black branches. 

E. dracaenae Edw. (Fig. 160, c.) 

The pupal paddles of this species were figured by Bacot (rgr6), and the species 

was included in Edwards’ key (rgzg), but no description has been given. The 

following is based on five pelts from Sierra Leone, the Gold Coast and Uganda. 

Integument dark, shagreened as in E. c,Jzrysagaster. Trumpets short and dark, 
opening oblique, ratio of meatus to whole about I : I ‘4. Lower post-ocular seta 
longish and black, but simple and shorter than in E. quinzqzuwittatus. Dorsal seta 
stout. Abdomen :-I : float-hair represented by a single small simple seta ; K long 

and black as usual and directly behind H. II-VII : stout black single setae as in the 
other species, but even those on II and III shorter than the segments ; B-V-VII only 

about one-third as long as segments ; smaller setae similarly arranged ; Cl simple, 

as are most of the other small setae ; A-VII about as long as segment, with z-6 

(usually 4) branches. VIII : A shorter than paddles, with 4-9 branches. X : slightly 
shorter than paddles in 6. Paddles smaller than in E. chrysogaster ; seta single, 

about half as long as paddle. 

E. oedipodius Graham. (Fig. 160, b.) 

This was briefly described by Edwards (1929) from several pelts from Stanleyville 
(subsp. stanleyi, n.) ; others from Uganda (subsp. paruijhtma, n.) are quite similar. 

The pupa differs from others of the genus, except E. Zeticoptis, in having seta I on 

segment II distinctly shorter and weaker than B ; also in the rather better develop- 

ment of seta C on most segments. 

Integument rather dark ; abdomen uniformly shagreened. Trumpet very dark 

except at tip, over four times as long as its greatest breadth and slightly narrowed 
just before the tip ; opening very little oblique, ratio of meatus to whole about 

I : 1.1. Lower post-ocular seta long, strong and black, single ; one of the antero- 

thoracic setae also rather strong and dark. Dorsal seta strong ; 0 and P similar, 

equal. Abdomen :-I : float-hair with $-IO sub-plumose branches ; K below or external 

to H. II : C distinctly shorter than B as usual. III : I only about two-thirds as 

long as B and weaker ; Cl usually bifid as it is on the remaining segments ; C fairly 

strong and dark. IV-VII : B not very stout, not or scarcely longer than the segments ; 
C dark, from one-third to half as long as B. VII : A with 2-7 (usually about 5) 

branches, C quite half as long as B. VIII : A with 2-7 branches, shorter than paddle. 

Paddles nearly twice as long as broad, truncate but not emarginate apically ; midrib 

strong, of even width to end of paddle ; seta single or with 2-4 (usually 2) branches, 

about two-thirds as long as paddle. 

E. leucopus Graham. 

A single pelt from Stanleyville shows very little difference from the series of 

E. oedipodius pupae examined. Setae B-II and III are stouter ; B-IV-VII rather 

longer, and C-III-VII rather shorter and less dark. 
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CULEX L. 

The pupae of CuZex can usually be distinguished from those of other genera of 

Culicine mosquitoes by the presence of a minute accessory seta situated beside the 

normal seta at the tip of the midrib of the paddle ; this feature, which at best is 

sometimes difficult to appreciate, is not absolutely diagnostic because the accessory 

seta is absent in a few species of Culex with notched paddles (e.g. %ebuZosus, moucheti) 

and on the other hand it is present in one or two species of FicaZbia. Two other 
more obvious features characterize the large majority of Calex pupae, though again 

there are exceptions ; the trumpets have a dark patch or band of tracheoid structure 
close to the base (varying in width in different species and often confined to the under- 

side of the trumpet) ; and setae A-VII and A-VIII, which usually form well-marked 

sub-plumose tufts, are placed well before the corners of the segments. The dorsal 
seta is usually if not always inserted well behind the bases of the trumpets, instead of 

between them as in most subgenera of AZdes. The paddles always have a smooth 

margin, without fringe or denticles. 

Subgenus LUTZIA Theo. 

I have examined pupae of three Oriental species in addition to the African C. 

tigr@es, and find the following characters to be common to all of them : 
Trumpets short and broad, with large and very oblique opening ; no true tracheoid 

area, but a dark patch beneath at base is marked by fine transverse ridges. Post- 
ocular and antero-thoracic setae all small. Dorsal seta small and single, equal to 

supra-alar. P, K, S and T all single and not very long. C-II a minute tuft. B-II- 
III single. B and C similar on segments IV-VII, with fairly numerous branches on 
IV and successively fewer on V-VI, usually single on VII, in no case longer than the 

segments. A far back from the corners on all segments, on II-VI minute, on VII 
and VIII forming the usual plumose tufts. The small lateral tubercle on the median 

projection of VIII normally bears a minute but usually fairly stout seta.* Paddles 
broad, notched at tip, normal seta short, accessory seta present but minute. 

From this description it will be seen that there are no very obvious distinctions 

in the pupal stage from the subgenus Culex ; perhaps the most definite is the position 
of the tiny seta A on III-VI far back from the corners of the segments, this seta 

being quite near the corners in those species of CuZex (Czclex) which I have studied 

carefully. Baisas (1938) has noted that seta Cl-III-VI is further from the margins 

of the segments in CzbZex (L&&a) than in Culex (Culex) . 

C. (L.) tigripes Grp. (Fig. 163.) 

No description of this pupa has been published apart from the very brief one of 

Wesche (I~IO), but Baisas (1938) has indicated some of the characters of the Oriental 
species. C. tigripes pupa should be readily distinguishable from other African 

species by the above subgeneric diagnosis and the accompanying figure. The notched 

paddle is unusual in Czllex, but is found in a few other species (nebulosus, cizzerezts, 
a 

hancocki, musarum). 

* I cannot detect this seta on all specimens but have noted it in all species, in the same position 
as in the genus Uranotaemia. It has not been seen in other Culex, but may have been overlooked. 
Its presence in Lutzia was first pointed out to me by Miss AI. Mackay. 
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Subgenus NEOCULEX Theo. 

So few species of this subgenus have been examined in the pupal state that it 

would be premature to attempt a subgeneric diagnosis. There appears to be con- 

siderable variation in some important characters as between different species of the 
subgenus. 

The pupa of the sub-genotype (C. apicalis Adams), as represented by Macedonian 

specimens in the British Museum, shows the following features : Trumpets long and 

slender, shaped much as in C. macjiei and cinerellus. Post-ocular and antero-thoracic 

setae all small. P double, not longer than 0 or R ; K also double and only moderately 

- 
FIG. 167 ..---Culex (Lutzin) tigviks Grp. Pupal abdomen an<1 trumpet. 

long, but S very long and single, as is I-II. B-IV-VI very long, triple or double. 
-A-VIII rather close to posterior corner of segment, again as in C. vzacfiei. Accessory 

paddle-seta present. 

C. (N.) rubinotus Edw. (Fig. 164.) 

Five pelts examined from Uganda. In the form of the trumpets and in some 
other respects this is one of the most distinct species of the genus. 

Integument rather pale ; leg-sheaths largely dark, but not at base. Trumpet 

long and slender, basal half dark and tracheoid, distal half mostly pale, but the tip 

dark and somewhat widened ; aperture transverse, but with a narrow slit or furrow 

on one side extending back well into the pale part of the trumpet. Post-ocular and 
antero-thoracic setae all short. Dorsal seta with about 5 branches. P extremely 

long and single. K a small tuft with 4-6 branches ; S very long and single (3 or 4 

times as long as K), T shorter, with 3-5 branches. Seta I-II very long, single and 

rather stout, similar to S-I. C-II-VII forming well-marked tufts over half as long 

as segments, with progressively fewer branches, about 12 on II, 5 on VII. B-III 
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single, longer than segment, IV-V double or triple, longer than segments, VI double, 

about as long as segments. I-III-VI with about 5 branches. A-VII with about 3, 
A-VIII with 6 branches. Paddle entirely pale ; midrib with tip enlarged ; apparently 

only one seta present, this usually split into two almost to the base, but sometimes 

single. 

C. (N.) sunyaniensis sp. n. (p. 263). 

Several whole pupae from the type series examined, also three pelts (without 

associated adults, but apparently of the same species) from Coomassie, Ashanti. 

Trumpets very long and slender, shaped much as in C. apicalis and macjiei. 

Dorsal seta long and double. P and K single and only moderately long (P double in 

one specimen), in mounted specimens each pale with a dark band near base. S and 
I-II very long and single. C-II a small dendritic tuft with short stout stem ; 
C-III-V half as long as segments with about 5 branches ; C-VI-VII double or single. 

B-IV-VI very long, reaching quite half-way across next segment but one, IV-V 
double, VI single. I-III-VI single. A-VII double or triple. A-VIII longer than 

usual and placed rather near corner of segment, with about 5 branches, longest 

reaching middle of paddle. Paddle nearly as broad as long, but rather pointed at 
tip (very unusual in Culex), normal seta longer and stronger than usual, twice 

as long as accessory seta, which is also present and somewhat longer than usual. 

C. (N.) albiventris Edw-. 

Briefly described by Ingram and Macne (1917) from a single specimen from 

Xshanti ; there is one (perhaps the same) specimen, a whole pupa, in the British 
Museum. It may be distinguished from most other Cztlex by having the trumpets 

wholly very dark brown-an interesting point in view of the fact that the larva is 
also distinguished by its blackish siphon. 

Integument dark, except paddles, which are rather pale and unmarked. 

Trumpets long and narrow, but slightly and gradually widened from base to tip, 
aperture small but oblique, without slit-like prolongation ; although the colour is 

uniform the sculpture of the surface is not, the basal third (except the extreme base) 

being tracheoid, followed by a nearly smooth area. All the cephalo-thoracic setae, 

including lower post-ocular, short. Seta I-II very long, single, rather stout. B-III 

single, rather short and stout. B-IV-V single, longer than the segments, VI also 

single, but rather shorter. C short and single on at least some segments. A-VII 

and A-VIII each with 6-8 branches. Paddle with tip of midrib enlarged ; no seta 

visible. 

C. (N.) horridus Edm-. 

Described by Ingram and Macfie (1917) from one pelt from Accra ; three from 

Lagos agree with this one. 

Integument mainly dark, without obvious markings. Trumpet almost entirely 

dark brown, slightly paler at tip, not very narrow, opening rather wide and oblique ; 
the usual tracheoid band close to base. Lower post-ocular seta of moderate length 

but not conspicuous, double ; all other cephalo-thoracic setae short. Dorsal seta 
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single. 0 fine and triple, P and R single but not very long. K, S and T all single, 

S somewhat longer than the other two. C-III-IV less than half as long as segments, 

with 3-5 branches, V-VII short and single. B-IV-VI double or triple and about 

as long as segments. I-II not very long ; III-VII single. A-VII with 4-5, A-VIII 
with 5-7 branches. Paddles small, outer margin rather straight, no trace of accessory 

seta in any of the three specimens (Ingram and Macfie’s phrase “ paired terminal 

setae ” refers to the seta being split into two) ; midrib not enlarged at tip. 

Subgenus ~UOCHTHOGENES Edw 

Only one of the three African species now recognized has been examined in the 

pupal state. This agrees with the Oriental C. (M.) castrensis Edw. in having all the 

cephalo-thoracic setae inconspicuous ; seta P double, K and S about equally long 

FIG. 16g.---C&x (AIIociztlzogenes) i~zco~zs~~c~osus Theo. Pupal 
and Ingram.) 

trumpet and abdomen. (After ~Macf~c 

and single, T also single but shorter ; paddle seta somewhat stronger than usual and 

accessory seta present. I have not seen the pupa of the subgenotype, C. (M.) 
malay i Leic. 

C. (M.) inconspicuosus Theo. (Fig. 1%) 

The excellent figure given by Macfie and Ingram (1923) and reproduced here is 
self-explanatory, but the following additional points may be noted : 

Integument mainly pale, but a dark cloud at base of wing-cases, and last two 

abdominal segments darker than the rest (a very unusual condition). Trumpet 
with the distal fourth as well as the tracheoid band darkened. Dorsal seta double. 

Subgenus CULICIOMYIA Theo. 

Wesche (1910) noted and figured the remarkably long double setae on the front 

of the thorax in C. nebulosz~s and C. cineveus, and Macfie and Ingram (1923) pointed 

out that these are the lower anterior setae of the antero-thoracic group. This is 

most unusual, for in all other known cases where one of the anterior setae is noticeably 
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elongate it is either the lower post-ocular or the lower posterior antero-thoracic. 
This peculiarity of the two species mentioned, however, is not diagnostic of the 

subgenus Cdiciomyia as it is not shared by C. macfiei or C. cinerell~s, nor by any 
of the Oriental species of which I have examined pupae. A noteworthy point about 
these long setae in the two African species is that they are subplumose, which is not 

the case with any of the cephalo-thoracic setae in any other Culicine pupa examined 

except C. moucheti. * 

C. (C .) nebulosus Theo. 

No description has been published apart from that of Weschk (1910). Apart 

from the peculiarity of the long thoracic hairs, noted above, the following are the 
chief features of the pupa : 

Trumpet very short and broad, without any obvious tracheoid area at base, and 

with very large opening which extends back nearly to middle of trumpet. Dorsal 
seta double. P single but not longer than 0 or R, if as long. K single, but not 

very long ; S single and longer, but not extremely long. C-II strongly dendritic ; 
C-III 4-6 branched, IV 2-4, V-VII single or double. B-IV-VII rather longer than 

segments and double, B-VII also double but shorter. A-VIII well back from corner. 
Paddles rather broad and distinctly notched at tip ; seta normal, usually single, but 

sometimes split distally ; accessory seta absent (in every one of ten good pupae or 

pelts examined). 

C. (C.) cinereus Theo. 

According to the figure given by Weschk (1910) the pupa of C. cinereus resembles 

that of C. nebdosus, but has the double setae on the front of the thorax even longer. 

I have seen no pupae which are unquestionably this species rather than C. nebdoszts, 

so cannot point out any distinctions between the two. 

C. (C.) cinerellus Edw. 

According to the description by Evans (1929), the pupa of this species is much 
more like C. mac$ei than C. nebulosus, but shows considerable difference in abdominal 

chaetotaxy. 
Trumpets very long and slender, darker on the basal half, form as in C. mac$ei. 

Cephalo-thoracic setae not described. C-III-IV with only 3-5 branches, but C-V-VII 

triple. B-III double, IV 4-branched, V-VII triple. A-VIII near corner of segment. 

Paddle slightly broader than in macjiei ; according to figure two equally minute 

setae are present at tip of midrib. 

C. (C.) macfiei Edw. (Fig. 166). 

The pupa, described by Macfie and Ingram (1923), is very different from that of 

C. nebulosm. 
Trumpets very long and slender, entirely dark, with a broad tracheoid band near 

base, Antero-thoracic hair not specially long. P and K single, moderately long. 

S extremely long, single, resembling I-II. C-III-IV with about 15 branches, 
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FIG. 166.-Culex (Culiciomyia) macjei Edw. a. Trumpet (tracheoid area not shown). b. Abdomen. 
c. Variations in paddle-seta. (-4fter Macfie and Ingram.) 

FIG. r67.-Culex poicilipes Theo. Pupal abdomen and trumpet. (.4fter Macfie and Ingram.) 
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V-VI I single. B-III single, IV-V with 4-5 branches, VI double. I-III-VI single. 
A-VIII near corner of segment. Paddles long and rather narrow, rounded at end, 
seta small, split at tip ; accessory seta absent in the single specimen examined. 

Subgenus CULEX s. str. 

Most of the more typical species of this subgenus have seta K double, S much 

longer than K and single, I-II similar to S ; in these respects they agree with C. 

(Neoc&x) apicalis. The two groups into which the subgenus is divided on the adult 

character of the presence or absence of a lower mesepimeral bristle are more or less 

indicated also in the pupa, most of the species of the bitaeniorhynchus group having 
setae B-IV-VI somewhat shorter than the segments, while most of those in the 

pipiens group have these setae longer than the segments ; in the former group pupae 

of the bitaeniorhynchus series differ from those of the s&ens series in the presence of 

dark areas on the paddles. The post-ocular and antero-thoracic setae are normally 

all small. Specific differences are mainly to be found in length and shape of trumpet 

and branching of setae I, I3 and C on the various segments. 

The two species of the subgenus which are most aberrant in larval structure 
(C. hancocki and C. mozzcheti) also have aberrant pupae. 

C. (C.) poicilipes ‘JYl~co. (Fig. 167.) 

Described by Ma&e and Ingram (1919) and also by Kirkpatrick (1925). The 

two features of partly infuscated paddles and triple setae I will together distinguish 
it from all other African CuZex pupae. 

Trumpets long and narrow, pale at base and beyond middle, dark at tip and on a 

rather broad tracheoid band ; opening small. R weaker and shorter than 0 or P, 

but with several branches. S about twice as long as K, similar to I..II. C-II very 

short, many-branched from near base. C-III-IV with about 8 branches, C-V with 

about 5, all nearly as long as segments. B-IV with 3-6 branches ; B-V-VI double, 

as long as segments or somewhat longer (they are shown too short in the figure). 

I-III-VI with z-5 (usually 3) branches. A-VII with about 5, A-VIII with about 

8 branches. Paddle with a large dark patch distal third to half, which includes tip 

of midrib and is mainly on inner part of paddle. 

C. (C.) ethiopicus Edw. (p. 291). (Figs. 168, 169, b.) 

Described by Ingram and Macfie (1919) ; six pelts from their series re-examined. 

Trumpets rather short and much widened distally, opening large and oblique, 
ratio of meatus to whole I : 1.7 ; tracheoid area narrow and incomplete ; tip not 

obviously dark. R only about half as long as 0 or P, weak and single or double. 

C-II longer than in C. poecilipes and simple or split into 2-3 branches at some distance 
from base. C-III with about 6 branches, but C-IV-VII only double or even single. 

B-IV-VI double and scarcely as long as segments. I-II-IV single and rather short ; 
I-V-VI also single but much longer and rather stout. A-VII with about 4, A-VIII 

with about 6 branches. Paddle with a large infuscated area, chiefly on inner part 

of blade, where it extends almost to the base. 
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C. (C .) hitaeniorhynchus Gibs. 

I have seen no African pupae of this species. Indian pupae of var. ambigms 

resemble C. ethiopicus in many respects, but have 4-7 branches in C-III-Vand 3 strong 
branches in B-IV-VI. 

FIG. 168.-C&x ethiopicus Edw. Pupal abdomen and trumpet. a. Larval mentum. (After Macfie 
and Ingram.) 

a 

FIG. 169.~Culex annuliovis Theo. (a) and C. ethiopicus Edw. b. Pupal trumpets. (-4fter Macfie 

and Ingram.) 

C. (C.) aurantapex Edw. 

Described by Ingram and de Meillon (1927) from a single pelt from Zululand ; 
confirmation of the identity of this is desirable, but the paedotype pelt from Nairobi 
is similar in most respects. 

Trumpet longer than in C. ethiopicus (but not so long and narrow in the Nairobi 
pelt as figured for the Zululand specimen) ; tip darkened. Chaetotaxy resembling 

that of C. ethiopicus except that B-IV-VI are triple (B-VI double in Zululand speci- 
men) ; A-VII 3-branched, A-VIII 4-branched. Infuscation of paddles much as in 

ethiopicus. 
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(C.) annulioris Theo. (Fig. 169, a.) 

Described by Macfie and Ingram (1923) from specimens from Accra, and also 
Ingram and de Meillon (1927) from South African material. 

The pupal pelts examined do not show any obvious differences from C. aurantapex, 

the trumpets, paddles and chaetotaxy being the same in all the points noted. 

C. (C.) sitiens IVied. 

Pupae of this group of species (Fig. 128, b) all agree with those of the bitaenio- 

rhynchz~ group in having setae B-IV-VI only moderately developed, at most very 

slightly longer than the segments (in contrast with most species of the @@ens group, 

which have these setae much longer) ; they differ in having no trace of infuscation 

on the paddles. 
The pupae of C. s&ens do not appear to have been described, and I have seen 

no African material, but three pelts from Fiji show the following features : 
Trumpet similar to that of C. anndioris. 0 a strong tuft of about 6 branches ; 

P as long as 0, 2-3 branched ; R only half as long, weak, with z-4 branches. K 

double as usual ; S single, but not much longer than K ; float-hair large, more 

highly branched than in C. bitaeniorhynchus and with large palm. C-II a short, 

many-branched dendritic tuft. C-III-IV with about 6 branches, C-V-VI with 3, 

all a little over half as long as segments. B-III-IV double or triple, rather shorter 

than segments ; B-V-VI double, about equal to segments. I-II not very long, equal 

to S as usual ; I-III-VI double. A-VII with 4-5, A-VIII with 10-12 branches of 

normal length. 

A single damaged pelt from Sumatra, also determined as C. sitiens (though 

without associated adult), differs in some respects. It has the trumpet longer ; 
seta I-II very much longer ; I-III-VI with 3-4 (?) branches ; B-IV with 5 branches. 

C. (C.) thalassius Theo. 

Described by Ingram and Macfie (1917) ; a series of pelts from the Gold Coast is 

in the British Museum. 

In almost all respects the pupae of C. thalassius agree with the Fijian examples 
of C. s&ens described above ; no distinctions likely to be of specific importance have 

been observed, unless they are that setae S and I-II are rather longer, and C-II rather 
less developed. Setae I-III-VI are usually double as in C. sitiens. 

C. (C.) tritaeniorhynchus Giles. 

Described by Ingram and Macfie (1917), also by Kirkpatrick (1925), and in more 

detail by Baisas (1938) under the name C. s~mnzo~os~s Dyar. West African pelts 

examined fall in most respects well within the range of variation noted by Baisas. 

Many of the abdominal setae tend to be much more branched than in C. sitiens or 

C. thalassius, the chief distinctions of C. tritaeniorhynchus from the other two species 

being as follows : 
Trumpet longer, more slender, with smaller opening, about five times as long 

as its greatest breadth. R as long as P or 0. S and I-II much longer than K as 

usual. C-III-VII each with 6 or more branches (according to Baisas’ table C-VI-VII 

27 
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have only 1-5 branches in Philippine specimens). B-III double, but B-IV with 

about 6 branches, of same length as C (B-V-VI double and about equal to segments 

as in sitieuts). I-III-VI with about 5 branches. A-VII and A-VIII with about 
5 and 7 branches respectively. 

C. (C.) duttoni Theo. (Fig. T/“o.) 

No description of the pupa of this species has been published apart from that of 

Wesche (1910). Two characters which, taken together, will distinguish it from 

FIG. r7o.-Culex duttoni Theo. Pupal abdomen (segment I enlarged) and trumpet. 

most or all other African species of the genus are the shagreened thorax and the 

very long sin&e setae B-V-VI ; similar shagreening of the thorax is found in C. 
pruina . 

Trumpets rather short and broad, similar in shape to those of C. annulioris. 

Dorsum of mesothorax behind trumpets, and middle part of metathorax densely 

shagreened with fine points ; similar but less dense shagreening on first two abdominal 
segments. R as long and almost as strong as P. K double, S long and single as 
usual. C-II dendritic as usual, nearly half as long as segment, with short stem. 
C-III-IV with about 6, V-VI with about 3 branches. B-III double and rather short ; 
B-IV with 5-6 branches, as long as segment ; B-V-VI quite twice as long as segment, 
single, stout, often but apparently not always subplumose (an unusual condition, as 

already noted by Wesche). I-III-IV single or double ; I-V-VI with 2-4 branches. 
A-VII with z-5, A-VIII with about IO branches. Paddle entirely pale ; normal 

seta present and short as usual, but accessory seta absent (in all the nine specimens 

examined), 
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C. (C.1 argenteopunctatus Ventr. (Fig. 170.4.) 

Not hitherto described. Three pelts examined from Bo, Sierra Leone (Daz~y). 

The pupa is well characterized by the great length of the trumpet and the form of 

seta C-II. 
Integument very little darkened, without markings except that the tracheoid 

portion of the trumpet is rather dark. Trumpet long and slender, index about 15 

(higher than in any other African Culex), ratio of meatus to whole about I : 1.07, 
basal z tracheoid. No shagreen on thorax, 0, P and R all rather short and with 3-5 
branches. K also short and with 3-4 branches ; S long and single. Slight shagreen 

but not reticulation on surface of I. C-II resembling B, both double or single and 

scarcely shorter than segment. B-IV-VI each double and nearly equal in length to 

two segments. C-III-VI delicate and rather short as usual, with 8-4 branches. 

A-VII-VIII pale, with 6-8 branches. Paddles normal, pale, both accessory and 

normal setae present. 

-r- 

~--~._____ 

FIG. I-/oa.-Culex nvgenteopunctatus 1’entr. Pupal trumpet. 

C. (C.) theileri Theo. 

Described by Kirkpatrick (1925) and also by de Meillon (1928) ; pelts in the 

British Museum from India and the Canary Is. agree fairly well with their account. 
Trumpets rather short and wide, opening very oblique, reaching over one-third 

of the length of the trumpet ; colouring as in C. nnnuZtlioris. 0 and R with about 

3 branches each, R not’much the shorter. No shagreen on thorax. S much longer 

than K as usual. C-II with few dendritic branches on well-marked stem. C-III 

with 10-12 fine branches ; C-IV-VI with 6-8. B-IV-VI each somewhat longer 

than the following segment (but not conspicuously so) ; B-IV with 3 (occasionally 4) 

branches, B-V and VI double, pubescent at the base. I-III-VI with 3-5 branches. 

A-VII with 4-5, A-VIII with 6-9 branches of the usual length. Paddles entirely 

pale, both normal and accessory setae present. 

C. (C.) univittatus Theo. 

Described by Kirkpatrick (1925) and also by de Meillon (1929) in comparison 
with C. theileri ; pelts in the British Museum frqm Palestine and the Punjab agree. 

C. univittatus pupa differs from most otlE.ers of the C. @ens group in having 

setae B and C on segments IV-VI almost equal in length, both being a little shorter 

than the segments, or at most of the same length ; as usual B-IV has 3-4 branches, 
B-V and B-VI are double ; C-IV-VI with 6-8 branches. In these and other respects 

the pupa of C. univittatus rather closely resembles that of C. tritaeniorhynclzus, and 
I have not discovered any clear means of separating them. 
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C. (C.) simpsoni Theo. 

Described by Ingram and de Meillon (1927) under the synonym C. richteri ; 
some of their material is in the British Museum. Diagnostic features are : 

Trumpets rather long, opening not very oblique, reaching at most one-quarter 
of the length of the trumpet (in one specimen much less), tracheoid area near base 

complete, broader than in many species. R as long and strong as 0 or P. B-IV 
with 4-5 branches, rather shorter than segment and similar to C. (which, however, 

has one or two more branches) ; B-V-VI double and much longer than the segments, 

reaching quite to middle of next segment but one. I-III-VI with 3-5 branches. 

A-VII and A-VIII asusual with about 5 and about 7 branches respectively. Accessory 

paddle-hair present. 

C. (C.) sinaiticus Kirkp. 

Described and figured by Kirkpatrick (1925). The chief features mentioned are : 
Trumpet about five times as long as broad. C-III-VI with 5-6 branches, the 

longest slightly less than length of segment. B-IV with 5 branches, about as long 
as segment. B-V-VI double, slightly plumose at base, fully I+ times as long as 

segment. I-IV-VI with 4-6 branches. A-VII and A-VIII with about 5 and 7 

branches respectively. Paddle-seta very minute. 

C. (C.) laticinctus Edw. 

Described and figured by Kirkpatrick (1925) ; three pelts from Palestine conform 

with this description. 
Trumpets rather short, widened distally, opening oblique and more than one-third 

of the total length ; tracheoid area short and incomplete. R, P and 0 equally 

long. S not very long. C-II branched almost from base. C-III-VII with only 

3-5 branches, about two-thirds length of segment. B-IV-VI subplumose towards 

base ; B-IV triple, about as long as segment or rather shorter ; B-V-VI double, 

slightly longer than segments (Kirkpatrick says from & to ~g times its length). 

I-III-VI double or at most triple. A-VII with 3-5, A-VIII with 7-9 branches. 

Paddle entirely pale ; seta rather longer than usual, single ; no accessory seta 

present in any of the three pelts examined. 

C. (C.) pipiens L. 

Described by Kirkpatrick (1925). Specimens examined from Macedonia, Pales- 

tine and Britain are similar and show the following features : 
Trumpet almost cylindrical or very little widened distally, at least 5 times as 

long as its greatest breadth ; tracheoid area complete ; tip somewhat darkened ; 
opening oblique, nearly 3 length of trumpet. No shagreen on thorax, and no obvious 

reticulation on segment I. 0 a strong tuft of 6-10 branches ; P and R double or 

sometimes triple, all three equally long. Dorsal seta long, 4-branched. S and I-II 

quite twice as long as K. C-II a small dendritic tuft with short, thick stem. C-III- 

VI with about 6-8 branches, about Q as long as segment. B-II-III short, double or 

sometimes single ; B-IV with z-5 branches, about equal to segment ; B-V-VI 
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double, usually about 4 longer than following segment, but may be only about as 

long. I-III-VI with about 4, A-VII with 5-7, A-VIII with 6-g branches, about 

.& as long as paddle as usual. Accessory seta fully half as long as normal paddle- 

seta, which is almost 4 as long as midrib. 
Some pelts from Kampala, Uganda, have B-IV 5-branched, shorter than the 

segment (equal to C), B-V-VI scarcely longer than the segments. 

C. (C.) fatigans \\‘ied. 

Described by Ingram and Macfie (1917). 

The most obvious distinction from C. pipiens is in the form of the trumpet, 

which is shorter (at most four times as long as broad), more widened distally, and 

with larger opening which may extend to more than one-third of the length of the 

trumpet. This is another example of correlation between length of larval siphon 

and pupal trumpet, to which Baisas has called attention ; a similar distinction is 

observed between C. fatigavzs and C. pipiens in the shorter larval siphon of the 
former. 

The chaetotaxy of C. fatignns pupa is much the same as in C. pipiens. 

C. (C.) ninagongoensis Edw. 

Some damaged paratype pelts, one whole paratype pupa, and one good pelt from 
Ruwenzori examined. 

Trumpet about 4-5 times as long as its greatest diameter, not much widened 

distally, opening not very large. Dorsal seta triple. 0 with about 6 branches ; 
R single and longer than P. C-II with few branches (4-6) from about middle. 

C-III-IV with about 7 branches, C-V-VI with about 4, longest nearly equal to 

segments. B-IV triple, about as long as segment ; B-V-VI double, 4-i longer than 

segment ; B-VII single or double, nearly as long as segment. I-III-VI double. 

A-VII with 2-4, A-VIII with 3-5 branches, Q as long as paddle. Paddle somewhat 

pointed at tip, but less so that in C. tamsi ; accessory seta present. 

c. (C.) trifilatw Edw. ssp, aenescens n. (p. 323). 

Five pelts examined from Kameranjoka. 
Trumpets long and slender, 6-S times as long as their greatest breadth, very little 

widened apically, with small and not very oblique opening ; tracheoid band near base 

short, but nearly complete. Dorsal seta double. 0, P and R about equal in length ; 

0 a large tuft of about IO branches. C-II as usual. C-III with S-IO, C-IV-VI with 

about 4-5 branches, the longest almost as long as segments. B-IV triple or sometimes 

double, slightly longer than segment (longer if double) ; B-V and VI double, reaching 

more than halfway across next segment but one. I-III double, I-IV-VI triple 

and longer. A-VII with 2-5, A-VIII with 5-9 branches of the usual length. 

Paddle with normal seta only, no accessory seta present in any of the five specimens ; 
posterior margin rounded as usual. 
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C. (C.) tamsi Edw. 

Four paratype pelts examined. The pupa differs in many respects from that of 

C. tri$Zatus, to which the species seems most nearly allied by characters of the male 

terminalia. 

Trumpets narrow at base, then much widened, about four times as long as their 
greatest diameter ; opening oblique ; ratio of meatus to whole about I : 1.4 ; base 

and tip dark, middle part yellowish. Dorsal seta double. 0 with about j branches, 

as long as P ; R rather shorter and weaker. S not much longer than K. C-II much 

branched from base. C-III-VI with 4-6 branches, the longest about $ length of 

segments. B-IV-VI all double and reaching about halfway across next segment 

but one, but not very stout. I-III-VI double. A-VII with 4-5, A-VIII with 
7-8 branches, about 4 as long as paddle. Paddles much more pointed than usual in 

C&X, angle at tip of midrib only slightly obtuse (about 110’) ; accessory seta 
present. 

C. (C.) andersoni Edw. 

The pupal material available comprises three pelts (two with associated adults) 
from Mt. Elgon. The pupa is unusual in having setae B-IV-VI single, in this respect 

resembling C. duttoni, though it lacks the shagreen on the thorax. 

Trumpets much as in C. tamsi. Dorsal seta long and single. 0 with 4-5 branches ; 
R single or double, as long as P. C-II a small pencil of fine hairs, branched from 

base ; C-III with about 6 very delicate branches, half as long as segment ; C-IV-VI 

with 4-6 branches, two-thirds as long as segment. B-IV single or double, reaching 

halfway across VI ; B-V-VI single, rather stout, reaching to posterior margin of 

VII and VIII respectively. I-III-VI double. ,4-VII with 3-4, A-VIII with 8-10 

branches, nearly one-third as long as paddle. Both paddle-setae present and of 

normal length ; posterior margin of paddle scarcely angled at midrib. 

C. (C.) hopkinsi EdIT-. 

Five pelts of the type series examined. 

Trumpets longer and more slender than in C. andersoni, with opening smaller 
and less oblique. ; quite five times as long as their greatest diameter, ratio of meatus 

to whole about I-IQ. Dorsal seta double. 0, P and R all double and of about 
the same length (0 4-branched in one specimen). C-II with few (6-8) branches 
from near middle ; C-III-VI each with 4-j branches, not specially delicate. B-IV- 

VI either single or double, when double not quite so long as in nadersob. I-III-VI 

double. A-VII with 3-5, A-VIII with 5-7 branches, one-third as long as paddle. 

Paddle as in andevsoni. 

C. (C.) vansomereni Edw. 

Six pelts of the typical form from Nairobi are described below ; these are all 

associated with larval skins which have a complete ring of subapical spines on the 

siphon, the pecten with stout teeth extending beyond middle of siphon. 

Trumpet rather wide, not much over four times as long as broad, with a small 
dark area beneath near base, but otherwise pale, tip not darkened. Dorsal seta 
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with 4-6 branches. 0 with about 6, R with about 3 branches, both as long as P. 
S less than twice as long as K. C-II branched from rather near base. C-III with 
about 8, C-IV-VI with about 4-6 branches, longest not much shorter than segments. 
B-IV with 3-5 branches, about as long as segment or somewhat shorter. B-V-VI 
double, as long as segments or slightly longer. B-VII double and about $ as long 
as VIII. r-111-W with 3-4 branches, longer on V and VI. A-VII with 3-5, A-VIII 
with 6-8 branches, nearly Q as long as paddle. Paddle as in C. andersoni. 

Var. ? draconis Ingr. and de M. 

The pupa of this form was described by Ingram and de Meillon (1927) ; three 

pelts from their series are in the British Museum. These show the following 

differences from typical C. vansomereni : 
Trumpets somewhat longer, with a rather broad and complete dark ring at base, 

and also with the pinna darkened. Dorsal seta with 3-4 branches. B-VII usually 
single and about as long as VIII. 

C. (C.) toroensis E. & G. 

A single female pelt examined from Ruwenzori ; the associated larval skin has 
no spines at the tip of the siphon. 

Trumpet rather wide, about four times as long as its greatest breadth, with a 

rather broad dark band at base, chiefly beneath, pinna also dark ; opening large, 

ratio of meatus to whole about 1-1.4. Dorsal seta long and double. 0 with about 
4 branches, R single or double, both somewhat longer than P. C-II small, with few 

(4-6) branches from near base. C-III-IV with 7, C-V-VI with 4 branches, about 

as long as segments. B-IV-VI all double, a little longer than segments ; B-VII 
single, somewhat shorter than segment. I-III-VI triple or double. A-VII with 

3 branches, A-VIII with 6-7, about 4 as long as paddle. Paddle very obtusely 

pointed. 

C. (C.) chorleyi sp. n. (330)~ 

Five pelts examined, from Kampala and Masaka, Uganda. The pupa is quite 

distinct from those of C. vavtsomereni and related species, especially in its slender 

trumpets. 
Trumpets slender and rather long, 6-8 times as long as their greatest breadth and 

very little widened distally ; opening small ; ratio of meatus to whole about I : 1.15 ; 
a moderately broad tracheoid band near base. Dorsal seta 4-branched, only about 

half as long as trumpet. 0 and R each with z-3 branches, about as long as P. 

C-II branched from near base. C-III-IV with 7, C-V-VI with 5 branches, about 

$ length of segments. B-IV 4-branched, equal to segment ; B-V-VI double, about 

4 longer than segments ; B-VII double, half length of VIII. I-III-VI with 3-4 

branches. A-VII with about 5, A-VIII with about 8 branches, i length of paddle. 

Paddle narrower than in many species of this group, oval in shape ; accessory seta 
present and not much shorter than the normal one. 
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C. (C.) hancocki Edw. (Fig. 171, a.) 

Four paratype pelts from Mt. Elgon examined. The pupa is very different 

from all others of the subgenus, though it resembles C. moucheti in the large tufts 
A-VII and A-VIII and in the deeply notched paddles without any seta ; had not its 

identity been established by isolation it could hardly have been recognized as a true 

Czzlex. 
Trumpets short, widened distally, with large, very oblique opening, ratio of 

meatus to whole about I : 1.7 ; colour mainly dark ; a small tracheoid area at base 
beneath. Anterior setae not more conspicuous than usual. Dorsal seta single. 

FIG. ITI.-Culex lzancocki Edw. (a) and C. musawm Edw. b. Pupal abdomen. 

0 with about 3 branches, rather shorter than P or R, which are both single. Float- 
hair rather smaller than usual. H (or K ?) long and single, black ; K (or H ?) quite 
short, single, placed close to L and M ; S and T both single but weaker and rather 
shorter than H. C-II a small sub-dendritic tuft, branched from near base. C-III 
single or double, placed almost directly behind B, which is single. C-IV with 1-3 
branches, C-V-VI single, considerably shorter than segments. B-IV-VII double, 

about as long as segments or somewhat shorter. I-III-VI double. A-VII with z-5, 
A-VIII with 7-g branches which are plumose but (contrary to the rule in this sub- 
genus) few or none of them are split distally ; both tufts strong and black and about 
Q length of paddle. Paddle rather short, but broad, deeply notched at tip of midrib, 
and without any trace of either the normal or accessory setae ; margin quite smooth ; 
midrib faint for its distal fourth. 
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C. (C.) musarum Edw. (Fig. 171, b.) 

Five pelts examined from Fort Portal, Uganda. The pupa shows few of the 
peculiarities of C. hancocki, except that the paddles are slightly notched at tip. 

The very long single setae B-VI (B-V being double) are diagnostic. 

Trumpet of moderate length, rather slender and dark on nearly the basal half, 

wide and pale on distal half ; opening very oblique, ratio of meatus to whole I : I ‘7 ; 
tip distinctly notched. Dorsal seta single and long. 0 4-branched, P and R single, 

all about the same length. Segment I with normal sized float-hair and normal 

arrangement of other setae, H being short and close to K, which is single or double ; 

S and T both single, not much longer than K. C-II a dendritic tuft with longish 

stem. C-III-V each with about 4 branches, about $ as long as segments ; C-VI 

single or double. B-IV-V double, reaching beyond middle of next segment but one ; 
B-VI single, reaching to end of VIII ; B-VII single, about as long as segment. I-III- 

VI single or double. A-VII with 3-5, A-VIII with 7-11 branches, one third as long 

as paddle. Paddle broad, slightly notched at tip ; margin with minute denticles 

(an unusual feature in CzlZex) ; midrib distinct practically to tip ; both normal and 

accessory setae present but very short (almost equally so). 

C. (C.) antennatus Beck. 

Described by Kirkpatrick (1925) under the synonym C. Zawenti Newst. Sixteen 

pelts from Kampala agree with this description, to which some details are added 

below. 

Trumpet scarcely five times as long as its greatest breadth, stoutish even at base, 

opening moderately large but rather variable, ratio of meatus to whole I : I ‘3-1.4 ; 
base and tip dark. No shagreen on thorax or abdomen ; median area of segment I 

reticulate. Dorsal seta 6-branched. 0, P and R with about IO, z and 5 branches 
respectively, 0 rather shorter than the others. C-II much branched from near base. 

C-III-VI with 7-10 branches, nearly as long as segments. B-IV with 5-6 branches, 

a little shorter than segment ; B-V-VI double, slightly longer than segment. I-III- 

VI with about 5 branches. A-VII with 4-6, A-VIII with 7-10 branches, scarcely 

Q as long as paddle. Paddle rather narrow, rounded at tip, normal and accessory 

setae short and subequal. 

C. (C.) decens Theo. and C. (C.) invidiosus Theo. (Fig. 172, b.) 

Described in full detail by Macfie and Ingram (1920), who found no constant 
differences between them. The characters are almost the same as in C. antennatus, 

the only distinctions I have been able to find being in the length of setae B-V-VI, 

which extend about to the middle of VII and VIII in C. decens and invidiosus, but 

not much beyond VI and VII in antenna& ; and in the smaller average number of 

branches in certain setae in the present species (0 : 5-8 ; 1-111-V : z-5). 

C. (C.) guiarti Bl. 

Described by Ingram and Macne (1917) ; three pelts from Kampala agree. 

The most obvious distinctions from C. decens are in the form of the trumpets, 
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which are longer and narrower, with smaller opening ; and in the form of seta C-II, 
which has only about 4-6 branches from near the middle, instead of IO or more 

branches from close to the base. 

C (C.) ingrami Edw. (Fig. 172, a.) 

Described by Macfie and Ingram (1923) from a single specimen (no longer 
available). 

FIG. 17z.-Culex ingrami Edw. (a) and C. decens Theo. b. Pupal trumpets. (After Macfie and Ingram.) 

FIG. x73.-_(‘z/lex grnhnmi Theo. a. Trumpet. 11. Abdomen. (Xfter 3Iacfie and Ingram.) 

According to this description the pupa closely resembles those of C. decens and 
C. guiarti, differing in having setae B-V-VI only a little longer than the segment. 

The trumpet is about as in C. guinrti. 

C. (C.) grahami Theo. (Fig. 173.) 

Described by Mache and Ingram (1923) from Cold Coast specimens. One 

of their pelts is still available, in addition to ten pelts from Uganda. The long 
trumpet with its nearly transverse aperture will distinguish the pupa from most 

other C&x (It is noteworthy that the larva is also distinguished by its verv long 

siphon.) 
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Trumpet long and cylindrical, at least seven times as long as broad (index 7 in 

Gold Coast specimen, but considerably greater, 10-12, in all the Uganda specimens) ; 
a rather broad tracheoid band near base, but the dark area usually shorter than 

shown in figure (less than half the trumpet even in the Gold Coast specimen) ; opening 

at most one-tenth the total length. No shagreen, but segment I reticulate as in 
decens and antenna&. 0, P and R each with I-Z branches (R sometimes triple), 
0 shorter than P. C-II longer and darker than usual, split from near middle into 
3-6 branches. C-III-IV with about IO, V-VI with about 6 branches. B-IV 
4-branched, slightly longer than segment ; B-V-VI double, reaching to middle of 
VII-VIII. I-III-VI with 4-6 branches. A-VII with 4-6, A-VIII with 8-11 

branches, about a-$ as long as paddle. Paddle broadly oval ; midrib with pocket-like 
enlargement at tip ; only one seta visible in any of the specimens examined, this 
very short (shorter than terminal seta in figure) and often sunk in the pocket. 

C. (C.) pruina Theo. 

Five whole pupae examined from Sunyani, Gold Coast ; identity established by 

dissecting male terminalia from one of them. The extensive shagreening of thorax 

and abdomen is much as in duttoni, but the abdominal setae are different, the con- 
dition of setae K and S being diagnostic. 

Trumpet rather pale, curved and with a small dark patch at base beneath ; tip 
notched ; ratio of meatus to whole about I : I ‘4. Dorsal seta with about 4 branches. 

Dorsum of thorax between and behind trumpets with fine dense shagreen ; coarser 

shagreen on metathorax and on whole of segment I except the membranous areas ; 
fine shagreen also covers much of segment II. 0 and R each with 4-5 branches, P 

rather longer and double. K, S and T all about the same length and each with 

_.-5 branches. Float-hair large. C-II a dense dendritic tuft, branched from base, 

about half as long as segment. B-II-III with 3-q branches half as long as segments ; 
B-IV triple, V-VI double, about as long as segments or slightly longer. r-III-VI 

with z -3 branches. A-VII with 4-5, A-VIII with IO-IZ branches, plumose from 

middle and i as long as paddle. Paddle broad, very obtusely pointed ; midrib 

and buttress dark ; terminal seta small, double ; no accessory seta. 

C. ((2.) philipi Mw. 

Four pelts examined from Takoradi, Gold Coast. There are no very striking 

features, but the condition of seta K and the shortness of B-IV-VI are noteworthy. 
Trumpet much as in C. @&a. Dorsal seta with about 6 branches. Slight 

shagreening present in middle of metathorax and segment I, but none on mesothorax. 

0, P and R each 2-4 branched, none very long, P even slightly shorter than the 
others. K 4-branched ; S long and single as usual. C-II short, rather strongly 

dendritic from base. C-III-IV with about 6, V-VI with about 4 branches, only 

half as long as segments. B-IV-VI double or single, all somewhat shorter than 

segments. I-III-VI usually s-branched, short. A-VII with 4-5, A-VIII with 

5-8 branches, scarcely i as long as paddle. Paddle broad, rounded at tip ; terminal 

seta small. 
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C. (C.) moucheti Evans. (Fig. 174.) 

Described and figured by Edwards (1929) from Congo material ; Nigerian and 

Uganda specimens are similar. The pupa is almost totally different from those of 

all other Culex. 

Anterior cephalothoracic setae unusually developed, two of the post-ocular, the 

lower-anterior and the lower-posterior antero-thoracic all forming large tufts with 

many sub-plumose branches. Trumpets rather short, with remarkably large opening 

which extends to about $ of its total length ; no tracheoid area at base beneath. 

b 

-----+i 

FIG. r74.-Culex moucheti Evans. a. Side view of whole pupa. b. Tip of abdomen with paddles. 
c. First abdominal segment. d. Trumpet. 

Supra-alar seta rather long, 2-3 branched, but dorsal seta very small and incon- 

spicuous, single or double, and scarcely half as long as supra-alar. No shagreen on 
thorax. 0 and P both very short, 0 a small tuft branched from base, P stouter, 

frayed distally ; R a large tuft of IO or more long plumose branches. Segment I 

reticulate with the setae except S normal in form and position ; K double ; S rather 
further from the side than usual, forming a large tuft of 6 or more branches ; T short ; 
float-hair stouter than usual. C-II forming the usual small dendritic tuft. C-III-IV 

with 10-15, C-V-VI with 5-8 branches of various lengths, the longest nearly as long 

as segments. B-IV-VI with 4-6 branches which are sub-plumose and longer than 

the segments. I-III-VI with 3-5 branches which are at least as long as the segments 
and on IV and V are longer and stouter than the branches of A-VII. A-VII and 

A-VIII forming large tufts with about IZ and 16 branches, half as long as paddles. 
All the main thoracic and abdominal setae are black ; the smaller ones, including 

B and C-VII, are pale and inconspicuous. Paddles large, broad, somewhat notched 

at tip, without setae. 



III. CORRIGENDA AND ADDENDA 

PART I. 

The only important textual corrections are : 

p. 8, line 18, for “ Collart ” read ” Curran.” 

p. 174, line 4, for “ all” read ‘I most of.” 

Owing to the discovery of the composite nature of several forms which were 
treated as species until 1936, but are now divided, some alterations have become 

necessary in the nomenclature of the larvae described by Hopkins. These are 

indicated below, and diagnoses are added of a few larvae which have been discovered 
recently. 

Uranotaenia fusca Theobald (inornata Theobald). 

As inornata is now found to be a synonym of fusca, differences in the number of 

pecten scales are presumably due to individual variation, as suspected by Hopkins. 

Uranotaenia mashonaensis Theobald. 

The description was based on specimens from Toro, Uganda ; adults reared from 
these larvae are not now available, but were probably true mashonaensis. Schwetz’s 

record refers to nigromaculatus, which also occurs in Uganda. Further information 

is needed to ascertain whether there is any difference in the breeding-places used by 

the two species. 

Aedes (Finlaya) longipalpis Griinberg. 

According to C. B. Symes (in. Zitt., 9 .xi. $3) the description given by Hopkins ‘), +rG r 
under this name was made from larvae of A. fdgens and not of A. Zongipalpis. < ci k, ii L.&r (,i: 

The British Museum possesses a series of whole larvae from Lagos (the type ,,3: I-IO, l,ii< 

locality) and larval skins from Ibadan, Nigeria, of the true Zon&aZ@is. These agree 
in most respects with fulgens as described by Hopkins, but show the following well- 

marked differences : 
Head-Seta A simple and about as long as B ; C rather shorter and more slender 

than B instead of longer ; d placed inside and almost in transverse line with B. 

Abdomen.-Siphon shorter, index z or less. Spines on margin of saddle much 

stronger than shown in figure, almost as strong as the pecten-spines though rather 

shorter. Pecten-teeth with pale tips and thus at first sight appearing blunt. 

ASdes (Finlaya) pulchrithorax Edwards. (Fig. 175). 

Larva described by MacDonald (1939). Fourteen paratype pelts in the British 

Museum differ in some respects from the original description ; the modified descrip- 

tion below has been prepared from them. 
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The larva is very readily distinguished from others of the genus Atides by the 

following combination of characters : Antenna slender and very scantily spiculate; 

head-seta B very long and single, C double ; pecten without detached teeth and 

comb with about 25 spines in a patch. 

Length 5-6 mm. Head and siphon dark brown. 

Head broader than long. Antenna long and unusually slender, uniformly dark ; 
spicules very few, chiefly towards base ; tuft usually represented by a single seta, 

sometimes double, position varying from just beyond middle to about Q. Seta A 

shorter than antenna, with 4-6 branches ; B very long (longer than whole head and 

about twice as long as antenna), single and slender ; C usually double and rather 

shorter than antenna, sometimes single and then longer, placed a little inside and 
not far behind B ; d very small, with several branches, well inside and behind B, 

the three bases forming a slightlyscalene triangle (the plumosity of setae A, B and C 
noted in the original description is not visible in the balsam mounts). Mentum with 

about 13 teeth on each side, the outer 3-4 very much more widely spaced. 

Abdomen.-Comb a small patch of about 25 long sharp-pointed teeth. Siphonal 

index about 2 5-3. Pecten composed of 20-25 close-set and regularly-spaced spines, 

reaching somewhat beyond middle of siphon ; spines of moderate length, tips not 

pale, usually two strong basal denticles on each spine with sometimes a third smaller 

denticle. Subventral tuft just beyond end of pecten, of 4-5 branches. Saddle large, 

but widely interrupted ventrally as usual, with only a few minute denticles on its 

posterior margin ; lateral seta of 4-6 branches, much shorter than saddle. Caudal 

setae as in related species. Gills moderately stout but rather sharply pointed ; 
upper pair almost twice as long as saddle, lower pair 8 as long as upper. 

Breeding-places.-Tree-holes. 

AEdes (A6dimorphus) phyllolabis Edwards. (Fig. 176). 

The larva described by Ingram and Macfie as that of minzttus and by Hopkins 
as probably phyZZolabis remains of uncertain identity, but it now seems to be not 

unlikely that it may be a slight variation of albocephalus. The true larva of A. 
phyllolabis has been isolated by Teesdale and proves to be a remarkably distinct one ; 
it is described below from a series of 18 pelts. 

The remarkable pecten, with long pale teeth extending three-fourths of the length 

of the rather long siphon sufficiently distinguishes this larva from those of all other 

African At;des. By Hopkins’s key it would run to A. hopkinsi--a very different larva. 

Head about as broad as long, mostly pale except towards neck. Antenna shorter 
than head, moderately stout and tapering, entirely pale and coarsely spiculate ; tuft 

of about 5 branches placed at or just before middle of shaft ; one of the subapical 

bristles long and rather shout, the other scarcely one-third as long ; apical bristle 

also long. Setae A, B, C and d in a slightly curved line, the last three about equi- 

distant ; A with 8-12, B and C each with 5-7 plumose branches, all of much the same 

length and shorter than antenna ; d very small as usual, with several irregular 
branches. Mentum with about 15 teeth on each side of the larger median tooth, 
mostly close-set. 

Abdomen.-Comb a patch of about 50-60 scales which are longer than broad, and 
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evenly fringed all round. Siphon pale except for the narrow basal ring, evenly 
tapering ; index 4 ; tracheae filling siphon. Pecten composed of unusually large 
spines and extending about $ length of siphon or even more ; all spines paIe, rather 

evenly spaced, and 35-40 in number ; basal spines small as usual, but the rest long 

FIG. 17j.-Addes pulchrithorax Edw. Larval head, with antenna enlarged. 

FIG. x76.-Akdes phyllolabis Edw. Larval details. n. Siphon. b. Pecten teeth. c. Comb scales. 

and sharp-pointed ; about the first 25 teeth have a rather long denticle near middle 

and one or two smaller ones towards base ; remaining spines mostly or all simple, 
curved, except last one which is straight. Subventral tuft just beyond, but internal 
to the last pecten-spine, 5-6 branched, about half as long as diameter of siphon. 

Saddle large, distal margin not obviously spiculate. Upper caudal seta with about 
6 branches, half as long as the single lower caudal seta. Lateral seta small and 
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single. Ventral brush composed of about 6 pairs of tufts, with sometimes one 

unpaired tuft outside the barred area. Gills long, slender, sharp-pointed, about 

three times as long as saddle. 

Breeding-#ace.-Rock pool in dense forest shade. 

AGdes (Aedimorphus) wigglesworthi sp. n. (See p. 182 of this volume.) 

This larva was described by Wigglesworth as that of A. abnormalis and redescribed 

by Hopkins (p. ~41) as abnormalis var. 

Acdes (AEdimorphus) abnormalis Theo. 

Five paratype pelts of the subspecies kabwachnsis are very similar to those of 

,4. ~iggles~orthi or alboventralis as described by Hopkins, but differ from one or 

other of them in the points noted below. As in abnormalis and alboventralis both the 

subterminal setae of the antenna are long and equal in length to the terminal seta- 

a point which will distinguish these larvae from many or most others of the genus. 
Antenna not much longer than head, therefore resembling alboventralis more 

than wigglesworthi, but still more infuscated, with less than the proximal fourth pale ; 
tuft at or only slightly beyond middle. Setae B and C longer than in wigglesworthi, 

reaching a little beyond front edge of clypeus. Mentum with 12-14 teeth on each 
side of the median tooth. Siphon with tip rather narrower ; last two (simple) pecten 
spines more widely spaced ; subventral tuft (when traceable at all) nearer to last 
pecten spine than to tip of siphon. 

Breed&g-@Lace.-Rock pool in dense shade, in company with phyllolabis and 
tarsalis. 

Eretmapodites oedipodius Cr. 

Hopkins’s description 

pluma. 

and figure of the larva refers to the new subspecies par& 

Culex (Neoculex) sunyaniensis sp. n. (See p. 263). 

The figure reproduced by Hopkins as C. rima var. insignis is that of the larva 

of the form now distinguished as C. sunyaniensis, but the description, if made from 
Uganda specimens, most probably refers to the true C. insignis. It remains to be 

shown whether there is any appreciable difference between the larvae of these two 
forms and others of the rima group. 

Culex (Neoculex) albiventris Edvv. 

The figure and description of the larva refer to the true C. albiventris, but the 
breeding-places noted partly concern other species. Aders’ record refers to C. 
adersiams and Hancock’s to C. acrostichalis. 

Culex (Culex) argenteopunctatus Ventr., ssp. kingi Theo. (Fig. 177). 

The very distinctive larva of this species was found by Dr. T. H. Davey at Bo, 
Sierra Leone, in May, 1940. It is described below from four perfect pelts sent by 
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Dr. I>ave~~. By Hopkins’s ke>- it would run to C’. ,yvn/lrrrrli, differing in the long, single, 

sublateral setae and pectinate pecten-teeth of siphon. 

Hend not very dark. -Antennae blackened from just before the tuft ; subter- 

minal bristles close to tip, equal in length to the longer of the two terminal bristles, 

and about two-thirds as long as the whole antenna. Setae A, K and C plumose as 

usual, &I 7-branched, H and C z-branched (B single in one specimen). Mentum with 

the sublateral teeth unusually prominent. 
_-lhdoumt.- -Long lateral setae mostly double. Comb a patch of about 15 spines 

hvith delicate fringe on basal Ilalf. Siphon wit11 index rather variable, 8-12 ; it i:, 

fairl!. stout on tile basal fourth but has the distal $ or more very slender and almost 

parallel-sided ; colour pale at base and tip but remainder very dark ; spine on dorsal 

\.alx-es unusual137 long and stout, with se\-era1 short branches towards base ; ventral 

\.ala-es with the hook rather long and strong ; pecten hardly reaching beyond 4~ of 

siphon, composed of IO-15 teeth which each have about 6-H small fine denticles 

extending most of their length ; subventral setae all single, not tufted, the fir& two 
pairs \Tery long, other two or three pairs short. *Anal segment short, saddle 

normal, uppercaudal seta double, lateral seta short, single or double ; about 6 tufts 

in the x-entral brush. (iills missing in pelts examined. 
Breeding-place.--(;round pools, in company with ,4 lzoplleles bvll?zGpes. 

Culex (Culex) chorleyi >I’. II. (p. 330). 

The larva described and figured by Hopkins (pp. 20%-10) as C. ~aZlidace~lzaZus is 
that of chorlezli. So lar\,ae are at present ai-ailable of the related C’. xmbaensis. 

28 
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Culex (Culex) toroensis Edwards and Gibbins. 

This is the species whose larva was described by Hopkins (p. 210) as ” C&x sp. 
indet. ” The identity of the larva and the small distinctions in the adult stage 
from C. vansomereni have already been mentioned in this volume. 

Hopkins noted variability in the number of dorsal spines on the siphon, the 
Mihunga (Ruwenzori) specimens in the original series having L-IS such spines 
and the Bugishu specimen only 7. It now appears that the variability is still greater 
than this, and affects the shape of the siphon as well as the number of spines ; more- 
over it is individual and not local variation. In the series from Kisomoro collected 
by Shillito and examined by Hopkins, some larvae were almost or quite typical of 
the form described by Hopkins; others had the dorsal row of spines represented by a 
single spine ; others again had no dorsal spines (but 1-2 ventral spines as in the rest). 
Six pelts sent by MacDonald from Katamayo show the dorsal spines varying in number 
from z-g, the ventral spines from 1-3 ; in those with fewer spines the tip of the 
siphon is not markedly bent or narrowed. These specimens agree with Hopkins’s 
description and figure in other respects, notably in length of siphon and gills, pecten 
and tufts of siphon (latter nearly all single, only one here and there double). 

. 

Of the type series of toroensis from Namwamba Valley, Ruwenzori, unfortunately 
only one pelt (isolation) and one whole larva were preserved. These are quite alike, 
and differ from the Mihunga, Kisomoro and Katamayo series as follows : Siphon 
without either dorsal or ventral subapical spines, its tip not abruptly narrowed, 
tufts mostly double (some single) ; gills much longer, quite three times as long as 
saddle. No differences could be discovered between reared adults from Kisomoro, 
Katamayo and Namwamba Valley, and it is therefore assumed that the two larval 
specimens from the last-named locality merely represent the extreme of individual 
variation. The waters of Western Uganda vary greatly in salt-content, and it may 
be that the variation in spines and gill-length is connected with this. 

Culex (Culex) vansomereni Edwards. 

Larvae from the type locality (Nairobi) are quite similar to others in the British 
Museum from Jinja and Fort Portal, Uganda ; all have the siphon shorter than in 
tovoensis, the subapical spines forming a complete coronet, and the subventral tufts 
longer than diameter of siphon (thus being longer than in tovoensis) and with several 
branches. 

Five paratype pelts of the subspecies dvaconis differ in several respects from the 
above, and approach tovoensis ; siphon longer (index about 6), its subapical spines 
divided into dorsal and ventral groups, and its subventral tufts double and scarcely 
longer than diameter of siphon. 

P’AKT II. 

The following corrections should be noted : 

p. 7, line z from bottom, omit the name nrabiensis. 
p. 46, Key : couplets 3 and 4: The character “Legs not speckled ” should 

lead to couplet 8, and “ 9 palpi with 3 pale bands ” to couplet 5, instead of 
vzce vem2. 



p. 48, line IO, for “ tinv ” read ” wing.“. Line 7, for “ & ” read ” 4.” 
p. j_c, para. 40, second-half, read ” not more than 7 branches.” 

p. 55, line 4, for “ Fig. 128 " read “ p. 128." 

p. 76, Key. Cnder para. 3, for “ 1’ I " read ” V 2." Omit heading 6. 

p. 77. In two places for “ (Fig. 21) " read ‘I (Fig. 20, e)." 

p. 123. Distribution: For “ Eastern ” read “ South-western ” and for 
“ Hlukura ” read ” Klukwa.” 

11. 178, line (1, for “ leesmi ” read “ vi7~lrlovum.” 

p. 234. Var. se_zldeli, hind tarsi. ,ifter “ narrowly white at base ” insert 
the words “ and more broadly at tip, third broadly white at base.” 

p. 243, line 0. After “ fairly distinct ” insert “ fore tarsi with.” 

p. 288, _Abdomen: line 0, after “ distally” insert “ sndnle lzniv always 
simple. ’ ’ 

p. 358, line 5, for ” Eastern ” read Ii 12’estern.” ’ 
p. 359, figure of \\ing. ,I small dark spot should be indicated on \,ein 5 

at base of fork 

1). 362, Ilead, line 0. A1fter “ unbranched distally ” insert ” post frontal 

hairs simple, long.” 

I’. 370. Group (‘ellin, lar\ra. Read ” Pleural bristles as in (;roup Seocellia, 

except that both long mesopleurals are simple (#nroe&s, sy~n~zosz~s) or one 

of them is only sparsely feathered (nv~ilzteolobatils).” 

The following are the chief additional data regarding Ethiopian Anophelines 
obtained since 1937 : 

A. (A.) coustani \‘;lr. tenebrosus Diin 

-4 series from Kondoa-Irangi (%zl~npt, 193s) ha\re the third hind tarsal segment 

z black and the fourth and fifth all white in most specimens, but in 3 out of 12 

segment 5 is black, and in 2 of these segment 4 has a narrow dark ring in the 

middle ; in all the thorax is brown. These specimens therefore approach syesi, 

but have wing-markings typical of tenebvosus. 

A. (,I.) symesi k;tin-. 

Typical examples of this species ha\-e been taken on the shores of Lake Albert at 

Kasenyi (.Sclz7rlet,-, 1(~.39) and Butiaba (J. J. Hlncli, 1939). 

A. (M.) theileri \YII-. seydeli I:d\\-. 

Only the male of this form leas been recorded. Two females from Elisabethville 

(.ScJl:/el, 1930) have tile hind tarsal markings exactly as in the type male (Evans, 

Fig:. 105, b), but the outer half of the sisth \Fein has two dark spots. 

A. CM.) domicolus l<d\vnr&. 

I)e Meillon and Leeson (I~_co) record this species from Salishury, S. Rhodesia, 

(II’. .llws) anti Xufilira, X. Rllotlesia (J. .<. Allcl,etr?l). 
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A. (M.) walravensi l~:d-\~. 

De Meillon and Leeson (~qqo) note that the differences indicated by Evans 

(p. 246) between Katanga and S. Rhodesian specimens are not constant. TheJ 
describe larvae and pupae from N’Dola as follows : 

“ LARVA (Fig. 178, b, d, e, g, i, and n). 
“ Head : Clypeus with a central longitudinal pigmented area which runs from 

the posterior border of the clypeus to the anterior border of the head ; post-frontal 

ITIc. I 73.-.-l w~~l~ch nidzarli de 31. 82 L. : a. .~bclorninal tcrgal plates. c. Thoracic paltrlatc hair. 
f. First abclo~~~inal pallnate hmr. 11. Srconcl abclon~indl palmate hau-. 1~. Fourth ,~bdo~iiinal 
paliilatc hair. Iii. Portion of the extrrnal border of thr paddle of the pupa. 11. Cl!_pc;11 
hairs. .4 uophl~lcs wcclmvcm~, IkIn-. : 11. ,~bcloniinaI tcrgal plates. cl. Thoracic pdlnlatr hdir; 
CJ. First akloniinal palmate hair. g. Scconcl alxlomirial paliiiatc~ hair. 1. Fourth aldoniinal 
paliiiatc hair. 1. Portion of the external border of the paddle of the pupa. o. Clypeal ham. 

hair simple or bifid ; vertical hair simple or bifid but in one instance with tllrcc 
branches on one side ; inner clypeal long and simple ; outer clypeal simple, about 
half the length of the inner ; posterior clypeal delicate, simple, about as long as the 
outer ; antennae with spines sparsely scattered o\~er the whole of the sliaft ; shaft 
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hair small, situated near the base ; apical hair with 4-5 branches. Thorax : Inner 

and middle submedian thoracic hairs well separated basally, but neither hair much 

expanded ; both long mesothoracic bristles simple, one long prothoracic and meta- 

thoracic bristle feathered as in group I of Evans ; palmate hair with 12-16 narrow 

undifferentiated leaflets, the longest of which measures about 68~. ,4bdo~ten : 
Palmate hairs as follows :-On segment I with about nine narrow leaflets, some 

simple but others showing development of a filament ; II with 13-15 narrow 

leaflets and short poorly demarcated filaments ; III-VII with 13 to 17 well- 

develolx~l broad leaflets having broad serrated shoulders and short sharp filaments; 

the leaflets and filaments together measure about 60~ in length and the longest 
tilament 16~ ; pecten with six long spines and seven short ones ; lateral arms of the 
median plate of the scoop very poorly developed ; saddle hair with three or four 

branches ; tergal plates well developed, the width of that on segment V being very 

nearly equal to half the distance between the palmate hairs ; ;t single prominent 

accessory tergal plate present. 
” El-ans suspected that the larva of this species might show affinities with those 

of theiievi and distinctus ; this, however, is not so. The larva is apparently very 

closely related to that of harperi. The simple saddle hair and closely approximated 

submedian thoracics of /MYJ&YG should serve to distinguish the two. 

” l’u~rl (Fig. 178, 1). 

“ Pn&Eles only slightly longer than the greatest width ; external border with a 

fringe of delicate spines which reach to the apical border, but not to the base ; apical 

border as far as the terminal hair with delicate hairs ; apical hair hooked ; accessory 

hair delicate with 6-7 branches. .4 bdomen: Spine AA on VIII long with 5-11 branches; 

on VII-V less than half the succeeding segment ; small on IV ; minute on III and 
II. Bristle B on VII about as long as segment VIII with 5-6 branches ; on VI 

nearly as long as segment VII with j-8 branches ; on V about three-quarters the 

length of segment VI with j-7 branches ; on IV a little over half the length of 

segment V with 7-9 branches. Bristle C on VII longer than segment VIII, simple, 

split at the tip or bifid ; on VI as long as or longer than segment VII with 2-4 

branches ; on V shorter than segment VI with 7 branches ; on IV shorter than 

segment V with 7-9 branches. Bristle C1 simple or with the end split into 3-4 

branches. Bristle D on VII simple, longer than segment VIII ; on VI simple, 

longer than segment VII. 
“ Described from material collected at r\jdola, Northern Rhodesia, by Dr. IC. B. 

Jackson.” 

A. (M.) michaeli de Ncillon and I,ec~on. 

.\1c111011 Xld 

inst. 1lcd. 

Res. 31, 

X’tlol 1 ‘ . 

p. 63 (1')3_0). 

The original description is as follows: 

‘( A medium-sized species resembling waZrazwzsi in general appearance, but wit11 

the central portion of the mesonotum clothed with yellowish scales. 
CL _, 

T Hend : Upright scales mainly white, but dark posteriorly ; three pale bands 



on the palps, the two apical ones together about equal to, or sliglltly longer tlian the 

intervening dark band. T1zornx : Mesonotum densely clothed with numerous 

moderatelJ7 broad scales which appear to be somewhat broader than in malmzwzsi : 
unlike that species, howe\.er, onlv the scales on the anterior border of the mesonotum 

and those extending from abo\re the wing roots are white; the rest, that is almost 

the whole of the central portion of the mesonotum, are distinctly yellowish. Legs 

as in ~~Zrave&. Wings (Fig. 179, a) : Costa almost entirely dark and the dark 
areas on the wing field somewhat reduced but not as much as in walravensi var. 

1-nilesi ; the pale spot on the costa opposite the fork of the second vein is poorl) 
indicated in one specimen, but distinct in another. 

” 3. As in the female, but pale spot on the costa opposite the end of the fork 

of the second vein more distinct. Tevmi~mlin as described for wnlravensi. 

I’ IAR~A (Fig. I 78, a, c, f, h, k, and o). 

“The larva is quite distinct from that of wnlravensi as described above and 

presents a combination of characters different from that of any Ethiopian larva 

so far described. 

” Head : Pigmentation as in walvavensi; post-frontal hair with from 2-6 branches 
averaging 4 branches ; vertical hair similar, these hairs are tllerefore on the average 

more branched than in walravensi; inner clypeals long and simple, outer very short 

and split into two, posterior clypeal more delicate, short and split into two ; antenna 

as in wlalrnvensi. Thorax : Inner and middle submedian thoracics with their basal 

tubercles closely approximated ; pleural hairs as in zwalravensi ; palmate hair with 
about 18-20 narrow undifferentiated leaflets. A bdonzen : Palmate hairs as follows :- 

On segment I with 13-15 narrow undifferentiated leaflets ; II with about 14 narrow 

leaflets with blade and filament poorly differentiated ; III-VII well delreloped with 
sloping shoulders and short sharp filaments much as in wa/rnzlen.si ; pecten with 

seven long teeth and five short ones ; lateral arms of the scoop poorly developed ; 
saddle hair with 3-4 branches ; tergal plates very well developed, on segment V at 

least three-quarters of the distance between the palmates ; three accessory plates 

present on most segments. 

“ PUPA (Fig. 175, m). 

” Paddles as in wahavensi but spines along the exterior border much more 

pronounced. ,A bdomen : Spine X as in wulravensi but on segments VII and VI 

about half as long as the succeeding segment. Bristle B on VII with 6 branches 

about three-quarters as long as segment VIII ; on VI with 6-7 branches ; on V 

with 8-9 branches. Bristle C on VII longer than segment VIII, simple, but in one 

instance split into two ; on VI about as long as segment VII and simple ; on ‘I 

with 4-5 branches. Bristle D as in walvnvensi. 

’ Generally the pupa is as that of walravensi but the bristles show much less 

branching. 
(‘ The adult of this species is related to distinctus, walvavensi, walrnvensi var. ?Glesi 

and schwetxi. The three-banded palp serves to separate it from sclzwetzi and distinctus 

and the yellowish mesonotal scales from -walravensi and its variety milesi. In 

distinctus var. ugandne the palp is three-banded but the broad mesonotal scaling in 



~~zicl~~efz’ should serve to separate the two. The larva and pupa are quite distinct 
from those of distinctus and its variety ugandae and wdravensi: these stages have 
not been described in scI~etzi and zfalrazjetzsi var. ?ltilesi. 

“The species is named in honour of Mr. _ Wchael Viljoen, of Ndola, who drew our 

attention to certain larval differences among supposedly z&razznsi material. 
CCDescribed from 3 malesand 3females and their associated larval and pupal pelts 

obtained from specimens reared in isolation. Ndola, Northern Rhodesia (Michael 

Viljoen).” 

A. (M, i tchekebii de Meillon and Leeson. (Fig. r79b). 

.-I ~ropht~les fc11~kdt i de lZcillon and Ixeson, Uull. Ent. Rcs., jr, p. 64 (rq.to). 

The original description is as follows : 
ii This Xnopheline was taken in 1935 at Okawango Swamp, Bechuanaland, by 

Dr. JV. A. Lamborn. He savs it was ‘ very numerous, biting in the late afternoon, v 
cattle being literally- covered with them.’ Some badly damaged specimens received 

at the British Museum from Dr. Lamhorn in 1935, and recorded by Evans (1938) as 
’ probably ~isfincfrts, ’ belong to the same batch as those described below. 

<, -, f. Head : Upright forked scales white, except posteriorly where they are black 

at the sides and yellow in the middle ; in front, some white elliptical scales ; frontal 

tuft white. Adertnae : A few white scales near base. Pn& : Three narrow pale 

bands ; third pale band on last segment does not extend to apex so that tip of palp 
is dark. Thorax : integument of mesonotum grey with a narrow median longi- 
tudinal dark line expanding posteriorly into a wider dark bare prescutellar area. 
Fossae dark brown and without scales. Anterior half of mesonotum and middle 

portion of posterior half clothed with whitish, broadly elliptical scales. A narrow 

line of scales along the border of the grey mesonotum extends backwards to the 
wing roots in front of which it widens into a patch ; the scales nearest to the wing 



roots are narrow curved. Some pale scales on scutellum. Legs dark brown, paler 

below. Forelegs with narrow pale rings at apices of first, second and third tarsal 

segments. Mid and hind legs without these pale rings. Wings : Pale scales creamy. 

Costa mainly dark with a subapical and apical pale spot. Suhcosta all dark. First 

longitudinal vein pale at base and a pale subapical spot, remainder either all dark 

or with one other small pale interruption. Upper branch of second longitudinal 

stein either all dark or with some pale scales in the middle ; lower branch pale in the 

middle third. Third long vein with two short dark spots near base and a longer 

one distally. Fourth long vein with stem mainly pale, but with a dark spot before 

bifurcation ; upper and lower branches with a dark spot near each end. Fifth long 

vein, upper branch dark distally and a small dark spot on each side of the cross 

vein ; lower branch dark distally ; dark spot across bifurcation ; stem mainly pale. 

Sixth long vein with two or three dark spots. Fringe with pale spots at ends of 

veins except sixth and lower branch of tifth ; some pale border scales in basal portion 

of wing. Abdomen : Cerci without scales. 

“ This species differs from walravensi and from micJiaeZi in having no pale spot in 

the middle of the costa ; from walmvensi in having the tip of the third long vein 

more broadly dark, and in having no pale fringe spots at the ends of veins 5.2 and 6. 

From micliaeli this species may also be distinguished by the dark tips to the palps. 

The mesonotal scales are broader than in typical walvavensi (index about 2) and 

somewhat as in the var. milesi, but the latter has a much paler wing.” 

A. CM.) distinctus Sewstead and Carter. 

The egg is described by de Meillon and Leeson (1940) from several batches 

obtained by Dr. R. K. Jackson at Ndola, N. Rhodesia. Their account (quoted below) 

shows that the egg, though very different from that of tlzeileri, is not unlike that of 
wellcomei as described by Lewis : 

I‘ EGG (Fig. I&). Average length 0.46 mm. and width 0.1.~ mm. Quite unlike 



that of tlzeileri except in the reticulation of the lower surface, which is \rery feebl! 

indicated and only seen in the very best light. Upper surface finely stippled and 

unbroken. Frill very poorly developed and seen only as a faint white line. Floats 

small, consisting of about 14 ridges each.” 

A. (M.) wellcomei l’llc~o. 

‘The male and early stages were obtained and described by I,ewis (1939). His 

description is as follows : 
” ,?\DULT MALE. Head : Vertex as in female. Proboscis dark, except on labella. 

1’nlp.s: Outer surface of stem clothed mainly with flavescent scales ; a few dark 

scales near junction of second and third segments and at apex of third. Club white 

with two dark spots. Numerous long pale hairs on inner surface of fourth segment. 

Tl~nx, swings and le,<s : In general as in female. A4 hdofl2en : Pale brown, flavescent 
scales on coxites. 

” TerminaLin.-Style with hair near apex about three times as long as width of 

style. Harpago with apical hair less than twice length of club. Outer accessory 

hair curved and about half the length of the apical. Inner accessory hair less curved 
and slightly longer than the outer. Phallosome without leaflets. 

“ PUPA. During life the pupa is pale green with conspicuous brown trumpets. 

It resembles that of A. d&in&s var. ugandae Evans except for the following points : 

Spine -4. IV, slightly longer than VII. BAstZe B. IV, z to 7 branches ; III, 2 to 5 

branches. Hristle C. IV, z to j branches ; III, 2 to 8 branches. Cephalothorax : 
The row of smaller spines are as described by E\rans, and are situated on the part of 
the pupal skin which covers the first pair of legs. 

( ’ LAN-A. This resembles the larva of ,4. theileri Edwards, except for the 

following differences :-Head : Fronto-clypeal pattern absent. Length of outer 
clypeal hair less than 5 to nearly & inner. Post-frontal hair simple or branched. 
_%pical hair of antenna simple or bifid. ,\pex of antenna with internal spiculal 

process of shaft longer than in .4. tlzeileri and about equal to that of A. distinctus var. 
zgandae. Thorax: Inner shoulder hair broad and flattened, with about 2~ to 
28 branches. Middle shoulder hair with about 17 to zz branches. A bdonzen: 

Palmate hairs with leaflets slightly shorter than in A. theileri. Teeth and plate of 
pecten without spicules. 

“ The spicules, which cover much of the larval integument, are distributed as in 
A. theilevi. They are especially long on the posterior lateral surface of the ninth 

abdominal segment between the saddle hair and the bases of the anal papillae. Here 

they are slightly curved and reach a length of 0.05 mm., slightly more than the 

diameter of the lip of the spiracle. 

“ EGG. The length is about 3 .z times the breadth (including floats) and about 

I ‘7 times the length of the floats, which have about 15 chambers. The floats are 

separated from the frill. The latter is narrow and usually continuous from one end 
to the other, enclosing a narrow area. It is generally twisted, and occasionally the 

frill of one side joins that of the other in several places, so that the enclosed area is 
divided into two or three parts. The upper surface is slightly more finely granulated 
than the lower, which shows no distinct polygonal markings.” 



Lewis suggests that the early, stages of ~ellco~~ei may have remained so long 
unknown ’ ’ owing to the habit of the larvae and pupae of creeping up objects pro- 
jecting from the water and remaining in this position for long periods, so that in 

nature special methods are probably required for collecting them. ” He points out 
that the characters of the larvae and pupae, and also of the eggs, definitely place 

,-I. ~celZcomei in the ~isti~zctz~s series, but that the male differs from other known 

males of.this series in possessing a pJallosome without leaflets ; it also differs from 

botlr .4. r/isfiwt~/.s and var. zbgawn’ne in several larval and pupal characters. 

A. [M.j rupicolus Lewis. (Fig. ISJ). 

Probable synonyms are : 

.-l~~oplfrZrc trtxgyptf S:tlcn~, Egvpt. Univ. I:,Ic. .\Iwl., 1’ul)l. So. 16, p. I (10jS). 

.1 ~~~~EL~SIL~IISIS var. dlhc~lf.simd~a Corratlcr ti, l<i\ . l’ara5slt., 3, p. 5 j ( IC)~()). 

‘I‘~,ll~~~.-ac:~?‘~~I, 3’: in Cairo, Sinai ; id~ii~rlisi~n~l~c, (32 in Rolne, Scnlim, .\l,msinin. 

Salem gives a full description of larva, pupa and adult ; his account was written 

just before tile publication of Lewis’s, and it is obvious that both descriptions refer 

to the same species. Corradetti mentions some small distinctions in larva and pupa 

between rzt$icol~s and dthalisimilis, but the constancy of these is questionable. His 
description of the adult agrees with rz,lpicoZz~s, notably as regards the palpi (dark at 

tip, with the two anterior pale bands indistinct, difficult to detect). 

Salem describes the egg of A. vupicohs, and his figure is reproduced here, together 

with his figures of the 1 ~rval head and palmate hairs. 



Anopheles (Myzomyia) ruarinus I~dwartl~. 

.37tci~hel~s (.\Iy:or~z\~in) rtmrinus Etl\vartly .\ttti. Trap. \I~vl. I’dt-,tsit.. sssi\-, p. cji (10 ~OI. 

‘TYrt s.-_ST in 13.X1., Salisl)ltr\-. 

The original description is as follows : 

" ht-LT. A dark species with unspotted winu >5;, resembling _ 1. vz~j,icd~~s but IIIIICII 
larger, the wings measuring 4.5-5 mm. in length in _ and 3.S-q,2 mm. in 3 

” $. He&.--1nterocular space of average width, clothed with a fe\v tlllll wllitisll 

scales and pale bristles formin g a very inconspicuous frontal tuft. Erect scalci of 

\yertes moderately expanded, nearly all blackish, onl\- a few whitish scales forming 

an inconspicuous patch in front. ,4ntennae devoid of scales. Palpi uniformI\ 

slender, scales dark and appressed, no trace of pale rings at joints ; index about 0.35, 

Mandible with about 30-35 teeth on the expanded end. 
“P7~nr~~x.-Of the Seoun_2~sonz_tlin tylje, with IO teeth (including a small one on eacll 

side), each with a strong denticle on each side at base and rather numerous small 

denticles scattered o\-er most of the surface, the whole tooth appearing more jagged 

than usual. The four ventral papillae well separated. So spicules on pharyngeal 

ridges. 

“Tlzorax.-Integument rather shining and mainly pale-brownish, but ljosterior 
part of mesonotum often appearing dark, leaving fossae pale. ?;o scales whatever 

present, unless a few slightly thickened hairs on front margin can be reckonetl as 

scales. Xo definite markings of any sort. Two or three propleural bristles ; no 

spiraculars. 

“,4hdO?yzen almost entirely dark brown, devoid of scales. 

“Legs uniformly dark brown except for the pale yellowish cosae ; no tract of 

pale knee-spots. 
“I17iqs entirely dark-scaled, without any trace of pnle spots e\-cn on costa in an>. 

of the numerous specimens examined, thus differing from those of .+I. vufiicnl~~s, whicll, 
as stated by Lewis, llave usually two faint pale areas on the costa. 1;orks short, 

stem of upper almost as long as the cell. 
“J. Resembles Y?. Palpi entirely dark, with slender club. 

“Terminalin of the usual ,J~~~xonz_yin type, structure much as in A. vllpico1u.s l)ut 
two hairs present instead of one between the long terminal hair of tile l~arpago ancl 

the club ; tip of club more rounded and scarcely curved in\vards. I’llallosomc ifritll 

five pairs of leaflets, the longest pair serrated on one edge. 

‘( PCP.1. Four pelts examined differ markedly from the pupal pelt of the tJ.pe 

of ,,i. r~ipicolzr.5, as well as from Salem’s figure of the pupa of .-I. rregvj%i, in the shape 

of the paddles and some other details. 
“ Paddle broadest a little beyond the middle, the outer margin then running 

almost straight to the somewhat pointed tip ; outer margin bare on proximal llalf, 
with longish fine fringe on distal half ; inner margin entirely bare. Midrib curved, 

faint but running to tip. Hooked seta placed at the tip, accessory seta far from it. 

“ Spine A : VIII, more than 4 length of segment and much branched ; VII, 

nearly 2 length of segment ; VI, over 4 ; V, about $ length of segment ; II’, vcq 

short. Hair B : IV-VII, with 3-5 branches, 8 length of segment or not much more. 

Hair C : V-VII, simple and somewhat longer than segment IV, branched and about 

+ length of segment. 



‘ ’ L&l K\-A, Differs notably from most or all other African anopheline larvae in 

having the frontal hairs simple or almost so ; the larva of A. r~~~icolzzs has normA 

plumose frontal hairs and also differ;; in many other respects. The description below 
is based on a comparison of numerous whole larvae and several pelts. 

“Size large ; length, excluding caudal setae, II--12.5 mm. (spirit and gum chlorA 

5pccimens). Colour in life, according to collector, dark greenishgrey. 

“He&.-Very dark, almost black in colour, so that the usual markings are 

obscnred (in contrast with A. rz~$icolz~s, which has a paler head with obvious marking;). 
&Antennae wholly blackish and rather strongly curIred-two very unusual feature; ; 
inner surface with small, scattered, nearly uniform spicules, outer surface almost 

smooth. Clypeal hairs all simple, the posterior pair about i as long as the inner 

and somewhat stouter, relative positions normal. Frontal hairs : inner and middle 

usually entirely simple, sometimes with a single short branch at base ; outer usually 

with 1-3 short branches at base but sometimes quite simple, all rather stout. Post- 

frontal hair simple or b&d, vertical simple or with z-5 branches. 

“Thorns.-SShoultlcr hairs well separated, inner and middle each with al)ollt IO 



l)ranclies, inner with the clritinized base very small, scarcely lisible. Palmate hair 
not de\7e10ped, represented by a small tuft of 3-6 branches which are at most very 

slightly flattened. ?jo small plates On metathorax. Pleural hairs : propleural with 

t\vo long simple and one feathered ; meso- and meta-pleural, one long simple and 

one long feathered. 
“,~hdonze~z.--Palmate hairs : I rudimentary, with about 6 almost hair-like leaflets ; 

II- VII well developed, but II and VII less so than the others, all with about 18 

leaflets which are usually narrowly lanceolate and sharply pointed, without trace of 

slioulder serrations, though in one or two specimens a slight shoulder and a few 

serrations are present, and in these the leaflets are shorter and less pointed, hut not 

at all resembling those of ,3. rupicohs. Tergal plates small (relatil.ely to the size 

of the lar\-a they are much smaller than in VU@O~US), occupying less than i of tlie 

total \vidtll of the abdomen. Median accessory plates present On II-VII (very small 

011 Il) and small paired posterior accessory plates on I-VII. I’ecten Lvitli only 3 4 

long teeth and 6-8 short ones. Saddle hair long and simple (as is probal~ly normall?/ 

the case also in r~~picolzrs, though in the type pelt it is double). (iills long, more tlian 

tivice as long as saddle (in aq@ti = m~icol~rs according to Saletn they. are only 2 

as long as saddle). 
” E:(x;. I-nknown. 
“Hreedivtg-plale.--’ I,ar\rae were collected frorn rock pools on the top of a flat rock 

liopje which is termed a “ ruari ” by the nati\-es. The pools had a small amount 
of muddy sediment at the bottom, but few weeds. Other lar\.ae present were .7lZdcs 

Tfiffnt2r.s and Czklex zn+zsoI)zeyelzi ’ (note by collector). 
“Z)istrihzltio~z.-_~ll the material described was collected on the Kuia Estate , 1’. 0. 

M’Sonneddi, Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia, in Januar!7 and March, I~_CO, by Dr. ,I. 

Musprat t . ’ ’ 

A. (M.) brunnipes ‘Theo. 

‘Tliis species has \-ery recently been obtained in plenty by Prof. ‘I‘. I<. I jar-em- ,tt 130, 

Sierra Leone. Prof. Davey has prepared a full account of its life-history, and this 

will shortly- he published elsewhere ; meanwhile the following brief notes Irave been 
drawn up from a study of material presented by Prof. Davey to the British Museum. 

.I. bvzlptnipes proves to haIre been wrongly placed in the AVeocelLia group. TllC 

p]lqqeal armature of the female has the structure of Group MJlzom_jlia, and tile 

ljleural hairs of the larva, though exhibiting some peculiarities, also conform \$itlr 

those of group ,\l_tlxol+z_yin in having both the long mesopleurals and one of the meta- 

1)leurals simple. 
Tlie main diagnostic features of the larva are : ’ Al cly7peal hairs simple or with \-er>. 

few barbs ; skin not spiculate ; inner shoulder-hair large with flattened stem and 

separate chitinous base ; no distinguishable palmate hair on thorax or tirst al~do- 

minal segment : saddle hair with 4-7 branches ; simple metapleural hair markedly~ 
sliorter than the feathered one and unusually stout. Il’he last-mentioned character 
is l)erhaps diagnostic of the species. By E\*ans’ key it would fall either with ‘-1, 
blr~f&vcllzrs oi Fvitli lii. lzvdensis and rranrsll~lli vx. pitcllfol~di. 



A. (M.r pretoriensis TIICO 

This species proves to be rather widely distributed in Italian East *Africa. L4~l 

interesting aberration from -iden Protectorate (Petrie) has the last four hind tarsal 

segments all white except for a black patch on underside of second segment at base. 

A. (M.) dancalicus (‘orratl~tti. 

Only a preliminary diagnosis of this new species is @\-en in tllc> reference cited, 
tile chief characters noted being as follows : 

$. Size small, wing 3.1 mm. \Vings with _F dark spots on anterior margin, of 
which the apical one is confined to the (first ?) longitudinal \rein, the adjoining part 

of the costa being pale. Palpi with three pale bands. Remora and tibiae wit11 

sparse pale spots ; tarsi dark with small pale spots at articulations, and some pale 

spots at base of first segment. Sumerous pale scales on dorsum of abdomen. 

Phaq~nx as in group A\7eocellin. 

3. Phallosome without leaflets. 

PUPA. Spines of V-VII usually bifurcate or trifurcate, hut always flattened, 
leaflike. 

L.iriY.1. Inner clypeals finely branched, posterior z-3 branched. Palmate llairs 

rudimentary as in ,4. macztZi~al~is. 

131 eedin~-pZnce.-Saline water at 250 m. altitude. 

.I. (ln~alic~s is evidently \-erJ. distinct from all other ,\frican species of the genus 

llithcrto known, but has much in common with the Indian .4. stephensi ; from this 

latter the half-obsolete fourth dark wing-spot and the absence of leaflets on the 

phallosome appear good distinctions. 

A. (M.) erythraeus (‘orradctti. 

,1 full description is given, from which the following diagnostic features rriag. be 

noted : ,411 clypeal llairs simple, inner pair wide apart, posterior as long as outer. 

No obvious spicules on sides of thorax or abdomen. Saddle hair simple. Main 

tergal plates not very wide ; small paired accessory plates present. Long meso- 

pleural bristles both simple. Cllitinous bases of inner and outer shoulder Ilairs 

joined. Palmate hair narrow on thorax with about 17 branches, without serrations 

or shoulder. Palmate hairs II-VII well developed, with long filament. 

In all tile points noted abo\.e this larva resembles that of L4. d’tlzali, and it is 

rather unfortunate that the author does not compare it with dthali but with tlzeileri, 

a species to which it appears to ha\re much less resemblance. The most ob\rious 

point of distinction from the larva of dthaZi would seem to be in the bases of tllc 

slloulder-hairs : fused in evytJbraem, well separated in dtlzali. On the dorsum of the 

thorax are eight small chitinous plates, four on tlie mesothorax (two more or less in 

line beliincl eac11 pair of sllouldcr hairs), and four (closer togetlier) on the metatlloras ; 

, 



such plates hai-e not been noted in rlthnli, and in thcilevi they are only s 

on the metatliorax. 
ZSreeditz~~-plncc:.---~Sdgc of a half-dried torrent. 
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ted to occur 

A. (M.) argenteolobatus (hugll. 

De Meillon and Leeson (rqp) describe the egg as follow5 : 
“ EGG (Fig. 183). .A long slender egg a\Teraging 0. j-+ mm. in length and 0 .I-! in 

width. Very similar to that of phnvoensis, Theo. The dorsal surface is very esten- 

si\.e, con\res, and the whole shell is finely and e\-enl>- stippled. The frills are narro\ver 
than in p/inroe~~sis and the floats much shorter, each containing only Iz-rj ridges. 

Described from two bntclles obtained from different females by Dr. Ii. 13. Jackson, 

Ndola, N. Rhodesia.” 



IV. ZOOGEOGRAPHY OF ETHIOPIAN MOSQUITOES. 

COMP,4RISON \VITH MOSQUITO FAUNA4S OF _4D J,4CENT REGIONS. 

The composition of the mosquito fauna of the Ethiopian region, and its relation- 

sllips with faunas of adjacent regions, are indicated in the accompanying table. Since 

by many zoologists the Malagasy region is regarded as distinct from the Ethiopian, 

the numbers of species of each subgenus occurrin g in Tropical and South iZfrica 

(Ethiopian Region proper) are shown separately from those of Madagascar, Mas- 

carenes, Seychelles and adjacent islands (Malagasy Region or Subregion). For these 

two regions the first number gilTen in the table is the total of distinct species known 
to occur, the number following in brackets being the total number of endemic species, 

j. e. those not known to occur outside the region in question. For comparison with 

the Ethiopian fauna it seems preferable to consider only the nearer parts of the 

Palaearctic and Oriental regions, leaving the Far East out of consideration, partl!- 
because of the mixture of faunas in Japan and China, and partly because the dissected 

areas of the Malayan and Philippine archipelagos support a great number of peculiar 

forms, while British India forms a continuous area more comparable with that of 

Tropical Africa. The third and fourth columns of the table therefore give the numbers 

of species at present known in the Western Palaearctic (Europe, North Africa, with 
Canary Is., Sear East including Western Siberia and Baluchistan) and IVestern 

Oriental (British India with Burma, Ceylon, the Andaman Is., but excluding Malaya) 

respectively. 
It will be noted at once that nearly all the genera and subgenera occurring in 

Africa are also found in the Oriental region ; the only endemic African genus is 
Ii’retvqbodites, and among the other genera the only ,4frican subgenera not occurring 
in India are Theobaldia (Theomyia), .gZdes (Dzmni~cs) and Aides (Shea) ; ‘4 Zdes 
(LJanksinelln) is mainly an A4frican subgenus, but one species has spread through the 
East. The similarity between the two faunas is further indicated by the fact that 

many of the genera and suhgenera (such as Anoplzeles, i~f_vzo~n_vin, Megarhinus, UY~~ZO- 

taenin, Aiides s.1. and C?Llex s.1.) are represented in somewhat similar proportions in 

the two faunas. On the other hand there are noteworthy differences ; several Indian 

genera and subgenera are unrepresented in Africa, and certain subgenera of Andes 

and CblZex are developed to a very unequal extent in the two regions. In Africa 

.~~~‘~~~~~zoY~~zus is the dominant subgenus of L4Zdes ; in India it is Finlaz,a. In Africa 

again the subgenus ,Yeoctclex of C&ex is very much better represented than in India, 

and the contrast in the subgenus Czblex s. str. is more marked than would appear from 

the table, for whereas in Africa only 8 of the 50 species belong to the banded-pro- 
boscis group (three or four of these eight being non-endemic), in India no fewer than 

zo of the 24 species belong to this group, two of the small remainder being non-endemic. 

The contrast between the African and European mosquito faunas is as marked as 
tile resemblance between those of Africa and India. Xot only at-e numerous tropical 
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4.50 MOSQUITOES OF THE ETHIOPIAN REGION 

genera and subgenera absent from Europe and North Africa (Urotaenia and Mega- 

yhinus being represented by a single species each) and the essentially temperate sub- 

genera Theobaldia and C~ZiceZla absent from Tropical 14frica, but the representation 
of the subgenera of A&Ies is very different. Throughout the palaearctic region the 

dominant subgenus is Ochlevotatus, and this subgenus is also thoroughly well repre- 
sented in North and South America and even in Australia ; yet in Africa only three 
species of Ochlerotatus occur, one (0. cas+s) being a common Palaearctic species, 

another (0. caballus) being found also in Persia, and the third (0. fvyevi) not being a 

very typical member of the subgenus. On the other hand, in the Western Palaearctic 

there is but a single member of the subgenus A~dimorphus (A. vexans), and only three 

Stegomyia, two of which (S. aegypti and S. vittatus) are also widely spread in 

Africa. 
Although in its general features the Ethiopian mosquito fauna shows more 

resemblance to the Oriental than to the Palaearctic, there are in fact fewer species 
common to the Ethiopian and Oriental regions than to the Ethiopian and Palaearctic 

In the former category are at most fifteen species (A+zopheZes culicifacies ; TJzeobaZdia 
Zongiareolata ; Taeniorhynchus uniformis , A2des scatophagoides, aegypti, uutilineatus, 
albopictus, vittatus and Zineatopennis ,~ CuZex bitaeniorhynchus, sitiens, tritaeniorlaynchus, 

tlzeilevi, zmivittatus and fatigans), while in the latter category there are twenty 
(Anopheles coustani, d’thaZi, rztpicolws, turklzzsdi, multicolor, pharoensis ; TJzeobaZdia 

Zongiareolata , At?des caballus, caspius aegypti, vittatus ; CuZex poicilipes, tritae&o- 

rhynchus, theileri, univittatus, sinaiticus, Zaticinctus, pipiens, fatigans, antennatus) ; 
several of these latter however do not extend further south than Somaliland. The 

vast majority of the species of Ethiopian mosquitoes (326 out of 357 ; or if the 
Malagasy subregion be excluded, 301 out of 346) are endemic to the region. 

Themosquitoesof Madagascarandadjacent islands arestill very imperfectly known 

and important discoveries may yet be made regarding them, but almost all evidence 
at present available indicates that they are essentially similar to those of the African 

mainland. Of the total of 41 species of mosquitoes at present known from the whole 

Malagasy subregion, no fewer than 29 occur also in Africa, while one more (Azdes 
albopictus) is a common Oriental species ; all these may be presumed to have been 
recently introduced to the islands. Of the remaining eleven species which are regarded 
as endemic to the subregion, the majority show clear affinities with African forms, 

several differing only very slightly. Only one species (Orthopodomyia arboricollis) is 
clearly more related to Indian than to African forms, and there are no endemic 

genera or subgenera. For these reasons there appears no justification for treating 
Madagascar as forming a region separate from the Ethiopian when considering the 
zoogeography of mosquitoes. 

The Ethiopian and Neotropical mosquito faunas have little in common ; the 

groups which occur in both (Anopheles s. str., Megarhinus, Uranotaenia, Agdomyia, 
Finlaya, Lutzia and Culex s. str.) are all of cosmopolitan or tropicopolitan distribution. 
None of the most characteristic South American genera and subgenera (~Vyssorhynchus, 

Goeldia, TricJsoprosopon, Sabethes, Wyeomyia, Psorophora, Melanoconion, etc.) have 
any representatives in Africa (or indeed anywhere in the Old World), and in those 

genera which are well represented in both regions the species are not closely related. 

The only African species which might possibly be regarded as of South American 
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origin is A&&s cabal&, which may perhaps be allied to A. albofasciatus of southern 

South America, but this is very doubtful. 

FAUNAL DIVISIONS OF AFRICA AS EXEMPLIFIED BY MOSQUITOES. 

From the point of view of the zoogeographer the two most striking features of 

the Ethiopian Region are its isolation and its homogeneity. It is rather sharply 
delimited in the north from the Palaearctic and Oriental Regions by the desert belt 

of the Sahara and Arabia, but within the continental area of tropical and south Africa 

there are no well-marked and continuous physical barriers, such as high mountain 

chains or wide deserts, which can be recognized as clearly limiting distinct sub- 

regions. The East African highlands do indeed constitute a partial barrier between 
west and east, but this barrier is inoperative both to the north and to the south. 

Consequently very many African animals (including mosquitoes) exhibit a very wide 

distribution in the continent. Nevertheless there are wide fauna1 divergences 

between different sections of the area associated with differences in the prevailing 

type of vegetation, which in turn are mainly attributable to differences in rainfall 

and altitude. On this basis it is customary to recognize two main subregions of the 

Ethiopian Region : (I) A “ western ” subregion comprising the area of equatorial 

forest with heavy or continuous rainfall ; and (2) an “ eastern ” subregion, comprising 

most of East and South Africa, where the rainfall is less (or at least less evenly dis- 
tributed through the year) and the vegetation usually of the savanna type. Within 

these two main subregions smaller divisions can be recognized but are less clearly 
defined. 

The fullest discussion of African zoogeography is that published by J. P. Chapin in 
his work on the “Birds of the Belgian Congo” (Bull. Amer. MZH. Nat. Hid., 65,1932). 

Basing his conclusions on the distribution of birds in Africa, which as he points out is 
in its turn dependent upon the distribution of distinct types of plant associations, 

Chapin recognizes the following fauna1 areas of the Ethiopian Region (excluding the 

Malagasy Region, which he treats as entirely separate ; and excluding also the sea 
coasts, which naturally have their distinctive avifauna) : 

I. WEST AFRICAN SUBREGION. 

A. Guinean Forest Province. 

I. Upper Guinea Forest District. . 2. Lower Guinea Forest District. 

B. Guinean Savanna Province. 

3. Upper Guinea Savanna District. 
4. Ubangi-Uelle Savanna District. 

. 
. 

5. Southern Congo Savanna District. 

6. Uganda-Unyoro Savanna District. 

II. EAST AND SOUTH AFICAN SUBREGION. 

c. Humid Montane District [Province]. 

7. Cameroon Montane District, l 8. Eastern Montane District, 
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D. Sudanese Proviitzce. 

9. Sudanese Arid District. IO. Sudanese Savanna District. 

E. Yorth-east African Provke. 

II. Abyssinian Highland District. 

13. 

14. 
Ij. 

F. Eastern 

East African Highland District. 

Rhodesian Highland District. 

East African Lowland District. 

. IZ. Somali Arid District 

artd Soutlzern Province. 

16. South-west Veld District 

. 17. South-west 14rid District. 

FAU~AL AREAS OF THE 

I I 

ETHIOPIAN REGION 
__________......~__._..._._ _____.p-.‘--= 

\ BASFD UPON THE 

\ \ 
I STRI BUTION OF BIRDS 

\ \ 

Chapin remarks that further subdivision might be made in the South African 

area, I‘ especially in order to call attention to the high veld, the bush-veld, and the 

patches of cool forest scattered southward from Nyasaland through Gazaland to 
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Natal ’ ; also that the western part of the Cape Province might perhaps be separated 

as a distinct district. 
The map given by Chapin to indicate the boundaries of his suggested districts 

is reproduced in Fig. 184, and will serve as a basis for remarks on the zoogeo- 

graphy of African mosquitoes. We will take Chapin’s six provinces in turn, and note 

how far the boundaries and subdivisions of each appear to be confirmed by mosquito 

distribution. 

A. Guinean Forest ProL4we. 

This includes the equatorial forest belt, which is divided into an ‘I upper ” district 

embracing the forests of Sierra Leone, Liberia and ,4shanti, and a “ lower ” district 

embracing the much larger forest area of Southern Nigeria, Gaboon and the northern 

half of the Belgian Congo, and including also as outliers the lowland forests of Uganda 
(below 5000 ft. altitude). The two districts are separated by an area of semi-arid 

country which occupies much of the Gold Coast Colony (including Accra) and extends 

eastwards to Lagos. Chapin mentions a number of instances in which the birds of 

these respective forest districts are specifically or at least subspecifically distinct. 

The mosquito fauna of this forest province is very rich, and apart from more widely 

spread species includes a good many which are either confined to it, or at least are 

highly characteristic and spread only into the adjacent savanna province. Among 

these species are : 
Anopheles obscwus, cinctus, smithi, hnvgveazlesi, bavbevellus, hancocki. 
Megarhinus conradti, phytophagus, aeneus. 

Havpagomyia trichorostris, farguharsoni 

‘Uranotaenia ornata. 
,4t?des (Finlaya) longipalpis. 
A. (Stegom_yia) apicoavgenteus, fvaseri, dendvophilus, luteocephalus. 

A. (A.Zdimorphzts) stokesi, simulans, domesticus, phyllolabis, pubescens. 

A. (Banksinella) punctocostalis, taeniarostvis, palpalis, fucinervis. 

A. (Dztnnius) argenteoveniralis. 
Eretmapodites grahami, penicillatus, oedipodius, leucopzu, etc. 

Culex (IVeoculex) andreaws, rima, galliardi. 
C. (Czblex) annulioris ssp. consimilis, PerJidiosus, @Gnu. 

Although most of the above species are common to the two forest districts, there 

is evidence that some of them are at least subspecitically distinct in the upper and 

lower forests. The following may be quoted as either established or probable cases 

of the occurrence of representative forms in the two areas : 

Upper Guinea Forests. 

Megarhinzts phytophagus. 
LV. aeneus. 

Aides (Dunnizbs) avgenteoventraiij. 

Eretmapodites fovcipulatus. 
E. oedipodius. 

E. leucopzbs. 
E. plioleusus. 

Lower Guinea Forests. 

M. barbipes. 

M. viridibasis. 

A. (D.) a. dunni. 
E. inornatus. 

E. oe. stanleyi. 
E. 1. pqoductzu. 

E. 9. brevis 
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The occurrence of many typically “ western ” species even as far east as Jinj a 

shows that the lowland forests of Uganda belong to the western subregion. 

The restriction of mosquitoes to the forest region is evidently largely due to their 

requirements or preferences regarding breeding places. The species listed above 
almost all breed in densely shaded forest pools and streams, rot-holes in forest trees, 

or (Eretma$odites) in fallen leaves. 

B. Guinean Savanna Province. 

This includes the less humid regions adjoining the forest province both to the 

north and south ; the line of demarcation is vague, because isolated patches of forest 
occur in the savanna and fringing forests extend along the main rivers. The develop- 

ment of a savanna type of vegetation depends more on the distribution of rainfall 
through the year than on its total ; a dry season of more than two months produces 
savannas; absence of a prolonged dry season produces forests even under a moderate 

total rainfall. The northern and southern parts of the savanna province are not 

quite continuous in the east, being separated by the Kivu highlands ; moreover the 

northern portion is divided into three : the part west of the Cameroon highlands, 

including much of the Gold Coast Colony and also Lagos (Upper Guinea Savanna 

District) ; that between the Cameroon highlands and the Nile Valley (Ubangi-Uelle 
Savanna District) ; and the smaller part east of the Nile Valley (Uganda-Unyoro 
Savanna District) comprising the greater part of Uganda. Chapin finds well-marked 

differences not only between the northern and southern savannas of the Belgian 
Congo, but also between these districts and the Uganda savanna which includes a 
greater admixture of eastern forms ; this last area however he regards as definitely 
belonging to the western subregion, the elephant-grass which is such a striking 

component of the vegetation being a western rather than an eastern plant. 

It is difficult to recognize a distinct savanna province from the evidence supplied 

by mosquitoes. A great many species range from West Africa to Uganda and the 

Southern Sudan ; some of these are forest dwellers and, as remarked above, belong 

properly to the Guinean forest fauna, but almost all of the remainder range also 
beyond the bounds of the savanna province as limited by Chapin, not onlynorthwards 

into the Sudanese Province (in the northern Gold Coast, Northern Nigeria and the 

Nile Valley), but also to the south-east as far as Rhodesia and Nyasaland or even the 

Transvaal and Natal. It would seem, therefore, that as far as the mosquito fauna is 
concerned there is no definite distinction between the various park and grasslands 

classified by Chapin as Guinean savanna, Sudanese and highland, and that if a dis- 

tinction is to be made between two subregions of the Ethiopian region it will be found 

to occur between forested and non-forested types of country. Few, if any, species 

of mosquitoes are restricted to the northern Guinean Savanna Province as defined 

by Chapin, or to any part of it. 
The Southern Congo Savanna district supports much the same mosquito fauna as 

the rest of the savanna province, but a few species have been found in it which are 

not yet known to occur elsewhere. These are : Anopheles concoIoy, dureni, mortiauxi, 

At;des (At;dimorphus) yvonneae. 
Naturally the characteristic elements of the savanna mosquito fauna are those 
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genera and species which are adapted to life in open marshes or temporary rain-pools 

in grass-lands ; most notable amongst these are many species of AEdes (subgenera 
Mucidus, A~dimorphus and Banksinella), and also of Taeniorlzynchus and Ficalbia. 

Some mosquitoes of the latter genera (and others) are characteristic of papyrus 

swamps, which, as Chapin points out, are widely distributed in the ” sudd ” areas 

of the Lualaba river and the upper Nile. 

C. Humid Montane Province. 

This includes the various isolated mountain areas of equatorial Africa. Chapin 
recognizes two districts : An “ Eastern Montane District ” which includes the high 

mountains of Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika and Nyasaland, and also the Kivu high- 

lands (but not those of Abyssinia) ; and a “ Cameroon Montane District ” which 

includes two highland areas in the Cameroons and also most of the islands of Fernando 

PO and Sao Thorn&. In all these areas a rather similar type of mountain rain-forest, 

quite different from the lowland forest, is found, usually between the altitudes of 

6000 and 8000 ft., followed at a somewhat higher altitude by bamboo forests ; the 
development of these forests is associated with a marked change of climate-lowering 

of temperature and increase of rain and fog-which occurs, in the equatorial zone, 
at about 5000 ft. altitude. The vegetational and climatic conditions are therefore 

similar, and justify the treatment of these areas as forming a separate, though much 
dissected province. 

The mosquito fauna of the East African mountains, though very much poorer in 

species than that of the lowlands or the surrounding table-land, is yet distinctive 
and interesting. As might be expected from the discontinuous nature of the environ- 

ment, many of the mountain species are restricted to small areas. According to our 

present knowledge the following may be quoted as local endemics restricted to the 
areas mentioned, though some of them will probably be found to occur rather more 

widely when the highland mosquitoes are better known : 
Mt. Kenya : Aides (Finlaya) embuensis. 
Aberdare Range : Culex calwus. 

Mt. Elgon : Culex hancocki, AtYdes (A2dimovphus) kapretwae. 

Kigezi district of Uganda, bamboo zone : At?‘des (Stegomyia) angustus, 

bambusae. 

Fernando PO : Atides (AtYdimorphus) boneti. 

Sao Thorn& : CuZex tamsi. 
The last two species noted show affinities with Aides Zamborni and Culex tri$latus 

respectively of the East African highlands. 
In addition to the more localized species there are others which are more widely 

dispersed but occur mainly at altitudes above 6000 ft. in this area. These include : 
AnopheZes garnhami. 
Aides (A~dimorphus) guasiunivittatus, dentatus, gibbinsi, Zambovni. 

CuZex (Culex) andersoni, vansomeyeni, toroensis, xombaensis, ninagongoensis 

and others. 
The occurrence of numerous species of the @@ens series of the subgenus C&x 

suggests some connection between the mosquito fauna of the East African mountains 



and the temperate north. Similar affinities have been recognized in other groups of 

insects and also among the plants. However, if there were any close connection with 

the European fauna one would have expected to find species of the subgenus Ochlero- 

tutus in the alpine zones, but these do not occur ; there are apparently no mosquitoes 

at all in the alpine and subalpine zones (II-I~,OOO ft.) on the equatorial mountains 
of Africa. 

Some of the species mentioned above are perhaps better classed as pertaining to 
the fauna of East African highland districts, from which the montane mosquito fauna 

is evidently derived. 

I). Sudanese Province. 

In Chapin’s classification this comprises a broad strip of country between the 

Guinean Savanna belt and the Sahara from the Atlantic to the Red Sea ; it includes 

Northern Nigeria and almost the whole Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, and is divisible into 

a southern portion, the Sudanese Savanna District, and a northern portion, the 

Sudanese Arid District. A somewhat similar division of this zone into a northern 
and a southern portion has been recognized by naturalists working in the Anglo- 

Egyptian Sudan. Whitfield (1933) gives a map showing the dividing line as formed 
by the 400 mm. isohyet ; this division is much the same as Chapin’s, except that the 

Eritrean border region is shown as belonging to the northern district instead of the 

southern. 

Apart from Northern Nigeria (which lies wholly within the savanna zone) and the 

Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, the mosquito fauna of the Sudanese province is hardly 

known. In the latter country the arid northern district supports very few species 
of mosquitoes, and some of those which occur seem to belong rather to the Palaearctic 
than to the Oriental region. Such are Theobaldia longiareolata and Ak’des caspizts, 

both very widely spread in the Mediterranean region. 
As already remarked (p. 454), there does not appear to be any clear line of 

demarcation in the mosquito fauna between the Guinean savanna and the Sudan 
savanna. Nevertheless it is possible to point to at least one species (Anopheles 

wehkomei) which is more or less confined to the Sudanese Savanna District of Chapin, 

and occurs both in the southern half of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan and in Northern 

Nigeria. Species so far known only from this zone in the northern part of the Gold 

Coast and Northern Nigeria are ,4noPheZes$avicosta and A. domicolus. 

E. North-east African Province. 

In this Chapin includes Abyssinia, Eritrea, Somaliland, Northern Kenya and also 
South-west Arabia ; the Abyssinian and Eritrean highlands are distinguished from 

the remainder of the area, which is designated the Somali Arid District. The 

division is certainly supported by the mosquito fauna of the area ; that of the 
Abyssinian highlands is quite different from that of the Somali and Arabian areas 

and has much more affinity with that of the East African and Rhodesian highlands, 

which are indeed continuous with those of Abyssinia. 
The mosquitoes of Eritrea and Italian Somaliland are scarcely known at all, but 

those of the Aden Hinterland and British Somaliland have been investigated. The 



fauna is poor, and seems to include more NIediterranean than Ethiopian species, so 

that it might well be regarded as an extension southwards of the Mediterranean 

fauna via the Red Sea. The following species owe their inclusion in Ethiopian lists 

solely to their occurrence in this area : 

Anopheles turkhdi, multicolor, d’thali. 
‘4ifdes (AiYdim~r~hu~) arabiensis. 

Culex sinaiticus, laticiazctus. 

In view of these records it would not be surprising if other Mediterranean mos- 
quitoes turn up eventually in the Somali area, such as iilnopheZes serge&, Uravto- 

taenia z~n,tpicz~lata, Culex (Barraudius) pusillus, C. (Lasiosiphon) adairi, and C. 

(Neoczllex) deserticola. 
The few true Ethiopian species of this area include widespread forms such as- 

.4nopheles cousta&, gambiae. 

.4t?des (Stegomyia) aegypti, vittatus. 

A (A4 i?dimorphzu s) Izirsutus. 

Culex (Lzha) tigripes. 

C. (Culex) iwivittatus. 

A few of these (notably -4. lzirscctzcs and C. ii@pes) differ slightly in this area from 

the usual Ethiopian forms of the species. 
The island of Sokotra needs mention here. ,\ccording to Forbes (1903) it is 

geologically quite distinct from the neighbouring mainland of Africa or Arabia, and 

is one of the oldest land-surfaces of the globe. Its fauna is also very distinct and 

includes numerous endemic species. This is confirmed by the little that is known 

of its mosquitoes, one of the four recorded species (Aides granti) being a very distinct 

and isolated species not known to occur elsewhere. 

F. L-aster% and Southern Province. 

Under this heading Chapin includes the whole of South Africa and the region 

east of the great lakes, dividing it into five main districts : (a) The East African 

Highland District, comprising the highlands of Kenya, Tanganyika and Nyasaland ; 
(b) the Rhodesian Highland District, comprising Northern Rhodesia and Central 

Angola ; (c) the East ,4frican Lowland District, comprising the coastal areas of 

Kenya and Tanganyika and northern Mozambique; (d) the South-east Veld District, 

including all of South-east Africa south of Nyasaland ; and (e) the South-west Arid 

District, including South-west _4frica, Bechuanaland and the western half of the 

Cape Province. 
Among mosquitoes there are many species whose range includes not only the 

highland districts of East Africa and Rhodesia (in the sense noted above), but also 
extends southwards into Southern Rhodesia, Transvaal, Natal and even the high- 

lands of the Cape Province. &4mongst such species are : 
Avzopheles arde+wis, natale&s, longipalpis, leesoni, demeilloni, cineveus. 

Jfegarhiuzzts brevipalpis (also in the lowlands), lutescens. 
Uranotaenia mashonaensis, alba. 

Taeniorhpchus fusc0pewaatu.s. 

A4Zdes (,4Zdimorphus) alboventralis, qLlasizl~Livittatals, dentatus. 

Culex theilevi, trifilatus, vansomeveni, quasiquiarti. . 
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A few of these also extend northwards into the Abyssinian highlands, and in 

addition one or two, notably Anopheles christyi, extend into Abyssinia, though not 

(so far as known at present) into Southern Rhodesia. Except for the species alreadS 

mentioned as belonging to the ” Humid Montane District,” few species of mosquitoes 

are confined to the East African highlands, but examples of such may be : 
A nopheles implexus, kingi, machardyi, lovettae. 

A gdes (Finlaya) pulchrithorax. 

AZdes (A~dimorphus) lamborni, natronius. 

Culex mirijcus. 
The Rhodesian highland district has a number of species which are more or less 

peculiar to it, including the following : 
Anopheles walravensi, distinctus. 

Taeniorhynchus Javocinctus. 

AZdes (Stegomyia) chaussieri, poweri, contiguus. 

In addition there are some species (such as Anopheles argenteolobatus and Culex 

terzii) which range from this area southwards, though not northwards into the East 

African highlands. 
One point that is abundantly confirmed by a study of mosquito distribution is the 

sharp distinction between the High Katanga and the remainder of the southern part 

of the Belgian Congo ; the Katanga fauna is much the same as that of Northern 

Rhodesia, and has far more in common with the East African and South Rhodesian 

highlands than with the Guinean savannas of the southern Congo. Chapin defines 

the High Katanga district of the Congo as limited (on the north-west) by the 3500 ft. 

contour, and this appears to agree with the indications given by mosquitoes. 

In contrast with the continuity of the highland areas, the East African lowland 
district forms an isolated area separated from the western lowlands by the broad 

highland belt. In these circumstances it is somewhat surprising that this district 

does not support more endemic species. Among the few which can apparently be 

included in this category are the following : 
Agdes (Finlaya) fulgens. 

A. (Addimorphus) tricholabis. * 

A. (Banksinella) albicosta, jlavimargo,* ellinorae.* 

A. (Diceromyia) adersi. 

Eretmapodites subsimplicipes, silvestris ssp. conchobius.” 
Culex (Neoculex) adersianus. 

In addition Acdes (Stegomyia) calceatus and soleatus might perhaps be included 
here, though they occur also in Southern Rhodesia. 

The mosquito fauna of South-West Africa (including the Cape and Bechuanaland) 

is imperfectly known, but certainly includes a number of species that do not occur 

elsewhere. Most of these are found in or near the Cape Peninsula, and include the 

following : 
Anopheles cameroni. 

AZdes (Finlaya) barnardi. 

* These were discovered since the above paragraphs were written, the discovery suggesting that the 
Iuosquitoes of the East African Lowland district do, after all, form a more clearly distinct association 
than had hitherto seemed to be the case. 
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,4. (At?dimorphps) pachywus, subdentatus. 

Culex (Neoculex) pe’ringueyi. 

In view of the distinctive climate and vegetation of the Cape Peninsula it seems 
likely that further species may await discovery in that area. The arid area of the 

south-west does not, so far as known, support any endemic species, though one (Agdes 

pseudonigevia) is only known with certainty from South-west Africa and Angola. 

G. THE SEA COASTS. 

As in the case of the birds, a special maritime element exists among the mos- 

quitoes, including those species which breed mainly or exclusively in salt or brackish 

water. The maritime African mosquitoes fall into three categories :- 

(a) Those occurring on the Atlantic coasts only : 
At?des (A&fdimorphus) irritans, nigvicephalus, punctothoracis. 

Culex philipi. 
(b) Those occurring on the eastern coasts only (including islands) : 

Andes (Ochlerotatus) fryeri. 
Agdes (Skusea) pembaensis. 

Culex sitiens. 
(c) Those occurring on both east and west coasts : 

Aides (A2dimorphus) durbanensis. 

Culex thalassius, tritaeniorhynchus. 

Some of the species in the first two categories are strictly tropical, and may perhaps 

be associated especially with mangrove swamps ; those in the third category will 

presumably be found to occur all round the coasts of South Africa. A. durbanensis 
has also been reported from inland stations in Abyssinia and the Transvaal (though 

confirmation of these records is desirable). 

ECOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION. 

Having discussed broadly the zoogeographical areas of Africa, Chapin in the work 

previously quoted turns to discuss the ecological aspects of bird distribution, and 

remarks : 
“ The most fundamental distinction in Africa, ecologically, is that between the 

forest and grass-dwelling faunas. . . . We may, as a matter of convenience, 
delimit fauna1 areas and life zones, inasmuch as there are certain associations of birds 

often extending over large areas ; but let us not forget that the border lines of such 

divisions are certain, in places, to be vague or diffuse. Just as no two species of birds 

are exactly alike in all details of habits and food, so no two species, in the case of free- 
ranging continental forms, have areas of distribution which exactly coincide. The 

conclusion that I would draw is that each species must be studied by itself, after 

which it may often be included in some general scheme that will enable us to view 

in a not too unnatural perspective the wider aspects of bird distribution. 

” It is clear that the dispersal of birds in the Congo is not determined by impassable 

physical barriers, but by climate, and especially by rainfall. Climatic factors, save 

perhaps the cold of the mountains, act upon birds through the vegetation . . . 
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so the intimate connection between phytogeography and distributional ornithology 
is established.” 

All this might be said with equal truth in regard to mosquitoes, though here the 
fundamental factors governing distribution are rather different. The availability of 

suitable food for the adults may be one of the important factors, but it is one which 

we cannot assess because in most cases we do not know what kind (if any) of blood 
or other adult food is essential to the reproduction of the species. On the other hand, 
we do know that all mosquitoes require water in which to complete their develop- 

ment, and therefore an ecological classification of mosquitoes resolves itself at present 

into a classification of suitable breeding-waters. An outline of such a classification 

was given by Hopkins in the first volume of this monograph, and the subject will not 

be elaborated here, but the appended table of the distribution of Ethiopian mos- 

quitoes (pp. 468-485) would be incomplete without some reference to the nature of 
their breeding-places, and for this purpose the following main types of breeding-place 

are recognized (for the most part following Hopkins’s arrangement). The initial 

letter in brackets is that used for reference in the table : 
Ground waters : 

(V) Permanent, with much vegetation but few trees (papyrus swamps, 

margins of lakes and rivers, etc.). 

(G) More or less permanent, but with less vegetation or none, usually open 

(ditches, ponds, wells, etc.). 

(T) Transitory rain or flood-water pools, usually open, with little vegetation 

beyond short grass. 
(F) Densely shaded pools in forest. 

(S) Edges and backwaters of streams, usually well shaded. 
(M) Maritime brackish pools and marshes. 

(K) Inland salt or alkaline areas. 
(C) Crab-h o es, 1 either in banks of streams or by sea-shore. 

(R) Small pools in rock. 

Small containers, usually above ground-level : 
(H) Rot-holes in trees. 
(B) Bamboo stems, bored or cut. 

(D) Domestic utensils and other artificial containers (barrels, rain-water 

gutters, etc.). 
(L) Large fallen leaves, also cacao-husks, coconut-shells and snail shells. 

(A) Axils of leaves on growing plants (bananas, Dracaena, Colocasia). 

PRESENT DISTRIBUTION IN RELATION TO THE PAST. 

The present distribution of mosquitoes, as of any other group of animals or 

plants, is conditioned not only by present factors of climate, association or isolation, 

but also by the permanence or change of these factors in the past and by- evolutionary 

changes in the organisms themselves. Present distribution may therefore throw 

light on past events, and vice zjeysa, though any discussion on either aspect of the 

subject must be largely conjectural. 
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,4s regards the past history of the African continent, the following conclusions 
are now more or less agreed upon by geologists and biologists : The land surface is 

of ancient standing, having been for the most part continuously exposed since 
palaeozoic times. It may once have been connected with South America, but if 

so the connection broke down during or before the cretaceous ; a connection with 

India (perhaps through Madagascar, more probably through Arabia) is more clearly 

indicated and may have lasted until the early tertiary. During at least the whole of 

the tertiary period there must have been a continuous equatorial forest belt ; shifting 

of the poles or changes in rainfall would merely have caused this belt to alter in 
width or position. During the middle and later tertiary the rift valleys and most of 

the mountains of eastern Africa were formed ; during the same period also the 

desiccation of north-eastern Africa and Arabia took place, and this may have had 

a greater influence on the fauna and flora than the earth-movements, as it may have 
broken the continuity which probably formerly existed between the African and 

Indian forests through Arabia and Baluchistan. The, elevation of East Africa 

during the late tertiary not only separated the East African lowland area from the 
western forest zone, but also provided a way for the intermingling of the northern 

and southern savanna faunas which had till then developed separately. 

The reverse side of the picture concerns the evolutionary history of mosquitoes 
as such. On this subject the palaeontological evidence is slight, but numerous 

fossils have been found in the Lower Oligocene of the Isle of Wight. These were 

studied by Edwards (1923), who found that they included specimens of the recent 
genera A&&s and C&x, and perhaps also Taeniovhynchzbs and Megarhinm. It 

appears therefore that most of the existing genera of mosquitoes were already diffe- 

rentiated in the early tertiary, and they may indeed be still older, as the Culicidae 

are a rather primitive family of Diptera, and the order as such probably arose as far 

back as the Triassic. There is every reason to suppose, therefore, that mosquitoes 
of several genera have inhabited the African forests and savannas at least throughout 

the Tertiary Period. 

It cannot be a coincidence that the genera and subgenera common to Africa and 
South America (see p. 450) are those which on morphological grounds are regarded 
as the most primitive. The explanation seems obvious, that these groups were 

present in both regions before the final separation of Africa and South America in 
cretaceous times. If this be granted on the general evidence, it may be legitimate 

also to adopt the converse argument in special cases, and conclude that the presence 

of Fdaya and Lufzia in both Africa and South America indicates that these are to 

be regarded as among the most primitive subgenera of ,4&2es and CuZex respectively, 
and that the great evolution of Culex in South America and of AZdes in the tropics of 

the Old World has taken place subsequently to the cretaceous. Christophers (1933) 
came to similar conclusions regarding the evolution of Anopheles. 

The groups Eretmapodites and Dunnius of Africa appear to be represented in the 

Oriental region by Heizmannia, Armigeres and Leicesteria. ,411 these are essentially 
forest mosquitoes, and the occurrence of representative genera or subgenera in the 

two regions indicates that evolution has been proceeding independently in the forest 
mosquito faunas of Africa and the east over a long period ; the theory that a former 

continuity between the two forest areas broke down in the Eocene or Miocene periods 
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would be quite in accordance with mosquito distribution. In regard to Eretmapodites, 

the present wide distribution of some of the species (chrysogastev, quinquevittatus) may 

well be of quite recent occurrence, consequent upon the cultivation of the banana 

and cacao, the leaves and pods of which provide ideal breeding-places. 

In Harpagomyia, Hodgesia, Ficalbia, Coquillettidia, Mansonioides, Stegomyia, 

Atidimovphus, Diceromyia, Culiciomyia and Mochthogenes we have examples of 

tropical genera or subgenera which have no South American representatives but are 

common to the Ethiopian and Oriental regions, though most of the species of the two 
regions are different . Some of the species of these groups are forest insects, but more 
of them are associated with savannas or savanna woods and swamps. From these 

facts we may perhaps conclude that the two savanna faunas became isolated at a less 
distant date than did the forest faunas. 

The absence of endemic species of 0chZevotatu.s in Africa (apart from the coastal 

0. fryeri, which is not a typical member of the subgenus) is of interest, and suggests 

that the evolution of Ochlerotatus took place during the period (post-Miocene) when 

the Ethiopian region was isolated. 

In South Africa we have a few examples of species which are related to northern 
forms but yet show some differences ; thus Anopheles Zistevi of the Cape Province 

is nearly related to A. multicolor of North Africa, and the South African form of 
Theobaldia Zongiareolata is rather different from the Mediterranean form. Some other 

species, notably CzlZex pipiens and C. theilevi, range from the Mediterranean to the 
Cape without appreciable change. The explanation of this may be that northern 

species have invaded the south (via the eastern highlands) at different periods, 

perhaps inter-glacial and post-glacial. 

The comparatively short period of separation of the east and west African lowland 

forest areas is evidenced by the lesser degree of differentiation of the forest mosqui- 

toes as compared with those of the Ethiopian and Oriental regions ; the distinctions 
between representative pairs of species (At;des ZongipaZ@‘s and fulgens, or C&ex 

albiventris and adersianus) are not great. 
The occurrence of the genus Orthopodomyia on Mauritius, and of a distinct species 

of the subgenus Finlaya on Madagascar, is additional evidence supporting the 

accepted conclusion of the long separation of the Malagasy region from Africa, 

though the bulk of the Malagasy mosquito fauna as at present known would appear 

to have been derived from quite recent invasions from the African continent. Any 

endemic species of Megarhinus, TheobaZdia or 
Madagascar (where these genera have not yet 

interest. 

SOURCES AND EXTENT OF OUR PRESENT KNOWLEDGE. 

Under this heading a brief indication is given of the extent of our present 

knowledge of the mosquito fauna of the different countries of the Ethiopian Region, 

and of those entomologists and medical men who have contributed most to the sum 

of this knowledge. The countries are arranged in geographical order, as political 

units, from west to east and from north to south. Dates and names in brackets refer 

Orthopodomyia which may occur in 

been found) should prove of special 
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to entries in the bibliography at the end of this volume ; dates not bracketed refer 

to the time of observations. 
SENEGAL.-Only very few records available ; some by Dutton, 1902. At?des 

scatophagoides is in Paris Museum from Dakar (G. i11eZon). 

GAMBIA--NO complete mosquito survey. Early collections by Dutton and J. J. 

Simpson ; list by Simpson (1911). Additions by F. A. Innes, 1924 and 1929. 

PORTUGUESE GuI?;EA.-A small collection submitted to me in 1932, taken by 
Mr. L. F. de Sequeira at Bolama, included An. squamosus ; Aid. aegypti, irritans, 

punctothoracis, fuuxfer ; C. tigripes, nebulosus, thalassizts, fatigam. 

FRENCH GuIx:E_\.-Short list published by Joyeux (1915). A few specimens 
collected by Joyeux at Kankan are in Paris Museum, including A. gambiae ; Ad. 
brevipalpis ; Aid. aegypti , C. tigripes, duttoni, @@ens. 

UPPER SENEGAL AND VOLTA.-A few specimens labelled Kita are in Paris Museum, 
including C. tigvipes, duttoni, decens, univittatzu. Some Anopheline records by Joyeux, 

Sic& and Sautet (1939). 

SIERRA LEONE.-Freetown District : Complete survey by Blacklock and A. M. 

Evans (Evans, 1925, 1926) ; other collections in the same area by F. Smith, 1904, 

H. E. Arbuckle, 1910, J. Y. Wood, 1913, A. Bacot (1916), A. D. Fraser, 1925, S. R. 

Christophers, 1928, E. S. Wales, 1931. Other localities (Daru, Njala, Pepel, etc.) : 
J. C. Murphy, rgr1, E. Hargreaves, 1924-33, D. B. Blacklock, 1924, R. M. Gordon 

and T. H. Davey, 1931,1939. Forest area towards Liberian border not much studied. 

LIBERIA.-Few records available, apart from those of the Harvard Expedition of 

1926 (Bequaert, 1930). Anophelines of Firestone Plantation studied by Barber. 

IVORY COAST.-Few records available. AZdes aegypti has been recorded from 

various localities (see Kumm, 1931). An. gambiae and funestus are in Paris Museum 
from Angnakokro (P. Combras). No records from the mountains. 

GOLD Co&T.-The neighbourhood of Accra studied intensively by W. M. Graham 
and A. C. Connal, 1908-11, and A. Ingram and J. W. S. Macfie, 1911-20 ; lists by 

Macfie and Ingram (1916) and Ingram and Macfie (1924). Considerable collections 

made in Ashanti by W. M. Graham, 1906-10, H. G. F. Spurrell, 1911, and A. Ingram, 

1915 ; no published list but records included in this volume. Lists of species taken in 
Northern Territories published by Ingram (1912, 1919) ; other records by H. F. 
Hamilton, 19112. Survey of Takoradi by A. W. J. Pomeroy, 1930. 

DAHOMEY.-A small collection in Paris Museum, obtained by R. Gaillard, Rou- 

baud, S&guy and Waterlot, includes T. africanus, annetti, maculipennis, C. poicilipes, 
consimilis. 

NIGERIA-Southern Province : Intensive collecting has been done in the neigh- 

bourhood of Lagos and Ibadan by W. M. Graham, 1909 ; A. C. Connal and S. L. M. 

Summers-Connal, 1912-25 ; J. y. Dalziel (1920) ; L. H. Dunn (1927, 1928) ; J. A. 

Kerr (1933) ; H. W. Kumm (1931) ; C. B. Philip (1931) and V. B. Wigglesworth (1929). 
Other records by J. J. Simpson (1912) ; Oshogbo district, T. F. G. Mayer (1911). 

Northern Province : Considerable collections from Katagum and other places 

(W. B. Johnson, 1919), Kano (H. W. Kumm, 1931), and Gadau (A. W. Taylor, 1930, 

1934) ; other records by J. J. Simpson, 1911 ; F. D. Golding, 1932. Few or no 

records available from the central highlands. 

CAMEROONS-~ small collection in the Berlin Museum from the lowlands was 
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reported on by K. Griinberg (1905) ; more extensive collections from lower slopes of 
Mt. Cameroon by ZUmpt (1936, 1937). No mosquitoes appear to have been taken 
in the mountains, the fauna of which should prove of much interest. 

FRENCH EQUATORIAL AFRICA.-The only considerable collection is that of H. 

Galliard (1931) from Gaboon. A few specimens collected by Roubaud and others at 
Brazzaville are in the Paris Museum. 

SPANISH GUINEA.-The only record. known to me is that of the type of Toxo- 

rhynchites tessmani Enderlein (Jfegarhimxs breuipaZ$is) 
FERNANDO Po.-Only important collection is that made by J. Gil and F. Bonet 

in 1935 (Gil Collado, 1936). 

PRINCIPE AND SAO THoME.-Several species obtained by F. W. Urich, W. H. T. 

Tams, 1932 (Edwards, 1934). 

BELGIAN CoXco.-Early records were collated by J. Schwetz (1927). Since then 
collections of mosquitoes have beem made in most parts of the country, the most 

important being the following : Lower Congo : M. Wanson, Nicolay and others 

(Schouteden, 1930 ; Wanson, 1935). Kwango : Schwetz (1938), Mortiaux, 1938. 

Stanleyville : Mouchet (1926) ; Schwetz (1930). Leopoldville-Kinshasa : Henrard 

1933, Duren (1929). Kisantu : L. De Wulf 1932. High Katanga : Schwetz (1927, 

1930) ; Walravens, 1928 ; Seydel (1929). Tanganyika highlands : Schwetz (1930). 
Kivu, Ruanda-Urundi and Ituri highlands : Bequaert (1930) and Schwetz, 1939. 
Fauna1 list by Bequaert (1930) ; of Anophelines by Duren (1938). Districts not 

investigated are Niangara in the north and Lulua in the south. In no area has the 
tree-hole and plant axil fauna been fully investigated. 

ANGLO-EGYPTIAN SUDAN.-Fairly complete collections have been made in most 

parts of the country, first by H. H. King and H. W. Bedford, more recently by D. J. 

Lewis, W. Ruttledge, F. G. S. Whitfield and others. Complete records of mosquito 

distribution in the Sudan have been kept at the Wellcome Tropical Research Labora- 

tories, and I am indebted to Mr. Ruttledge for copies of these. Some specimens were 
taken on Jebel Murra and the Imatong Hills by Miss M. Steele, but further records 

needed from these areas. 

ERITREA.-SOme records published by Franchini (1928) and distribution of 

Anophelines given by Lega, Raffaele and Canalis (1937). Culicines not studied. 

ABYSSINIA.-H. Scott (1927) reported on his collection from Central Abyssinia 

and C. E. Bevan (1937) gave a complete list, with localities, of mosquitoes known from 

Abyssinia to that date, including those taken by himself, R. E. Cheesman, J. W. S. 

Macfie, H. Nystrom and others. Further additions have been made by G. Raffaele 

(who kindly sent me his small collection of Culicines) and by Lega, Raffaele and 

Canalis (1937) and Corradetti (1938, 1939). 
FRENCH SOMALILAND.-NeVeu Lemaire (1906) lists six species ; 1 know of no 

subsequent records except that of AEdes aegypti by Doreau, 1909. 

BRITISH SOMALILAND.-R. E. Drake-Brockman (1913) recorded AZd. aegypti. 

T. H. Twigg, 1930, obtained several species in the interior (noted in this volume). 
ITALIAN SOMALILAND.-Franchini (1928) recorded AZdes albicosta, and Zavattari 

(1934) lists six species : An. gambiae, rhodesiensis [? d’thali], Aed. aegypti, vittatus, C. 

pipiens, theileri. Anophelines mapped by Lega, Raffaele and Canalis (1938). 

ADEN AND S.W. ARABIA.-Aden Protectorate : survey by W. S. Patton, 1905 ; 
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Anophelines studied by Christopher-s and Khazan Chand, 1915 ; further collections 

by H. Scott and E. B. Britton, 1936 ; survey now in progress by P. W. R. Petrie. 

Arabian Desert : some specimens taken by W. H. Ingrams and H. StJ. Philby. 
Jedda : collection by F. P. Mackie. 

SoItOTRx.-The only records are those by Grant and Theobald (in Forbes, 1903) 
and by Becker (1910). The identity of two of the four species recorded by Becker 

requires confirmation, and it is probable that other species occur. 

UG_WDa.-Fairly complete mosquito surveys have now been made in most parts 

of the country and in all types of breeding-place. List by Hancock (1930) ; very 

many subsequent additions, largely through surveys organized by G. H. E. Hopkins, 
assisted by T. IV. Chorley and others. Entebbe, Mengo and Busoga districts : most 

of the early collections by Bruce, Gowdey, Hodges, Low, Moffat and others (reported 

on by Theobald) were from this area ; subsequent collections by A. D. Fraser, 

1909-11, G. D. H. Carpenter, G. L. R. Hancock (1934), H. Hargreaves, besides 
Hopkins’s surveys. Bugishu (Mt. Elgon) : G. L. R. Hancock (Hancock and Soundy, 

1929). Toro (Ruwenzori district) and Kigezi (Birunga JIts., etc.) : S. ,4. Neave, 
1911 ; G. L. R. Hancock (Fishlock and Hancock, 1932) ; J. F. Shillito, 1932-5 ; 
E. G. Gibbins ; B. M. Ruwenzori Expedition (Edwards and Gibbins, 1939) ; E. 

Burton, 1936. Lira and Soroti districts : Hopkini and Hancock ; J. Ford, 1933. 

Arua district : Hopkins. >lasaka district : Hopkins and Chorley. 

,4reas still requiring investigation : Imatong Mts. (Sudan border) ; Xts. Moroto 

and Debasien ; forests bordering lakes Albert and Edward. 
KESTA.-T. J. Anderson (1924) listed the species known from the colony at that 

date, and V. G. L. Van Someren and H. S. De Boer (1926) sur\reyed the Nairobi area. 

Anopheline surveys carried out in various parts of the country by C. B. Symes, P. C. 
Garnham, J. I. Roberts, A. M. Evans and others. Complete survey of Mombasa 

district by Wiseman, Symes, McMahon and Teesdale (1939). Collections of Culicines 

from the highlands and from Kakamega made by Symes, Roberts, E. C. MacDonald, 

R. B. C. Van Someren, C. Teesdale, and T. H. E. Jackson. J. R. H. Chell, 1913, 

obtained some species in the Marsabit area. Northern arid areas, Lorian Swamp and 

Mt. Kenya scarcely touched. 
T;zNc~.~NyIIcx.-Surveys of the Dar-es-Salaam area made by A. 15’. J. Pomeroy 

(1920), J. 1:. MacHardy ( I( 27, 1930), R. R. Scott and R. Mackay. 1 Records from 

the highlands and plateau are rather few and scattered. Dar-es-Salaam and Lindi, 

species taken by J. Howarth recorded through error as breeding on coconut palms 
(Edwards, 1923). Anophelines of Moshi and ,4rusha districts, Wilson (1938). 

Zan-zIBAR.-Rather complete collections made on Zanzibar I. by \;li. M. Aders 

(1917) and on Pemba by Dr. McCarthy. 
AxGoL_k.-The only considerable collection is that made by C. %‘ellman, 1904-5, 

in Benguella and Bihe, reported upon by Theobald ; a few additional specimens 
obtained by M. Gamble at San Salvador. Probably new species await discovery both 

in the highlands and coastal area. 

N. RHoDEsIA.-Mosquito fauna very little known. Collections made at Ndola 

by E. S. Adderley, B. de Meillon and R. B. Jackson, 1938 ; few other records. 
NYAsALAND.-Survey of Fort Johnston area chiefly due to W. A. Lamborn. 

Other records, mainly from the southern part of the country, by R. Bury, J. 8. 
Davey, 1915, S. A. Neave, 1913, R. C. Wood, 1916. 

30 
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S. RHODESIA.-First extensil-e collections by G. A. K. Marshall, Igoo-or. Survey 
(chiefly Anophelines) by H. S. Leeson (1931). Other records by A. Cuthbertson. 

MOZAMBIQUE.-NO detailed information available. Small collections from Dela- 
goa Bay by J. F. Sant’,knna, 1905, Ii. H. Barnard, 1913, and B. de XeiIlon, 1937 ; 
from interior in Paris Museum by G. Vasse, 1905, and P. Lesne, 1928 (S&y, 1931). 

S.-W. AFRICA.-Very few records. Small collection from Ovamboland by K. H. 
Barnard (Edwards, 1924) and from &4us and other places by R. E. Turner. 

BECHUAXALAND.-Very few records. Some species taken by Vernay-Lang 
Kalahari Expedition reported by Bedford (1935). Few by VV. A. Lamborn, 1935, 
and R. B. Woosnam, agog. 

COPE PROVINCE.-Mosquitoes very inadequately known. Small old collection 
in Stockholm Museum from “ Caffraria ” by J. Wahlberg. Cape Town district : 
L. Peringuey, K. H. Barnard and others (Edwards, 1924) ; de Meillon (1935). 
Grahamstown : P. J. Barraud, 1934. Ceres, etc. : R. E. Turner, 1933. 

TRAh’svA4L.-Fairly complete collections, especially from Pretoria and Onder- 
stepoort districts. Lists and records by Bedford (1928), Ingram and de Meillon 

(1927, 1929) J and Nieschultz, Bedford and Du Toit (rg34). 
ORANGE FREE ST_4TE.-SOme records by ,4. Ingram, 1925, and R. E. Turner, 

1927. No extensive collections. 
BASUTOLAXD.--1 am unaware of any records from this country. 
NATAL.-NO complete fauna1 list published. Early 14nopheline survey by Hill 

and Haydon, 1907. Zululand, also Pietermaritzburg : survey by A. Ingram and 
B. de Meillon (1927, rgzg) ; other records by CT. A. H. Bedford, 1923. Weenen 
and Estcourt : G. A. K. Marshall, 1896 ; H. P. Thomasset, 1923-5. Durban : F. 
Muir, Igoz ; S. R. Christophers, 1899 ; survey by E. C. Chubb (Edwards, 1915). 

MADA&4sCiiR.-Revised list by Edwards (1920) includes records of Ventrillon, 
1904-5, and others. Some additional species found by W. A. Lamborn, 1933. 
Collection made by A. Seyrig, 1928, submitted by E. S&guy of Paris Museum and 
records included in this volume. 

No systematic survey has been made, and it is probable that the fauna1 list will 
be considerably extended when the forest mosquitoes have been investigated. 

COhlORO IS.-VentriIlon, 1905, recorded ,4 Zdes pem baensis and Eretmapodites 
quinqz~eviftatz~s from Mayotte T. The only additional record I have is one of AZdes 

aegypti from Grand Comoro I. (Pobeguin, 1899 ; Paris Mus.). 
SEYCHELLES, etc .-Collections, probably fairly complete, made by Hugh Scott 

and J. C. F. Fryer on the Percy Sladen Expedition, Igo88g (Theobald, 1912). 
Introduction of Anopheles gambiae to Aldabra discovered by J. T. Bradley, 1930, 
and recorded by Hermitte, 1931. No records from Amirante Is. 

MAURITIUS.-Early collections made by Daruty de Grandpre and d’Emmerez de 
Charmoy, rgor, and by Sir Ronald Ross, 1908. Complete survey of the island and 
also of Rodriguez island by M. E. MacGregor (1924). 

REUNION .-R. Blanchard (1902) lists seven species, but some determinations 
require confirmation. Other available records quoted by Edwards (1920). No 
endemic species are known, but it is probable that some exist, especially as the 
primitive forests are less extensively destroyed than in the case of Mauritius. . 
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J,TST OF ETHIOPI_4N MOSQUITOES 11’ITH SUMMPLRIZED 

DISTRIHUTIOS. 

In the table whicll follows a complete list is gil-en of the species, subspecies and 
\-arieties of Ethiopian mosquitoes, arranged in s!-stematic order, with their distrihu- 

tion as at persent kno\yn in the 17arious countries of &Africa. In tabulating the records 

all the Kritisll iZfrican territories have been treated separately ; the Belgian and 

Portuguese countries and ,4hyssinia have also been included, but Eritrea, Italian 

Somaliland and some of the French territories are omitted because very few records 
are a\-ailable at present. 

For faunistic reasons it appeared desirable to adopt divisions of some of tile 
countries when classifJring the records. These clil-isions ha\-e not been made in any 
precise manner, but merely serve roughly- to separate the different fauna1 areas 
included in some political units. In the case of the Gold Coast the records have been 

classed according to the three political dil-isions of the Gold Coast Colony, Ashanti 
and Northern Territories, the kingdom of *lsllanti coinciding largely with the forested 

area of the whole countrJ7. For Nigeria also the political boundary has been adopted, 

Southern Nigeria including all the forest area and Sorthern Nigeria most of the 

savannas ; here howe\-er the position is complicated by the fact that much of the 

collecting has been done around Lagos, which is just outside the forest area. 

Records from the 13elgian Congo ha\.-e been classed under four headings, according 

to the faunistic dil-ision of the country suggested by Chapin : (a) Xorth, the forest 
area, including &Iayumba and Ituri forests ; (h) South, the savanna area, including 

Leopold\-ille and liabinda (I,o\ver Iiatanga) ; (c) Eastern Highlands, Kivu and 
Ruanda-Irundi ; and (d) High Katanga, abo\-e 3500 ft. 

For the A4nglo-EgJTptian Sudan the di\Tiding line adopted is the 400 mm. isohyet, 

as indicated b~7 1Vhitfield ; a large proportion of the records from the southern Sudan, 

howe\Ter, are from rather near the Uganda border and perhaps appertain to the 

“ (iuinean ” rather than to the “ Sudanese ” sa\-anna, between which I have not 

attempted to discriminate. Records from the Karo and Pibor rivers (in this area) 
have not been included in the ,4byssinian list, all other ,4byssinian records being from 

the highlands. 
In the case of Kenya and Tanganyika a rough division has been adopted between 

the coastal lowlands and the highlands. The lower Shire district of Syasaland 

should probably be included in the lowland district, but no account has been taken 

of this. For the South Xfrican Union the main political divisions have been adopted. 

In compiling the table reference has been made to numerous published lists, but 

wherever any of the records appeared to need confirmation (as, for example, when a 

species has been subdivided since the publication of the record, and no specimens are 

a\-ailable for checking) they have been omitted. The distribution as given in the 

table is therefore on137 that which is definitely established, and future collecting will 

add much to our knowledge of the subject. Localities and collectors’ names will 

be found mentioned under “ Distribution ” in the systematic part of this book. 

In the column headed “ Breeding-places,” the usual type of breeding-place 

selected by each species is indicated, according to the classification on p. 460. The 

absence of a symbol in this column indicates that the species has not been bred. 
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INDEX TO NAMES OF MOSQUITOES 

(The first number in bolder type yefevs to description of adult, the second to description 

of PuPa.) 

abnormalis (L4edes), 156, 157, 159, 179, 
181, 182, 394, 395, 432 

abnormalis (Uranotaenia), 45 
abyssinicus, 287, 325, 326 
accraensis, 298 
acrostichalis, 245, 252, 253, 268. 432 
adairi, 244, 457 
adefae, 3.57 
adenensis, 198 
adersi, 214, 215, 216, 458 
adersianus, 253, 267, 268, 432, 458, 462 
Aedeomyia, 64 
Aedes, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, IO, II, 14, 15, 16, 

17, 18, 19, 2c, 22, 33, 8g, 106, 224, 374, 
384, 461 

alboabdominalis, 13, 41, 43, 4 4, 48, 49, 50, 
365 

albocephalus, 156, 157, 159, 177, 185, 396, 

430 
albofasciatus, I I 6, 45 I 
albomarginatus, z r g, 221 
albopictus, 2, 126, 128, 130, 153, 357. 391, 

450 
albopunctata, 155 
albotaeniatus, 184 
albothorax, 202, 204, 205, 208 
alboventralis, 157, 1.59, 181, 182, 184, 396, 

432P 457 

Aedimorphus, 3, 16, 19, 106, 107, 108, 
Iog, 116, 155, 156, 224, 359, 387, 392, 
448, 450, 455, 462 

Aedomyia, IO, 14, 16, 19, 20, 22, 33, 43, 
64, 103, 359, 363, 364, 372, 450 

aegypti (Aedes), 2, 3, 4, 18, 125, 126, 127, 
128, 135, 153, 355, 388, 450, 457, 463, 
464, 466 

albovirgatus, 300 
Allotheohaldia, 14, 67 
alternans, 109 

aegypti (Anopheles), 442, 445 
aenescens, 287, 323, 421 
aeneus, 26, 30, 31, 361, 453 
affinis, 219 
africana (Aedomyia), 65, 66, 372, 373 
africana (Diceromyia) , 2 14 
africana (Duttonia), I 74 
africana (Mimomyia), 88 
africanus (Aedes, Stegomyial, 3, 126, 127, 

amboannulatus, 257 
andersoni, 282, 287, 321,324, 326,422,455 
ambiguus, 293 
anarmostus, 300 
andreanus, 250, 253, 258, 453 
angustus, 128, 149, 150, 390, 455 
Aniella, I 25 
annetti, go, 93, 94, TOO, 463 
annulata (Culex theileri var.), 305 
annulata (Uranotaenia), 43, 44, 45, 55, 56 
annulatus (Culex), 67 
annulioris, 281, 285, 293, 296, 416, 417 
annulitarsis, 352 
Anophefes (genus), 16, 19, 32, 244, 373, 

448, 461 

128, 149, 150, 388, 391 
africanus (Mucidus), I 14, I 15 
africanus (Stenoscutus), ~56, 178, 179 
africanus (Taeniorhynchus), 3, 4, 17, go, 

Anopheles (subgenus), 45~ 
anopheloides, 72, 73 
antennatus, 282, 284, 288, 308, 309, 333, 

425, 450 
anxifer, 3 I 6 

103, 104, 383, 384, 463 apicalis, 249, 410, 415 
africanus Neveu-Lemaire (Taeniorhyn- apicoannulatus, 156, 157, 158, 166 

thus), 118 apicoargenteus, 127, 136, 139, 140, 141, 
ager, 290 142, 390, 453 
alba, 43, 44, 49, 365, 457 
albertianus, 251, 252, 253, 265 
albertii, 136 

apicotaeniata, 45, 56 
Aporoculex, 280 
aquilus, 338 

I 

albicosta, 201, 202, 206, 458, 464 
albigenu, 300 
albipes, 7 I 
albitarsis, 75, 83 
albiventris, 249, 252, 253, 267, 411, 432, 

462 

arabica (Mansonia), I I 8 
arabicus (Culex), 353 
arabiensis (Aedes), 157, 160, 195, 197, 457 
arabiensis (Culex ethiopicus), 291, zgz 
arboricollis, 18, 72, 374, 450 
ardensis, 445, 457 
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argenteolobatus, 447, 458 
argenteopunctatus (Aedes), 2, 157, 158, 

167, 168, 169 
argenteopunctatus (Culex), 167, 284, 286, 

303, 310, 419, 432 
argenteoventralis, 218, 219, 402, 403, 453 
argenteus, 128 
argyrurus, 226, 232, 234, 406 
Armigeres, 219, 461 
ataeniatus, 353 
atritarsis, 130, 132 
aurantapex, 281, 284, 290, 292, 294, 416 
aureus, go, 100 
auripennis, gg, 101 
auritaenia, 289 
Aurites, go, 99, IOO, IOI, 382 
austenii, 236 

bakeri, g7 
balfouri, 42, 43, 44, 52, 365, 366 
bambusae, ~28, 147, 148, 150, 390, 455 
Banksinella, 4, I6, 8~, 106, 107, 108, Iog, 

187;201. 359, 3841 399, 448, 455 
barberellus, 445, 453 
barbipes, 26, 28. 453 
barnardi, 120, 124, 458 
Barraudius, 244: 255, 352 
Bathosomyia, 156 
bedfordi, 158, 171 
bevisi, 157, 159, 194 
biannulata, 174, I 76 
bifoliata, 300, 302 
bigoti, 246 
bilineata, 42, 43, 44, 50, 366 
bimaculata (Culex), 247, 249 
bimaculata (Uranotaenia), 60, 61 
bipunctata, I 74 
bitaeniorhynchus, 280, 284, 290, 292, 203, 

415, 416, 450 
blacklocki, 139 
bolensis, 208, 213 
boneti, 157, 159, 187, 455 
bostocki, 257 
Boycia, 75 
brevipalpis (Culex), 270 
brevipalpis (Megarhinus), 18, 23, 25, 26, 

360, 457, 463, 464 
brevis, 239, 241, 453 
bromeliae, 133 
brumpti, 155 
brunnipes, 433, 445 
bwambanus, 325 

caballus, 108, 115, 116, 117, 160, 450, 451 
calabarensis, 251, 252, 253, 262, 265 
calceatus, 128, 140, 142, 143, r45, 458 
caliginosus (Aedes), 157, 160, 191, 192 
caliginosa (TJranotaenia), 43, 44, 52 
calopus, 128 
calurus, 287, 320, 455 
cameroni, 458 
candidipes, 44, 45, 55, 56, 367 

capensis (Aedes), 2, 158, 161, 162, 163, 166 
capensis (Culex), 257 
carteri, 202, 208, 210, 400 
cartroni, 223, 316 
caspius, 116, 118, 15% 3.53, 386, 450, 456 
castrensis, 412 
Catageiomyia, I 56 
catasticta, 65 
centropunctatus, 157, 160, 196, 197, 359, 

397,398 
chamberlaini, 75 
chaussieri, 126, 127, 136, 146, 4j8 
chelli. I I 7 
chloroventer, 338 
chorleyi (Culex), 288, 318, 327, 330, 423, 

433 
chorleyi (Uranotaenia), 42, 44, 4.5, 53, 367 
christyi, 458 
Chrysoconops, go 
chrysogaster, 2, 3, 225, 226, 404, 405, 406, 

462 
chrysosoma, go, 99, IOO 
chrysothorax, 207 
chubbi, IOI 
cinctus, 453 
cinerellus, 271, ~72, 275, 4 10, 413 
cinereus (Aedes), 106 
cinereus (Anopheles), 457 
cinereus (Culex), 271, 272, ~73, 274, 353, 

409, 412, 413 
circumluteolus, 202, 204 
circumtestacea, 75, 86, 87, 88 
coerulea, 4 j 
coeruleocephala, 43, 44, 47 
conchohius, 231, 458 
concolor, 454 
condei, 236 
condylodesmus, 300 
confirmatus, I 15 
confusus, 184 
congolensis (Aedes), 157, Ijg, 175, 178 
congolensis (Culex), 295 

connali, 44, 51 
conradti, 25, 26, 27, 360, 453 
consimilis, 285, 293, 294, 295, 453, 463 
contiguus, 128, 145, 149, 390, 458 
Coquillettidia, 33, 74, 89, 90, 358, 382, 

383, 462 
coustani, 3.52. 435, 450, 457 
crassiforceps, 202, 212 
cristatus, go, 96, 97, IOO 
Culex (genus), 2, 3, 9, IO, II, 14, 15, 16, 

17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 33, 43, 81, 8a, 91, 
108, 24% 357, 359, 409, 461 

Culex (subgenus), 245, 246, 280, 415, 448, 

45o> 455 
culicella, 4 j0 
Culicelsa, I 16 
culicifacies, 450 
Culiciomvia, 245. 270, 2g8. 412, 462 
cumminsi, r.j7, 159, 102, 193, 398 
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cuptopous. 40 
cyptopus, 38, 39, 40 

dalzieli, 157, 160, 181, 183 
dancalicus, 446 
daruensis, 193 

deboerj, 128, 14.5, 147, 148, 149, 390 
decens, 252, 283, 284, 287, 288, 336, 338, 

425, 426, 463 
demeilloni (Cedes), 147 
demeilloni (Xnopheles), 45 7 
dendrophilus, 126, 128, 140, 141, 142, 388, 

389, 390, 453 
dentatus, 157, r_jg, 183, 190, Igr, _cjg,157 
deserticola, 457 
Diceromyia, 107, 108, 214, 359, 401, 462 
didieri, 3 I 6 
dissimilis, 300, 302 
distinctus, 437, 438, 440, 458 
domesticus, 156, 157, 158, 172, 393, 453 
domicolus, 435, 456 
dracaenae, 226, 236, 237, 404, 408 
draconis, 328, 423, 434 
drymoecius, 97 
dthali, 446, 450, 4.57, 465 
dthalisimilis, 442 
dubia (Quasistegomyia), I 34 
dubia (Stegomyia), I 50 
dunni , 218, 220, 403, 453 
Dunnius, 7, 16, 106, 107, 108, ICC), 218, 

224, 3.jg, 402, 448, 461 
durbanensis, 157, 160, 197, 199, 459 
dureni, 454 
dultoni, 282, 284, 285, 296, 300, 337, 353, 

418, 422, 427, 463 
Duttonia, 156 

Ecculex, I j6 

elgonicus, 327, 328 
ellinorae, 202, 212, 458 

embuensk, 120, 123, 455 
Eretmapodites, 2, 3, 7, 8, g, I I, 15, 16, I 8, 

19, 33, 106, 224, 354, 358, 359, 371, 387, 
403, 448, 461, 462 

erythraeus, 446 
erythrurus, 26, 30, 31, 361 
eschirasi, 350 
ethiopicus, 284, 291, 415, 416 
Etorleptiomyia, 74, 358, 375, 379 
euclastus, 338 
Eumelanomyia, 249 
evansae, 26, 2g 

farquharsoni, ~8, 35, 36, 362, 353 
fasciata[usl, 3, 125, 128, 388 
fascipalpis, 214, 215, 217, 402 
fatigans, 3, 4, 245, 28-L 287, 315, 316, 333, 

3538 421, 4.50, 463 
femorata, 74, 75, 80 
Ficalbia, 2, 6, II, 13, I+, 15, 16, 18, 20, 33, 

71, 73, 89, 354, 355, 356, 364, 374, 382, 
4.551 462 

Ficalbia (subgenus), 74, 85, 358, 375, 381 
filicis, 157, 159, U3-y 175, 393 17y 
fimbriforceps, 277, 278, 279 
Finlaya. 17, 18, 22, 107, 108, 100, 119, 

3.79, 386, 387, 448, 450, 461, 462 
flavlcollis, 214, 215, 217, 401 
flavicosta (hnopheles), 456 
flavicosta (Orthopodomyia), 73 
flavimargo, 2~2, 209, 4.58 
flavithorax, 73 
flavocinctus, go, 96, 458 
flavopicta, 74, 76, 80 
flavus, 98 
forcipulatus, 226, 232, 234, 453 
formosus, I 28 
fowleri, 116, 157, 160, rg7, 198, 399 
fragilis, 270 
fraseri (A&des), 127, 138, 139, 140, 141, 

I42p 453 
fraseri (Chrysoconops), gg 
fraseri (Harpagomyia), 35, 37 
fraseri (Theobaldia), 15, 18, 70 
fraseri (Uranotaenia), 44, 51, 366 
freetownensis, 272, 274 
fryeri, 115, 116, 160, 450, 459, 462 
fulgens, 120, 121, 458, 462 
funestus, 4, 463 
furcifer, 103, 214, 401, 463 
furfurea, 64, 66 
fusca (Culex tigripes var.), 247, 248 
fusca (Culicelsa accraensis var.), 298. 2gg 
fusca (Cva thomyia) , 269 
fusca (Mimomyia), 8P 
fusca (Uranotaenia), 44, 45, 61, 370, 429 
fuscanus, 246 
fuscinervis, 202, 208, 213, 453 
fuscopalpalk, 193 
fuscopennatus, 4, go, C)I, (46, 97, (18, IOO, 

457 
fuscum (Protomelanoconion), 249, 269 
fuscus (Trichorhynchus), 269 
fuscus (Culiciomyia), 270 
fuscus (Pectinopalpus), 270, 272 

galliardi. 2.51, 252, 253, 262, 266, 453 
gambiae, 5, 457, 463, 464, 467 
gambiensis, 293, 295 
garnhami, 455 
gebeleinensis, I 52 
gediensis, 345 
genurostris, 33, 361 
gibbinsi, 156, 157, 159, 187, 188, 397, 455 
giganteus, 284, 294, 296 
Goeldia, 450 - 
goughi, 306, 3 16 
grahami (kdes), rag, IIO, III, 113, 114, 

385 
grahami (Culex), 288, 344, 347, 426, 432 
grahami (Eretmapoiiites), 2, ~26, 230, 406, 

4.53 
Grahamia, 33 
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grandidieri, go, 98 
granti, 126, 154, 457 
guiarti, 276, 283, 342, 344, 3jI, 425 

haemorrhoitlalis, 23, 24 
hancocki (Anopheles), 453 
hancocki (Culex), 282, 287, 330, 359, 409, 

41.5, 424, 45.5 
hargreavesi, 453 
Harpagomyia, 6, 13, 16, 32, 33, I20, 355, 

3.56, 358, 361, 364, 462 
haworthi, r-58, 161. 164, 165, 166 
hayashii, 270 
Heizmannia, 461 
henrardi, 42, 44, 45, 62, 63 
Heptaphlekomyia, 280 
hirsutipalpis, 300 
hirsutus, 156, 1.57, 160, 197, rg8, 398, 399, 

457 
hispida, 2, Y_C, 75, ~6, 77, $0, 80, 375, 376 
Jlispidiinyis, 75 
Hodgesia, II, 12, 13, 14, 16, 20, 32, 37, 

355, 358, 363, 366, 462 
holocinctus, 193 
hopkinsi (.‘Ledes), 158, 169, 3’33 
hopkinsi (Culex), 287, 326, 422 
hopkinsi (l’ranotaeniaj, 44, 45, 54, 368 
horridus, 249, 2.52, 2.53, 269, ,qrI 

implexus. 458 
inconspicuosa (Eumelanomyia), 249, 267 
inconspicuosus (Mochthogenes), 277, 278, 

412 
inexorabilis, I28 
ingrami (Xedes), 120, 123, 387 
ingrami (Culex), 283, 284, 288, 346, 426 
T ngramia, 85 
inornata (Uranotaenia), 61, 62, 429 
inornatus (Eretmapodites), 225, 226, 232, 

233, 406. 453 
insatiabilis, I 28 
insignis, 251, 252, 2.53, 262, 263, 278, 432 
insolens, Ij8, 171 
intermedius, 226, 228, 405 
invenustus, 272 
invidiosus, 280, 284, 288, 337, 338, 425 
irritans, 3, 1.57, Ijg, %_, 396, 459, 463 

Jamesia, 246 
jinjaensis, 28.4, 293, 2’34 

kabwachensis, 159, 181, 395 
kapretwae, 2, 158, 162, 455 
kingi (Anopheles), 458 
kingi (Culex), 286, 304, 432 
kingi (Mimeticulex), 156, ZOO 
Kingia, 12.5 
kingianus, 250, 253, 2.58, 259 
kivuensis, 127, 132 
koumbai, 260 
kummi, 219, 220, 403 

lacustris, 2, IS, 74, 7j, 79, 37 j, 377 

lamberti, I 53 
lamborni, 157, Ijg, 186, 188, 455, 458 
Lasioconops, 280 
Lasiosiphon, 243, 244 
laticinctus, 282, 287, 310, 313, 420, 450, 

457 
laurenti, 333, 425 
leesoni (Aedes), 156, 157, rjg, ISI, 183 
leesoni (Anopheles) , 457 
Leicesteria, 461 
Lepiothauma, 64 
leptolabis, 157, 158, 172, 173 
leucarthrius, 159, 188 
leucopus, 226, 239, 241, 408, 453 
lilii, 133, 134 
lineata, 253 
lineatopennis, 5, 201, 202, 204, 400, 450 
listeri, 462 
lividocostalis, 336 
longiareolata, 18, 67, 68, 154, 247, 359, 

373, 450, 456, 462 
longipalpis (Aedes), II~, 120, 121, 130, 

386, 429,453, 462 
longipalpis (Anopheles), 457 
longiseta, 157, 158, 172, 173 
lovettae, 458 
Ludlowia, 75 
luteocephalus, 3, 125, 126, 12H, 130, 149, 

IjO, 151, 389, 391, 4.53 
luteolateralis, 201, 202, 205 
lutescens, 25, 26, 29, 457 
Lutzia , 245, 246, 250, 352, 357, 409, 450, 

401 

macfiei, 245, 271, 276, 288, 343,410, 413 
machardyi, 458 
macrophyllus, 287, 327, 329 
maculicosta, 202, 211 
maculicrura, 247 
maculipalpis, 446 
maculipennis (Anopheles), L 
maculipennis (Taeniorhynchus), go, 95, 

Ioo, 463 
maculipes, 291, 389 
maculoabdominalis, I36, 138 
madagascariensis, 289 
major (Culex), 285, 294, 295 
major (Mansonia), 103 
hlalaya, 33 
malayi, 277, 278 
malfeyti, 85, 87 
Mansonia, 22, 88 
Mansonioides, g, 14, 17, LO, 33, 72, Sg, 

102, 106, 358, 383, 46~ 
marquesensis, r 05 
marshalli (Aedes), 2, 158, 160, 161, 163 
marshalli (Toxorhynchites), 26 

mascarensis, 2, 126, 135, 153 
masculus, 336 
mashonaensis, 42, 44, 45, 59, 60, 61, 369. 

429, 457 
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masseyi, 128, 146 
mayeri, 43, 44, 50 
mayumbae, 295 
mediolineata, 74, 83, 84, 103, 380 
mediopunctatus (Aedes), 192, 193 
mediopunctata (Ficalbia), 84 
Megaculex, 75, 76 
Megarhinus, 6, 8, IO, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 

23, 32, 34, 74, 357, 358, 359, 448, 450, 
461, 462 

Melanoconion, 450 
melanopus, 226, 233 
metallicus (Aedes), 126, 134, 135, 389, 391 
metallicus (Taeniorhynchus), 89, 91 
michaeli, 43% 437, 439 
microannulatus, 5, go, 100, 101, 383 
micromelas, 42, 43, 61 
microstictus, 158, r5g 170 
milesi, 438 
Mimeteculex, 156 
Mimomyia, 13, 14, 18, 33, 74, 75, 358, 374 
mimomyiaformis, ~8, 74, 75, 76, 81, 83, 

375, 378 
minima, 85 
minUtUS (Aedes), 157, 159, 174, 175, 177, 

393, 430 
minutus (Culex), 300, 336, 337 
mirificus, 282, 284, 287, 318, 319, 458 
mixtus, 158, 159, 170 
Mochthogenes, 242, 245, 267, 277, 412, 

462 
modestus, 244 
molestus, 3 15 
mombasaensis, 247, 249 
monetus, 120, 122 
monotrichus, 202, 208, 209, 210 
montana, 43,44,54,55 
montforti, 306 
mortiauxi, 454 
moucheti, 18, 22, 283, 284 

359, 409, 413, 415, 428 
Mucidus, 17, 18, 107, 108 

357,455. 
mucidus. 18, IIO, III. 112 
multicolor, 450, 457, 462 
mundulus, 353 

288, 351, 356, 

109, 359, 384, 

114, 385 

9 
musarum (Culex), 287, 288, 330, 331, 4og, 

424, 425 
musarum (Uranotaenia) , 45, 58 
mutica, 223 
mutilus, 158, 169, 170 
Myxosquamus, 156 
Myzomyia, 445, 448 

natalensis (Aedes), 219, 220, 221 
natalensis (Anopheles), 45 7 
natronius, 156, 157, 160, 197, 199, 458 
neavei, 286, 308, 335 
nebulosus, 270, 271, 272, 409, 412, 413, 

463 

neireti (Culex), 296 
neireti (Uranotaenia), 44, 45, 53 
neobiannulata, 175, 176, 178, 179 
Neocellia, 445, 446 
Neoculex, 15, 242, 245, 249, 410, 448 
Neomelanoconion, 270 
Neopecomyia, I 56 
neotaeniorhynchus, 298 
nepenthes, 44, 45, 59 
niger (Aedes), 88 
nigeria, 128 
nigeriae, 39, 40, 363, 364 
nigeriensis, 198, 3gg 
nigerrimus (Aedes), IIO, 113, 114, 115,385 
nigerrimus (Taeniorhynchus), 105 
nigra (Chrysoconops), gI 
nigra (Ficalbia), 75, 88 
nigra (Mansonia), 214 
nigricephalus, 3, 157, 159, 185, 397, 459 
l$y-ipes, 44, 45, 58, 59, 368 
nigrithorax, go, 95, 96, 98, IOO 
nigrochaetae, 91, 272 
nigrocostalis, 336 
nigromaculata, 42, 44, 45, 60, 429 
ninagongoensis, 287, 319, 421, 455 
nivipous, 56 
nocturnus, 96 
nyangae, 278 
nyasae, 120, 123 
Nyssorhynchus, 450 

obscurus, 2, 453 
obsoleta, 44, 51 
ocellata, Igg 
Ochlerotatus, 17, 22, 107, 108, 115, 156, 

158, 219, 359, 386, 387, 450, 455, 456, 
462 

ochraceus, 5, 157, 159, 200 
Oculeomyia, 280 
oedipodius, 226, 227, 238, 404, 408, 453 
oidipodeios, 238, 432 
onderstepoortensis, 305 
ornata, 44, 45, 56, 368, 369, 453 
ornatothoracis, 232, 288, 334, 336, 340 
Orthopodomyia, 6, II, 16, 18, 19, 33, 71, 

74, 359, 374, 462 

pachyurus, 157, Ij9, 191, 192, 459 
pallida (Banksinella), 205, 206 
pallida (Ficalbia), 74, 75, 80, 358, 375, 

3771 378 
pallidocephala (Uranotaenia), 18, 43, 44, 

45, 46 
pallidocephalus (Culex), 306, 3 16, 3 I 7, 

433 
pallidopunctata, rgo 
pallidostriatus, 201 
pallidothoracis, 349 
palpalis, 201, 202, 208, 209, 400, 453 
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paludosus, 156, 185 
palustris, 78, 377 
pandani, 41, 44, 45, 59 
par, 289 
parvipluma, 226, 227, 239, 240, 408, 432 
Pectinopalpus, 270 
pembaensis, 106, 185,222, 403, 459, 466 
penicillatus, 226, 232, 234, 453 
perexiguus, 306 
perfidiosus, 1.5, 283, 284, 288, 304, 336, 

342, 3431 453 - 
perfuscus, 258, 283, 284, 288, 304, 340, 

348, 350 
peringueyi, 250, 253, 255, 256, 459 

perplexens, 2, 74, 75, 79, 375, 377, 378 
perturbans, 90 
pharoensis, 447, 450 
philipi, 276, 288, 346, 350. 427, 459 
philonuxia, 43, 44, 47 
phyllolabis, 157, 159, 175, 176, 394, 453 

phytophagus, 26, 28, 29, 453 
phytophygus, 28 
pincerna, 82, 379 
pipiens, 2, 154, 242, 280, 282, 284, 287, 

314, 316, 332, 337, 42% 450% 462, 463, 

464 
pitchfordi, 445 
plioleucus, 220, 239, 241, 453 

plumosa, 15, 74, 77, 83, 375, 379 
poicilipes, 243, 247, 280, 281, 285, 289, 

292, 293, 295, 414, 415, 450, 463 
pogonui-us, 202, 209, 211 
pollinctor, 120 
Polyleptiomyia, I56 
poweri, 128, 145, 148, 390, 458 
pretoriensis, 446 
productus, 239, 241, 453 
Protomelanoconion, 249 
pruina, 283, 284, 288, 346, 349, 418, 427, c 

453 
pruinosus, 349 
psectropus, 38, 39, 40, 364 
pseudoannulioris, 295 
pseudocinereus, 274 
pseudoconopas, 89, 93, Ioo 
Pseudoculex. 280 
Pseudoficalbia, 41, 43 
Pseudoheptaphlebomyia, 280 
pseudonigeria, 128, 147, 390 
Psorophora, I IO, 450 
pubescens, 157, 159, 192, 194, 453 
pulcherrima, 41 
pulchrithorax (Aedes), 18, 119, 120, 124, 

254,387, 429, 458 
pulchrithorax (Culex), 124, 249, 250, 253, 

256 
pullatus, 347 
punctipes, 289 
punctithorax, 168, I 77 
punctocostalis, 3, 201, 202, 206, 400, 453 
punctor, I 16 

punctothoracis, 157, 158, 16% 459, 463 
pusillus, 244, 457 
pygmaeus, 353 

quadrimaculata, 84 
quasigelidus, 289, zgo 
quasiguiarti, 287, 288,334, 457 
Quasistegomyia, 125 
quasiunivittatus, 157, 160, 184, 188, 189, 

455, 457, 466 
queenslandensis, 130 
qumquefasciatus, 316 
quinquepunctata, I 67 
quinquevittatus, 18, 224, 225, 226, 228, 

236, 404, 407, 462 

reversus, I05 
rhecter, 183 
rhodesiensis, 464 
richteri, 3~9, 310 
richiardii, 382 
rima, 244, 251, 252, 253, 260, 262, 270, 

272, 353,432, 453 
ronaldi, 298 
ruarinus, 442 
rubinotus, 244, 245, LjO, 253, 260, 410 
rupicolus, 442, 444, 445, 450 

Sabethes, 450 
salisburiensis, 250, 253, 257 
salsus, 296 
salus, 296 
sanguinea, 37, 38, 39, 364 
sarawaki, 280 
scatophagoides, 109, 110, II~, 112, 113, 

384, 450, 463 
scotti, 2, 154, 288, 330, 332 
schulzei, 27 
schwetzi (Anopheles), 438 
schwetzi (Aedes), 127, 139, 140 
schwetzi (Culex), 283, 284. 288, 340, 347 
semibrunneus, 271, 272, 27.5 
semisimplicipes, 2, 18, 226, 227, 229, 236, 

406 
senegalensis, 156, 184 
septemguttata, I02 
sergenti, 457 
seychellensis, I 77 
seydeli, 435 
seyrigi, 250, 253, 256 
shillitonis, 18, 42, 43, 44, 45, 62, 63, 371 
sierraleonis, 247, 248 
silvestris (Eretmapodites), 226, 231, 236, 

406 
similis, 45 
simplex, 280, 306, 314 
simpliciforceps, 278, 279 
simpsoni (Aedes), 4, 126, 127, 133, 135, 

136, 138, 388, 389 
simpsoni (Culex), 286, 303, 309, 312, 420 
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simulans, 158, 165, 166, 392, 453 tesmanni. 2 7, 
sinaiticus, 286, 310, 311, 420 thalassius, 3, 
sitiens, 285, 296, 299, 357, 417, 450, 459 
Skusea, 106, 107, x08, 222, 359, 387, 403, 

448 
smithi, 453 
soleatus, 128, 140, 142, 144, 458 
somaliensis, 297 
spathipalpis, 08 
@endens (FicaIbia), 73, 74, 75, 77, 358, 

375 
splendens (Harpagomyia), 33, 35 
squamipennis, 64 
squamosus, 463 
stanleyi, 226, 239, 408, 453 
Stegomyia, 4, 18, 19, 106, 107, 108, Iog, 

125, 200, 224, 359, 384, 387, 450, 462 
Stenoscutus, 156 
stenoscutus (I\. minutus xar.), 178, 179 
stephensi, 446 
stoehri, 3 16 
stokesi, 4, 157, 158, 163, 165, 392, 453 
striatipes, 286, 31 I, 327 
subaequalis, 272, 276 
subargenteus, 127, 132, 135 
subdentatus, 157, 160, 191, 1g2, 459 
subrima, 251, 252, 253, 262 
subsimplicipes, 226, 227, 228, 229, 405, 

458 
sudanensis (Culex), 19.5 
sudanensis (Ludlowia), 8 I 
sudanensis (Mucidus), I IO 
sudanensis (Reedomyia), I 74 
sugens, I jj 
sumatranus, 270 
summorosus, 28 1, 4 17 
sunyaniensis (Culex), 251, 253, 262, 263, 

411, 432 
sunyaniensis (Ficalbia), 7g 
sylvestris (Culex), r56 
symesi, 435 

taeniarostris (_4edes), 202, 207, 208, 2cg, 

453 
taeniarostris (HarpaLgomyia), 34, 35, 36, 

361, 362 
taeniorhynchoides, 289 
Taeniorhynchus, 3, 4, 14, 16, 17, 22, 33, 

71, 88, 108, 354, 355, 381, 455, 461 
Taeniorhynchus (subgenus), IOL 
ta,eniorhynchus (Aedes), r 16 
tamsi, 287, 323, 422, 455 
tarsalis, 156, ~57, 159, 174, 179, 393 
taylori, 214, 215, 216 
tchekedii, 439 
tenax, 28g, 290 
tenebrosus, 435 
tenuipalpis, 270 
territans, 249 
terzii, 287, 311, 312, 327, 458 

464 
4. 284, 285, 297, 298, 417, 

459, 463 
theileri (Anopheles), 437, 440, 441, 446 
theileri (Culex), 285, 305, 419, 450, 457, 

464 
Theobaldia (genus), 7, g, I I, I 2, I 5, 16, 18, 

33, 67, 373, 462 
Theobaldia (subgenus), 450 
Theomyia, 70, 448 
tigripes, 3, g, 68, 246, 247, 289, 295, 409. 

41"v 4.57, 463 
tipuliformis, 305 
titillans, 88 
togoensis, I 36 
tonsus, 226, 235, 236 
toroensis, 2, 287, 327, 329, 423, 434, 455 
Toxorhynchites, 23 
transvaalensis, IgO 
tricholabis, 160, 180, 458 
Trichoprosopon, 450 
trichorostris, 33, 34, 35, 36, 453 
trifilatus, 287, 321. 421, 455, 457 
trifoliatus, 288, 339 
trinidad, 128, 142, 390 
tritaeniorhynchus, 281, 284, 285,299 357, 

417, 419, 450, 459 
turkhudi, 450 

ugandae, 438, 441 
umbripes, 286, 321 
unguiculata, 42, -I_ j7 

uniannulata, 156, 174, 177 
uniformis (C‘uliciomyia), 274 
uniformis (Ficalbia), 75, 86, 88, 381 
uniformis (Taeniorhynchus), 3, 4, 17, go, 

104, 105, 384, 450 
unilineatus, 125, 126, 128, 152, 388, 391, 

450 
univittatus, 280, 285, 286, 301, 305, 306, 

3139 318, 335j 353, 419, 450, 4571 463 
Uranotaenia, 7, IO, II, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 

20, 22, 32, 41, 81, 85, 356, 357, 358, 359, 
364, 373, 409, 448, 450 

vagans, 306 
vansomereni, 2, 282, 284, 286, 287, 311, 

313, 318, 327, 329, 422, 434, 44.5, 455, 
457 

ventrilloni, 282. 284, 285, 300 
venustipes, 372 
versicolor, 5, 89, 91, 92 
vexans, 1.50, 195, 450 
vexillatus, 336, 339 
violaceus, g 1 
viridibasis, 26. 31, 453 
viridis, 342 
vittatus, 3, 108, 125, 126, 127, 152, 155, 

359, 388, 391, 445, 450, 457, 464 



wahlbergi, go, 91, 101 
walravensi, 436, 438, 458 
wansoni, 226, 239, 240 
watti, 282, ~85,287,301,302,353 
wellcomei, 441, 456 
wellmani (Finlaya), 119, I~G, 122, 387 
wellmani (Stegomyia), I47 
weschei, 288, 344, 345 
wigglesworthi (_Ai;des), 157, 159, 181, 182, 

394, 432 

yvonneae, 157, 159, 175, 176, 454 

zeltneri, 353 
Ziemanni, 125, 130, 138 
zombaensis, 287, 317, 327, 433, 455 



PLATE I. 

A2jdes (Stegomyia) aegypti Linnaeus. 





PLATE II. 

Head and thorax in AZdees (Stegomyia) 

I. A. (S.) aegyfiti Linnaeus (pale form). 8. A. (S.) masseyi Edwards. 
2. A. (S.) woodi Edwards. 9. A. (S.) ufiicoarCgentew Theobald. 
3. A. (S.) simfisoni Theobald. IO. A. (S.) schwetzi Edwards. 
4. A. (S.) metallicus Edwards. I I. A. (S.) boxeri Theobald. 
5. A. (S.) africanus Theobald. 12. A. ($9.) unilineatus Theobald. 
6. A. (S.) luteocephalus Newstead. 13. A. (S.) bambusae Edwards. 
7. A. (S.) chaubsieri Edwards. 14. A. (S.) angustus Edwards. 



PLATE 2. 

Thoracic markings of Ethiopian ‘4 C;dcs, subgenus Stegomyin. I. .4. (S.) mgypti I.., pale form. 
2. A. (S.) -woodi Edw. 3. -4. (S.) simfisoni Theo. 4. h-1. (5.) vtrtnll~cr~s Ed\\. 5 . -4. (S.) 
nfricnws Theo. 6. A. (S.) z2Ltf~oCL’~hdlCS Newst. 7. .4. (.S.j cha~rss~~ri Ed\\-. S. .4. (S.) 
trznssey i Edw. ‘). A. (S.) npiconrg~~ztezts Tll~~O. IO. .I. (.\.) cchu~~~f,r Ed\\-. II. .4. (S.) 
conti,quus Edw. 12. A. (S.) unilinenlus Theo. 13. .4. f S.) hzmbttsae Edw. 11. -4. (S.) 
nngustus Edw. 



PLATE III. 

4 

Head and thorax in 

I. A&les ( A~dimor/~hus) cajensis Edwards. g. E. silvestris Ingram and de Meillon. 
L’. A. (A.) simuluns Newstead and Carter. 
3. A., (A.) ochraceus Theobald. 

I o. Taeniorhynchns (Mansonioides) un_formis 
Theobald. 

4. A. (Diceromyia) Jlavicollis Edwards. 
5. A. (Banksinella) lineatopennis Ludlow. 
6. Eretmapoditeq quinqueaittatus Theobnld. 
7. 6. dracaenae Edwards. 
8. E. inornatus Newstead. 

I I. T. (.M.) africanus Theobald. 

I 2. Ai;domyia africana Neveu-Lemaire. 

13. Culex (Culex) hancocki Edwards. 

I 4. Aides (Finlaya) pulchrithorax Edwards. 





PLATE IV. 

C&x (Culex) fatigans Wiedemann. 




